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PREFACE

Like a last great man at prayer
All that remains is 

My repentant memory
Which flicking aimlessly through the  

years granted by prayer
Through all that has gone

Cannot even find 
Itself there 
Any more.

David Sfard, 19721

Literature in Yiddish has an almost millennial history. A major, if not the de-
finitive caesura in its evolution was the outbreak of World War II, during 
which, of the approximately 11 million Jews who used Yiddish in their day-
to-day affairs, over half perished. Yiddish literature emerged from the war 
severely crippled, weakened by the deaths of its writers and readers. But for 
many years after the war those who survived made immense efforts, in var-
ious places across the globe, to revive and foster culture in their mother 
tongue.2 After the Holocaust the major centres of literary life shifted to West-
ern Europe, the United States, and Israel. It is widely believed that, outside 
the Soviet Union, there was little activity in Eastern Europe after the war.3 But 

1 D. Sfard, ‘Der letster funk,’ in idem, Brenedike bleter (1972), p. 11. 
2 See, for instance, J. Sherman, ed., Yiddish after the Holocaust (2004).
3 For more on the subject of Soviet Yiddish culture see, for instance, the chapter entitled 

‘Yiddish in the Soviet Union,’ in C. Madison, Yiddish Literature: Its Scope and Major Writers 
(1968), pp. 382–425; C. Shmeruk, ‘Yiddish Literature in the USRR,’ in The Jews in Soviet Russia 
since 1917, edited by L. Kochan (1978), pp. 242–280; the chapter entitled ‘Soviet Yiddish Litera-
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in Poland there was a small though burgeoning and very dynamic centre of  
Jewish life.4 The community that was building it consisted of the handful 
of people who had miraculously survived the Holocaust in Poland, and the far 
larger group of those who had seen the war out in the USSR. It is the literary 
output of this community of survivors, created and/or published in post-war 
Poland to 1968, that is the subject of analysis in this work.5  

The writers who concern me here were not a homogeneous group. Com-
mon to all of them was that they were Polish Jews writing in Yiddish, born 
in the late nineteenth century or the first twenty years of the twentieth, and 
their literary debuts came, for the most part, between the wars. Their number 
included Zionists of all shades,6 Bundists,7 those with left-wing sympathies, 
and others with no political involvement. Nevertheless, the fact remains that 
even in the interbellum many of them aligned themselves with Communism.8 

ture,’ in S. Liptzin, A History of Yiddish Literature (1988), pp. 194–236; Z. Gitelman, ‘The Evolu-
tion of Jewish Culture and Identity in the Soviet Union,’ in Jewish Culture and Identity in the So-
viet Union, edited by Y. Ro’i and A. Beker (1991), pp. 3–24; J. Veidlinger, The Moscow State 
Yiddish Theater: Jewish Culture on the Soviet Stage (2000); D. Shneer, Yiddish and the Creation 
of Soviet Jewish Culture, 1918–1930 (2004); G. Estraikh, In Harness: Yiddish Writers’ Romance 
with Communism (2005); A. Shternshis, Soviet and Kosher: Jewish Popular Culture in the Soviet 
Union (2006); G. Estraikh, Yiddish in the Cold War (2008); J. Sherman and G. Estraikh, eds., 
David Bergelson: From Modernism to Socialist Realism (2007); J. Sherman and G. Estraikh,  
eds., A Captive of the Dawn: The Life and Work of Peretz Markish 1895–1952 (2011); M. Kru-
tikov, From Kabbalah to Class Struggle: Expressionism, Marxism, and Yiddish Literature 
in the Life and Work of Meir Wiener (2011); H. Murav, Music from a Speeding Train: Jewish 
Literature in Post-Revolution Russia (2011).

4 There is general information on cultural life in post-war Poland in the volume 
E.  Grözinger and M.  Ruta, eds., Under the Red Banner: Yiddish Culture in the Communist 
Countries in the Postwar Era, translated by K. Auerbach (2008), and in the article J. Nalewaj ko-
Kulikov and M. Ruta, ‘Yiddish Culture in Poland after the Holocaust,’ in Jewish Presence in Ab-
sence: The Aftermath of the Holocaust in Poland, 1944–2010, edited by F. Tych and M. Adam-
czyk-Garbowska, translated by G. Dąbkowski and J. Taylor-Kucia (2011), pp. 327–352.

5 A general overview of Yiddish literature in post-war Poland may be found in the article 
M. Adamczyk-Garbowska and M. Ruta, ‘Responses to the Holocaust in Polish and Yiddish 
Literature,’ in Jewish Presence in Absence, pp. 335–394.

6 There were many Zionist organisations founded on heterogeneous premises, from gene- 
ral Zionism, through religious, socialist, and revisionist Zionism. For more information, see 
S. Ury, ‘Zionism and Zionist Parties’ (2010), in YIVO Encyclopedia of Jews in Eastern Europe, http://
www.yivoencyclopedia.org/article.aspx/Zionism_and_Zionist_Parties (accessed 15.01.2015).

7 The Bund, full name Ogólnożydowski Związek Robotniczy „Bund” na Litwie, w Polsce 
i w Rosji (later only: w Polsce) (Yid. Algemeyner Yidisher Arbeter-Bund in Lite, Poyln un 
Rusland, later only: in Poyln), was the biggest Jewish workers’ party in interwar Poland, found-
ed in Vilnius in October 1897. For more information, see D. Blatman, ‘Bund’ (2010), in YIVO 
Encyclopedia of Jews in Eastern Europe, http://www.yivoencyclopedia.org/article.aspx/Bund 
(accessed 15.01.2015). 

8 One fundamental issue should be pointed out here: in post-war Poland, following 
the proscription of all the Jewish parties in the late 1940s, the concept of leftism became nar-
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The war came when they were at the height of their creative powers. Their 
fates were a product of many factors — to a lesser degree of the personal 
decisions they took for their lives; to a far greater extent of the vicissitudes 
of history. Their lives, and also the character of their work, were influenced 
by three factors: the Holocaust, their relations with Poland, and their contact 
with Communism.

Fleeing eastward from the German forces, these Jewish writers cannot 
have foreseen what the future held for them and those of their loved ones 
who could not or would not flee with them.9 Having reached the territory that 

rowed down by administrative dictums to the Communist ideology alone, while before the war 
it had encompassed the activities of a range of political groupings, above all the Bund and Poale 
Zion Left. This change, and the extremely meagre information we have on the life and work 
of individual writers, in many cases preclude more accurate definition of their worldview, not 
to mention their party membership. Those who were certainly members of the Communist 
Party of Poland (KPP, Komunistyczna Partia Polski) were: Yisroel Ashendorf, Binem Heller, 
Hadase Rubin, and David Sfard, though accessible lists of party members name only Ashen-
dorf and Heller. See the list of members of the KPP in the years 1918–1938 in G. Simoncini, 
‘Ethnic and Social Diversity in the Membership of the Communist Party of Poland 1918–1938,’ 
Nationalities Papers No. 22 (1994), supplement No. 1, pp. 55–92. Kalman Segal and Shloyme 
Strauss-Marko professed to have links with the Communist youth movement. Nokhem Bomze, 
Efroim Kaganovski, Moyshe Knapheys, Mendl Man, Rokhl Korn, and Reyzl Zhikhlinski were 
known to have Communist sympathies, and Pesakh Binetski, Yitskhok Guterman, Volf Hersh 
Ivan, and Yitskhok Yanasovitsh to be close to the politically undefined ‘workers’ movement.’ 
Leyb Olitski is known to have had links to Bundist circles before the war, but nowhere did I find 
information as to whether and when he ultimately aligned himself with Communism. Among 
those active in the left-wing Zionist movement were Khayim Leyb Fuks, Dovid Hofnung and 
Avrom Zak, while Khayim Grade and Avrom Sutskever were anti-Communist in spite of their 
left-wing sympathies. Of the views of Yeshaye Shpigel, Gute Guterman, Leyb Morgentoy, Elye 
Rayzman, Nakhmen Rapp, Moyshe Shklar, Moyshe Zaltsman, Yankev Zonshayn, Mendel Tem-
pel, and many others, however, we know very little, and we may only make assumptions on 
the grounds of their more or less politically involved writings from before and after the war. 
See their biographic entries in S. Niger and J. Shatzky, eds., Leksikon fun der nayer yidisher 
literatur, 8 vols. (1956–1981), and B. Kagan, Leksikon fun yidish shraybers (1986). For more 
on the parties and ideologies represented in Jewish circles in interwar Poland and Eastern 
Europe, see the section entitled ‘The Political Arena,’ in The Jews of Poland Between Two World 
Wars, edited by Y. Gutman et al. (1989), pp. 9–94; J. Frankel, ‘Parties and Ideologies’ (2010), 
in YIVO Encyclopedia of Jews in Eastern Europe, http://www.yivoencyclopedia.org/article.aspx/
Parties_and_Ideologies (accessed 8.11.2011). On the subject of ‘Jewish socialism,’ see D. Grin-
berg, ‘Socjalizm żydowski,’ in Żydzi w Polsce: Leksykon (2001), pp. 415–426, and on the subject 
of Jewish links with the Communist movement in the interbellum, see G. Simoncini, The Com-
munist Party of Poland 1918–1929 (1993), and A. Grabski, Działalność komunistów wśród Ży-
dów w Polsce (1944–1949) (2004), pp. 25–30. For more on Jewish relations with the broadly 
defined left wing, see G. Estraikh and M. Krutikov, eds., Yiddish and the Left: Papers of the Third 
Mendel Friedman International Conference on Yiddish (2001); A. Grabski, ed., Żydzi a lewica: 
Zbiór studiów historycznych (2007), and G. Estraikh, In Harness and Yiddish in the Cold War.

9 At the present stage of research it is not easy to recreate the fates of the Jewish writers who 
survived in the USSR. There are no detailed studies on this subject, and the materials that could 
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was occupied by the Red Army on 17 September 1939 (known as the Eastern 
Borderlands [Kresy Wschodnie]), they gravitated above all to the Polish cities 
Białystok and Lwów [now Lviv, Ukraine]10 — some 40 writers lived in each 
of these cities.11 Another Polish city under Soviet occupation was Wilno [now 
Vilnius, Lithuania], which for many years had been home to a group of out-
standing Yiddish-language writers.12 Many of the writers who found them-
selves in Poland’s eastern border region annexed to the USSR had left-wing 
leanings or indeed were active in the Communist cause. 

The fates of those who fled to the Soviet Union varied. Communist writers 
and journalists were able to write and be published there, though they were 
working in a difficult political situation in which it would be hard to speak 
of true creative freedom.13 Nonetheless, in 1940 alone, seven books were 
published by writers who had gathered in Białystok, and in 1941 four vol-
umes were released by authors in Lviv.14 A few writers were accepted into the  

contribute new information (press, memoirs, accounts, archival documents, etc.) are scattered 
and difficult to access. As such, our knowledge of wartime experiences is incomplete and we can 
offer no conclusive answers to many questions, such as the following: Who, aside from those for 
whom we already have definite information, ‘only’ sympathised with Communism, and who was 
a member of the party? Who was arrested and sent to the gulag? Where exactly did each of the fu-
gitives spend the war years, and in what conditions? Who served in the Red Army? My recon-
struction for the purposes of this preface can do no more than offer a general overview of the ex-
periences of the members of this group of writers; it does not pretend to give a detailed analysis 
of individual fortunes. Establishing historical facts, which requires painstaking, time-consuming 
work, is outside the remit of this literary study. Readers may find more detailed historical infor-
mation on the period in the papers that I cite in connection with particular matters. 

10 My information on the lives and work of Jewish writers in the USSR in the years 1939–
1941 is cited after: D. Levin, The Lesser of Two Evils: Eastern European Jewry under Soviet Rule, 
1939–1941, translated by N. Greenwood (1995), pp. 126–143. 

11 Among those in Białystok were Pesakh Binetski, Yisroel Emyot, Khayim Leyb Fuks, 
Moyshe Grosman, Binem Heller, Yitskhok Yanasovitsh, Efroim Kaganovski, Moyshe Knapheys, 
Ber Mark, Dovid Mitsmakher, Yosef Okrutni, Nakhmen Rapp, Yosef Rubinshteyn, David Sfard, 
and Avrom Zak, and those in Lviv included Yisroel Ashendorf, Nokhem Bomze, Yerakhmy-
el Grin, Alter Katsizne, Dovid Kenigsberg, Rokhl Korn, Moyshe Shimel (Maurycy Szymel), 
Ber Shnaper, Yankev Shudrikh, and Debora Vogel. The work of the Yiddish literary circle 
in Białystok under Soviet occupation is described in J. Nalewajko-Kulikov, Obywatel Jidysz-
landu: Rzecz o komunistach żydowskich w Polsce (2009), pp. 109–128. The activities of writers 
in Yiddish in Soviet-occupied Lviv are addressed by K. Szymaniak, Być agentem wiecznej idei: 
Przemiany poglądów estetycznych Debory Vogel (2006), pp. 55–60, and T. Fuks, A vanderung 
iber okupirte gebitn (1947), pp. 49–59.

12 Among them such writers as Sutskever, Grade, Rubin, and Elkhonen Vogler. For more 
on the situation of the Jewish writers in this city during the war, see J. Lisek, Jung Wilne — ży-
dowska grupa artystyczna (2005), pp. 161–189.

13 For more on this subject, see J. Nalewajko-Kulikov, Obywatel Jidyszlandu, pp. 109–128.
14 Works by the following writers from Białystok were published in the USSR: Heller, 

Knapheys, Emyot, Rubinshteyn, Sholem Zhirman, and Aron Val, as were works by the Lviv 
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Union of Soviet Writers of the Belarus Soviet Socialist Republic,15 while 
the Ukraine Writers’ Union, founded in 1940, took membership of as many 
as 34 authors writing in Yiddish.16 In addition, Communist writers held high 
posts in various Jewish institutions.17 Among the fugitives there were, how-
ever, also others who were charged with activity to the detriment of the So-
viet Union, arrested, and — like many other citizens of Poland — sent to 
the camps.18 In the same period, west of the River Bug, the Germans launched 
mass persecutions and extermination of the Jews. Among those persecut-
ed were the majority of Yiddish writers, as well as the families and friends 
of those who had fled. At least 260 Yiddish writers and journalists perished;19 
few survived.20 When on 22 June 1941 the German forces attacked the Soviet 
Union, the fugitives from Poland embarked on an odyssey around the Asi-
atic republics of the Soviet empire: Kazakhstan, Kirghizia, Uzbekistan, Tajik-
istan, Turkmenistan, etc., finding work in kolkhozes, armaments factories, 

writers Ashendorf, Bomze, Grin, and Korn. For more on this subject, see D. Levin, The Lesser 
of Two Evils, p. 134.

15 Among them Heller, Yanasovitsh, Kaganovski, Knapheys, Mitsmakher, Okrutni, Rubin-
shteyn, and Sfard, who was appointed deputy chairman of the Union. For more, see J. Nalewaj-
ko-Kulikov, Obywatel Jidyszlandu, p. 120.

16 See D. Levin, The Lesser of Two Evils, p. 130. 
17 Heller, Sfard and Mark took editorial posts in the newly founded Yiddish-language 

newspaper Bialistoker Shtern. For more on this subject, see J. Nalewajko-Kulikov, Obywatel 
Jidyszlandu, p. 114. A. Katsizne was appointed artistic consultant of the State Jewish Theatre 
in Lviv and head of the programme A yidishe sho on Lviv radio, Kenigsberg was appointed head 
of the Jewish section of the Ukraine Union of Writers, and R. Korn was elected to the Lviv city 
soviet. For more on this subject, see D. Levin, The Lesser of Two Evils, p. 131.

18 Those known to have suffered this fate include Grosman, Zak, Olitski, Yekhiel 
Hofer, and Segal. See Z. D[iamant], ‘Grosman Moyshe,’ in Leksikon fun der nayer yidisher 
literatur, Vol. 2: gimel–dalet (1958), col. 360–363; Kh.L. Fuks, ‘Zak Avrom,’ in Leksikon 
fun der nayer yidisher literatur, Vol. 3: hey–khet, edited by E. Oyerbakh and M. Shtarkman 
(1960), col. 557–560; N. Cohen, ‘Olitski Brothers,’ trans. C. Friedman-Cohen, in YIVO 
Encyclopedia of Jews in Eastern Europe (2010), www.yivoencyclopedia.org/article.aspx/
Olitski_Brothers (accessed 5.11.2011), R. Goldberg, ‘Hofer Yekhiel,’ in B. Kagan, Leksikon 
fun yidish shraybers, pp. 210–212, and M. Ruta, Pomiędzy dwoma światami: O Kalmanie 
Segalu (1993), pp. 17–21. 

19 A list of around 260 names of writers who perished during the war is included in the first 
issue of the almanac Yidishe shriftn: Literarish zamlbukh (1946), pp. 4–5. In order to con-
ceive of the magnitude of this loss, suffice it to compare this number with the 269 members 
of the Union of Jewish Writers and Journalists in 1929. For more on this, see N. Cohen, ‘Mo-
tives for the Emigration of Yiddish Writers from Poland (1945–1948),’ in Under the Red Banner 
(2008), pp. 157–164. 

20 Survivors include Shpigel, Rivke Kviatkovski, Hofnung and Sutskever — writers whose 
work on the subject of the Holocaust and Poland is addressed in this study. The list of writers 
who survived despite spending time in the ghettos and camps is, of course, longer than this.
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or mines. Others were drafted into the Red Army.21 In spite of the immense 
hardships suffered by the Jewish fugitives from Poland, the majority managed 
to survive.22 

In the years 1945–1946 the first wave of repatriates from the Soviet Union 
arrived in Poland, some 230,000 Jews (both Polish and Soviet) among them. 
Together with the handful of those who had seen out the war under the Ger-
man occupation, the survivors constituted barely a fraction of the more than 
three million Jewish citizens who had lived in Poland before the war. Their 
return from the USSR fuelled a rise in antisemitic moods in a considerable 
proportion of Polish society.23 

In the initial years following liberation there was relative political freedom 
across Poland, which also extended to the Jewish population.24 Many insti-
tutions were founded in this period that played a major role in the revival 
of Jewish social and cultural life:25 the Central Committee of Jews in Poland 
(CKŻP, Centralny Komitet Żydów w Polsce), the Jewish Historical Com-
mission (ŻKH, Żydowska Komisja Historyczna), the theatres in Wrocław 

21 Those known to have shared this fate include Bomze, Man, and Rayzman.
22 For more on the fates of some Polish Jewish writers in the USSR, see J. Nalewajko-Kuli-

kov, Obywatel Jidyszlandu, pp. 129–160. For information on the fates of the Jewsh fugitives from 
Poland in the USSR, see, inter alia, Y. Litvak, ‘Jewish Refugees from Poland in the USSR, 1939–
1946,’ in Bitter Legacy: Confronting the Holocaust in the USSR, edited by Z. Gitelman (1997), 
pp. 123–150; D. Boćkowski, ‘Żydzi polscy w ZSRR w czasie II wojny światowej,’ in Żydzi i ko-
munizm: Jidełe: Żydowskie Pismo Otwarte, special edition (spring 2000): 104–128; idem, ‘Losy 
żydowskich uchodźców z centralnej i zachodniej Polski przebywających na Kresach Północ-
no-Wschodnich w latach 1939–1941,’ in Świat NIEpożegnany: Żydzi na dawnych ziemiach 
wschodnich Rzeczypospolitej w XVIII–XX wieku, edited by K.  Jasiewicz (2004), pp. 91–108; 
M. Siekierski and F. Tych, eds., Widziałem Anioła Śmierci: Losy deportowanych Żydów polskich 
w ZSRR w latach II wojny światowej: Świadectwa zebrane przez Ministerstwo Informacji i Doku-
mentacji Rządu Polskiego na Uchodźstwie w latach 1942–1943 / I saw the angel of death: experi-
ences of Polish Jews deported to the USSR during World War II: testimonies collected in 1943–1944 
by the Ministry of Information and Documentation of the Polish Government in Exile (2006).

23 See A. Skibińska, ‘The Return of Jewish Holocaust Survivors and the Reaction of the Pol-
ish Population,’ in Jewish Presence in Absence, pp. 25–66, and A. Żbikowski, ‘The Post-War 
Wave of Pogroms and Killings,’ ibid., pp. 67–94.

24 The post-war history of the Jewish community in Poland is seeing increasingly thorough 
study. Discussions of particular issues are to be found in the works of scholars such as Natalia 
Aleksiun, Bożena Szaynok, Grabski, Berendt, Albert Stankowski, Helena Datner, Michał Gryn-
berg, Martyna Rusiniak, Nalewajko-Kulikov, Koźmińska-Frejlak, Żbikowski, Ruta, and Skibiń-
ska. Basic information may be obtained from the following works: J. Adelson, ‘W Polsce zwanej 
ludową,’ in Najnowsze dzieje Żydów w Polsce w zarysie (do 1950 roku), edited by J. Tomaszew-
ski (1993), pp. 387–478; R. Żebrowski and Z. Borzymińska, PO-LIN: Kultura Żydów polskich 
w XX wieku (1993), and above all the articles comprised in the volume Jewish Presence in Ab-
sence, which are themselves a source of knowledge on the key publications on particular themes. 

25 See note 4. 
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and Łódź,26 the Union of Jewish Writers, Journalists and Artists (Związek 
Literatów, Dziennikarzy i Artystów Żydowskich),27 the Jewish Society for 
the Promotion of the Fine Arts (Żydowskie Towarzystwo Krzewienia Sztuk 
Pięknych), and others. Initially, the foremost publishing centre was Łódź, but 
from the end of the 1940s it was Warsaw. In this period some 80 press titles 
were published in three languages,28 as well as books — above all literary 
writing from the war and its immediate aftermath. In centres of Jewish life 
in Lower Silesia (where the main town was Wrocław), Łódź and Szczecin, 
and in time also in Warsaw, community centres and clubs were opened, and 
choirs, theatre troupes, libraries, and reading rooms operated. This brief pe-
riod up to the end of the 1940s was the time of greatest diversity in the literary 
world, for it was then that at least 70 surviving writers, opinion journalists and 
reporters writing in Yiddish passed through Poland.29 

26 On the subject of Jewish theatre in post-war Poland, see A. Wróblewski, ed., Ida Kamiń-
ska: 50 lat pracy artystycznej (1967); G. Kiljańczyk, ed., 25 lat Państwowego Teatru Żydow-
skiego w Polskiej Rzeczpospolitej Ludowej (1975); S. Gąssowski, ed., Państwowy Teatr Żydowski 
im. Ester Rachel Kamińskiej (1995); I. Kaminska, My Life, My Theater, edited and translated 
by C. Leviant (1973); A. Kuligowska-Korzeniewska, ed., Teatralna Jerozolima: Przeszłość i te-
raźniejszość (2006); M.M. Bułat, ‘Polish Press and the Yiddish Theater in Poland (1947–56) 
— Screens of a Dialogue: Part I: Excerpts from the World of Appearances,’ in Under the Red 
Banner, pp. 59–76.

27 See N. Cohen, ‘The Renewed Association of Yiddish Writers and Journalists in Poland, 
1945–1948,’ in Yiddish after the Holocaust, pp. 15–36.

28 For more details on this subject, see J. Nalewajko-Kulikov and M. Ruta, ‘Yiddish Culture 
in Poland after the Holocaust,’ p. 289, note 32. Information on the content of particular press 
titles may be found in the following articles: J. Korzeniowski, ‘“Dos Naje Lebn” — pierwsza 
gazeta żydowska w PRL,’ Biuletyn Żydowskiego Instytutu Historycznego No. 3 (1981), pp. 53–61; 
J. Nalewajko-Kulikov, ‘“Syjonistyczna z lekkim zabarwieniem PPR-owskim”: “Dos Naje Lebn” 
(1945–1950) — gazeta Centralnego Komitetu Żydów w Polsce,’ in Żydzi a lewica, pp. 257–278; 
M. Fuks, ‘Prasa PPR i PZPR w języku żydowskim (“Fołks-Sztyme” 1946–1956),’ Biuletyn Ży-
dowskiego Instytutu Historycznego No. 3 (1979), pp. 21–35; M. Shklar, ‘The Newspaper Folkssh- 
time (People’s Voice) 1948–1968: a Personal Account,’ in Under the Red Banner, pp. 135–146; 
G. Berendt, ‘“Fołks-Sztyme” — instrument oddziaływania na Żydów w Polsce i za granicą w la-
tach 1946–1991,’ in Studia z dziejów trójjęzycznej prasy żydowskiej na ziemiach polskich (XIX–
XX w.), edited by J. Nalewajko-Kulikov, with G. Bąbiak and A. Cieślikowa (2012), pp. 231–265; 
M. Ruta, ‘Der Einfluss von politischen Veränderungen auf die jiddische Kultur in Polen in den 
Jahren 1946–1949 im Spiegel der Monatsschrift “Yidishe Shriftn,”’ Scripta Judaica Cracovien-
sia No. 5 (2007), pp. 65–75; E. Koźmińska-Frejlak, Homeland or Foreign Land?: The Image 
of Poland in Polish-Language Jewish Press in the Aftermath of the Holocaust (1945–1949/50),  
http://icj.huji.ac.il/conference/papers/Ewa%20Kozminska-Frejlak.pdf (accessed 13.11.2011).

29 These included Aron Ayzenbakh, Ashendorf, Yitskhok Barnshteyn, Shloyme Berlinski, 
Mordkhe Bernshteyn, Binetski, Nakhmen Blumental, Bomze, Yuda Elberg, Leo Finkelshteyn, 
Khayim Leyb Fuks, Grade, Grosman, Gute Guterman, Yitskhok Guterman, Perl Halter, Hel-
ler, Hofer, Hofnung, Ivan, Shmerke Katsherginski, Kaganovski, Yitskhok Kanter, Knapheys, 
Korn, Ber Kutsher, Leyb Kupershmidt, Kviatkovski, Lastik, Man, Mark, Mirski, Morgentoy, 
B. Mosenzhnik, Moyshe Nudelman, Rokhl Oyerbakh (Rachela Auerbach), Okrutni, Mord-
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The Communist takeover in Poland and the country’s dependence on its 
eastern neighbour (the USSR), the devastation visited on the country by 
the war and the vast attendant material problems, but above all the very 
fact of the extermination of the Polish Jews and the pogroms that ensued 
in a number of towns were all contributing factors in the decision by many to 
leave the cemetery that their homeland had become for them.30 In about 1949 
the number of Jews living in Poland fell to around 100,000.31 The writers who 
stayed were those who felt an ideological bond with the new regime and those 
who believed in the possibility of a revival of Jewish life in the new political 
system.32 The model for the autonomous secular Yiddish-based culture that 
they developed gained a name of its own — nusekh Poyln, or ‘the Polish way.’33 
A leading role in the Jewish community was played by Communist intellec-
tuals with links to the Polish Workers’ Party (PPR, Polska Partia Robotnicza), 
later the Polish United Workers’ Party (PZPR, Polska Zjednoczona Partia Ro-

khe Oley, Leyb Olitski, Mates Olitski, Volf Pasmanik, Yitskhok Perlov, Rayzman, Rapp, Leyb 
Rokhman, Rubin, Rubinshteyn, Yosef Sandel, Horatsi Safrin, Segal, Sfard, Efroim Siedlecki, 
Smolar, Sutskever, Shklar, Shpigel, Yitskhok Turkov-Grudberg, Moyshe Valdman, Vogler, Yosef 
Volf, Yanasovitsh, A.V. Yasni, Zak, Zaltsman, Zonshayn, and Zhikhlinski. This list is most likely 
incomplete, as it was compiled solely by collating the names of the authors whose work was 
published in the two editions of the literary almanac Yidishe shriftn, which came out in Łódź 
in the years 1946 and 1948, and also on the basis of information cited by Strauss-Marko in his 
memoirs Di geshikhte fun yidishn yishev in nokhmilhomedikn Poyln (1987).

30 See N. Cohen, ‘Motives for the Emigration of Yiddish Writers from Poland.’ Those who 
left the country were Rokhman in 1945; Berlinski, Elberg, Finkelshteyn, Grade, Grosman, Man, 
Nudelman, Katsherginski, Korn, Perlov (?), and Sutskever in 1946; Siedlecki (?), Rubinshteyn, 
and Volf in 1947; Ashendorf, Bomze, Khayim Leyb Fuks, Hofer, Kaganovski, Knapheys, Kut-
sher, Mates Olitski (?), Vogler, Yanasovitsh, Zak, and Zhikhlinski in 1948; Blumental, Binetski, 
Yasni, Kviatkovski, Okrutny, Rapp, and Valdman in 1949; and Hofnung in 1950.

31 See R. Żebrowski and Z. Borzymińska, PO-LIN, p. 304, and G. Berendt, ‘Zamiast przy-
pisów: Informacje przydatne w lekturze opowieści bohaterów książki,’ in J. Wiszniewicz, Życie 
przecięte: Opowieści pokolenia Marca (2008), p. 759. 

32 After Sfard, Nalewajko-Kulikov, and Grabski, I refer to those Communist writers work-
ing in Yiddish who came from Poland as Polish Jewish Communists, as distinct from the as-
similated Communists of Jewish birth who had nothing in common with the attempts to re-
build a culture in their mother tongue. Moreover, given the lack of unequivocal information 
on the nature of the left-wing sympathies of particular writers, the use of the term ‘Commu-
nist writers’ is something of a shorthand, defining not so much their political views as their 
membership of the community of writers active in socialist Poland and as such in some way 
expressing their approval of this socio-political reality and not any other. A term that I also use 
and treat as synonymous in this work is ‘left-wing writers.’

33 The plans for developing a progressive, secular Yiddish culture in socialist Poland 
and their implementation in the more than two decades that followed the war are addressed 
in the memoirs of its two main architects: H. Smolar, Oyf der letster pozitsye mit der letster 
hofenung (1982), and D. Sfard, Mit zikh un mit andere: Oytobiografye un literarishe eseyen 
(1984), pp. 11–291. 
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botnicza), among them David Sfard34 (1903–1981), a poet, editor, and pub-
lisher, and secretary (until 1962) and member of the Central Board of the Jew-
ish Social and Cultural Society (TSKŻ, Towarzystwo Społeczno-Kulturalne 
Żydów w Polsce); Binem Heller35 (1908–1998), a poet, editor, publisher, and 
member of the Central Board of the TSKŻ; Mikhal (Michał) Mirski36 (1905–
1994), a dogmatic literary critic, editor, journalist, and member of the Central 
Board of the TSKŻ; Ber (Bernard) Mark37 (1908–1966), an editor, literary 
critic, historian (the author of pioneering research into the Warsaw Ghetto 
Uprising), director of the Jewish Historical Institute (ŻIH, Żydowski Instytut 
Historyczny) in Warsaw (in the years 1949–1966), and member of the Central 
Board of the TSKŻ; and Hersh (Grzegorz) Smolar38 (1905–1993), a dogmatic 
journalist and editor, author of memoirs of life in the partisan forces, and 
chairman (until 1962) and member of the Central Board of the TSKŻ.  

Towards the end of the 1940s Stalinism tightened its grip on the country, 
and Moscow’s hostile attitude towards the newly established state of Israel in-
tensified, which significantly hampered the development of the cultural life 
of the Polish Jews. Culture was placed under the control of the TSKŻ, which 
was dominated by members of the PZPR.39 In 1949 all Jewish political parties 
and other organisations were outlawed, the publication of virtually all press 
titles was suspended, financial aid from abroad was halted, and Jewish schools, 
libraries, theatre, publishing, periodicals, etc., were nationalised. At the con-
ference of the Jewish Cultural Society (Żydowskie Towarzystwo Kultury) held 
on 14–16 October of that year, artists were given an official recommendation 
to work in accordance with the principles of Socialist Realism.40 The response 
of part of the Jewish community to these restrictions was a renewed wave of em-
igration in the years 1949–1951, when some 30,000 people left the country.41 

34 Sfard’s life and work is the subject of J. Nalewajko-Kulikov’s book Obywatel Jidyszlandu.
35 On the subject of Heller’s work, see the article M. Ruta ‘“Przez cień i blask”: Twórczość 

poetycka Binema Hellera w Polsce Ludowej (1947–1957),’ in Żydzi i judaizm we współczesnych 
badaniach polskich, edited by K. Pilarczyk, Vol. 4 (2008), pp. 407–422. 

36 On the subject of Mirski’s work, see G. Berendt, ‘Michała Mirskiego rozrachunek z Pol-
ską Ludową,’ Niepodległość No. 53/54 (2003/2004), pp. 284–314.

37 On the subject of Mark’s life and work, see J. Nalewajko-Kulikov, ‘Trzy kolory: szary:  Szkic 
do portretu Bernarda Marka,’ Zagłada Żydów: Studia i Materiały, Vol. 4 (2008), pp. 263–284.

38 On the subject of Smolar, see A. Leszczyński, ‘Sprawa redaktora naczelnego “Fołks- 
-Sztyme” Grzegorza Smolara na tle wydarzeń lat 1967–1968,’ Biuletyn Żydowskiego Instytutu 
Historycznego No. 3 (1995); No. 2 (1996), pp. 131–152. 

39 On the subject of the work of the TSKŻ, see G. Berendt, Życie żydowskie w Polsce w la-
tach 1950–1956: Z dziejów Towarzystwa Społeczno-Kulturalnego Żydów w Polsce (2008). 

40 See the speeches of the conference attendees in the publication Zjazd Żydowskiego Towa-
rzystwa Kultury w Polsce: Wrocław 14–16 października 1949 [conference publication] (1950).

41 See J. Adelson, ‘W Polsce zwanej ludową,’ p. 424, and M. Pisarski, ‘Emigracja Żydów 
z Polski w latach 1945–1951,’ in Studia z dziejów i kultury Żydów w Polsce po roku 1945, edited 
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In early 1952 around 70,000 Jews remained in Poland.42 The nationalised 
theatre, based in Łódź (later removed to Warsaw) and the publishing house 
Yidish Bukh43 were still operating. The latter, in addition to new literature and 
classics in Yiddish, also published propaganda pamphlets, Marxist and Len-
inist classics, and translations of Soviet, Polish, French, and English literature. 
In the years 1948–1968 Yidish Bukh alone released more than 50 collections 
of poetry and some 30 novels and collections of short stories in Yiddish by 
writers living in post-war Poland.44 No studies on any of this work have ever 
been written.

The year 1956 brought changes in socio-political and cultural life. When 
the Stalinist crimes were revealed at the 20th Congress of the Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) in the February of that year, the whole 
contemporary Communist world was shaken to its core, including Poland’s 
Communist Jews. The information on the antisemitic persecutions that had 
taken place in the ‘fatherland of the proletariat’ in the early 1950s and on what 
had befallen the Soviet Jewish writers murdered on Stalin’s orders in 1952,45 
and the reports of increasing antisemitism in the Communist party ranks 
in the USSR came as a shock. Antisemitic moods were also heightening in Po-
land, and there were even anti-Jewish incidents in Lower Silesia.46 Emigration 
began again, with the authorities’ permission, in 1955, and continued until 
1959. In that period some 51,000 people left the country.47 

by J. Tomaszewski (1997), pp. 71–73. Others who left the country at this time include Oyerbakh 
(Auerbach) in 1950 and Gute Guterman and Shpigel in 1951.

42 See A. Stankowski, ‘Nowe spojrzenie na statystyki dotyczące emigracji Żydów z Polski 
po 1944 roku,’ in G. Berendt, A. Grabski, and A. Stankowski, Studia z historii Żydów w Polsce po 
1945 roku (2000), p. 117.

43 On the subject of the activities of this publishing house, see J.  Nalewajko-Kulikov, 
‘The Last Yiddish Books Printed in Poland: Outline of the Activities of Yidish Book Publishing 
House,’ in Under the Red Banner, pp. 111–134.

44 See the bibliography of Yidish Bukh publications compiled by Nalewajko-Kulikov 
in Under the Red Banner, pp. 121–134, and in Bibliography of Hebrew and Yiddish Publica-
tions in Poland since 1944, collected by D. Zeichner and A. Szechter, recorded by D. Zeichner, 
edited with an introduction by J.M. Kelman (1987).

45 For more on this subject, see G. Berendt, ‘Udział Żydów polskich w walce o pamięć 
i rehabilitację twórców radzieckiej kultury żydowskiej — lata 1955–1956,’ in Żydzi a lewica, 
pp. 279–305, and J. Nalewajko-Kulikov, Obywatel Jidyszlandu, pp. 196–243.

46 See G. Berendt, ‘The Impact of the 1956 Liberalization of Poland’s Political System on 
the Jewish Population,’ in Jewish Presence in Absence, pp. 419–450.

47 A. Stankowski, ‘Nowe spojrzenie na statystyki dotyczące emigracji Żydów z Polski po 
1944 roku,’ p. 131. Among those who emigrated were writers such as Ivan in 1956; the zealous 
Communist Heller, Yitskhok Guterman, Simkhe Kants, Kupershmidt, Morgentoy, and Tur kov- 
-Grudberg in 1957, Leyb Olitski in 1959, and Rubin in 1960. 
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In the years 1955–1959 a second wave of repatriates arrived in Poland 
from the USSR, and with them around 18,000 Jews.48 Almost two-thirds 
of this contingent, i.e. around 12,000–13,000, left again very rapidly.49 Thus 
in 1960 there were some 32,000 Jews living in Poland.50 Aside from the po-
litical changes, the year 1956 also brought a cultural thaw, which spelled 
the end of the hegemony of Socialist Realism and permitted an opening 
up to the West, renewed contacts with Israel, and the ‘rehabilitation’ of many 
old themes in literature as well as the appearance of new ones. 

In the second half of the 1960s antisemitic feeling reared its head once again, 
amplified by the internecine struggles between various factions of the PZPR.51 
The culmination of the witch-hunt orchestrated against the Jews in 1967, fol-
lowing Israel’s victory in its war against the Arab states, came in March 1968. 
Its aftermath was the definitive collapse of the project to develop a Yiddish 
culture in socialist Poland, and yet another wave of emigration. In 1968 and 
the years that followed, more than 13,000 people left Poland, among them 
almost all the writers who had to that point believed that their creative efforts 
were worthwhile.52

The point at which there was the largest number of Yiddish-language writ-
ers in Poland was the second half of the 1940s. And although it was a vola-
tile community, constantly threatened by the spectre of emigration, it was 
then that it enjoyed the greatest freedom of expression, could boast the most 
active publishing and press movements, and produced the most stylistical-
ly, thematically and ideologically diverse literary output. This ‘freedom’ did 
have boundaries imposed by the censor, but they were virtually impercep-
tible in comparison with the restrictions that were to come in the first half 
of the 1950s. In this period works came out by writers who were shortly to 
be subjected to a publication ban (e.g. Khayim Grade, Avrom Sutskever). 
A broad variety of subjects were addressed: much was written, for instance, 

48 Ibid., p. 129. Some of those who returned to Poland in this period were the writers and 
journalists Shloyme Belis, Moyshe Broderzon, Emyot, Yisroel Gutkovitsh, Dovid Roytenberg, 
and Tempel.

49 R. Żebrowski and Z. Borzymińska, PO-LIN, p. 321; A. Stankowski, ‘Nowe spojrzenie na 
statystyki dotyczące emigracji Żydów z Polski po 1944 roku,’ p. 129.

50 R. Żebrowski and Z. Borzymińska, PO-LIN, p. 321. A. Stankowski (‘Nowe spojrzenie 
na statystyki dotyczące emigracji Żydów z Polski po 1944 roku,’ p. 132) writes that there were 
36,800 people of Jewish descent living in Poland at the beginning of 1961.

51 See F. Tych, ‘The “March ’68” Antisemitic Campaign: Onset, Development, and Conse-
quences,’ in Jewish Presence in Absence, pp. 451–472.

52 See A. Stankowski, ‘Nowe spojrzenie na statystyki dotyczące emigracji Żydów z Polski po 
1944 roku,’ p. 143. In Mit zikh un mit andere (pp. 160–291), Sfard mentions the hopes of those 
who were building a Yiddish culture in the People’s Republic of Poland. After the events of 1968, 
among the many who left Poland for good were Berger, Segal, Sfard, Smolar, Shklar, and Mirski.
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on the Holocaust, and about antisemitism (e.g. about the pogrom in Kielce) 
— something that from the end of the 1940s would have been unthinkable. 
The overall standard of the literary output of those first years was uneven — 
alongside mediocre poems it was possible to find works of considerable ar-
tistic value.53 Most of the outstanding writers, among them Grade, Sutskever, 
Rokhl Korn, Reyzl Zhikhlinski, and Yeshaye Shpigel, left the country before 
long. Those who remained were apparently enthusiastically disposed towards 
the changes taking place in post-war Poland, among them such superb poets 
as Heller and Hadase Rubin. 

The conditions in which this circle of enthusiasts was attempting to revive 
a cultural life in Yiddish were entirely different than those that had prevailed 
in Poland before the war. Above all, all these writers were survivors who had 
to deal with the cataclysm that had befallen their nation. Moreover, in place 
of the pluralist pre-war community, the Holocaust and the mass emigration 
after the war had left a group of people with virtually identical ideological 
beliefs who supported the political transformations being enacted against 
the will of the majority of Polish society. The attempts by this group to regen-
erate a Yiddish culture in a secular, ‘progressive’ (i.e. socialist) mould were 
supported by the state, which assumed financial protection over all its insti-
tutions. Consequently, Yiddish literature, like Polish literature, was assured 
a secure financial foundation on which to grow, but this entailed far-reaching 
political dependence. Support for Communism on the part of those writers 
who did not leave was expressed in the subordination of literature to this 
ideology. This is most clearly visible in the first half of the 1950s. Change was 
only to come with the literature of retribution (literatura rozrachunkowa) after 
Stalin’s death. From 1956 on Yiddish once again took on individual features, 
becoming a medium through which writers could express themselves with 
the maximum of freedom afforded by the socialist system. 

While the literature created immediately after the war is characterised 
by great stylistic and ideological diversity and varies in terms of its artistic 
standard (though the themes it addresses are overwhelmingly dominated 
by the Holocaust), works written in the Socialist Realist period (1949–1955) 
are homogenised in their ideological, formal and thematic aspects, and are 
strongly didactic, schematic and simplistic. Texts published at this time 
tend to be of average calibre and typical for their time, though nevertheless 

53 The poetry and prose of that period gave expression to raw emotions, and literature 
became a testimony to authentic distress. Michał Głowiński, in his ‘Wprowadzenie,’ in Stosow-
ność i forma: Jak opowiadać o Zagładzie, edited by M. Głowiński et al. (2005), p. 18, expresses 
his belief that the directness with which it was written was such that among the works created 
‘there and then’ there is virtually no kitsch — nothing banal, inappropriate, insincere or inau-
thentic. This does not mean, however, that this is by definition literature of a high standard. 
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representative in some respect of their authors’ experience. These attributes 
may be extended to many works from the whole period 1945–1968, but it 
would be untrue to state that no poignant, artistically mature works were pro-
duced in the course of these more than two decades. In view of the uniqueness 
of the experiences of this generation of writers, as in the case of Holocaust 
literature, it would seem expedient to apply criteria other than the aesthet-
ic in assessment of their writing — criteria such as moral, documentary, or 
didactic qualities. For this literature, as testimony to an immensely dramatic 
period, deserves to be heard, the more so that aside from its target audience, 
nobody has ever really listened to it before. 

It was the output of a single generation, the first generation of ‘adults’ who 
for the most part had debuted back before the war. After the war only seven 
new writers emerged to embark on a literary career: Lili Berger (1916–1996), 
Paltiel Tsibulski (1903–1967), Dovid Hofnung (1908–1952), Kalman Segal 
(1917–1980), Shloyme Strauss-Marko (1912[1914]–1992), Moyshe Shklar 
(b. 1920), and Mendel Tempel (1907–?). A characteristic feature of this 
group was the fact that these were debuts by mature individuals; Tsibulski, 
for instance, was around 60 when his maiden volume was published, and 
Tempel likewise (the others from this group were slightly younger). Their 
cultural identity was defined by the language in which they wrote — they 
represented Yiddish literature, not Polish. The exception to this was Segal, 
who wrote in two languages, Polish and Yiddish. The absence of the natural 
generational succession, and also the unusual conditions in which these au-
thors were living (the Holocaust, post-war antisemitism, the system change, 
and the waves of emigration) caused the writer community to shrink and 
age. Even without the antisemitic campaign of 1968, it seems likely that be-
fore long Yiddish literature in Poland would have died a natural death with 
the passage of the last writer. 

As I mentioned above, the subject of my work is analysis of the literary 
output written and published in socialist Poland in the years 1945–1968, now 
unknown to both readers and scholars. My research is based on a closed body 
of literary output which includes both the relatively numerous texts from 
the interbellum and war (written in Poland and the USSR) but published 
(often for the first time) after liberation, and texts written in the years that 
followed the end of the war and published contemporaneously in the press 
and/or in book form. The vast majority of their authors are Jewish writ-
ers who survived the war in the USSR, but also the small group of those 
who survived in Poland (e.g. Hofnung in the Warsaw ghetto and Shpigel 
in the Łódź ghetto). And though the literary output of survivors in the East is  
a different category than that of those who survived in Poland, because  
it was created in diametrically different conditions and conveys a different 
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point of view, I acknowledge the oeuvre of both groups in this work because 
both constitute an integral part of the Yiddish literary legacy created and/or 
published in post-war Poland. In certain exceptional cases I also reference 
works published outside of Poland, some of them even after 1968, but only 
where they are directly connected with Poland by having been written there 
in the period under study (1945–1968) but owing to the censorship could 
not be published there, or where they constitute a kind of commentary on 
the time of interest to us. 

The texts analysed here were selected from among the huge body of lyric 
poetry and prose published in the years 1945–1968 in the monthly Yidishe 
Shriftn and in book form, most of which have to date been largely inacces-
sible to the Polish reader.54 The majority of these works, in particular those 
dating from the war and shortly after its end, are extremely moving, for they 
are an invaluable record of harsh experience and human tragedy. They have 
all had to wait many years for a rereading, and the unique message they con-
vey rendered it very difficult to make the selection. In my focus on what was 
important from my particular angle, I had to pass over many interesting (and 
no less important) strands and thoughts, and many moving and often beau-
tiful poems. Slicing through such sensitive material as Holocaust literature 
and poetic settlement of accounts with Poland and the Poles was certainly 
not easy. In view of the immense power with which extensive sections of this 
literature speak to the reader, and above all of its virtually literal absence from 
the reading space in both Poland and abroad, I decided to include significant 
quoted material in this book. In parallel with work on this study, a trilingual 
anthology, Nisht bay di taykhn fun Bovl / Nie nad rzekami Babilonu [Not by 
the rivers of Babylon],55 was also generated, with the aim of making accessible 
to the contemporary reader at least part of the literary oeuvre of that time. As 
such this translation work is a kind of supplement to my scholarly work.

54 See the following publications in Polish (hence the use of the Polish spellings 
of the names): J. Zonszajn, Wiersze, translated by J. Ficowski et al. (1963); E. Rajzman, Jesienne 
drzewo, translated by J. Adler (1966); idem, Spalony gołąb, translated and foreword by A. Słucki 
(1967); idem, Modlitwa wilka, selected by K. Suchodolska, translated by J. Adler et al. (1979); 
A. Słucki, ed., Antologia poezji żydowskiej, selected, commentary, and notes by S. Łastik, pre-
face by A. Słucki (1983); M. Szklar, Verter mayne, lider mayne. Lider / Słowa moje, pieśni moje. 
Wiersze (2008). See also excerpts from the German anthology Der Fiedler vom Getto. Jiddische 
Gedichte aus Polen, selected and translated by H. Witt, foreword by B. Mark (1978). 

55 See M.  Ruta, ed., Nisht oyf di taykhn fun Bovl. Antologye fun der yidisher poezye 
in nakhmilhomedikn Poyln / Nie nad brzegami Babilonu. Antologia poezji jidysz w powojen-
nej Polsce, selected, translated and prefaced by eadem (2012); preface, footnotes and author 
notes in English. Electronic edition available here: http://akademicka.pl/index.php?de-
tale=1&a=2&id=118729.
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The history of this period has been relatively well researched. Increasing num-
bers of works are being written on the fates of the survivors, the cultural insti-
tutions operating after the war, Jewish schooling, camp trauma, antisemitism, 
and many other aspects of Jewish life in Poland in the years 1945–1968. This 
makes it all the more bewildering that to date no scholarly study has been 
made of the literature that is the subject of my research. Other than a few 
short articles of a fragmentary nature, no thorough research has been con-
ducted in this field and no works on detailed issues written. All that has been 
produced with any direct relation to literature, literary life or, more broadly, 
Yiddish-language culture, is a few memoirs and no more numerous scholar-
ly studies. Much valuable information on literary life may be gleaned from 
the memoirs of the architects of the Jewish life of this period: Sfard,56 Hersh 
(Grzegorz) Smolar57 and Shloyme Strauss-Marko.58 Among the scholarly 
studies devoted to various aspects of the literature itself it would be expedient 
to cite the following articles: that by Sfard on literary life to 1968,59 that by 
Magdalena Sitarz on the writing of Leyb Olitski,60 Joanna Nalewajko-Kuli-
kov’s work on the Socialist Realist stream,61 the article by Małgorzata Zarem-
ba on the ghetto output of Yeshaye Shpigel,62 and unpublished works by young 
scholars: the master’s thesis by Małgorzata Kozieł (née Zaremba) on Shpigel’s 
ghetto prose,63 and Krzysztof Niweliński’s BA dissertation on Olitski’s fairy-
tale writing.64 Other writing includes a work by Mirosława M. Bułat on Yid-
dish-language theatre,65 general articles on the Jewish press after the war,66 

56 D. Sfard, Mit zikh un mit andere.
57 H. Smolar, Oyf der letster pozitsye mit der letster hofenung.
58 S. Strauss-Marko, Di geshikhte fun yidishn yishev in nokhmilhomedikn Poyln.
59 D. Sfard, ‘Yidishe literarishe tetikeyt in Poyln in di yorn 1946–1968,’ in Entsiklopediya 

shel galuyot, Vol. 12, edited by K. Barlas et al. (1973), pp. 661–680. 
60 M. Sitarz, ‘The Image of Post-War Poland in the Work of Leyb Olitski,’ in Under the Red 

Banner, pp. 279–306.
61 J. Nalewajko-Kulikov, ‘Czy socrealizm miał odmianę żydowską?: Kilka uwag o twórczoś-

ci pisarzy jidysz w powojennej Polsce,’ in Socrealizm: Fabuły — komunikaty — ikony, edited by 
K. Stępnik and M. Piechota (2006), pp. 171–177.

62 M. Zaremba, ‘O twórczości Jeszajahu Szpigla,’ in Przeżylismy: Proza Jeszajahu Szpigla 
z getta łódzkiego, edited by K. Radziszewska and M. Zaremba, translated by M. Zaremba and 
H. Safrin (Horacy Safrin), foreword by S. Weiss (2011), pp. 12–16.

63 M. Kozieł, ‘Jeszaja Szpigel i jego proza z łódzkiego getta’ (unpublished MA thesis, Uni-
versity of Łódź, 2006). 

64 K. Niweliński, ‘O twórczości bajecznej Lejba Olickiego (1897–1975)’ (unpublished BA 
dissertation, Jagiellonian University, 2010). 

65 M.M.  Bułat, ‘Polish Press and the Yiddish Theater in Poland (1947–56) — Screens 
of a Dialogue.’ See also note 26. 

66 J. Nalewajko-Kulikov, ‘Prasa żydowska na ziemiach polskich: historia, stan badań, per-
spektywy badawcze,’ in Studia z dziejów trójjęzycznej prasy żydowskiej na ziemiach polskich 
(XIX–XX w.), edited by J. Nalewajko-Kulikov (2012), pp. 7–30, esp. pp. 22–24.
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work on the weekly paper Dos Naye Lebn by Józef Korzeniowski67 and Na-
lewajko-Kulikov,68 and on the daily Folks-Shtime by Shklar,69 Nalewajko-Ku-
likov70, and Grzegorz Berendt,71 on Nasz Głos, the Polish-language supple-
ment to Folks-Shtime, by Józef Sobelman,72 on post-war emigration among 
writers by Nathan Cohen,73 on contacts between writers’ circles in Poland and 
the USSR by Gennady Estraikh,74 and on the reception of post-war Yiddish 
literature in Polish by Eugenia Prokop-Janiec.75 General profiles of the cultur-
al life of that period have been penned by Nalewajko-Kulikov and Magdalena 
Ruta.76 Nalewajko-Kulikov has also produced a descriptive article on Sfard’s 
life and work.77 Last in this list are pieces by Ruta focusing on literature, its au-
thors, and the monthly periodical Yidishe Shriftn (1946–1968), a list of which 
is contained in the bibliography at the end of this book. 

The title of this book is somewhat provocative. It conveys information 
on  the direction of my research. What was post-war Poland like without 
the rich texture of Jewish life? Had the extermination of so many millions 
of Jews really caused the annihilation of their culture also? What was the sur-
vivors’ response to the trauma of the Holocaust? What light does this litera-
ture throw on Polish–Jewish relations during and directly after the war? Over 
the two decades after the war, did Jewish culture strengthen and develop, or 
did it languish, dogged by the restrictions imposed by the Communist au-
thorities in Poland? Did Communism itself, in its crusade against nationalist 
separatisms, also destroy the distinct identity of Jewish culture? Did the Pol-
ish Jewish Communists cease to be Jews, as Julian Stryjkowski78 claims? What 

67 J. Korzeniowski, ‘“Dos Naje Lebn” — pierwsza gazeta żydowska w PRL.’
68 J. Nalewajko-Kulikov, ‘“Syjonistyczna z lekkim zabarwieniem PPR-owskim.”’ 
69 M. Shklar, ‘The Newspaper “Folks-shtime” (People’s Voice) 1948–1968.’
70 J. Nalewajko-Kulikov, ‘Od podejrzanego do oskarżonego: “Fołks-Sztyme” 1956–1967,’ 

in Jidyszland: Polskie przestrzenie, edited by E. Geller and M. Polit (2008), pp. 277–290.
71 G. Berendt, ‘“Fołks-Sztyme” — instrument oddziaływania na Żydów w Polsce i za grani-

cą (1946–1991),’ in Studia z dziejów trójjęzycznej prasy żydowskiej na ziemiach polskich (XIX–
XX w.), pp. 231–265.

72 J. Sobelman, ‘“Nasz Głos” (Our Voice), 1957–1968: the Polish Language Supplement to 
the “Folks-Shtime” (People’s Voice),’ in Under the Red Banner, pp. 189–201.

73 N. Cohen, ‘Motives for the Emigration of Yiddish Writers from Poland (1945–1948).’
74 G. Estraikh, ‘The Warsaw Outlets for Soviet Yiddish Writers,’ in Under the Red Banner, 

pp. 217–229. 
75 E. Prokop-Janiec, ‘Yiddish Literature in Polish Publications in the Period of the Polish 

People’s Republic (PRL),’ in Under the Red Banner, pp. 97–110. 
76 J.  Nalewajko-Kulikov and M.  Ruta, ‘Yiddish Culture in Poland after the Holocaust,’ 

pp. 327–352.
77 J. Nalewajko-Kulikov, Obywatel Jidyszlandu.
78 See J. Stryjkowski, ‘Zamiast posłowia,’ in Juda Makabi (1986), p. 190. Julian Stryjkowski, 

born Pesach Stark (1905–1996), was a Polish journalist and writer, notable for his social prose 
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did it mean to survivors to be Polish Jews after the Holocaust? Achievement 
of the aims that I set myself required knowledge from a variety of fields of-
ten distant from one another. In order to make an accurate reading of this 
literature that was so inextricably bound up with the Communist ideology, 
branded with the stigma of loss, and ringing with the echoes of Jewish–Polish 
conflicts, it was necessary to read texts that would help to recreate its histori-
cal, literary-historical, political, sociological, psychological, and cultural con-
texts. Those studies that proved particularly helpful in this area are cited in my 
overview of the various chapters below. Though this is an interdisciplinary 
work, its prime subject matter is the literary text, and the methods of descrip-
tion I employ, while inspired by the outcomes of research in a range of fields, 
are essentially those of literary criticism. 

In the first chapter, entitled ‘Response to the Holocaust,’ I analyse above 
all texts written during the war, when mourning for the murdered nation 
was only just beginning, and others written in its immediate aftermath, 
in the years 1945–1949, when these emotions were still raw. Later works 
tend to focus on the individual’s struggles with the consequences of the Jew-
ish tragedy within their own private life, and for this reason I decided to 
group them in a separate chapter devoted to social and cultural identity af-
ter the Holocaust. After a characterisation of the unique status and main 
attributes of Holocaust literature written by survivors in the East, I analyse 
both works dealing with the wartime experiences of refugees from the USSR 
and those testifying to their mental communion with their brethren dying 
in the ghettos and the camps. I offer an insight into the literary reaction to 
the void left by the ruins in the Poland to which these survivors returned 
after the war in the belief that they would find someone alive. An important 
part of this chapter is an analysis of works in which they call their nation to 
active resistance, giving vent to their despair and rage, and their burning 
thirst for revenge. Another significant section is that on the poetic dialogue 
with a silent God who had not reacted to His nation’s calls for succour. Final-
ly, in the closing part I chart the evolutions and distortions to which mem-
ory of the exterminated nation as transmitted by literature was subjected 
under the influence of interim politics (in particular in the Stalinist period, 
1949–1955). In this section I depart from my principle of citing texts from 
the period of the war and the immediate post-war period and I also draw 
in works from later years (even to 1968), as only in this way was I able to 
show the evolution of this memory. 

of radical leftist leanings. He was considered one of the best Polish–Jewish writers of the Com-
munist era. For more see: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julian_Stryjkowski, and http://www.
yivoencyclopedia.org/article.aspx/Stryjkowski_Julian (both accessed 17.11.2015). 
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In my recreation of the mental state of survivors I was aided by the works 
of Barbara Engelking,79 Maria Lis-Turlejska,80 and Katarzyna Prot.81 I drew 
information on the harsh fate of refugees in the USSR from works by au-
thors including Dov Levin,82 Yosef Litvak,83 and Daniel Boćkowski,84 as well 
as Laura Jockusch and Tamar Lewinsky.85 Much of the information on post-
war Jewish life in its various aspects, invaluable in this and the subsequent 
chapters, was supplied by articles in the volume Jewish Presence in Absence. 
The Aftermath of the Holocaust in Poland, 1944–2010. The book by Renata 
Kobylarz86 proved immensely instructive for my reconstruction of the trans-
formations wrought in the memory of the Holocaust as recorded in literature. 
Texts that enabled me to place Yiddish-language Holocaust literature from 
Poland in the broader context of Yiddish and Hebrew literature overall also 
made for important reading. In this respect I should mention works by Josef 
Horn,87 Frieda W. Aaron,88 David G. Roskies,89 Murray J. Kohn,90 Elias Shul-
man,91 and others.92 

79 B. Engelking, Holocaust and Memory (2001).
80 M. Lis-Turlejska, Traumatyczny stres: Koncepcje i badania (1998).
81 K. Prot, ‘Późne skutki wczesnej traumy: Podobieństwa i różnice pomiędzy “Dziećmi 

Holocaustu” a “Sybirakami”,’ Psychoterapia No. 1 (1999), pp. 5–10. 
82 D. Levin, The Lesser of Two Evils.
83 Y. Litvak, ‘Jewish Refugees from Poland in the USSR, 1939–1946.’
84 D. Boćkowski, ‘Losy żydowskich uchodźców z centralnej i zachodniej Polski przeby-

wających na Kresach Północno-Wschodnich w latach 1939–1941,’ and idem, ‘Żydzi polscy 
w ZSRR w czasie II wojny światowej.’

85 L. Jockusch and T. Lewinsky, ‘Paradise Lost?: Postwar Memory of Polish Jewish Survival 
in the Soviet Union,’ Holocaust and Genocide Studies 24 No. 3 (Winter 2010), pp. 373–399 
(hgs. xfordjournals.org, accessed 1.02.2011).

86 R. Kobylarz, Walka o pamięć: Polityczne aspekty obchodów rocznicy powstania w getcie 
warszawskim 1944–1989 (2009).

87 Y. Horn, In undzer dor: Erev un nokh Treblinke in yidishn lid (1949).
88 F.W. Aaron, Bearing the Unbearable: Yiddish and Polish Poetry in the Ghettos and Con-

centration Camps (1990).
89 D.G. Roskies, Against the Apocalypse: Responses to Catastrophe in Modern Jewish Cul-

ture (1984); idem, ed., The Literature of Destruction: Jewish Responses to Catastrophe (1988), 
esp. pp. 381–612.

90 M.J. Kohn, The Voice of My Blood Cries Out: The Holocaust as Reflected in Hebrew Poetry 
(1979). 

91 E. Shulman, The Holocaust in Yiddish Literature (1983).
92 Little has been written to date on Yiddish Holocaust writing. Aside from the works by 

M.M. Borwicz published shortly after the war: Literatura w obozie (1946) and Pieśń ginących: 
z dziejów twórczości Żydów pod hitlerowską okupacją (1947), as well as B. Mark, Di umgeku-
mene shrayber fun di getos un lagern un zeyere werk (1954), and the recent studies I list above, 
this subject is addressed in D.G. Roskies, ‘The Holocaust According to Its Anthologists,’ Proof-
texts No. 17 (1997), pp. 95–113; idem, ‘What is Holocaust Literature?,’ Studies in Contemporary 
Jewry, Vol. 21 (2005), pp. 157–212; A.H. Rosenfeld, A Double Dying: Reflections on Holocaust 
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The next important question to which I devote considerable attention is 
the literary response of survivors to the very fact of having been born in Po-
land, and to life with — or, more precisely, alongside — the country’s non-Jew-
ish residents. This was the subject of the second chapter, entitled ‘Images 
of Poles and Polish–Jewish relations,’ and the third, ‘Poland as a Jewish home-
land.’93 In Chapter II, I analyse the evolution of the vision of Polish–Jewish re-
lations and the portrait of Poles in relation to the theme of and period of origin 
of the literature under study. As one might suspect, the most drastic images are 
purveyed in works describing Polish–Jewish relations during the occupation 
and directly after the war. This study reveals that all those years ago Jewish lit-
erature was already recording and commenting on this subject, which is today 
discussed in historical works and provoking fervent debate. The indifference 
and even antipathy of some of their Polish neighbours was so painful to the sur-
vivors that the theme returned even in a time that might seem to have had little 
directly to do with this issue: the Socialist Realist period (1949–1955). It is thus 
all the less surprising that it resurfaced in response to the antisemitic demon-
strations of 1956, and later, during the anti-Jewish campaign of 1967–1968. 
In the context of the bitter reflections recorded throughout the literature of this 

Literature (1980), pp. 115–126; S.L. Kremer, ‘Preface,’ in Holocaust Literature: An Encyclopedia 
of Writers and Their Work, edited by S.L. Kremer (2003), pp. XXXV–XXXVI; D.G. Roskies 
and N. Diamant, Holocaust Literature: A History and Guide (2012); J. Schwarz, Survivors and 
Exiles: Yiddish Culture after the Holocaust (2015). Information on Holocaust literature may 
also be found in the more general works on the history of Yiddish literature S. Liptzin, A His-
tory of Yiddish Literature and C. Madison, Yiddish Literature. Details of studies on the works 
of individual writers working in Yiddish are to be found in books or articles devoted to their 
writings, as well as in the relevant entries on those writers in the above mentioned encyclope-
dia Holocaust Literature, in the lexicon J. Sherman, ed., Writers in Yiddish, Vol. 33, Dictionary 
of Literary Biography (2007), and in YIVO Encyclopedia of Jews in Eastern Europe (http://www.
yivoencyclopedia.org). 

93 Aside from the publications that were of particular help to me in my work on Chap-
ters II and III, and which I list slightly further on, much information and opinion on the image 
of Poles (or non-Jews more generally) and Poland in Yiddish literature may be found in the fol-
lowing studies: W.M. Glicksman, In the Mirror of Literature: The Economic Life of the Jews 
in Poland as Reflected in Yiddish Literature, 1914–1939 (1966); A. Hertz, The Jews in Polish 
Culture (Jewish Lives), edited by L. Dobroszycki, translated by R. Lourie (1988); C. Shmeruk, 
‘Avrom Sutskever un poylishe poezye: Juliusz Słowacki in der poeme “Tsu Poyln”’, in Yikhes fun 
lid — lekoved Avrom Sutskever (1983), pp. 280–291; M. Sitarz, ‘The Image of Post-War Poland 
in the Work of Leyb Olitski;’ R.R. Wisse, I.L. Peretz and the Making of Modern Jewish Culture 
(1991). On the subject of the image of Poland in the Polish-language work of Jewish writers 
in Israel, see K. Famulska-Ciesielska, Polacy, Żydzi, Izraelczycy: Tożsamość w literaturze polskiej 
w Izraelu (2008), pp. 151–223. In terms of literature in Hebrew, aside from some articles by 
I. Bartal and his doctoral thesis, ‘Non-Jews and Their Society in Hebrew and Yiddish Literature 
in Eastern Europe between 1856–1914’ (1980, unpublished), another work worthy of note is 
S. Ronen, Polin — a Land of Forests and Rivers: Images of Poland and Poles in Contemporary 
Hebrew Literature in Israel (2007). 
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period, the literary image of Polish–Jewish relations in the prose of the 1960s 
documenting individual experiences from the circle of family and friends, and 
as such largely positive, are very interesting.  

In writing this chapter I drew on the methodological and literary historical 
findings of Israel Bartal,94 Chone Shmeruk,95 and Roskies.96 An important 
contribution to establishing the historical, sociological, and anthropological 
contexts of the issues examined here was also made by works by Alina Cała,97 
Jan T. Gross,98 Piotr Machcewicz,99 Jerzy Eisler,100 and Joanna Wiszniewicz.101 

Literary images of Poland as a Jewish homeland also vary depending 
on the period in which they were written. My work in Chapter III was fo-
cused on reconstructing the face of this homeland — which was different 
in the writing of fugitives who spent the war roaming the distant paths 
of the Soviet Union, different in works written after the return to the ruins of  
the Jewish world, where survivors were met with unwilling looks from their 
Polish compatriots, and different again in the period of the Socialist Realist 
‘paradise,’ the watershed period of the Thaw (1956–1958), and the March ’68 
confrontation with the spectres of antisemitism. An important element of this 
chapter is a description of the ambivalent vision of the small Jewish homeland 
that was the pre-war shtetl — anachronistic from the angle of Communist 
ideology, but very dear to the writers describing it as their native home. 

My methodological inspirations in describing these literary images 
of the fatherland were supplied by the works of Jerzy Bartmiński,102 Mie czysław 

94 I. Bartal, ‘Non-Jews and Gentile Society in East European Hebrew and Yiddish Litera-
ture 1856–1914,’ Polin No. 4 (1980), pp. 53–69; and idem, ‘Relations between Jews and Non-
Jews: Literary Perspectives,’ in YIVO Encyclopedia of Jews in Eastern Europe (2010), http://www.
yivoencyclopedia.org/article.aspx/Relations_between_Jews_and_Non-Jews/Literary_Perspec-
tives (accessed 2.02.2011).

95 C. Shmeruk, ‘Responses to Antisemitism in Poland 1912–36: A Case Study of the Novels 
of Michal Bursztyn,’ in Living with Antisemitism: Modern Jewish Responses, edited by J. Rein-
harz (1987), pp. 275–295; and C. Shmeruk, ‘Jews and Poles in Yiddish Literature in Poland 
between the Two World Wars,’ Polin No. 1 (1986), pp. 176–195.

96 D.G. Roskies, ‘Ukraińcy i Polacy w żydowskiej pamięci zbiorowej’, translated by M. Adam-
czyk-Garbowska, in Polskie tematy i konteksty literatury żydowskiej, edited by E. Prokop-Janiec 
and M. Tuszewicki (2014), pp. 77–90 (English original as typescript only, publication unlikely). 

97 A. Cała, The Image of the Jews in Polish Folk Culture (Studies on Polish Jewry), translated 
by Malka Jagendorf (1995).

98 J.T. Gross, Fear: Anti-semitism in Poland after Auschwitz: An Essay in Historical Inter-
pretation (2007).

99 P. Machcewicz, ‘Antisemitism in Poland in 1956,’ Polin No. 9 (1996), pp. 170–183.
100 J. Eisler, Polski rok 1968 (2006).
101 J. Wiszniewicz, Życie przecięte.
102 J.  Bartmiński, ‘Polskie rozumienie ojczyzny i jego warianty,’ in Pojęcie ojczyzny we 

współczesnych językach europejskich, edited by J. Bartmiński (1993), pp. 23–48.
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Inglot and Władysław Dynak,103 and Stanisław Ossowski.104 I sought informa-
tion on the literary historical context of this theme in Yiddish writing in texts 
by Magdalena Opalski and Israel Bartal,105 Monika Szabłowska-Zaremba,106 
Magdalena Sitarz,107 Monika Adamczyk-Garbowska,108 and Eugenia Prokop-
Janiec.109 My information on the image of the shtetl in Yiddish literature and 
my methodological models for research of this motif were sourced from stud-
ies by Dan Miron,110 David Roskies,111 Gennady Estraikh,112 and Katarzyna 
Więcławska.113 

The third topic that guided the direction of my research was analysis 
of the works selected in respect of the formative effect of Communism on 
the identity of the Jewish writers who belonged to the generation under 
study. As I read the literary texts on the subject of building Communism, 
whose main character or lyric subject was the ‘new Jewish man,’ I attempt-
ed to find an answer to the question of the characteristics of the personality 
formed by Marxist, Leninist, and Stalinist doctrine, and also to learn about 
the world in which that hero lived. Careful reading of the programmat-
ic works of the Communist writers also enables us to observe whether and 
how the Polish Jewish Communists managed to find a compromise between 
the mutually exclusive Communist internationalism and their attachment to 
Yiddish-language Jewish culture. What, years on, did they manage to salvage 
of their youthful passion and belief that reform of the world was possible? 
How did they react when information of the Stalinist crimes came to light 
and their party comrades turned the blade of antisemitism on them? I offer 

103 W. Dynak and M. Inglot, ‘Ojczyzna dla wszystkich — Ojczyzna dla każdego: Obraz Pol-
ski w świetlicowych, szkolnych i harcerskich zbiorkach utworów poetyckich,’ Prace Literackie 
XLI (2002), edited by M. Ursel, pp. 195–231.

104 S. Ossowski, O ojczyźnie i narodzie (1984).
105 M. Opalski and I. Bartal, Poles and Jews: A Failed Brotherhood (1993).
106 M. Szabłowska-Zaremba, ‘Oto Polska właśnie — o literaturze, kulturze i historii Polski 

w powieściach Józefa Opatoszu,’ in Dialog międzykulturowy w (o) literaturze polskiej, edited by 
M. Skwara et al. (2008), pp. 485–503.

107 M. Sitarz, Literature as a Medium for Memory: The Universe of Sholem Asch’s Novels, 
translated by P. Pieńkowski (2013).

108 M. Adamczyk-Garbowska, Polska Isaaca Bashevisa Singera: Rozstanie i powrót (1994).
109 E. Prokop-Janiec, Polish–Jewish Literature in the Interwar Years (2003).
110 D. Miron, The Image of the Shtetl and Other Studies of Modern Jewish Literary Imagi-

nation (2000).
111 D.G. Roskies, ‘The Jewish Shtetl in Jewish Collective Memory,’ in The Jewish Search for 

a Useable Past (1999), pp. 41–67.
112 G. Estraikh, ‘The Shtetl Theme in Sovetish Heymland,’ in The Shtetl: Image and Re-

ality: Papers of the Second Mendel Friedman International Conference on Yiddish, edited by 
G.  Estraikh and M. Krutikov (2000), pp. 152–168.

113 K. Więcławska, Zmartwychwstałe miasteczko…: Literackie oblicza sztetl (2005).
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answers to these and many other questions in Chapter IV, entitled ‘The iden-
tity of the Jewish Communist.’ 

In my work on this section my primary sources were the invaluable study 
by Jaff Schatz114 on the sociological profile of the Jewish Communists in Po-
land, and the pioneering historical works by August Grabski115 and Berendt116 
that focus on the activities of the Communists within the small Jewish com-
munity in post-war Poland. Another important title was the key monograph 
on Sfard mentioned above, by Nalewajko-Kulikov, which is the first and only 
historical study of such depth on the life and work of any of the writers and 
Yiddish cultural activists in the period that interests us, i.e. to 1968. 

The subject of my analysis in the fifth and last chapter, entitled ‘The social 
and cultural identity of the survivors,’ are literary testimonies to the problems 
of identity after the Holocaust experienced by all the surviving Polish Jews, not 
only Communists. I draw attention to matters including the differences be-
tween the experiences of those who survived in the Soviet Union and survivors 
within Poland, I write about their fear of revealing their identity, about the sev-
ered intergenerational communication, and problems with self-identification 
experienced by both ‘children of the Holocaust’ and adult victims of Nazism. 
I also attempt a reconstruction of the project for a secular Yiddish culture as 
recorded in the literature; throughout the two post-war decades it saw radical 
evolutions under the influence of the changing political situation in Poland. I il-
lustrate these evolutions using categories definitive for cultural identity, such as 
language, literary tradition, folklore and the contemporary Jewish state in Israel. 

In working towards my self-imposed objectives, I used above all the socio-
logical works of Irena Hurwic-Nowakowska,117 Małgorzata Melchior,118 and 
Ewa Koźmińska-Frejlak,119 which helped me to identify the peculiar difficul-
ties experienced by survivors in adapting to normal life after the Holocaust. 
Articles by Eugenia Prokop-Janiec,120 who leverages sociological findings 
in her literary research, guided my development of my own research methods.

114 J. Schatz, The Generation: The Rise and Fall of the Jewish Communists of Poland (1991).
115 A. Grabski, Działalność komunistów wśród Żydów w Polsce (1944–1949). 
116 G. Berendt, Życie żydowskie w Polsce w latach 1950–1956.
117 I.  Hurwic-Nowakowska, A Social Analysis of Postwar Polish Jewry, translated by 

J. Michałowicz (1986).
118 M. Melchior, Społeczna tożsamość jednostki (w świetle wywiadów z Polakami pochodze-

nia żydowskiego urodzonymi w latach 1944–1955) (1990).
119 E. Koźmińska-Frejlak, ‘Polska jako ojczyzna Żydów — żydowskie strategie zadomo-

wienia się w powojennej Polsce (1944–1949): Zarys problemu,’ Kultura i Społeczeństwo No. 1 
(1999), pp. 119–141.

120 E. Prokop-Janiec, ‘Jewish Writers in Polish Literature,’ Polin No. 15: Focusing on Jewish 
Religious Life, 1500–1900, edited by A. Polonsky (2002), pp. 359–381; eadem, ‘Jew, Pole, Artist: 
Constructing Identity after the Holocaust,’ Teksty Drugie No. 2 (2003), pp. 99–112.
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***

Some excerpts from this work (in particular parts of Chapters II and III) 
were previously published as autonomous articles on Yiddish-language writ-
ers in post-war Poland.121 

Unless stated otherwise in the footnotes, the book incorporates extensive 
quotations from the literary texts under analysis, in translations of my own 
from Yiddish into Polish, and from this Polish into English by the translator 
of this work, Jessica Taylor-Kucia, with whom I worked closely on the render-
ing of more ambiguous phrases. Where I quote excerpts of prose by Kalman 
Segal122 — who wrote in both Yiddish and Polish, and whose literary output 
consisted primarily of original translations — I give their title and the quota-
tions from Yiddish via my own Polish translation, unless the text in question 
only exists in Polish; in such instances I state as much in the footnotes. 

Authors’ given names, where no generally accepted form is in use, are 
written to reflect standard Yiddish pronunciation.123 I make an exception 
for Sfard, eschewing the standard form of ‘Dovid,’ since Nalewajko-Kulikov, 
the author of a monograph on him, claims that he used the form Dawid/David 
in both Polish- and Yiddish-language circles. In the case of the poets Yankev 
(Jakub) Zonshayn and Elye (Eliasz) Rayzman, I acknowledge the existence 
of the two parallel forms of these given names in the index in order to avoid 
misunderstandings, as their work was presented to Polish readers in collec-
tions featuring the Polonised versions of their names. This rule is extended 
to a number of other writers and literary critics, among them Shloyme (Sa-
lomon) Lastik (Łastik), Hersh (Grzegorz) Smolar, and Ber (Bernard) Mark, 
who were known in Yiddish- and Polish-speaking circles by different names. 

In view of the extensive references in the footnotes to this work, some 
divergences from standard reference practice have been adopted: (1) authors’ 
given names are indicated only by their initials; (2) in case of three or more 
editors or translators, only the name of the first is cited; (3) in addition to 
the author name and title of a given work, only the year of publication is 

121 These were as follows: ‘A Tale of the Murdered Shtetl: The Image of the Shtetl in Yiddish 
Literature in Post-War Poland,’ European Judaism. A Journal for the New Europe, Vol. 42, No. 2 
(2009), pp. 129–144; ‘Literatura miejscem negocjowania tożsamości?: Obraz relacji polsko- 
żydowskich w pisarstwie Kalmana Segala na tle literatury jidysz,’ in Żydowski Polak, polski Żyd: 
Problem tożsamości w literaturze polsko–żydowskiej, edited by A. Molisak and Z. Kołodziejska 
(2011), pp. 112–127; ‘Cóż winna jest ziemia, że ciemne upiory są tutaj nieśmiertelne…: Polacy 
w powojennej literaturze jidysz (1945–1968),’ Teksty Drugie No. 1–2 (2012), pp. 227–241.

122 On the subject of Segal’s auto-translations, see M. Ruta, Pomiędzy dwoma światami. 
123 I use the dictionary Y. Niborski and S. Noyberg, Verterbukh fun loshn–koydesh–shta-

mike verter in yidish (1999). 
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given. Full bibliographic information (the full names of authors, editors and 
translators, place and year of publication, and name of publisher) is listed 
in the bibliography at the end of the volume.

***

This book would never have come into being without the help of many individ-
uals and institutions. I am grateful to the institutions which offered me grants 
enabling me to conduct library research and to purchase books: to the British 
Council for a Joseph Conrad Scholarship allowing me to attend the Depart-
ment of Jewish Studies at University College London (2004), and to the YIVO 
Institute for Jewish Research for a Professor Bernard Choseed Memorial Fel-
lowship (2009) for work in the Institute’s archives. My warmest thanks go 
to Helen Beer, Paul Glasser, the staff of the YIVO reading room, Agnieszka 
Legutko, and all those who supported me during my time in London and New 
York. At this point I should also express my gratitude for the grants I received 
from the Centre for Studies of East European Jews in Vilnius (2006) and from 
the dean of the Faculty of History at the Jagiellonian University (2006), which 
facilitated the 2006 conference Yiddish culture in the Communist countries 
after World War II, which was crucial to my research. A grant from the Min-
istry of Science and Higher Education in the third edition of the Nation-
al Programme for the Propagation of the Humanities (2013) made possible 
the translation into English of this book.

Further, I am sincerely grateful to the late Prof. Feliks Tych and to Prof. 
Monika Adamczyk-Garbowska for inviting me to take part in the project 
The Aftermath of the Holocaust: Poland, 1945–2010, which enabled me to 
broaden my knowledge of many aspects of the life of survivors in post-war 
Poland.124 Likewise, my thanks go to Gennady Estraikh for his inspiration, 
and for discussing interesting subjects with me, to Monika Adamczyk-Gar-
bowska for her generosity of spirit, good advice, and unstinting help, and to 
Joanna Nalewajko-Kulikov, Ewa Koźmińska-Frejlak, Bożena Szaynok, Helena 
Datner, Krzysztof Oszajca, and many others for their assistance and willing-
ness to share their knowledge with me. 

Particular gratitude is due to my colleagues Magdalena Sitarz, Edyta Gaw-
ron, Maciej Tomal, and Jolanta Kruszniewska for the time they devoted to 
reading this work and for all their comments which helped to shape it; Natalia 

124 The abovementioned book Jewish Presence in Absence: The Aftermath of the Holocaust 
in Poland, 1944–2010, edited by F. Tych and M. Adamczyk-Garbowska (2011), was published 
as a result of the project.
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Krynicka for her assistance, both specialist and ‘technical;’ Marek Tuszewicki 
for his lengthy consultations on linguistic matters; Ewa Węgrzyn and Michał 
Galas for their support; and Adam Kaźmierczyk for his help in accessing cer-
tain materials. I am grateful to all my colleagues from my home Institute 
of Jewish Studies for their positivity and encouragement. Others who sup-
ported me included the invaluable Joanna Lisek, Jolanta Niezgoda, Maryla 
Krawczyk, my parents and parents-in-law, my husband Grzegorz, my daugh-
ters Anna and Julia Ruta, and many others whose names I have not men-
tioned but to whom I am no less grateful. 

I would like to thank the copyright owners: Mira Sutzkever, Rina Sutzke-
ver-Kalderon and Leon Sfard, who allowed me to use short quotations 
(in English translation) from: A. Sutskever’s poem ‘Tsu Poyln’, and from  
D. Sfard’s poems ‘Der letster funk’, ‘Sakhakl’ and ‘In dir, mayn folk’, thereby 
making this publication possible.





Chapter I

RESPONSE TO THE HOLOCAUST

Those years 
Like steps

Led to the slaughterhouse
Our nation sentenced to death.

David Sfard, 1972125

The survivors — brethren of Job 

David Roskies, the eminent Yiddish literature scholar, defines Holocaust lit-
erature as literature that encompasses ‘all forms of writing, both documentary 
and discursive, and in any language, that have shaped the public memory 
of the Holocaust and been shaped by it.’126 In the context of the growing inter-
est in literary representations of the experience of the Holocaust, the relative-
ly meagre interest of scholars in Yiddish literature is bewildering, especially 
given the fact that, as experts such as the writer Henryk Grynberg, or Roskies 
himself, point out, the subject of the Holocaust is essentially dominated by 
two literatures: Jewish literature in Polish and in Yiddish.127 Roskies adds:

But before Polish, the first language that a student of Holocaust literature must learn is — 
Yiddish. In Yiddish alone, the Holocaust has never lost its centrality. In Yiddish alone there 

125 D. Sfard, ‘Sakhakl,’ in idem, Brenendike bleter (1972), p. 117.
126 D.G. Roskies and N. Diamant, Holocaust Literature: A History and Guide (2012), p. 2.
127 D.G. Roskies, ‘What is Holocaust Literature?,’ Studies in Contemporary Jewry, Vol. 21 

(2005), p. 202. 
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exists an unbroken, cumulative, variegated, internally coherent, and transnational body of 
writing on the Holocaust. In Yiddish alone can the full catastrophic impact of the Holo-
caust be gauged, far and beyond the borders of Europe, more lasting by far than the trau-
mas of individual survivors and their children. Whatever essentialist claims are currently 
in vogue, Yiddish is their corrective.128

Sadly, no work has yet been written that would offer a complex, synthetic, 
well-informed overview of Yiddish Holocaust literature. A superb opportu-
nity to fill this gap was missed with the 2003 publication of the huge Holo-
caust Literature: An Encyclopedia of Writers and Their Work.129 Roskies claims 
that only writers who achieved success with works in English, or translated 
into English, were included.130 ‘Writing in Yiddish, if it features at all, is on 
the fringes,’ he avers.131 Even if we do not agree with such a radical statement, it 
is certainly true that Yiddish literature is represented in this book by the most 
acclaimed authors, who are naturally written about most often. In a sense 
the challenge was taken up by Roskies himself, in his joint work with Naomi 
Diamant Holocaust Literature. A History and Guide.132 It is important to note, 
however, that this publication lays no claim to offering an exhaustive treat-
ment of the subject. The authors themselves describe it as an attempt to exam-
ine Holocaust literature from the diverse perspectives recorded in the many 
languages of Jewish literature, i.e. not only Yiddish, but also languages such as 
Hebrew, Polish, Russian, English, French, and German. An attempt at a sys-
tematic examination of post-Holocaust commemorative and testimonial lit-
erature in Yiddish was made by Jan Schwarz in his work Survivors and Exiles: 
Yiddish Culture after the Holocaust. This study, however, concentrates mainly 
on the oeuvre of a few selected writers who survived the Holocaust and after 
the end of the war left Poland to settle outside East–Central Europe. This im-
portant voice thus has an inherent flaw: it ignores entirely the work of those 
Polish Jews who invested immense effort and dedication in the project to 
revive Yiddish culture in Poland after the war. A synthetic profile of the whole 
body of Holocaust literature in Yiddish, which would not pass over works by 
lesser-known authors still absent not only from the general but even from 
the Yiddish-focused literary-historical discourse, therefore remains an unmet 
need. 

128 Ibid.
129 L.S. Kremer, ed., Holocaust Literature: An Encyclopedia of Writers and their Work.
130 This remark, while generally pertinent, cannot be levelled at the representation of Pol-

ish literature in the encyclopedia, which comprises 30 writers, including some little known to 
English-language audiences. 

131 D.G. Roskies, ‘What is Holocaust Literature?,’ p. 196.
132 D.G. Roskies and N. Diamant, Holocaust Literature.
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The collective memory of the Holocaust in every language has been 
shaped by both victims and eye-witnesses; by both those who were personal-
ly affected by it and those who knew or know it only at second hand; by those 
wronged as adults, but also those who experienced that damage as children; 
and finally, by both those who wrote about it ‘there and then’ and all those 
who made their testimonies years on. I recall these obvious considerations 
for a reason: each one is of great significance for the type and style of writing. 
In respect of Yiddish literature it is important to take account of one further, 
fundamental characteristic that differentiates it from other literatures — its 
geographical dispersion. Yiddish literature was written in Europe, in Israel, 
and in both the Americas. And thus, in order to discuss it, one is forced to 
use this geographic criterion in addition to those that I mentioned above. This 
criterion is likely applicable only to writing in Yiddish and, presumably, in He-
brew. The geographic criterion allows us to distinguish from among the body 
of witnesses to that age three categories of writers: those who were at once vic-
tims and witnesses to the events;133 writers from outside Europe who did not 
witness either the military action there or the Holocaust itself;134 and finally 
writers ‘saved in the East.’135 These latter included both Soviet136 and Polish au-
thors writing in Yiddish. While they were not eye-witnesses to the Holocaust, 
as fugitives and wanderers across the Asiatic republics of the USSR they were 
directly affected by the effects of the war. We should add that the experience 
of Yiddish writers from Poland is unique inasmuch that they were repatriat-
ed to Poland relatively soon after the cessation of hostilities, when the traces 
of the murdered nation were still fresh. 

Some research has been done into the work of writers who were at once 
victims and witnesses. Names of such writers as Katsenelson, Sutskever, and 
Gebirtig have become almost icons of Yiddish-language Holocaust literature. 
Likewise, relatively significant amounts have been written on outstanding 
American authors and on the work of Soviet Jewish writers. But on the Yid-
dish-language output of Jews in Poland almost nothing has been produced. 

133 Some of the best known writers include Yitskhok Katsenelson, Perets Opotshinski, and 
Yoshua Perle from the Warsaw ghetto, Yeshaye Shpigel and Simkhe B. Shayevitsh from the Łódź 
ghetto, Avrom Sutskever, Hirsh Glik, and Shmerke Katsherginski from the Vilnius ghetto, and 
Mordekhay Gebirtig from the Kraków ghetto.

134 This list includes names such as Yankev Glatshteyn, Aron Tseytlin, Kadye Molodovski, 
Isaac Bashevis Singer, and Halpern Leyvik, many of whom wrote about the Holocaust while 
living in the USA.

135 I drew this expression from the extended interview Ocalony na Wschodzie [saved 
in the East]: Z Julianem Stryjkowskim rozmawia Piotr Szewc (1999). This expression symbol-
ises the Soviet Union.

136 Among the best known of them are Perets Markish, Itsik Fefer, Shmuel Halkin, Dovid 
Hofshteyn, Leyb Kvitko, Der Nister, and Dovid Bergelson. 
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For this reason I believe it worthwhile to take time to examine this segment 
of Yiddish-language literature, which has to date been passed over in Holo-
caust literature studies, and to consider how the Holocaust influenced Yiddish 
literature in post-war Poland, not only work by its direct victims, but also 
writings of Polish Jews ‘saved in the East.’ 

Reference to the geographic criterion in any profile of Yiddish Holocaust 
literature seems to me important for two reasons. The first, more gener-
al reason is relevant to all authors and is rooted in the actual heterogeneity 
of the Holocaust experiences of each of these three groups. Whereas to date 
the attention of historians, psychologists, sociologists, and literature scholars 
has been focused on the experiences of survivors in occupied Europe (chiefly 
Poland) — victim witnesses who spent the war in ghettos, camps, in hiding 
on the Aryan side, etc. — study of the experiences of those who survived 
in the East, and of the long-term consequences of those experiences, has only 
recently begun.137 While this literature takes into consideration all that is 
common to the experience of the trauma triggered by the extermination of an 
entire nation, it also testifies to the differences in the experiences of each 
of these groups, in particular those between the experiences of people who 
survived under the German occupation and those who survived in the USSR. 
The second reason, which is no less important, is ideological in character: the  
majority of Polish writers in Yiddish who survived in the East had connec-
tions of one sort or another with Communism, which significantly influ-
enced the way they wrote about the Holocaust, at least in certain periods. 

The repatriates returning to their native land after the war must have been 
immensely traumatised by the confrontation with the void left by the mur-
dered Jewish world. In Poland they encountered evidence of a tragedy whose 
magnitude they had not been prepared for: they must have been horrified by 
its vastness, finality, and irrevocability, and at the same time the realization 
that their closest family members had experienced terror and suffering, and 
ultimately death, often a slow and painful one, must have been agonising. 
All this was compounded by survivor guilt, the perception that they did not 
deserve to have survived, and moreover had done nothing to help those who 

137 The experiences of those who survived the war in the East are best known from the his-
torical angle. Among those who wrote about this were D. Levin, The Lesser of Two Evils; Y. Lit-
vak, ‘Jewish Refugees from Poland in the USSR, 1939–1946;’ D. Boćkowski, ‘Losy żydowskich 
uchodźców z centralnej i zachodniej Polski przebywających na Kresach Północno-Wschod-
nich w latach 1939–1941;’ idem, ‘Żydzi polscy w ZSRR w czasie II wojny światowej;’ and 
L. Jockusch and T. Lewinsky, ‘Paradise Lost.’ The psychological angle of this issue was barely 
touched upon in K.  Prot, ‘Późne skutki wczesnej traumy,’ which focuses on a comparison 
of the situations of non-Jewish children exiled to Siberia during the war and Jewish children 
who experienced the war in ghettos and in hiding. 
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perished. Furthermore, we must not forget that the survivors from the East 
returned to Poland burdened with their own dramatic experiences from their 
wanderings in the Soviet Union. Some of them, such as David Sfard and oth-
er prominent party activists, came through this period relatively unscathed, 
having borne the burden of the war only to the same degree as any other av-
erage member of Soviet society. Others, however, such as Moyshe Grosman, 
Kalman Segal, Leyb Olitski, and Avrom Zak, also suffered arrest, torture, and 
deportation to the gulag, or for hard labour in the stroybats (construction 
battalions).138 The memories of the latter from their time in the ‘fatherland 
of the proletariat’ were undoubtedly diametrically different from the mem-
ories of members of the elite, who, despite the conditions of war, retained 
their elevated positions in cultural institutions and socio-political organisa-
tions, were able to publish their work, and had somewhere to live and a living 
wage. It should be pointed out that death reaped its harvest among the Jews 
in the Soviet republics too, though it was far smaller there than in occupied 
Europe and its causes were fundamentally different: the main causes of death 
were starvation, typhus epidemics, and wasting. Until recently, historiography 
passed over this chapter of Jewish wartime experiences, disregarding their 
importance in relation to the Holocaust. 

On their return to Poland, the survivors from the East were subjected to 
an array of immensely painful experiences. Their complexity and magni-
tude must in many cases have caused some form of trauma that could lead 
to what psychology terms post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). Barbara 
Engelking139 and Maria Lis-Turlejska,140 in their study of this issue, exam-
ine a variety of scientific conceptions, among them the model proposed by 
Robert Lifton, who identified five characteristics of PTSD. The first is the im-
print of death, i.e. the intrusive image and/or sensation of the risk of loss 
of life, which may take the form of re-experience or flashback. The second is 
a sense of guilt at one’s own survival when others perished, which is related 
to a sense of one’s own impotence, undeserved differentiation, and indebted-
ness to the dead. A major role here is played by the absence of a mourning 
process, owing either to the lack of basic information as to the time, circum-
stances and manner of death of loved ones, or to absence of a grave, or in-
deed to the lack of a community of mourners who knew the deceased and 
could join in grieving for them. The next factor is mental numbing, which 
is a defence reaction to the mental shock caused by the ubiquity of death. 

138 Two accounts of forced labour in a stroybat are the novel J. Stryjkowski, Wielki strach: 
To samo, ale inaczej (1990) and the extended interview J. Stryjkowski and P. Szewc, Ocalony 
na Wschodzie.

139 B. Engelking, Holocaust and Memory (2001), pp. 243–303.
140 M. Lis-Turlejska, Traumatyczny stres, pp. 83–87. 
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Other frequent defence responses are denial (the inability to believe what has 
happened) and increased arousal. The authors also list mistrust and undi-
rected anger, potentially leading to withdrawal from social contacts. The fifth 
and final symptom is a need to understand the meaning of what happened, 
the meaning of the Holocaust. Engelking writes that survivors

(…) are looking for ways to rebuild a universal morality which has fallen apart. It is this, 
in Lifton’s view, which explains their frequent impulse to stand up and bear witness against 
Nazism. (…) 

And just as frequently as they want to testify against Nazism, the survivors want to 
work for the cause of peace and democracy, to build a world without racial prejudice and 
hatred. For many, the creation of the state of Israel constituted this kind of ‘survivor’s mis-
sion,’ while for others it was a construction of a succesful political system in which all men 
would be equal.141

Lis-Turlejska adds that people afflicted with PTSD often also display 
the typical ‘tendency of many survivors to recreate family ties and to have 
children, and in this way to create biological and bio-social ways of attaining 
symbolic immortality.’142 In her research into survivors’ reactions to post-trau-
matic stress (in her case camp trauma), she details twelve ways of more or less 
effectively overcoming it. They are: (1) thinking about the camp experienc-
es; (2) visiting sites connected with the trauma experienced; (3) contacting 
people with similar experiences; (4) watching films and reading books about 
the camps; (5) experiencing negative states (depression, anxiety) in con-
nection with the traumatic experiences; (6) experiencing nightmares or in-
trusive flashbacks when awake; (7) feeling no distance when talking about 
the trauma; (8) simply talking about the traumatic experiences; (9) writing 
about them; (10) expressing emotion when being interviewed; (11) giving 
meaning to the experiences; and (12) integrating the trauma with one’s life 
after the war. Lis-Turlejska notes that most beneficial for a return to health is 
a combination of factors together referred to as actively coping with trauma; 
these include confronting the trauma (assimilating it), the possibility to share 
one’s experiences in an atmosphere of understanding, the experience of com-
munity, giving testimony and finding a mission in life, and giving meaning 
to one’s experiences.143 In this context she draws attention to the role and 
importance of anniversary and commemorative events, which help to bestow 
meaning on the emotions experienced, provide a forum for expressing anger, 

141 B. Engelking, Holocaust and Memory, p. 252.
142 M. Lis-Turlejska, Traumatyczny stres, pp. 86–87.
143 Ibid., pp. 228–229.
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sadness, and the sense of guilt, and also give the sense that those murdered left 
a legacy which the survivors are responsible for disseminating.144

Since to date — as far as I know — nobody (other than Katarzyna Prot, 
who conducted marginal research only covering non-Jewish children exiled 
to Siberia145) has done any research into the aftereffects of the Holocaust on 
the mental state of those who survived in the East, I cite the extensive find-
ings of psychologists concerning PTSD among survivors from ghettos and/
or extermination camps, as my intuition suggests that a considerable propor-
tion of them may also be applicable to many of those who saw out the war 
in the USSR. Their writing, in particular their lyric poetry, is prime testimony 
to the experience of the various stages of Holocaust-induced trauma and to 
the quest for ways to overcome it. In the literature of ‘survivors in the East’ it 
is easy to find the abovementioned five characteristic symptoms of PTSD, as 
well as most of the twelve ways of reacting to post-traumatic stress. At this 
point we must note, by way of explanation, that the trauma experienced by 
the survivors in the East following their repatriation was triggered not only 
by their own personal wartime experiences, but also by the tragedy of those 
who had perished in Poland during the occupation. The PTSD that beset 
the repatriates — if we assume that they did experience it — would thus have 
been caused not only by the trauma of war and the sense of loss they suffered, 
but equally by an acute empathy with the imagined suffering of their loved ones. 
As such, the ‘twelve ways of reacting to trauma experienced’ would for these 
repatriates relate to the imagined trauma of those exterminated rather than 
to their own experiences. The literature testifies that survivors from the East 
think ‘for’ their annihilated relatives and friends, work through their expe-
riences and the horrors they lived through, visit sites connected with their 
tragedy, make contact with people who suffered similarly, watch films and 
read books about the reality of the camps that their loved ones would have ex-
perienced, feel negative states of mind evoked by thinking about their suffer-
ing, replay their fate in dreams or waking flashbacks, suffer intrusive thoughts 
about their deaths, write not so much about their own wartime experiences as 
above all about the way they imagine the deaths of those loved ones and about 
how they feel after their deaths, and attempt to find the meaning of what 

144 E. Fogelman, ‘Therapeutic Alternatives for Holocaust Survivors and Second Genera-
tion,’ in The Psychological Perspectives of the Holocaust and of its Aftermath, edited by R.L. Bra-
ham (1998), pp. 85–86. Cited after M. Lis-Turlejska, Traumatyczny stres, p. 231.

145 See K.  Prot, ‘Późne skutki wczesnej traumy.’ Prot lists the following consequences 
of the trauma of exile experienced in childhood during the war (with reference to non-Jewish 
children): a diminished sense of self-worth, sadness and loneliness, fatalism, the inability to live 
independently, a sense of guilt, a desire or proclivity to hide, nightmares, and family trauma. 
All these fall within the symptoms described by Engelking and Lis-Turlejska. 
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happened to the victims and to integrate — their own — traumatic experi-
ences with their life after the war. In this context it is worth drawing attention 
to those places in post-war Yiddish literature that testify to both the trau-
ma suffered by those who survived in the East on their return to the ruins 
of the Jewish world and the experiences of those afflicted by post-traumatic 
stress in response to the imagined trauma of the Holocaust victims.

Like Polish writers, those writing in Yiddish in post-war Poland were tasked 
by the new Communist authorities with serving as ‘engineers of souls,’ who 
were to create works that would educate the new man of socialism. There was 
little space for the Holocaust in this new literature. Nevertheless, postulates 
and requirements notwithstanding, the unprocessed grief demanded some 
form of expression. It is absolutely no exaggeration to state that post-war Yid-
dish literature in Poland was dominated by the Holocaust. In the brief periods 
directly after the war and after 1956, in spite of the pressures to write in an op-
timistic tone, it focused strongly on the destruction of the Jewish world, and 
on the physical and cultural aspects of the tragedy of the Jewish nation. As 
I mentioned above, the writers who were at the heart of post-war Yiddish lit-
erary life in Poland were for the most part Jews who had survived in the East. 
Their status was rather curious — like the brethren of Job, they were victims, 
but without immediate experience of the Holocaust. While they themselves 
had not suffered all the plagues visited on Job, they had felt their effects keenly 
through their blood ties, and also as they ‘observed’ from but a short distance 
the place where the Jewish tragedy played out. They themselves arrived at the  
site of the slaughter, where the traces of those who had perished were still vis-
ible, only shortly after it ended. Khayim Grade (1910–1982) would write, on 
his return to the ruins of the Vilnius ghetto: ‘And in the desolation of the ghet-
to still hangs the cry / of those on whom no one had mercy; / voices trem-
ble, like the reflection of flames now died…’146 He is echoed by Leyb Olit-
ski (1895[1897]–1975), whose description of the immediate post-war world 
reads: ‘Mothers again light Sabbath candles in Poland, / like doves their tired 
hands circle. / The echo of the danger passed is still heard / frozen in the rum-
ble of collapsing walls.’147

Given the specificity of the situation of those writers who had survived 
in the East, and in view of the lack of a suitable term in the scholarly publica-
tions on Holocaust literature, I propose the adoption of a category of writers 
with the name ‘vicarious victim witnesses’ in respect of writers in this group, 
to come into use alongside the category of writers who were ‘direct victim wit-
nesses.’ This latter term will be used herein to designate writers who survived 

146 Kh. Grade, Oyf di khurves (1947), p. 6.
147 ‘Shabes-likht in Poyln,’ in L. Olitski, Fun eygenem feldz (1964), p. 154. 
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the war in Poland, such as Yeshaye Shpigel from the Łódź ghetto or Dovid 
Hofnung from the Warsaw ghetto. It should be noted at once that there were 
psychologically conditioned differences between the members of these two 
groups. Although the perspective of witness is common to both, the psycho-
logical experiences of the Holocaust and the worldview that developed as 
a result of them are different for the vicarious witnesses than for the direct 
witnesses: the writing of the vicarious witnesses is naturally not testimony to 
the Holocaust but the empathy of a sympathetic imagination148 with those 
who succumbed to the tragedy. This is often reflected in the subject matter and 
way of writing about this, the greatest tragedy in the history of the Jewish na-
tion. In terms of theme, we should explain that the wartime work of vicarious 
witnesses does not, for obvious reasons, address the conditions in the ghettos 
or the state of those being persecuted; neither is it a chronicle of the reality 
of Poland during the war. It is more a record of emotions, an emotional re-
sponse to the apocalyptic news reaching them from Poland. It also devotes 
considerable space to describing the hardships of their own wartime wander-
ings in the eastern republics of the USSR. Once the war was over, however, 
vicarious witness writers who were originally from small Yiddish-speaking 
communities adopted life in the pre-war shtetl as the central theme of their 
work, in a sentiment intended as an act of vicarious testimony.149

Some survivors from the East found the courage to write prose woven 
around plots set in occupied Poland. Obviously, the point of these texts is not 
their factographic credibility, for they were not written as a means of faithfully 
documenting the wartime reality. Their primary objective was to commemo-
rate and mourn those who were murdered. They are a form of secular liturgy, 
but they also represent an attempt to understand, to make sense of those ap-
parently senseless events. Their authors were so profoundly moved by the evil 
that was perpetrated that they wanted to confront those extreme situations 
personally, through the medium of their characters.150 In doing so they were 

148 This is a term used by Jürgen Hensel in his article ‘Ofiary i świadkowie: Wiersze czasu 
wojny jako źródło wiedzy o Zagładzie,’ in Literatura polska wobec Zagłady, edited by A. Brodzka- 
Wald et al. (2000), p. 64, to describe poetry by writers who were not in occupied Poland.

149 I use this term after J. Wróbel, Tematy żydowskie w prozie polskiej (1991), p. 10, who 
employed it to define the current of work on the theme of the pre-war shtetl by writers who sur-
vived in the East, such as Stryjkowski and Segal. 

150 P. Matywiecki (‘Tożsamość i zagłada,’ in Archiwariusz zabitego Miasteczka: Rzecz o Kal-
manie Segalu, edited by T. Chomiszczak [2008], p. 83), in recognizing the right of writers who 
had not experienced the Holocaust personally to address it as a subject, motivates his sentiment 
as follows: ‘(…) it was the type of experience that has directly affected even all those who are 
simply conscious of their humanity (…). And in this sense, writers, who are by nature ethically 
hypersensitive personalities, have the right to place themselves in such extreme situations — 
writers through their characters.’
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attempting to defend the values of human existence, and also to make a sym-
bolic repayment for not having participated in the suffering of their loved 
ones. This transforms their writing into an act with an ethical dimension, 
which would not have been possible had they not opened up to a feeling 
of empathy for the victims’ situation. 

We should note another important issue of a psychological nature: for 
the surviving ‘brethren of Job,’ who had not been eye-witnesses to the tri-
umph of evil in the camps and the ghettos in Poland, it was easier to find 
a spark of hope for a reversal of fate and belief in a rebirth, even though they 
had experienced the pain of loss and sense of guilt like Job himself. Yeshaye 
Shpigel drew attention to this latter aspect as early as in 1947 in his epic poem 
‘Gezegenung’ [Farewell].151

In Stalin’s arms 

For the survivors in the East, the years 1939–1945 fall into two periods. 
The first, from September 1939 to June 1941, was a time when they expe-
rienced the reality of the Communist state, not yet affected by the dramatic 
events of war. The literary texts accessible to us indicate that for many writ-
ers this was a time of very positive experiences that enabled them to regain 
their sense of dignity. Among the survivors there were some, however, who 
in this initial period suffered violence and humiliation — arrested as enemies 
of the Soviet Union and sent to the gulag. Their experiences, so different to 
those of prominent party activists such as Binem Heller or David Sfard, are 
especially dramatic. For obvious reasons, the works that spoke of this aspect 
could not be published in Poland, where censorship was in force, but they are 
to be found in émigré publications.152 As for the second part of this period, 
which began with the outbreak of the German–Soviet war, Yiddish literature 
published in post-war Poland on the one hand conveys a record of unease 
surrounding the fates of loved ones still in German-occupied territory,153 

151 Y. Shpigel, ‘Gezegenung,’ in idem, Un gevorn iz likht (1949), pp. 161–171. I shall look 
in more detail at this extended poem in Chapter V, pp. 331–337.

152 Among those who wrote their memoirs about their time in the USSR were Y. Emyot, 
The Birobidzhan Affair: A Yiddish Writer in Siberia (1981); Y. Yanasovitsh, Mit yidishe shray-
ber in Rusland (1959); and A. Zak, Knekht zenen mir geven, Vol. 1–2 (1956). Of those written 
in Polish some of the best known are: J. Stryjkowski, Ocalony na Wschodzie; and A. Wat, My 
Century: The Odyssey of a Polish Intellectual, edited and translated by R. Lourie (1988).

153 Until 1941, when the Germans were allies of the USSR, criticism of the German state 
and its policies was forbidden.
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and on the other describes the wanderings of the fugitives. We will return 
to works focusing on the Holocaust somewhat later; at this point let us con-
centrate on those that describe the tribulations faced by those fleeing east, 
who were dogged by terror, hunger, diseases, humiliation, yearning for their 
abandoned homes and homeland,154 and above all fear for their loved ones. 
The trials and suffering described in these works were common to all fugi-
tives, irrespective of their nationality and political views. The ‘bezhentsy’ 
would not write about the political repressions and persecutions they faced, 
the systemic anomalies of the Land of the Soviets, and the antisemitism and 
demoralisation of the state officials until after their emigration from Poland. 
Laura Jockusch and Tamar Lewinsky, the authors of the article ‘Paradise 
Lost? Postwar Memory of Polish Jewish Survival in the Soviet Union,’ note 
that in the years 1944–1947 the way in which survivors remembered their 
time in the USSR depended on the political context and on their own per-
sonal political convictions. In the newly liberated Poland it was mainly those 
Jewish intellectuals who had escaped arrest or exile whose voices were heard, 
and as such their tone was positive. It must be noted, though, that even if 
their experiences had been negative, they could not be openly critical (as 
in the case of Kalman Segal). In the Displaced Persons (DP) camps in Ger-
many, by contrast, early reminiscences of the Holocaust focused on loss 
and destruction rather than on survival, and memories of time in the USSR 
seemed paradisiacal in comparison with those of the German occupation 
in Poland. In accounts published in countries in the USSR’s sphere of in-
fluence, no critical mention is made of the Soviet reality. There were vari-
ous reasons for this — aside from pro-Communist sympathies another ma-
jor factor were the survivors’ plans for emigration. People who hoped to 
go to the USA, for instance, concealed their links with both Communism 
and the ‘fatherland of the world’s proletariat.’ This was the case with Mendl 
Man (1916–1975), a Communist poet who had survived in the USSR; during 
his time in a DP camp in Germany he claimed to have spent the war in oc-
cupied Warsaw (which was not true).155 Man’s decision to lie was motivated 
by his knowledge that as a Communist he had no chance of obtaining a US 
visa. Survivors did not begin to tell the stories of their dramatic experiences 
in Soviet territory until the Cold War, and only then once they were settled 
far beyond Poland’s borders, in America or Israel, for instance. Even those 
who at first, in Poland, as ardent Communists, had issued paeans of praise 
for the USSR, changed their views once they emigrated (in many cases, like 

154 I give more detail about the literary image of the homeland in poetry written in the USSR 
in Chapter III, pp. 194–203.

155 See L. Jockusch and T. Lewinsky, ‘Paradise Lost?,’ p. 15.
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David Sfard, even long after the war) and gave literary vent to their dramatic 
memories and critical opinions. 

There are pieces about the charm of the exotic Soviet republics and 
the friendly attitudes of their inhabitants in the writing of almost all the au-
thors who survived in the East, including in the literary legacies of Kalman 
Segal and Avrom Zak (1891–1980), writers who were almost immediately 
arrested when they reached Soviet-occupied territory, and exiled to the gu-
lag. Before we take a closer look at exactly what official publications in post-
war Poland contained, let us take a brief digression and consider a few texts 
by Zak and Segal that were printed in collections published outside Poland. 
In the slim volume Yorn in vandern [Years of wandering], published in Buenos 
Aires in 1949, i.e. barely a year after he left his homeland, Zak devotes some 
of the pieces to traumatic events of which he could not officially speak while 
still in Poland. A salient characteristic of these poems, which were written 
while he was still in the USSR, is a certain reticence in expression of the emo-
tions that accompanied his arrest and exile to the distant East. In the work 
‘Durkh a kratn-fentsterl’ [Through a barred window], written in 1940 in a con-
voy taking him into exile to Komi in the Ural mountains, Zak bids his native 
town and relatives a sad farewell, fearing that their separation may be a long 
one. The only indication of the dramatic emotions accompanying the arrest 
and deportation is the brief exclamation: ‘O God! My hair suddenly white! / 
Too soon, before my time I have greyed– – –.’156 A similar reticence keeps him 
silent on the harsh daily life of the exiles. In the poem ‘Tshibiu,’ in which he 
describes his experiences from his time in the gulag, he permits himself only 
a quiet complaint, emphasising even here the commonality of his fortunes 
with those of the entire Jewish nation:

Tshibiu, Tshibiu! 
Your wild zigzags
Across the boundless taiga
Have entangled my life,
Have caught up my days and nights
In nightmares.
(…)
For hours I sit by your 
Dark waters,
And listening to their quiet murmur,
I hear a sob,

156 A. Zak, ‘Durkh a kratn-fentsterl,’ in idem, Yorn in vandern (1949), p. 35.
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The voice of generations,
The weeping of generations:
‘On the banks of Babylon’ – – –157

But while the generation of the ancients who wept by the rivers of Bab-
ylon were revived by the hope of a return to Zion, the ambiguous situation 
of prisoners such as Zak gave no grounds for any such hope of a rapid rever-
sal of fate. All that the poet shared with those long-distant generations was 
sadness and the unending mourning for his lost homeland and personal lib-
erty. We should take note of an interesting change: the reticence in the ‘gulag’ 
poems vanishes in the works that describe the circumstances surrounding 
the formation of a Polish army in the USSR, which came about at the turn 
of 1941 and 1942 following the signing on 30 July 1941 by Gen. Władysław 
Sikorski and Ivan Maysky of a pact between Poland and the USSR. In these 
poems the subject of description is not so much the Soviet reality as the world 
engulfed in war, and perhaps for this reason he permitted himself a greater 
openness. In the poem ‘Evakopunkt’ [Evacuation point], for instance, written 
in Tashkent in 1941,158 Zak describes the conditions prevailing in one such 
point where Polish citizens, freed from the gulag and other labour camps, 
gathered and applied to be accepted into the nascent Polish Armed Forces 
(Polskie Siły Zbrojne) under the command of Gen. Władysław Anders:

The convoys are still coming in,  
Spitting people out here.  
This dirty mass,  
Hungry and naked, is still growing.  
(…)  
Crowds push their way towards the ‘larkas,’159  
Huge queues for bread.
(…) 
Death, too, guards its place in the queue…160 

Kalman Segal, another writer who described his time in the camp, per-
mitted himself a greater directness in expressing his opinions and feelings 
than Zak. One of the reasons for this, aside from the stylistic characteristics 

157 A. Zak, ‘Tshibiu,’ ibid., pp. 40–41. The words quoted come from Ps 137:1.
158 A. Zak, ‘Evakopunkt,’ ibid., pp. 44–45. Beneath the poem information is included as to 

where and when it was written: Tashkent 1941–Łódź 1947.
159 A ‘larka’ is a small cellar, according to Zak’s explanation in a footnote to the poem 

‘Evakopunkt,’ p. 44.
160 A. Zak, ‘Evakopunkt,’ pp. 44–45. See also ‘Nuzar,’ ibid., pp. 48–49.
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of his writing, which include auto-irony, sarcasm, and black humour, may 
have been the fact that his short stories were probably written in a different 
time and place than Zak’s works. We infer that Segal wrote his novel about 
his time in the USSR, Uchodźcy [Refugees], in Poland, and he certainly felt 
sufficiently safe here that on the wave of the 1956 Thaw he attempted to have it 
published. Unfortunately, it did not pass the censor,161 and some of the stories 
were only published in collections that came out in Israel.162 In ‘A mayse vegn 
Gots nisim’ [A story of divine miracles] he gives the following description 
of the situation in which he found himself in the USSR shortly after the out-
break of the war: 

One day, the machine that lifted the blocks broke down. (…) 
The machine’s broken. The blocks are soaking in the water like fish in Galician chicken 

broth. We are sitting on a pile of wood and looking down. We: several hundred prisoners, 
almost all of us Polish Jews, refugees who, fleeing Hitler, ran straight into the open arms 
of Comrade Stalin, to support him in building socialism in the Siberian spa resorts, doing 
what was known as hard labour. We had been ordered to sit, so we were sitting. We under-
stood the ideological aims with which Comrade Stalin had honoured us.163

Further on, candidly and with his trademark sarcastic humour, he re-
calls the harsh conditions in the camp, the superhuman labour performed 
by the internees, the hunger, and the humiliation they suffered at the hands 
of their guards: 

The new camp was little different from the previous one. The guard with the two souls had 
followed us, so before long we felt quite at home. Those who were destined to die died, and 
those destined to live lived. 

But there was one difference between the old camp and the new one: there were decid-
edly more lice here. (…) 

We felt sorry for the lice, because they went as hungry as we prisoners. There was not 
a drop of blood in our veins any more, for we were as thin as shavings. When the wind 

161 See ‘Wykaz książek niedopuszczonych do druku przez GUKPPiW w latach 1957–1964,’ 
in M.  Ptasińska, ‘Zakazane lektury,’ Biuletyn IPN No. 2 (37) (2004), pp. 82. No. 20 in this 
document, published by the Central Office for the Control of the Press, Publications and 
Productions (GUKPPiW, Główny Urząd Kontroli Prasy, Publikacji i Widowisk), is ‘Kalman 
Segal, Uchodźcy [Refugees], a novel about the deportations of Poles and Jews and their life 
in the gulags in the USSR.’ See also http://www.ipn.gov.pl/portal/pl/24/1349/nr_22004.html?-
search=301233 (accessed 24.07.2011). 

162 In his two volumes of prose, Aleynkeyt (1977), and Vu shmeterlingn shvebn (1981), Segal 
published works including the following short stories about his time in the Soviet gulag: ‘Tsvey 
in eyn kamer,’ ‘Di pritshe,’ ‘Kadish,’ and ‘A mayse vegn Gots nisim.’

163 K. Segal, ‘A mayse vegn Gots nisim,’ in idem, Vu shmeterlingn shvebn, p. 106. 
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blew, we were lifted into the air. One of us was once left hanging in a tree when he caught 
on a branch. But the lice went on biting us mercilessly. We placed bets as to who would 
snuff it first — us or them.164

These images, which are very bold for a former exile, are known to us 
from stories published many years after Segal’s emigration from Poland, 
though it has been established that they come from a book that is confirmed 
by both friends of the author’s and archival documents to have existed during 
the Thaw.165 Segal’s work, which includes both his camp stories and panegyr-
ics on the glorious Soviet reality of the years 1939–1941,166 is an even better 
example than Zak’s writing of the ‘split thinking’ that broke down into the real 
and uncensored, and that conforming to the censor’s rules, which forced writ-
ers to pass over in silence part of the truth, some of their own experiences and 
thoughts, and even to produce images that contradicted their own experience 
and knowledge. 

David Sfard, one of the foremost architects of Jewish culture in post-war 
Poland, also succumbed to this ‘split thinking.’ The scholars Jockusch and 
Lewinsky167 drew attention to this ideological volte-face, testimony to which 
are Sfard’s memoirs, written in 1976 and published posthumously in Israel 
in 1984. One of the examples they cite are his words illustrating his attitude 
to Socialist Realism: in 1945 he officially lauded it as a method of writing 
for boosting creativity, but thirty years later he claimed in his memoirs that 
its rigid normativity and schematism forced many writers into silence.168 To 
Jockusch and Lewinsky’s examples we should add one more. Only in the late 
1970s did Sfard, who in 1948 had written a poem entitled ‘Dermonung 
vegn Moskve’ [Reminiscence of Moscow],169 which in glowing words recalls 
the capital of the Land of Soviets and Stalin’s concern that the light of the new 
dawn vanquish the ‘gloom of the West,’ reveal his own experience of what was 
common knowledge on the subject of the ‘leader of nations’ and the methods 
he had used:

164 Ibid., pp. 109–110. 
165 I obtained information on this book from friends and colleagues of the writer, among 

them Anna Ćwiakowska and Agata Wojterzanka. Segal himself wrote about it in a grant ap-
plication submitted to the Central Executive Board of the Union of Polish Writers (Zarząd 
Główny Związku Literatów Polskich) in 1956. See also note 161.

166 Cf., for instance, Segal’s short stories ‘Di mume Elke,’ in idem, Getraye libe (1960), 
pp. 36–42; ‘Regine,’ ibid., pp. 95–125; and ‘Opowiadanie z zabitego Miasteczka,’ in idem, 
Opowiadania z zabitego Miasteczka (1956), pp. 85–137. 

167 L. Jockusch and T. Lewinsky, ‘Paradise Lost?,’ pp. 391–392.
168 D. Sfard, Mit zikh un mit andere, pp. 108–109. 
169 D. Sfard, ‘Dermonung vegn Moskve,’ in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 1948), p. 83.
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Later, when I met (…) dozens of exiled Polish Communists, mostly Jews, who had been 
arrested in the first and second halves of the 1930s, and by some miracle eluded death by 
firing squad or torture in the Stalinist prisons and gulags, I had the opportunity to realize 
the truth in the words of my friend [who had talked about the Soviet system of informing 
even during the war]. These people, who had returned from the distant corners of Siberia, 
decades on, pursuant to a pact between the Polish government and Stalin170 to release old 
members of the KPP [Communist Party of Poland] as evidenced by lists submitted, not 
only did not condemn Stalin’s crimes, his felonies, and the murder of millions of innocent 
people, but almost seemed to defend him, mechanically repeating the trite slogans [that] 
when the revolution is in peril, such total terror is necessary, or that the new world must 
be born amid great pains, or that where trees are felled, chips will fly, and other similar 
‘wisdoms.’ It sounded incredible, as if they were mummies talking. And even later, when, 
back in Poland, the Siberian ice had melted from their minds and hearts, and when they 
had begun to feel like humans and not like circus animals, those years of combined terror 
and party fanaticism continued to control [them]. Its effect did not wear off until the end, 
even now in 1976 (…).171

In his commentary of the events he describes and the behaviours of people 
paralysed by their traumatic memories of their time in the USSR and unques-
tioningly toeing the party line, Sfard in this excerpt attempts to portray him-
self as someone who even in 1945 knew more about and had a greater distance 
from the Communist reality than others. In other words, he was in the know, 
and had been since the war. Even if that really was the case, claims of that kind 
in the context of the message he had been proclaiming for more than twenty 
years in socialist Poland render all the more dramatic testimony to the split 
thinking that afflicted intellectuals of the ilk of Sfard and Segal. In any case, 
Polish readers could hardly expect to find such frank statements as the above 
in a country in which from 1946 all publications were controlled by the cen-
sor.172 There are many other similar examples of the truth about the Soviet 
reality, a truth absent from literary publications in post-war Poland. It would 
be unfair, though, to say that works published in Poland passed over difficult 
aspects of their authors’ time in the USSR entirely in silence; some do reveal 
at least a part of the complicated knowledge about the wartime Soviet reality. 

170 He is probably referring here to the pact between Poland and the USSR of 21 April 
1945. This is mentioned by Celina Budzyńska in her memoirs Strzępy rodzinnej sagi (1997), 
pp. 432–433.

171 D. Sfard, Mit zikh un mit andere, pp. 153–154.
172 The Central Office for Control of the Press, Publications and Productions (GUKPPiW) 

was established on 5 July 1946. On the subject of censorship in post-war Poland, see K. Gajda, 
‘Cenzura,’ in Słownik realizmu socjalistycznego, edited by Z. Łapiński and W. Tomasik (2004), 
pp. 31–38. 
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The Germans’ attack on the USSR on 22 June 1941 was as unexpected 
and dramatic in its consequences for the inhabitants of its western regions 
as the September 1939 invasion had been for the Poles. One of those who 
wrote about the shock and panic that erupted with the appearance of German 
bombers above the houses of people living in Ukraine, Lithuania and Belarus 
was Leyb Morgentoy (1905–1979), in his works ‘22-ter yuni’ [22 June] and 
‘Kh’hob nekhtn nokh gehat’ [Only yesterday I had] from the 1949 volume 
Ruinen in zun [Ruins in the sun]. That Sunday morning, the hasty flight east-
ward began. Those who managed to find places in the last rail transports leav-
ing for the heart of the country could call themselves lucky. Morgentoy was 
in a group of people who found spaces in one of the convoys taking fugitives 
‘to Ufa, Saratov and Tashkent.’ Together with those others, he embarked on 
a long and extremely exhausting journey which nevertheless saved his life. 
The work ‘Dushne teg’ [Stifling days] of 1941 is testimony to the trials of that 
journey: 

Stifling days in cramped goods wagons, 
The sun of June blazing in the blue sky, 
On and on go the long convoys 
To Ufa, Saratov and Tashkent. 

Hard benches, yet harder days and nights. 
Head on head, braided legs and arms.  
Eyes have long forgotten about sleep, 
And mouths burn with thirst and dust. 

Wheels clank cradling sadness, 
Bundles full of aches for lost homes. 
The Jews quietly hum a new song of mourning,173 
Every Jew is an uprooted tree…174 

This poem is a record of the hardships that befell all of the evacuees, ir-
respective of nationality and denomination; interestingly, however, its lyric 
subject (like the lyric subjects of all this wartime poetry and indeed other 
writings from this period) focuses only on Jewish suffering, as if this fate 
had befallen only the Jews, though that was not the case. The ethnocentric 

173 The expression used in the original Yiddish is eykhe-nign (Hebrew eykha), which 
designates the biblical Book of Lamentations, attributed to the prophet Jeremiah. The songs 
of mourning that it contains are read during the feast of Tisha b’Av, which commemorates 
the destruction of the First and Second Temples in Jerusalem.

174 L. Morgentoy, ‘Dushne teg,’ in idem, Ruinen in zun (1949), p. 10.
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point of view of the lyric subject is nevertheless understandable given that 
the experience of diaspora, of exile, is an ever-present element of Jewish his-
tory. The conviction of the inevitability of the ‘Jewish fate’ — a fate of exiles 
condemned to life dispersed across the world, is deeply rooted in the Jewish 
consciousness. Morgentoy alludes to this conviction, like Zak before him, 
in his remark that with their ‘new song of mourning’ the fugitives are adding 
another chapter to the biblical Book of Lamentations. 

The hunger, poverty and fear that branded the everyday life of the Jewish 
vagrants in distant Asia is addressed by Rokhl Korn (1898–1982) in the 1943 
poem ‘Mizrekh’ [East]. Like Zak and Morgentoy, she sees the fates of these 
refugees as a further episode in the difficult history of the Jewish nation. She 
reaches this conclusion as in faraway Fergan she recalls her carefree child-
hood, when her only association with the word ‘east’ was as a spiritual centre 
of religion and the distant past of her ancestors: 

The melody of the prayer murmured by my father
Like the rustle of autumn leaves, like the hum of sand
Flowed out through the window and the open door,
Halting my headlong run, curbing my joyful youth.175

Even if as a child she was unwilling to submit to the heritage of genera-
tions, feeling that it curbed her liberty, years later she came to understand that 
it is impossible to escape from one’s destiny. And the destiny that caught up 
with her in one Uzbek city proved to be not so much the rigours of her faith 
as the community of the ‘Jewish fate’ — the community of a persecuted peo-
ple who for centuries have been roaming the barren desert in search of their 
home. She recalls her childhood thus: 

Perhaps even then the abstinential breath of the desert
Like a premonition barged into my heart and my head,
And I became as quiet as water before a storm,
When everything is still possible through miracles and tears.

And perhaps my blood foresaw the hour,
Ripe with fire, murder, and rape,
When I shall stand here — intended for the dumb, grey desert,
And my only home 
Shall be the shadow cast by my figure.

175 R. Korn, ‘Mizrekh,’ in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 1946), p. 13.
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And the desert — an old beggar woman —
Will hold out her thin, wrinkled hand
Of sharp thorns and dry sand
To me — a wanderer without clothes, shoes, country.176

In another poem, ‘Tsvey tsavoes’ [Two testaments], written in the same 
period and place, Korn notes how different her existential situation is from that 
of her parents, who lived and died in peacetime. Her father departed this world 
reconciled with life, surrounded by love, his only worry a good future for his 
loved ones, while Korn’s lyric subject is aware that if she were to die in wartime 
abroad, little would remain of her: ‘[her] only dress, / a piece of old, grey (…) 
sadness / and her last silk, torn shirt, / like a clear, accurate bill.’177

Another one who fears a solitary death is Gute Guterman (1911–?), who 
in 1942 wove her reflections on her fate in a Krasnovodye hospital. A record 
of those thoughts is to be found in poems including the touching ‘Baym breg 
fun yam’ [On the seashore]:

On the seashore.  
On the seashore,  
Amid stone mountains and sunspots,
By an open window, on a hospital bed, 
My heart suddenly stops. 
My head falls back upon the pillow like a silent bird, 
No one will lay shells on my eyes, 
Neither mother nor child will mourn me, 
Only a restless wind will whirl around my grave,
But I will not feel its breath nor the taste of salt, 
On the seashore.178

The thought of death is melancholy because it is a thought about a death 
that is not only sad and lonely, but also bereft of dignity. Stripped of its ritual 
trappings, without mourners to weep for the departing soul, death bares its 
full terror, robbing the victim of meaning, reducing the deceased, at least 
in the eyes of the lyric subject, almost to the level of animals or plants de-
void of individuality, insignificant, who might as well never have lived. Hence 
Guterman’s concern that some trace of her remain, even if only the play 
of light and shade on a wayside stone, making out the words: ‘Here sleeps 

176 Ibid., p. 13. 
177 R. Korn, ‘Tsvey tsavoes,’ in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 1946), pp. 15–16.
178 G. Guterman, ‘Baym breg fun yam,’ in eadem, Der opgrunt roysht (1948), p. 46.
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a daughter of Abraham, who wandered here from afar, / who drank of all 
the bitterness of life, / both a chalice full of wine and a chalice full of poison / 
on the seashore, / on the seashore.’179

The situation of the fugitives was difficult for many reasons. They had 
to contend with hunger, poverty, diseases, physical weakness, and also 
their yearning for their homeland, and all this compounded by their fear 
for the fates of their loved ones in occupied Poland. It was thus no won-
der that they sought various ways of forgetting their problems, at least for 
a moment. Some writers found solace in the beauty of the oriental land-
scape and the exoticism of the eastern cultures, others attempted to flee 
from the tribulations of everyday life into the world of their imagination, or 
to find meaning in life through hard work or fighting at the front as soldiers. 
Contact with other people also proved therapeutic, both people whom they 
encountered on their travels, without whose hospitality they could not have 
survived, and those for whom they began to develop intimate feelings. For 
Moyshe Knapheys (1910–?) one such cure for the hardships of the wan-
derings was escape into the world of his imagination. He speaks of this 
in the poem ‘Balade fun mentsh mitn shisele zup’ [Ballad of a man with 
a bowl of soup], which he wrote in distant Samarkand in 1942. The central 
character in this narrative work is a threadbare, hungry man standing on 
a street corner in a strange Asian city with a bowl of hot food, imagining 
that he is at home, far from where he actually is. In his imagination he spans 
the space and ‘time of terror and fear that lies between’ him and his dream 
land of peace: ‘I do not hear the hum of the nearby station, / who says this is 
a street? — It is a bright room // with garlands of trees along the sides, / full 
of guests arrived from all over. // I, too, am one such guest.’180 This fantasy 
allows him to forget for a moment about the tragic journey in the freight 
cars of the overcrowded convoys, about the fact that he had had to share 
a bed with people whose bodies were lice-ridden and covered in sores, that 
he himself had injured legs and walked with a limp. The magic works as long 
as the bowl is full. But when

The steam disappeared along with the soup, 
I stand as if I had seen my own grave.  

In place of princes and marvellous guests — 
A pack of dogs had been watching me eat. (…) 

179 Ibid., p. 47.
180 M. Knapheys, ‘Balade fun mentsh mitn shisele zup,’ in idem, Megiles Yid (1948), p. 113.
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The bowl grows cold in my hand. 
I am back near the station in Samarkand.181

As the warmth of the nourishing soup fades, so does the beautiful dream 
of prosperity and happiness, and there is no knowing how long it will be be-
fore the next moment of relief.

Avrom Zak, in turn, who stayed in distant Kizil-Tepe, in the Bukhara re-
gion [Uzbekistan], manages to find comfort in oriental melodies. He men-
tions this in the work ‘In tshaykhana’[In the tea shop] from 1942. As he listens 
to  this beautiful, exotic music, his thoughts are transported to his home-
land, to the cities dear to his heart. This is a time when he can for a moment 
‘forget about the rags that cover [his] emaciated body, / forget even about 
the hunger, about his yearning for a bed.’182 Alas, in this case too, the oblivion 
lasts only as long as the exotic song. The lyric subject begs, therefore: ‘Babay, 
babay,183 sing once more! Your song is full of magic. / Sing, babay, and conjure 
up for me again my home and my joy.’184

As I noted above, an additional burden for the fugitives was the chilling 
news of what was happening to the Jews in Poland, the fear for their loved 
ones who had remained there. Nothing could alleviate that heartache — nei-
ther exotic tunes, nor worlds called up in the imagination, nor even the beau-
ty of the Orient. In 1942, before reaching Kazakhstan, Zak had spent some 
time in Krasnovodsk, where he had enjoyed the charm of the Caspian Sea. 
Exhausted by his wanderings, he wrote: ‘I am collapsing with exhaustion. 
I would like to salvage my dream, / my poem of my distant home, which 
is now being reduced to ruin – – – / O sea! I pray to your boundlessnesses, 
your blue spaces, / accept me, take me as a lost child…’185 Likewise Moyshe 
Knapheys, observing the mountains of Kazakhstan, notes down the following 
reflection in the work ‘S’iz dayn sheynkeyt mir dervider’ [Your beauty is not 
pleasant to me], written in Alma-Ata in 1943: 

A twinkling, a whistle — a flash in the air 
And the sun falls dumb — as if killed.  
The severed head of the sun has rolled down the mountains, 
And is lying in blood. 

181 Ibid., p. 115.
182 A. Zak, ‘In tshaykhana,’ in idem, Mit ash oyfn kop (1947), p. 35.
183 ‘Babay,’ as the poet explains in note 5 to his work, means ‘old person’ in the Uzbek 

language.
184 A. Zak, ‘In tshaykhana,’ p. 35. 
185 A. Zak, ‘Baym Kaspishn Yam,’ in idem, Mit ash oyfn kop, p. 37.
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Did not this same knife 
Stab my brothers? 
Like a mourner I leave the mountains at evening time — 
Your beauty is not pleasant to me.186

In volumes published in the second half of the 1940s there are many sim-
ilar works from the period of the war, which give expression to exhaustion, 
terror, and above all concern for the fates of loved ones. This undoubtedly had 
an impact on the state of mind of these Jewish fugitives, and blocked their 
perceptive capacity, so further reducing their quality of life. At the same time, 
for many, if not all of them, their time in Kazakhstan, Tajikistan or Uzbekistan 
was an entirely new experience that in other circumstances would certainly 
have been an unforgettable tourist encounter. And even in spite of the adverse 
circumstances, this contact with oriental culture and exotic natural surround-
ings made a great impression on the fugitives. Those who survived in the East 
devoted many beautiful poems to the Orient. It would be good if in the future 
a dedicated study of this poetic material were to be written; for now, I will 
merely draw attention to some of the recurrent themes in this vast collection 
of ‘poetry of the Orient.’ 

Among the astonishing and delighting facets of this far-off, exotic world 
mentioned by the poets are the warm climate, the sun-drenched spaces, 
the beautiful landscapes, the colourful attire of the local people, their cus-
toms and melodious speech, the exotic dishes, and the immense beauty 
of the women.187 The reader’s attention is attracted in particular to the linguis-
tic aspect of these works, in which this different reality is reflected as in a mir-
ror, affording at least a distant echo of the remarkable atmosphere of central 
Asia. Those of them in particular who were familiar with the Bible (and it is 
likely that, in accordance with tradition, all the men had had at least a basic 
religious education) must have been reminded by the atmosphere of the Ori-
ent of the ancient Jewish state. Avrom Zak,188 for instance, in his 1942 work 
‘Bukhare’ [Bukhara], remarked: 

186 M. Knapheys, ‘S’iz dayn sheynkeyt mir dervider,’ in idem, Megiles Yid, p. 127.
187 See, for example, M. Knapheys, ‘Balade fun fir yidishe yungen in uzbekisher shenk,’ 

ibid., pp. 116–119, ‘Oyfn vaysn eyzele vigt zikh der Uzbek,’ ibid., pp. 120–123, ‘Alma-Ate 
in nepl,’ ibid., pp. 124–125, ‘Tsvelf eplbeymer,’ ibid., p. 126; B. Heller, ‘Andersh,’ in idem, Durkh 
shotn un shayn (1948), p. 121; L. Morgentoy, ‘Friling,’ in idem, Ruinen in zun, p. 31, ‘Ikh vil zin-
gen dir, mayn kind,’ ibid., p. 41, ‘Krim,’ ibid., pp. 47–48; N. Rapp, ‘Tadzhikistan,’ in idem, Funk-
en in ash (1947), p. 15, ‘Kazakhisher step,’ ibid., p. 16; A. Zak, ‘Vi kon men zingen,’ in idem, 
Mit ash oyfn kop, p. 54.

188 In his volume of poetry Mit ash oyfn kop, which was published in Poland shortly after 
the war, the left-wing Zionist Zak devotes much space to the charms of the Soviet Orient 
and the generosity of its people, and towards the end of the war he is even voluble in his praise 
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The walls of your fortresses recall Jerusalem —
Seen once upon a time in my school years. 
The ancient East is conjured up in your mosques,
And narrow streets running into the mountains and into the valleys. 
(…)

‘Salaam aleikum!’ the ‘babays’ hail cordially 
In the greeting familiar from ancient Canaan.
And then it seems as if at any moment Old Father Abraham 
Might ride up to the caravan on a donkey. 

I see, too, your daughters with pitchers on their shoulders,
Black-eyed, attractive, brown from the sun, 
And then I think: the first mothers… Rebekah… Rachel… Lea… 
And I would call out: ‘Why, I am your son!’…189

This kinship between the culture of the Muslim cities of central Asia and 
the features of the ancient East familiar from cheder study must certainly have 
eased the experience of difficult times in these foreign places. Nevertheless, 
the literature published in post-war Poland demonstrates that the exiles owed 
most to the people who extended their hospitality to them in those hard times. 

Gratitude to the people of the USSR for their warm welcome and praise 
for their hospitality are themes in poetry,190 but above all in prose. The prose 
writer Yosef Okrutny (1906–1991) devoted considerable space to his time 

of the Red Army. Nevertheless, his poetry is never characterised by the tone of uncritical rap-
ture over Soviet reality that was so typical for the work of many Communist writers. This was 
not lost on the Communist literary critic Shloyme Lastik, who in his review ‘Grunt-shtrikhn 
fun Avrom Zaks lirik (tsum dershinen fun der lider-zamlung “Mit ash oyfn kop”),’ Yidishe 
Shriftn No. 11–12 (1948), pp. 6–7, wrote that what had impressed Zak — a romantic poet — 
during his time in the USSR had been not the fraternity between the nations, not the patriotism 
or the dedication to ideology and the valour of the Soviet peoples, not the potential for develop-
ment, but solely the culture of the Orient, the exotic songs, the fortress in Bukhara that brought 
to mind Jerusalem, and the Uzbek girls, reminiscent of the Jewish daughters of the Bible. Lastik 
expresses his regret that the best poems in the volume are those which convey the poet’s ro-
mantic nostalgia for the past.

189 A. Zak, ‘Bukhare,’ in idem, Mit ash oyfn kop, p. 36.
190 Cf. e.g. M. Man,‘Tseakerte erd,’ in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 1946), pp. 86–87; Y. Per-

lov, ‘Amu-Daria un Sir-Daria,’ ibid., pp. 85–86; E. Vogler, ‘Yunge klezmorim,’ ibid., pp. 40–
41; D. Sfard, ‘Nisht oyf di taykhn fun Bovl,’ in idem, Lider (1957), p. 48, ‘Dermonung vegn 
Moskve,’ in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 1946), p. 83; R. Zhikhlinski, ‘Astrakhaner nekht,’ ibid., 
p. 51; A. Zak, ‘In Uzbekistan,’ in idem, Mit ash oyfnkop, p. 34; L. Morgentoy, ‘In dem land Uz-
bekistan,’ in idem, Ruinen in zun, pp. 42–44; B. Heller, ‘Nisht fun keyn vayter nesiye’, in idem, 
Durkh shotn un shayn, pp. 176–177.
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in the Land of the Soviets. In his short story ‘Unter vayse himlen’ [Under 
a white sky], for instance, he tells the tale of the cobbler Yekhiel, who after 
the outbreak of the German–Soviet war fled to Kirghizia, where he expe-
rienced everything that is the subject of the ‘literature of the Orient’ cited 
here: worry about his family, homelessness, poverty, and hunger.191 There is 
no knowing how his life would have ended had it not been for the old Kyrgyz 
Akhmedzhan, who tended to him as if he had been his own son. As soon as 
Yekhiel’s health improved, he resolved to volunteer for the Red Army and, 
like the Kyrgyz couple’s only son, go to the front to avenge the wrongs that 
the Germans had done to his family and friends. His unease about his loved 
ones would give him no peace, and although he had become fond of the el-
derly couple, he felt that he had an obligation to fight against the Germans. 
Comfort in contact with citizens of the USSR is also the subject of the story 
‘Dvoyres foter’ [Dvoyre’s father] by Yitskhok Varshavski.192 Its protagonist is 
a lonely, elderly Jew who lost his daughter during the war. When in the course 
of his wanderings around the USSR he fell ill and was taken to hospital, he 
was taken care of by a young Russian Jewess. It transpired that he reminded 
her of her father, who had also been killed by the Germans, and in this mi-
raculous way the paths of two lonely people were brought together in distant 
Uzbekistan so that they could be family to each other. 

Finding comfort in encounters with other people is also a theme in poetry. 
‘Tsu eyner in goles’ [To a woman in exile] is the title of a cycle of poems by 
Avrom Zak about a woman whose oriental charm and inner beauty revived 
the lyric subject of the works, restored his human dignity, and enabled him 
to experience joy again: 

I met you on the sad paths of my exile. 
I was dazzled at once by your delicate, eastern charm. 
You extended your hand to me — and I like a king
In rags at once hurried after you.

You led me, a vagabond, showing me wonders:
Suddenly I saw myself again in the blaze of my former glory…
My joy, my bygone joy, returned, 
Like a fairy tale of old – – 193

191 Y. Okrutny, ‘Unter vayse himlen,’ Yidishe Shriftn No. 20 (1948), pp. 6–7.
192 Y.  Varshavski, ‘Dvoyres foter,’ Yidishe Shriftn No. 7–8 (1947), pp. 19–20. The dates 

of birth and death of this writer have not to date been established.
193 A. Zak, ‘Ikh hob dikh getrofn,’ in idem, Mit ash oyfn kop, p. 39.
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The presence of a friendly spirit certainly helped to survive hard times, 
and it is thus no wonder that this motif of assistance extended by Russians, 
Kazakhs, Kyrgyz or other people of the Soviet Union recurs in many wartime 
‘jottings’ of writers who saw out the war in the East. In this case their value as 
propaganda was most likely consistent with the real experiences of the Jewish 
refugees from Poland. 

At this point we should also mention the whole group of panegyrics whose 
theme is glorification of Stalin and the victorious Red Army.194 The vast ma-
jority of these were undoubtedly born out of a need for propaganda, such as 
the short story ‘Blindkeyt’ [Blindness] by Yitskhok Guterman (1907–?), which 
was praised by one critic.195 The plot unfolds in May 1943, a few months af-
ter the Red Army’s victory over the German army at Stalingrad. Its central 
hero, however, is not so much the Red Army as one fugitive, a Polish Jew 
named Gritshanik, who, together with a large group of other refugees, is be-
ing sent in a convoy to Stalingrad to work on the demining and reconstruc-
tion of the city. During the journey, the narrator of the story hears the sad 
account of this man, who lost his wife at the very beginning of the war, and 
also witnessed the rape and murder of his own sister and her little daughter. 
Since then, he has suffered from a curious affliction — a type of blindness that 
affects him only at dusk. On arriving at their destination, this man, who might 
have seemed overcome by his misfortune, is overjoyed at seeing the evidence 
of the defeat of the German army by the valiant Red Army soldiers. His grat-
itude towards the Soviet soldiers who on his behalf have repaid the Germans 
for the wrongs done to his loved ones gives him enthusiasm for his work and 
revives his spirit. He risks his life to seek and clear mines, and in the end even 
regains his sight. He has to see, for, in his words: ‘There are so many things here 
to see that it is not enough to see only during the day. Here one also has to have 
eyes in the night. The things I have been seeing for the past two years in my 
dreams I now see while I am awake. (…) I know that wherever I put my foot, 
I am treading on German corpses — and it is this that has healed my eyes.’196

Most of the poetry whose theme is praise of Stalin and the victorious 
Red Army tends not to go beyond the standard panegyric convention. Even 
within this group of works, however, there are non-typical texts which ex-
press authentic hope for the victory of the Red Army over the Germans, 
as in the beautiful poem ‘Shneyen’ [Snows], from March 1942, by Reyzl 

194 See, e.g. M. Knapheys, ‘Balade fun Daytshl in roytn farnakht, ’Yidishe Shriftn No. 4 
(1947), p. 4; E. Vogler, ‘Kazakhstan,’ Yidishe Shriftn No. 3 (1947), p. 3, ‘Balade yuni nayntsn 
fertsik,’ Yidishe Shriftn No. 5–6 (1947), p. 11, ‘Yunge klezmorim,’ in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 
1946), pp. 40–41; B. Heller, ‘Geganen iz di heldishe armey,’ Yidishe Shriftn No. 6 (1948), p. 6.

195 See D. Sfard, ‘Tsvey retsenzyes,’ Yidishe Shriftn No. 25 (1949), p. 4. 
196 G. Guterman, ‘Blindkeyt,’ in eadem, In a puster shtot (1949), pp. 31–32. 
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Zhikhlinski (1910–2001), or convey the gratitude of these survivors towards 
the Soviet soldiers for their part in defeating fascism, as in Zak’s work ‘Ge-
bentsht zoln zayn…’ [Blessed be…] of April 1945. In the very thick of the Ger-
man offensive on Russia, in the spring of 1942, when it was still not clear how 
the war would unfold, Zhikhlinski wrote:

Snows, snows, and I amid them:
Beneath the snow the dead, and on the snow blood. 
The town is far, between us a battlefield.
The world burns in blood, in fire.
But here, where I live, where it is my lot to breathe,
Red hosts press on towards the front.
They walk in the storm, they approach in the blizzard — 
Steps in the snow, steps in the snow. 
Accompanied by a child’s quiet weeping
That hovers above the fields and trembles on the wind. 
It floats down rivers beneath the ice cover,
Sails with the clouds from country to country. 
In a distant town with tortured roads 
My mother’s eyes shine a welcome. 

Snows, snows, and I amid them.
I cross the snows in the footsteps of the Red Army soldiers — 
They lead far away, way beyond the city.
There the fields are white but the sky is crimson.197

The Red Army is depicted in this work as a levée en masse of ‘red hosts,’ 
a vast collective undertaking which, before victory can come, must be paid 
for with the great sacrifice of the blood of millions of young people. As yet 
there is no certainty of triumph, and the soldiers have nothing to accompany 
them but the hope of the lyric subject that their march will chart the course 
of the fugitives’ way back home. The addressee of Zak’s work, by contrast, 
is the victorious Red Army; for him, the defeat of the Germans and in par-
ticular the occupation of Berlin in 1945 was a momentous event: 

Blessed be the iron tanks,
Spitting lead and fire, 
That are wreathing with smoke the streets of Berlin 
And breaking down every wall. 
(…)

197 R. Zhikhlinski, ‘Shneyen,’ in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 1946), pp. 62–63.
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Thus has the just judgment come, 
The hour of revenge has struck! 
Hey you Russians! Kyrgyz! Hey you Jews! Poles!
Hey fire!! — ‘Yakhshi,’ ‘Kharasho’!…198

Although the Red Army is never hailed directly in this poem, the reader has 
no doubt as to which troops the poet is referencing, especially in the last stan-
za, in which he enthusiastically addresses the representatives of the  nations 
that made up the Soviet forces. The army is the object of great admiration on 
the part of the poet (who was otherwise slow both to condemn and to praise 
‘the fatherland of the proletariat’ and those who represented it) because he 
is delighted at the prospect of just judgment being served on the murderers 
of his nation.

As they fled from the Germans further and further east, the Polish Jews 
experienced the same humiliations as other fugitives. They were dogged by 
hunger and cold, poverty and a lack of the most basic conveniences or ap-
pliances, and also by the lack of information on the fates of their loved ones. 
Both prose and poetry convey an image of the hardships of these wartime 
odysseys, however pared down it is. Interestingly, there is a fundamental dif-
ference between these two genres of literature — the prose image of these 
wanderings does not offer such expressive testimony of the sufferings experi-
enced as that in the lyric poetry. The prose works that speak of these hardships 
nevertheless bow to the dictates of the critics and at the same time convey 
hope, the indomitability of the human spirit, and optimism.199 They suggest 
that the tortured souls of the wanderers were comforted by the exotic natural 
surroundings, but above all by contact with other people affected by the war, 
whether the hospitable inhabitants of the distant reaches of the Soviet Union 
or other war-orphaned vagrants. Their most important feature was that all 
the people encountered by the main characters were paragons of morality, 
and their goodness and selflessness ensured that hope endured. Poetry, on 
the other hand, registered the volatility of moods with the sensitivity of a ba-
rometer, and perhaps for that reason the overall image it generates is far from 
optimistic. The news that filtered through from Poland, which was both tragic 
and fragmentary,200 affected the refugees deeply, intensifying their personal 

198 A. Zak, ‘Gebentsht zoln zayn…,’ in idem, Mit ash oyfn kop, p. 65.
199 Sfard, in his article ‘Mit zeyer toyt hobn zey undz bafoyln tsu lebn,’ Yidishe Shriftn 

No. 4 (1947), pp. 1–2, stresses the need to point up the valour, optimism and vitality of the he-
roes of the contemporary literature, and to reject the formula of biblical lamentation in fa-
vour of writing in the spirit of optimism.

200 The Polish-language press published in the USSR, which conveyed fragmentary informa-
tion on what was happening in Poland to the survivors, is addressed by Ewa  Koźmińska-Frejlak 
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sufferings and anxiety for their loved ones. It caused spiritual anguish, re-
current intrusive thoughts, and obsessive searching for answers to questions 
about the reality for Jews in occupied Poland and what violent deaths loved 
ones might have met. These fears also were registered in literature.

My mother in the ghetto

In the texts published in the initial years after the war there are two categories 
of literary writing on the subject of the Holocaust. One is that published by 
survivors who suffered and witnessed it directly (so called ‘direct witnesses’), 
and the other is work by those who survived in the East, whom I have termed 
‘vicarious witnesses,’ who were familiar with the reality of occupied Poland 
or day-to-day life in the ghettos only at second hand. The former registered 
the reality they experienced on an ongoing basis in literature created there 
and then (or recreated it post factum), fighting death and oblivion with words, 
by the pen, or bearing witness to what happened in their post-war work. 
The  latter accompanied the direct victims of the Holocaust with their sym-
pathetic imagination during the war, playing out their experiences in their 
mind’s eye, mourning their death, and doing recompense for not being with 
their loved ones in the final moments of their lives. 

The work of the surviving victims and direct witnesses Dovid Hofnung, 
Rivke Kviatkovski (1920–?), and Yeshaye Shpigel (1906–1990) comprises 
themes and topoi typical for Holocaust literature. Their literary texts pub-
lished in post-war Poland describe the situation of the Jews from virtually 
the beginning of the war until liberation. Hofnung writes about the brutality 
of the Germans in the preliminary phase of the Holocaust, which took them 
by surprise, led to their victimisation, and forced them into the role of im-
potent, terrified pawns.201 His observation intimates that the only thing left 
to the Jews to decide for themselves was the way they died. One of those 
who took this option is Khane, the central character in ‘Der veg fun payn’ 
[The road of suffering],202 who, to defend herself against a German who is 
assailing her, takes a stone to her own face. This enables her to prevent being 
raped, but brings her life to an end. Literature registers the extent to which 

in her article ‘The Adaptation of Survivors to the Post-War Reality from 1944 to 1949,’ in Jewish 
Presence in Absence, pp. 125–164. See also ibid., p. 139, footnote 49. 

201 See D. Hofnung, ‘Oyfn vokzal,’ in idem, Der veg fun payn (1949), pp. 5–20, ‘Der veg fun 
payn,’ ibid., pp. 52–78.

202 See D. Hofnung, Der veg fun payn.
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everyone was taken aback by the brutality of both the Germans themselves 
and their ordinances, which brought chaos into the Jews’ lives, imposing all 
manner of restrictions and obligations on them, such as the obligation to 
move into the ghetto at very short notice. This seems to have affected the el-
derly and weak most acutely, as they were unable to keep pace with the rapid-
ity of developments. The tragic finale of their story is the subject of another 
work by Hofnung, ‘Dos khoreve hoyz’ [The ruined house].203 Here, the main 
characters, an elderly couple, are taken by surprise by the imminent deadline 
for the enforced move into the ghetto. As they have nowhere to go, the hus-
band sets off to the ghetto to look for a place to live. His mission is time-con-
suming and futile, and when he returns home he finds that the Germans have 
taken his wife. 

The ghetto as depicted by Shpigel, Hofnung and Kviatkovski is a very 
‘demo cratic’ place, where rich meet poor204 and religious Jews come up against 
assimilated ‘apostates.’205 All of them without exception are at risk of random 
death,206 and at the very least starvation. The humiliating living conditions 
and constant hunger reduce humans to animals who will eat anything, even 
foul-smelling scraps. Shpigel depicts it thus: 

And no sooner does the sick, crazed day crash into the ghetto, than from the semi-gloom 
under stairs, from dark cellars, from the tiny flats where the city’s former rich folk now live 
with their impoverished relations people emerge with pouches, patched bags and purses 
clutched under their arms. They come down from every house, from every floor, from 
every room and hole, and with their sacks and bags cradled to their hearts they make their 
way across the ghetto courtyards. They are drawn in droves like a horde of terrified mice to 
rancid, putrid, rotting remains, to all manner of grey leftovers. To the sticky filth that lies 
in the open and closed garbage bins of the Ghetto Kingdom.207

The hungry man sees associations with food at every step,208 and is pre-
pared to commit all manner of undignified acts for food, like the mother 
who for a portion of broth for herself and her child gives herself to a Jew who 
is collaborating with the Germans;209 like the father in the final stages of star-
vation who steals the last remains of his family’s food one night, only to die 

203 See D. Hofnung, ‘Dos khoreve hoyz,’ in idem, Der veg fun payn, pp. 20–33.
204 See Y. Shpigel, ‘Mishpokhe Lipshits geyt in geto,’ Yidishe Shriftn No. 9 (1947), pp. 5–8.
205 See Y. Shpigel,‘Niki,’ Yidishe Shriftn No. 4 (1948), pp. 3, 7; No. 5 (1948), p. 5. 
206 See D. Hofnung, ‘Gold,’ in idem, Der veg fun payn, pp. 33–42.
207 See Y. Shpigel, ‘Malkhes geto,’ in idem, Malkhes geto (1947), p. 90.
208 See Y. Shpigel, ‘In alkerl,’ in idem, Un gevorn iz likht, p. 93; ‘Hunger,’ ibid., p. 77.
209 See Y. Shpigel, ‘Goldene yoykh,’ Yidishe Shriftn No. 4 (1949), pp. 4–5.
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with it in his mouth;210 like the young boy who steals from a woman the bread 
she had procured for her child, but then chokes in his haste to swallow it, and 
dies.211 But these people, who seem prepared to stop at nothing for a morsel 
of food, are not devoid of noble sentiments. They love their family to the end, 
tend to them in sickness, and mourn their deaths. The mother of little Perele212 
turned to prostitution in order to feed her daughter. The family, at first out-
raged at their father’s stealing of their food, are so devastated by his death 
that they cannot bring themselves to eat the bread from their new ration. 
The juvenile khaper who stole food from a child had taken care of his starving 
mother to the very end, giving her his own food rations. In the harsh, dramat-
ic conditions in which the ghetto inhabitants were forced to live, surprising 
heroic decisions were taken by simple people, such as the Polish maid who de-
cided to remain in the ghetto with her employers;213 such as the elderly Anna 
Yakovlevna Tomkina, who went to her death after her beloved dog Niki;214 or 
Khane, the girl who chose death over disgrace.215

In the ghetto kingdom all are doomed to die in any case — a death stripped 
of dignity, a death that is common, anonymous and lonely.216 Ghetto residents 
are oppressed not only by hunger and fear of death, but also by the sense of to-
tal isolation, being cut off from the rest of the world, cast into a hellish abyss 
from which no one can hear their calls for help.217 Aside from the hunger, 
which robbed people of their vestiges of dignity, their suffering reached its 
apogee when they had to witness the deaths of their loved ones, in particular 
children. A poignant testimony of fatherly distraction was left by Shpigel, 
whose daughter of less than two died in the Łódź ghetto, of starvation.218 
In his poem ‘Dem tog vel ikh nisht fargesn’ [That day I will not forget] of 1940, 
he confesses that it will be hard for him to forget how she died, how he had 
to release her body to the gravedigger: ‘That day I will not forget. The boy 
from the conduct / Came to take you away from our house for ever. / (…) // 
I asked him to handle you gently, / That nothing befall you, God forbid, on 
the way…’219 Another chilling testimony to Shpigel’s tragedy and inconsolable 

210 See R.  Kviatkovski, ‘Tsvishn tsvey ratsyes,’ Yidishe Shriftn No. 4 (1947), pp. 7–10; 
No. 5–6 (1947), pp. 19–20. 

211 See D. Hofnung, ‘Der khaper,’ in idem, Der veg fun payn, pp. 47–52.
212 See D. Hofnung, ‘Perele,’ ibid., pp. 42–47.
213 See Y. Shpigel, ‘Mishpokhe Lipshits geyt in geto.’
214 See Y. Shpigel, ‘Niki,’ Yidishe Shriftn No. 4 (1948).
215 See D. Hofnung, Der veg fun payn.
216 See Y. Shpigel, ‘O, shenk mir vider,’ in idem, Un gevorn iz likht, p. 79.
217 See Y. Shpigel, ‘Nakht,’ ibid., p. 91.
218 Małgorzata Kozieł, in her work Jeszaja Szpigel i jego proza z łódzkiego getta, p. 34, writes 

that the eighteen-month-old Eva Shpigel died of dysentery on 8 August 1940.
219 Y. Shpigel, ‘Dem tog vel ikh nisht fargesn,’ in idem, Un gevorn iz likht, p. 119.
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grief is his poem ‘Geto-vig-lid’ [Ghetto lullaby], also from 1940, in which he 
expresses not only his pain, but also his impotence in the face of the boundless 
evil in a world over which God no longer extends His protection. Humans, 
fragile and with restricted potential, are left alone with their misery, and their 
only weapon on the road of suffering into the abyss of the world is the love 
that they can bestow on their families in their misfortune: 

God has closed the gates of the world,  
Everywhere is night — 
It waits for us full of terror and fear — 
(…)

Naked and barefoot 
We were driven from our home, 
Into the darkness into an open field, 
And hail, snow and wind 
Were your companions, my child,
They accompanied you into the abyss of the world.220

It is thus no wonder that a tone of doubt in divine protection enters his 
work, the conviction that God is on the side of the Germans,221 and his lyric 
subject starts to consider suicide to put an end to all his suffering.222

Shpigel’s volume of short stories was reviewed several times in the Yid-
dish-language press, by critics including Ber Mark223 and Shloyme Lastik 
(1907–1977).224 Mark’s review is very favourable — he appreciates the fact 
that Shpigel does not only focus on the dark sides of life in the ghetto but also 
sheds light on the daily heroism and greatness of spirit of its inhabitants. Inter-
estingly, Mark praises Shpigel’s writing technique, which reflects the character 
of life and the terror-imbued atmosphere, but criticises his minimal interest 
in the ghetto resistance movement. Lastik, on the other hand, is highly critical 
of Shpigel’s prose, concluding that he simply portrays examples of the poverty 
and misery of ghetto life, and does so using outdated writing techniques (epic 
style, the slow-paced development of the imagery, psychologising), which 

220 Y. Shpigel, ‘Geto-vig-lig,’ ibid., p. 126.
221 See Y. Shpigel, ‘In der fintster,’ Yidishe Shriftn No. 7–8 (1948), p. 4.
222 See Y. Shpigel, ‘Mir veln inmitn nakht,’ in idem, Un gevorn iz likht, p. 74; ‘Mayn toyt oyf 

drotn-tsoym,’ ibid., p. 75. 
223 B. Mark, ‘Likht in opgrunt. Yeshaye Shpigels tsvey noveln-zamlungen: “Malkhes-geto” 

(Lodz, 1947) un “Shtern ibern geto” (Pariz, 1948),’ Yidishe Shriftn No. 10 (1948), pp. 4–5. 
224 S. Lastik, ‘A shmues mit a khaver,’ in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 1948), pp. 134–137. 
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not only do not fit with the cruel reality but also preclude any presentation 
of the heroism and struggle of the ghetto inhabitants. 

Two other reviewers formulated judgments similar to Lastik’s with re-
gard to Dovid Hofnung’s volume Der veg fun payn of 1949. As Leyb Olitski225 
stresses in his introduction to the collection, Hofnung’s work was written 
out of his sense of duty to immortalise for posterity what he had seen as an 
eye-witness to his age. The primary weakness of his prose (aside from its sty-
listic faults) was considered by the author of the foreword to be the ‘one-sid-
edness’ of the image, which causes Hofnung to ‘show us only the black side 
of the contemporary Jewish “life,” the “road of suffering.” But where is the oth-
er, bright side — the “road of struggle”?’226 The other reviewer, S. Vilner,227 
takes a slightly sharper tone, averring that while Hofnung writes well, he 
does not demonstrate the right worldview, hence the reason why his prose is 
dominated by pessimism, offering no hope of improvement and no examples 
of heroism. 

We do not know Hofnung’s response to these charges, but we may treat 
Shpigel’s words from his preface to his 1949 volume of poetry as a kind of ri-
poste issued on behalf of all Holocaust survivors. He defends his right to ad-
dress the themes that he considers most important. He confesses outright 
that the period of the war was a very difficult one for him, requiring heroism 
and causing distress, hence the tone of sadness also in his post-war poet-
ry. Someone as maligned as he cannot simply free himself from the ballast 
of the past. He also draws attention to the fact that what happened is beyond 
the human capacity for understanding, and as such literature would long be 
seeking a suitable mode of expression. Although the tone of life in the new 
Poland was being set in bright colours, and new themes for literature were 
emerging, many writers were still returning to those tragic events, doggedly 
working to eradicate all that is evil in human nature. 

In another review in 1949 Shloyme Lastik initiates a dialogue with the poet 
and with Ber Mark, the critic, in his overview of Shpigel’s oeuvre.228 On this 
occasion, entirely differently than a year previously, he avers that Shpigel’s 
style — classic, measured narration, detailed portraits of the characters, etc. 
— suits his theme perfectly. He appreciates the fact that Shpigel seeks the no-
ble and good in his characters, and when he writes about fallen characters, he 
gives them the chance to defend themselves by exposing their human behav-
iour. To him it is important that the heroes of his prose and poetry attempt to 

225 L. Olitski, [preface to:] D. Hofnung, Der veg fun payn, p. 4.
226 Ibid.
227 S. Vilner, ‘Tsvey retsenzyes,’ Yidishe Shriftn No. 27 (1949), p. 7. 
228 S. Lastik, ‘“Mentshn in tkhom” fun Yeshaye Shpigl,’ Yidishe Shriftn No. 26 (1949), p. 4, 10. 
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put up passive resistance, for instance in discharging their duties. Although 
there are no examples in Shpigel’s work of images of active resistance and 
struggle, the critic concedes that in fact the writer had not witnessed such re-
sistance, and as such, wishing to be faithful to his experiences, could not write 
about it. Nevertheless, at the end of this apparently positive review, Lastik 
expresses the hope that Shpigel had now finished writing about the ghetto and 
would move on to writing about contemporary times and the new Poland. 

As the above reviews indicate, some Communist critics were of the opin-
ion that writers should be able to control the expression of their distress and 
join the chorus of optimistic voices, irrespective of what they had experienced 
during the war and with what profound traumas they were struggling. Was 
the image of life in Poland under the occupation created by those who sur-
vived in the East really as positive as the critics would have wished? 

It was certainly more positive than negative. Moreover, it focused on ‘rec-
ommended’ issues, and as such was selective, though it would hardly be fair 
to say that the reality it portrayed was falsified. After all, life itself supplied 
yet more incredible examples of heroism. The theme of Yisroel Ashendorf ’s 
(1909–1956) one-act play ‘Der zelber goyrl’ [The same fate]229 is the heroic 
valour of the Jews in the face of death. The text of this play recounts the for-
tunes of a young Jewess and her child, who are facing the risk of deportation. 
The child’s grandfather, in hiding, wants to take his daughter and grandson 
in with him, but a Polish neighbour offers them assistance, promising to take 
the boy in for suitable remuneration. The woman does not know what to do. 
Then the boy wakes up and tells her that the son of the neighbours who are os-
tensibly willing to help them now, beat him up the previous day for being Jew-
ish. When the boy then hears from his grandfather the story of the Akedah — 
Abraham’s readiness to sacrifice his own son to God — he decides to die nobly, 
like Isaac, son of Abraham. He thus indicates his advocation of his grandfa-
ther’s opinion that it is better to die among one’s own than to retain one’s life 
at the cost of losing one’s identity. For his grandfather suspects that were he to 
survive thanks to the neighbours’ assistance, he would probably never come 
to learn about his past or who his ancestors were. The text of Ashendorf ’s play 
is reminiscent of an excerpt from Chleb rzucony umarłym (Bread for the De-
parted) by Bogdan Wojdowski of 1971, which contains a similar dialogue 
between a grandfather and his grandson.230 This latter conversation, howev-
er, takes an entirely different course: here the grandfather bids his grandson 

229 Y. Ashendorf, ‘Der zelber goyrl,’ in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 1948), pp. 28–33. 
230 Cf. B. Wojdowski, Bread for the Departed, translated by M.G. Levine, in Contemporary 

Jewish Writing in Poland: An Anthology, edited by A. Polonsky and M. Adamczyk-Garbowska, 
University of Nebraska Press: Lincoln, 2001, pp. 229–230.
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refute the faith of his ancestors and his own identity in order to save his life. 
For him, survival is more important than a tribute paid to a God who had 
failed his people, and more important even than loyalty to one’s own family 
and nation. Thus we have a contrast between two types of bravery: the he-
roic, fighting for the upholding of human dignity at the price of death, and 
the biological, which strives to preserve life itself, regardless of the cost, which 
might even seem ‘immoral’ from the human point of view. Ashendorf ’s inten-
tion was undoubtedly to demonstrate the heroism of the Jews condemned to 
death, who, while they could not prove themselves in armed combat, could 
nevertheless manifest their personal freedom and bravery in another way, 
for instance by choosing the form of their death. And who knows how many 
instances there were in which Jewish children really did have to take such 
heroic decisions during the war?

The short story ‘In tsug’ [On the train] offers Leyb Olitski’s vision of the oc-
cupation. Olitski, who prior to the war had had connections with the Bund, 
was the nestor of Yiddish literature in post-war Poland.231 The heroine of this 
story is a Jewish woman from a bourgeois family, who survived the occupation 
on Aryan papers thanks to the assistance of her pre-war maid. The time she 
spent living in a simple family made her realize how superficial her previous 
life had been, revolving as it had around insignificant problems and financial 
matters. Through her contact with her former maid’s family she learned about 
real values, such as sensitivity, goodness, selflessness and sacrifice for others. 
We should note that a similar message about the generosity of the simple man 
and his readiness to make sacrifices is to be found in the short story by Shpigel 
‘Familye Lipshits geyt in geto’ [The Lipshits family goes into the ghetto] (this 
is the story mentioned above, featuring the maid who stayed with her employ-
ers in the ghetto). Interestingly, in praising Olitski’s image of the war, the crit-
ics stressed that it was not the psychological authenticity that they approved 
of but the model application of the ideological postulates to be demonstrat-
ed by the new literature in Communism: optimism, depiction of wartime 
heroism, emphasis on the positive transformations in society, and the spirit 
of hope for a better future.232 Thus the victorious angle in the debate on how 
to write about the Holocaust was the ideological vision, which subordinat-
ed reality to its assumed thesis. But these were requirements that could not 
be met by the survivors as witnesses and victims, and therefore their work 
was criticised. This vast dissonance was indubitably one of the reasons why 
Shpigel initiated the discussion on the differences between survivors from 
the ghettos and those who had survived in the East. Sadly, nobody at that time 

231 L. Olitski, ‘In tsug,’ Yidishe Shriftn No. 6 (1949), pp. 5–6. 
232 See D. Sfard, ‘“Durkh toyt tsum lebn” fun L. Olitski,’ Yidishe Shriftn No. 6 (1949), p. 3.
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took it up; the first response came nearly ten years later, from Kalman Segal, 
a writer of immense moral sensitivity.233

While prose writing tends to purvey realist images from the period 
of the Holocaust and look at its events and progression, poetry focuses more 
on registering the emotional reaction of the lyric subject. It aims above all to 
capture ephemeral spiritual states, and it also has a liturgical role to play, as 
a secular prayer through which the survivors could accompany their dead. 
This was something that they felt a clear compunction to do, in the form 
of a traumatic contemplation of how they imagined their loved ones had 
died.234 Moyshe Knapheys even lends this process the status of moral im-
perative, as expressed in the extended poem ‘Blut far blut’ [Blood for blood], 
written in Alma-Ata in 1944–1945: 

Let that flame be revived
In your bones, 
[The flame] with which your nation, 
With wide open, bright eyes 
Went, awake 
To its sacrificial death 
In the blaze of the dawn — 
On the hangman’s tree, from the noose, 
At the site of execution, by suffocation, 
On the pyre and in the river — 
Illuminated by a pillar of fire. 
Let the memory of that 
Never, never ever, 
Until your last breath, 
Never die, 
Let that torture to the loss of their senses,
The torture of every Jew
Screaming in the flames
Stand before your eyes.235

The biblical imperative to remember, and also the imperative to mentally 
relive the deaths of their loved ones, are obeyed by all the survivor writers, 

233 For more on the issue see Chapter V, pp. 331–337.
234 Leo Finkelshteyn wrote about this as early as in 1946 in his article ‘Iber di gasn fun 

Maynts un Varshe,’ which was published in the first issue of the literary almanac Yidishe shriftn, 
1946, pp. 20–30. Finkelshteyn intimated in that article that the returnees experienced both 
a sense of grief and the need to recreate the final journeys of their loved ones.

235 M. Knapheys, ‘Blut far blut,’ in idem, Megiles Yid, p. 143.
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for every one of them was affected personally by the Holocaust. The thoughts 
of those who survived revolve around those who were dear to them; ask-
ing again and again what they must have been through, and how they died. 
In Knapheys’ poetry, the execution of this commandment to ‘keep the mem-
ory of the deaths of loved ones alive’ takes on a remarkable character because 
one of the hallmarks of his work is its visionary nature, the way he calls forth 
highly detailed imaginary situations. His imagination suggests to him realis-
tic, virtually palpable images of the Jewish suffering, as in the work ‘Dos klog-
lid fun mayn tatn oyfn Gensher bes-oylem’ [Lament of my father at the Gęsia 
Street cemetery]: 

My two brothers start to speak over each other:
 ‘We were laid… in a row… trodden on,

As if we were stones… just like that… and then…
We had tar poured over us… planks of wood stacked around us… 

Layer upon layer… row after row… but the fire did not take hold of us…
It was the tar that burned… and the planks… whole piles of them…’236

It was not only Knapheys who recorded in his works the macabre det-
als of how he imagined his loved ones’ deaths. Similar images are also to be 
found in the poems of Binem Heller, for instance in his work on the death 
of a Jew in hiding in the woods, whose gold teeth are ripped out of his mouth 
by peasants; in the extended poems of Leyb Olitski, mourning the tragic fate 
of his students, among them the young Shoshana, raped before her death; and 
in the works of Khayim Grade, who recounts in detail what he heard from 
eye-witnesses to the deaths of the Vilnius Jews.237

The survivors cannot accept the thought that their loved ones are no longer 
there. This poetry is testimony to the fugitives’ attempt to initiate dialogue 
with the departed, to discover what has happened to them. They are torment-
ed by the sense of guilt that they abandoned their loved ones in their need, 
that they did not suffer with them,238 and also by the fear that by the time they 

236 M. Knapheys, ‘Dos klog-lid fun mayn tatn oyfn Gensher bes-oylem,’ in Yidishe shriftn 
(almanac, 1948), p. 75.

237 See B. Heller, ‘Dos lid funem vald-Yid,’ in idem, Durkh shotn un shayn, pp. 209–210; 
L. Olitski, ‘Shoshane,’ in idem, Mitn ponem tsu der zun (1952), pp. 144–146; K. Grade, Oyf di 
khurves, pp. 18–19.

238 See e.g. B. Heller, ‘Nisht fun keyn vayter nesiye,’ in idem, Durkh shotn un shayn, pp. 176–
177; Y. Zonshayn, ‘Tsu – –,’ in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 1948), p. 157; Kh.L. Fuks, ‘A kartl fun 
geto,’ Yidishe Shriftn No. 4 (1947), p. 7; N. Rapp, ‘Faran a sho,’ in idem, Funken in ash, p. 8.
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return to Poland it will be too late.239 This is why they force their imaginations 
to exert the immense, painful effort of accompanying the members of their 
immediate family,240 their entire nation,241 or eminent members of it,242 on 
their final journey. The murdered give the living no peace, and their absence 
becomes transformed into a transcendental presence — they endure around 
the living, returning in their memories, filling their entire space,243 speaking 
through features of the real landscape.244 They come to ask the living to re-
member them and mourn their deaths, as for instance in Reyzl Zhikhlinski’s 
work ‘Fun a volkn’ [From a cloud]:

From a cloud my mother looks down on me 
With eyes full of blood — 
Daughter, dress my wounds. 
Lower and lower sinks her head.  

(…) 
May; with my little son in my arms 
I wander among the shades. 
So many of the dead accost 
Me, my corners and walls. 

Their shadows tremble 
On my child’s long lashes, 
And their lament rings out  
In the May, spring wind.245 

The pain of the loss of loved ones and pangs of conscience cannot be as-
suaged by anything. The death of the nation cast a profound shadow over 
the survivors. All that is left to the living who, so far away, could not pre-
vent the tragedy, is the lonely raking over246 of what happened, and talking to 
the dead, whom they must tell of their love and pain. ‘Your disgraceful death 

239 See e.g. P. Binetski, ‘Nor nisht kumen tsu shpet,’ in idem, A fentster tsu der velt (1948), 
p. 39. 

240 See e.g. Y. Zonshayn, ‘Di farb fun dayne hor,’ in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 1948), p. 157.
241 See e.g. M. Knapheys, ‘Yidn,’ in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 1946), pp. 73–74; Kh.L. Fuks, 

‘Lagevnitska numer 9,’ in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 1948), pp. 59–61.
242 See e.g. B. Heller, ‘Yisroel Shtern,’ in idem, Durkh shotn un shayn, pp. 181–182.
243 E. Vogler, ‘Eyntsike,’ in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 1948), p. 38, ‘Mame un zun,’ ibid., p. 41.
244 R. Zhikhlinski, ‘Fun a volkn,’ in eadem, Tsu loytere bregn (1948), p. 8; P. Halter, ‘In var-
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246 See e.g. N. Rapp, ‘Mayn khotses,’ in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 1948), p. 155.
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burns in me,’247 says the distressed teacher whose thoughts return again and 
again to the tragic death of his student. Dialogue helps in talking about the dis-
tress, about this solidarity with the sufferers, and in ordering one’s own emo-
tions. In their conversations with the dead, the living seek comfort and hope 
in order to enable them to look to the future. Sometimes the dead themselves 
speak out in these poems, comforting those whom they orphaned.248 Their 
shades also share moral lessons with their loved ones to help them live on.249

Without a doubt, one of the consequences of the news of the tragedy 
that had befallen the entire Jewish nation was a strengthening of the bonds that 
the survivors felt with all its representatives, irrespective of their class back-
ground or worldview. One example of such a metamorphosis may be observed 
in the lyric subject of a poem by Binem Heller, a poet and Communist who 
before the war had programmatically criticised adherents of the traditional 
Jewish worldview.250 This change did not come at once, however. The first men-
tions in Heller’s poetry of the fortunes of the Jews who had remained in Ger-
man-controlled territory come as early as in 1940 and are personal in character 
— the lyric subject is uneasy about the fact that his mother has been placed 
in a ghetto established by the occupier.251 In time, however, as the tension rises 
and emotions grow stronger, he writes about the Holocaust with the entire col-
lectivity in mind, as, for instance, in the work ‘Merer mesh derlang, orkester!’ 
[Bump up the brass, orchestra!] of 1942. This piece echoes with the disbelief 
at the magnitude of the Holocaust and the impotence of the subject, who sees 
that the world is not reacting to the tragedy of the Jewish nation: 

Bump up the brass, orchestra! — 
Back there someone is raping my sister, 
Back there windows are breaking right now, 
Back there thugs are looting right now. 
(…) 
Bump up the brass, orchestra! — 
Deaden, drown out, profane the silence! —
So many wounds to heal, 
So many bodies to bury.252 

247 L. Olitski, ‘Shoshane,’ p. 146. 
248 See e.g. K. Grade, ‘Der mames tsavoe,’ in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 1946), pp. 16–19; 

E. Vogler, ‘Eyntsike,’ p. 38.
249 See e.g. K. Grade, ‘Der mames tsavoe,’ pp. 16–19; M. Knapheys, ‘Dos klog-lid fun mayn 
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250 David Sfard mentions this in his article ‘Binem Heller,’ in D. Sfard, Shrayber un bikher 

(1949), p. 71. 
251 See e.g. B. Heller, ‘Mayn mame in geto,’ in idem, Durkh shotn un shayn, pp. 86–87.
252 B. Heller, ‘Merer mesh derlang, orkester!,’ ibid., p. 116.
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And although the lyric subject of Heller’s poetry consistently distances 
himself from elements of the Jewish tradition and culture rooted in religion, 
which in times past had shaped the face of his nation,253 his thoughts now 
return to the entire world of the slaughtered, to all its representatives. Remi-
niscencing about them is very painful, and the song of their death falls from 
the poet’s lips like kaddish: ‘Painfully do I now yearn / for the life that was 
wiped from the surface of the earth there. — / My song becomes kaddish, / 
and my words are jumbled with fog.’254

Other poets, too, encompass in their thoughts the entire Jewish world, in-
cluding religious people devoted to God, but none more markedly than Leybl 
Kupershmidt (1910–?), the author of poignant poems about both his fami-
ly and the people of the shtetl: cheder boys, yeshiva students, devout shammo-
sim, and all those who died with the name of God on their lips. In the title poem 
of a volume published in 1949, ‘Flemlekh in der nakht’ [Flames in the night], 
he recalls the cheder pupils, whose death gives him no peace: 

I run, dishevelled, flagellated by their fear, 
And they, bound up in a chain, stand in my path,
They press on my naked body in cold links of pain,
Their orphan cry rings out even in my blood.255

This poem shows Kupershmidt’s particular sensitivity to the fates 
of the victims, which causes him to experience physically the pain of the mur-
dered. Another author who writes in a similar way about the Holocaust is 
Hadase Rubin (1906[1912]–2003), whose intimate, quiet, almost peaceful 
poems are also extremely poignant. The reader is struck first by a somatisa-
tion of the victims’ pain similar to that in Kupershmidt’s work, in the body 
of the female subject of this poetry, even though she is not a participant 
in the Holocaust, but merely an observer and commentator. Next, one notes 
the depth of the sadness that casts a shadow over one’s consciousness, as 
in ‘Nakhmu’ [Comfort] of 1943:

In sleepless nights, 
My eyes closed, 
I seek you, call you, 
My tortured ones. 

253 See e.g. B. Heller, ‘Ikh, der letster,’ ibid., p. 125, and also in ‘Oyf mayrev,’ ibid., p. 126.
254 B. Heller, ‘Oyf mayrev,’ p. 127. 
255 L. Kupershmidt, ‘Flemlekh in der nakht,’ in idem, Flemlekh in der nakht (1949), p. 9.
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In sleepless nights, 
Speak no words of comfort to me: 
The pain is me,  
The remorse is me.256 

This especial sensitivity to the suffering and pain of her loved ones would 
accompany Rubin at every stage of her poetic journey. 

Here, the stones speak

The impossibility of obtaining information about the fortunes of loved ones, 
and fear for their lives, was a cause of the inner discord that accompanied 
the survivors throughout their time in the USSR.257 Among those who wrote 
of this mental dissonance are Knapheys, Peysakh Binetski (1912–1966), Hel-
ler, and Zhikhlinski. Zak, too, in his work ‘Mayn seyder-hayom’ [The order 
of my day],258 claims that he can think and speak of nothing else but the War-
saw ghetto and the fate of the Jews incarcerated in it. Everything that sur-
rounds him — trees, hills, even the sky — reminds him of images connected 
with the Holocaust: a gallows, a grave, or the colour of a loved one’s eyes. 
In the work ‘Ikh veys nisht…’ [I do not know…]259 he speaks of how the lack 
of news of his loved ones and the uncertainty as to what he will return to after 
the war drains him. In a footnote to another poem, ‘Dray milion…’ [Three 
million…],260 he adds the explanation that in 1944 none of the fugitives were 
willing to believe in the death of three million Polish Jews. For Binetski, an-
other poet, the realization one night that it might be his family’s last prompted 
the desire to conquer space to be with his loved ones at their deaths. The ex-
perience of his impotence, however, tells him that he can only think of them, 
and immortalise their memory in poetry.261

256 H. Rubin ‘Nakhmu,’ in eadem, Mayn gas iz in fener (1953), p. 24.
257 The mental rift suffered by the survivors, caused by their personal experience 

of the Holocaust, and surfacing many years after the war as traumatic flashbacks, brief intru-
sions of memories into the safe post-war reality, is examined in K. Famulska-Ciesielska, Polacy, 
Żydzi, Izraelczycy, pp. 95–102.

258 A. Zak, ‘Mayn seyder-hayom,’ in idem, Mit ash oyfn kop, p. 44.
259 A. Zak, ‘Ikh veys nisht…,’ ibid., p. 38. 
260 A. Zak, ‘Dray milion…,’ in idem, Yorn in vandern, p. 61.
261 See P. Binetski, ‘Yene nakht…,’ in idem, A fentster tsu der velt, pp. 12–14.
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One way of protecting oneself from trauma is to displace it from one’s mem-
ory, to allow one’s thoughts to flee from what happened. In 1942, in the poem 
‘Oyf mayrev’ [Westward], Binem Heller attempts to push away the terrible 
truth about the fate of the Polish Jews, although he is aware of the futility 
of these efforts: ‘No, no! I do not remember now / all that happened there. — / 
I shall find all my [loved ones] alive, / everything back there will be just as it 
was.’262 Employing the technique of effacing memory, or a form of hypnosis, 
as in the poem ‘Fargesn, fargesn’ [To forget, to forget], for instance, also from 
1942, he attempts to return his traumatised consciousness to its original state 
of innocent ignorance:

A bright flash rent the sky, 
And after it a thunderbolt shook the very edges. 
The flash passed and the thunderbolt went past, 
But I still stand blinded. 
(…) 
I stand like a vestige of my own life.

To forget, to forget — there was nothing (…).
To forget, to forget — I have forgotten everything.
My path as in childhood is straight again,
And every day of the month of tamuz263 
Hangs ripe, full, with a sun seed inside.

The earth is whole, the sky round, 
And every evening has its dusk. 
And every morning a wonderful  
Flock of swallows flies here to end sleep.264

The experience of a storm conjures up in the poet’s mind a vision of the bru-
tal persecution of the Jews in occupied Poland. The world from which his 
consciousness took its beginning is being destroyed, and he, the poet, the sur-
vivor, is left as the only trace of the past. Thus in order for life to be able to 
return to an even keel, he needs to erase from his memory everything he re-
members of what he and his nation experienced. Then, he believes, the world 

262 B. Heller, ‘Oyf mayrev,’ p. 126.
263 The month of tamuz (Yid. tamez) falls in June and July. On the seventeenth day of ta-

muz the fast of Shiva Asarbe Tamuz (Yid. Shivo serbe Tamez; lit.: The Seventeenth of Tamuz) 
is observed, marking the beginning of the period of the Three Weeks of Mourning following 
the destruction of the First (586 B.C.E.) and Second (70 B.C.E.) Temples in Jerusalem.

264 B. Heller, ‘Fargesn, fargesn,’ in idem, Durkh shotn un shayn, p. 135.
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will return to its primeval beginnings, everything will fall back into place, 
there will come a time of sunny fullness, and people will become as innocent 
as children. Alas, when they returned to their homeland and saw the extent 
of the Jewish tragedy, the survivors realized that any effort at neutralising or 
repulsing the traumatic experience of loss had been in vain.

The survivors would have done anything to bring back the murdered, but 
in spite of the efforts of their imagination, the dead do not want to be res-
urrected. Khayim Grade, remembering his mother in the 1944 poem ‘Der 
mames tsavoe’ [My mother’s testament], writes this: 

I strain my memory to the point of pain, 
I want to call up the light of your face, 
I would take off my own body 
And clothe you in it, if only you would live. 
But who can crush dew in their hand? — 
Your memory leaks from my tired mind,
Like a sailing boat you disappear peacefully into the blue, 
And the boiling abyss reaches high, as far as my heart.265

The ubiquitous traces of the apocalypse are constantly reminding the sur-
vivors of the fates of their loved ones, and the pain of the loss and thoughts 
of their suffering will not let them rest. Kupershmidt, in his poem ‘Vi zey 
paynikn mikh’ [How they torture me] of July 1946, confesses: ‘How the souls 
of the murdered ones torture me, / even were I a cold stone, / their hot, sharp 
cry / would pierce me through. // Will my torment assuage your suffering? / 
Brothers, sisters cremated in the flame!’266 This lyric subject, who reappears 
in several poems, paralysed by his unhappiness, is incapable of functioning 
normally and building close relationships.267 His sense of identity is disrupt-
ed — he is not sure whether the past really was as he remembers it.268 He 
therefore retreats into solitude, but that, too, solves little, because within his 
own four walls his distress becomes unbearable, especially at night.269 There 
is no medicine or comfort for it.270 The memory of the dead returns even 
at apparently joyful moments. Gute Guterman complains: ‘Red wine gleams 

265 K. Grade, ‘Der mames tsavoe,’ in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 1946), p. 16.
266 L. Kupershmidt, ‘Vi zey paynikn mikh,’ in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 1946), p. 94. 
267 See e.g. B. Heller, ‘Ven ikh volt gekent,’ in idem, Durkh shotn un shayn, p. 189; idem, 

‘Dertseyl nisht,’ Yidishe Shriftn No. 6 (1949), p. 7.
268 See e.g. Y. Ashendorf, ‘A brif,’ Yidishe Shriftn No. 3 (1946), p. 9; B. Heller, ‘Ikh bin ge-

blibn,’ in idem, Durkh shotn un shayn, p. 188; ‘Nishto,’ ibid., p. 134. 
269 See e.g. B. Heller, ‘Ven ikh volt gekent,’ p. 189; N. Rapp, ‘Mayn khotses,’ in Yidishe shriftn 

(almanac, 1948), p. 155.
270 See B. Heller, ‘Treyst,’ in idem, Durkh shotn un shayn, p. 190.
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in my glass — I am among friends / on a happy New Year’s Eve. / But all at 
once through a foaming crimson I see / my murdered sister.’271 This subject 
of many poems is dogged by a sense of being cursed by the fate that allowed 
him to survive though his loved one perished.272

Literature from the immediate post-war period is dominated by mourning 
tones. Some writers had little work published before they emigrated from 
Poland, and left behind them only a trail of distress (e.g. Mendel Man, Zak, 
Gute Guterman, Hofnung, and Knapheys), while in the work of others it is 
possible to find works that bear a spark of hope for a revival of Jewish life. This 
hope is present above all in the oeuvre of Communist poets such as Heller 
and Binetski, but it can also be found in work by writers distant from Com-
munism, such as Grade, who in an extended poem of 1945, Oyf di khurves 
[In the ruins], conducts a dialogue with his dead mother. Her shade instructs 
him: ‘you cannot live on revenge alone. / (…) because you live, you must 
produce from your wounds / the light of love, like dew glowing on leaves; / 
and carry that love, as a mother in her arms / [bears] her child when danger 
threatens him.’273 Poetry testifies that in time, an ordinary human longing 
for normality, a desire for respite from the constant reopening of wounds 
and pangs of conscience is born in the hearts of the survivors. Shpigel, who 
as recently as in 1945, in the piece ‘Toytn-zinger’ [Singer for the dead], had 
written: ‘The deeper into the abyss I cast these memories, / the more often my 
dreams are invaded by Jewish death. // (…) I sit on the stairs and I become 
a singer who eulogises the dead,’274 just four years later, in 1949, justified him-
self thus before the shades of the murder victims in the poem ‘Fargib mir, 
heyliker shotn fun mayn folk’ [Forgive me, holy shadow of my nation]: 

Forgive me, holy shadow of a nation killed, 
That I have no more tears to mourn you.
My eye is blind from weeping and anger, 
And I am waiting for dawn.

Perhaps the light will heal me anew, 
Perhaps the earth will open up like a dream, 
Forgive me, holy shadow of our nation, 
And bless my step, that I might not overlook that day.275

271 G. Guterman, ‘In der nakht fun Silvester,’ in eadem, Der opgrunt roysht, p. 18. 
272 See e.g. N. Rapp, ‘Faran a sho,’ in idem, Funken in ash, p. 8; K. Grade, Oyf di khurves; 

B. Heller, ‘Amol iz geven,’ in idem, Durkh shotn un shayn, p. 180.
273 K. Grade, Oyf di khurves, p. 9.
274 Y. Shpigel, ‘Toytn-singer,’ in idem, Un gevorn iz likht, p. 26. 
275 Y. Shpigel, ‘Fargib mir, heyliker shotn fun mayn folk,’ Yidishe Shriftn No. 9 (1948), p. 9.
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There are few lyric statements of this nature, however, and few short sto-
ries whose characters manage to deal with the mourning and loneliness. One 
author of texts that speak of the survivors’ strength of spirit despite the lone-
liness that awaits them on their return to their ‘empty cities’ is Yitskhok 
Guterman. The heroes of his works are able to pick themselves up from their 
unhappiness and find meaning in life through working for others — like Doc-
tor Zitner in the Jewish orphanage in the story ‘Kinder’ [Children]276 — or 
through friendship, like the narrator of the piece entitled ‘In a puster shtot’ 
[In an empty city],277 who befriends an older woman, as lonely as he is. Guter-
man sees the only way forward for lonely Jews to be building communities 
with other survivors. This makes it possible for orphaned children to ‘find’ 
parents, and parents children, just as his character ‘finds’ a mother.

Thus the Jews return to Europe

The news of the extermination of the Jews caused the survivors not only dis-
tress but also anger, resentment towards the indifferent world, and a desire for 
revenge. These emotions, so natural for the witnesses of the misfortune that had 
befallen their loved ones, were amplified by the ideological mindset of many 
of the writers who had survived in the East: the majority of them had sympa-
thies with Communism, which promoted an active approach to life, an uncom-
promising attitude, and the readiness to fight and even die for its ideals.278 It was 
therefore natural that the information reaching them to the effect that the Jews 
had succumbed passively to the terror, and that they went to their deaths with-
out resistance, was hard to accept and prompted them to ask themselves ques-
tions about the possibility of active self-defence in the face of the enemy. This 
was the reason for the importance to the survivors of all forms of heroism, 
the most sublime being death in battle against the foe. This was fuelled not 
by the romanticism of a desparate fight in the name of an ideal, but by the de-
sire to show the world that the Jewish nation was the same as other nations, that 
it, too, could fight and defend its dignity, denied it for so many centuries. 

The call to take up the fight after centuries of passivity is one of the salient 
themes of the survivors’ wartime writing. In their view, this characteristic 
of the Jews in the European diaspora rendered them vulnerable to danger by 

276 Y. Guterman, ‘Kinder,’ Yidishe Shriftn No. 3 (1949), p. 4.
277 Y. Guterman, ‘In a puster shtot,’ in idem, In a puster shtot, pp. 5–12.
278 See the comments on this subject in the work Y. Slezkine, Jewish Century (2004).
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making them easy prey. One of those who drew attention to this was Knapheys, 
in his epic poem ‘Amol iz geven a mayse’ [Once upon a time] of 1945, in which 
he appeals to his compatriots: ‘We must learn to fight, / to be a nation like 
others, / the last word belongs to us, / they will hear about us again.’279 Many 
of the Jews who spent the war in the USSR were keen to serve in Gen. An-
ders’ army, which was formed there in the years 1941–1942 (though few were 
accepted280). Others volunteered for the army formed in the ensuing years 
under Gen. Berling, or were called up for military service in the Red Army. 
Scholars estimate that around 460,000–480,000 Jews (chiefly Soviet Jews) 
served in the Red Army alone during the war, lending concrete meanings to 
the idea of ‘the Jew as soldier.’281 The mental evolution that this engendered is 
sometimes the subject of benevolent jokes, as in Knapheys’ ballad ‘Balade fun 
held vos gezegnt zikh mit zayn vayb farn geyn oyfn front’ [Ballad of a hero 
bidding his wife farewell before going up to the front], whose protagonist, 
a simple Jew, resolves to volunteer for the army. His wife worries about his 
chances of success, for she knows that in the army ‘You have to apply yourself 
/ to obeying orders, / and you so cowardly, absent-minded, / and so fearful 
of the big wide world…’282

This theme is most prominently exposed in the wartime work of Binem Hel-
ler. Motifs such as self-defence, active struggle for one’s rights, and even the de-
sire for revenge for wrongs feature in many of his poems, in particular the most 
personal of them, written in the heat of violent emotions. The consciousness that 
Jews are capable of fighting was extremely important to this poet. The subject 
of his poetry knows that he owes his survival to the land of the Soviets and to 
the ‘red banner,’ for it was this country that enabled the Jews to survive and re-
verse their fortunes, and it was thanks to the Communist ideology of the struggle 
for a new world that the new mentality of the active Jewish warrior, willing and 
able to fight for his own rights too, was born.283 Heller called into literary being 
many such valiant Jews, among them the hero of the extended poem ‘Der veg oyf 
Varshe’ [The road to Warsaw], published in Moscow in 1948, who, after escaping 

279 M. Knapheys, ‘Amol iz geven a mayse 5,’ in idem, Megiles Yid, p. 56. 
280 According to A. Stankowski (‘How Many Polish Jews Survived the Holocaust?,’ in Jewish 

Presence in Absence, p. 207), in the years 1941–1942 some 21,300 Jews out of a total of 300,000–
600,000 who survived the war in the USSR left with Anders’ Army.

281 See Y.  Arad, In the Shadow of the Red Banner: Soviet Jews in the War against Nazi 
Germany (2010), p. 4. H. Murav (Music from a Speeding Train, pp. 150–195) draws attention 
to the perspective on the Holocaust held by Soviet Jews, which differed from that recorded 
in West European Jewish literature. This was the perspective of the victim but at once the victor, 
who had overcome the enemy and tormentor of his people. 

282 M. Knapheys, ‘Balade fun held, vos gezegnt zikh mit zayn vayb farn geyn oyfn front,’ 
in idem, Megiles Yid, p. 129.

283 See B. Heller, ‘Ikh, der letster,’ in idem, Durkh shotn un shayn, p. 125.
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from occupied Poland to the USSR, joins the Red Army to fight the enemy and 
liberate his beloved homeland, where he has left his family.284 Another poem from 
the end of the war, ‘A briv fun Preysn’ [A letter from Prussia], features a Jewish 
soldier who, after taking Berlin with the Red Army, writes a letter in Yiddish to 
his family exterminated during the war in order to show the world that he is 
a member of a nation which, despite attempts to eradicate it, has survived: ‘I am 
sending this letter by unerring field post, / to spite the enemy — a sign of endur-
ance, / and may whoever reads it know that under fire / a Jew reached the German 
capital!’285 As he returns again and again to the debate with the ‘traditional Jewish 
lifestyle’ (which was shorthand for subordinating one’s life to God and accepting 
suffering as punishment for sins committed286), Heller at the same time perceives 
the germ of a new generation, which will be born on the ruins of the old world. 
One of the works that takes up this theme in the context of the unfolding Holo-
caust is an extended poem about the  uprising in the Warsaw ghetto, ‘In varshever 
geto iz khoydesh nisn’ [It is the month of nisan in the Warsaw ghetto], in which 
Heller employed the motif of the feast of Passover to illustrate the prevalence 
of death in the ghetto, the collapse of illusions concerning God’s protection, and 
the senselessness of passively waiting for a miracle, as well as the need for revolt 
and the effect to be achieved by serving punishment on the criminals. Creating 
the image of a family gathered around the seder table, and a German graciously 
‘not prohibit[ing them] to die and allow[ing them] to scream,’287 the poet prophe-
sies that the time will come when the Jews will rise up against the order imposed 
by their persecutors: 

284 B. Heller, Der veg oyf Varshe (1948/1955). 
285 B. Heller, ‘A briv fun Preysn,’ in idem, Durkh shotn un shayn, p. 165. The note beneath 

the poem reports that it was written in Moscow in 1945.
286 The literary response of the Jewish nation to the catastrophe as conceived as a punish-

ment for sinning aganst God (a consequence of the covenant made by God with the Jews) is 
examined by Roskies in Against the Apocalypse and in an anthology he edited, The Literature 
of Destruction. He notes that the typically Jewish passivism that was a consequence of the tra-
ditional ‘inner’ dialogue of the Jews with God was arrested when the victims of the pogroms 
began to ‘demand’ recompense from the rest of the world. The modern socio-political move-
ments that emerged in the late nineteenth century created the blueprints for a new ‘covenant’ 
that was to spell an end to the terror of history — socialists put their hopes in the solidarity 
of workers, nationalists in political autonomy, and others in equal civil rights in democracies. 
See D.G. Roskies, ‘Introduction,’ in The Literature of Destruction, p. 5. The process by which 
the Communist ideal of the new type of Jewish personality — ‘Apollonian,’ i.e. bold, active, 
physically strong, connected with the earth, resolute, decisive and valiant — was formed is 
examined by Slezkine in the book Jewish Century, pp. 105–372. This historian also draws atten-
tion to the common sources of the new model of the Communist and Zionist (sabra) personal-
ities and their mutual influences (Y. Slezkine, The Jewish Century, pp. 206–213).

287 B. Heller, ‘In varshever geto iz khoydesh nisn,’ in idem, Durkh shotn un shayn, p. 128. 
See the interpretation of this poem in the article A. Molisak and A. Sekuła, ‘Wątki biblijne 
w literaturze o Zagładzie. Wybrane przykłady,’ in Stosowność i forma, pp. 115–116. 
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As usual — the German language of drill, 
As usual — the German language of orders,
As usual — again they have come to lead
Part of the Jewish nation to the slaughter. 
But the ghetto no longer wants to hear the cursing 
Of the Nazis who are leading the nation to extermination, 
Today doors will be daubed with the blood 
Of Germans, the blood of the persecutors,

It is now the month of nisan in the Warsaw ghetto,
Neighbour tells neighbour:
Let German blood flow without ceasing.
As long as but one Jew is alive in the ghetto.
Let the subordination in our gaze disappear for them,
Let there be no more tears in our eyes for them.
Let stubbornness, hate and wild joy endure, 
That resistance is possible, that defence is possible!
Hear how the shots ring out at midnight, 
Hear how death picks up the Germans’ trail. 
Listen: 
History is closing now 
Through heroic death in this night of vigil.288

In Heller’s view the ghetto uprising marked the end of the history of the Jews 
in the diaspora, during which all misfortunes were accepted passively as pun-
ishment for sins. The poet prophesies that on the rubble of the old world, 
a new generation will be born that will be able to defend its dignity. The core 
content at the foundations of Jewish life is changing — the Jews are ceas-
ing to be an object of history; they are becoming active co-agents creating 
it. In the blaze of war, the blood of the Jewish victims is melted down into 
the blood of heroes, and ‘every misfortune changes / into a heroic act, and 
not only into history.’289 A similar image illustrating the same thought is used 
in another poem by the same poet, entitled ‘Azoy geyen Yidn tsurik in Eyrope’ 
[Thus the Jews return to Europe]. Here, too, Heller references the biblical 
parable of the divine protection of the Jewish nation evidenced by the deliver-
ance of the Jews from Egypt and the accompaniment they were afforded dur-
ing their wanderings through the desert to the Promised Land. Here again, 
as in the previous poem, the poet inverts the meaning of the biblical story, 

288 B. Heller, ‘In varshever geto iz khoydesh nisn,’ p. 130.
289 B. Heller, ‘Nisht fun der vayter nesiye,’ in idem, Durkh shotn un shayn, p. 176. 
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revealing its emptiness and untruthfulness. It was not God who ‘delivered’ 
those incarcerated in the ghetto; they did it themselves, in an act of desparate 
revolt. The belief in protection from God, who in the pillar of smoke and 
the pillar of fire (Ex 13:21–22) led the Jews through the desert, proves false. 
The Jews themselves must stand up and fight in a battle for their own dignity 
that is heavily weighted against them, and the ‘cloud of destruction and anni-
hilation’ that accompanies them is the smoke of the burning ghetto. 

Hadase Rubin is also among the writers who call for active resistance to 
the German criminals. With anger she rejects the passive stance of the many 
Jewish generations that accepted martyrdom and humiliation instead of de-
fending their dignity. In the work ‘Tsum yidishn zelner’ [To the Jewish sol-
dier] of 1942, she addresses all Jews: 

For centuries, unpunished, driven by desire,  
A horde of boors has visited itself upon our homes — 
Blades of swords in our bellies, iron of knives in our breasts,
And their hands they immerse in our blood in the name of God.  
(…) 
But of what importance are the dead in the face of disgrace, 
What kind of a death is it without a struggle, despised and humiliated?
Who will erase the disgrace that is falling on us,  
When heads are rolling, but hands are silent?  
(…) 
Cursed be he who mishandles his weapon,
Who is pleased with a life scorned, disgraced — 
If his thought but fled from the battlefield,
If on the battlefield his hand but trembled.

The sinister past cries out for revenge, 
Future generations stare blindly at us. 
Blessed and just is your struggle. 
To the death — ten corpses, for a mother and child.290

Aside from calling for active defence, this poem touches on an extremely del-
icate issue that was undoubtedly the cause of many misunderstandings between 
Jews who survived in the East and those who lived through the war in Poland. 
This is the accusation levelled at those interned in the ghettos and camps: that 
they went to their deaths without a struggle, like sheep to the slaughter. This 
is a theme that recurs in the work of many writers, testifying to the immense 

290 H. Rubin, ‘Tsum yidishn zelner,’ in eadem, Trit in der nakht (1957), pp. 9–10.
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emotions experienced by the fugitives, who could not come to  terms with 
the tragic fate of their nation, but at the same time were unable to do anything, 
separated as they were from their loved ones by tens of thousands of kilometres. 
This is a thread to which I will return later in this chapter. 

A subject connected with the call to put up active resistance to the Germans 
is the desire for revenge for the wrong done to the Jewish nation. ‘I survived 
in order not to let it pass,’ Binem Heller was to say in his poem ‘Ikh bin ge-
blibn’ [I remained]291 of 1945 — and now I am returning, he says, bearing ‘my 
revenge, for which my heart is too small.’292 In the year of the Warsaw ghetto 
uprising, he was to declare that the only legacy he wished to leave was hatred.293

Other poets, too, call for revenge, among them Binetski in ‘Oyf kni vestu 
faln…’ [You shall fall to your knees…]294 and Zhikhlinski, who in ‘Breng mir 
dos blut fun dem soyne’ [Bring me the blood of the foe] demands blood like 
a desperate witch: ‘Bring me the blood of the foe on your knife. / It may be 
dried; it will quiet my heart. / It will quiet the hatred burning in my eyes, / and 
my grey hair will turn black once more.’295 This poem, saturated with the mur-
derous thirst for enemy blood, makes an immense impression on the reader, 
the more so that her pre-war poetry was characterised by its mutedly reflec-
tive, polysemous quality. 

Revenge is also one of the most important motifs in the poetry of Avrom 
Zak, a poet of entirely different sensibilities to Heller, who was known for 
his passionate rhetoric and revolutionary fervour. Zak himself remarks on 
this in his preface to the 1947 volume Mit ash oyfn kop [With ash on my 
head]. In the poem ‘Nekome’ [Revenge] of 1943, he comments that the great 
volume of misfortunes that have befallen the Jewish nation is now too vast to 
stop at mourning. All that is left to the survivors is:

 — Revenge! Revenge! —  
(…) 
Revenge for the ghetto, 
For the yellow patch, 
For the gallows and the jibing. 
For the death of millions, 
For the yoke, for the disgrace 
Of man and God…296 

291 H. Rubin, ‘Ikh bin geblibn,’ in eadem, Durkh shotn un shayn, p. 188.
292 B. Heller, ‘Antrunen,’ ibid., p. 131.
293 B. Heller, ‘Yerushe,’ ibid., p. 133.
294 P. Binetski, ‘Oyf di kni vestu faln…,’ in idem, A fentster tsu der velt, p. 9.
295 R. Zhikhlinski, ‘Breng mir dos blut fun dem soyne,’ in eadem, Tsu loytere bregn, p. 25.
296 A. Zak, ‘Nekome,’ in idem, Mit ash oyfn kop, p. 63.
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Interestingly enough, none of the poems written by Zak during the war con-
tain an express call on the Jews in Poland to rise up in arms, or criticism of those 
who embarked on their final journey quietly and submissively.297 The cult of he-
roic death bearing arms did not enter his poetry until after his return to Poland, 
as indicated by the dates beneath the various works. Before this happens, how-
ever, he gives vent above all to his hatred of the enemy. This is visible, for in-
stance, in poems from the cycle Yom haDin [Judgment Day], written in the lat-
ter months of the war, which reveal the magnitude of his antipathy towards 
the Germans and his great joy at the fact that the end of their rule is coming. 
The lyric subject of his works observes with hope the Red Army’s storm of Ber-
lin and the destruction it wreaks there, and blesses the Soviet soldiers and their 
weapons bringing annihilation to the Germans.298 He also expresses the convic-
tion that there is no punishment with which the Nazi criminals could atone for 
their guilt. In his eyes, with their crimes the Germans have ‘dug a deep abyss’ 
between themselves and the rest of the world for many generations to come.299 
The contemporary reader may be taken aback by this tone of poisonous hatred 
with which Zak urges the victorious Soviet army to destroy and avenge, but it 
becomes easier to understand if we realize that in the Holocaust he lost not only 
his mother and sister, but also his wife and small son. 

Rubin’s attitude towards the end of the war is entirely different. Her po-
etry contains vibrant manifestations of anger, sympathy, grief and distress, 
but she does not call for hatred or revenge. On the contrary, when she re-
turns to the ruins of the Jewish world, she recognizes, in the poignant 1945 
poem ‘A tfile tsu zikh’ [A prayer to myself], that the Jews will now need great 
strength of spirit not to succumb to base emotions: 

To be strong enough to comprehend the space 
That was too cramped for violence and groans, 
To have a mild gaze  
Illuminated by the blaze of dreams  
And a hand that will never do evil.  

To be strong enough to separate  
Yesterday from today, not being from being.  
And not to repeat demands for payment  
Either from oneself or the other, 
To be like the sun, which shines because shine it must.300 

297 See A. Zak, ‘Letster gang,’ ibid., p. 10. 
298 See A. Zak, ‘Gebentsht zoln zayn…,’ ibid., p. 65; ‘Berlin un Varshe,’ ibid., p. 67.
299 See A. Zak, ‘Daytshn,’ ibid., p. 57.
300 H. Rubin, ‘A tfile tsu zikh,’ in eadem, Mayn gas iz in fener, p. 22.
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This measured, wise voice, echoed only by that of Yeshaye Shpigel,301 has 
no precedent in Yiddish poetry in post-1945 Poland. Its message is a love that 
is difficult and painful but offers hope for rebirth, yet does not allow these 
things to be forgotten — a love that protected her from the manipulation 
of memory to which, unfortunately, some writers did succumb, barely a few 
years after the war. 

After the end of the war and the return of the survivors to Poland, Holocaust 
literature moved into a new phase, which has more to do with shaping mem-
ory than a direct reaction to what happened. One of the aspects of this phase 
was the debate on the way in which the Jewish tragedy should be commem-
orated. Parts of this debate have been cited above in the words of the critics 
about the image of life in occupied Poland in the work of Shpigel and Hofnung. 
The official historiography imposed a heroism-oriented vision of the recent 
history of the Polish Jews, promoting the acts of armed insurrection waged 
against the Germans.302 We shall return to this subject shortly; at this point 
I shall mention only one work by Zak that seems to suggest he may have suc-
cumbed to this heroism-oriented vision of occupation-era Jewish history. 
The leitmotifs of his wartime oeuvre were grief, anger, hatred of the Germans, 
and the call for revenge, but as I have already written, in the works we know 
of, in this period he never once condemns the victims as ‘going like sheep 
to the slaughter.’ After his return to Poland, however, he takes up the tone 
imposed from above in his extended poem about the outbreak of the ghetto 
uprising written in the spring of 1947, ‘In eyner a nakht’ [One night]. Osten-
sibly there is nothing odd about this, because for all the survivors the uprising 
evolved into an immensely important symbol of Jewish heroism. In this par-
ticular case, however, the reader familiar with his earlier work is taken aback 
by the ruthlessness of judgments that Zak puts in the mouths of his heroes. 
The insurrectionists’ conversations suggest that they know death is inevitable, 
but they resolve nevertheless that they will not die passively. Their slaughter 
must cost the Germans dearly. One of the characters even explains:

Millions of our brothers have gone, 
In silence, as if led to be sacrificed on God’s orders…
With no outrage, no protest, 
Like sheep… 
No, enough…303

301 See Y. Spigel, ‘Tsavoe fun likht,’ in idem, Un gevorn iz likht, p. 131.
302 More on the way in which the vision of the uprising was shaped in the initial post-war 

years is written in R. Kobylarz, Walka o pamięć, pp. 20–65.
303 A. Zak, ‘In eyner a nakht (Dramatishe poeme in finf bilder),’ in idem, Mit ash oyfn kop, 

p. 75.
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(…) 
If we are to fall — let us perish with honour, 
If we are to die — let us die in battle.304

(…) 
I am ashamed of the thousands and millions 
Who went in silence to their Akedah,305

I am ashamed before the world  
And before future generations…306

Every few minutes somebody drops into the room where the insurrection-
ists are gathered to update them on the developments. Above all, however, 
the visitors dwell on the satisfaction that murdering Germans affords them: 

Three of them I felled on sight… 
One squealed before he died, 
Like a beast when it is being slaughtered… 
I put another bullet in him: 
‘Here, a present from a “Jude”!…’307

All of them regret not having staged the uprising earlier, when there were 
more of them left and they could have caused the Germans more trouble. But 
even now the insurrection has its role to play — it is the price for the Jewish 
life, and also offers the insurrectionists the chance to vent their negative emo-
tions on their persecutors. One of the fighters, though badly wounded, wants 
to fight on, because he feels that he must ‘release his hatred [by melting] lead / 
in a criminal’s head…’308 When at one point the fighters bring in an SS man 
caught on the street, those gathered there consider what to do with him. One 
of the female insurrectionists says: 

I ought to strangle him like a crazed animal.
(Brings her hands together in a gesture of strangulation) 
But I am repulsed as if by rotten meat… 
(To the [German] corporal) 
For all my brothers, sisters, 

304 Ibid., p. 76.
305 Akeyde (Yid; Heb. akeda, ‘binding’) — the sacrifice that Abraham was prepared to make 

to God of his son Isaac (Gen 22).
306 A. Zak, ‘In eyner a nakht,’ p. 77. 
307 Ibid., pp. 79–80.
308 Ibid., p. 85. 
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For all the fathers and mothers, 
For all the Jewish children… 
(Takes aim, but stops herself) 
Waste of a bullet, comrades. 
(Points to the window) 
Let him take the same route 
That the children took. 
The Jewish children, during the “Aktion”… 
(The insurrectionists go to him, lift him up and throw him out through the open window. 
Looking down, they call out):
 ‘That’s it!’ 
 ‘He’s had it!…’309

The hatred and anger recorded in Zak’s wartime poetry find symbolic re-
lease in this extended poem. Its plot may be interpreted from a psychologi-
cal viewpoint as the verbalisation of the desires of an injured man dreaming 
of revenge. What is nevertheless surprising is that Zak echoes others in his 
opinion of the disgrace of a silent death. The poem ‘Tsum yidishn zelner’ 
by Hadase Rubin, mentioned above, also contains echoes of this opinion. 
The extent to which it must have been hurtful to the survivors is intimated 
by certain parts of Shpigel’s extended poem ‘Gezegenung’ [Farewell], written 
in the summer of 1947. This takes the form of a dialogue between a repatriate 
who survived in the East and a Jew from the ghetto who survived in occupied 
Poland. The repatriate says:

Every ghetto wall is our great disgrace, 
Which affronts the blue of the sky above our heads.
How did it come to pass that a nation allowed itself to be taken into bondage, bound 
And — forgive me a thousandfold —
Like a dog wore around its neck the chain of disgrace?
(…)
Why, tell me, did an insurrection not break out
Against the greatest enemy of the Jews?
Is death with a knife at the throat of the enemy
Not better and more holy 
Than a senseless, tragic death 
By gas, starvation and sickness?310

309 Ibid., p. 89.
310 Y. Shpigel, ‘Gezegenung,’ pp. 166–167. 
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The ghetto survivor reproaches the repatriate: ‘You sin if you cast the slight-
est shadow on those / who bore the mark of disgrace.’311 In another poem 
of 1945 Shpigel addresses a ‘distant brother’ with the suggestion that he re-
frain from judging, since he himself had not experienced the terror of the war:

It was not granted to you, my distant brother, 
To cross thresholds which like gallows 
Will demand revenge — 
To walk by night in a death march through smoke and red ash,
With burning hands — 
It was not granted to you to embark  
On your final journey 
With millions of Jews —
Beneath an extinguished sky, without God and light. 
(…)

It was not granted to you, my distant brother, 
To listen to the last words of children 
Who fell under the burden. 
Those words would pierce your throat now 
With a thousand knives and daggers. 
To pour drops of water onto dying lips 
And lighten the last step of dead feet — 
It was not granted to you, my distant brother.312

To Shpigel it was clear that no one who had not been part of and witnessed 
the Holocaust could comprehend the magnitude of the evil that the victims 
had experienced. Such people thus had no right to cast accusations and pass 
sentences that wounded and humiliated the survivors. The more so that, as 
the literature from the ghettos and camps written by poets such as Władysław 
Szlengel (1914–1943), Avrom Sutskever (1913–2010), Yitskhok Katsenelson, 
and Shpigel himself testifies, Jews in the ghettos also felt the need to empha-
sise that the Jewish nation was capable of responding actively to violence. 
Corralled together in those cramped spaces in occupied Warsaw, Łódź or Vil-
nius, they had no wish to succumb to the process of victimisation, and treated 
the very act of writing as a form of resistance against the Germans. Yet their 
writing is painful testimony to their sense of impotence, and at the same 
time to their powerful need to put up armed resistance to their oppressors. 

311 Ibid., p. 167.
312 Y. Shpigel, ‘Tsum vaytn bruder,’ in idem, Un gevorn iz likht, pp. 152–153.
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In the poem ‘Farvos’ [Why] of 1942, Shpigel writes of his overwhelming 
feeling of helplessness caused by the physical advantage of the enemy, but 
nonetheless calls for active opposition to the murderers.313 Irena Maciejewska, 
in her introduction to a collection of poems by Szlengel speaks of the ‘com-
plex of meek death’ that tormented this poet.314 He was well aware of the fact 
that the Germans had stripped even the Jews’ death of dignity. He mentions 
this with bitterness in the poem ‘Dwie śmierci’ [Two deaths], which com-
pares the situation of the Poles, who could die fighting in the name of grand 
ideals, with the death of the Jews — mass, unheroic, banalised, in the name 
of nothing: 

Your death and our death 
Are two different deaths.
Your death — is a powerful death (…)
For something — …for your Fatherland. 

Our death is a stupid death, 
In an attic or a cellar,
Our death comes like a dog’s
From around the street corner. 
(…) 
Our death — a trash-heap death,
Jewish and disgusting.315

Szlengel is echoed in this respect too by Shpigel, who in the extend-
ed poem ‘O, shenk mir vider’ [O, give me again] rebels against the violent 
death to which the Jews in the ghetto were doomed, and asks God for the gift 
of a peaceful death in a sympathetic land.316 The poem ‘Kontratak’ [Counterat-
tack],317 written by Szlengel following the armed resistance posed by the Jews 
in the Warsaw ghetto in January 1943, emanates pride and satisfaction that 
these condemned people managed to reverse their fate and transform them-
selves from victims into soldiers. Katsenelson and Sutskever likewise testify 
in their work to the importance they perceived in the conviction that their 
nation could fight. They believed that armed resistance brought the Jews re-
spect and ennobled them in the eyes of the world, providing proof that they 

313 Y. Shpigel, ‘Farvos,’ ibid., p. 80.
314 I. Maciejewska, ‘Wstęp,’ in W. Szlengel, Co czytałem umarłym (1977), p. 28. 
315 W. Szlengel, ‘Dwie śmierci,’ ibid., pp. 105–106.
316 Y. Shpigel, ‘O, shenk mir vider,’ p. 79.
317 W. Szlengel, ‘Kontratak,’ in Pieśń ujdzie cało… Antologia wierszy o Żydach pod okupacją 

niemiecką, edited by M.M. Borwicz (1947), pp. 190–193.
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were worthy heirs of the ancient Israelite insurrectionists, the Maccabees and 
Shimen Bar Kokhba.318 However, Shpigel, a poet from the Łódź ghetto, could 
not share in the satisfaction produced by armed uprising against the Ger-
mans, as no attempt at an uprising was launched there. In 1946, as increasing 
emphasis was being given to the valour of the fighters of Jewish Warsaw, and 
those who died without protest were being passed over, Shpigel was to write 
in his poem ‘Ikh kni far dir’ [I kneel before you], as he contemplated the ruins 
of the ghetto: 

It was not granted you with machine gun and knife 
To fight against the foe in the flames of insurrection;
You weep silently… but your lament is more potent 
Than the wailing of all the Jewish songs of mourning.319

I swear on your dead land,  
My home, my holy Bałuty, my disgraced ghetto,
That I will wipe from your face the tear of mourning  
And fill with comfort your downcast heart.320 

As the Cold War conflict between the Communist bloc and Western Eu-
rope intensified, and especially from the moment that the political course 
in Poland took a sharper turn in 1948 and 1949, an unsettling tendency to 
exploit the theme of the Holocaust for propaganda purposes becomes dis-
cernible in Yiddish literature. The call for revenge for the Jewish suffering, 
which was rooted in the most natural human desire for justice, began during 
the Cold War to be counted among the slogans in the category of ‘the fight 
against the foe,’ i.e. all capitalist countries. For this reason in particular, in any 
reading of literature published in the immediate wake of the war, it is impor-
tant to note the date when a text was written. This manipulation of memory 
and exploitation of Jewish martyrdom for short-term political gain is espe-
cially visible in the Socialist Realist period. 

318 See e.g. ‘Bagleytlid baym avekgeyn in vald,’ in A. Sutskever, Lider fun Yam Hamoves: Fun 
Ṿilner Geto, vald, un vander (1968), p. 93. 

319 The original includes the Yiddish expression eykhe lider, a reference to the biblical Book 
of Lamentations.

320 Y. Shpigel, ‘Ikh kni far dir,’ in idem, Un gevorn iz likht, pp. 22–23.
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Pour out your anger

Many of the words written on the subject of the Holocaust — whether or not 
as literature — are directed at God. He was addressed by people persecuted 
in the ghettos and people who observed the extermination of their nation from 
afar. They talked with Him during the war and after its end, seeking answers 
to the question of where He was and why He had not intervened. Traditional 
Jewish theological thought developed a number of models of interpretation 
of the Shoah. The character of the relationship of man with God and God 
with man was explained with reference to the biblical parable of the Akedah 
(the sacrifice of Isaac; Gen 22) and the readiness of the Jewish nation to die 
in defence of the holiness of the Divine Name, to the story of the suffering 
of the servant of Yahweh (Is 52:13–53, 12), who offers himself as a sacrifice for 
the salvation of Israel, or to suffering as proof of God’s special care for the Jew-
ish nation (as in the story of Job). The theory of hester panim (the hidden face 
of God; Deut 31:18) was cited too, and the Holocaust was also interpreted as 
punishment for the sins of the nation of Israel or as proof of the functioning 
of divine providence, an element of the divine process of salvation.321

In Yiddish survivor literature God is the addressee above all of poetic state-
ments. Wracked by helpless despair, the lyric subject turns to Him in the hope 
that He will reveal His power and reverse the misfortune. Khayim Leyb Fuks 
(1897–1989) wants to believe that God will alter the course of history, proving 
that the covenant is true and binds not only people but God Himself. Seeing 
His indifference, however, the poet — the last witness of his nation — rejects, 
in ‘Gebet in 1942’ [Prayer in 1942], all His promises. Since God abandoned 
the sufferers and was not there at their violent deaths, no one will ever need 
His presence any more. The poet perceives immense cruelty in this divine 
silence, and so, full of despair and anger, he demands that the Almighty per-
form an act of ‘anti-creation’ — let Him cover the light that He created; it is 
no longer needed by those to whom it was given, as they are no longer alive:

God of the First Darkness, God of Infinity,
Hear me. My nation like a sheep 

321 See S.T. Katz, ‘Judaic Theology and the Holocaust,’ in The Encyclopaedia of Judaism, 
Vol. 1, edited by J. Neusner et al. (2000), pp. 406–420, and N. Solomon, ‘Czy Szoah wymaga 
radykalnie nowej teologii?,’ in Żydzi i chrześcijanie w dialogu: Materiały z Międzynarodowego 
Kolokwium Teologicznego w Krakowie–Tyńcu 24–27 IV 1988, edited by W. Chrostowski (1992), 
pp. 128–163. See also S. Ronen, ‘Czy Bóg umarł w Auschwitz?: Reakcja teologii żydowskiej na 
Holocaust,’ translated by S. Obirek, Przegląd Orientalistyczny No. 3–4 (2009), pp. 197–204. 
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Is walking in a sleep full of dreams to You!
(…)
Cover the light. It is necessary to no one. 
You were — continue to be, but alone.  
And my despair —

You can see in the dark…322 

The world in which there are no longer any Jews must return to its very 
beginnings, when there was nothing but the Creator. The only figures that 
remain on the empty stage are the grief-stricken poet and God, whose indif-
ference has earned Him the punishment of loneliness. 

A few years later, another Jewish poet, Yankev Glatshteyn (1896–1971), 
in ‘On Yidn’ [Without Jews], a poem full of sadness, was to offer his readers 
a chilling image of the ‘dying’ of the divine light after the Holocaust. The God 
who revealed Himself to the Jewish nation was venerated only by the Jews, 
and hence the lack of divine intervention in historical events and the extermi-
nation of the nation also meant the end of the divine presence in the human 
world, since aside from the Jews nobody knows or shares His name. Unlike 
Fuks’s God, however, whose indifference is cruel, Glatshteyn’s God is weak, 
helpless, and deserving of the same sympathy as any other representative 
of the dying nation. Glatshteyn’s God dies with His people: 

No end to night
For an extinguished people. 
Heaven and earth wiped out.
Your tent void of light.
Flicker of the Jews’ last hour.
Soon, Jewish God, 
Your eclipse.323 

Fuks’s bitter voice does not, however, diminish the hope of Zak, another 
survivor, who in 1943, in the poem ‘Shfoykh khamoskhe’ [Pour out your an-
ger], asks that the death of the Jews be avenged: 

Shfoykh khamoskhe — pour out your anger on the criminals,
The murderers of an entire nation! 

322 Kh.L. Fuks, ‘Gebet in 1942,’ Yidishe Shriftn No. 1–2 (1948), p. 9.
323 Y. Glatshteyn, ‘On Yidn’ / ‘Without Jews,’ translated by Cynthia Ozick, in The Penguin 

Book of Modern Yiddish Verse, edited by I. Howe et al. (1987), p. 437.
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(…) 
Avenge the blood of the little children,  
The sea of tears spilt by the mothers. 

(…) pour out your anger on the criminals,
Let them find extermination in fire and smoke!…324

But God was silent. The Holocaust poetry published in post-war Poland, 
regardless of whether it was written by Jews who survived in the East or those 
personally affected by the Holocaust, is almost entirely concordant in its ex-
pression of disillusionment at the lack of divine intervention. The sense of in-
finite loneliness of the man who has been abandoned by everyone, even his 
God, is discernible, for instance, in the beautiful poem ‘Got hot bahaltn zayn 
ponem’ [God hid His face] by Reyzl Zhikhlinski:

All the roads led to death,
All the roads. 
(…) 
All the nights fed on our terror, 
All the nights. 
And the heavens were naked and empty, 
All the heavens. 
And God hid His face.325 

The image conveyed by this poem is moving because it draws attention 
to the fact that for the Jews, who were hounded like animals, there was no 
escape. Not only humans, but nature and the elements also conspired against 
them. Although Zhikhlinski does not make a definitive assertion as to why 
God covered His face, why He left the heavens and did not help mankind, an 
uncomfortable thought comes to mind as one reads this poem: was it not, 
perhaps, that He was taunting mankind? 

Among the particularly dramatic poetic testimonies of that time are those 
whose authors had experienced the German crimes personally. These include 
Shpigel, Szlengel and Katsenelson. As early as in 1940, in the poem ‘Vu veln 
mir leygn undzere kep’ [Where shall we lay our heads], Shpigel laments not 
only because the Germans had deprived the Jews of their homes, but also 

324 A. Zak, ‘Shfoykh khamoskhe,’ in idem, Mit ash oyfn kop, p. 60.
325 R. Zhikhlinski, ‘Got hot bahaltn zayn ponem,’ in eadem, Tsu loytere bregn, p. 7. The orig-

inal title of this poem, which was published in the second volume of the almanac Yidishe shriftn 
(1948, p. 50), was ‘Ale vegn’ [All roads]. The poem references the Bible verse: ‘And I will cer-
tainly hide my face in that day because of all their wickedness’ (Deut 31:18).
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because they had desecrated a Jewish house of worship — ‘the last steps to 
God.’326 Significantly, at this point he voices his distress on behalf not only 
of his nation but also of his desecrated Creator. Just a year later, however, 
in the work ‘Der tsorn in mayn oyg’ [The anger in my eye], he was to accuse 
Him of not being a good God. The period of the Holocaust was a time when 
the God of darkness reigned, lying in wait for the Jews like an executioner 
in every alleyway. The reader cannot but be struck by the remarkable simi-
larity of the experiences of those incarcerated in the ghettos: Shpigel writes 
of an inhuman God, while Szlengel perceives Him to be a God who favours 
the Germans.327 It is no wonder that anger and rebellion rose in Jewish hearts. 
In 1941 Shpigel was to write: ‘Our lips will no more recite / a prayer to You — / 
a shameful prayer to an evil God.’328 And in another poem, ‘Host undz farlozt’ 
[You abandoned us], from 1943, he commented ironically that: ‘Our death 
glorified You too little, / so You abandoned us at every turn.’329

This silence that was the response to every plaint did not rob the lyric 
subject of Shpigel’s poetry of his belief in the existence of God, but it did cast 
doubt on His assumed attributes such as mercy, goodness and pity. For in-
comprehensible reasons, God turned away from His people, who — despite 
the direst of experiences — remained faithful to Him. Shpigel is unwilling to 
accept the conception of the Holocaust being a punishment for sins, because 
the tragedy visited on the Jewish nation affected everyone in equal meas-
ure, even innocent children, and was so vast that one could scarcely imagine 
the guilt for which it could be retribution. Avrom Zak reaches a similar con-
clusion, asking God where His mercy is, for surely it is not possible to equate 
consent to crime, conflagration, and death with mercy?

El mole rakhomim… Where is your mercy, O God?
For whom have you reserved it? When will you show it? 
Millions of martyrs have been called up to heaven — 
And yet you heard everything, your sight saw everything!330

The Holocaust effected a profound transformation in the relation be-
tween man and God. Many people, like Shpigel, were deeply wounded by 
the lack of divine intervention, and yet after the war sought hope for the re-
vival of their faith and the renewal of the covenant. In 1945, in Shpigel’s poem 
‘Bind undz oyf di freyd’ [Release us joy], the lyric voice again addresses God, 

326 Y. Shpigel, ‘Vu veln mir leygn undzere kep,’ in idem, Un gevorn iz likht, p. 73.
327 See W. Szlengel, ‘Kontratak,’ p. 192.
328 Y. Shpigel, ‘Der tsorn in mayn oyg,’ in idem, Un gevorn iz likht, p. 127. 
329 Y. Shpigel, ‘Host undz farlozt,’ ibid., p. 87.
330 A. Zak, ‘El mole rakhomim,’ in idem, Mit ash oyfn kop, p. 50.
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asking Him to bless the Jews with joy as abundantly as so recently He had 
brought them death. Now only joy and hope could assuage the pain, and si-
lence the curses directed at heaven.331 In the 1946 work ‘Ikh kni far dir,’ as he 
gazes on the ruins of the ghetto, the poet perceives a parallel between the fate 
of the handful of Jewish survivors and that of the Jews in Babylonian bondage. 
Like the latter, remembering Jerusalem and living in hope of divine aid, now 
Shpigel and many like him were seeking answers to the question of whether, 
in the cremated ruins of the houses ‘Shem haMeforash332 — the omnipotent 
Name of our God — was concealed, / able to revive this scorched earth?’333

Those in whom faith still smoulders do not reject God, but they know 
that God has sinned. They thus assume an attitude of expectation, believ-
ing in His return ‘with outstretched arms’ to the doors of human homes.334 
This returning God ‘Himself wants to ask man for forgiveness / and quietly 
beats His breast full of remorse…’335 Not without reason, man, who has been 
so wronged, questions the sense of praying: ‘So how could I approach such 
a great sinner / today in prayer and supplication?!’336

The human faith in a divine presence recorded in this poetry is an expres-
sion of nostalgia for order, harmony, and a system of rules that govern life 
and imbue it with meaning. Poems by poets such as Shpigel or Zak testify to 
the force of that yearning, which renders man willing to forgive a repentant 
God, and also to hope for revival that must follow times of great despair. 
Sadly, among those who did not find that hope within themselves was Yits-
khok Katsenelson, who perished before the end of the war, having previously 
reached the tragic conclusion that God does not exist:

Away, O heavens! You deceived my nation unworthily,
You have been deceiving us for centuries — my forefathers, prophets! 

(…) There is no God in you! Empty heavens!  
Full of nothingness! 

There is no God in you!337 

331 Y. Shpigel, ‘Bind undz oyf di freyd,’ in idem, Un gevorn iz likht, p. 55.
332 Shem haMeforash (Heb.) — the secret name of God, which according to legend has 

the power to work miracles, e.g. to bring alive inanimate matter.
333 Y. Shpigel, ‘Ikh kni far dir,’ p. 23.
334 Y. Shpigel, ‘Bind undz oyf di freyd,’ p. 55.
335 A. Zak, ‘Kh’volt veln tfile ton…,’ in idem, Mit ash oyfnkop, p. 27.
336 Ibid.
337 ‘Dos lid IX: Tsu di himlen,’ in Y. Katsenelson, Dos lid fun oysgehargetn yidishn folk 

(1986), pp. 50, 52.
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His feeling of disillusionment, bitterness and vain hope caused him to 
doubt the existence of God rather than admit the thought that God exists but 
surveys everything indifferently; such a thought would have been unbearable 
for him. It was a thought that suggested itself to Władysław Szlengel, however, 
who, like Katsenelson, was imprisoned in the Warsaw ghetto, where he per-
ished, probably in early 1943. With a heart full of anger, like Shpigel, he accuses 
God of indifference and even cruelty. In his poem ‘Już czas!’ [It is time!], he 
reproaches Him for repaying the Jews’ many thousands of years of faithfulness 
with betrayal. But the time has come for an end to the patient suffering of all 
these misfortunes ‘in imperial circuses, on Roman crosses, and on Spanish 
pyres.’ In the name of his tortured nation, the poet calls God to account:

Today it is You who shall stand before our court
And humbly await judgment. 
We shall cast a mighty stone at your heart,
A blasphemous, terrible, bloody indictment. 
(…) 
For death in Treblinka, bowed under the whip,
We shall give payment! We shall give payment!338

As punishment, Szlengel’s God must die the same death as that to which 
He has condemned His nation — death in a gas chamber!

As Władysław Szlengel saw it, the history of God’s covenant with the Jewish 
nation was a story on the one hand of heroic faithfulness preserved by the peo-
ple, but on the other of repeated betrayal on the part of the Creator Himself. 
Many other writers who were witnesses to the fate of the Jews during World 
War II came to the same conclusion. The poet Mendel Man, author of the first 
volume of poetry published in post-war Poland, in 1945, notes bitterly that being 
God’s chosen people had been a curse for the Israelites from the very beginning: 

O, God! Who chose my nation for fame, 
So that the foe might mark us out for extermination! 
You gave us bright and radiant eyes, 
So that darkness might constantly lie in wait for us. 
In Your name we bore people love 
And were the harbinger of bright day, 
But the deepest black of black nights 
Annihilated Your chosen nation.339

338 W. Szlengel, ‘Już czas,’ in idem, Co czytałem umarłym, pp. 129–130.
339 M. Man, ‘Mayn tfile,’ in idem, Di shtilkeyt mont (1945), p. 38.
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So how should the chosen nation respond to this divine curse? Mendel 
Man deliberately and voluntarily renounces the honour of divine distinction, 
which set the Jews apart, provoking others against them and bringing them 
death. People like him, tired of being terrified, lonely and homeless, desire 
only one thing: to be a nation like any other. 

O God! If you exist, 
Give me the peace of an ordinary man, 
Who for generations has worked 
The same land of his forefathers. 
Bless my hands for the greatest effort
In my own field. 
Instead of the lone pursuit of You, 
Let my step not break pace 
With the step of others, 
And let my song not sound sadder than the songs of nations. 
O, God! 
Extinguish the unextinguished flame of hate! 
Relieve me of the burden of distinction!340 

In terms of its content, this poem echoes that of the outstanding Jewish 
poetess Kadia Molodovski, who in 1945 in her poem ‘El Khanun’ [Merciful 
God] also addresses God with the request that He choose for Himself another 
nation, as the Jews are now tired of the death that is visited on them as a re-
sult of this distinction: ‘(…) do us one more favor: / Merciful God, / Deprive 
us of the Divine Presence of genius.’341

The mass deaths of the Jews diminished the glory of the unreacting God, 
but it did sanctify the innocent victims — this is something on which poets 
of all worldviews concur. The writing of the history of this death evolved into 
the writing of a new Bible, in which the place of God is taken by the people 
murdered. This is a thought that surfaces in the poetry of both the ghetto 
poets Shpigel and Katsenelson, and those who survived in the East such as 
Zhikhlinski and Olitski. Both Shpigel and Zhikhlinski see in the fire consum-
ing the bodies of the Jewish victims the flames of the burning bush. Just as, 
so long ago, God revealed Himself to Moses in the blaze of that flame, now 

340 Ibid., p. 38.
341 K. Molodovski, ‘El Khanun,’ in eadem, Papirene brik: Geklibene lider fun Kadie Molo-

dovski / Paper Bridges: Selected Poems of Kadya Molodowsky, edited and translated by K. Heller-
stein (1999), pp. 352–354. See also http://www.kathrynhellerstein.com/_i_paper_bridges___
selected_poems_of_kadya_molodowsky__i__78861.htm (accessed 9.11.2014).
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the holy nation of Jewish martyrs was revealing itself to the world. Shpigel, 
a survivor of the Łódź ghetto, writes: 

My grey-haired father is no more. On my hands
A tear from his devout, old eyes still burns;
And now I turn to him my tear-drenched face  
And see the burning thornbush in the holy land.

O God, I come from the fire in which my nation departed,
From the smoke that consumed our old home; 
I raise prayers to the smoking shadows of my nation,
Which sanctified its last march with Your name.342

Reyzl Zhikhlinski perceives the martyrdom of innocent people as sanctifi-
cation. Describing her visit to her home shtetl, from which, in 1942, 3,030 Jews 
were deported to be exterminated, she notes that the cruel deaths of Jewish 
martyrs go beyond the events of the last war — this death in flames has been 
going on for many centuries, and this is the reason for this singular epiphany 
of the holy Jewish nation before the world:

Who is calling me amid the fields,  
Who knows me here, who knows my name? 
In the field a bush is burning — 
Little Leyb screams from the flames. 

I take off my shoes and go closer 
To my neighbour’s little boy; 
His tiny hands are already black, 
But his eyes are still open.343 

Leyb Olitski also seems to perceive the dignity and holiness of the mur-
dered victims as superior to the dignity and holiness of God Himself. This 
suggestion is implied by the ending of the poem ‘Balade vegn a gang tsum oy-
hel-Perets’ [Ballad of the road to Perets’ memorial],344 which references Perets’ 
short story ‘Oyb nisht nokh hekher’ [If not higher still].345 The main character 
of this story is a Jew who is widely reputed to be a holy man. During morning 

342 Y. Shpigel, ‘Tfile tsu mayn toytn tatn,’ in idem, Un gerworn iz likht, p. 38.
343 R. Zhikhlinski, ‘Lider fun mayn heym,’ in eadem, Tsu loytere bregn, p. 18.
344 L. Olitski, ‘Balade vegn a gang tsum oyhel-Perets,’ in idem, Mitn ponem tsu der zun, p. 165.
345 See Y.L. Perets, ‘Oyb nisht nokh hekher,’ in idem, Di verk fun Yitskhok Leybush Perets, 

Vol. 6, Dertseylungen (1920), pp. 78–83.
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prayers his souls is said to ascend to God Himself. A Litvak who is sceptical 
about the truth of these tales conceals himself strategically in order to learn 
the truth, and discovers that the devout man in fact disappears every morning 
to gather firewood from the forest for the poorest person in the area without 
anyone knowing. This act ennobles him in the Litvak’s eyes, and from then 
on, whenever curious people ask him whether the tsaddik really does ascend 
to heaven during his morning prayers, he answers mysteriously: ‘If not higher 
still…’ In Olitski’s poem, Perets welcomes the shades of children who come to 
his tomb on the anniversary of the outbreak of the ghetto uprising, and then 
the whole group is bathed in the light of holiness: 

And we, the cremated, are suffused with light  
— the blaze of holiness, 
As we ascend, ‘higher still’ than high…346

This excerpt corresponds with the dramatic voice of Katsenelson, who, 
raising his eyes to the empty heavens, also eulogises the holiness of the tor-
mented nation, a holiness that displaces God Himself:

(…) Empty heavens! Full of nothingness! 

There is no God in you! So tear wide open your heavenly gates,
Let all the children of this tormented nation embark on their final journey.
Ascension! Let the cruelly crucified nation enter you,
Open the gates!… Each of my exterminated children could become God!347

The motif of God functions slightly differently in the work of writers 
with links to Communism. These people from the very beginning criti-
cised the naïvety and passivity of those who, blinded by their faith in divine 
providence, attempted to reverse the judgments of history with prayer and 
fasting, and treated the misfortunes that befell them as punishment for sins 
committed. This criticism was rooted on the one hand in the programmatic 
 anti-religiousness of Communism itself, which attacked religion on princi-
ple as superstition, and on the other in the promotion of a dynamic attitude 
in order to bring about active resistance against the Germans. This stance 
was shared by authors including Binem Heller, Moyshe Knapheys and Kal-
man Segal. Knapheys, for instance, in his extended narrative poem ‘Dos lid 
funem Yid, zayn gildener bord un der terkisher shal’ [The song of a Jew, his 

346 L. Olitski, ‘Balade vegn a gang tsum oyhel-Perets,’ p. 165.
347 Y. Katsenelson, ‘Tsu di himlen,’ p. 52.
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golden beard and a Turkish scarf],348 written in 1943, tells the tale of the de-
vout Reb Yisroel, who, flouting German orders, ostentatiously did not shave 
off his beard, as a sign of his faithfulness to God and his nation, for which he 
died a martyr’s death. Although the poet does fleetingly wonder where God 
was when Jews faithful to Him were dying, the answer to this question is obvi-
ous to him as a Communist — there is no God, and the true messiah bringing 
liberation is the Red Army. And though for the Jews themselves it would have 
been better if they had resisted the Germans from the outset, Knapheys does 
not condemn figures such as the eponymous Reb Yisroel, whose name seems 
to symbolise the whole nation. On the contrary, the narrator avers unequiv-
ocally that the indomitability of such people is comparable to that of every 
Jewish combatant, and that death al kidush haShem (in defence of the faith) is 
a heroic death. For Knapheys, the religious stance of the Jewish nation as an ex-
ample of faithfulness to an ideal, often against all logic, is a truly heroic virtue. 

Heller judges such attitudes differently, considering them anachronistic 
and even harmful, because by deceiving the Jews with the false hope of di-
vine intervention, they distract them from taking real action. In his extended 
poem ‘Varshe — 1939’ [Warsaw — 1939]349 he recalls the figure of his moth-
er (here employed as symbolic of the traditional Jewish community), who 
does not react to the upheaval of war whirling around her, merely stubbornly, 
though in vain, lifting her hands to God. In the meantime, ‘The earth is being 
crushed by tanks, / and you are left alone with your Sabbath candlesticks. / 
In the cry of death and victory / who will understand you, lost in prayer?’ 
For this poet it is obvious that such behaviour is ill-suited to a highly danger-
ous situation; the only appropriate response to violence should be struggle. 
The conviction that the Jews have been abandoned by God, and that no one 
else can help them to the extent that they can help themselves, is also present 
in many other works written and published in post-war Poland. Aside from 
Heller, other left-wing authors who address it include Moyshe Knapheys in an 
extended poem from 1946, ‘Der kholem fun geto’ [Dream of the ghetto],350 
and Gute Guterman in the poems ‘Ven ergets volt a got geven’ [If there were 
a god] and ‘Geto-legende’ [The legend of the ghetto].351

Since we know the worldview of the Communist poets, we might con-
sider their motive for mentioning the divine name in these dramatic poems 

348 M. Knapheys, ‘Dos lid funem Yid, zayn gildener bord un der terkisher shal,’ in idem, 
Megiles Yid, pp. 79–105.

349 B. Heller, ‘Varshe — 1939,’ in idem, Durkh shotn un shayn, pp. 16–17.
350 M.  Knapheys, ‘Der kholem fun geto,’ in idem, Levone-krikher: Poemen (1951), 

pp. 157–206. 
351 G. Guterman, ‘Ven ergets volt a got geven,’ in eadem, Der opgrunt roysht, p. 15, ‘Geto- 

legende,’ ibid., pp. 24–25. 
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about the Holocaust. Sometimes the inclusion of an image of God is merely 
a pretext for embarking on a bitter, ironic reminder of the cruel tragedy that 
affected the millions who died with His name on their lips. This is certainly 
the case, for instance, in Heller’s poem ‘Tsu dir’ [To you],352 in which the apos-
trophe to God is a pretext for hurling an accusation of indifference in the face 
of the entire world. In another instance the dialogue with God is used as 
a way of diagnosing the ideological character of the Jewish world that will 
be reborn after the Holocaust. In Heller’s work ‘Di tayne fun an altn Yid’ 
[The plaint of an old Jew], God is scorned as the one who broke all the prom-
ises he ever made the Jews. The poet addresses him in the following words: 
‘I come now to tell you — it is good that Moses / broke the stone tablets! For 
in the cemetery / there is no need of commandments or prophets, / there 
is no need even of Your mercy.’353 The world confessing the Jewish God has 
been annihilated, and with it, the poets Khayim Leyb Fuks and Yankev Glat-
shteyn prophesy, the Jewish God also passes away. Paradoxically, this thought 
of theirs is echoed by Heller the Communist poet, who confirms that God is 
unnecessary to the dead. And if Jewish life ever is reborn on the ashes, it will 
be thanks to man, not to the Creator. 

It is mainly poetry — both wartime and later work — that conducts dia-
logue with God.354 The only writer who does so in his prose work is Segal; in his 
oeuvre we see images similar to the visions of Heller, who exposed the absurdity 
of the religious behaviours of the Jews in light of the imminent extermination. 
In the latter sections of the novel Ziemia jest dla wszystkich [The earth is for 
all],355 of 1956, for instance, Segal describes the German occupation of Sanok 
in 1939. The response of the devout Jewish community to the German violence 
and destruction is to pray in the synagogue. The narrator commentates the un-
folding events calmly, without irony, and almost dispassionately. But the irony 
is concealed in the very juxtaposition of the images he selects: despite their 
incredible trust, the people at prayer do not live to see divine intervention be-
cause they are burned alive in the synagogue. There is a fundamental difference 
between the apparently similar opinions of Heller and Segal: Heller speaks out 
against religion per se, scornfully condemning it as ‘an opium for the masses,’ 
while Segal’s emphasis is above all on the fortunes of those who believe in God, 
which differ diametrically from the image in the divine promises. Using the  

352 See B. Heller, ‘Tsu dir,’ in idem, Durkh shotn un shayn, p. 187.
353 B. Heller, ‘Di tayne fun an altn Yid,’ ibid., p. 204. 
354 I write in greater depth about the treatment of this motif in the literature of the 1950s 

and 1960s in Chapter V, pp. 354–357.
355 See K. Segal, Ziemia jest dla wszystkich (1956).
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voice of the shtetl idiot in the short story ‘Sender,’356 he tries in vain to make 
the local people realize that their prayers will not be answered. Writing many 
years after the war, he knew that in September 1939 the fate of the Jews was 
already sealed and no prayer or act of contrition could change it. He knew that 
all his loved ones would have to die, ‘betrayed’ by God Himself, but he could 
not convey this knowledge to his characters, hence his impotent raging at God.

Segal, like many other writers, among them Shpigel, seems to reject 
the concept of the Holocaust as punishment for sins. One eloquent tes-
timony to this is the ironic tone of the title Kochankowie w Sodomie [Lov-
ers in Sodom], the Polish version of the novel Der tayvl in shtetl [The devil 
in the shtetl]. The Bible says that Sodom was destroyed by God as a punish-
ment for the sins of its residents (Gen 19:1–29). Segal seems to be asking 
how the inhabitants of this Polish shtetl, faithful to the Creator to the very 
last, had sinned to deserve such a cruel fate. ‘The hour of salvation,’ as he 
ironically calls it in his reportage piece Nad dziwną rzeką Sambation [On 
the strange river Sambation], which struck for the Jews on 1 September 1939, 
opened many people’s eyes.357 He describes the revolution that this causes 
in his short story ‘Gedalye in der groyser milkhome’ [Gedalie in the great 
war],358 whose eponymous hero is a young, zealous, promising yeshiva stu-
dent. Seeing the devastation caused by the bombardments, the death of Jews 
in a burning synagogue, and the Ukrainians’ delight at the German advance, 
and experiencing the Germans’ chicanery personally, the young man loses 
his faith in the very first days of the war. He senses instinctively that for many 
like him the time has come for irrevocable change. The place of ‘metaphys-
ical fears and musings on nothing’ — as the narrator sarcastically refers to 
religion — in his life is taken by contemplation of nature and feelings for 
a woman, the apotheosis of life and erotic love. The reader of this short sto-
ry and many other excerpts of Segal’s prose cannot but wonder whether his 
critical attitude to religion is only a secondary response to the programmatic 
tenets of the Communist ideology, or in fact something deeper — a personal 
settling of accounts, anguish and anger at God for His silence during the war. 

356 K. Segal, ‘Sender,’ in idem, Getraye libe, pp. 24–29; Polish version (by the author): ‘Głupi 
Sender,’ in Opowiadania z zabitego Miasteczka, pp. 67–72.

357 See K. Segal, Nad dziwną rzeką Sambation (1957), p. 30.
358 K. Segal, ‘Gedalye in der groyser milkhome,’ in idem, Vu shmeterlingn shvebn, pp. 79–

86; Polish version (by the author): ‘Pierwszy dzień wojny,’ in Dolina zielonej pszenicy (1964), 
pp. 218–228. 
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The legacy 

The writing produced directly after the war by those who survived in the East 
is characterised by the moral imperative to mend the broken chain of conti-
nuity; the sense of a mission to revive a culture that was condemned to death; 
and an awareness of the special role of the living as guardians of the memory 
of the exterminated nation. Above all, the need for the rebirth of the nation 
is treated literally by many writers — for them, every newborn child is a re-
sponse to the pleas of the murdered for resurrection. Fuks, in his poem ‘Mayn 
kind’ [My child], speaks about this as follows: 

Clouds are billowing over the mountains 
Like sad, grey pennants. 
Like the faces from my distant home 
Which demand: 
Create us, restore us life 
 — A new Jew for six million souls. 

(…) 
 …My son! You come into this world with the new day
As comfort to a terrified people.359 

But children are not merely comfort after loss; they should also constitute 
a presence of the deceased through their physical similarities to ancestors. 
This postulate, or duty — which appears traumatising from our perspective360 
— is presented to the upcoming generation by Leyb Morgentoy in the po-
ems ‘Balade vegn mayn toyter mame’ [Ballad of my dead mother]361 and ‘Zay 

359 Kh.L. Fuks, ‘Mayn kind,’ in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 1946), pp. 72–73.
360 In works of this type it is only a suggestion or trace of the longings harboured by 

the survivors that appears, but it is easy to imagine the magnitude of the expectations that 
parents might have had of their children, and the tensions this must have engendered. More 
on the trauma passed on to the second generation by the survivors is written in works includ-
ing B. Engelking, Memory and the Holocaust, M. Melchior, Społeczna tożsamość jednostki, and 
the article ‘The Place of the Holocaust in the Consciousness of Polish Jews,’ in Jewish Presence 
in Absence, pp. 669–683. The record in the Polish-language literature in Israel of the survivors’ 
awareness that they were passing on their own trauma to successive generations is examined 
in K. Famulska-Ciesielska, Polacy, Żydzi, Izraelczycy, pp. 111–116. One interesting literary im-
age of the saturation of children with the trauma of parent survivors is the short story ‘Dybuk,’ 
in H. Krall, Dowody na istnienie (2000), pp. 5–17. 

361 L. Morgentoy, ‘Balade vegn mayn toyter mame,’ in idem, Ruinen in zun, pp. 25–27.
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a treyst mir, mayn kind’ [Be a comfort to me, my child], in which he addresses 
his newborn child thus:

Be a comfort to me, son, in this bloody misfortune.
Extinguish my burning sadness, heal all my wounds. 
(…) 
Perhaps now, thanks to you, son, 
My father’s smile will be revived, my brother’s gaze, 

My sister’s faithful love and beauty — 
All that was so near and dear to me.362

Another task designated to the children of survivors is revenge on their 
persecutors. In Grade’s extended poem ‘Der mames tsavoe,’ the shade 
of the subject’s murdered mother actually ordered her son to rebuild their 
house and start a new family. The child that will be born from the new union 
will be the dead woman’s posthumous revenge on her murderers, because 
it will represent the failure of the German plan to eradicate the Jewish nation 
from the face of the earth.363

The thought that by giving life one is contributing to the revival of the deci-
mated nation is also an important one for Mordekhay Yelin, the hero of a 1945 
short story by Shloyme Berlinski (1900–1959) ‘Di Yelins’ [The Yelins]. Yelin 
spent the war in Tashkent, working in a stroybat making munitions. This 
young man reacted very badly to the news of the annihilation of his native 
village, which reached him at the very end of the war. Berlinski shows all 
the phases of the trauma that the hero, like all those who survived in the East, 
experiences: from anger and distress, through the searing pain of imagining 
how his loved ones might have died and an all-encompassing numbness, to 
the blinding lust for revenge that sends the sufferer into a form of trance. At 
that point, Yelin ‘remembers nothing. He is overcome by a single thought: 
[to produce] as much ammunition as possible,’364 in order to punish the Ger-
mans. For a long time he cannot throw off a feeling of profound loneliness, 
until one day he realizes that ‘the enemy had not succeeded, he had not pulled 
up the roots, for after all he, Mordekhay Yelin, was alive (…). Why should he 
not be the first of a new generation of Yelins [?].’365 And he goes on: ‘A few 
branches had been severed, but the trunk was still fast in the ground. And 

362 L. Morgentoy, ‘Zay a treyst mir, mayn kind,’ ibid., p. 38.
363 K. Grade, ‘Der mames tsavoe,’ in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 1946), pp. 19–20.
364 S. Berlinski, ‘Di Yelins,’ in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 1946), p. 36.
365 Ibid.
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the sun would shine again, and dew would fall again, and the nation would 
once again blossom and grow.’366

The theme of the revival of the nation as revenge on the persecutors also 
features in the poetry of Peysakh Binetski.367

As the above texts show, the children of the survivors faced a battery 
of tasks: they were to multiply the strength of the nation, comfort the sur-
vivors in their loss, physically resemble their deceased family members, and 
be a  living weapon against Hitler’s plans. Binem Heller adds to all these 
the duty to cultivate hatred of the Germans, to mete out justice to the perse-
cutors,368 and also to assume the role of guarantor of memory of the Holo-
caust. In the work ‘Nishto’ [Naught] he writes about the fate of a survivor and 
his child: ‘Now you are walking into the distance alone, all alone, / on your 
road you take your child as a sign: / it is he who will carry this fragile string 
of shining tears / into the distant unendingness.’369 At this point it is important 
to note that the poetry of those who survived in the East foresees the coming 
of a new generation that will be entirely different than the generation of its 
fathers and grandfathers. This was something to which Heller and poets such 
as Mendel Man,370 Moyshe Knapheys,371 Avrom Zak,372 and Binetski devoted 
considerable space. Binetski, in his poem ‘Ikh gleyb’ [I believe], expresses his 
hope for the birth of ‘strong, free Jews of a nation reborn,’ which ‘in suffering 
would see its strength.’373 This voice may probably be seen not only as the voice 
of Jewish Communists, but also as the voice of the young generation of Jews 
brought up in the spirit of secular modernity, who, irrespective of their po-
litical beliefs, represented a mentality entirely different from the traditional 
spirituality of their parents and grandparents.374

366 Ibid.
367 See e.g. P. Binetski, ‘Boyen mir oyfs’nay,’ in idem, A fentster tsu der velt, pp. 17–18.
368 See B. Heller, ‘Yerushe,’ in idem, Durkh shotn un shayn, p. 133.
369 B. Heller, ‘Nishto,’ ibid., p. 134.
370 M. Man, ‘Der Yid,’ in idem, Shtilkeyt mont, pp. 35–36.
371 See e.g. M. Knapheys, ‘Der kholem fun geto,’ in idem, Levone-krikher, pp. 157–206. 
372 See e.g. a. Zak, ‘In eyner a nakht,’ in idem, Mit ash oyfn kop, pp. 73–92. 
373 P. Binetski, ‘Ikh gleyb,’ in idem, A fentster tsu der velt, p. 6. 
374 In her search for the reasons why the post-war Jewish societies of Poland and Israel 

surrounded the Warsaw ghetto uprising with such reverence, Renata Kobylarz (Walka o pa-
mięć, p. 23) notes that it was appreciated not only as a testimony of resistance to evil, or of re-
venge, but above all as a testimony to the ‘modernising trend that fascinated Jewish society,’ 
in the form of young people taking action against the centuries-old tradition, based on a strat-
egy of survival rather than a strategy of struggle. She remarks that young people in the ghetto, 
observing the deaths of their loved ones and the march of the passive Jewish masses to the Um-
schlagplatz, did not share their faith in divine justice. ‘Bereft of the support of their families 
and of their faith in God and in their own survival, radical in their judgments, painfully aware 
of their own impotence and of the humiliation they were subjected to, emboldened at last,’ they 
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Another important task that fell to the survivors was rebuilding Jewish cul-
ture. The editors of the first issue of the literary almanac Yidishe shriftn [Jewish 
writings], which was released in the second half of 1946, considered this para-
mount. In their leader, they stress that survivor-writers conceive their creative 
work as a continuation of pre-war cultural life, and as such as pursuit of the spe-
cial mission that is the revival of the Jewish world in Poland.375 The sense of being 
called to undertake this formidable task is also conveyed by poetry, as in Heller’s 
‘Yidish, mayn tayere shprakh’ [Yiddish, my beloved tongue],376 which expresses 
the hope of all the survivors that this language, which had survived so many 
difficult centuries, would not perish now. For Yiddish was the tool with which 
it would be possible to rebuild Jewish culture. Moreover, as Heller remarks, it 
was a particular duty of the survivors to pass on to the world information on 
the Holocaust precisely in the language of its victims. 

Just as important as rebuilding the culture and working on reviving 
the Jewish nation is sustaining the memory of its great heirs, and of the hero-
ic deed of the Warsaw ghetto insurrectionists.377 The person who evolved into 
the comforter of the orphaned nation was Yitskhok Leyb Perets, a great writ-
er and intellectual, and one of the three classic figures of Yiddish literature. 
Perets came from Poland (he was born in Zamość) and represented the cul-
ture of the Polish Jews. He lived in Warsaw, spoke the Polish strain of Yid-
dish, and drew much of his artistic inspiration (beyond the extensive legacy 
of Jewish literature) from Polish literature. He was also an advocate of the de-
velopment of an autonomous Jewish culture in Poland. Above all, however, 
he was respected for his appreciation of the spiritual qualities of Jewish cul-
ture and literature, from the Bible to folk tales, whose ethical programme he 
valued much more highly than the religious canon of Judaism.378 Moreover, 
it is Perets who elevated Yiddish literature to the rank of a literature compa-
rable with other European literatures, for it was he who assimilated its many 
genres and literary styles, and inspired many talented young people to write 
in a language that as recently as at the turn of the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries enjoyed scant prestige. The fact that his tomb was not destroyed 
during the war and did not disappear from the Polish landscape took on sym-
bolic significance for the decimated nation. Perets’ memorial seemed to be 

chose struggle. I write more on the subject of the ideal of this new man promoted by Commu-
nist Yiddish literature in post-war Poland in Chapter IV, pp. 296–308.

375 See [editorial introduction], in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 1946), p. 3.
376 B. Heller, ‘Yidish, mayn tayere shprakh,’ in idem, Durkh shotn un shayn, pp. 202–203.
377 Kh.L. Fuks, ‘Der held,’ Yidishe Shriftn No. 4 (1948), p. 4; Y. Hofer, ‘A dank!,’ ibid., p. 5; 

Y. Yanasovitsh, ‘Baym denkmol,’ ibid.; A. Zak, ‘Mir veln gedenkn,’ ibid., p. 1; L. Olitski, ‘Balade 
vegn di geto-kemfer un Meshiyakhn bay di toyern fun Roym,’ Yidishe Shriftn No. 6 (1948), p. 2.

378 See R.R. Wisse, I.L. Peretz and the Making of Modern Jewish Culture.
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watching over the Polish Jews, both metaphorically and literally. Avrom Sut-
skever writes about this as follows:  

I stand by the ohel [of Perets] and I see that in the mosses
At the edge of the tomb there is a small hidey-hole.
A terrified Jew from the ghetto, all by himself,
Built himself a house, escaping from hell —
That the golden chain379 might reveal its power here,
By guarding the last who clings with faith 
To the eternal, faithful ashes of Perets.380

Perets starts to be employed as the addressee of poems whose authors 
perceive in him an ideological leader and comforter, a custodian of tradition, 
the almost holy guardian of the handful of Jewish survivors.381 His tomb is 
a place of pilgrimage for survivors, who see in it the symbolic grave of their 
loved ones and the entire nation.382 They come here to seek comfort and hope, 
but also confirmation of the dignity of those who died a lonely and heinously 
executed death. Olitski’s poem ‘Balade vegn a gang tsum oyhel-Perets,’ for in-
stance, may be interpreted in this way: it describes a procession of the shades 
of the murdered children from the Warsaw ghetto to the great writer’s grave.383 
Tellingly, it is not God who receives the shades, but ‘father Perets,’ who per-
ceives in his nation’s soul a spark of holiness above even that of God.

For the victims of the Nazi violence, memory of the heroic act of the War-
saw ghetto insurrectionists is also of immense significance. As Alina Cała 
writes, the first events marking the anniversaries of the uprising (in 1945–
1946) were modest, and at that point it was not yet recognized as a pivotal 
moment in the wartime history of the Jews. The most ceremonial anniversary 
celebrations of the immediate post-war period were held in 1947, and it was 
then also that the insurrectionists’ fight was first called a fight for a dignified 
death.384 ‘The vision of their nation’s fortunes as martyrological,’ Cała writes,  
 

379 ‘Di goldene keyt’ [The golden chain] is the title of one of Perets’ most important dra-
matic works; it deals with three generations of Hasidic tsaddiks.

380 Originally published as ‘Tsu Poyln,’ in A. Sutskever, Zamlbikher, Vol. 7 (1948), pp. 141–
148. The excerpt cited here is taken from ‘Tsu Poyln,’ in A.  Sutskever, Yidishe gas (1948), 
pp. 157–165.

381 See Y. Shpigel, ‘Du trogst di goldene keyt,’ Yidishe Shriftn No. 5–6 (1947), p. 7; Kh.L. Fuks, 
‘Perets,’ ibid., p. 9; M. Valdman, ‘Tsu Peretsn,’ ibid.

382 See A. Zak, ‘Baym oyhel Perets,’ in idem, Mit ash oyfn kop, pp. 13–14.
383 L. Olitski, ‘Balade vegn a gang tsum oyhel-Perets,’ pp. 164–165.
384 A. Cała, ‘Kształtowanie się polskiej i żydowskiej wizji martyrologicznej po II wojnie 

światowej,’ Przegląd Socjologiczny No. 2 (2000), pp. 9–10. 
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‘was a natural need among the surviving Jews. It helped them to rebuild 
their identity and offered an escape from the sense of profound humiliation 
of their individual and collective dignity.’385 From the outset, however, it was 
vulnerable to political influences:

The Zionists sought justification for the existence of a Jewish state in Palestine. They had 
to touch up the image of the diaspora in which persecutions of the Jews were a ubiquitous 
element of their fortunes and the only response to them was a humiliating passivity and 
‘pact-making’ with their persecutors. For this reason they played down the significance 
of the civilian resistance in the ghettos and camps and depicted the handful of insurrec-
tionists (primarily young Zionists) in opposition to the passive mass led without thought 
of opposition to the slaughter.386

This vision was also taken up by the Communists, who attributed the lead 
role in the preparations for the uprising to the ghetto cell of the Polish Work-
ers’ Party387 [PPR, Polska Partia Robotnicza]. Cała notes that ‘[d]iscernible 
in both versions is a similarity to the traditional religious vision of the “suf-
fering of the galut” which can only be ended by the coming of the Messiah. 
Except that for some the Messiah was Zionism and for others Stalin.’388

The image of the uprising propagated by Yiddish literature in the ini-
tial years after the war was moulded under the influence of the then domi-
nant political vision. As Cała noted, the Communists, like the Zionists, were 
critical of the passivity of the Jewish masses. They thus attempted to play 
down its size, play up the activities of the Jewish resistance movement, and 
magnify the fighting spirit inspiring both ghetto residents and death camp 
prisoners. Renata Kobylarz, the author of a monograph on the role of pol-
itics in the character of Warsaw ghetto uprising anniversary commemora-
tive events, comments that in the years 1945–1947 emphasis was still being 
placed on the co-operation between insurrectionists of varying political 
circles, but in 1948 a desire to play up the role of the PPR in the Jewish re-
sistance movement and the uprising itself began to dominate.389 The fourth 
issue of the monthly Yidishe Shriftn of that year ran a long article by Ber 
Mark, in which, in line with the official version of history that sought to 

385 Ibid., p. 10. 
386 Ibid.
387 The Polish Workers’ Party (Polish: Polska Partia Robotnicza, PPR) was a communist 

party in Poland from 1942 to 1948. It was founded as a reconstitution of the Communist Party 
of Poland, and merged with the Polish Socialist Party in 1948 to form the Polish United Work-
ers’ Party. See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polish_Workers%27_Party (accessed 23.02.2015).

388 Ibid. 
389 R. Kobylarz, Walka o pamięć, pp. 22–45.
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heroise, universalise and internationalise the fate of the Polish Jews during 
the war, the resistance in the Warsaw ghetto was portrayed as one element 
of the regular resistance against the Germans throughout Poland, another 
facet of which was the activities of the Polish popular partisan movement.390 
Mark polemises with the opinions attributed to Zionist circles that the up-
rising was only an act of self-defence mounted on a wave of despair, that it 
broke out spontaneously, and that only isolated individuals took part in it.391 
David Sfard spoke out in the same vein, averring that the insurrectionists 
were moved to fight not by revenge but by belief in humanity, and that they 
took comfort from the valour of the Red Army.392 And in 1949, in an article 
published to mark the sixth anniversary of the uprising, Mark authoritative-
ly unified the ideological outlook of the insurrectionists, arguing that each 
one of them died in the cause of building a democratic, people’s Jewish state 
and a democratic Poland,393 and claiming that socialism was the model that 
would have fulfilled their ideals. 

The Yiddish-language poetry published in Poland in the immediate 
wake of the war emphasised, in line with the contemporary trend, the hero-
ism of the insurrectionists, but at the same time, in opposition to the official 
stance, reiterated that their unsupported bravery and valiance should shame 
a world that had remained indifferent to the Jewish tragedy.394 These poets 
believed that the Warsaw ghetto fighters deserved commemoration because 
their act of bravery had elevated them to the heights of human dignity. Aban-
doned by God and humanity, they could count on themselves alone, and on 
their own children, who had supported them by bombarding the German 
troops with Molotov cocktails.395 The uprising is portrayed as a fight to fulfil 
the messianic hopes of freedom for all people,396 for which the insurrectionists 

390 See B. Mark, ‘Der oyfshtand tsvishn falendike vent,’ Yidishe Shriftn No. 14 (1948), p. 1.
391 Grzegorz Smolar also refuted similar statements in his speech on the sixth anniversary 

of the ghetto uprising, arguing that, as Kobylarz (Walka o pamięć, p. 85) writes, ‘despair and 
valour were unfairly attributed to the insurrectionists.’ He also refuted the narration, popular 
abroad, that emphasised the tragism of the uprising.

392 See D. Sfard, ‘Der gloybn in folk,’ Yidishe Shriftn No. 14 (1948), p. 2.
393 See B. Mark, ‘Der gayst fun di geto-kemfer vet shvebn ibern Kongres tsum Kamf un 

Sholem,’ Yidishe Shriftn No. 4 (1949), p. 1.
394 See Kh.L. Fuks, ‘Der held,’ Yidishe Shriftn No. 4 (1948), p. 4; A. Zak, ‘Mir veln gedenkn,’ 

ibid., p. 1. Interestingly, in official anniversary speeches there are no mentions of the loneliness 
of the fighters, which was due to the antisemitic attitudes in Polish society. See R. Kobylarz, 
Walka o pamięć, p. 39ff. 

395 See Y. Hofer, ‘A dank!,’ Yidishe Shriftn No. 4 (1948), p. 5; G. Guterman, ‘Geto-legende,’ 
pp. 24–25.

396 See L. Olitski, ‘Balade vegn di geto-kemfer un Meshiyakhn bay di toyern fun Roym,’ 
Yidishe Shriftn No. 6 (1948), p. 2.
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are owed gratitude and respect.397 Already by that same year, 1948, howev-
er, the uprising had been elevated, in accordance with the binding political 
line, to the rank of sole symbol of the Jewish resistance movement during 
the war.398 We should also note that the fifth anniversary commemorations 
came shortly before Israel’s proclamation of independence, and as such it is no 
wonder that some literary texts depicted the uprising from a Zionist stance, 
as a link in the chain of the struggles for the autonomy of the Jewish state.399

The image created by Zak in the 1947 poem ‘In eyner a nakht’ of the up-
rising as a deliberate choice for a dignified death and as a means to repay 
the Germans for the humiliation they inflicted has been examined above. 
At this point I would like to devote a few words to the vision conjured up 
in the extended poems Oyf di khurves of 1945 by Khayim Grade and ‘Der 
kholem fun geto’of 1946 by Moyshe Knapheys. In contrast to the official 
Communist doctrine, which held that the uprising was the effect of extensive 
preparations spearheaded by PPR activists, in both these visions it is portrayed 
as a spontaneous attempt at self-defence mounted by determined, desperate 
Jews driven to extreme measures by terror and humiliation. The irredentists 
are moved to fight the Germans by hatred and the desire for revenge. Both 
Grade and Knapheys chart the transformation of passive victims into active 
soldiers, whose fight, though doomed to failure, is a continuation of the he-
roic struggle of the ancient defenders of Jerusalem, and whose valour and 
determination are sanctified by the presence of the Shekhinah. For Grade, 
the decision of those ‘condemned like calves to death’ to turn to active de-
fence is an act of liberation and rediscovery of their own dignity, a declaration 
of freedom, even if that freedom could extend only to the way in which they 
were to die: ‘Those who previously had sought aid / now envy the fighters, 
who are trampling / German bones like shards of glass… and the cowardly / 
breathe more freely now in the fire.’400

The evolution of Knapheys’ attitude to the way in which the Jews died 
during the war (passively or under arms) is an example of the immense role 
in the survivors’ consciousness played by the victim complex, and the great 
need they felt to be members of a nation just like any other. In 1943 Knapheys 
called death in defence of faith ‘heroic death’ (cf. the extended poem ‘Dos lid 

397 See Y. Yanasovitsh, ‘Baym denkmol,’ Yidishe Shriftn No. 4 (1948), p. 5; Y. Hofer, ‘A dank!,’ 
ibid., p. 5.

398 See the poems by Zak, Moyshe Shulshteyn, Heller, Fuks, Yanasovitsh, Hofer, and Moy-
she Valdman in issues No. 4 and 15 of the 1948 Yidishe Shriftn monthly.

399 See the poems by Olitski, Zak, Zhikhlinski, and Kupershmidt in issue No. 16 of the 1948 
Yidishe Shriftn monthly.

400 K. Grade, Oyf di khurves, p. 28. This work is largely devoted to the Vilnius ghetto, but 
mentions the Warsaw ghetto uprising in the final section (see ibid., pp. 26–29).
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funem Yid, zayn gildener bord un der terkisher shal’401), but already in the fol-
lowing year, in the work ‘Blut far blut’ [Blood for blood], he expresses his 
satisfaction at the fact that the Jews are no longer passive and cowardly, that 
‘There are no more sheep being led to the slaughter!,’ but ‘There are only in-
surrectionists!’402 prepared to fight a heroic battle against the Germans. This 
extended poem, written at the turn of 1944 and 1945, is a relatively early 
testimony to the creation of memory of the heroism of Warsaw’s Jews, but 
it seems, in spite of its correspondence with later tendencies, to lend signifi-
cance only to the deaths of the fighters, and to marginalise the martyrs’ deaths 
of other Holocaust victims, more an expression of authentic emotions than 
subordination to a vision imposed from above. The long epic ‘Der kholem fun 
geto,’403 written under the influence of a visit the poet paid to the ruined Jew-
ish district in 1946, is devoted in its entirety to the Warsaw ghetto uprising. 
The image it conveys of a heroic upsurge against the Germans is surprisingly 
remniscent of the Zionist interpretation of the uprising.404 Knapheys, like 
adherents of Zionism, draws on the militant traditions of the ancient Jews. 
The five leaders of the uprising, whom he mentions by name, alongside three 
Zionists, Hersz Berlinski, Yitshak Zuckerman ‘Antek’ and Mordekhai Anie-
lewicz, also include a Bundist, Marek Edelman, and a Communist, Michał 
Rozenfeld.405 He lends all five of them heroic features, but devotes most space 

401 See M. Knapheys, ‘Dos lid funem Yid, zayn gildener bord un der terkisher shal,’ in idem, 
Megiles Yid, pp. 79–105. 

402 M. Knapheys, ‘Blut far blut,’ in idem, Levone-krikher, p. 145.
403 See M. Knapheys, ‘Der kholem fun geto,’ pp. 157–206.
404 R. Kobylarz, Walka o pamięć, pp. 46–55. 
405 Hersz Berlinski (1908–1944) — activist in the Jewish workers’ movement and the War-

saw ghetto underground. In the staff corps of the Jewish Combat Organisation (ŻOB, Żydow-
ska Organizacja Bojowa) he represented Poale Zion Left. After leaving the ghetto via the sew-
ers, he took part in the Warsaw city rising and was killed in fighting in the Żoliborz district 
of the city. For more on this subject, see http://www.sztetl.org.pl/en/article/nowy-targ/26,ar-
chives/11268,hersz-berlinski/ (accessed 7.03.2015). Yitshak Zuckerman, ‘Antek’ (1915–1981) — 
Zionist activist (HeKhaluts, Dror), co-founder of the ŻOB, and one of the leaders of the Warsaw 
ghetto underground. During the uprising he was the commander of the ŻOB outside the ghetto 
walls, and after Anielewicz’s death he became commander of the entire organisation. During 
the Warsaw city rising he commanded the Jewish division that fought alongside the People’s 
Army (AL, Armia Ludowa). In 1946 he emigrated to Palestine, where he founded the Beyt 
Lokhamey HaGetaot (Ghetto Fighters’) kibbutz. He was a witness in the trial of Adolf Eich-
mann in Jerusalem (1961). For more on this, see http://www.yivoencyclopedia.org/article.aspx/
Zuckerman_Yitshak (accessed 24.02.2015). Mordekhai Anielewicz (1919–1943) — an activist 
in the Zionist organisation HaShomer HaTsair, and the commander of ŻOB during the Janu-
ary self-defence period (18–22 January 1943) and the Warsaw ghetto uprising. He and other 
members of the staff company committed suicide in the ŻOB command bunker at 18 Miła 
Street when it came under siege from the Germans (8 May 1943). For more on this see http://
www.yivoencyclopedia.org/article.aspx/Anielewicz_Mordekhai (accessed 9.11.2014). Marek 
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to Haluts member Anielewicz, just like the Zionists, who built up a veritable 
cult around him. He writes about the heroic determination of the women who 
fought, and does not neglect to take account of the social context of the Jewish 
uprising — he draws particular attention to the loneliness of the fighters, and 
in bitter words talks of the indifference, and even enmity of some Poles, whom 
the stench of burning bodies did not hinder from enjoying the merry-go-
round that was set up close by the burning ghetto. For Knapheys, the ghetto 
uprising is a symbol of a moral watershed — in his view the Jewish fighters 
showed the world that Jews deserved the status of a real nation, with the will 
to fight in their hearts. 

Until 1948, i.e. as long as political parties of varying profiles operated le-
gally in Poland, a variety of narratives about the Jewish resistance movement 
were built, each one emphasising the role of the group with which its author 
identified, or belittling the role of rival narratives. Not only the Commu-
nists, but also the Bundists and the Zionists elaborated their own interpre-
tations of the uprising. As Renata Kobylarz stresses, both the Communists 
and the  Zionists placed particular emphasis on the armed dimension of their 
struggle against the Germans, and in so doing effected a division among 
the Jewish martyrs into ‘better’ — those who rose up in arms — and ‘worse’ — 
those who went passively to their deaths. Among those who protested against 
such a division was Yeshaye Shpigel, in 1947, the author of the abovemen-
tioned extended poem ‘Gezegenung.’ By April 1949 the Communist vision 
had displaced all the others. Knapheys’ poem, despite having been written 
in Poland, could probably not have been published there in view of its si-
miliarity with the Zionist vision of the uprising — it was not published until 
1951, in Paris. Yet the Communist interpretation officially binding in Poland 
comprised mendacious information about the role of the Polish underground 
in assisting the insurrectionists and about its stance on Jews (it claimed that 
the PPR and the Gwardia Ludowa406 dominated the organisation of aid for 

Edelman (1919 [1922]–2009) — Jewish political and social activist, cardiologist, and last leader 
of the ŻOB fighters during the fighting in the ghetto. In 1944 he took part in the Warsaw city 
rising as a member of the ŻOB under AL command in the Old Town area of Warsaw. After 
the war he settled in Łódź. He was a Knight of the Order of the White Eagle. For more on 
him, see http://www.sztetl.org.pl/en/person/150,marek-edelman/ (accessed 9.11.2014). Michał 
(Michael) Rozenfeld (Rosenfeld) (1914[1916]–1943) — Communist, member of the ŻOB, par-
ticipant in the ghetto uprising in April 1943. After the failure of the uprising he managed to 
flee to the forests near Myszków, where he joined up with a partisan detachment, but before 
long he fell in battle against the Germans. See http://www.infocenters.co.il/gfh/notebook_ext.
asp?book=29035&lang=eng&site=gfh# (accessed 12.02.2012).

406 Polish Workers’ Party (PPR, Polska Partia Robotnicza) — Communist party founded 
in Warsaw on 5 January 1942, during the German occupation, by Polish Communists returned 
from the USSR on the inspiration of the USSR political leadership and the subordinate Co-
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the fighting ghetto, and that the Home Army [Armia Krajowa] and the govern-
ment-in-exile in London407 neglected to support it). It also distorted the real 
balance of the political forces in the ghetto (in records it erased from the ranks 
of the fighters Zionists, Bundists, Betar,408 and the Jewish Military Union [Ży-
dowski Związek Wojskowy], and attributed Communist views to the Zionist 
leader of the uprising, Mordekhai Anielewicz) and information about the way 
the uprising was conducted and its objective (another claim was that the Jews 
revolted after lengthy, diligent preparations in response to a call by Stalin).409

The Stalinist years (1949–1955) brought further re-entrenchment of the ide-
ological pressures on creators of culture. On 14–16 October 1949 a congress 
of the Jewish Cultural Society [Żydowskie Towarzystwo Kultury] was held 
in Wrocław, which marked the official assumption of Socialist Realism as 
the only acceptable creative style in Jewish culture also. Among the points 
stipulated in the ‘Resolution regarding literature’ passed during the congress 
was the need to create ‘positive heroes from the ghetto and the partisan forces’ 
and to shake off ‘certain erroneous, old ideological attitudes’ (which effectively 
signified an order to write tendentiously about the Holocaust).410 Throughout 

mintern in order to implement Stalin’s political plan for Poland. It was to be a Communist 
party operating as a workers’ party and concealing its subordination to the Communist In-
ternational. It was called into being to undertake diversionary action for the USSR in Third 
Reich-occupied Poland and to act as a counterforce to the Polish Government-in-Exile and 
the Polish Underground State. The military wing of the PPR was the People’s Guard (Gwardia 
Ludowa, from January 1944 the People’s Army, AL, Armia Ludowa). For more on this, see 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polish_United_Workers’_Party (accessed 9.11.2014).

407 The Polish Government-in-Exile — the government of the Republic of Poland 
in the years 1939–1990, the legal successor to the authorities of the Second Polish Repub-
lic (the Polish state between the two world wars), which were forced to flee Poland follow-
ing the orchestrated German and Soviet invasions of Poland in September 1939 and the occu-
pation of the entire country. The government-in-exile was based first in Paris, then in Angers 
(on an ex-territorial basis), and from the end of June 1940 (after the capitulation of France) 
in London. The authorities of the Polish Republic in exile were dissolved following the elec-
tion and swearing-in of Lech Wałęsa as president of Poland and the presentation to him 
of the presidential insignia by the last president of the Republic of Poland in exile, Ryszard 
Kaczorowski. For more on this, see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polish_government-in-exile 
(accessed 9.11.2014). Home Army (AK, Armia Krajowa) — the clandestine military organisa-
tion of the Polish underground during World War II, operating on the territory of the Republic 
of Poland occupied by the Germans and the USSR. For more on this, see http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Home_Army (accessed 9.11.2014).

408 Betar, original name Trumpeldor Association [of Jewish Youth] in Poland — Zionist 
youth organisation founded in 1923. For more on this, see http://www.yivoencyclopedia.org/
article.aspx/Betar (accessed 9.11.2014).

409 R. Kobylarz, Walka o pamięć, pp. 66–102. 
410 ‘Rezolucja w sprawie literatury,’ in Zjazd Żydowskiego Towarzystwa Kultury w Polsce: 

Wrocław 14–16 października 1949 [conference publication] (1950), p. 213. In Polish litera-
ture of the Socialist Realist period, military subjects were marginalised until 1956 following 
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this period the Warsaw ghetto remained the only symbol of the Jewish re-
sistance movement, and narratives concerning it were exploited for propa-
ganda purposes. Literature became a vehicle for full exposure of this tenden-
tious interpretation of the uprising, in particular the poetry of Binem Heller, 
a flag-bearing writer of the Communist regime. 

The uprising motif features in both volumes of Heller’s poetry published 
in the Socialist Realist period: Heymerd [Homeland] of 1951, and In undzer 
tsayt [In our times] of 1954. In the works in these volumes, the insurgents 
are the sole representatives of the six million murdered Jews.411 In his writ-
ing about the ghetto, Heller mentions only heroic acts, offering a series of ex-
amples of armed struggle against the Germans, and as this motif occupies 
considerable space in both volumes, it creates the impression that the whole 
ghetto was fighting. This artificial manipulation of the memory of the mass 
heroism of the Warsaw ghetto was part of the myth on which the Communists 
wanted to build Jewish life in the People’s Republic of Poland. The ideological 
profile of the insurrectionists in Heller’s poems was also tailored to the man-
datory interpretation of history: the militants had been fighting for freedom 
and socialism, just like the Red Army, which had supported them from afar.412 
Another element of this myth was the claim that the Jewish revolt was a re-
sponse to a call from Stalin.413 Heller conveys the message that building a so-
cialist Poland was executing the testament of the fallen ghetto fighters.414

In the works ‘In geto’ [In the ghetto] and ‘Tsu naye kamfn’ [Into new bat-
tles] from the volume In undzer tsayt, Heller claims that his work is a memo-
rial to the fallen through which he hopes that the example of their heroism 
will rack the conscience of the enemies, by which he himself admits that his 
expoitation of the Holocaust motif served propaganda purposes.415 Recalling 
the effect of the German aggression was a manoeuvre designed to support 

the speech by the Communist president of Poland Bolesław Bierut, who during the opening 
ceremony for a new radio station in Wrocław on 16 November 1947 commented that literature 
was not keeping abreast of the formidable current of ‘present-day life.’ The reason he gave for 
this was the domination of the war and the occupation as themes. From then on, literary rep-
resentations of September 1939 (the period of the German attack on Poland that began World 
War II) began to be dominated by a retributive tendency in respect of non-Communist inter-
bellum Poland, and praise for the actions of Communists. The September defeat of the Second 
Polish Republic is portrayed as deserved, and caused by the ruling camp. In poetry, which 
in the Stalinist period played a largely panegyric role, heroic strands are exposed and martyr-
ological ones eliminated. See J. Smulski, ‘Wojny i okupacji obraz,’ in Słownik realizmu socja-
listycznego, pp. 392–395.

411 See M.C. Steinlauf, Bondage to the Dead: Poland and the Memory of the Holocaust (1997). 
412 See B. Heller, ‘Dos yingl fun Pavye,’ in idem, Heymerd (1951), pp. 27–28.
413 See B. Heller, ‘A dank,’ ibid., p. 43.
414 See B. Heller, ‘In der nayer shtot,’ ibid., pp. 21–22.
415 B. Heller, ‘In geto,’ in idem, In undzer tsayt (1954), p. 100, ‘Tsu naye kamfn,’ ibid., p. 108. 
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the Communists in the just fight against the imperialists for peace. Exam-
ples of this are legion in Heller’s works, some of which contain very personal 
statements by the lyric subject. In one, the subject confesses that he is dogged 
by pangs of conscience for not having managed to say farewell to his loved 
ones who perished during the war. And this personal pain gives him the mor-
al right to demand, in aggressive, anti-imperialistic poems, punishment for 
the aggressors who have ‘attacked’ Korea.416 What is more, membership 
of a nation afflicted by the great tragedy that was the Holocaust authorises 
him to use the lyrics of the ghetto uprising anthem ‘Zogt nisht keynmol, az 
du geyst dem letstn veg…’ [Never say you are departing on your final jour-
ney]417 to express solidarity with the black Americans enclosed in the ‘ghetto 
of black skin,’418 tormented by American imperialism. In this way, in the po-
etry of the Socialist Realist period the Jewish tragedy is reduced to a figure 
of rhetoric employed as agitprop with the purpose of legitimising the new 
political order. The motifs of the Holocaust and the Warsaw ghetto uprising 
were used in similar fashion by other writers too, among them Elye Rayzman 
(1904[1906]–1975).419

The manner of writing about the Holocaust, including the uprising 
in the Warsaw ghetto, was to change with Gomułka’s ‘Thaw’ (from 1956 on).420 
Indeed, the subject itself began to be revisited more frequently, as the watchful 
eye of critics faithful to the regime no longer prohibited the expression of sti-
fled mourning. Previously, the censor had taken care that the literary vision 
of the world be concordant with that dictated by the Communist party. Now, 
the tones of propaganda were disappearing from both poetry and prose, giving 
way to purely personal emotions: grief at the loss of loved ones, pangs of guilt 
at having survived, the need to constantly refresh what had happened, and 

416 B. Heller, ‘Zey darf men vider bashtrofn,’ ibid., pp. 14–15.
417 ‘Partizaner lid’ [Song of the partisans] is a work written in 1943 by a young poet from 

the Vilnius ghetto, Hirsh Glik. This song served as the hymn of the Jewish partisan groups, and 
nowadays is sung at Holocaust memorial events. 

418 B. Heller, ‘Tsu Pol Robson,’ in idem, Heymerd, pp. 30–31. 
419 See e.g. E. Rayzman, ‘Mit ayer parol,’ in idem, Kh’hob farflantst a boym (1953), p. 30.
420 The ‘Gomułka Thaw’ (also known as the Polish October, the October of 1956, or the Oc-

tober Thaw) — a period which saw a change in the course of domestic policy in the Polish 
People’s Republic in the second half of 1956, along with a change at the top of the hierar-
chy of authority, and the liberalisation of the political system. One effect of this was the release 
of some political prisoners. The Thaw was a consequence of the death of Stalin (March 1953) 
and the contingent changes in the USSR, the publication of Khrushchev’s ‘secret speech’ de-
livered on 25 February 1956 at the 20th Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Un-
ion, the mysterious death of the Polish president, Bolesław Bierut, in Moscow (March 1956), 
the workers’ protests in Poznań (June 1956), the split in the ruling party in Poland, the PZPR, 
and the rise to power of a new government under Władysław Gomułka. For more on this, see 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polish_October (accessed 9.11.2014).
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finally also outrage at the world, which had so quickly lost interest in the Jew-
ish tragedy. Heller continued to write profusely about it, though in a more 
personal way. In works from the volume Klorkeyt [Clarity] of 1957, he contin-
ues to express the conviction that the Warsaw ghetto insurgents died for Com-
munism,421 and he also reiterates the responsibility resting with the survivors, 
the ‘last of their line,’ to tend the memory and continue talking, in the language 
of those who were murdered, about the Jewish tragedy.422 Nevertheless, this 
volume exudes a marked shift in accents — while in his poems of the Socialist 
Realist period he struck pathetic notes, exploiting the heroic death of the in-
surgents as a pretext for the legitimisation of socialism, in this subsequent 
period, by contrast, he writes poignantly in very personal pieces about his pain. 
This is the first point in Heller’s post-war oeuvre at which a note of painful 
shock at the demise of Jewish Warsaw may be discerned, revealing that even 
for a poet who had hitherto been so optimistic and future-focused, the absence 
of his loved ones is a tragic experience, no matter how he tries to pass over it 
in silence or deny it. Heller begins to pay great attention — and here the sub-
jective dimension of the tragedy is exposed — to gathering and preserving 
minor vestiges of memory. A stone picked up by the lyric subject of one poem 
in the cycle Baym denkmol fun geto [By the ghetto memorial] from the last 
of the ruined streets of the former ghetto not to have been built on provides 
the conduit by which he can symbolically accompany his mother on her last 
walk, to the Umschlagplatz, and ‘into the mist on the other side.’423

Moyshe Shklar and Hadase Rubin devote more space to this theme 
in the post-Thaw period than previously, and in the collections of poetry 
by David Sfard and Paltiel Tsibulski, which were only published for the first 
time after 1956, the tragedy of the Jewish nation also occupies an important 
place. As just after the war, these poets attempt to make a poetic reconstruc-
tion of the time of an apocalypse which they themselves did not witness, 
and they express their subjective perceptions of the space contaminated by 
the deaths of their loved ones. Their poetry registers the sense of guilt that 
tortures the survivors, and their disbelief at the fact that the site of the Jewish 
ghetto is now buzzing with life and the world is inviting. As just after the war, 
it expresses their rebellion against God and their charge of indifference levelled 
at the Christian world. Their mourning takes on a personal character, because 
it affects everyone separately in both the individual424 and the universal425 

421 See B. Heller, ‘Di fon,’ in idem, Klorkeyt (1957), p. 78. 
422 See B. Heller, ‘Oyf zeyer shprakh,’ ibid., p. 89, ‘Baym denkmol fun geto 10,’ ibid., pp. 73–74. 
423 B. Heller, ‘Baym denkmol fun geto 6,’ ibid., p. 70. 
424 See P. Tsibulski, *** (‘Efnt oyf, lyubenyu…’), in idem, Hemshekh (1964), p. 47, *** (‘Ikh 

vel ale feygl…’), ibid., p. 82, *** (‘Vilstu nokh alts…’), in idem, Dermonung (1967), p. 52.
425 See the cycle ‘Farshvundene gasn,’ in M. Shklar, Poshete verter (1962), pp. 55–72. 
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dimension. This poetry often betrays influences from the preceding period, 
which tried to ‘take ownership’ of the deaths of millions and turn them to some 
use — in some of Sfard’s poems, for instance, the tragedy of the Jewish nation 
is perceived as a kind of ‘deposit’ for the happiness of future generations.426

In the prose of the late 1950s and 1960s the dominant narrative is one that 
attempts to explain the various human attitudes during the war in psycholog-
ical and ethical terms and to answer the question as to the causes of the Hol-
ocaust itself.427 The prose work of Kalman Segal and Lili Berger will be exam-
ined in more detail in subsequent chapters, and for this reason I shall only 
touch on what sets their interpretation of the war and the Holocaust apart 
from that of the first decade after the war. Berger interprets the war as a con-
sequence of modernity, which gave precedence to technological progress and 
neglected the moral development of humankind. It was this discrepancy — 
unlimited potential but a lack of clear moral standards — that made it possi-
ble for man to commit the most heinous crimes. Her prose was written during 
the Cold War and intensified attacks by the Polish government on the West 
German state, and as such her viewpoint may be seen as somewhat tenden-
tious. In her novel Nokhn mabl [After the deluge], set in the mid-1960s, she 
adopts a pan-humanist position from which she criticises the politicians and 
leaders of countries (which she does not name) which, despite the terrible ex-
periences of World War II, continue to embroil themselves in armed conflicts. 
She illustrates the destructive effects of military hostilities and of the abuse 
of power using the example of female concentration camp prisoners on 
whom medical experiments were conducted. In her opinion, the war affected 
the whole of humanity but damaged the Jews above all. She seems to suggest 
that the only way of preventing the recurrence of a similar tragedy is to work 
on the spiritual development of mankind, on improving its moral condition. 
In her writing about the Jews who fell victim to the German persecutions, 
she attempts to show on the one hand the harsh conditions in the ghettos and 
the chance that ruled those people’s lives, and on the other the moral heroism 
of those who had to deal with this cruel fate in incarceration.428 Significantly, 
unlike authors of immediate post-war literature, she does not indict the Jew-
ish masses who went passively to their deaths; neither does she exploit the  
theme of the Warsaw ghetto to build up a myth of the heroic struggle 
of the Jewish fighters. Moreover, a reading of her work confirms that she did 

426 See D. Sfard, ‘In opgrunt fun di nekht,’ in idem, Lider, p. 24. 
427 In the initial post-war years, the causes of the Holocaust were explained by Commu-

nists in political and economic categories. 
428 See e.g. L. Berger, ‘Der shtumer betler,’ in eadem, Fun haynt un nekhtn (1965), pp. 19–

25, ‘Dray fraynd,’ ibid., pp. 26–44, ‘In kinder-shpitol: (Geto-skitse),’ ibid., pp. 181–188, ‘Di letste 
nakht: (Geto-skitse),’ ibid., pp. 189–195.
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not succumb to the tendency to ‘Polonise’ the Jewish resistance movement 
that was dominant in the 1960s,429 and does not exaggerate the role of Poles 
who helped Jews. However, she does conspicuously fail to criticise the indif-
ference of part of Polish society towards the fate of the Jews during the war. 
She seems to evaluate human attitudes more from the angle of ethics than 
from a starting-point of racial and religious prejudice, which may in a sense 
explain her silence on this issue. 

In his 1962 novel Sheyd-vegn, published in Polish in 1961 as Na wyspie 
[On the island],430 Kalman Segal also speaks out about the circumstances 
that allowed the war and the Holocaust to happen. In it, he offers a dramatic 
judgment on the morality of the contemporary world, which did not protest 
as this inhuman crime was committed before its eyes. The main character 
of the novel, the author’s porte-parole, expresses great scepticism, even irony, 
about the extent of the assistance given to the Jews during the war in the con-
text of the incomparable dimensions of the catastrophe visited on them. To 
his mind, the human conscience is moulded from clay, which takes its form 
from the doctrine or philosophical system in place,431 while the dominance 
of the bureaucratised state over individuals causes what is most important 
— human fate — to be lost from view. This combination of factors creates 
ideal conditions for the production of killing machines of vast proportions, all 
operating within the law, which serves the binding ideology.432 In terms of as-
sessment of human behaviours during the war, Segal departs from the black-
and-white vision of the world that dominated the writing of the immediate 
post-war period433 and attempts to understand the combination of psycho-
logical factors influencing the choice-making process. This investigation ex-
tends to the attitudes adopted not only by the Jews and the Poles but even by 
the Germans (e.g. in his Polish-language novel Skojarzeni434 [Associated] he 
attempts to explain the motives behind the behaviour of the beautiful Elza, 
a particularly sadistic German kapo [prisoner functionary] in a concentra-
tion camp). By letting the victims speak, and listening to their dilemmas 
and protest against death,435 he reveals the impossible moral choices to be 

429 R. Kobylarz, Walka o pamięć, pp. 103–164. 
430 K.  Segal, ‘Sheyd-vegn,’ in idem, Sheyd-vegn (1962), pp. 76–180; Polish version (by 

the author): Na wyspie (1961).
431 K. Segal, Na wyspie, p. 32.
432 K. Segal, ‘Sheyd-vegn,’ p. 89; Na wyspie, p. 18.
433 A prime example of such a vision would be a study of the figures of Germans and 

Ukrainians, which in the writing of Hofnung, Zak and Knapheys were strongly stereotyped.
434 See K. Segal, Skojarzeni (1968).
435 See K. Segal, ‘Dos yingl fun Maydanek,’ in idem, Getraye libe, pp. 51–57; Polish ver-

sion (by the author): ‘Jaskry,’ in Opowiadania z zabitego Miasteczka, pp. 72–83; ‘A dialog in   
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made in a situation of extreme danger.436 Nowhere does he judge; he only 
attempts to comprehend motives, while also offering portrayals of those who 
emerged victorious from this terrible test of character. One such moral victor 
is the main character in the short story ‘Tsvey nemen’ [Two names] (Polish 
version: ‘Ocalanie świata’ [Saving the world]),437 the Communist Majewski. 
Though he is wanted by the Germans, he consents to switch papers with his 
Jewish friend, who has escaped from the ghetto, to save his life. The gesture 
comes to naught, however, as both are caught by the Germans. The reference 
in the title of the Polish version to the famous verse from the Talmud: ‘Who-
ever saves one life saves the world entire’ invites us to treat this story as a kind 
of parable intended as a means of demonstrating an important moral truth.438 
‘Ocalanie świata’ is a story about the importance of even the least assistance 
offered to the humiliated and those sentenced to death, even if the outcome 
is doomed. If just one person is capable of a heroic gesture of aid to another, 
seeing in the other a human just like himself, the existence of the world is 
justified. The fugitive from the ghetto tells the reader that dignity is more 
important than life itself: 

‘I’ll tell you something, Teodor. I could actually get up now and go back where I came 
from. Because if it’s true that I gave the world a chance, then the world has taken that 
chance, here, right here in this room, right now. Now it’s done, it’s good, and all is right. 
You’ve given me the sense that I’m a human again. And that I’m not lonely. I don’t need 
those papers any more, I don’t need money. I’ll go back where I escaped from.439

Another thought enshrined in this tale is the conviction that even in such 
a hopeless situation as that in which the two fugitives found themselves, peo-
ple do not lose their freedom, for they can choose their fate, even if this means 
no more than choosing the way they die. 

frimorgn,’ in idem, Getraye libe, pp. 58–63; Polish version (by the author): ‘Dialog o świcie,’ 
in idem, Ulepiony z gliny, pp. 130–136. 

436 See K. Segal, ‘In bunker,’ in idem, Getraye libe, pp. 64–68; Polish version (by the author): 
‘Melina,’ in idem, Ulepiony z gliny, pp. 99–103.

437 K. Segal, ‘Tsvey nemen,’ in idem, A shtetl baym Son (1965), pp. 271–278; Polish version 
(by the author): ‘Ocalanie świata,’ in idem, Przygoda w miasteczku (1965), pp. 40–49. 

438 Use of the parable is frequent in Segal’s work; the plots of many of his stories are based 
on proverbs or wisdoms drawn from the Jewish folk tradition or the Talmud. The parabolic na-
ture of this short story is noted by P. Matywiecki in his article ‘Tożsamość i zagłada,’ pp. 82–89. 

439 K. Segal, ‘Ocalanie świata,’ p. 44.
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The reckoning

Most of the Yiddish-language literature published in Poland in the years 
1945–1968 was Holocaust-themed. In the initial post-war years, almost all lit-
erary publications were dominated by a tone of mourning. The contemporary 
press and autonomous book publications included works written not only 
since the war but also during the war. The body of literature which I focus on 
here includes examples from both these groups which testify to both experi-
ences from the occupation and wartime exile, and the traumatic confronta-
tion with the post-war void that was the world after the Holocaust. The core 
of this material is literature from the years 1939–1949, but this is supplement-
ed by literary texts from the Socialist Realist period and later years, which 
in my view cannot be treated as a direct reaction to the Holocaust but should 
be seen as a testimony to its memory. In my analyses I look at the works that 
offer the best illustration of the fugitives’ harsh experiences during their time 
in the East, of their worry about their loved ones’ fortunes, of their dramatic 
dispute with God, of their call to the perishing victims to stand up and fight, 
and of their horror on their return to the ruins and their efforts to preserve 
the (often distorted) memory of those murdered. 

In its main features, Yiddish literature as published in post-war Poland 
seems to differ little from the testimonies of other Jewish writers. As Michał 
Borwicz noted in his 1954 doctoral thesis on testimonies to the Holocaust 
written in the ghettos, camps and in hiding,440 Holocaust literature did not 
invent a new language to speak of the experiences that were so radically dif-
ferent from anything previously known. Jacek Leociak even avers that these 
writers ‘made use of a long-familiar repertoire of modes of expression. In fact, 
the language of these texts is sometimes demonstratively conventional, full 
of literary and stylistic clichés.’441 These remarks are certainly applicable to 
the literature showcased in this chapter — it includes virtually all the main 
strands and motifs to be found in both Hebrew Holocaust poetry442 and 
the work of well-known Yiddish writers such as Aaron Tsaytlin, Uri Tsvi 
Grinberg, Kadia Molodovski, Yankev Glatshteyn, and Halpern Leyvik. These 

440 See M. Borwicz, Ecrits des condamnés à mort sous l’occupation allemande (1939–1945): 
Etude sociologique (1954); cited after: J. Leociak, Text in the Face of Destruction: Accounts from 
the Warsaw Ghetto Reconsidered (2004), pp. 103–104.

441 J. Leociak, Text in the Face of Destruction.
442 See M.J. Kohn, The Voice of My Blood Cries Out: The Holocaust as Reflected in Hebrew 

Poetry (1979). See also E.S. Goldsmith, ‘Aaron Zeitlin,’ in Holocaust Literature, Vol. 1, pp. 1354 
and 1359. 
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themes are as follows: revisiting in the memory the world before the Holo-
caust; revisiting in the imagination the reality of the Holocaust; recreating 
in the imagination the last moments of life and the moment of death of loved 
ones; the sense of the finality of events; the need to tackle the experience 
of emptiness; the feeling of guilt at having survived; the conviction of a cer-
tain fatalism in the history of the Jewish nation; reference to the symbolism 
of the Jewish religious and cultural tradition to convey the apocalyptic dimen-
sions of the tragedy; talking to God; calling for revenge and justice for the per-
petrators; accusing the non-Jewish world of indifference; praise for resistance 
and rebellion; calling for a fight for the independence of Israel; postulating 
the cultivation of memory; and a belief in the survival of the nation. 

It is nevertheless important to stress that the presence of these themes, 
the proportions of space they occupy, the frequency with which they occur, 
and the way they are treated differ somewhat — particularly in the poetry 
of survivors in the East, most of whom, of course, were connected in some 
way with Communism — from these aspects of the poetry of non-Commu-
nist writers. This is especially true of certain themes. The fatalism of the Jew-
ish lot is primarily a subject addressed by non-Communist writers. Dialogue 
with God in the writing of Communist authors is by definition clearly nega-
tive and scornful in tone, and usually a pretext for accusing the world of indif-
ference or for decrying the traditional Jewish mentality. The motif of the state 
of Israel, while tackled in an affirmative tone, for political reasons features 
only sporadically in the Yiddish literature of 1948, and does not reappear 
until about 1956. 

Writers such as Yeshaye Shpigel, who were both direct eye-witnesses to 
and victims of the hell that was the Holocaust, wrote in a reactive tone of re-
bellion against death, expressing both their distress and their faith in a fu-
ture just world. Their aim in writing after the end of the war was to testify 
to the evil and to commemorate those who were murdered.443 For vicarious 
witnesses — those Jews who survived in the East — writing about the Hol-
ocaust was a natural response to the moral imperative of remembering and 
bearing witness, but it was above all rooted in an even prayerful need to be 
united with their murdered compatriots. It seems no simplification to speak 
of the liturgical role of the literature of that period, in particular poetry,444 
which speaks of an experience beyond the faculties of human perception, 
mourns, commemorates and sanctifies the absent victims, confesses before 

443 For more on the subject of the motivations of those who recorded their experiences 
in the ghetto, see J. Leociak, Text in the Face of Destruction, pp. 77–104.

444 This was the expression used by Ben Furnish to describe Grade’s poetry, in his article 
‘Khayim Grade,’ in Holocaust Literature, Vol. 1, p. 461. 
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them the sin of staying alive despite being destined to die, ascends in thought 
to the murdered victims to the point of experiencing their transcendental 
presence, questions God about the causes of the tragedy, and prophesies 
the rebirth of the nation in spite of everything.  

Michał Głowiński, writing about Holocaust literature in Polish, noted that 
its existence and character depended largely on the policies of the socialist 
state. In the first half of the 1950s and in the late 1960s, when Jews were not 
favoured as a topic for discussion, there was equally little space for literary re-
flection on the Holocaust, but, though ‘subjected to all manner of restriction, 
albeit never really directly questioned (…), it never actually disappeared.’445 
These words are equally applicable to Yiddish literature, although it is worth 
establishing what set it apart from Polish-language Holocaust literature. First-
ly, while the Holocaust has never been a central focus of Polish literature, ex-
cept perhaps in the work of Jewish writers or writers of Jewish descent writing 
in Polish, it was a subject that dominated all of post-war Yiddish literature, 
at least in the first decades after the war, not only in Poland but throughout 
the world. Secondly, in spite of the pressures to eliminate or curtail it, espe-
cially in the Stalinist period, the Holocaust not only ‘did not fade,’ as Gło-
wiński put it, but in fact remained a predominant theme, even in the writing 
of such dogmatic representatives of the party line in Yiddish literature as Bi-
nem Heller. The trauma that with the Holocaust befell the entire ‘family of Job’ 
was too powerful for the surviving brethren to forget about it obediently.

445 M. Głowiński, Wprowadzenie, pp. 8–9. 
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THE IMAGE OF POLES  
AND POLISH–JEWISH RELATIONS

The few rescuers and saviours
Were in my eyes more important than the thousands of betrayers.

And it is only in memory of them that I returned
Prepared to love you again (…).

Avrom Sutskever, 1946446

The image of the non-Jew in the Yiddish literature  
of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries

The Israeli scholar Israel Bartal is the author of a ground-breaking monograph 
analysing the figure of the non-Jew in the Yiddish literature of the nineteenth 
and twentieth centuries.447 Bartal noticed that the image of the goy in modern 
Hebrew and Yiddish literature of the turn of the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries varied depending on the historical and social conditions, and ex-
pressed specific fears, doubts and defensive reactions of Jews born out of their 
encounters with the Christian world.448 These encounters were a source of am-
bivalent feelings, for their distrust and distain of the goy were nevertheless ac-
companied by a concealed fascination and awe.449 Centuries of experience had 

446 A. Sutskever, ‘Tsu Poyln,’ in idem, Yidishe gas (1948), p. 161.
447 See I. Bartal, ‘Non-Jews and Their Society in Hebrew and Yiddish Literature in Eastern 

Europe between 1856–1914.’
448 I. Bartal, ‘Non-Jews and Gentile Society in East European Hebrew and Yiddish Litera-

ture 1856–1914.’
449 See I. Bartal, ‘Relations between Jews and Non-Jews.’
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taught the Jews certain patterns in their relations with non-Jews, which were 
entrenched in the collective consciousness as a system of ethnic stereotypes.450 
In the traditional popular imagination the non-Jewish world was personi-
fied above all by the profligate squire and the coarse peasant, both of whom 
were typically violent, hard-drinking figures. The exception to the negative 
stereotype, which reinforced the ambivalence with which this intercultur-
al encounter was laced, was the persona of the good goy (e.g. in the form 
of the male shabesgoy, who performed diverse services during the Sabbath, 
the female servant or nurse,451 or the benevolent landowner, who afforded the  
Jews protection and was frequently something of a bizarre, outlandish  
figure).452 

Bartal notes that the transition to a modern ‘enlightened’ or ‘nation-
al’ community that came about at the turn of the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries, when the emergence from the ghetto engendered intensified con-
tacts between Jews and the Christian world, forced the development of a new 
model of mutual relations based on the tenets of the Haskalah. This evolu-
tion in the nature of contacts with the non-Jewish environment contributed 
to a change in the literary image of the non-Jew. Bartal stresses that it was 
in the Haskalah period that the traditional models entrenched in language, 
folklore and Halakhic literature began to co-exist with new, universal, ra-
tional trends. The portraits of Russian officials and Polish nobles created 
in the second half of the nineteenth century had their roots in the liter-
ary conventions of the Jewish enlightenment, furthering the covenant be-
tween the maskilim (enlightened Jews) and the progressive representatives 
of the upper echelons of non-Jewish society that was propagated by the re-
formers. Images of the Polish noble stratum ranged from the highly positive 
to extremely  negative, the positive deriving from the postulates of the Haska-
lah, and the negative drawing on folklore and the ingrained vision inherent 
in it of the evil porets (master). The peasantry, until the 1860s and 1870s, was 
a neutral element of the staffage, but in later periods its image was influenced 
by Russian critical realism. 

450 See ibid.
451 See ibid. and D.  Roskies, Ukraińcy i Polacy w żydowskiej pamięci zbiorowej, pp. 81, 

89. In his analysis of the picture of Ukrainians and Poles in the collective Jewish memory, 
Roskies attributes an unrivalled place to the non-Jewish nurse attached to the Jewish family 
for whom  she worked. The figure of the good Christian maid may be found in the works 
of the classics, such as the writings of Sholem Aleykhem, who mentions one Hopka, a non-Jew 
with a ‘Jewish soul,’ who was loyal, well-versed in matters of ritual, and even spoke fluent Yid-
dish. See Sholem Aleykhem, ‘Fun Kasrilevke,’ in idem, Ale verk, Vol. 1 (Nyu York, 1917–1920).

452 See I. Bartal, ‘The Porets and the Arendar: The Depiction of Poles in Jewish Literature,’ 
The Polish Review No. 4 (1987), pp. 357–369, and M. Adamczyk-Garbowska, Polska Isaaca 
Bashevisa Singera, pp. 100–110.
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The development of modern antisemitism had a significant effect on 
the formation of the literary image of non-Jewish society. Bartal notes that 
attempts were made to combat this using means devised by the Haskalah, 
which considered antisemitism to be a reactive antithesis to the progressive 
programme in Polish and Russian society. In the initial decades of the twen-
tieth century, then, the enlightenment apologia of the progressive non-Jew 
was still a central theme in Jewish writing, which resulted in literary creations 
of antisemites being elaborated in opposition to those of the ‘enlightened’ 
non-Jew or revolutionary.453 Bartal emphasises that irrespective of the so-
cio-political ideologies and literary trends of the turn of the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries, both ways of looking at non-Jews — both the apologetic 
angle conditioned by the Haskalah and the traditional perspective full of re-
serve — co-existed in the Yiddish and Hebrew literature of the period, though 
the historical and socio-political context did contribute to a shift in propor-
tions.454 He believes that this dichotomy, as viewed in literary, social and po-
litical categories, was a reflex reaction to the ambiguous nature of the Jews’ 
encounter with contemporary East European society. The Jewish literature 
of the turn of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries illustrated the conflict 
being played out in the collective consciousness — a conflict between distaste 
and scorn for the goy, who at once aroused fear and a hidden fascination, and 
admiration for the progressive non-Jew breaking the mould of traditional 
stereotypes.455

The increasing domination of negatively tinged stereotypical images 
in the Yiddish literature of the interwar period is addressed by another leading 
scholar, Chone Shmeruk.456 He draws attention to the various levels of organi-
sation of the literary text at which semantic figures signalling a predominant-
ly negative attitude among Jews towards Poles can surface. In the first place 
there are linguistic phrases expressing a stereotypical mindset about Poles. 
Such stereotypes are also visible at higher levels of the textual organisation, for 
instance in the construction of its literary figures: the terrifying squire figure 
(Yid. srore or porets), for instance, draws on entrenched models. The litera-
ture of the 1920s and 1930s continues to present relations with the master 
figure — from the Jewish angle — as cautious above all. Shmeruk emphasises 
that Yiddish literature, as in the previous century, remained populated by 
minor figures such as servants, washerwomen, and neighbours, also depicted 

453 I. Bartal, ‘Non-Jews and Gentile Society in East European Hebrew and Yiddish Litera-
ture 1856–1914,’ p. 68.

454 Ibid.
455 I. Bartal, ‘Relations between Jews and Non-Jews.’
456 C. Shmeruk, ‘Jews and Poles in Yiddish Literature in Poland between the Two World 

Wars,’ pp. 176–195.
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in stereotypical form, though without either positive or negative connota-
tions. Their purely functional role is restricted to building the space, as they 
are part of the landscape of the fictional world, just like drunks, children 
throwing stones at Jews, or the Polish church building. Shmeruk adds that 
in many texts dating from the two decades between the wars the presentation 
of non-Jews is on the fine line between stereotypical and more meaningful, 
and the manner in which Poles are depicted is a medium for the author’s own 
diagnosis of relations between the two nations. 

The development of modern-day antisemitism at the turn of the nine-
teenth and twentieth centuries was accompanied by the demise of hopes 
among enlightened Jews for the success of the Haskalah, which had been 
charged with bringing the Jewish community to emancipation and integra-
tion with non-Jewish society through education and civilisational progress. 
Proponents of reform (among whom was the outstanding writer Yitskhok 
Leyb Perets457), who strove to co-operate with the Poles, were disillusioned, 
not only by the rise in antisemitic sentiments but also by the dissonance 
between the aims of the enlightened Jews (who strove to further the social 
progress and modernisation of Jewish society while preserving cultural au-
tonomy) and the progressive Polish camp (who considered the only way 
of resolving the Jewish question to be full assimilation to Polishness). These 
moods precipitated an evolution in the image of the non-Jew in the writing 
of this period, which is noted by Bartal. It would seem fair to say that as 
long as the Polish state was carved up between the three partitioning pow-
ers, the literary image of Poles tended to be detached from or even in op-
position to that of the political authorities, in particular in literary texts set 
in the 1860s, a period of Polish–Jewish rapprochement founded on shared 
strivings for independence. In this context Shmeruk draws attention to an 
important development that came after the restitution of Poland’s autonomy 
and with the return of political power to the Poles. The actions of the young 
state, which were in many respects damaging to the interests of the Jewish 
minority (e.g. the economic restrictions imposed on Jews, or the Polonisa-
tion of the education system), prompted literature to address, alongside con-
flicts of an economic, social or religious genesis, also those rooted in politics. 
As economically founded antisemitism intensified,458 these dissensions began 
to influence the way Polish–Jewish relations were portrayed. Shmeruk also 
notes that in the work of writers who forged links with the Communist move-
ment in the 1930s, ideological factors likewise began to have a decisive impact 

457 On the subject of the pro-Polish sympathies of Y.L. Perets, see R.R. Wisse, I.L. Peretz 
and the Making of Modern Jewish Culture.

458 C. Shmeruk, ‘Responses to Antisemitism in Poland 1912–36,’ pp. 275–295.
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on literary portraits of Poles.459 He concludes his thoughts on this subject 
with the comment that the overall image of the interwar reality that emerges 
from the texts he analysed is rather grim and bleak.460 

The thesis that the apologetic perspective on non-Jews developed by 
the Haskalah nevertheless occupies an important place in the Jewish collective 
consciousness is confirmed by the conclusions of Havi Dreifuss (Ben-Sasson), 
formulated from her analysis of memoirs and accounts by Jews from the World 
War II period.461 She notices that in accounts and notes written shortly after 
the outbreak of the war, when the two nations inhabiting the same territory 
were brought closer together, there was a dominant sense of solidarity and hope 
for a lasting improvement in relations with Poles. This tone of positive expecta-
tion lasted until mid-1942, sometimes, paradoxically, in spite of the increasingly 
widespread experience of antipathy on the part of the Poles. Sometime around 
1943, however, it is superseded by a profound sense of disillusionment at 
the passivity, and even enmity among the Polish populace, in respect of the Jew-
ish tragedy. In response to this rejection, writers shift the focus of their attention 
to the sufferings of the Jewish people and ignore those of the Poles. Moreover, 
diaries and memoirs ‘recorded by Jews in the later years of the war and after it 
exhibited tendencies to lay the blame for the Jewish suffering with Polish soci-
ety, and emphasised the part played by Poles in the persecution of the Jews.’462 
A widespread consequence of the disillusionment suffered during the war was 
a hostile attitude among the survivors towards Poland and the Poles, which  
was an obvious factor in the decision to emigrate. 

In this brief and selective overview it is worth reiterating the aspects 
of greatest significance to the nature of the portrait of Poles in post-war 
Yiddish literature: the dependence of the literary creation on the historical, 
social and political conditions, and the co-existence and interplay of two 
ways of writing about non-Jews. Keeping these findings in mind, and also 
taking into account the historical and social context in which Yiddish lit-
erature in post-war Poland was written and to which it referred, I shall at-
tempt to identify the factors that made their mark on the portrait of Poles 
in the writing that interests us here. It is undoubtedly the case that aside from 

459 C. Shmeruk, ‘Jews and Poles in Yiddish Literature in Poland between the Two World 
Wars,’ p. 185.

460 Ibid.
461 H. Dreifuss (Ben-Sasson), Poland and Poles in the Eyes of Polish Jews during the Sec-

ond World War (1939–1944) (2005, Hebrew University, PhD thesis, unpublished). Informa-
tion about this work is given by the author in the article ‘Stosunki polsko-żydowskie w dobie 
Zagłady: zmiana żydowskiego punktu widzenia,’ translated by S. Rejak, in Polacy i Żydzi: Kwes-
tia otwarta, edited by R. Cherry and A. Orla-Bukowska (2008), pp. 107–116. 

462 Ibid., p. 115. 
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the ethnic stereotypes and literary images that were the medium of the col-
lective memory of previous generations and that remained alive in the collec-
tive consciousness, aside from the worldviews of and personal relations with 
Poles experienced by writers between the wars, and aside from the divergent 
wartime experiences of those who survived in occupied Poland and those 
who spent that period in distant republics of the USSR, a decisive influence 
on the image of Poles in post-war Yiddish literature was played by knowledge 
of the complex Polish–Jewish relations during the Holocaust.463 And the fact 
that, with the exception of Rokhl Oyerbakh (Rachela Auerbach) (1901–1976), 
Dovid Hofnung, Avrom Sutskever, Yeshaye Shpigel and a few others, most 
writers knew the terror of the Holocaust and the difficult truth of the behav-
iour of some of Polish society only at second hand is probably insignificant 
in this respect. The tragedy that befell the Jewish nation was unprecedented, 
vast and irreversible, and its terrible consequences were visible even to those 
who had not been caught up in it personally. As such, opinions of the behav-
iour of the Poles, who had witnessed the Jewish suffering, could not fail to 
influence their image in literature.464 

Disillusionment with the attitudes of their Polish neighbours undoubtedly 
increased after the pogroms that befell the Jews in the immediate aftermath 
of World War II. The experience of terror that paralysed the small communi-
ty of survivors, when the events of 1945 in Kraków and a year later in Kielce 
forced over 100,000 people to flee Poland, was shared by almost all of them, 
and left an indelible impact on the way they perceived the Poles. 

We should also add that over the twenty-three years that Yiddish literature 
existed in post-war Poland, the portrait it conveyed of the Poles evolved partly 
as a consequence of the subordination of art to politics. In the broader per-
spective this entailed gradual curtailment of freedom of speech and imposi-
tion of permissible creative methods, in particular during the Stalinist period 
(1949–1955), while at the level of the individual it translated into a certain 

463 On the subject of Polish–Jewish relations during the Holocaust and immediately af-
ter the war, see, for instance, A. Skibińska and J. Petelewicz, ‘Udział Polaków w zbrodniach 
na Żydach w prowincji regionu świętokrzyskiego,’ Zagłada Żydów. Studia i Materiały No. 1 
(2005), pp. 114–147; A. Żbikowski (ed.), Polacy i Żydzi pod okupacją niemiecką 1939–1945. 
Studia i materiały (2006); B. Engelking et al. (eds.), Prowincja Noc: Zagłada Żydów w Dystryk-
cie Warszawskim 1939–1945 (2007); B. Engelking, Jest taki piękny słoneczny dzień: Losy Żydów 
szukających ratunku na wsi polskiej 1942–1945 (2011); J. Grabowski, Judenjagd: Polowanie na 
Żydów 1942–1945: Studium dziejów pewnego powiatu (2011); B. Engelking and J. Grabowski 
(eds.), Zarys krajobrazu: Wieś polska wobec zagłady Żydów 1942–1945 (2011); A. Żbikowski, 
‘The Post-War Wave of Pogroms and Killings,’ pp. 67–94.

464 On the subject of the mental state of the survivors and the moods prevalent among them, 
see I. Hurwic-Nowakowska, A Social Analysis of Postwar Polish Jewry, and E. Koźmińska-Frej-
lak, ‘The Adaptation of Survivors to the Post-War Reality from 1944 to 1949,’ pp. 125–164.
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kind of worldview that dictated an ideologised, class-based vision of reality. 
This encompassed a negative image of the ‘bourgeois’ Poland of the inter-
bellum as propagated under the new order, and a ‘positive’ programme for 
building a new, democratic state and educating the ‘new man’ of socialism. 
Nota bene, a comparison suggests itself here between Jewish enlightenment 
literature, which disseminated an apologetic portrait of the enlightened non-
Jew as an ally in social and cultural reforms, and the ‘progressive’ literature 
of the Jewish Communists in the first decade after the war in Poland, which 
also sought allies for the changes being promoted by the new authorities and 
advocated by itself.465 In this paradigm writers tended to cast pre-war Polish 
Communists in the role of the ‘enlightened non-Jew,’ as honest individuals 
sensitive to injustice, who as officers in the police or the Security Office often 
risked their lives working towards the implementation of the new order for 
the good of all the inhabitants of their homeland.

The last road

Any review of post-war Yiddish writing is best begun with an examination 
of Polish–Jewish relations between the wars as immortalised in lite rature. This 
was the period when most of these writers were in their youth, and were rebel-
ling against the established socio-political restrictions they were encounter-
ing (in the case of writers with left-wing sympathies, protest against the mar-
ginalisation of the Jews often went hand in hand with protest against poverty 
and social inequalities466). For ideological reasons this period was judged 
negatively after the war under the new political system. The literary image 
of pre-war Polish–Jewish relations varies somewhat depending on when 
the work was written, though the entire body of post-war Yiddish litera-
ture speaks of ubiquitous antisemitism in the Second Polish Republic that 
developed for economic, political and/or religious reasons.467 The dominant 

465 Among these changes, an important place was occupied by civic equality, which meant 
the lifting of the cultural, professional, organisational, and political isolation of the Jews. See 
A. Grabski, Działalność komunistów wśród Żydów w Polsce (1944–1949), p. 44.

466 For more on the subject of the reasons for the interest in Communism in the Jewish 
community, see Chapter IV, pp. 255–256, 266–278.

467 For more on Jews in the Second Polish Republic, see J.  Tomaszewski, ‘Niepodległa 
Rzeczpospolita,’ in Najnowsze dzieje Żydów w Polsce w zarysie (do 1950 roku), pp. 143–269. 
On the subject of antisemitism in this period, see Y. Gutman, ‘Polish Antisemitism Between 
the Wars: An Overview,’ in The Jews of Poland Between Two World Wars, edited by Y. Gutman 
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traditional, stereotypical view is overlaid with ideologically conditioned 
categorisation and valorisation, as Chone Shmeruk noted in his analysis 
of works by the writer Leyb Rashkin, who had Communist sympathies.468 
In texts published very shortly after the war (which included works written 
before the war469), for instance the extended poems ‘Polesye’ [Polesia] by Leyb 
Morgentoy,470 ‘Yid fun shtetl’ [A Jew from the shtetl] by Itskhok Yanasovitsh 
(1909–?),471 and ‘Di heym in kholem’ [Home in a dream] by Binem Heller,472 
and the short story ‘A heym’ [Home] by Itskhok Guterman,473 the empha-
sis is not so much on contacts with Poles as on portraying an overall image 
of the poverty and marginalisation of the Jewish community, and on con-
demnation of the ‘bourgeois’ state and the nationalism of its leaders. Side by 
side with these stereotypical and ideologically programmatic texts, however, 
images far removed from the pre-conceived, more similar to the metaphoric, 
were also being created. The Polish–Jewish encounters in Moyshe Knapheys’ 
poem ‘Roybfeygl’ [Vultures] and the short story ‘Letster veg’ [The last road] 
by Efroim Kaganovski (1893–1958), for instance, are portrayed as dangerous 
for the Jews, harbouring the threat of an undefined but nonetheless terrifying 
catastrophe. We shall look more closely at these two texts shortly. 

In the literature of the 1950s and 1960s, for instance in the novel Dodye Kov-
al by Leyb Olitski, in Shloyme Strauss-Marko’s Geven amol a shtetl [Once there 
was a shtetl] or Kalman Segal’s Der tayvl in shtetl [The devil in the shtetl], the fo-
cus of writers reminiscing about the times before the war is above all on cre-
ating as accurate a reconstruction as possible of the world of the shtetls that 
were swept off the face of the earth by the war.474 In these works, Polish–Jewish 
relations are naturally not centre stage, and the way non-Jews are portrayed is 

et al., pp. 97–108; E. Melcer, ‘Antisemitism in the Last Years of the Second Polish Republic,’ 
ibid., pp. 126–137. 

468 C. Shmeruk, ‘Jews and Poles in Yiddish Literature in Poland between the Two World 
Wars,’ pp. 184–185, notes that in the novel by L. Rashkin, Di mentshn fun Godlbozhits, relations 
between Poles and Jews are depicted schematically, in accordance with class divides: the only 
true, positive bonds occur between workers and peasants, while representatives of the mon-
eyed classes (priests or guardians of the law representing the regime) are portrayed stereotyp-
ically, in a manner emphasising their alienation and isolation. 

469 Images of Poland between the wars feature in both works being written after the war 
and those from before the war but not published until the second half of the 1940s.

470 L. Morgentoy, ‘Polesye,’ in idem, Ruinen in zun, pp. 74–90. This epic poem was written 
in the years 1936–1937.

471 Y. Yanasovitsh, ‘A Yid fun shtetl’ (excerpt), in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 1948), pp. 62–66.
472 B. Heller, ‘Di heym in kholem’ (excerpt from the extended poem Der veg oyf Varshe), 

ibid., pp. 113–116. 
473 Y. Guterman, ‘A heym,’ in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 1948), pp. 67–71.
474 For more on the subject of the image of the shtetl in post-war Yiddish literature, see 

Chapter III, pp. 230–245.
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more traditional and close to stereotypical. The Poles that do make sporadic 
appearances are representatives of various levels of the state authorities, and 
by definition negatively disposed towards Jews. In Olitski’s novel these char-
acters are the school inspector, the policeman, the judge, and the employees 
of Kovel prison, where the protagonists are incarcerated. In line with literary 
tradition and ideological stereotype, their actions are intended to be detrimen-
tal to the Jewish community (e.g. they conduct legal, but excessively rigorous 
inspections of the local school), or they are used as instruments of the state 
to repress the Jewish Communist youth fighting for a better world. Olitski 
also mentions the Polish army, which after the end of World War I occupied 
the Eastern Borderland shtetls, and whose behaviour is familiar from both 
literature and historical records: e.g. Polish officers humiliating the Jewish pop-
ulace by means such as cutting off the beards of devout Jews. 

In Strauss-Marko’s novel, too, Poles make sporadic appearances, usually as 
policemen or secret agents seeking to nip the nascent Communist movement 
in the bud. Both these texts are constructed according to rules that also ap-
ply to other works of ‘progressive’ Yiddish literature (cf., for instance, Segal’s 
novels and short stories set in the interwar period). The division into ‘us’ and 
‘enemies’ in both texts is drawn along class, rather than national lines, hence 
the antagonist is anyone who represents the bourgeois authorities or the mon-
eyed class. In this context it is not so much the Poles who are the enemy as rep-
resentatives of other worldviews, including certain members of the traditional 
Jewish community, such as rich factory owners or Hasidim. Antisemitism and 
‘anti-Communism’ are the distinguishing features of the Polish  authorities, 
who are depicted stereotypically (in terms of both their appearance and their 
manner) in order to discredit them in the eyes of the reader. Antisemitism 
in members of the peasant class or urban proletariat, however, is depicted 
very rarely, and only in situations set in the period predating the expansion 
of the Communist movement. The idea of ‘friendship’ between nations is re-
inforced through the friendships of the Jewish protagonists with their Polish 
comrades. One rather bizarre example of this international rapprochement is 
an episode described by Strauss-Marko — the marriage of a Jewish woman 
to a Polish Catholic, and the consequences of that step. On the one hand he 
portrays the Polish community as open — the groom’s family welcomes his 
wife warmly — and on the other he uses the situation to criticise the back-
wardness and hermeticism of the Jewish community, which treats the girl’s 
decision as apostasy. Paradoxically, from the point of view of the narrator, 
advocating the abandonment of national separatisms, in particular the Jewish 
brand, even assuming the faith of the majority is a positive. 

In his analysis of the Poles in the novel by Rashkin, Shmeruk emphasises that 
despite his careful construction of his characters according to the ideological 
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schema, the author is not consistent, swayed by the power of the stereotype en-
trenched in the popular imagination.475 And the same is true of Strauss-Marko’s 
novel, in which, amid all the dogmatism and absolutely schematic employ-
ment of a black-and-white vision of the world, he nevertheless resurrects one 
of the mythical figures lodged in the common imagination: the ‘good porets.’ 
Strauss-Marko’s ‘kind master’ not only befriends and supports the local Jews 
(treating their illnesses without charge, and handing out gifts to their children), 
but even speaks their language fluently. He is so popular with the local Jews 
that when he loses his estate he is taken in by them and supported for the rest 
of his days, and thereafter his funeral is attended by crowds of people. At this 
point the narrator appears to break out of the schematic mould imposed on 
the novel by Marxist ideology — the portrait of the landowner is painted in vi-
brant colours, and the reader senses the narrator’s sympathy towards him as 
a character. This is a clear indication (one of many in this work) of Strauss-
Marko’s ambivalent attitude towards the theme of traditional Jewish shtetl life as 
a narrative, which suggests a ‘cognitive dissonance’ founded on conflict between 
the judgments imposed by ideology and his personal feelings and attachment 
to the world of his childhood. 

Let us return to the texts mentioned above, which, in drawing on ubiqui-
tous images, build a vision that goes beyond the schematic. The first, Moy-
she Knapheys’ poem ‘Roybfeygl,’476 of 1939, addresses the threats presented 
by the anti-Judaism propagated by the Catholic Church. This work, pub-
lished in the 1948 collection Megilas Yid [Book of a Jew], was, like many oth-
ers in the volume, written before the war, and is the only one of his pre-war 
poems in which he criticises not so much the political system of the Second 
Polish Republic and its officials as the representatives of the Polish intelli-
gentsia (the residents of the ‘town’) and the horde of brainwashed, unthink-
ing peasants gripped by an anti-Jewish phobia rooted in religion. As Alina 
Cała, who has researched the image of the Jew in Polish folk culture, notes, 
antisemitism was an urban construct, which reached the provinces via print-
ed propaganda.477 In ‘Roybfeygl’ the sowers of enmity are incomers from 
the town, who bear a striking resemblance to the nationalist hit squads that 
descended on small Polish towns in the late 1930s with a mission to boycott 
Jewish shops. In the reality created by Knapheys, the anti-Jewish slogans 
they spout fall on the fertile ground of religious superstitions and lore rooted 

475 C. Shmeruk, ‘Jews and Poles in Yiddish Literature in Poland between the Two World 
Wars,’ p. 185.

476 M. Knapheys, ‘Roybfeygl,’ in idem, Megiles Yid, pp. 45–46.
477 A. Cała, The Image of the Jews in Polish Folk Culture, p. 30.
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in centuries of Church teachings about the role of the Jews in murdering 
the Son of God.478

Although the word ‘Pole’ is not used in the poem, we infer that the ref-
erence here is to the Jews’ non-Jewish neighbours, as the opening section 
of the poem includes an image that may be associated with a folk custom 
once popular in Poland of burning a ‘Judas’ figure on Holy Thursday or Good 
Friday:479 

Like vultures they descend on the village on a Sunday,
Light a bonfire in the centre of the square
And set to dancing a wax figurine — 
A Jew in a shtrayml,480 
With side locks and a beard — 
A Jew — a person. 
The Jew writhes and melts in the flames, 
Dying  
To the accompaniment of applause 
And the mocking laughter 
Of the crowd.481  

The events described in the poem take place on a Sunday, rather than 
on Holy Thursday or Good Friday, and the figure of the Jew is made from 
wax, not straw, which might suggest that the reference is not to the afore-
mentioned custom. The source of the differences may, however, equally be 
due to the author’s hazy knowledge of a tradition popular among the Polish 
Christian populace. Clearly, the effect of the hate-mongers is more important 
to him than the actual description of customs alien to him: the incomers roam 

478 As Cała writes (ibid., p. 115), the majority of the residents of the Polish provinces she 
interviewed believed that the Jews were to blame for Jesus’ death, for which they had been 
condemned to the diaspora, and to ubiquitous hatred. 

479 The subject of the rite of burning a Judas figure, which is popular to this day in many 
places in the Polish provinces, is addressed by authors including K. Gieryszewska, ‘Interpre-
tacje postaci Judasza,’ Konteksty. Polska Sztuka Ludowa No. 2 (1992), pp. 39–42. According to 
Cała (The Image of the Jews in Polish Folk Culture, pp. 163–164), this ritual was connected with 
others thought to be instrumental in sustaining the vegetation cycle, in which ‘Others,’ repre-
senting the forces of darkness reigning over the world during the winter, had a certain role to 
play. The spring, a time of new life, was a period in which the forces of evil were overcome by 
means of symbolic aggression towards those who had previously mediated in rites designed to 
mollify the forces of darkness. 

480 Shtrayml (Yid.) — a fox-fur hat worn by traditional Jews at holidays and other cere-
monies.

481 M. Knapheys, ‘Roybfeygl,’ p. 45.
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the village ‘kindling the fire of hatred in the hearts of the peasants.’ The poem 
is strongly anti-Catholic, as — in a reflection of centuries of experience 
of the Jewish communities — it equates Catholicism with a threat.482 The nar-
rator underscores the gulf that yawns between the teachings of the Gospels 
and the morality and behaviour of those professing to venerate the Virgin 
Mary: ‘The Holy Mother does not know, does not see, / that bottles of vodka 
and wine / are waiting on the table / to inflame the thirst / for murder and 
blood.’ Drunken peasants armed with knives spread terror, and the atmos-
phere of danger grips the entire space. Even the innocent nuns are symbols 
of the hostility of the environment: 

Three nuns, 
Black-attired, 
Pass by, slender and silent as shades. 
Silver crosses — 
The keys to their consciences — 
Dangle languidly at their sides, 
And the black veils on their heads 
Billow, black 
As fear.483 

Having performed the rite of burning the Jew figure, the hate-mongers re-
turn to the city, leaving behind them ‘the smell of wax and the smell of blood,’ 
and a ubiquitous atmosphere of foreboding. These events cause the Jews to 
see danger in everything; they are even frightened by ‘the blade of the moon 
flashing in the uplifted hands of the night.’ The poem criticises the hypocrisy 
of the Church, which ‘languidly’ assimilates the Gospel teaching of love in al-
lowing the Jews to be treated as the murderers of the Son of God. The work 
also draws attention to the superficial religiosity of the Poles, in particular 
in rural areas: the Polish provinces in Knapheys’ eyes are a world hostile to 
Jews, a world of suppurating negative emotions in which it takes little to acti-
vate and set in motion the forces of destruction.

A similar vision of the world — this time describing the urban space — 
is created by Efroim Kaganovski in his short story ‘Letster veg,’ which crit-
icises the political system under the Sanation government in Poland484 and 
the antisemitism that was spreading with the acquiescence of the Polish 

482 I. Bartal, ‘Non-Jews and Gentile Society in East European Hebrew and Yiddish Litera-
ture 1856–1914,’ p. 67.

483 M. Knapheys, ‘Roybfeygl,’ p. 46.
484 Sanation (Polish: Sanacja) was a Polish political movement that came to power after 

Józef Piłsudski’s May 1926 coup d’état. Sanation took its name from his watchword — the moral 
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authorities. The story came out in 1948 in the second issue of the literary 
almanac Yidishe shriftn.485 Of all Kaganovski’s short stories published in post-
war Poland, this is probably the only one that addresses enmity of this type. It 
charts a few hours in the life of B., an assimilated Jew who has just been fired 
from his job in a bank by its director, a Christian in thrall to the antisemitic 
propaganda calling for Poland to be rescued from its Jewish enemies. As he 
roams the streets of Warsaw, B. ponders his situation. He had been a pupil 
at a Polish school that ‘glistened with the fat of excessive chauvinism,’ and 
in the course of his education had ‘absorbed all the grease with which that 
machine for glorifying and venerating the Republic [of Poland] and its found-
ers was lubricated.’486 He feels himself to be a Polish patriot whose ancestors 
had for centuries had a bond with the Polish lands. He considers himself an 
assimilated Jew who for years has had nothing to do with Jewry. And now 
he, a man devoted to his work and his homeland, in love with ‘the world 
of rich Christian forms,’ has been singled out for his Jewishness and shown 
that for this reason he is superfluous. When on his way home from work he 
is beaten up by hit squads of youths chanting antisemitic slogans, he realizes 
that the whole world as he knew it is undergoing a terrible transformation. 
Employers are seeking pretexts to rid themselves of the Jews in their environ-
ments, the crowd of ‘cultured’ citizens on the street turns a hostile or at best 
indifferent face to the wrongs being perpetrated on the Jews, and the police 
— the officers of the ‘state of law’ — refuse to execute the law, seeking reasons 
to justify his assailants:

The duty officer perused [B.’s passport] at length, leafing through it, until he suddenly grew 
enlivened: 
‘What does it say here?… Simon S.… What was your father’s name?… Moses… Yes, Moses… 
“For nothing”… Yes, yes, Moses… “Jewish faith”… It’s black and white… For nothing!… 
What is it you want… For us to protect the lot of you?… No, my man… They don’t beat 
people up for nothing… in our country… Poland isn’t that much of a wild backwater…’487

For B., that day marks the start of a serious identity crisis; the humilia-
tion of being fired from his job for his national identity is compounded by 
a feeling of alienness and exclusion from the world he has always known. 
He wonders what exactly this famed Polish ‘personal culture’ once learned 

‘sanation’ (healing) of the Polish body politic. For more, see: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Sanation (accessed 2.07.2015).

485 E. Kaganovski, ‘Letster veg,’ in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 1948), pp. 7–13.
486 Ibid., p. 7.
487 Ibid., p. 13.
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by the Jews from the Polish noble class stands for.488 He cannot understand 
why the respect for law instilled into him at his Polish school, and the im-
peccable politeness of the Poles (as an example, B. cites the custom of apol-
ogising to passers-by in the street for accidentally bumping into them) are 
extended to all except the Jews, who are at every step afforded ostentatious 
disdain and scorn. When B. starts to analyse the news coming in from Ger-
many, including the information about the camp in Zbąszyń,489 his fear begins 
to mount. The space of his native city starts to assume hostile qualities, and 
the crowd on the street suddenly seems like a virtually mortal threat to him. 
Terrified by the anti-Jewish slogans shouted by the turbulent youths, beaten 
up ‘for nothing,’ and ignored by the police, he feels like a worm before a blind, 
mechanical force that devours everything in its path. His terror of the Polish 
mob and the uncertainty of his fate in the hostile space seem to anticipate 
the atmosphere of the Holocaust period.

The Lipshits family goes into the ghetto

Some of the major themes in the literature written in the years 1945–1949, 
when it is still fair to speak of a relative freedom of expression, were — aside 
from the Holocaust itself — Polish–Jewish relations during the war, and 
the assistance afforded to Jews by Poles, but also the issue of the Poles’ mor-
al responsibility for the tragedy played out in their land. For it was chiefly 
in Yiddish literature, and not in the Yiddish-language Communist press, that 
an assessment of the guilt and negligence of Polish citizens during the war 

488 In her work Urwany lot: Pokolenie inteligenckiej młodzieży powojennej w świetle listów 
i pamiętników z lat 1945–1948 (2003), pp. 43–45, Hanna Świda-Ziemba reconstructs the level 
of awareness of the last generation brought up according to the ethos of the pre-war intel-
ligentsia. She notes that intellectuals were considered to be well brought up, educated, and 
in possession of certain ‘character traits’ that proved they were not ‘boors.’ She writes: ‘It was 
also impressed on us that the mission of the intelligentsia in society also entailed preserving 
the most sublime values (…). If the image of Poland, God, Christ was contained above all 
in broader messages (…), the model of a well brought up man was on a day-to-day basis 
inculcated into children in the form of various rather laconic comments. These are examples 
of them: “Don’t behave like a lout,” “He is not suitable company for you,” “Remember that you 
are a child from a good home.”’ Kaganovski mocks this ethos as superficial in the extreme, and 
permissive of belittling, worse treatment of ‘Others,’ for instance Jews. 

489 In Zbąszyń, a town in the Greater Polish voivodeship (whose main city is Poznań), 
from the autumn of 1938 until the spring of 1939 there was a transit camp for 6,000 Polish 
Jews expelled from Germany.
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was attempted.490 The literature written in the immediate aftermath of the war 
testifies to the vast scale of negative emotions, in reaction to both the Holo-
caust itself and the attitudes of some Poles towards Jews — emotions which 
in many cases found outlet in the dramatic decisions to emigrate. If we bear 
this in mind, we may presume that Kaganovski’s short story, which recalls 
in hyperbolic microcosm the antisemitic atmosphere of the final months be-
fore the outbreak of war, was more than merely a response to the postulates 
of Socialist Realist doctrine to depict the Second Polish Republic in a nega-
tive light. Knapheys’ text dates from a different period than Kaganovski’s but 
they were both published in the same reality: post-Holocaust Poland, which 
allows us to interpret them in the same context. I believe that both works 
should be interpreted above all as a condemnatory voice in the discussion on 
the quality of Polish–Jewish relations before the war and how this created an 
atmosphere of acquiescence to what befell the Jews a few years later. The title 
of Kaganovski’s short story is so literal that it forces association with the Hol-
ocaust. Writing post factum, the author knew that for many Jews the last road 
through the indifferent, even hostile space of their Polish homeland would 
lead to the ghetto and to death. The title of Knapheys’ poem — ‘Roybfeygl’ 
— in turn corresponds in a highly ironic tone with the poetic voice of Binem 
Heller in the poem ‘Dos lid funem vald-Yid’ [Song of a Jew from the forest] 
or that of Gute Guterman in ‘Oyfn frayen feld’ [In an open field], which con-
demn non-Jews from a post-Holocaust perspective not only for their indiffer-
ence to the Jews’ misery, but also for their greed, which led them to rob even 
corpses.491 Guterman writes:

490 To date, no over-arching study has been written on the subject of the content of the Yid-
dish-language press published in the initial post-war years in Poland; there are only a few 
detailed papers: G. Berendt, ‘“Fołks-Sztyme” — instrument oddziaływania na Żydów w Polsce 
i za granicą w latach 1946–1991,’ pp. 231–265, J. Nalewajko-Kulikov, ‘“Syjonistyczna z lek-
kim zabarwieniem PPR-owskim”,’ pp. 257–278, and M. Ruta, ‘Der Einfluss von politischen 
Veränderungen auf die jiddische Kultur in Polen in den Jahren 1946–1949 im Spiegel der 
Monat sschrift Yidishe Shriftn,’ pp. 65–75. 

491 The subject of the obsessive hunt for gold left behind by Jews surfaces in the interviews 
conducted in the 1980s by A. Cała with residents of the Polish provinces. ‘In the responses cited 
above there was an obsession with “Jewish” gold, which sometimes led to the revolting scenes 
of people combing through abandoned houses, the ruins of synagogues, and even extermina-
tion camps,’ she claims. See A. Cała, The Image of the Jews in Polish Folk Culture, p. 214. As early 
as in 1947 Rokhl Oyerbakh (Rachela Auerbach) wrote in her work Oyf di felder fun Treblinke 
(Varshe, 1947) about the digging up of the area around the camp in Treblinka in the years 
immediately following the war. Other works on this subject include the article by M. Rusiniak, 
‘Treblinka — Eldorado Podlasia?,’ Kwartalnik Historii Żydów No. 2 (2006), pp. 200–211, and 
J.T. Gross and I. Grudzińska-Gross, Golden Harvest: Events at the Periphery of the Holocaust 
(New York, 2012). 
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Once ears of grain rippled here, but today 
The field is sown with human bones.  
(…) 
Who is this approaching, tapping with a wooden stick, 
To awaken the lonely bones from sleep? 

By the light of the moon a no-gooder is coming,
To pull the gold teeth of the dead.492 

She is echoed by Heller:

And the winds shall scatter our ashes, 
And the worm share its loot with man. 

The worm devours only the heart and the skin, 
Man takes everything left after death.  

Tears the clothing from cold limbs, 
And from mouths rips out gold teeth. 
(…) 

Inserts the teeth into his own mouth, 
And laughs in the world’s face — to its bewilderment and horror.493

Writers of many political convictions wrote with bitterness about the indif-
ference and even hostility of non-Jews towards the Jewish tragedy — the non-
aligned Avrom Sutskever, the Zionist Dovid Hofnung, and the Communists 
Moyshe Knapheys and Binem Heller. In the poetry of the last-mentioned 
the most striking feature is its uncompromisingly condemnatory tone. 
In works published by Heller after the war the word ‘Pole’ is nowhere to be 
found. But it is evident that when he writes of the insensitive witnesses to 
the Jewish injustice, of people who informed on Jews and then robbed the bod-
ies of those murdered and moved into their empty houses, and of those who 
turned a blind eye to such criminal practices, it is their neighbours he has 
in mind, a considerable proportion of whom were Poles: 

We walked between guards, 
Whipped by cold, thuggish laughter. 

492 G. Guterman, ‘Oyfn frayen feld,’ in eadem, Der opgrunt roysht, p. 14.
493 B. Heller, ‘Dos lid funem vald-Yid,’ in idem, Durkh shotn un shayn, pp. 209–210.
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And you stared indifferently at the corners,
And you looked on indifferently as they beat us. 
(…) 
Did any of you try to cry out?
Or accompany the funeral at least a step? 

There were some who did, oh yes, there were. Several —
Several hurled stones at us from behind. 
(…) 
It was they, their children and wives, 
Who tore the clothes from the bloodied bodies. 
(…)
And then divided up the legacy left by the Jews,
Arguing over it shamelessly. 
(…)
In Jewish beds they spawned children, 
And wrapped babies in Jewish nappies. — 

You, the few, I know also; you, the best, I know also, 
But I do not want to measure their innocence by your measure.

For it was you who shared your house with the murderers,
It was you who justified the murder by your silence!494

In the wider context of Heller’s oeuvre, the words of the abovementioned 
works are all the more hard-hitting that this Communist poet, who was in fact 
very attached to Poland, and who on many occasions avowed his love for 
his homeland,495 very rarely writes about the Poles. The names that feature 
above all in his poems are those of sons of the Polish nation with connections 
to Communism, such as Felix Dzerzhinsky496 or Konstanty Rokossovsky.497 

494 B. Heller, ‘Tsu —,’ ibid., p. 211.
495 An analysis of the image of the homeland in the literature of this period is the subject 

of Chapter III, pp. 194–203.
496 Feliks Dzierżyński (Felix Dzerzhinsky, 1877–1926) — Polish and Russian Communist 

activist, founder and head of the first Soviet security organisations: the Czeka, the GPU (State 
Political Directorate) and the OGPU (Joint State Political Directorate). A symbol of terror 
in revolution-era and post-revolution Russia, he was known as Iron Felix, Bloody Felix, and 
the Red Executioner. Considered one of the founders of the Soviet state. For more information, 
see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Felix_Dzerzhinsky (accessed 28.11.2014).

497 Konstanty Rokossowski (Konstantin Rokossovsky, 1896–1968) — soldier, Polish and 
Soviet commander, Marshal of Poland and Marshal of the Soviet Union, twice Hero of the So-
viet Union, deputy to the Sejm (Lower House) of the Polish People’s Republic in its first term  
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In the context of this absence not only of important names from Polish his-
tory or culture, but more significantly of any positive reference whatsoever to 
Polish–Jewish relations either before or after the war, all critical comments 
take on added force, testifying to a veiled distance, or even antipathy, to those 
whose indifference facilitated murder or who in fact played a part in it. It 
is likely these negative emotions that render the portrait of non-Jews/Poles 
in Heller’s poems so one-sided and far from objective.

The complexity of Polish–Jewish relations during the war did not escape 
Sutskever or Hofnung, witnesses to the age. In their works they describe both 
indifference on the part of Poles and a readiness to bring aid. Significantly, 
these two writers also perceived the suffering that the Poles, too, experienced 
at the hands of the Germans, something that was untypical in Holocaust 
literature by writers of Jewish descent.498 In the extended poem ‘Tsu Poyln’ 
[To Poland] Sutskever reminds the reader both that in the joint battle during 
the September 1939 defence of Poland Poles and Jews fell shoulder to shoulder, 
and that the Germans’ diabolical plans for the Jews did not meet with deci-
sive protest from Polish society, which had at the same time been enslaved by 
the same occupier. He speaks openly of the disgraceful practice of szmalcow-
nictwo (blackmail with the use of the threat of denunciation).499 But neverthe-
less, more important than the betrayal is the fact that in among the indifferent 
crowd of Poles there are those who reached out a helping hand to the dying: 

When the mortal foe bit and insulted you, —
You defended yourself, you defended your citizens

(1952–1956), National Defence Minister of the Republic of Poland and the Polish People’s Republic 
(1949–1956), Deputy Defence Minister of the USSR (1958–1962), deputy to the Supreme Coun-
cil of the USSR. Seen by the Poles as a symbol of the Soviet domination of their state. For more 
information, see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Konstantin_Rokossovsky (accessed 28.11.2014).

498 M. Levine, an American scholar of the Polish-language Holocaust literature, remarks 
in her article ‘Polish Literature and the Holocaust,’ Holocaust Studies Annual No. 3 (1985), 
p. 192, that ‘Little attention is paid in Polish–Jewish literature on the Holocaust to the sufferings 
of the Polish population, the assumption being that the Poles were infinitely better off than 
the Jews because they were allowed the freedom to choose between resistance and compliance 
(an attitude which ignores the thousands of Poles who also died at the hands of the Nazis 
for no “good” reason).’ Much has been written on the subject of the ‘competitive suffering’ 
of the two nations; see, for instance, H. Sinnreich, ‘Polska i żydowska historiografia stosunków 
żydowsko-polskich podczas drugiej wojny światowej,’ translated by T. Wiścicki, in Polacy i Ży-
dzi, pp. 117–126.

499 Szmalcownik is a pejorative Polish slang word used during World War II that denoted 
a person blackmailing Jews who were in hiding, or blackmailing Poles who protected Jews 
during the Nazi occupation. The term’s origin is in the word szmalec (Polish: dough, lit. ‘lard’), 
emphasising money as the most important reason for blackmailing. For more see: https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Szmalcownik (accessed 2.07.2015). 
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At Westerplatte,500 in Kutno.501 Do you recognize
These burial barrows? Who are their inhabitants,   
Are they Poles, or Jews? Is it possible?
They fell that your eagle might be proud.
But barely had the foe enslaved you —
No sooner had the Jews been driven to the slaughter
You received a freedom terrible as never before, 
And you poured yet more oil on the fire. 
But I stubbornly
Kept silence about that truth.
The few rescuers and saviours
Were in my eyes more important than the thousands of betrayers.
And it was only for their memory that I returned
Prepared to love you again (…).502

One of the best-known images symbolising the gulf that separated the Pol-
ish and Jewish nations is the description of the celebratory crowd of Poles 
observing without a shadow of sympathy the dying ghetto. The dramatic sym-
bolism created by the contrast between the carefree revels of the inhabitants 
of Warsaw and the image of the burning Jewish quarter was perceived by 
many writers, among them Czesław Miłosz in his poem ‘Campo di Fiori,’  Jerzy 
Andrzejewski in Wielki Tydzień (Holy Week), and Adolf Rudnicki in ‘Wielka 
Noc’ (Easter), to name the foremost examples from Polish literature, and Sut-
skever in ‘Tsu Poyln,’ Knapheys in his extended poem ‘Der kholem fun geto’ 
[Dream of the ghetto],503 and Hofnung in his short story ‘Ven dos geto hot 
gebrent’ [When the ghetto was burning]504 in Yiddish literature. 

500 Westerplatte is a peninsula in Gdańsk, Poland, located on the Baltic Sea coast at 
the mouth of the Dead Vistula (one of the Vistula delta estuaries), in the Gdańsk harbour 
channel. It is famous for the Battle of Westerplatte, which was the first clash between Polish 
and German forces during the Invasion of Poland and thus the first battle of the European 
theatre of World War II. It is one of the few places in Poland that have retained their Ger-
man-era names completely intact. For more see: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Westerplatte 
(accessed 2.07.2015). 

501 Kutno is a town in central Poland, historically the centre of a large Jewish community. 
In 1900 there were 10,356 Jews living there. It was the birthplace of the famed Polish Jewish 
writer Sholem Asch. During the Invasion of Poland of 1939, Polish armies under General 
Tadeusz Kutrzeba conducted an offensive in and around Kutno, a battle that was later named 
the Battle of the Bzura. For more see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kutno (accessed 2.07.2015).

502 A. Sutskever, ‘Tsu Poyln,’ pp. 160–161.
503 M. Knapheys, ‘Der kholem fun geto: (Poeme fun oyfshtand un umkum),’ in idem, Lev-

one-krikher, pp. 159–206.
504 D. Hofnung, ‘Ven dos geto hot gebrent,’ in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 1948), pp. 92–95.
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Hofnung, who himself spent time in the Warsaw ghetto and later went into 
hiding on the Aryan side, is unequivocal about the moral stance of the Vars-
ovians. The Jewish tragedy is a source of entertainment for them; some even 
take bets as to whether the Germans shooting at the insurgents will hit their 
targets. In the short story ‘Ven dos geto hot gebrent,’ the duplicity of the Poles 
and the differentiation in the valuation of the life of a Jew and the life of a Pole 
is revealed in the juxtaposition of two images: the indifference of the crowd 
of onlookers watching a Jewish boy whose head appears again and again at 
the window of a burning house, and the sympathy shown to a despairing Pol-
ish woman who has left small children in her apartment next to the fire-rav-
aged tenements in the ghetto. When a German officer standing by the wall 
kills a young Jew fleeing the flames with a shot from his revolver, the crowd 
greets his death with enthusiasm, as if they were at a sporting event or a hunt. 
The author does not overlook the fact that only an isolated few have the cour-
age to protest at the immoral behaviour of the crowd. He registers these 
voices, but at the same time leaves the reader under no illusion: the tone 
of the conversations of the vast majority of the gawkers, those who are so 
excited at the death of the Jew, is one of gratitude for the German for saving 
the lives of two Polish children by allowing the mother to return to take care 
of them. By contrasting their fate with that of the Jewish child, the author 
creates a shorthand insight into the tragedy of the times — the demoralisation 
of the Poles and the loneliness of the dying Jews, who were clearly treated, not 
only by the Germans, as another breed. 

Hofnung’s accusation is echoed in Knapheys’ extended poem ‘Der kholem 
fun geto’ of 1946, in which he predicts, with bitter irony, that the Poles will 
unite in denying their sins and will be quick to find justification for their in-
difference.505 Sutskever, on the other hand, like Hofnung, does perceive those 
few on the Polish side (apart from the sin of inaction, and even satisfaction at 
Poland’s ‘liberation’ from the Jews, widespread among the Poles) who demon-
strated the heroic virtue of sacrifice and readiness to lay down their lives ‘for 
your freedom and ours:’ 

I remember, too, how they hurled 
Their drunken scorn, those people who were free, 
As in the ghetto, like burning lions, 
My brethren fought for the dignity 
Of the country and of their people (…).

‘Look at them frying!’ 
Mocked your powdered ladies,

505 M. Knapheys, ‘Der kholem fun geto,’ p. 196.
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Looking through their binoculars at the flames. 
But this time, too, I value more highly
The tens of Poles who, like brothers,
Came voluntarily, full of zeal,
And died a hero’s death defending the fortress.
And the Ruler of All Time will record with a diamond 
Their names in his memory.506

Hofnung, too, does not fail to address difficult subjects in his short stories, 
but he tries to take a step back and view Polish–Jewish relations from a dis-
tance, without pushing his own, subjective, too one-sided value judgments.507 
Sadly, his stories also paint a picture of a world dominated by the indifference 
and even hostility of most Poles towards the Jews, where assistance is virtually 
marginal. He even records voices of satisfaction at the fact that the Jews have 
disappeared from the Polish landscape. This is a statement heard, for instance, 
in the short story ‘Yidishe hayzer’ [Jewish houses],508 in which, after the de-
portation of the Jews to the ghetto, the mayor of an anonymous small town 
deems that its residents should be grateful to the Germans for freeing them 
from the Jewish plague. And not only do virtually none of his Polish towns-
people have the courage to protest against these words, but there is also plenty 
of interest in buying at knock-down prices the tenements left by the Jews. 

Hofnung sees that sympathy for the Poles’ inhumanly murdered fellow cit-
izens is not born automatically and is slow to filter through to their individual 
consciousness. This is something he talks about in the short story ‘Oyf a vokzal’ 
[At a station],509 which is set in a crowded station waiting room. The story’s 
central character, Piotr, is looking for somewhere to sit down. On one bench 
he notices two Jewish women. The thought that he cannot sit down because 
the Jews ‘are everywhere, (…) there’s no getting rid of them!’ irritates and 
angers him.510 But his rage gives way to pangs of conscience when he sees 
the delighted reaction of a crowd of Poles to German mocking and taunting 
of the Jews gathered in the waiting room. The narrator comments the incident 
as follows: ‘Piotr changed completely. For the first time in his life, Jews flee-
ing in panic did not look comical in his eyes. (…) He glanced at the enraged 
lieutenant (…) and hatred of the Germans grew within him even more.’511 

506 A. Sutskever, ‘Tsu Poyln,’ pp. 161–162.
507 Polish–Jewish relations are the subject of at least four of the around ten short stories by 

Hofnung published in Poland before 1949. 
508 D. Hofnung, ‘Yidishe hayzer,’ Yidishe Shriftn No. 1 (1946), pp. 8–10.
509 D. Hofnung, ‘Oyf a vokzal,’ in idem, Der veg fun payn, pp. 5–20.
510 Ibid., p. 6.
511 Ibid., p. 11.
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Sympathy for the Jews and a moral sense of a duty to offer help come to the fore 
when, after the German officer leaves the room, a group of young Poles, two 
girls and a boy, attempt to throw the two Jewesses — a grandmother and her 
granddaughter — out of the waiting room. Piotr reacts to this angrily, voicing 
his support for the persecuted women. The narrator makes it explicit that what 
has outraged him is not only their unenviable situation but also the potential 
that existed for Poles to collaborate with the occupiers. In this story, the Ger-
mans’ brutality is not focused solely on the Jews; Piotr is also ultimately thrown 
out of the waiting room by force. But solidarity between the victims is not 
born naturally here. The narrator clearly wants to make the reader realize that 
those who were brave enough to come out on the side of the victims faced all 
kinds of obstacles. These included both very real dangers to their lives for aid-
ing the Jews illegally, and inner dilemmas arising out of the ubiquitous social 
pressure and caused by the stereotypical perception of the Jewish nation.512 

Aside from the short story ‘Yidishe hayzer,’ in which he makes clear ref-
erence to the economic genesis of the antipathy towards the Jews, Hofnung 
tends not to probe the causes of anti-Jewish attitudes. Nevertheless, stories 
about Poles aiding Jews such as ‘Oyf a vokzal’ and ‘Erev bafrayung’ [On 
the eve of liberation] are testimony to the fact that he was aware of the signifi-
cant influence of negative public opinion surrounding the Jews on individual 
decisions, especially in the Polish provinces.513 Hofnung seems to suggest that 
it was very hard for people who did not concur with the prevalent mood to 
take independent decisions that ran counter to the general opinion. The rea-
son for their indifference may simply have been an unwillingness to go against 
the general tide, but it may well also have been fear for their own lives.514 This 

512 A. Cała (The Image of the Jews in Polish Folk Culture, p. 210) notes that the interviews 
she conducted with people who during the war were witnesses to the Holocaust in the provinc-
es suggest that the fact of having witnessed the tragedy did not help to break down stereotypes 
or change the ways Jews were perceived. The majority of those interviewed demonstrated pas-
sivity in respect of the victims, and the tone of their words led to the conclusion that they were 
indifferent to what had happened to their neighbours. 

513 Among those who write about antisemitism leading to the moral collapse of a consid-
erable part of Polish society during the occupation is J.T. Gross in Fear. Symptomatic of such 
attitudes was indifference to the fates of the murdered Jews, and even aggressive behaviours to-
wards them. As A. Skibińska and J. Petelewicz claim (‘Udział Polaków w zbrodniach na Żydach 
w prowincji regionu świętokrzyskiego,’ p. 135), ‘(…) the immediate motive for most murders 
and denunciations committed [during the war by Poles] in villages was to plunder the prop-
erty of Jews in hiding, the desire to take possession of their worldly wealth, of which all kinds 
of notions were harboured. (…) Indirectly, this same motive was at the root of crimes to which 
Jews fell victim who could no longer “pay” those harbouring them.’

514 During the war it was fear of informers, as the Germans imposed the death penalty 
for the whole family for harbouring Jews (Poland was the only country in occupied Europe 
where the punishment for aiding Jews was death), and after the war it was fear of neighbours, 
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latter reason is the prevailing force in the short story ‘Erev bafrayung,’ which 
portrays scenes from the lives of Polish peasants who are concealing a Jewish 
family. The Poles, fearing denunciation by their neighbours, are desperate to 
get rid of the Jews virtually on the eve of liberation. 

Significantly, in his writing about Poles Hofnung avoids accusatory tones 
— testimony to this is the way he portrays those who are antipathetic to-
wards Jews. In his prose the Poles are depicted as a rather homogeneous mass, 
and individuals who stand out for negative reasons are treated stereotypical-
ly, in line with the traditional connotations of goys. Antisemites and peo-
ple who support the Germans always have some striking feature about their 
appearance — either they have an ugly face (‘Ven dos geto hot gebrent’), or 
they are too dapperly dressed and look too good for wartime (‘Oyf a vokzal,’ 
‘Erev bafrayung’). Women in this category are depicted as very sensual, verg-
ing on the vulgar, often flirting with Germans. The Poles who fall into this 
group are characterised by exaggerated corporeality, which is most probably 
a deliberate technique designed to suggest their spiritual and moral short-
comings through expression of interest in the superficial, material. Few noble 
people stand out against the broad mass of indifference and enmity in Hof-
nung’s writing, but those that do are also differentiated in some way from 
the rest. Where antisemites are simple, even vulgar people from the lowest 
spheres of society, those who help Jews are individuals on the fringes of their 
communities, on the side-lines, outside the mainstream. In the short story 
about the burning ghetto, the Germans’ deeds are criticised by an older, thin 
man with a wasted but intelligent face, in a torn suit, probably an intellec-
tual, and as such someone who understands more and hence thinks more 
independently. In the story about the sale of former Jewish property the only 
person who takes the Jewish side is an elderly woman, who points out to 
the smartly dressed young Polish women that the reason they dislike Jews is 
that before the war the Jews did not want to do business with their husbands, 
and thus their antipathy is rooted in an economically based jealousy. The nar-
rator stresses clearly, however, that it is her age that protects the woman from 
condemnation by the crowd for her candidness. The Poles who took a Jewish 
family under their roof in the story ‘Erev bafrayung’ must have been equally 
remarkable. And although they took money for it, this in no way reduced 
the risk they took in doing so. 

who on occasion did not stop at meting out a form of ‘justice’ to people who offered aid to 
the persecuted for ‘enriching themselves.’ On the subject of the unwillingness of Poles who had 
harboured Jews during the war to ‘reveal’ that fact after the war, see, for instance, E. Koźmińska- 
Frejlak, ‘Gratitude and oblivion: the attitude of Poles and Jews towards the Righteous from 
1944/45 to 2007,’ in Jewish Presence in Absence, pp. 947–994.
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The presence of tendentiously portrayed ‘bad’ Poles in Hofnung’s work is 
balanced out by the presence of ‘good’ ones. This is likely due to a deliberate 
effort to create an objective portrait of Polish society; this is particularly clear 
in the context of the image of the Germans, whom he depicts highly critically 
and one-sidedly, exploiting almost all the negative attributes encompassed by 
the stereotype of the Nazi:515 they are fat, violent, mentally unstable, sadistic, 
sexually insatiable, they peer out with small, ‘piggy’ eyes from behind glasses, 
play with riding crops in a way that evokes fear in their victims, shout, swear, 
are quick to reach for their pistols and shoot indiscriminately at the slight-
est provocation, and so on. The Ukrainians who collaborate with them are 
portrayed by Hofnung equally tendentiously, without any mitigating positive 
characters to tone down this over-exaggerated image. 

Yeshaye Shpigel, in his short story ‘Mishpokhe Lipshits geyt in geto’ 
[The Lipshits family goes into the ghetto], published in 1947, sketches his por-
trait of the Polish woman entirely differently, as if in contravention of the ten-
dency dominating shortly after the war.516 Of all Shpigel’s works published 
in post-war Poland, this is probably the only one devoted to a non-Jewish 
figure. The story is set in occupied Łódź and covers a few days in the lives 
of a Jewish family moving into the ghetto. An extensive part of it is a descrip-
tion of their servant, who accompanies her employers in their move. There 
would be nothing remarkable about this were it not for the fact that Marian-
na Siwek, the maid, is a Polish woman who is so attached to the family, for 
whom she has worked for many years, that she resolves to share their fate. 
Marian na is a very devout woman. Before the war she had on several occa-
sions heard invectives rained down on the Jews, accusing them of wanting to 
enrich themselves and take control of Poland. And although she respected 
priests, she was unable to believe their teaching, because it was at odds with 
what she knew: she could not comprehend how her employer, or his sick wife 
and small children, might be plotting against Poland: 

And so the elderly woman attempted to save her employers from the accusations that she 
heard. For really, in truth — he, her employer, Mr Lipshits, what did he do? Sold scarves 
in his shop. (…) So perhaps the two children, Simele and Mirele, who sat on the rug all 
day and played? Or maybe it was she, that Mrs Lipshits, who was more often laid up in her 
bed than up and around in the apartment? (…) So just where, Jesus of Nazareth, are your 
enemies and the enemies of our holy homeland?517

515 J. Bartmiński, ‘Jak zmienia się stereotyp Niemca w Polsce,’ Obyczaje No. 2 (2001), online 
version: http://www.tnn.pl/tekst.php?idt=311 (accessed 13.08.2010). 

516 Y.  Shpigel, ‘Mishpokhe Lipshits geyt in geto,’ p. 11. At the end of the text the note 
‘Lodzer geto 1941’ was added.

517 Ibid., pp. 5–6.
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When the war breaks out and the Jews are forced to wear yellow patches,518 
Marianna feels uncomfortable as the only person in the Jewish community 
who does not have to wear the patches. It is then that she first prays ardently 
for Jesus to forgive the Jews and have mercy on them. At the time of their 
move into the ghetto she experiences an almost mystical vision, in which 
the crowd of Jews heading towards the closed district is transformed into 
a procession led by Jesus himself. She has a second, similar vision in the ghet-
to when Yitskhok Lipshits, her employer, urges her to flee:

Head bowed, she sewed on. Without raising her eyes, which were fixed on the floor, she felt 
the touch of the Jew’s cold fingers on her shoulder. 

Suddenly, a pillar of light flashed before her eyes and filled the whole room with bright-
ness. Terrified, she fell face down to the floor. Before her stood the Son of God, who was 
saying something in a tearful, gentle voice. A golden Jewish star gleamed on His breast, 
emanating rays and beams of light. The red beams formed a heart shape that dripped with 
drops of blood. But the Jewish star continued to shine, and ringed the figure’s face in a pale 
green light.

The servant lay stretched out on the floor and pleaded:
‘My master… I shall not leave… I shall go with you… I shall go with you everywhere… 

I shall kiss your feet everywhere… Holiest of Masters…’
The Jew moved to stand in the corner, and there he sank down onto a sack. He was 

sad and exhausted. On his back, too, there was an identical star, like the morning star in 
a cold sky – –.519

This vision, in which the figure of her employer is identified with Jesus 
with a golden star on his breast, adds another, religious dimension to her 
purely human decision taken out of attachment and loyalty to her employers. 
Marianna now feels all the more strongly that she must stay in the ghetto, for 
she wants to accompany Jesus in His misery. 

Contrary to appearances, however, Shpigel makes no attempt to idealise 
Polish–Jewish relations. Testimony to this is the passage in which the narra-
tor conveys information on the content of Roman Catholic teaching about 
Jews on the eve of the war. The seeds of this teaching fell on fertile ground 
in the minds of simple people, since it echoed the religiously motivated prej-
udice towards the Jews for murdering Jesus (to which Knapheys referred 
in the abovementioned poem ‘Roybfeygl’). Marianna Siwek, however, is wise 

518 As early as in December 1939 Jews in the General Government were ordered to wear 
white armbands with a blue Star of David on their right sleeve, and Jews in the territories an-
nexed to the Reich a yellow star pinned to the front and back of their clothes.

519 Y. Shpigel, ‘Mishpokhe Lipshits geyt in geto,’ p. 8.
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enough to temper the words she hears from the pulpit with her personal con-
tacts with ‘her’ Jewish family, which have given her insight into their customs 
and have evolved into a genuinely warm relationship with them.520 The maid 
is a personification of the good goy, who held a special place in the popular 
imagination, even alongside the stereotypical Polish coarse peasant, who was 
an enemy of the Jews. But this character goes far beyond the stereotypical im-
age that features in the prose of Sholem Aleykhem, for instance. Her character 
traits and the exceptional nobility of her choice, which would bring humili-
ation and possibly even death, make Marianna Siwek a spiritually beautiful 
figure who is at the same time hard to interpret. In her vision her Jewish 
employer, and hence also the entire Jewish crowd, is identified with Jesus 
the Jew, guilty of nothing, yet tortured and sent, like his Jewish brethren, to 
his death.521 Is it coincidence that this similarity of fates was recognized by 
a simple woman who was more persuaded by facts than by indoctrination 
and ideology? 

As I mentioned above, the figure of the good goy, man or woman, is deep-
ly rooted in the Jewish tradition. Against the whole collectivity of non-Jews, 
who are perceived as antipathetic and hostile, the positive attributes of iso-
lated representatives of that population stand out all the more clearly. ‘Good 
goys remain faithful to their own religion or beliefs, but in spite of — or 
perhaps precisely because of — the simplicity of spirit that often character-
ises them — they are portrayed as deeply human and sensitive to injustice,’ 
writes Monika Adamczyk-Garbowska.522 Marianna Siwek’s remarkable sen-
sitivity of heart enabled her to perceive more than ordinary people. She saw 
the vast extent of Jewish suffering that the broad mass of Poles was perhaps 
unwilling to see. 

520 A. Cała (The Image of the Jews in Polish Folk Culture, pp. 63–65) points out that the per-
sonalisation of contacts transformed the negative attitudes of the Poles she interviewed (resi-
dents of the provinces) towards Jews — whether individuals or a group, such as other residents 
of the same village — into positive ones.

521 The motif of the suffering Christ is a significant thread in Jewish expressionist liter-
ature. As K. Szymaniak writes in the preface to the book K. Szymaniak (ed.), Warszawska 
awangarda jidysz: Antologia tekstów (2005), p. 22, and ibid., note 42, ‘Jesus of Nazareth (…) 
was on the one hand a suffering Jew, a brother in misery, but on the other an Other, some-
one who belonged to the non-Jewish world.’ The writer who first used this motif in Yiddish 
literature was M. Broderzon, a representative of the Łódź avant-garde group Yung Yidish and 
one of Shpigel’s literary patrons. For more on the activity of Yung Yidish, see S. Wolitz, ‘“Di 
Khalyastre”: The Yiddish Modernist Movement in Poland: An Overview,’ Yiddish No. 3 (1981), 
pp. 5–20. The figure of Christ also makes very frequent appearances in Holocaust literature 
(see, for instance, the short story by S. Asch, ‘Khristus in geto’) and is interpreted as a ‘lofty 
symbol of martyrdom,’ see A. Molisak and A. Sekuła, ‘Wątki biblijne w literaturze o Zagładzie,’ 
pp. 131–134.

522 M. Adamczyk-Garbowska, Polska Isaaca Bashevisa Singera, p. 122.
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It is hard to say whether Shpigel was inspired by a real-life story or whether 
the situation was of his own imagining.523 He created this heroine in 1941, 
when he himself was at the very centre of that excluded world. The fictional 
Marianna Siwek came into the ghetto from outside, voluntarily, and could, at 
least at first, leave it at any time. In a sense she becomes the only bridge con-
necting the ghetto with the outside world, linking the consciousness of the in-
carcerated writer with the mental world of the populace beyond the wall. 
The symbolic gesture of bringing a Polish woman inside the ghetto ‘kingdom’ 
may be interpreted as an attempt to restore the Jews their human dignity, and 
at once to rehabilitate Polish society, and perhaps even the whole of Christian 
Europe. It was the stance of people like Marianna — as Sutskever wrote in his 
extended poem ‘Tsu Poyln’ — that had the potential to become the founda-
tion of a renewed bond between the two nations. 

Kielce

The initial post-war years were a time unlike any other for the Polish 
Jews. The shock of the Holocaust and the grief at the death of their loved 
ones was compounded by fear of acts of violence on the part of Poles neg-
atively disposed towards the survivors. In reminiscences from this period, 
in memorial books containing testimonies by returnees, and in both poetry 
and prose, there are recurrent accounts of the hostility with which Jewish 
repatriates from the USSR were met in Poland, and of the terror that accom-
panied the Jews in those first years after the war.524 In his last novel, written 
after his emigration from Poland and never published, Kalman Segal wrote 

523 Testimony to the fact that such things did happen is, for instance, the story of a certain 
non-Jew called Jędrek, who, like Marianna, deliberately went into the ghetto with some Jewish 
friends. See Y.Y. Ridelnik, ‘Yendrek, a goy wos hot zayn goyrl farbundn mit khmielniker Yidn,’ 
in Pinkes Khmielnik (Tel Aviv, 1960), pp. 431–432.

524 The atmosphere of fear is written about by authors of memoirs, such as D. Sfard, Mit 
zikh un mit andere, pp. 202–203ff.; H. Smolar, Oyf der letster pozitsye mit der letster hofenung, 
pp. 50–55; Y. Edison, Poyln nokh der ‘bafrayung’ (1956); and also by authors of accounts in-
cluded in the memorial books of the various cities and towns. For more on this subject, see 
M. Adamczyk-Garbowska, ‘Patterns of Return: Survivors’ Postwar Journeys to Poland’ (lec-
ture, 2007). See also J.T. Gross, Fear; J. Nalewajko-Kulikov, Obywatel Jidyszlandu, pp. 161–177; 
A. Skibińska, ‘The Return of Jewish Holocaust Survivors and the Reaction of the Polish Popu-
lation,’ pp. 25–65; E. Koźmińska-Frejlak, ‘The Adaptation of Survivors to the Post-War Reality 
from 1944 to 1949,’ pp. 125–164. 
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with his trademark irony of the welcome prepared for the Jewish repatriates 
by their compatriots: 

(…) so we’re zooming back to Poland, in cattle wagons; it stinks of horse dung a bit, but it’s 
all fine and dandy; we’re past the border, to Poland, to Poland, to the tortured motherland, 
somehow that word sounds warm, homely; at the border station there are banners ‘Wel-
come to Our Dear Compatriots’ and ‘Poland Welcomes Its Sons,’ masses of people on the 
platform, speeches, songs, a bouquet of lilac for the first woman repatriate to leave the wag-
on, (…) a children’s choir sings; sobbing, we stepped out of those damned wagons — two 
weeks we’d been travelling, and the odd louse had managed to creep in and set up home, 
and now it was scrabbling around in there, wagging its tail, torturing you — wouldn’t do to 
scratch yourself now; someone knelt down and kissed the earth, applause, it’s a fête. Until 
suddenly there’s a huge stir of discomfit, an unexpected spectre. They caught sight of a Jew, 
a real, bearded Jew, then another, and then ten more — ten Yids!, kikes, Old Testament 
hymies, Jesus and Mary they’re Jews! Who’ve those Russkies sent us? (…). That’s what 
they screamed, that’s how our homeland welcomed us, its sons of the Mosaic faith, and us 
barely dodged the hangman’s rope, risen from the ashes, we were wanting to be reborn, we 
thought Poland would clasp us to its bosom, to its mother’s breast, embrace us, heal our 
wounds, spare us a good word, drip a drop of honey on our pain, that’s what we thought.525

When after the Kielce pogrom the survivors were gripped by panic, a mass 
of a hundred thousand was poised to flee. The response of the Jewish Com-
munist activists to the increasing psychosis was to issue appeals designed to 
mollify these moods and keep the Jews in Poland.526 The ubiquitous atmos-
phere could not fail to affect writers. 

The literary portrait of Polish society from the initial post-war years is 
essentially similar to that during the war — works make reference to the in-
different or hostile attitudes of the majority and to nobility in barely a few 
individuals. In texts published shortly after the war writers are very reasoned 
but clear about the indifference or enmity of some of their non-Jewish neigh-
bours. One of the indications of this indifference to the survivors was the ease 
with which the Poles returned to the routine of everyday life after the war. 
Jews returning to their homes were grief-stricken at the void left by those who 
had been murdered, but noticed that their Polish neighbours gave the impres-
sion that nothing much had changed. The bitter truth that Jewish affairs were 
not Polish affairs is voiced by Reyzl Zhikhlinski in her poem ‘Lider fun mayn 

525 This quotation is taken from the typescript of a Polish novel written by Segal after his 
emigration from Poland. I am grateful for access to this unpublished text to his daughter, Ita 
Segal. The title of the novel is not known.

526 See A. Grabski, Działalność komunistów wśród Żydów w Polsce (1944–1949), pp. 182–
191, and J. Nalewajko-Kulikov, Obywatel Jidyszlandu, pp. 161–177. 
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heym’ [Poems of my home]. In it she avers that the only possible reaction to 
what survivors were faced with in their home towns after the war and the Hol-
ocaust is the decision to leave, to emigrate:

What do I still seek in this town? 
I meet pouting Stasia.  
She is alive, still walking out with soldiers, 
She is drunk and as usual unwashed. 
(…) 
I am leaving you, my town. 
Your roads just as before. 
You will go on celebrating autumn fairs, 
And the river will run in the valley.527 

The Communist poet Binem Heller also recognizes that oblivion is the vir-
tually immediate response of Polish neighbours to the sudden disappearance 
of the Jews from the landscape of Poland’s cities and towns: ‘The peasant will 
forget about Yankiel the tenant farmer, / and the Polish melancholy will lose 
its charm.’528 The restoration of security after the end of the war, the possibility 
of returning to normal life with its quotidian cares and joys, avoidance of dif-
ficult issues — these, in the eyes of the Jewish poet, are the supreme dreams 
of Polish society, where hearts and minds have no room for those who were 
murdered:

In Polish fields — scattered bones, 
In old Jewish cemeteries — solitary matzevot — 
Who needs them now? 
(…) 

In villages and towns peace now reigns, 
They sing songs, prepare revels,  
Feast joyfully, 

And think that no one will wake the dead, 
That all that is covered by earth  
Must be forgotten.529 

527 R. Zhikhlinski, ‘Lider fun mayn heym,’ in eadem, Tsu loytere bregn, p. 18.
528 B. Heller, ‘Nokh undz,’ in idem, Durkh shotn un shayn, p. 215. 
529 B. Heller, ‘Oyf poylishe felder,’ ibid., p. 214.
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Blanking memories and forgetting are defences against pangs of conscience 
caused by indifference and perhaps also by the fact that the suffering and death 
of others offered a chance to get rich.530 The ease with which ‘Aryans’ took 
possession of things left behind by Jews was addressed even during the war by 
Władysław Szlengel in his poem ‘Rzeczy’ [Things], and shortly after the war 
Hofnung revisited the issue in the short story ‘Yidishe hayzer’ mentioned 
above. Avrom Zak, too, whether visiting his native region or viewing the de-
struction of Warsaw, noted that the former Jewish space was rapidly assimilat-
ed by ‘kosher Aryans and their gods.’531 After nigh-on twenty years, this strand 
returns in the poetry of Paltiel Tsibulski, who in one poem gives a voice to 
Jewish furniture — to a cupboard for the holy books of Judaism (sforim shrank) 
and a seder table (seyder tish) — which ask in horror what they are doing 
in a strange house with a picture of the Madonna on the wall.532 In the painful 
context of Polish–Jewish relations as depicted in the book Fear by Jan T. Gross, 
the presence of survivors may have aroused unease in some Poles, for it was 
not only a reminder of their negligence or shared guilt, but might also be per-
ceived as the threat of loss of appropriated former Jewish property.533 

The sister of oblivion is ‘bad’ memory, memory that, in spite of the exter-
mination of virtually the whole nation, upholds the stereotypes and preju-
dices once directed against the Jews. In his poem ‘Di shtrof ’ [Punishment], 
Binem Heller draws attention to the irrationality of anti-Jewish resentments 
after the war, and to the deeply rooted antipathy towards the Jews, which, 
even in the absence of those against whom it was held, found food to grow 
and persist. Heller’s intuition is confirmed by Alina Cała, who in her re-
search into the image of the Jew in Polish folk culture notes that while lively 

530 The ease with which some Jewish property found its way, in various circumstances, 
into the hands of some Poles, is noted by J.T. Gross in his book Fear. Among the circumstanc-
es mentioned by Gross are looting during the liquidation of the ghettos by the Germans, or 
during mass murders committed by the local populace; forced transactions at the time when 
the Jews were being moved into the ghettos, when Jewish belongings were sold for a pittance; 
and exhumation of graves of murder victims in search of valuables.

531 A. Zak, ‘Mayn shtetele Amdur,’ in idem, Mit ash oyfn kop, pp. 20–21; ‘Durkh khoreve 
gasn,’ ibid., p. 16. 

532 P. Tsibulski, ‘In a fremder shtub,’ in idem, Hemshekh, p. 73.
533 One Polish peasant farmer’s fear of losing the two cows left with him by a Jewish family 

for the duration of the war was probably the reason for the murder of the father of Henryk 
Grynberg, the well-known Polish writer. Grynberg only learned what really happened, who 
the perpetrator was, and in what circumstances the murder was committed years later, when 
he paid a visit to his native region in the company of a cameraman. His visit and his conversa-
tions with his former neighbours are recorded in the 1992 documentary film Miejsce urodze-
nia [Place of birth] directed by P. Łoziński. A year later the book Dziedzictwo [Heritage] was 
published, containing transcripts of the interviews Grynberg conducted with the farmers as he 
searched for his father’s grave. 
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intercultural contact is conducive to a balance between the unchanging ste-
reotype (which is a property of the group) and individualised observations 
born out of personal familiarity, in a situation where there is no personal 
contact — as was the case in Poland after the Holocaust — notions about 
the Other become dominated by stereotype and superstition.534 The poem is 
a reference to the psychological mechanisms that govern society’s conscious-
ness in moments of crisis. At such times, Cała explains, the stereotype permits 
justification of the aggression that comes into play towards others.535 The Jew 
as Other does not cease to be an object of fear and antipathy even after his 
death. He is a figure that evokes such mistrust that even absent he has a role to 
play. He may be used as a child-scarer, for instance, as in the poem ‘Di shtrof:’ 

The peasant woman knows now how to punish  
Her child when he won’t go to sleep. 

‘There’ll be a mop-headed Jew coming out of the woods any moment now, 
“Boo!” — he will roar hoarsely, like a bear,

If you are naughty and won’t be quiet.
He’ll sit down beside you and rock your cradle.
(…) 

And if you don’t close your eyes right now — 
His laugh will fill the dark room.  

He’ll press you to his hairy chest
And then flit away with you into the woods.’536

The story told in this poem has two narrators. The first is the lyric sub-
ject who is recounting the whole event; the second, the internal narrator, 
the peasant woman trying to get her boisterous child to sleep. While frighten-
ing naughty children with punishments to be meted out by strangers/Others 
(e.g. gypsies), animals (e.g. bears), or supernatural forces (e.g. witches) has 
always been a ‘ritual’ to which ineffective parents of all cultures have resorted, 
the story used by the mother in this poem is slightly different from famil-
iar models. The scarer here is not any ordinary bear but a Jew transformed 
into a bear, a Jew who wants to snatch the naughty child and take him away 

534 A. Cała, The Image of the Jews in Polish Folk Culture, pp. 106–111.
535 Ibid., p. 188.
536 B. Heller, ‘Di shtrof,’ in idem, Durkh shotn un shayn, pp. 218–219.
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into the woods. This type of threat may sound familiar from the superstition 
that re-emerged after the war: the claim that Jews kidnapped Christian chil-
dren to let their blood.537 The ritual murder superstition played a key role 
in European views on Judaism, as indicated by its popularity and durability. 
It was characterised by two parallel dimensions — as a frightener for recal-
citrant children it could be taken with a pinch of salt, but in moments of cri-
sis and danger it showed a destructive force, and ‘in certain circumstances 
could push peaceful farmers to crime.’538 This became possible when normal 
order broke down. ‘It was usually then that someone was supposed to have 
been kidnapped “for matzoh,” which, in the popular mind, was unquestiona-
ble fact. The grim message contained all of the moments of fear experienced 
in the past and made it possible to compensate for them with acts of vio-
lence.’539 

Although the child does fall asleep, the Jew really does come in the night 
and frightens him, forcing him to seek help in his mother’s arms: 

The child falls silent and holds his breath 
And falls into the huddled shadows of slumber.
But on the stroke of midnight the Jew does come to frighten him,
And like a bear tries to lick his face.  

The child starts up, terrified, 
And runs to hide in his mother’s bed.540

Thus the voice of the lyric subject sanctions the truth of the threats issued 
by the peasant woman, so creating the impression that the superstition con-
tains a grain of truth. What does this mean? After all, Heller’s aim cannot 
have been to reinforce the truth of old wives’ tales which ascribed absolutely 
bestial tendencies to the Jews. We learn, as the peasant woman goes on, that 
the person who came to the child in the night is a Jew who was hunted down 
during the war like an animal, and who, after losing his entire family, sought 
shelter deep in the forest: 

And he will stroke you with his matted paw, 
And tell you that he is your real dad;

537 It was a rumour that some Jews had kidnapped a Polish child to let his blood for matzoh 
that was the immediate cause of the Kielce pogrom on 4 July 1946. More on the roots of this 
superstition is to be found in J. Tokarska-Bakir, Legendy o krwi: Antropologia przesądu (2008). 

538 A. Cała, The Image of the Jews in Polish Folk Culture, p. 188.
539 Ibid. 
540 B. Heller, ‘Di shtrof,’ in idem, Durkh shotn un shayn, p. 219.
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That before he became a bear, 
He lost you in a Jewish town. 

And then he ran away with you 
And with your black-haired, wild mother. 

But a loud shot reached both of you, 
And in the woods he changed into a bear. – – – 541

This poem brings a dramatic reversal of meanings — the Jew comes to 
the child not to kidnap it but to regain the memory of his lost loved ones. Per-
haps the child in the work is a Jewish child given into the care of a Christian 
family, or perhaps the Jew-bear is an orphaned father who is simply looking 
in on the carefree life of Polish families and remembering, grief-stricken, his 
own children. The reversal of the order in this story, i.e. having the peasant 
woman recount a dramatic tale which, to the reader’s astonishment, supple-
ments the myth about Jews kidnapping children with horrifying details, col-
ours the poem with a bitter irony and transforms it into a sad commentary on 
the post-war reality, in which the Jews had difficulty adapting. 

Particularly strong criticism of Polish society came from émigré writers, 
who did not publish some of the works they had written in Poland shortly 
after the war until they had emigrated abroad, where they were out of reach 
of the Communist censorship. Avrom Sutskever, a poet who had especially 
strong ties with Polish culture and Poland as a country and was prepared 
to forgive his compatriots many things, felt defeated by the atavistic hatred 
that dominated the consciousness of much of Polish society after the war. He 
gives vent to this sentiment in the final parts of the extended poem already 
mentioned above, ‘Tsu Poyln.’542 He avers that it is time to leave Poland, for 
even the great dedication of individuals cannot mend what befell the Jewish 
Holocaust survivors in Kielce: 

How can I bless you? I was a witness
To your pogroms of children and old people.
I saw how, with sticks and rods,
Your crowd murdered to the sound of gunmetal bells. 

541 Ibid.
542 For more on this poem, see C. Shmeruk, ‘Avrom Sutskever un poylishe poezye:  Yulyush 

Slovatski [Juliusz Słowacki] in der poeme “Tsu Poyln”,’ in Yikhes fun lid — lekoved Avrom Sut-
skever (1983), pp. 280–291; M.  Adamczyk-Garbowska, ‘“Smutno mi, Boże…”: Pożegnania 
z Polską w literaturze jidysz,’ in Honor — Bóg — Ojczyzna, edited by M. Rudaś-Grodzka et al. 
(2009), pp. 205–211. 
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(…) 
------------------------------------------ 
And it is also true that the earth which from the spades
Fell into the grave like wailing violins
Seems to understand my pain.
But more than by the pain and deep wound
When I watched the sun gild and caress
My bosom friend, quartered by your persecutors —
I am consumed by the rust of dull shame,
That after the war beneath your burned-out roofs
There are poisonous pupae everywhere, 
Desecrators of Poland. 
And though it is hard for the poet to think
About your future, I no longer have any doubt 
That whatever might be done for you,
What has been done cannot be made good.543 

And though the decision to emigrate is not an easy one, it seems the only 
right thing to do in the face of what befell the Jews after the war in their own 
homeland.

Before leaving Poland in the autumn of 1946, another outstanding Jewish 
poet, Khayim Grade, wrote the chilling epic poem ‘Kelts’ (Kielce), in which he 
accused Polish society of even bestial antisemitism. This is how he perceives 
the crowd of Poles, who, their blood lust sated for the time being, are observ-
ing the funeral of the pogrom’s victims: 

Here is the crowd! But it is not the same. 
Standing on every street corner, in shop doorways.
Sated, it surveys the conduct of the killed — 
Such a plentiful harvest is enough this time.
It would like to celebrate its victory with pork and dancing,  
It would fête the slaughter 
By sipping liquor in the arms of women, as after their great victory
Once upon a time the hetmans of Poland and Lithuania.544 

He is confounded by the duplicity of those Poles who could reconcile their 
adherence to the teachings of Christ with hatred and lust for murder: 

543 A. Sutskever, ‘Tsu Poyln,’ pp. 162–163.
544 K. Grade, ‘Kelts,’ in idem, Shayn fun farloshene shtern (1950), pp. 65–82. The date be-

neath the poem indicates that it was written while he was still in Łódź, in 1946.
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And you, blonde-haired, blue-eyed girls,  
Merciful, devout and quiet — 
The funeral cortège stretches back for versts, 
So many dead — and you did not even pale?
When you see a swallow shot in its nest,  
You clutch your crosses and boil in anger. 
Here is a month-old baby! Like a trinket box by a looking-glass 
His little coffin lies by his mother’s coffin.545

Only one person breaks out of the indifferent crowd,546 and bending 
over the coffins laid in the grave, accuses his compatriots of having betrayed 
the teachings of Jesus, and also the ideals advocated by great Poles, such as 
Mickiewicz:

‘Poles, are these great names but a decoration to you, 
Like buttons sewn onto torn rags? 
Catholics, is this how your love for the Divine Name looks?
Poles, is this your faithfulness to your fatherland?
Shame! In black robes we should dress,
And cry out, covering our faces: Shame!’547 

The crowd fails to sense the drama of the moment — the poet sees no sign 
of remorse on their faces, less still of understanding, grief or sympathy: 

But on the faces of the criminals there is no flash of the red stamp
Of Cainite murder. They stand gloomily and are silent. 
(…)
One Pole looks angrily at my throat and neck,
And in his eyes gleams the blade of a gravedigger’s spade,
Could he be wanting to hack off my head and make 
My mouth fall silent like a broken violin?548

545 Ibid., pp. 65–82.
546 Khaim Grade’s wife, with whom I have spoken many times on the telephone and ex-

changed letters, said that this passage remembers the figure of a Pole who rescued Jews during 
the war, Dr Stanisław Śwital. This character reappears in Grade’s philosophical work on the sub-
ject of the moral consequences of the Holocaust, ‘Mayn krig mit Hersh Raseyner’ (1951). For 
more on Stanisław Śwital see http://www.sprawiedliwi.org.pl/en/family/698,swital-stanislaw/ 
(accessed 25.07.2015).

547 K. Grade, ‘Kelts,’ pp. 77–78.
548 Ibid., p. 78.
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The poems cited here give sorry testimony to the Jews’ outrage and dis-
appointment at the attitude of those of their compatriots who had learned 
nothing from the cruelty of the war; indeed, had become deeply depraved, 
and their antisemitism more firmly entrenched. This was an issue addressed by 
Communist and non-Communist poets alike, but those who left Poland earlier 
were able to speak their minds fully without the threat of censorship.

Against the Jews I am prepared to assist any authority 

In the years 1950–1955 one factor that affected the literary portrait of the Poles 
was the creative method imposed by the Communist state, which propagated 
an optimistic worldview and a class-based division of society. In the first half 
of the 1950s the subject of the Polish–Jewish conflict apparently disappeared 
from literature, and Poles tended to feature as a neutral element of the social-
ist landscape. This may be seen in the poetry of Binem Heller, Leyb Olitski, 
Hadase Rubin, Kalman Segal, Moyshe Shklar, Elye Rayzman, and others, as 
well as in publications in the series Bibliotek fun shlogler un ratsyonalizatorn 
[Library of leaders and rationalisers], for instance the extended article Der 
ratsyonalizator Yitskhok Fetner [The rationaliser Yitskhok Fetner] by Yankev 
Zonshayn (1914–1963). Socialist Realist poetry gives a simplistic picture of an 
idyllic reality which in its main characteristics is no different to analogous 
offerings in the Polish poetry of the same period. The Jewishness of the lyric 
subject in poetry or the narrator/main character in prose is given moder-
ate exposure and to a large extent has some connection with the Holocaust. 
The Stalinist period, with the intensifying battle against ‘nationalistic devia-
tions,’ was not a time conducive to highlighting differences and presenting 
Poles and Jews as members of separate nations. Thus poetry focuses on em-
phasising that the Jews were citizens of the world of workers, or members 
of the broader category of humanity. The figures who people it represent var-
ious occupations, which in line with the Socialist Realist paradigm pursue 
a good-hearted brand of rivalry as they build factories, harness nature, and 
generally turn the genius of their minds to the service of the common good.549

The most fertile poet of the Socialist Realist stream was Binem Hel-
ler. In his volumes from the first half of the 1950s a key motif is Poland as 
a homeland of the Jews, but more in the sense of place than as a spiritual 

549 I write more on the subject of the literary image of the homeland in the Stalinist years 
in Chapter III, pp. 212–224.
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community with the Poles. What is striking is that throughout his oeuvre, 
Heller consistently ignores the presence of the latter, and the only sporadic 
words referencing members of the Polish nation concern political figures. 
In the extended poem ‘Der veg oyf Varshe,’ published in Moscow in 1948 and 
reprinted in 1955, Heller cites the name of Gen. Tadeusz Bór-Komorowski,550 
calling him a traitor of the Polish nation who, in ordering the Varsovians to 
rise up against the many times stronger Germans, exposed Warsaw to anni-
hilation.551 In the cycle Far alts vos iz tayer [For all that is dear]552 he devotes 
a few poems to Poles whom he considers great — Felix Dzerzhinsky and Kon-
stantin Rokossovsky. The figures, in accordance with the stylistic convention 
of panegyric poetry that was typical of that era, are portrayed very grandiose-
ly, in a way that underscores their greatness and service in building the just, 
new reality. Interestingly, Heller was the only Yiddish writer who mentioned 
these names. The lack of references to the names of any other great Poles, 
such as poets, composers, national heroes, etc., was entirely in keeping with 
the worldview of the poet, who — at least through the matrix of his poetry — 
defined the concept of ‘homeland’ in the categories of a community founded 
on ideology rather than nation and history. 

Another Pole who was mentioned in Yiddish — and also in Polish — So-
cialist Realist poetry was Bolesław Bierut.553 Panegyrics in his honour were 
written not only by Heller,554 but also by Olitski,555 Segal,556 Shklar,557 and oth-
ers. As Jewish panegyric poetry of the Socialist Realist period differs little 

550 Tadeusz Komorowski, pseudonym ‘Bór,’ during World War II held positions including 
Commander-in-Chief of the Home Army (cf. note. 406 in Chapter I). It was he who took 
the decision to launch the Warsaw Rising on 1 August 1944, his argument being that if the Poles 
allowed the Soviets to liberate Warsaw that would spell the end of independence and entail 
subordination to Russia. See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tadeusz_B%C3%B3r-Komorowski 
(accessed 17.11.2014).

551 This image concords with the tendency in Polish literature to exploit the theme of the war 
to compromise members of the authorities of the Second Republic of Poland and the London 
government and its armed forces. See J. Smulski, ‘Wojny i okupacji obraz,’ in Słownik realizmu 
socjalistycznego, pp. 392–395. 

552 B. Heller, the cycle ‘Far alts vos iz tayer,’ in idem, Heymerd, pp. 43–84. 
553 Bolesław Bierut (born Bolesław Rutkowski; 18.04.1892–12.03.1956) was a Polish Com-

munist leader, NKVD agent, and hard-line Stalinist who became President of Poland after 
the Soviet takeover of the country in the aftermath of World War II. For more see: https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boles%C5%82aw_Bierut (accessed 3.07.2015). 

554 See B. Heller, ‘Lid vegn Bolesław Bierut un vegn kind mit royte blumen,’ in idem, In un-
dzer tsayt, p. 24.

555 See L.  Olitski, ‘Dayn nomen zingt aroys,’ in idem, Mitn ponem tsu der zun, p. 173. 
This poem is analysed by M. Sitarz in her article ‘The Image of Post-War Poland in the Works 
of Leyb Olitski,’ pp. 195–196.

556 See K. Segal, ‘Portret fun a shloglerin,’ in idem, Lider (1952), pp. 42–43.
557 See M. Shklar, ‘Der ershter kandidat,’ in idem, Teglekhe mi (1954), p. 17.
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from that written in Polish, this topic will not be discussed here in more de-
tail.558 To reflect proportionality, we should add that panegyrics, including 
poems about Stalin or Lenin, are a marginal phenomenon in Yiddish poetry; 
fewer than thirty were written out of the several hundred poems published 
in collections of poetry dating from the period 1949–1955. 

With regard to Socialist Realist prose on contemporary themes, it should 
be noted that not a single novel in Yiddish was written on the subject of pro-
ductivity. There are only a few short stories that may be considered attempts 
at writing according to Socialist Realist models. Their authors are Leyb Olitski 
(this most fertile of all writers in Yiddish in post-war Poland wrote only one 
short story of this type), Yitskhok Guterman (one longer story and a few pieces 
of reportage), and Simkhe Kants (one longer story, six shorter ones, and a few 
pieces of reportage). This gap was to be filled by a series launched in 1952, 
Bibliotek fun shlogler un ratsyonalizatorn, which ultimately comprised six 
slim pamphlets by Simkhe Kants (1914–?), Yisroel Bialostotski,559 and Yankev 
Zonshayn charting the achievements of outstanding individuals on the ‘labour 
front.’ The reportage in this series is certainly far closer to the ideals of Socialist 
Realism than were any of the short stories, and their heroes were people hailed 
as model representatives of socialist society — people shaped by the ideals 
of Communism. The hero of Zonshayn’s 1953 reportage Der ratsyonalizator 
Yitskhok Fetner, for instance, is a man with a ‘suitable’ past (from a poor home, 
fascinated with Communism since his early youth, worked hard in the Soviet 
Union cause during the war) and a ‘positive’ attitude in post-war Poland (phys-
ical labour in a factory, good relations with Polish workers, active work for 
his community). Perhaps surprisingly, though in line with the contemporary 
ideology, his Jewishness (in spite of the Holocaust, which is markedly dimin-
ished in significance) is not the dominant element of his identity, or at least 
does not prevent him from building an ‘internationalist identity’ or affect his 
work for the common good, such as the struggle for justice and a better world, 
and engagement in the cause of all workers, irrespective of their nationality.560 
Inherent traits of the ‘new Jew,’ who pursuant to the tenets of the programme 
of Jewish Communist activists was to focus on achieving integration with Pol-
ish society, were membership of the working class, good contact and co-oper-
ation with Poles, and non-exposure of Jewishness.561 

558 For more on the subject of Polish Socialist Realist poetry, see J. Łukasiewicz, ‘Poezja,’ 
in Słownik realizmu socjalistycznego, pp. 206–210. This article includes a bibliography of studies 
on this subject.

559 I was unable to establish the dates of this writer’s birth and death.
560 See J. Nalewajko-Kulikov, ‘Czy socrealizm miał odmianę żydowską?,’ pp. 173–175. 
561 The goal of Jewish integration with Polish society was one of the points of the Commu-

nist activists’ programme. For more on this subject, see A. Grabski, Działalność komunistów 
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Far more interesting than the standardised reportage on model heroes 
of socialist labour is the extended short story Oyslendishe valiute [Foreign 
currency] by Leyb Olitski, the nestor of post-war Yiddish literature in Po-
land, of 1951. This work examines the life of Shmuel Kovenski, who after 
repatriation from the USSR settled with his family in Warsaw, where he took 
a job in a Jewish school. Through contacts with relatives from America he 
managed to save up a considerable sum in dollars, which he kept a secret from 
his wife. The secret gave him no peace, however, the more so that in October 
1950 the national authorities issued a decree ordering all foreign currencies 
to be changed into zloty, on pain of death. Prompted by fear, he exchanged 
the money at the bank, and then told his wife all. He expressed remorse and 
his readiness to join the Communist party, citing his deed as evidence of what 
he considered his ideological maturity. The ending is rather ambiguous in ide-
ological terms, as his wife, an ardent party activist, on the one hand refuses to 
give him her recommendation for party membership, but on the other assures 
him that he will be accepted anyway, as he is widely known as a good teacher 
and honest man, and that no one will find out about the dollars (sic!). 

The dogmatic critic Michał Mirski562 considers Olitski’s story a rather un-
successful attempt at writing about the contemporary Poland. One of his main 
criticisms is the author’s excessive focus on the character himself and his 
dislocation from his Polish and Jewish context and the changes taking place 
in them. What to his mind disqualifies it as an attempt to meet the challenges 
of Socialist Realism is for us, however, a source of extremely interesting infor-
mation. It is precisely this, the dislocation from the reality of Poland and from 
the Poles, who should form the societal backdrop to this rather lengthy story, 
that can offer valuable information on the nature of Polish–Jewish relations 
in the Stalinist period. For it is telling that a subject which just a few years pre-
viously had been central to post-war Yiddish literature had suddenly ceased 
to exist, as if it had for some reason become unimportant. Unimportant… or 
inconvenient.563

The absence of a broad societal backdrop is the more visible that the au-
thor included in the story three supporting characters representing Polish 
society: the caretaker; the housekeeper, Teofila; and an anonymous lady. 
The caretaker is portrayed stereotypically, in accordance with the notions 
rooted in the Jewish popular imagination. He is a primitive antisemite who 

wśród Żydów w Polsce (1944–1949), pp. 38–50. I write more on the ideal of the ‘new Jewish man’ 
in Chapter IV, pp. 262–263, 269–272.

562 M. Mirski, ‘Vegn L. Olitskis “Mentshn in klem”,’ Yidishe Shriftn No. 3 (1952). 
563 Likewise, the lack of a description of the activeness of Jewish circles may suggest his un-

willingness to take a stand in debates on ideology and worldview, and as such to define his 
position unequivocally.
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extorts money from tenants for alcohol. One incident recounted by Teofila 
says a lot about his antipathy towards Jews; one Sunday, on her way to work 
at the Kovenskis’, she meets him in the courtyard, sober. His wife is attempting 
to take advantage of this to take him to church. He, however, answers coarsely 
that it is not he but Teofila who should be going to church instead of go-
ing to work for Jews on a Sunday. An unpleasant discussion ensues, which 
ends with an anti-Jewish outburst by the caretaker: ‘It was them tortured 
our God to death!’564 Elsewhere in the story the narrator relays Kovenski’s 
thoughts, in which the caretaker also plays an important role. Torn between 
fear of the punishment for being in possession of hard currency and the temp-
tation to conceal it, Kovenski is weighing up his position. He imagines what 
might happen if he decided to keep the money. The drunken, ruthless figure 
of the caretaker embodies the dangers he would face if anyone found out 
about the hidden dollars. Clear testimony to this are the words he imagi-
nes the caretaker would speak in a potential confrontation: ‘You look rather 
suspect to me, Mr Kovenski; you wouldn’t have any foreign currency to sell 
tucked away under your coat there, by any chance, would you?!… Against 
the Jews I am prepared to assist any authority…’565 

It is worth spending a little more time on this statement. If we take into 
consideration the fact that the whole story contains not a word about Pol-
ish–Jewish relations during the war, can we interpret the caretaker’s declara-
tion of readiness to co-operate with any authority against the Jews as a veiled 
charge of blackmail levelled at the Poles? I am not saying unequivocally that 
we can; I am merely suggesting the possibility that certain throwaway remarks 
or judgements on the margins of the main thrust of the work would seem 
to confirm this. A similar conclusion may be drawn from the description 
of the money-changing scene at the bank. At one point a very smartly dressed 
lady, presumably a Polish aristocratic woman, comes onto the scene, and de-
mands to see the manager, as she has a large sum to exchange. The clear fas-
cination with the woman’s elegance and beauty is tempered by the narrator’s 
remarks on people’s ironic reaction to her: ‘They regard the lady with the dog 
as something anachronistic — one of them with bewilderment, another 
with interest; yet another betrays a benignly mocking smile. One can afford 
benignity these days…’566 It is not her appearance that attracts the protago-
nist’s attention, however. He is moved by something else entirely — her gaze, 
the gaze of a rich, capricious woman living in luxury — and he compares this 

564 L. Olitski, ‘Oyslendishe valiute,’ in idem, Mentshn in klem (1951), p. 59. Emphasis added 
by M.R.

565 Ibid., p. 70.
566 Ibid., p. 83. 
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to the gaze of a Jew he had encountered earlier, who had struck him as a man 
visited by misfortune, broken by the Holocaust. The lady’s eyes ‘had certainly 
never seen anything terrible; that is, anything that would have evoked ter-
ror  in them… Those eyes, compared to the sad eyes of the Jews standing 
in line in the foyer…’567 — here Kovenski’s thought breaks off, and the reader 
is left with an unresolved conundrum as to the conclusions to which this 
comparison led the character. 

At this point let us return to the characterisation of the third figure repre-
senting Polish society — Teofila, the Kovenskis’ housekeeper, who is on the one 
hand a modern personification of the ‘good goy,’ and on the other a variation 
on the enlightened non-Jew type. This, then, in a sense, is a situation analogous 
to that described by Bartal, who spoke of the vibrancy and co-existence — even 
in a time of modern-day antisemitism — of popular stereotypes expressing 
enmity towards non-Jews, and constructs developed by the eighteenth-cen-
tury Haskalah. Like the classics of the early twentieth century, Olitski offers 
a counterpoint to the primitive antisemitism of people of the caretaker’s ilk  
by introducing a personal construct corresponding to the enlightened non-Jew-
ish intellectual or the pro-Jewish revolutionary. The servant figure is of par-
ticular importance to the author, which is reflected in the fact that the narra-
tive, developed consistently from the viewpoint of the Jewish protagonist, is 
interrupted only once, to reveal her point of view. This is the section in which 
the narrator reveals Teofila’s thoughts on her Jewish employer: 

A thoroughly nice man, that Mr Kovenski — always cleans his own shoes; he’ll even pour 
his own tea and sit down with me, the hired help, at the same table. He’s certainly no worse 
than Mrs Kovenska… If only they didn’t belong to that party that only looks out for work-
ers… Hmm… the devil definitely isn’t as black as they paint him… in church. Perhaps… 
perhaps this devil isn’t a devil at all… Jews and Communists — the caretaker’s always 
harping on about them, but he’s the one who’s drunk and vulgar…568

Olitski avoids any more specific remarks on the reality of the socialist 
world portrayed in the story. In spite of the vagueness of the picture, however, 
the reader will find in the text declarative statements which infer that the new 
Polish reality is good because there are no thieves, no one has to ‘make do’ 
or save up, the state takes care of everyone, and society operates on the basis 
of honesty. But on the subject of the Poles he makes not a single direct com-
ment; anything he has to say about them he incorporates into his portraits 
of the maid, the caretaker and the ‘lady.’ And it is Teofila’s thoughts that are 

567 Ibid.
568 Ibid., p. 69.
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the key to reading this layer of the text. The author’s decision to reveal her  
internal monologue serves two immediate functions: it allows the Jewish 
reader to look at the Jews through an outsider’s eyes, and it also gives an in-
dication of the moods prevailing among ordinary Polish Catholics. Olitski’s 
short story, like Shpigel’s, tells us that people who have extensive personal 
experience of Jews develop good opinions of them — to their own astonish-
ment — because they realize that popular opinions of them are simply not 
true. Teofila’s thoughts tell us that the message about Jews purveyed ‘in church’ 
is a negative one, which suggests that the author attributes a poor opinion 
of the Jews to all Catholics, i.e. the majority of the Poles… So is the drunkard 
caretaker written as their representative? We should also note that Teofila’s 
revision of her attitude towards Jews on the basis of her own experiences rep-
resents a discrediting of the Church, an indictment of the dissemination by 
its  hierarchs and the faithful of untruths and propagation of enmity towards 
Jews just a few years after the war, and perhaps even of abetting what went 
on during the war… These conclusions are, of course, only hypotheses, but 
there is nothing in the story to refute the possibility of such an interpretation. 

You dislike me openly and covertly

In 1956, when a wave of antisemitic protests swept through Poland, the sub-
ject of Polish–Jewish relations returned to literature, in particular poetry. Po-
ets like Shklar, Rubin, Sfard, and Olitski recall the hospitality of the Polish 
lands which once took in Polish fugitives. Olitski writes of Poland: ‘Many 
believed that you would be a haven, / [that] you would write their salvation 
upon the pages of your history…’569 But this avowal of love is tempered by 
the sad realisation that the perceptions of the Jews, who considered them-
selves sons of Poland, were markedly different from those of the Poles, or at 
least a significant proportion of them. Yankiel,570 playing out his prophesy 

569 L. Olitski, ‘Mayn gezegen-vort tsu Poyln’ 6, in idem, Mayn harts-rayze (1960), p. 70.
570 Yankiel is one of the heroes of Pan Tadeusz, a Polish epic poem by the Romantic poet 

Adam Mickiewicz (1798–1855). He was ‘[a]n old Jew and known widely for his good-natur-
edness,’ an innkeeper and a great Polish patriot, active in the work of the Poles’ clandestine 
national liberation movement. He was well known throughout the region for his wonderful 
cimbalom playing. In Book XII Yankiel plays his famous concert, in which Mickiewicz recalls 
the historic events leading up to the partitions of Poland (1772–1795) and calls for concord 
among the Poles. The last historic event cited by Yankiel the cimbalom player is the insur-
rection of the Polish Legions in Italy (musically illustrated with Dąbrowski’s ‘Mazurka,’ later 
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of freedom for Poland in bondage on his dulcimer, cultivated his hope that 
this bright future would be shared by Poland’s Jews. That freedom did come, 
but in Olitski’s view there was no place for them in the free country: 

Remember the blackest time,  
When Yankiel the dulcimer player played out for you
A bright future, so close,  
And you drew comfort from that.  

You are free! That which was your comfort has come to pass.
But where will I find the faithful Yankiel’s bones?
Has but a stone remained on his grave? 

Where does his grandchild live? Who knows?!… —
The answer is borne on the wail of your autumn wind,  
And your rain, which does not cease to cry tears…571 

Writers with left-wing views who supported the political transformations 
in Poland, believing in the promises of the new system, learned at first hand 
that even their tribute of labour and blood had not guaranteed them even 
the most basic of rights in their homeland. And so once again Jewish mothers 
like the one in Hadase Rubin’s poem ‘Altvarg’ (Old rag), who had promised 
their children a happy future in their native country, had to explain the ag-
gressive behaviours, and perhaps even threats of their neighbours: ‘Daughter, 
my word did not lie, / it came from my faith / that I had paid enough of my 
own blood / that you might avoid this stone.’572 What the Jews who had emi-
grated from Poland after the Kielce pogrom had known was gradually becom-
ing clear to another group — that nothing could change the attitudes of some 
Poles to the Jews since not even the Holocaust had changed them. 

Less than twenty years on from this immense tragedy, Yankev Zonshayn 
reminds Catholics of it in his work ‘Memento’ as follows: 

to you 
in love 
with a holy cross —
I write this poem of a burning ghetto 

the Polish national anthem), who were to fight at Napoleon’s side to liberate the Polish Republic 
from the yoke of the three partitioning powers: Russia, Austria and Prussia.

571 L. Olitski, ‘Mayn gezegen-vort tsu Poyln’ 3, ibid., p. 67.
572 H. Rubin, ‘Altvarg,’ in eadem, Trit in der nakht, p. 66.
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when fire and blood engulfed my street
you stood
with a double face —
one laughed,
the other —
cried.
(…)

if you no longer remember 
my cry 
may my poem 
remind you of it – – – – 573 

This poem brings us to a painful and difficult subject that is also addressed 
by two other poets of the period, Rubin and Sfard. This is the religious con-
text of the antisemitism of some Poles, and the charges levelled by the Jewish 
camp of a hypocrisy that permitted Catholics, who professed the command-
ment of love for their neighbour, to reconcile faith in Jesus Christ — a Jew 
born of a Jewish mother — with hatred of the Jews themselves. It may be that 
this charge, which is voiced in the poetry of left-wing poets in the second 
half of the twentieth century, when the myth of Judeo-Communism reigned 
triumphant,574 was largely founded on anti-Polish stereotypes. Today, from 
the perspective of so many years, it is hard to verify those opinions, the more 
so that those who formulated them are now dead. For that reason I go no 
further than reconstructing the poetic narration of the Polish antisemitism 
of those years. Tackling this unresolvable problem in the 1957 poem ‘A nakht’ 
(A night), Rubin asks with irony: 

Was it really I who crucified
A blue-eyed, smooth-faced God?
Pieces of silver, pieces of silver, thirty pieces of silver 
Gleam with a dull sheen in the sky.

(…)
Is it true that I am Shylock,
And harvest the blood of children for matzoh?575 

573 Y. Zonshayn, ‘Memento,’ in idem, Vort un nign (1959), p. 18.
574 On the subject of antisemitic attitudes in post-war Poland, see I. Krzemiński, ed., Czy 

Polacy są antysemitami?: Wyniki badania sondażowego (1996).
575 H. Rubin, ‘A nakht,’ in eadem, Trit in der nakht, p. 90.
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Anti-Judaism and the antisemitism it spawned are very old diseases that 
have not passed, though everything seemed to indicate that they should have. 
And even a change of decoration cannot hide the fact that hatred of the Jews 
is still alive in the hearts of many of their Polish neighbours. In another poem 
Rubin writes: 

A flower blooms in my neighbour’s window. 
The net curtain twitches slightly.  
Everything gleams like new.  
The render on the walls is still wet, 
His word new, a holy picture 
And his tie in the new wardrobe.  
But a moth has infested his heart 
And is devouring his thoughts like an old rag.576 

Since nothing is able to stop man from inflicting wounds on his neighbour, 
the voice of reason and injured dignity mandate leaving: 

Sit down on the banks of the Vistula 
And confess your sins in the face of the green depths.

Go for the last time to the ruins of the ghetto 
And wash the sacred stone with your tears. 
(…) 

Then hang your violin on a willow,  
And break the strings that sing in Yiddish — 

Let their sound escape mockery and derision. 
Burn the holy books in the synagogues, 

Let the ephemeral letters vanish in the fire, 
That the stone of laughter might never wound them.577

This chilling work by Rubin, ‘Oyf di bregn fun Vaysl’ (On the banks 
of the Vistula), references the famous Psalm 137, which has a long tradition 

576 H. Rubin, ‘Altvarg,’ ibid., p. 66.
577 H. Rubin, ‘Oyf di bregn fun Vaysl,’ ibid., p. 86.
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of use in Jewish literature.578 While the voice of the collective lyric subject 
in the psalm recalls bondage and the concomitant mourning for the lost home-
land, and urges the cultivation of memory of that land and revenge on the per-
petrators of that misfortune, the subject of Rubin’s poem issues a reminder 
of an entirely different nature: Poland should in fact have been the home-
land for many generations of Jews. It was in Poland that they had found their 
home, and for Poland that their Jewish violins had played. Now on the banks 
of the Polish Vistula they are mourning their homeland, which has betrayed 
them. While those who mourned Zion in the psalm experienced longing 
and hope of return, for the Polish Jews this was a time of despair that preclud-
ed all hope. It was a time of change, but it was not a return home that awaited 
them, only separation, flight from the land that was dear to their hearts but 
where they had been derided, rejected, and ‘where their blood was still fester-
ing.’ Rubin was consistent in her action; disillusioned and humiliated, she left 
Poland in 1960 and settled in Israel, where she lived until her death in 2003. 

Rubin’s diagnosis of antisemitism (as an age-old, ‘incurable’ disease affect-
ing part of Polish society, a ‘moth’ devouring the Poles’ thoughts like old rags) 
rooted in irrational charges based on religion is echoed by Sfard in many of his 
works,579 for instance the poem ‘Ir hast mikh’ (You hate me), which was writ-
ten in Poland but published abroad after he emigrated. He describes the age-
old, irrational hatred of the Jews as ‘rot that no one wants to remove:’580

You hate me when I laugh 
And when I cry. 
When I walk with everyone else 
And when I head out alone. 

When beaten by oppressors
I lie in streams of blood.
And when in valiant battle
I overcome criminals. 

You dislike me
Openly and covertly —
For yesterday and for today
And for tomorrow. 

578 For more on the tradition of using Psalm 137 in Polish and Polish–Jewish literature, see 
B. Burdziej, Super flumina Babylonis. Psalm 136 (137) w literaturze polskiej XIX–XX w. (1999). 

579 See D. Sfard, ‘Di zelbe erd hot undz dertsoygn,’ in idem, Lider, p. 51; ‘In fayer-shayn,’ 
in idem, A zegl in vint (1961), p. 33; ‘Mayn geboyrntog,’ in idem, Borvese trit (1966), p. 61.

580 D. Sfard, ‘Di zelbe erd hot undz dertsoygn,’ p. 51.
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In every town you come up against me 
Fierce and terrified  
As if against your dirty conscience, 
As if against your god.581 

As well as the few poems that overtly attack Catholics contemporary to 
their authors for their duality, there are also voices that raise the issue of the an-
tinomy of relations between Christianity and antisemitism in the context 
of the Holocaust. This tone is present, for instance, in the poetry of Tsibul-
ski, who accuses the Christian world of acquiescence to what happened to 
the Jews during the war, and perhaps even of complicity in it,582 and of de-
riving benefits from formerly Jewish assets that they have appropriated.583 
These voices are complemented by poetic texts written after their authors 
left Poland. The issue of Polish–Jewish relations is raised in poems written 
in emigration by authors such as Shklar584 and Segal,585 who nevertheless do 
not address the anti-Jewishness of the Poles, though they do accuse the Polish 
Communist authorities of exploiting anti-Jewish sentiments to achieve polit-
ical goals. In this context Shklar writes about the servility and passivity of Po-
land’s leaders towards Moscow, while Segal mentions their desire to cling onto 
power. All the poets of this period are in agreement on one point: that nothing 
is able to change the atavistic hatred of the Jews in part of Polish society — 
neither the centuries of co-existence in a shared land, nor the Jews’ loyalty to 
their native country, nor the tragic fate of the latter nation during the war, nor 
even the religion confessed by the Poles. If one were to attempt a comparison 
of the poetic debate on the subject of Polish–Jewish relations in poetry writ-
ten immediately after the war with that from the turn of the 1950s and 1960s, 
one would have to conclude that the former was more dramatic and clearly 
audible. After the next wave of anti-Jewish moods in 1956 there is a certain 
muting, which means that this theme is more rarely addressed, even in Yid-
dish literature, and works that do touch on it are on the edges of the main 
stream of poetry, though not easy to overlook. 

581 D. Sfard, ‘Ir hast mikh,’ in idem, Brenendike bleter, p. 27.
582 See P. Tsibulski, ‘In Maydanek,’ in idem, Hemshekh, p. 9, and ‘A shtrikh tsum portret fun 

mayn mame,’ ibid., pp. 11–12.
583 See P. Tsibulski, ‘In a fremder shtub,’ ibid., p. 73.
584 See M. Shklar, ‘Tsu Poyln’ 1 and 2, in idem, In dimyen farziglt (1975), pp. 16–19.
585 See K. Segal, ‘Gezegenung,’ in idem, Gezegenung (1979), pp. 92–93.
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They found a common language

The prose of the second half of the 1950s and of the 1960s set itself different 
priorities — it does not so much react to ongoing symptoms of antisemitism; 
rather, it places this as an issue in a broader context. Segal and Lili Berger 
devote more attention to the Holocaust than the prose writers of the first 
half of the 1950s, at the same time to some extent breaking through the way 
of writing about it that was typical for Yiddish literature. Their narration is 
still conducted from the Jewish viewpoint, i.e. from within the afflicted com-
munity, but the Polish–Jewish antagonism that was still so acutely perceptible 
in 1956, and was conveyed in poetry as the result of the irrational, atavistic 
hatred of the Jews, becomes more muted. Both Segal and Berger move away 
from the angle of the victim focused solely on their own suffering to concen-
trate more on the moral aspects of occupation-era relations between Poles 
and Jews, shifting their attention from the ethnic and socio-political plane 
to the ethical level. This impression is reinforced by the creation of many 
positive Polish characters in prose literature, among them even moral au-
thorities who aid the Jewish survivors in rediscovering their lost identities, as 
in Berger’s novel Nokhn mabl.586 We should nonetheless emphasise that this 
population of the literary world with positive figures was not accompanied 
by elimination of negative images; in the prose of this period there is no lack 
of drastic testimonies to the indifference and even enmity of some Poles to-
wards the Jews during the war — particularly in Segal’s oeuvre — albeit far 
fewer than in work written directly after the war. 

An interesting portrait of the Poles and of Polish–Jewish relations 
emerges from Berger’s prose. For the most part her texts concentrate on 
the life of the Jews in two periods: Poland between the wars, and the Poland 
of the turn of the 1950s and 1960s. While in the stream of short stories devot-
ed to the shtetl there is no Polish presence at all — which is itself another testi-
mony to the mutual isolation of the two nationalities living in the same coun-
try — in her novel Nokhn mabl, which is set in early 1960s Poland, the pre-war 
era is cited as a supplementary angle on the biographies of the main char-
acters and their families and friends: Professor Andrycz, a Pole; his Jewish 
wife Zofia; Zofia’s brother Natan Tsimerman; and Andrycz’s friend from his 
schoolboy days, another Jew, Jakub (Jacob) Zaynvil. These brief retrospec-
tive interludes sketch out a profile of Andrycz from his younger days, when 
he met his future wife and her brother, a talented painter, and when he was 

586 L. Berger, Nokhn mabl (1967).
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friendly with Jakub, who was ridiculed by his classmates for his poor Polish 
accent. Even then, the young Andrycz comes over as an extraordinary man, 
bold and uncompromising, who has not a shadow of xenophobia in him (he 
marries the woman he loves, unmoved by the fact that she is from a different 
environment, culture and nation; he helps her brother to develop his talent 
for painting; and defends his friend who is threatened by a National Dem-
ocratic hit squad). The antisemitism of the interwar period is portrayed as 
endemic in Polish society, and inconveniencing, though not as threatening 
as, for instance, in Kaganovski’s short story ‘Letster veg’ or Knapheys’ poem 
‘Roybfeygl.’ Another aspect in which Berger’s vision differs from the image 
in prose dating from immediately after the war is the absence of charges lev-
elled directly at the authorities of the Second Polish Republic. 

Polish–Jewish relations in the period of the occupation are also merely 
hinted at rather than described in any detail, and — characteristically for 
the picture Berger paints of Poland in her work — any accents suggesting Pol-
ish–Jewish animosities are balanced out with emphasis on positive aspects. 
We are shown the occupation from the perspective of Andrycz’s wife Zofia, 
who survived ‘on Aryan papers’ and concealed her brother Natan. Natan, 
gnawed by pangs of conscience due to his inactivity, and most likely also by 
desolation following the deaths of his wife and small daughter, escapes from 
his hiding-place one day to join a forest partisan formation. On reaching 
the woods outside the town, he is robbed by local peasants, who see that he 
is a Jew:

The shepherds were not to be swayed by his Aryan papers. But they made a deal with him: 
they would spare his life in exchange for all he possessed. Treated to a goodly portion 
of blows, Natan surrendered his meagre belongings. Along with his money, he threw in 
a gold watch — a wedding present from his parents-in-law, a fountain pen, and his jacket. 
He managed to keep his shoes, but not his leather belt, which had caught the eye of the 
eldest of his assailants.587

Humiliated, Natan is forced to return to his hiding-place, where he sees 
out the war. In the narrative of this novel, this sole Holocaust-era antisemitic 
incident is more than balanced out by the figure of Andrycz himself, a Pole, 
who saved not only his wife, but also his brother-in-law from death. 

One of the leading threads in the novel of which Andrycz is the protag-
onist is the post-war fate of the anonymous woman found by the professor 
shortly after liberation in one of the death camps. Torture and medical ex-
periments had almost killed her; Andrycz, a doctor and head of a psychiatric 

587 Ibid., p. 178.
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clinic, managed to bring her back to life and to some semblance of mental 
equilibrium, but he had to wait seventeen years for her to regain her memory. 

The novel is set in an environment dominated by Jews, though their Jew-
ishness is suggested incidentally, becoming apparent naturally as the plot un-
folds rather than being a facet of the characters particularly emphasised in any 
way by the author. We are told nothing of the nationalities of the second-
ary characters. Berger seems to have made her protagonists Jews because they 
were representatives of a nation especially hard hit during the war, in order 
to lend credibility to the work’s pacifist message. The only person specifical-
ly identified as Polish is Professor Andrycz, who is an academic and moral 
authority even outside his own circle. His good deeds are not limited to hav-
ing saved the lives of his wife and brother-in-law, or to bringing back from 
the brink of death Rebeka Zakshteyn, the emaciated victim of Nazi medical 
experiments — or even to taking in and bringing up an orphaned Jewish 
child, Adam-Daniel. He also has an important role to play after the war — 
above all as the pillar of his family and friends, but also — and significantly 
— as a world-famous academic, who speaks out in the international forum to 
criticise the gulf that has formed between science and modern technology on 
the one side and humanity’s immature morality on the other. The most ter-
rible example of the consequences of this deepening gulf was the Holocaust, 
which was orchestrated using some of the most recent inventions. 

This combination is remarkable and significant — a man whose positive 
role in the life of these Jewish survivors has been absolutely fundamental and 
who is at once a Pole. The broader context in which the plot is set is also note-
worthy — it is played out, as I mentioned, in the early 1960s in an unidentified 
Polish town where most of the inhabitants are probably Polish. Antisemitism 
is absent from the fictional world of this novel; even in the narration there are 
no comments on the subject, aside from one passage explaining the founda-
tions of the understanding and friendship between Professor Andrycz and 
his Jewish friend Zaynvil, who in spite of the persecutions he once suffered 
in Poland for his ethnicity and poor Polish, also made a brilliant career for 
himself, as a leading American scholar:

[Zaynvil’s] former accent had grown stronger [over the years], and from time to time a lin-
guistic mistake even crept into the professor’s language, but this was of no concern to 
either of them [Zaynvil or Andrycz]; the most important thing was that the words flowed 
naturally, unforced — and more importantly still, they found a common language.588

588 Ibid., p. 232.
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This idealistic vision of a post-war Poland in which Polish–Jewish rela-
tions unfolded without reproach and Poles voluntarily played crucial roles 
in work promoting the revival of the Jewish spirit and psyche is highly in-
triguing. Was this the vision for Poland under Communism? The problem 
with this interpretation is that nowhere in the text are there any ideologi-
cal declarations — either in the words of the main characters or at the level 
of the narration (which Segal, for example, used in his novel Der merder muz 
shtarbn [The murderer must die],589 which is set in West Germany at a similar 
time). Berger depicts no class struggle, there is no triumphant revolution. 
How, then, can we explain the purpose of a vision thus defined? To add depth 
to our picture, let us look at the vision of Poles and Polish–Jewish relations 
that emerges from other texts she wrote. 

In the cycle Fun haynt un nekhtn [Of today and yesterday] only a few 
stories touch directly on this issue. The short story ‘In tog fun der heyliker 
Katerine’ [On St Catherine’s Day]590 deals with the relations between a Jewish 
girl who finds out in a rather unpleasant way from her friends that she is Jew-
ish and that her adoptive mother is a Pole, who took her in during the war, so 
saving her life. This is a text that, like the novel Nokhn mabl, depicts a model 
relationship between members of the two nationalities — indeed, one might 
even say that the subject of the story is the close bond that has developed 
between a mother and her adopted daughter. The portrayal of Polish–Jewish 
relations through the prism of personal relationships contributes to a consid-
erable weakening of any signals suggesting antisemitism. This is the pattern 
followed in this text: the girl’s humiliation is recompensed with the story of her 
real parents and the misfortune that befell them, and with the message of love 
from her second mother. Indeed, the antisemitism of the girl’s friends might 
even be dismissible as symptoms of a rather widespread pathology present 
in every community, given that in every society there are ‘do-gooders’ who 
delight in self-righteously informing adopted children that they are not their 
parents’ real children. This curious process of ‘softening’ antisemitism is also 
evident in the story ‘Der farshpetikter Yid’ [The Jew who came too late],591 
whose theme is the visit of an elderly gentleman to a Jewish charitable organi-
sation to seek financial support. Asked for his personal details, he only reveals 
his real name after prolonged hesitation, and he refuses to consent to corre-
spondence being addressed to him under his Jewish name. Asked for the rea-
son for his decision, he explains that among his Polish neighbours he wishes 
to continue to be identified as a Pole. He does this more out of a fear that they 

589 K. Segal, Der merder muz shtarbn, in idem, A shtetl baym Son, pp. 146–218.
590 L. Berger, ‘In tog fun der heyliker Katerine,’ in eadem, Fun haynt un nekhtn, pp. 5–16.
591 L. Berger, ‘Der farshpetikter Yid,’ ibid., pp. 171–177.
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might prove antipathetic, though nothing in the narrative suggests that he is 
in any danger. The narrator seems to be suggesting that this turn of events has 
more to do with caution and entrenched fears than with the actual situation. 

Since at no level of Berger’s prose is a direct apologia for Communism to 
be discerned, how are we to explain this idealised image of Polish–Jewish re-
lations in post-war Poland? Let us perhaps recall the main facts of her life. Lili 
Berger left Poland in the second half of the 1930s, spent the war in France, and 
did not return to her homeland until 1949. Could this marked idealisation 
be due to her absence from Poland in the latter years before the war, during 
the Holocaust, and later, in the initial post-war years, when antisemitic senti-
ments still ran high and Jews faced real danger from the demoralised elements 
of Polish society? In a sense, this biographical information does go some way 
to explaining this aspect of her work, but only some way. I wonder to what 
extent her apologia for the Poles and her idealistic angle on their relations with 
Polish Jews might be postulational. Is Berger’s vision a kind of programme to 
be implemented rather than a reflection of the reality she found? In this respect 
her writing demonstrates much in common with that of Kalman Segal. 

Yetsiyes Poyln? 

It is in Segal’s literary legacy that we find the fullest picture of Polish–Jewish 
relations. His story about Polish–Jewish co-existence begins like a mythical 
tale of a paradise in which there is space for both nations: 

In the garden plots the mowers are striding majestically along, the fragrance of drying hay 
pours its noble aroma into the nostrils, one or the other [Hasid] breaks off his song to call out 
the traditional ‘God rest ye!’ to the peasants — and to take a full-breasted, luxurious breath, 
close his eyes, and whisper in rapture: ‘Aaah… aaah… a mekhaye [delightful]…’ (…) 

The harvesters interrupted their work, looked over at the road, and smiled under-
standingly. They knew these old eccentrics well, with the wild songs that were repeated on 
the road every Friday. The peasants knew that Jews from all over the region were going to 
see the old tsaddik, and no wonder. In times of trouble they would often go to him them-
selves; they respected him and believed in his miraculous powers. Even the parish priest 
knew, and bore them no grudge for it. Between the old priest and the old rabbi there was 
a tacit, distant friendship. (…)

And this was how two distant worlds lived close to one another in one town, two worlds 
following different paths and serving different gods. This mutual kindliness was shy and 
coy, divided by a wall of separate customs, different languages, interests and superstitions. 
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But in spite of everything, the old priest peering sharply at the little Jewish boy running 
to cheder, and the hoary rabbi with his affectionate respect for even the most dull-witted 
peasant, made a kind of bridge of mutual understanding.592 [emphasis added by M.R.]

This passage comes from the short story ‘Yosele,’ the opening piece in Se-
gal’s maiden volume Opowiadania z zabitego Miasteczka, of 1956. This story 
has a counterpart in Yiddish, which is, however, significantly shorter, because 
it does not include precisely this passage. In this idyllic vision of the ur-time 
there is a clearly demarcated division into two separate worlds, which both 
iterate their mutual impermeability and inevitable separateness, but there is 
also kindly co-existence, tolerance, friendship, and even certain attempts at 
assimilating positive elements of the ‘other culture.’593 The banishment from 
Eden comes when the minds of those who lead both communities begin to 
be poisoned by a false ideology — regardless of whether it is religious or po-
litical. The attendant radicalism in reception of the world favours the building 
of borders, which causes even ordinary people to forget about fundamental 
values such as friendship and love. The historic town that Segal remembered 
from his childhood is now a fallen world, a place where good comes up against 
evil, hypocrisy against simplicity of soul, superstition is met with reason, and 
dreams with a hostile reality.

His literary vision of the world in his initial period as a writer (in the years 
1952–1957594) is on the one hand curbed by the restrictions of Socialist Re-
alism, and on the other influenced by the stereotypical notions of the goy 
rooted in Yiddish literature, expressions of traditional Jewish fears. In his por-
traits of antagonists in particular, he references images etched in the popular 
imagination, which include the profligate squire, the abrasive, over-zealous 
government official, and the primitive peasant.595 The effect of this is a neg-
ative reinforcement of the image of these antagonists, for the ‘wrong’ class 
background in ideological terms is often coupled with an antisemitic attitude 
and dreams of a powerful Poland. Characters who are hostile towards Jews 

592 K. Segal, ‘Yosele,’ in idem, Opowiadania z zabitego Miasteczka, pp. 9–10.
593 Interestingly, Segal’s vision is in a sense reminiscent of the vision of Y.L. Perets, who 

distinguishes in his writing two ages: the pre-modern world, in which Catholic priests were 
a positive force, positively disposed towards the Jews, and the modern era, in which priests 
tended to be antisemitic. For more on this subject, see I. Bartal, ‘Non-Jews and Gentile Society 
in East European Hebrew and Yiddish Literature 1856–1914.’

594 This refers above all to his first three volumes of poetry in Yiddish: Lider (1952), 
Tsu mayn nayer heym (1953), and Friling bay mayn tir (1955), as well as his prose in Polish: 
Opowia dania z zabitego Miasteczka, Ziemia jest dla wszystkich, Ludzie z Jamy (1957), and Nad 
dziwną rzeką Sambation. 

595 See I. Bartal, ‘Non-Jews and Gentile Society in East European Hebrew and Yiddish 
Literature 1856–1914’ and ‘Relations between Jews and Non-Jews.’
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have connections with the pre-war political and economic system by virtue 
of the office or function they hold (over-zealous or corrupt police officers or 
exploitative factory owners), because of their personal views (National Dem-
ocrats, or priests supporting the manor in conflicts with the peasantry), or 
due to their origins and position in the social hierarchy (the degenerate young 
squire).596 

Segal also drew on a character developed in the tradition of Yiddish writ-
ing by the Haskalah: the ‘enlightened goy,’ who supports the modernising 
efforts of the maskilim. A first step towards using ‘enlightened Pole’ figures 
— though still stereotypical, referencing the repertoire of traditional no-
tions — are the characters of the good priest and the good Christian maid 
or housekeeper, who advocate rapprochement between the two nations and 
acquisition of secular knowledge and experience of the wider world by Jews. 
Characters of this profile feature in the passage from the short story ‘Yose-
le’ quoted above. Segal’s portraits of Communist Poles, who as advocates 
of equality between all people are by definition friends of the Jews, are also 
stereotypical. More individualistic traits are discernible in the psychological-
ly developed, non-schematic descriptions of the Truszkiewiczes — a family 
of Polish peasants living near the Jewish protagonists of the 1956 novel Ziemia 
jest dla wszystkich. The shared struggles of what is a tough day-to-day life 
bring the two families together, and the friendship between the parents is de-
veloped into the love that unites their children — Daniel Korn and Gabriela 
Truszkiewicz. Gabriela, a sensitive, noble, intelligent girl, mature beyond her 
years, is the personification of the good goy supporting the reformatory work 
of the enlightened Jews. Her character is necessary not only to lend credibility 
to the noble plans and actions of the protagonist, Daniel, but also as a symbol-
ic shorthand expression of the potent attraction of Polishness, which appealed 
to the imagination of many Polish Jews: 

The world of thought that Gabriela was opening up to him was different. (…) It was she 
who had been the genesis of his antagonism with the Holy Scriptures, she who had been the 
genesis of the invisible wall of insincerity between Daniel and his father. (…) The grain of 
doubt was swelling. It was sprouting and growing. (…)

Like a persistent musical rondo, Gabriela’s image was constantly returning. She was full 
of lightness and brightness. Her flaxen hair had something radiant about it, and her blue eyes 
were like cornflowers in a body of ripening wheat. She had a lithe, swart body that awoke 
sinful desire, knew nothing of the Holy Scriptures, and had no idea of the liturgical rules 
that bound the Jewish woman…597 [emphasis added by M.R.]

596 See in particular Segal’s novel Ziemia jest dla wszystkich.
597 Ibid., pp. 7–9.
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In a metaphoric reading of this passage, Daniel’s infatuation with Gabriela 
would represent a wonderment at the material beauty of the Polish language 
and the intellectual difference of the culture couched in it, rapture at a world 
perceived through a different idiom and different concepts, and fascination 
with an unfamiliar mode of thinking which held the allure of freedom. All 
this produced a tempting promise of fulfilment and happiness. It was there-
fore small wonder that many young men like Daniel allowed themselves to be 
seduced in their quest for a synthesis of Jewishness and Polishness. 

In the same novel we find one more image in which analysis of the ide-
ological stratum reveals a certain symbolic transience suggesting a deeper 
meaning, visible in particular in the context of Segal’s Polish–Jewish identity 
project. Nakhum Korn, Daniel’s father, and old Truszkiewicz, Gabriela’s fa-
ther, first met in America, where they had once been in a fruitless search for 
a better life. Their first meeting was on a rubbish dump, where the two hungry 
men were looking for something to eat. 

It was there that [Nakhum] had met Truszkiewicz. Today that meeting seemed slightly 
comical to him. Truszkiewicz had been gnawing at a banana skin he had found among the 
rubbish, and muttering vile curses to himself. On hearing the melody of a Polish word, Na-
khum had started. At that one moment he felt as though this ragged stranger had brought 
him closer to his own people, his home, his country. He went up to Truszkiewicz and took 
his hand. He wanted to speak to him, but his emotion choked him. They sat down on the 
New York cobbles and broke down in tears.

From then on they stuck together, and together they returned to Poland. (…) [and] they 
remained friends.598 [emphasis added by M.R.]

It would probably not be an over-interpretation to see in this image, aside 
from a Marxist affirmation of an international friendship between two rep-
resentatives of the peasant class, also a sui generis programme for the co-ex-
istence of two nations dealt a losing hand by history, a co-existence founded 
on friendship; Segal as a writer devoted much effort to the realization of this 
programme. 

Analysis of the image of late-1930s Poland in Segal’s early novels and short 
stories reveals a startling inconsistency, an incompatibility with the artistic 
and ideological tenets of Socialist Realism. Granted, in this world heroes are 
easy to distinguish from anti-heroes (among whom there is a sizable group 
of antisemites), but there are not so very many of the latter. Moreover, as 
we read it becomes clear that these anti-heroes are not monsters rotten to 
the core, but merely weak people. A priest who is ill-disposed towards Jews 

598 Ibid., p. 12. 
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actually saves them from death during the war, a young squire who was 
a profligate, unfaithful husband proves a good, caring father to his illegiti-
mate child, and the bloodsucking factory owner is actually an honest man 
who would never dare to inform on his employees to the police for personal 
gain. The list goes on. This divergence is revealed more clearly still in the pic-
ture of the shtetl that comes in his 1960s prose, which is more mature, and 
without the carapace of excessive schematism. In the novel Der tayvl in shtetl 
([The devil in the shtetl]; Polish edition: Kochankowie w Sodomie [Lovers 
in Sodom]) Segal takes a nostalgic view of his characters, but does not take 
them entirely seriously; he treats their dreams of a better world precisely as 
what they are: dreams, which allow them to live in hope. Without overtly 
questioning the currency of the ideological layer of the work, which is present 
at the level of the protagonists’ discussions and actions, he nevertheless casts 
doubt on it through the way in which he creates the ideologically antagonistic 
characters — capitalists, Zionists, authority figures, etc. Admittedly he does 
use figures from the repertoire of character stereotypes in places (above all for 
Poles and Jews in state offices), but many of those who by definition should 
be discredited or ridiculed are not. On the contrary, some are portrayed by 
Segal in a remarkably positive light, while others are justified with references 
to human weakness, all in the cause of uniting readers in sympathy for them. 
It is this ambivalence of views that sets him apart from the schematic angle on 
Polish–Jewish relations or class conflicts purveyed in works by other Yiddish 
writers such as Olitski (1955) and Strauss-Marko (1965).599 

The war is another chapter in Segal’s oeuvre which features the full spec-
trum of Polish attitudes towards Jews. He writes of Poles who are indifferent 
to the Jewish suffering, and of others who collaborated with the Germans,600 
but he also portrays a whole army of those who did much to save the lives 
of the persecuted. It is often the characters of survivors themselves, among 
them children, who are given the words describing the attitudes of their 
Polish neighbours.601 They mention Polish neighbours who wanted to kill 
a Jewish child to avoid problems, but they also talk about other members 
of the Polish nation who risked their own lives to help another Jewish child. 
The stories of the Jew killed after the war in his own apartment by his Polish 
neighbours, or of the Pole living in fear that after the war the Jewish owner 
of his shop would return and take it back off him are presented side by side 

599 On the subject of the vision of the shtetl in the work of Olitski, Strauss-Marko and other 
Yiddish-language prose writers, see M. Ruta, ‘A Tale of the Murdered Shtetl,’ pp. 129–144, as 
well as passages from Chapter III, pp. 230–245.

600 K. Segal, Ziemia jest dla wszystkich.
601 Such accounts feature in works including the novel Sheyd-vegn, pp. 132–139, which 

corresponds with passages from the Polish-language novel Na wyspie, pp. 71–78.
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with another whose main characters are nuns concealing Jewish orphans 
in spite of their fear. 

Segal construes the war as a test of the human character, and attitudes to Jews 
as a question of morality. This approach — affirmed, for instance, by the words 
of the narrator in the novel Ziemia jest dla wszystkich602 — shifts the focus from 
the Polish–Jewish antagonism that fed on religious prejudices and supersti-
tions to another, more universal form of antagonism between good and evil. 
It changes the criterion by which events are judged from class and ethnicity/
religion/politics to ethics. This is how the issue of Polish–Jewish relations is 
tackled by the protagonist of Anopheles in a discussion with a  Zionist who 
is accusing the Poles of antisemitism: ‘Why are you so determinedly shoring 
up this dividing line keeping us apart from the Poles? Set it up somewhere 
else. Make it a dividing line between good people and bad. Between the noble 
and the base.’603 Segal tries to avoid issuing judgments about society as a whole  
on the basis of the actions of individuals, preferring to concentrate on demon-
strating the nobility of specific individuals, such as those who decided to stay 
in the ghetto in order to remain faithful to their Jewish spouses,604 or those 
who gave their lives for the lives of their Jewish friends or companions.605 This  
particular focus on good, which nevertheless leaves room to emphasise  
his awareness of the existence of the bad in Polish–Jewish relations, certainly 
sets Segal apart from his contemporaries writing in Yiddish, who recorded 
a much more pessimistic and one-sided vision in their literary texts. 

This makes the picture of Polish society that emerges from his few texts de-
voted to the immediate post-war period all the more surprising to the reader. 
This image is probably closest to what we find in the Yiddish literature written 
in response to the antisemitism of the initial post-war years. The narrators 
of texts such as the extended poem ‘Tsu a nayer heym’ [To a new home],606 
the short story ‘Powrót Józka Cytrona’ [The return of Józek Cytron], and above 
all the slim novel Anopheles, speak with surprising acerbity of the ubiquitous 
degeneration of Polish society and the all-pervading atmosphere of enmity 
towards the Jews that culminated in the events in Kielce in July 1946. Let us 
look at Poland through the eyes of Mikhael, the main character in Anopheles. 
The town where he stays after his repatriation

602 K. Segal, Ziemia jest dla wszystkich, pp. 177–178.
603 K. Segal, Anopheles, in idem, Ludzie z Jamy, p. 129.
604 See K. Segal, ‘Matka,’ in idem, Ulepiony z gliny, pp. 114–129.
605 See the history of the Truszkiewicz family, described in the novel Ziemia jest dla wszyst-

kich, or the account of the heroic deed of Majewski from the short story ‘Ocalanie świata,’ 
in Przygoda w miasteczku, pp. 40–49; Yiddish version: ‘Tsvey nemen,’ in A shtetl baym Son, 
pp. 271–278.

606 K. Segal, ‘Tsu a nayer heym,’ in idem, Tsu mayn nayer heym, pp. 5–15.
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(…) was not only as beautiful as before but also merry. Even too merry. It exuded a mood 
of pagan carefree, Pompeian perversion and an extremely primitive, vulgar egotism. One 
sensed in the atmosphere of the town an incomprehensible liberation of human instincts — 
people were desperate to be joyful and go wild. (…) The mood was merry, terribly merry. 
Oh, to live! To forget, at all costs, about the years of ill treatment and death. To live and spit in 
the face of death! — that was what some said; ah, how many said just that. For Auschwitz 
and Majdanek, for Gusen and Mauthausen, for the Jews and the Poles.607 [emphasis added 
by M.R.]

Mikhael, terrified by the ubiquitous antipathy towards Jews, takes his 
friend’s advice and changes his name to the Polish Michał. Nevertheless, he 
still does not feel safe or comfortable:

People talked of Jews in their apartments and in bars, in offices and beneath streetlamps, 
in respectable coffee houses, in the streets and on the trains. (…) 

‘Jews in the Kremlin and Jews in Warsaw,’ twittered one pious woman overcome with 
terror at the infamous Judeo-Communism.

‘Where have so many Jews come from?’ wondered another upstanding citizen, who was 
walking his little dog in a square near the station where the repatriates were coming from. 

‘Hitler eradicated too few Jews,’ the owner of the shop where Mikhael did his shopping 
moaned, unabashed.

But nobody said: ‘So many innocents perished in Auschwitz.’608 

Like his main character, Segal must have been horrified at what he returned 
to on being repatriated from the Soviet Union. His bitterness and the crushing 
force of negative memories may be considered ample explanation for the de-
gree of openness with which he spoke out in 1957 on the difficult subject 
of Polish antisemitism. Fear and disillusionment pushed the survivors into 
seeking salvation in emigration or in the naïve belief that the only effective 
way of putting an end to antisemitism was Communism.609 One of Segal’s 
last texts before his emigration, in which he raises the subject of Polish anti-
semitism, is the reportage Nad dziwną rzeką Sambation [On the strange river 
Sambation] of 1957. In it he writes: 

Antisemitism (…) is a separate chapter (…), which must be counted among the issues that 
are rarely called here [i.e. in democratic Poland] by their proper names. (…) 

607 K. Segal, Anopheles, pp. 97–98. 
608 Ibid., pp. 119–120.
609 Ibid.
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Some consider antisemitism to be an outmoded topic, out of date. Their reasoning 
is this: before the war there were Jews in Poland, there was antisemitism, and there were 
democrats who fought against that antisemitism. Nowadays there are only a handful of 
rapidly assimilating Jews still left in Poland, the interests of Christian traders are no longer 
threatened, none of those who sowed hatred are left, the policies of the party and the people’s 
government are fighting against nationalist antagonisms, antisemitism has lost its conditions 
for growth, its roots are bound to shrivel up because they will not find vital juices in our 
soil — so what is there to discuss?610 [emphasis added by M.R.]

After which, he adds, referencing the imagined community of people 
of democracy sharing the same progressive views:611 ‘We fought against anti-
semitism in the years when it was fashionable and had the support of the fascist 
ministers. Let us not cover it up today now that it is doomed to annihilation’612 
[emphasis added by M.R.]. This last comment leaves one with the distinct 
impression that Segal was attempting to skirt the problem by expressing this 
rather naïve hope instead of proposing realistic potential solutions. In any 
case, after a brief period of more intense criticism of Polish attitudes and 
expression of unequivocal judgments on the subject of antisemitism in Pol-
ish society, he returned to his focus on individual relations. He clearly tries 
to show both perspectives — that of the victim and that of the witness, and 
in writing about the destruction and about various aspects of the Jewish trag-
edy he is also posing questions about the moral responsibility of members 
of Polish society. In this aspect of his writing he is more similar to the Polish 
Jewish writers, and differs from those who were writing in Yiddish.613

Narration on the subject of Polish–Jewish relations is not the main thrust 
of Segal’s prose; in some texts it almost disappears from the horizon, while 
in others — especially those about the Holocaust — it is a central theme, but 
he never leaves it behind entirely. At the very end, in one of his last volumes, 
written in Israel, there is a work about a friendship that withstood the ‘temp-
tation of betrayal.’ This piece, which references the legend of the mythical 
ur-time from the short story ‘Yosele,’ binds together Segal’s whole story 

610 K. Segal, Nad dziwną rzeką Sambation, pp. 95–96.
611 P. Machcewicz, in the article ‘Antisemitism in Poland in 1956,’ pp. 170–183, claims that 

the antisemitism that surfaced in 1956 comprised three components: a deliberate political ploy 
by a certain group of members of the establishment (the ‘Natolinists’), who exploited antise-
mitic slogans in their power struggle; authentic antisemitic resentments in the rank and file 
of the ruling party (the Communist PZPR, the Polish United Workers’ Party); and antisemitic 
resentments in society at large, which were based on the Judeo-Communism stereotype. 

612 K. Segal, Nad dziwną rzeką Sambation, p. 96.
613 For more on the subject of differences in conveying the theme of the Holocaust in Pol-

ish and Yiddish literature, see M. Adamczyk-Garbowska and M. Ruta, ‘Responses to the Hol-
ocaust in Polish and Yiddish Literature,’ pp. 353–394.
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of the unexploited potential for amicable co-existence between the two na-
tions, while at once giving testimony to the existence of interpersonal friend-
ships. The short story ‘Yetsiyes Poyln’ [Exodus from Poland],614 from the vol-
ume Aleynkeyt [Loneliness], published in Israel in 1977, offers another look at 
the Poles from the angle of individual contacts. In his story of the final hours 
before his emigration to Israel in 1969, Segal recalls the people he encoun-
tered during that time. They were the customs official examining the things 
he wanted to take with him, his ‘tail,’ who ‘escorted’ him all the way to the sta-
tion, and the Polish soldier who checked his passport at the border. All three 
expressed their great regret that people like him were having to leave, and all 
of them wished him luck in his new country.615 The customs official even said: 

‘(…) You took offence at all those stupid stories about Zionists and imperialists. I under-
stand; no one should offend anyone else, it’s not honourable. You should wash every insult 
off you like mud, but you don’t have to go. (…)’

‘How should I wash myself off?’ I asked. ‘With water? With soap?’
The superintendent stood up, drew himself up officially like an NCO on parade, 

and said: 
‘Punch me in the teeth, my good man, that’ll calm you down. You’ll be satisfied and 

we’ll go for a beer.’616

Segal also notes with satisfaction that Gomułka’s famous speech delivered 
in June 1967, when Israel won the Six-Day War, did not resonate with Polish 
society:617 

614 K. Segal, ‘Yetsiyes Poyln,’ in idem, Aleynkeyt, pp. 92–101.
615 On the subject of the reactions of Polish society to the events of March 1968 and the an-

tisemitic campaign of 1967–1968 see, for instance, J. Eisler, Polski rok 1968, pp. 127–130 and 
633–722. Information on the reactions of Poles to the antisemitic campaign of 1968 is also to 
be found in the book J. Wiszniewicz, Życie przecięte. 

616 K. Segal, ‘Yetsiyes Poyln,’ pp. 94–95.
617 The Six-Day War is the name given to the conflict between Israel and Egypt that was 

played out between 5 and 10 June 1967 and ended in victory for the Jewish state. The speech 
delivered by Władysław Gomułka, First Secretary of Poland’s ruling Communist party PZPR, 
on 9 June 1967 at the 6th Trade Union Congress, in which he accused the Jews of disloyalty 
to the Polish state (in his famous epithet of ‘the fifth column’ for the Jews), sparked a fierce 
antisemitic witch hunt, which culminated in the events of March 1968. For more on the sub-
ject of Gomułka and his role in the events of March 1968, see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
W%C5%82adys%C5%82aw_Gomu%C5%82ka (accessed 18.11.2014), and J. Eisler, Polski rok 
1968, pp. 35–55. As for the sermon of Cardinal Stefan Wyszyński mentioned by Segal, we know 
that: ‘on 5 June 1967, after the service, the primate prayed: “We beg Thee, Mother and Queen 
of Peace, embrace the Holy Land, holy Jerusalem, holy Bethlehem and the whole country, 
which also has the right to freedom and self-definition, with Thy maternal care,”’ see the IPN 
Archive, MSW II, 1976, ‘Stosunek kleru i środowisk katolików świeckich do agresji Izraela,’ 
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The Polish nation remained deaf and indifferent to Gomułka’s screams about Zionist en-
emies, for another night passed and in spite of the calls from Comrade Number One, not 
a single Jew was hanged, and no windows were smashed in Jewish homes. And on the 
Sunday…

On the Sunday morning, His Eminence the Cardinal delivered a sermon in the Church 
of Our Saviour. Raising his hands to heaven, he said: ‘My Christian brethren, let us kneel 
and pray for our Jewish brethren, for their peace, here and all over the world.’ That is what 
he said on Sunday morning, and the very next day all Poland heard his words on the waves 
of Western radio stations (…).618 

This seminal text, which deals with the difficult experience that Segal had 
to face in leaving his homeland at the age of 52 and starting all over again, gives 
an almost apologetic picture of Polish society. And yet we know that the Poles’ 
reactions to the ubiquitous antisemitic slogans in the years 1967–1968 were 
very varied. So why is this image so one-sided? Can we, in view of Segal’s 
entire oeuvre, much of which is a testimony to good Polish–Jewish relations, 
assume that he wanted to remember the Poles in this way, and denied a place 
in his work to people who were not worthy of it? Looking at his personal 
situation and the goals he set himself as a writer, it is easy to understand 
that desire: unlike the other Yiddish-language writers mentioned here above, 
Segal wanted to be — and was — a Polish writer, and only in second place, 
judging by the volume of his literary output, a Yiddish writer. His ‘Polish’ 
component was probably dominant over his ‘Yiddish’ component as a writer, 
at least in comparison with others writing in Yiddish, such as Olitski, Shpigel 
or Sutskever. A life on the dividing line between two cultures and the result-
ant ambivalence towards their own background, combined with the process 
of developing a Polish–Jewish identity, led to a kind of solidarity with those 
Poles who were open to contacts with Jews. This, then, is probably the root 
of his attempt to define antisemitism in purely ethical categories, which lent 
it the character of a higher-ranking phenomenon, a fundamental issue, im-
portant to all of humanity. 

The vision of Poland as a paradise that is cited above, included only 
in the Polish-language version of the story, and as such directed above all at 
the Polish reader, suffuses almost all Segal’s writing. In it there is space for 

sheet 159. The Ministry of the Interior (MSW) took the stance that these words were inter-
preted by ‘some Warsaw clerics as a gesture towards international Zionism.’ Foreign journalists 
likewise took it as a decidedly pro-Israeli gesture. MSW documents also mention a personal 
expression of thanks made on 6 June 1967 by ‘an individual of Jewish nationality’ who went to 
the primate’s residence with flowers. For more on the subject of Cardinal Wyszyński, see http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stefan_Wyszy%C5%84ski (accessed 18.11.2014).

618 K. Segal, ‘Yetsiyes Poyln,’ p. 100. 
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two separate, but complementary worlds to co-exist. In Segal’s opinion its 
culmination was to be a world without borders, with a melting pot of nations 
and cultures, in which each gave of its best to the others. Segal was in no 
doubt that the road to such harmony was not an easy one, a conviction that 
he expressed by creating in one of his last novels, Śmierć archiwariusza [Death 
of an archivist], a chronicle of the complex fates of the Jews and Ukrainians 
in the Podkarpacie region in south-eastern Poland. Here the fates of these two 
nations are bonded by both crime and love and mutual friendship, and ordi-
narily peaceable people, when they are sucked into the workings of the wheels 
of history, commit terrible mistakes. But at the end of their road there is al-
ways the potential for penitence and mutual understanding, the more so that 
in fact at some point in time the history of the nations inhabiting border 
regions becomes a history of family connections…619 If we interpret the mes-
sage of Segal’s writing in this way, we see more clearly the aim and sense of his 
mission, his efforts at overcoming linguistic and national barriers, the labo-
rious process of building a Jewish–Polish identity, of developing a project to 
build a better world in which there would be a place for all. 

Polish spectres 

The question of Polish antisemitism is a very delicate one, and to this day 
remains highly controversial on both the Polish and the Jewish sides. The pur-
pose of the analyses in this chapter was not to uncover historical facts, which 
are already well researched, but merely to reconstruct the picture of Polish–
Jewish relations as recorded in the literature of a specific period. Admittedly, 
its description in Yiddish-language writing is not always an in-depth one, 
and does not always aim to offer an objective presentation, having its own 
propaganda aims to further (e.g. discrediting the Second Polish Republic), 
particularly in the period of the most intense Stalinism. The broadest con-
clusion that emerges from texts dating from the years 1945–1968,620 however, 
is similar to that to be deduced from a reading of the writing from previous 
periods. Modern-day antisemitism existed throughout Europe, including Po-
land, and the antipathy of some Poles towards the Jews is indisputable fact. It 

619 See K. Segal, Śmierć archiwariusza (1967), pp. 34, 52ff. 
620 As I explained in the Preface, the main body of material analysed here comprises liter-

ary texts dated 1945–1968, though a large proportion are also works written during the war, 
and there are even isolated poems from the late 1930s. 
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should thus be no surprise that the vision of Polish–Jewish relations in post-
war literature did not change for the better in comparison with that recorded 
at the turn of the century. On the contrary, it became even more ominous, 
for those describing it, who after the Holocaust were wiser than their prede-
cessors in terms of the knowledge of what Nazi racism led to, were especially 
sensitive to any indication of antisemitism.

The poems, short stories and novels profiled here were written by authors 
with a range of views and wartime experiences: the non-aligned Shpigel 
spent the war in the Łódź ghetto, the Zionist Hofnung in the Warsaw ghet-
to and partly on the Aryan side, the left-wingers Segal, Olitski, Zhikhlinski, 
Knapheys, Kaganovski, and Heller were in the USSR, and Lili Berger was 
in France. The most outstanding individual from this group, Avrom Sutske-
ver, could count both types of experience as his own: until the autumn of 1943 
he was in the Vilnius ghetto, and from 1944 in the USSR. In spite of their 
differing experiences, the authors of these texts, who were above all prose 
writers, in their struggles against attitudes hostile towards Jews all employed 
mechanisms created by both the traditional popular imagination (ethnic ste-
reotypes) and the founding fathers of the Jewish enlightenment (pro-Jewish 
progressive goy types). The narrative woven by the Catholic Church runs 
through the background of many of the stories, and it is a narrative that 
is heeded by ordinary Poles. A counterbalance to the raging antisemitism is, 
as in the short stories of Shpigel and Olitski, the character of the Polish maid 
— a simple but highly sensitive person who through her personal contacts 
becomes a spokesperson for the ‘Jewish cause’ — or, as in Hofnung’s short sto-
ries, a figure standing outside the centre, for any one of a number of reasons 
self-reliant and independently thinking, and thus not susceptible to the pre-
vailing moods. 

The texts cited here were written in various different periods, and refer to 
yet other periods, so their message varies. In chronological terms the earliest 
is Knapheys’ text evoking the Jewish unease in response to the antisemitic 
atmosphere of the latter years before the war. The second is that of Shpigel, 
which was written even as the Germans’ Holocaust was underway. This text 
may be interpreted as a record of the hope that this unprecedented event 
might change something between the Jews and the Poles who witnessed 
the Jewish suffering. Kaganovski’s text, which was extremely radical in its pes-
simism, was written shortly after the war, and though it refers to a time before 
the apocalypse, it makes express reference to it, assessing the Jews’ chances 
in the circle of their Polish neighbours without any illusions. This pessimism 
is visible even in the techniques he uses to depict members of the non-Jew-
ish community — the most basic stereotypes developed by the fear-ridden 
popular imagination. The coarseness of the Polish crowd in his short story is 
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a continuation of the baseness and cruelty of the Polish peasants, and the am-
biguous behaviour of the police officer may be interpreted as a modern version 
of the capriciousness of the porets — the Polish gentleman who at once pro-
tected and humiliated the Jews. His diagnosis is supported by the short stories 
of Hofnung, who also resorts to a form of stereotyping of negative characters 
who are hostile towards Jews. Olitski’s text, in turn, written in the Socialist 
Realist period, when emphasis of national separatism and the exceptional 
nature of the Jewish fate was not advisable, markedly signalled the existence 
of hidden animosities and fears, which had not been alleviated by the ad-
ministrative solutions and ideological declarations of the new authorities. 
Moving on, the drastic images in the poetry discussed here only serve to 
reinforce the diagnosis made by the prose writers. A place somewhat apart 
in this stream of Yiddish writing is held by Lili Berger and Kalman Segal, 
whose aims in their work of emphasising the unethical nature of antisemitism 
were to develop a new quality in Polish–Jewish relations, based on individual 
friendships and emotional relationships. 

The hopes of Shpigel and Sutskever that Poles and Jews might come to an 
understanding foundered, which Sutskever, Kaganovski, Heller, Sfard, Shklar, 
Rubin, Olitski, Knapheys, Segal, and Zhikhlinski all admit without any illu-
sions. And they all left Poland: Sutskever and Grade as early as in 1946, Ka-
ganovski, Knapheys, and Zhikhlinski in 1948, Shpigel in 1951, Heller in 1957, 
Olitski in 1959, Rubin in 1960, and Berger, Segal, Sfard, and Shklar in 1969. 
Many others did likewise, driven from their native land by what Segal calls 
‘immortal Polish spectres.’621 

621 K. Segal, ‘Gezegenung,’ pp. 92–93. 
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POLAND AS A JEWISH HOMELAND 

Poland, Poland — my longing
I wore like weeds.

Yitskhok Yanasovitsh, 1946622

The homeland of the Polish Jews 

In my analysis of the picture of Poland as homeland I used the findings in-
cluded by Jerzy Bartmiński in his article ‘Polskie rozumienie ojczyzny i jego 
warianty.’623 He enumerates three ‘substances,’ as he calls them, which are 
the constituent elements of that concept: the country, the people, and the val-
ues set. Each of these implicates a different dimension: the spatial, the com-
munity, and the cultural. The foremost incarnation of the public homeland 
in its community and cultural dimensions is the state as the institution guar-
anteeing the living conditions in a given territory — but it is not identical 
with the concept of homeland itself. In terms of the types of bonds624 con-
necting the individual with their homeland, Bartmiński distinguishes eight 

622 Y. Yanasovitsh, ‘Poyln, Poyln,’ in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 1946), p. 64.
623 J. Bartmiński, ‘Polskie rozumienie ojczyzny i jego warianty,’ pp. 23–48.
624 J. Bartmiński, after S. Ossowski (‘Analiza socjologiczna pojęcia ojczyzny,’ in O ojczyźnie 

i narodzie, pp. 17–18), differentiates between individual and community bonds with the home-
land (the public homeland, ‘ours,’ vs. the private homeland, ‘mine’). He enumerates the follow-
ing individual bonds: inheritance, origin, sojourn, wellbeing, pride, destiny, attachment, and 
start in life. In his examination of bonds from the community angle, he writes of an ethical duty 
(a typical attitude for the era of the partitions), which he contrasts with an attitude of being 
owed, of laying claim to rights for one’s group. 
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visions in which one of the three ‘substances’ cited above is foremost. These 
are as follows: 

The domestic and family homeland.625 The existence of this type is a func-
tion of the very fact of having been born; it is a small space, ‘mine,’ such as 
a house, land, or even a cemetery. The values linked to it include a sense 
of security and belonging, love and happiness, attachment and nostalgia, and 
a longing to return. 

This is the most primal and enduring concept, and thus it could not be ab-
sent from literary output in Yiddish, where, as in other literatures, it is a point 
of departure for developing other concepts.

The local and regional small homeland is the link between the family home-
land and the greater national homeland. It, too, offers a sense of belonging, 
spatial closeness, and community of interests. 

In the modern Yiddish literature of Central and Eastern Europe this role 
of the local homeland as intermediary between the family and the national 
homelands is clearly visible in the conception of the shtetl as Yerushalaim 
shel mata (the earthly Jerusalem), the diasporic replica of the Holy City, once 
both the capital of the ancient Jewish state and the site of the Temple, and 
for centuries the symbol of Jewish might and autonomy, and of the dignity 
of the Chosen People, with whom God Himself made a covenant.626

The national homeland is an extension of the family homeland, and its 
existence arises out of blood ties and belonging to an ethnic (biological) com-
munity. The leitmotif of this vision of homeland is the struggle for an inde-
pendent state — hence the significance of its territory as the place of physical 
integration of the nation.

The national homeland in the sense of the place from which the na-
tion stems, and at once the spiritual and sentimental homeland of the Jews  
living in the diaspora since the time of the destruction of the Second Temple 
in the year 70 c.e., has always been Erets Yisroel. 

The state homeland is the identification of the space of the homeland with 
the territory of the state. In this conception the most important role is that 
of the state borders, and this imposes on the citizens the duty to defend them; 
national history and culture are of lesser significance. 

This definition shows that the vision of a state homeland built on Jew-
ish territory by the combined efforts of the Jews only became current after 
the proclamation of an independent Israel in May 1948. Aside from that, 

625 All emphasis added by M.R.
626 On the subject of the literary image of the shtetl as a mini-replica of the Jewish Prom-

ised Land in Central and Eastern Europe, a kind of ‘Jerusalem in exile,’ see D. Miron, The Image 
of the Shtetl and Other Studies of Modern Jewish Literary Imagination.
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however, assimilated Jews and those who chose life in the diaspora for any 
other reason developed their own visions of a state homeland that corre-
sponded to the ideologies they confessed. One such vision of Poland as a state 
homeland is the vision of a democratic Polish state that was pursued by Com-
munist Polish Jews. 

The social (public) homeland is open to the common good within the bor-
ders of the state, the nation, and even throughout Europe. 

In Jewish literature since the Haskalah, the concept of the social homeland 
to a greater or lesser degree also took into account, alongside the communal 
good that was the Jewish nation, the common good of the citizens of the coun-
try of the diaspora in which they lived. One example of this might be the pat-
riotism of the Polish Jews and their participation in the Polish uprisings from 
the Kościuszko insurrection,627 through both the uprisings of the nineteenth 
century,628 to their part in the fight to defend Poland during World War II.

The cultural homeland is a synthesis of headline values such as history, 
custom, literature, art, religion, freedom, independence, democracy, a sense 
of security, etc., bringing people together and encouraging them to work to-
gether. 

In the case of the Polish Jews the scope of the term ‘cultural homeland’ 
depended to a large extent on worldview; Zionists gravitated towards a cul-
ture expressed in Hebrew, Yiddishists to one in the language of the diaspora, 
Yiddish, and advocates of integration with the local society in their country 
of residence in the language of the dominant culture there. Each of these 
conceptions defined the notion of homeland differently. One interesting phe-
nomenon between the wars was the blossoming of Jewish literature in Polish, 

627 The Kościuszko Uprising was an uprising against Imperial Russia and the Kingdom 
of Prussia led by Tadeusz Kościuszko in the Commonwealth of Poland and the Prussian par-
tition in 1794. It was a failed attempt to liberate Poland, Belarus and Lithuania from Rus-
sian influence after the Second Partition of Poland (1793) and the creation of the Targowi-
ca Confederation. For more see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ko%C5%9Bciuszko_Uprising 
(accessed 11.07.2015). 

628 The reference here is to two bids for national liberation directed at Russia as one 
of the aggressors who participated in the partitions of Poland (1772–1795): the November 
Uprising, which broke out in the night of 29–30 November 1830 and ended on 21 October 
1831 with the defeat of the Poles, and the January Uprising, which erupted on 22 January 
1863 in the Kingdom of Poland and 1 February 1863 in Lithuania, and lasted until the au-
tumn of 1864. This latter was the biggest Polish national uprising and enjoyed the support 
of international public opinion. It took the form of a partisan war, in which some 1,200 battles 
and skirmishes were fought. Despite some initial successes it ended in the defeat of the insur-
rectionists, tens of thousands of whom were killed in battle, nearly a thousand executed, and 
around 38,000 sentenced to hard labour or exiled to Siberia; around 10,000 emigrated. For 
more see: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/November_Uprising and https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/January_Uprising (accessed 11.07.2015).
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which sought a synthesis between the Jewish and Polish cultures.629 This was 
the medium for the literary incarnation of the concept of two homelands — 
in Poland and in Erets Yisroel.630 

The homeland as place is viewed through its spatial or geographic di-
mension.

The homeland as mother is a synthesis of all the preceding models, an al-
legory of the homeland and its blueprint. 

Bartmiński’s definition of the concept of homeland is very broad, so 
we need to make a few qualifications for our purposes. As a central char-
acteristic of the Jewish nation is centuries of life scattered across virtually 
the whole globe, but with a spiritual and religious centre in Jerusalem, de-
fining the concept of a homeland in this case may present some difficulty. 
Let us specify, then, that the subject of analysis in this chapter is the literary 
picture of Poland as a homeland of the Jews in its three aspects: the spa-
tial, the community and the cultural. I also reference the categories distin-
guished by Bartmiński, though with slight modifications to the scope of two 
of them — his conceptions of the national and cultural homelands. We must 
remember that the  particular territorial and state-political situation in which 
the Polish Jews found themselves in the modern age had a direct bearing 
on many of the socio-cultural and political conceptions developed from 
the end of the eighteenth century, first with the enlightenment reforms, and 
from the late nineteenth century on the wave of the social and national awak-
ening. With the opening up of the ghetto and the emancipatory ambitions 
of the Central European Jews, new ideas on their functioning as a nation both 
within the wider diaspora and on their own territory were born, ranging from 
conceptions for cultural autonomy within their country of residence, through 
programmes for integration and assimilation, to Zionist and territorialist pro-
jects postulating the possession of a geographic space of their own. Other 
variants included a variety of political currents that shifted the focus from 
‘nation’ to ‘class’ (socialism, Communism). All these notions and movements 
found reflection in the Jewish literature that was emerging in many different 
languages in this period, as I mentioned above. 

The period that interests us saw an event unprecedented in Jewish history: 
on 14 May 1948 the establishment of an independent Jewish state was an-
nounced by the United Nations. Paradoxically, as the Yiddish-language litera-
ture of post-war Poland being written at the time testifies, for Polish Jewish 
Communists this was also a development of immense significance, despite 
the fact that combatting Zionism was one of the most fundamental tenets 

629 E. Prokop-Janiec, Polish–Jewish Literature in the Interwar Years.
630 Ibid., pp. 143–160.
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of Jewish Communism.631 In reality, however, it became clear that the ide-
ology to which they subscribed did not always harmonise with their most 
intimate sentiments, many of which had been formed in their childhood, of-
ten in connection with the image of Israel received and cemented through 
their study of the Bible in cheder. For many Polish Jewish Communists, Israel 
— perceived as a state and territory inhabited by a community of members 
of one nation furthering a culture in their ancient Jewish language — was 
a fundamental component of their broadly defined concept of homeland. 
The analysis I intend to conduct in this chapter does not deal with this aspect 
of the notion of homeland, with the facet of the independent Jewish state.632 

Like the literary picture of the Poles, that of Poland as a Jewish homeland 
is dependent on the historical, social and political environment. As Israel 
Bartal and Magdalena Opalski noted, modern-day Yiddish literature, born 
at the turn of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, was in its earliest days 
focused on reform, and as such lacks any degree of broader reflection on 
the subject of the Jews’ connections with Poland.633 The Haskalah in the terri-
tory of the Polish Republic entered its culminating phase in the 1860s, a time 
when the Poles were engaged in preparing for and staging the century’s sec-
ond insurrection in an attempt to reclaim the independence of the Polish 
state. This was also a time of rapprochement between the Polish liberal intel-
ligentsia and pro-Polish Jews, and the Poles’ bid for national liberation was 
supported by broad swathes of the country’s Jewish population. The outbreak 
of this uprising and the considerable Jewish participation in it were addressed 
by the greatest writers of the Jewish enlightenment, among them the Rus-
sian-language Lev Levanda, the German-speaking Lev Haerzberg-Fraenkel, 
Ayzik Meir Dik in Yiddish, and Peretz Smolenskin, who wrote in Hebrew. 
Like most maskilim, they identified with the official culture of the state 
in which they lived (i.e. the Russian or the German state), and the literary 
image of the insurrection they produced was an expression of their so-
cio-political views. Their novels reveal the dissonance emerging between 
the critical attitudes of the older generation and the pro-Polish sympathies 
of younger Jews. The maskilim they depict, members of the older generation 

631 Among the works that examine the significance of the establishment of an independent 
Jewish state for the Holocaust survivors is I. Hurwic-Nowakowska, A Social Analysis of Postwar 
Polish Jewry, pp. 53–71.

632 The topos of Israel in Yiddish literature of the Polish People’s Republic will be discussed 
in Chapter V, pp. 394–402, in which I undertake a reconstruction of the cultural identity of Pol-
ish Jewish Communists. In the same chapter I shall devote greater attention to the Yiddish 
language, literature and folklore, the other component categories of the vision of the cultural 
homeland.

633 I. Bartal and M. Opalski, Poles and Jews, p. 31.
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who remembered the experience of the unsuccessful Polish–Jewish relations 
during the November Uprising, reject the call to fraternise, which they per-
ceive as a spurious, crypto-hardline Catholic attempt to win political support. 
In their eyes Poland is a state branded by narrow-minded nationalism, and 
the insurrectionists — especially the nobility and the burgher class — often 
corrupt, intolerant and fanatically religious, many of them holding antise-
mitic views, who cynically exploit their Jewish friends who are truly devoted 
to the common struggle. As Opalski and Bartal note, there was also disillu-
sionment in the ranks of the Jewish supporters of the insurrection when it 
transpired that the expectations of even the liberally-minded Poles did not 
match the hopes and expectations of the Polish Jews: the Poles in fact sought 
from the Jews full assimilation and assumption of a Polish identity, and re-
jection of their distinguishing national attributes. Even the pro-Polish among 
the Jews were not prepared for that, positing their right to limited and selec-
tive acculturation that did not preclude a connection with the centuries-long 
heritage of the Jewish culture and religion. In their eyes, Poland represented 
a civic community, a shared living space, even a certain type of cultural com-
munity, but with the right for them to retain their own identity.634 

Following the assassination of Tsar Alexander II in 1881, a wave of po-
groms swept across the Russian empire, fomented by the Okhrana, the imperi-
al guard. The prospect of Polish–Jewish co-operation was stymied by the anti- 
Jewish riots that broke out in Warsaw on 25–27 December of the same year.635 
From that time on, antipathy towards the Jews in Polish society began to 
grow, while the Jews themselves switched their attention to the struggle for 
the emancipation of their own nation. One of the ardent supporters of Pol-
ish–Jewish rapprochement who was crushed and disillusioned by the increas-
ing antisemitism in Polish intellectual circles was the outstanding Yiddish 
writer Yitskhok Leyb Perets, a leading proponent of Jewish intellectual life at 
the turn of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. He devoted a considerable 
proportion of his work to popularising the idea of the autonomous develop-
ment of Yiddish culture in the Polish lands, taking on at once antisemitism 
and advocates of Jewish assimilation to Polishness.636 Chone Shmeruk ex-
plains that ‘Perets was no less close to the culture of Poland, its landscape 
and literature than was [the pro-Polish] Asch, but the former rose up against 
any danger which might threaten the tender plant of Yiddish literature.’637 

634 Ibid., pp. 35–36. 
635 For more on the subject of the Warsaw pogrom in 1881, see A. Cała, Asymilacja Żydów 

w Królestwie Polskim (1864–1897): Postawy, konflikty, stereotypy (1989), pp. 268–278.
636 On the subject of the idea popularised by Perets of establishing a modern, secular Jew-

ish culture in Poland, see R.R. Wisse, I.L. Peretz and the Making of Modern Jewish Culture. 
637 C. Shmeruk, The Esterke Story in Yiddish and Polish Literature (1985), p. 71.
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He expressed tersely his disappointment at the Poles’ distancing themselves 
from the idea of Polish–Jewish fraternity in one of his short stories, the hero 
of which was a ‘good Pole’ — a former progressive friend of the Jews who 
in his mature years replicated the disgraceful behaviour of the stereotypical 
profligate porets, preying on the virtue of Jewish women.638 Bartal and Opalski 
emphasise that in his later works Poland is depicted as a ‘backward country,’ 
represented by the reactionary Catholic Church and the corrupt nobility.639 

The research conducted by Opalski, Bartal, and Shmeruk demonstrates 
that themes connected with the complex history of Polish–Jewish relations as 
addressed in literature are always treated ambivalently, or at least the affirma-
tive angle is by no means obvious. This affects the literary picture of Poland as 
a Jewish homeland, in particular when the aspect in question is the societal or 
state homeland as viewed from the angle of the community. As there is no full, 
overarching study of the issue, however, we must rely on intuitive judgment, 
and examine the literary visions of the writers with the closest ties to Po-
land, such as Yosef Opatoshu, Sholem Asch, and Isaac Bashevis Singer. From 
the Polish perspective, the visions of Poland and Polishness in the oeuvre 
of the first two of the aforementioned are of particular interest.

In the 1920s Yosef Opatoshu wrote and published two novels dealing with 
the Jewish contribution to the Polish struggle for national liberation.640 Of one 
of them, entitled In poylishe velder [In the Polish forests], Monika Adam-
czyk-Garbowska has written that it is probably ‘one of the most pro-Polish 
novels in Yiddish literature.’641 In this work, Opatoshu departs from the tradi-
tionally anti-Polish view held by the maskilim, instead portraying the  romantic 
spirit and Messianic hopes accompanying the uprising — and mocked by 
them — as the basis for any mutual understanding between the two nations.642 
Monika Szabłowska-Zaremba notes that his intention was to demonstrate 
‘co-operation between the two nations in the name of Poland’s liberation.’643 
She distinguishes the following levels on which Opatoshu draws in order to 
accent the Polishness of the world portrayed in both works: the geographical 
and topographical, the personal, and the cultural. In her opinion Opatoshu’s 
prose is an expression of his fascination with the work of Mickiewicz and 

638 See Y.L. Perets, ‘In a postvogen,’ in Di werk fun Yitskhok Leybush Perets, Vol. 2: Dertsey-
lungen (Nyu York, 1920), pp. 165–185. 

639 I. Bartal and M. Opalski, Poles and Jews, pp. 114–116.
640 See Y. Opatoshu, In poylishe velder (1922), and idem, 1863 (1926). 
641 M. Adamczyk-Garbowska, ‘W Kazimierzu i Kocku,’ in eadem, Odcienie tożsamości. 

Literatura żydowska jako zjawisko wielojęzyczne (2004), p. 55. 
642 I. Bartal and M. Opalski, Poles and Jews, pp. 117–118.
643 M. Szabłowska-Zaremba, Oto Polska właśnie — o literaturze, kulturze i historii Polski 

w powieściach Józefa Opatoszu, p. 490.
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Norwid, and as an émigré who left Poland in 1907 at the age of 21, he idealised 
the country’s natural beauty in his pathos-filled, nostalgic writings about his 
far-off homeland and family home. 

A similarly positive image of Poland is to be found in the prose of Sholem 
Asch, a Polish Jewish writer who left the country at a young age and returned 
again and again in his writing to the life of the Polish Jews. Magdalena Sitarz, 
the author of a monographic work on him, notes that he was one of the first 
Yiddish-language writers to include descriptions of nature in his work.644 She 
believes that these descriptions of Polish meadows, forests and fields, writ-
ten in the idyllic convention, were designed to remind Jewish émigré readers 
of their childhood, and to evoke positive sentiments.645 On the whole he de-
picts the Poles themselves favourably, sometimes even in a way at odds with 
the prevailing stereotype; his portrait of the peasants, for instance, contra-
venes the notion, widespread among the Jews, of their violence and stupidity. 
A similar tendency is visible in his portraits of Jewish–Christian relations, 
which tend to be portrayed as good.646 Interestingly, Sitarz notes that if Asch 
wants to depict any glitches in the mutual relations between the two religions 
(such as the negative attitudes of the Polish nobility towards the Jews), he sets 
the events being described in the past, and markedly idealises contemporary 
relations.647 His pro-Polish stance, like that of Opatoshu, is also discernible 
in his many references to Polish culture and literature. The concept of home-
land itself is not clearly categorised by theme in his work — Sitarz stresses 
that in his novels it is highly ambiguous. ‘[His heroes] can perceive the Land 
of Israel in this role [of their homeland], but all Jews also have their personal, 
local homelands, the neighborhood they miss.’648 His fondness for the beau-
ty of his native countryside shines through his descriptions. ‘These are not 
fictitious images, but realistic and sentimental pictures of Polish and Rus-
sian rural landscape. No wonder the Polish government awarded [in 1933] 
Asch with a medal [Polonia Restituta] in recognition of the beauty of these 
descriptions,’ Sitarz writes.649 His heroes tend to be Polish patriots, and even 
if it does not extend to the homeland as the country as a whole, ‘singular 
scenes manifest sentiment for the Polish language, landscape and cultural 
achievements.’650 We might add that Israel remains a kind of ‘sentimental 
homeland’ for these characters, while America, their new country, the major 

644 M. Sitarz, Literature as a Medium for Memory, p. 116.
645 Ibid., p. 122.
646 Ibid., p. 124.
647 Ibid., p. 192.
648 Ibid., p. 227. 
649 Ibid., p. 227.
650 Ibid., p. 235.
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destination of the wave of Jewish emigration at the turn of the nineteenth 
and twentieth centuries, though accepted in terms of its fundamental values, 
is still not a place with which they can fully identify, because mentally they 
are still in their old East European home.651

The positive, even idealised image of Poland in the writings of Opatoshu 
and Asch seems remarkable and unique, and as such cannot, unfortunate-
ly, be considered the rule. Closer to widespread sentiments and stereotypes 
popular in the literature is that created by Isaac Bashevis Singer, another émi-
gré writer from Poland who continued to write about his native country all 
his life. As Adamczyk-Garbowska points out, Singer stresses that the Jews 
were a presence in Poland from the very beginnings of its existence as an 
independent state, a fact which legitimised their right to live there. Poland 
itself — as the homeland of both nations — exists in Singer’s prose in two 
versions: the pure Poland and the impure Poland.652 The former is composed 
of rural landscapes, the sounds and smells of Warsaw’s Jewish district, and 
the birches and willows intended to evoke an image of a peaceable diaspora 
life alongside good goys. The latter is a hostile place inhabited by hoodlums 
who pose a threat to the Jews, ‘Christian districts ringing with the “other” 
language.’653 Adamczyk-Garbowska notes that Singer did not identify with 
Poland as a place of residence and took no interest in the details of its his-
tory, and as such the historical facts he cites are not always accurate, while 
his assessments of particular events are divergent from the opinions of Poles 
(for instance his prose contains several criticisms of the January Upris-
ing). A similar level of (un)awareness is typical for his characters, to whom 
‘in the changing reality [of the state654] only Krochmalna [Street, in Warsaw’s 
Jewish district] remained the same, and it was essentially [this street] that 
was the true homeland of the residents of the Jewish quarter.’655 The criti-
cal view of Polish history and the Poles is a contrast to the immense senti-
ment with which Singer portrays Polish landscapes. And it is usually these 
latter, as well as the sounds and smells associated with them, that conjure up 
Poland in the minds of those who decided to emigrate to America. Singer’s 
love for the land of his childhood, as his writing exudes it, is above all a love 
of the landscape, his native region, places near and dear to him, but it does 
not extend to the Poles, with whom the Jews had limited contacts. The unique 

651 Ibid., pp. 241–242.
652 M. Adamczyk-Garbowska, Polska Isaaca Bashevisa Singera, pp. 58–59.
653 Ibid., p. 60.
654 This is a reference to the changes to the political map of Central and Eastern Europe 

in the first decades of the twentieth century, which meant that Warsaw was first ‘in Russia’ 
(under Russian partition), and shortly afterwards became part of Poland.

655 M. Adamczyk-Garbowska, Polska Isaaca Bashevisa Singera, p. 62.
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facet of his angle on Polish–Jewish relations is his focus on one specific aspect 
of the contacts between the two nations — their mutual erotic fascination.656 
Yet even the close bonds that emerge from the intimate coupling of man and 
woman offer no guarantee of bridging the gap between the two nationalities. 
‘The tragedy of [Singer’s] Jews is that in Poland they cannot feel at home,’657 
for they live in a sense of otherness perpetuated by the Poles’ antisemitism, 
whose sources Singer saw partly in Christianity.658 

Eugenia Prokop-Janiec, in her definition of homeland in the work of Jew-
ish poets writing in Polish between the wars, notes: ‘The Polish landscape, 
the Poles, and “Polishness” take part in the Jewish fate. The sequence is not 
accidental; the ties of this fate to the landscape were extremely strong. For 
many generations of Jews the land of exile had been a fatherland.’659 This defi-
nition is universal for the whole body of Yiddish literature written by Polish 
Jews. It would be possible to make the overarching statement that the work 
of most Yiddish writers, like that of Singer, expresses their feeling of a contrast 
between the benevolent Polish landscape and the hostile Polish collectivity,660 
but that their approaches to the fact of life in the diaspora are individual.  
While for Bashevis the diaspora was a natural condition and he himself  
never experienced the pain of rejection as a Pole and a Polish writer, for many 
other Jewish writers, including those who wrote in Polish, the diaspora was 
an existence ‘in national bondage,’ a permanent suffering in an alien world — 
in a word, a state of homelessness.661 

On the edge of the desert

We begin our analysis of the image of homeland in the Yiddish litera-
ture of post-war Poland with an examination of its textual representations 
in works written during the war, which constituted a considerable propor-
tion of the publications in the immediate post-war period. Among the gamut 
of experiences that the years spent so far from Poland brought the fugitives, 
one was nostalgia for their homeland. In the writing of those who survived 
the war in the East, homeland features above all as an image of their family 

656 Ibid., p. 80.
657 Ibid., p. 86.
658 Ibid., p. 87.
659 E. Prokop-Janiec, Polish–Jewish Literature in the Interwar Years, p. 143.
660 Ibid., pp. 143–160.
661 Ibid., p. 160. 
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home, in which the lyric subject spent a happy childhood. In this domes-
tic space everything had its place, was predictable, cosy and safe,662 the wil-
lows ‘guarded my dreams,’ bowing ever lower over a pond, ‘where I talked 
aloud with the wind, / with the clouds’663 — as Reyzl Zhikhlinski was to write 
in 1943 in her poem ‘Vayt, vayt iz dos shtetl’ [Far, far away is the shtetl]. 
The poetic image of this private homeland is composed of memories of those 
elements of the domestic reality that offer a sense of security and comfort, 
such as the family’s apartment on Warsaw’s Świętojerska Street with its old, 
worn writing desk and windows giving ‘onto the trees, / my last, beloved cor-
ner, last oasis of peace’664, but also friends665 and familiar environs — a nearby 
meadow and a valley outside the city, or the Krasiński Gardens in her beloved 
Warsaw.666 This private homeland is portrayed through images of a rustic, 
idyllic nature, and its symbols are popular features from the world of nature, 
such as birches, pines, swallows, cats, the familiar aromas and sounds of home 
life, and above all those nearest and dearest — her mother and father. 

Reminiscences of home in the poetry of the war period usually take 
the form of a farewell with a world of whose physical annihilation the lyric 
subject is aware, even if their actual knowledge of the Jews’ situation in Ger-
man-occupied territory is only partial.667 An example of this may be found 
in Zak’s 1942 poem ‘Hinter berg fun shrabns…’ [Beyond hills of skulls]:

You lie beyond hills of skulls, home, my home! 
Beyond fields and forests sown with bones, 
Beyond blood and plunder!
My heart burns with the sacred fire of nostalgia, 
The longing to fall upon your ruins, home, my home,  
And kiss your dust…668

662 See, for instance, R. Korn, ‘Tsvey tsavoes,’ in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 1946), pp. 15–16, 
‘Mizrekh,’ ibid., p. 13; N. Bomze, ‘Heym,’ ibid., p. 39, ‘Balade fun a vinter-nakht,’ ibid., pp. 40–
41; R. Zhikhlinski, ‘Vayt, vayt iz dos shtetl,’ in Tsu loytere bregn, p. 15.

663 R. Zhikhlinski, ibid.
664 A. Zak, ‘Mayn Shvento-yerske,’ in idem, Mit ash oyfn kop, pp. 46–47.
665 See G. Guterman, ‘Tsu mayne fraynt,’ in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 1946), p. 95.
666 See, for instance, R. Korn, ‘Mizrekh,’ in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 1946), p. 13, ‘Tsvey 

tsavoes,’ ibid., pp. 15–16; A. Zak, ‘Krashinskis gortn,’ in idem, Mit ash oyfn kop, p. 31, ‘Tsu 
Varshe,’ ibid., p. 29; L. Morgentoy, ‘Ikh bin geven in park,’ in idem, Ruinen in zun, pp. 17–19.

667 See, for instance, A. Zak, ‘Tsu Varshe,’ in idem, Mit ash oyfn kop, p. 29, ‘Hinter berg fun 
shrabns…,’ ibid., p. 30, ‘Nishto shoyn mer…,’ ibid., p. 49; A. Sutskever, ‘Gezegenung,’ in Yidishe 
shriftn (almanac, 1946), pp. 33–34; L. Morgentoy, ‘Tsu mayn fentster kumt a shvalb tsu fliyen,’ 
in idem, Ruinen in zun, pp. 13–15; P. Binetski, ‘Umzist,’ in idem, A fentster tsu der velt, p. 37; 
M. Knapheys, ‘Fun Mitl-Azye biz Kroyn-Poyln — mayn heym,’ in idem, Megiles Yid, p. 131; 
‘Blut far blut,’ ibid., p. 142; R. Zhikhlinski, ‘Der farnakht,’ in eadem, Tsu loytere bregn, p. 91.

668 A. Zak, ‘Hinter berg fun shrabns…,’ in idem, Mit ash oyfn kop, p. 30.
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These writers extend their farewell thoughts to include not only the phys-
ical space but above all people — their loved ones, friends, inhabitants 
of their native region, and their entire nation, condemned to death. And 
also the whole of the Jewish civilisation — its culture, religion, its language: 
‘the Jewish life, so beautiful, full of charm, disappeared. / (…) the mother’s 
household language on every street… — / is no more, there is no trace nor 
memory (…). / The Jewish street, Jewish readers, are gone. (…) / The Hasidic 
shtibl and besmedresh, the school and the library — / all swept away, empty, 
burned down.’669

In the wartime writing of the pre-eminent Communist poet, Binem Hel-
ler, homeland is above all mother, the world of childhood emotions, a riv-
er speaking in Yiddish, a familiar landscape — all the things that constitute 
a safe, harmonious space in which everything is the right size and colour, and 
fear vanishes swiftly, quelled by a loved one.670 He deliberately reinforces his 
links with the Polish land, a synonym for the domestic, private homeland. It 
is from here that he takes his beginning, for ‘Here stood my cradle / and here 
my mother wept.’671 This private, domestic dimension of homeland is supple-
mented in his vision of the ideological — community and state — homeland, 
and a superb example of this is his image of his native Warsaw, which takes 
on a host of meanings in the reminiscences of the lyric subject. The Warsaw 
of September 1939 is a proud, unvanquished city,672 the destruction wrought 
by the Germans is painful, but the valour and unbowed resistance of the Var-
sovians in the face of the aggressors are a source of pride. Warsaw is also 
a synonym for a positively valorised space in which the lyric subject of Heller’s 
poetry underwent his initiation as a Communist and later won his spurs as 
a member of an illegal movement, risking his freedom and even his life. At 
the same time, the city as viewed through the prism of ideology operates as 
a sign of the negatively perceived state homeland, embodied by the authori-
ties of the pre-war Polish state (which operated as a capitalist system). In his 
lines dedicated to the capital under German attack, Heller does not spare 
them his criticism for their ‘cowardly’ escape in the first days of September 
1939.673 He was to repeat his criticism of the authorities of the Second Repub-
lic in his extended poem ‘Der veg oyf Varshe,’ in which he sharply condemned 
the London government and Gen. Tadeusz Bór-Komorowski for deliberate-
ly exposing the capital to destruction, by provoking an ‘unnecessary upset’ 

669 A. Zak, ‘Nishto shoyn mer…,’ p. 49.
670 B. Heller, ‘Varshe 1939,’ in idem, Durkh shotn un shayn, pp. 5–7. 
671 Ibid., p. 5. 
672 Ibid., p. 35.
673 Ibid., pp. 23–25.
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in August 1944.674 Among the many different images of homeland in Heller’s 
wartime poetry, that of a negatively judged state homeland, identified with 
the Second Polish Republic, in which he experienced humiliation as a Jew, 
occupies a very important place.675 

The opposite of the vision of homeland evoked in the poetry of the fugi-
tives is the description of the lack of a home and the lack of a state. The feeling 
of homelessness is experienced by many of the survivors: Korn, Zhikhlinski, 
Zak, Gute Guterman, Knapheys, Morgentoy, and several others.676 In their per-
ception, homelessness was something more than a temporary lack of a home; 
it was a unique condition that had defined the Jewish lot for centuries. Their 
wartime wanderings were another in the long line of negative experiences 
that had befallen the Jewish nation since the beginning of the diaspora. These 
writers expressed their belief that in spite of the impression of stability that 
the Polish Jews had enjoyed before the war in their family homes, in spite 
of their attachment to the place and the people, the history and the culture, 
the world of values, and the national heroes of their Polish homeland, and, last 
but not least, in spite of their own personal services to their native country, 
they were once again being forced to swell the ranks of the age-old Jewish 
community of wanderers, without a homeland and without a home. Avrom 
Zak described this sense of homelessness that tortured many writers in his 
poem ‘Na venad’ [Wandering], written in June 1945, i.e. after Poland’s libera-
tion and the end of the war:

Everywhere ruins await you, 
A stone your pillow —  
No matter to whom, 
To what, to where you are headed. 

In the east and the west, in the north and the south — 
The world is a vast desert to you.  
Nowhere shall you find a home, 
Everywhere you knock on strangers’ doors…677

674 B. Heller, ‘Der veg oyf Varshe,’ pp. 120–121.
675 Ibid.
676 See, for instance, R.  Zhikhlinski, ‘Harbst,’ in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 1948), p. 49; 

R. Korn, ‘Mizrekh,’ in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 1946), p. 13, ‘Baym midbers rand,’ ibid., pp. 13–
15; A. Zak, ‘Na venad,’ in idem, Mit ash oyfn kop, p. 52, ‘Hinter berg fun shrabns…,’ ibid., 
p. 30, ‘Oyf ale vegn,’ ibid., p. 33; G. Guterman, ‘Vogl-lid,’ in eadem, Der opgrunt roysht, p. 8; 
Kh.L. Fuks, ‘Mayn kind,’ in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 1946), pp. 72–73; L. Morgentoy, ‘Dushne 
teg,’ in idem, Ruinen in zun, p. 10.

677 A. Zak, ‘Na venad,’ p. 52.
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His plaint was taken up by Gute Guterman in her poem ‘Vogl-lid’ [Song 
of a wanderer], written in the years 1939–1945, in which she expresses  
in synthetic form her experiences and years of musings on the subject 
of the Jewish fate: 

Over the bridges of centuries, dust-covered, fire-tarred, 
We walk, we are still walking, from the land of Egypt. 
(…)

We pitch our sun tents with our flower beds outside the windows
And trample them as we flee like spectres in the night. 

There is no ‘pillar of fire’ or ‘pillar of cloud,’678

But the echo of shots accompanies our steps.  
(…)  

The abyss hums. We look down and in the depths we see ourselves. 
Clouds muffle the cry of our errant ship.

Every day we rock our children with our tears: 
Tomorrow, maybe tomorrow a miracle will happen.679  

Guterman repeats, on behalf of many other writers, that the curse 
of the Jewish fate is temporariness, the forced rootlessness and instability 
caused by the antipathy of the nations of the world towards the Jews. This 
antipathy is often accompanied by violence, as exhibited during the repeated 
acts of expulsion. Although the situation of the Jews seems hopeless, as they 
have been abandoned, they still cherish the hope that their fate will be trans-
formed. We might add that in a sense their expectations were fulfilled with 
the creation of the independent Jewish state. 

Convinced Communists such as Binem Heller or David Sfard saw their 
situation during their wartime wanderings in a completely different light. 
In their poetry we find no trace of feelings of homelessness, rejection by their 
Polish homeland, or fear that there will be no place in it for the Jews. For 
them, the time spent in the USSR was a time of spiritual revival, of regained 
dignity.680 In their writing the notion of homeland is expanded to include 
a new dimension — the USSR as homeland of the global proletariat. ‘I loved 

678 Cf. Exodus 13:21–22. 
679 G. Guterman, ‘Vogl-lid,’ p. 8.
680 I write more on this subject in Chapter IV, pp. 285–289.
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you from the first day, / you became as close to me as my homeland. / In your 
land I found my place, / invited to put down roots and give birth, / to create 
and build anew that which I had lost,’681 Hadase Rubin wrote. Other authors 
— for instance Heller, Morgentoy, and Olitski — produced texts in which they 
expressed their great enthusiasm at the annexation of the Eastern Border-
lands of the Polish Republic by the USSR in the autumn of 1939. Morgentoy 
and Heller went as far as to call this act the liberation of the Polish land.682 
Nonetheless, in spite of their declarations of devotion to the Land of Sovi-
ets and gratitude for the warm welcome they enjoyed during the war, even 
the Communist writers avowed their love for Poland and impatient longing 
for their return there.683 In his poem ‘Nisht oyf di taykhn fun Bovl’ [Not by 
the rivers of Babylon] of 1945, Sfard reaffirmed his devotion to the hospitable 
Soviets, but made no secret of the fact that he was missing Poland: 

Not by the rivers of Babylon684 — 
But we are in friendly country now,
So why is my heart like a mourner  
Ready to sob before everyone? 
(…) 

My heart still sings a song 
Of longing for the homeland it dreams of, 
And its sounds like steps 
Lead to bright shining spaces (…).685

This longing is all the more acute that the subject of Sfard’s poem will re-
turn to a Poland that has become what he fought for as a member of the illegal 
Communist party. The thought that in their homeland their dreams of social 

681 H. Rubin, ‘Farblayb gezunt, mayn Ratnfarband…,’ in eadem, Mayn gas iz in fener, p. 18. 
682 See, for instance, L. Olitski, ‘Birger fraye,’ in idem, Mitn ponem tsu der zun, p. 125; 

B. Heller, ‘Bafrayt,’ in idem, Durkh shotn un shayn, pp. 52–53; L. Morgentoy, ‘Frey zikh, Polesye,’ 
in idem, Ruinen in zun, pp. 91–93. 

683 See, for instance, D. Sfard, ‘Nisht oyf di tajkhn fun Bovl,’ in idem, Lider, p. 48; B. Hel-
ler, ‘Andersh,’ in idem, Durkh shotn un shayn, p. 121; idem, Der veg oyf Varshe, pp. 117–123; 
H. Rubin, ‘Farblayb gezunt, mayn Ratnfarband…;’ M. Shklar, ‘Mayn heym,’ in idem, Ruinen 
un rushtovanyes (1951), pp. 9–12. 

684 The bondage in Babylon — the six-year period (597–537 B.C.) for which the people 
of Judah were in Babylon, where they were exiled by the king of that land, Nebuchadnezzar, 
after the razing of Jerusalem. This poem makes several references to Psalm 137, which is a song 
of mourning for the homeland: ‘By the rivers of Babylon, where we sat down, yea, we wept, when 
we remembered Zion,’ and ‘If I forget thee, O Jerusalem, let my right hand forget her cunning.’

685 D. Sfard, ‘Nisht oyf di tajkhn fun Bovl,’ p. 48.
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equality and justice were coming true is also uplifting for the lyric subjects 
of Heller’s poetry, for instance the hero of the extended poem Der veg oyf 
Varshe, who sets off for the front as a soldier in the Red Army to help relieve 
the siege of the Jews dying in Poland, but also to help rebuild his homeland 
in the likeness of the Soviet Union. Thus Poland in the wartime work of Hel-
ler and Sfard, aside from evoking images of civil war (especially in Heller’s 
poetry), is above all an ‘updated version’ of two dimensions of the homeland 
paradigm: the national dimension — as a place inhabited by the Polish Jews, 
and the ideological and state dimension — as a place that is to see the advent 
of the longed-for political system. 

Poland features in writing by survivors not only as a memory but also as 
a premonition of how it will be without Jews. The information about their fates 
that began reaching the fugitives in increasing volume as the end of the war 
approached enabled them to glean some idea of the void left by those who had 
been exterminated that would face them on their return to their homeland. 
One negative ‘vision’ of this nature was experienced by Heller, and document-
ed in the work ‘On Yidn’ [Without Jews], written in Moscow in 1945.686 In it, 
Heller prophesies that the post-war world will forget about the Jews, and only 
one person — perhaps one of those who survived in the East — will pursue 
a desperate, painfully disbelieving quest for traces of the former life.687 In po-
ems by Heller, Zak, Knapheys, Gute Guterman, Segal, and others we see again 
and again the bitter certainty that the survivors are the only people in whose 
memory that annihilated world lives on. The survivor poet thus becomes 
the last depositary of memory, and is burdened with a duty unlike any other — 
that of bearing witness to the world and to future generations.688 A metaphor 
for the vast, painful, though still only imagined, suspected absence of the Jew-
ish world is the image of a desert689 or a great, empty, snow-covered expanse.690 
The white of the snow, like the passing time, veils the past, rendering it unreal. 
Yitskhok Yanasovitsh was to write, in his work ‘A shney’ [Snow]:

Above the Polish shtetls  
White and frozen  
Peace has descended 
And awoken no one.  
The loneliness of the black, 

686 B. Heller, ‘Nokh undz,’ p. 215; ‘On Yidn,’ ibid., pp. 198–199.
687 B. Heller, ‘On Yidn.’
688 B. Heller, ‘Glik,’ ibid., p. 122. 
689 R. Korn, ‘Mizrekh,’ in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 1946), p. 13, ‘Baym midbers rand,’ ibid., 

pp. 13–16. 
690 R. Zhikhlinski, ‘Shneyen,’ in eadem, Tsu loytere bregn, pp. 40–41. 
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Burnt-out walls 
Has been covered by disobedient 
Snow.  

Just a moment ago the shtetl 
Screamed in conflagration, 
The cremated 
Ruins of houses wept, 
But the snow has extinguished 
And the snow has silenced 
The red of the blood 
Above the open grave. 

(…) on the Polish shtetls 
Snow has fallen —  
Fallen on the ruins, 
On the blood and on the pain.  
Between me and my home 
A time of  
Impotence and terror has passed, 
Of death 
And snow.691 

The poetry of the war period registers how the familiar landscape of their 
homeland as imprinted on their hearts and in their mind’s eye is gradually 
transformed into a barren landscape of death.692 The only reminders of the still 
recent presence of the Jews are abandoned tools, an unfinished song, and 
the earth strewn with bones, as Rokhl Korn writes bitterly in her 1944 poem 
‘Baym midbers rand’ [On the edge of the desert]: 

But now the earth is covered with the bones 
Of those who ploughed and planted it, 
In spring put up new fences, 
And in the month of kheshvan covered their roofs with fresh straw. 

All that is left of them are books in the attics 
And their children’s birth certificates somewhere in a cupboard, 

691 Y. Yanasovitsh, ‘A shney,’ in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 1946), pp. 64–65.
692 See Y. Yanasovitsh, ‘Poyln, Poyln,’ ibid., p. 64; A. Zak, ‘Ikh for tsu dir, Poyln,’ in idem, 

Mit ash oyfn kop, p. 5, ‘In Poyln dem land,’ ibid., p. 41.
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The odd letter, or song, still meandering along to the rhythm of their blood
And swelling in a dogged, unfinished thought.

Overgrown are the paths and roads 
To the old cemeteries and to the new graves,
Only sometimes a wind comes to the graves of our fathers
From the east, the west, the north, and the south.693

Death, which unexpectedly and everywhere reaped its abundant harvest 
among the Jews, was accompanied by the indifference of some Poles who wit-
nessed the Jewish tragedy. The knowledge of this fact influences the image 
of the Polish homeland in the poetry of the survivors — above all in its com-
munity dimension, but it also transforms it into a place branded by cruel, unde-
served death. The Polish land is transformed, literally, into a wasteland — a land 
that is empty, barren, and lifeless. In 1944 Zak wrote: ‘There, in the country 
of Poland, / blood is still flowing, / and they are planting up the land / in the cem-
eteries.’694 Poland as a community homeland has failed, as a homeland that had 
hitherto seemed to be a good, tender mother to her Jewish sons has been un-
faithful, opening her abysses to receive the graves of the murdered. Their native 
home has ceased to be a safe haven, and this betrayal of love is accompanied 
by immense pain and reproach. Yanasovitsh, writing in his poem ‘Poyln, Poyln’ 
[Poland, Poland] about his relationship with his homeland, observes: 

Life drove us apart, 
But death has bound us together, 
So much blood I have to forgive, 
Pass over so many wounds.  

Poland, Poland — my longing 
I wore like weeds. 
Too much pain to remember,  
Too much misfortune to forget.695

In another poem full of bitterness, he wrote candidly that ‘home is no 
longer home, / the country of my birth has become alien.’ But still ‘we all, like 
blind owls / concealing our fear, are drawn back / to the country where are 
the graves of our fathers.’696 Paradoxically, in spite of the reproach that wells 

693 R. Korn, ‘Baym midbers rand,’ in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 1946), pp. 14–15.
694 A. Zak, ‘In Poyln dem land,’ p. 41.
695 Y. Yanasovitsh, ‘Poyln, Poyln,’ p. 64.
696 Y. Yanasovitsh, ‘Di heym,’ ibid., p. 64.
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up at the thought of the Jewish tragedy and the indifference of their Polish 
neighbours, the scattered survivors of the war wend their steps back to their 
native country, led by their hope of finding their loved ones and returning to 
a peaceful life. But in Poland a great shock awaits them.

Buy this piece of land, good neighbours

For all these writers, returning to Poland was coming upon a landscape 
of death. Those who arrived in Warsaw were greeted by ruins where there 
was no longer anyone left.697 ‘Here the stones speak, the bricks confide, / 
the streets now in ruins have voices. // (…) Look for no one. Here nothing is 
happening’698 — this is how Avrom Zak commented on his visit to the ruined 
Jewish quarter in the Polish capital in June 1946. Khayim Grade, after his visit 
to the Vilnius ghetto, wrote: 

Since I returned to Vilnius I have been roaming the seven streets of the ghetto. The narrow 
alleyways have bound me and snared me like underground corridors and caves full of 
prehistoric graves. Their loneliness casts a spell on me, their emptiness preys on my mind, 
and they bind me like seven stone chains, but I do not want to break free. I want them to 
burrow ever deeper into my body, into the flesh. I can feel the dark, dense mass of closed 
gates and doors crawling under my skin. The broken windows stare out of my eyes, and 
inside me someone is crying in a sonorous voice: 

‘This is good! I want to become a ruin.’699 

Both Grade and other survivors who went back to the ruins of Jewish 
ghettos, or in any other way compared the image of pre-war Jewish life they 
remembered with the post-war emptiness, experienced a sense of unreality, as 
if the reality were only a bad dream.700 The ruins speak to their imagination, 
forcing them to replay the fates of their dying brethren incarcerated within 
the walls.701 As they stumble through the rubble of the ghetto they come upon 

697 See V. Ivan, ‘Khoreve heym,’ ibid., p. 95; N. Bomze, ‘Friling,’ ibid., p. 39; A. Zak, the cycle 
‘In varshever geto,’ in idem, Mit ash oyfn kop, pp. 7–14. 

698 A. Zak, ‘Es reydn di tsigl,’ ibid., p. 12.
699 K. Grade, ‘Tsurikgekumen…,’ in idem, Der mames shabosim (1959), p. 409. 
700 See K. Grade, Oyf di khurves, p. 7.
701 One effect of Knapheys’ visit to the ruins of the Warsaw ghetto in 1946 was the extended 

poem ‘Der kholem fun geto,’ about the ghetto uprising, published in the volume Levone-krik-
her, pp. 157–206. Grade, after his visit to the former Jewish quarter in Vilnius, wrote the ex-
tended poem Oyf di khurves. 
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scattered children’s toys, broken utensils, and pages from holy books, whose 
‘rustle is so awful. / And none of the survivors can tell / of those nightmares 
like these rotting parchments…’702 Objects that have outlived their own-
ers evoke grief and amplify the sense of loss, but are also elevated to precious 
mementoes of the dead, the only trace of their existence: 

Something gleamed outside my window — 
I found a copper grosz… 

A copper grosz lost in the ruin, 
Dust-covered, amid bricks and stones — 

It looks as if, charmed by an enchantment,  
It was starting to cry… 
(…)

And suddenly the copper starts to smoulder — 
I see a drop of blood in it. 
The drop spills over, and inside it — 
I see my dead father… 

Beside him the body of my mother — 
Killed by the same oppressor. 
And by them my rebbe, Reb Shimen — 
He, too, did not evade death. 

Only I remain, all alone — 
And only a drop of the blood remains — 
A drop — a weeping copper grosz, 
Unearthed from the ashes of my home…703

It is little wonder, then, that the survivors, like one of the characters in Yit-
skhok Guterman’s short story ‘In a puster shtot’ [In an empty town],704 as-
siduously collect these testimonies to a dramatically ordinary life in order to 
bury them in a worthy place, as if they were burying something sacred that 
had been desecrated. 

702 K. Grade, Oyf di khurves, p. 7.
703 P. Binetski, ‘Dos lid fun dem kupernem groshn,’ in idem, A fentster tsu der velt, p. 44.
704 Y. Guterman, ‘In a puster shtot,’ in idem, In a puster shtot, pp. 5–13.
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For the survivors the Polish earth has become cursed, for, ‘covered in the fer-
tiliser of my mother’s ashes,’705 it has been transformed into a vast cemetery. 
There are no neutral elements in this landscape of ruins — every path, every 
tree might have witnessed the deaths of their loved ones.706 The survivors view 
the space around them differently, for superimposed on the real landscape 
visible to all, they see a space of pain and suffering. ‘And every ruin wants 
us to recognize it; / you call forth from it by name crowds of shades, who 
encircle you,’707 Khayim Grade wrote in his extended poem Oyf di khurves, 
which was written in 1945 during his time in his native Vilnius. The rub-
ble beneath the feet of those who visited the Jewish districts became trans-
formed into the bones of the victims,708 and the red of flowers seems leached 
from the blood of the dead.709 Those whose consciousness is heightened by 
the wrongs they suffered can even discern bread baked from grain that drew 
its juices from the graves of the murdered:

Green grasses, golden flowers,  
Above them a butterfly in flight, a buzzing bee 
Carries sweetness to its hive.  
And only I still tremble,  
Only my throat is still gripped by fear,
Because the grasses are red, 
The honey bitter,  
And who knows if the bread I eat 
Did not grow on my brother’s corpse…710 

The eyes of the murdered711 seem to stare out from every corner 
of the death-contaminated space, amplifying in the survivors the sense of guilt 
at having outlived their nation.712 Reyzl Zhikhlinski notes, on behalf of her 
loved ones who perished: 

705 A. Zak, ‘Ich for tsu dir, Poyln,’ in idem, Mit ash oyfn kop, p. 5.
706 See, for instance, ibid.; Y. Yanasovitsh, ‘Di heym,’ in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 1946), p. 64. 
707 K. Grade, Oyf di khurves, p. 6.
708 See P. Halter, ‘In varshever geto,’ in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 1948), p. 156.
709 See N. Bomze, ‘Friling,’ in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 1946), p. 39.
710 Ibid.
711 See P. Halter, ‘In varshever geto,’ in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 1948), p. 156; R. Zhikhlin-

ski, ‘Mayne yidishe oygn,’ in eadem, Tsu loytere bregn, pp. 5–6.
712 See, for instance, M.  Zaltsman, ‘Ikh veys,’ in idem, Zunike teg (1954), p. 36, ‘Farg-

ib,’ ibid.,  p. 35; G.  Guterman, ‘Shvester dershrokene,’ in eadem, Der opgrunt roysht, p. 21, 
‘ Harbst,’ ibid., p. 29.
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My grave I had to 
Dig myself, with my bare hands.  
But my head protrudes from the grave, 
An accursed plant that cannot die.  

My Jewish eyes 
Drink in all the colours. 
My Jewish eyes, 
Open, 
Look out from my grave 
And do not want to die.713

This poem testifies to the writers’ subjective view of the Polish spaces — 
today empty, but once populated also by Jews. In their native areas in par-
ticular, every building, as Grade wrote, reminds them of someone, calling 
up memories, evoking the unsettling feeling of being observed by those who 
so recently were still there. At the same time, the work emanates the will to 
live and to endure in spite of the sentences passed on the nation. In defiance 
of the murderers’ plans, not all the ‘Jewish eyes’ and ‘Jewish heads’ died. 

Those left alive are prompted by their tortured memories to seek out 
even the most trivial traces of those who are gone. They are led to the ghet-
to ruins, to their home towns, or to extermination camps, where on the sites 
of the martyrs’ deaths they can see the full enormity of what happened.714 This 
form of personal confrontation with a place where Jewish life had flourished and 
where it was dramatically ended is a kind of moral imperative enabling the living 
to pay back at least part of their debt for having been favoured by fate, and to bid 
their farewells to the murdered world. Most Holocaust victims died anonymous, 
in unconfirmed circumstances, and after death were even denied the right to 
a grave. The whole of the Polish earth became the grave of the Jewish nation 
— in both a metaphoric and a literal sense, for the bodies of those exterminated 
were buried in mass graves in random situations — in fields, woods, in fact al-
most anywhere. The survivors, unable to establish where their loved ones were 
buried, were denied the possibility to mourn. Only a visit to Auschwitz or Maj-
danek offered them the chance to experience a faint echo of that process.715 As 

713 R. Zhikhlinski, ‘Mayne yidishe oygn,’ p. 6.
714 See, for instance, P. Halter, ‘Mayne heymishe vegn,’ Yidishe Shriftn No. 4 (1947), p. 12; 

the cycle of poetry by A. Zak ‘In varshever geto,’ pp. 6–15; or ‘In Maydanek,’ ibid., pp. 17–19; 
M. Man, ‘Dos geshrey fun mayn shtot,’ in idem, Di shtilkeyt mont, p. 27; M. Knapheys, ‘Der 
kholem fun geto,’ in idem, Levone-krikher; K. Grade, Oyf di khurves. 

715 See L.  Olitski, ‘Baym toyer fun Oshvientshim,’ in idem, Mitn ponem tsu der zun, 
pp. 161–162. 
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early as in 1944 Zak wrote in ‘Der eyntsiker keyver’ [The only grave]: ‘I shall go 
to those heaps of ash in Majdanek, / I shall take a handful of dust: Mother, it is 
you!/ It is you, wife! It is you, my only son! My sister, it is you! / And I shall lay 
it to eternal rest in the grave…’716 These visits to sites of execution bring home  
to the survivors the exceptionality of what had happened. They begin to interpret 
the deaths of six million as doubly sanctified, because they were undeserved and 
took the whole nation.717 Binem Heller presaged the enormity of the situation as 
early as in 1943, in his ‘Havdole’ [Havdala blessing], writing: ‘death a million-fold 
is more than just death.’718 At sites of the nation’s slaughter the survivors felt like 
witnesses to the real end of the Jewish world. 

A frequent motif in Holocaust literature is astonishment at the world’s indif-
ference to the misfortune that had befallen the Jewish nation. The writers’ visits 
to their native regions come as a shock: ‘I walk around my native town / and do 
not recognize the place,’ Mendel Man was to write in his poem ‘Dos geshrey fun 
mayn shtot’ [The cry of my town], after he visited Płońsk in 1945. There are no 
longer Jews in the town, and ‘my Christian neighbours are suspiciously silent, /  
shrugging their shoulders.’ To the survivor this emptiness and this silence are 
unnatural; it seems to him that ‘the town cries out / in its silence and its calm.’719 
Reyzl Zhikhlinski references a similar experience in her extended poem ‘Lider 
fun mayn heym’ [Poems of my home] of October 1946. After a visit to her 
native region, she reaches the conclusion that the dramatic death of so many 
thousands of people, who might have been considered at home in the Polish 
landscape for centuries, had changed nothing in the Gąbin landscape: 

Falling, falling yellow leaves. 
Errant a story on the roads, 
A story of people driven into a field —
A spring rain was falling. 

Three thousand Jews without water or bread, 
Four long spring days. 
Small children cried under the stars — 
They wanted to eat. 

716 A. Zak, ‘Der eyntsiker keyver,’ in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 1946), p. 18. See also the ar-
ticle by A. Zak ‘Oyf keyver-oves in Maydanek in 1946,’ in Dos bukh fun Lublin: zikhroynes, 
gviyes-eydes un materyaln ibern lebn, kamf un martirertum fun lubliner yidishn yishev, edited 
by M. Litvin and M. Lerman (1952), pp. 623–626. 

717 See Kh.L. Fuks, ‘Rampe-lid,’ Yidishe Shriftn No. 2 (1946); A. Zak, ‘In Maydanek,’ in idem, 
Mit ash oyfn kop, pp. 17–19.

718 B. Heller, ‘Havdole,’ in idem, Klorkeyt, p. 90.
719 M. Man, ‘Dos geshrey fun mayn shtot,’ in idem, Di shtilkeyt mont, p. 27. 
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The children’s crying has not  
Darkened the woods around. 
Here they are — green woods,  
The woods of my home. 

The high, blue sky 
Has not fallen in fire from above…720 

The writers’ native regions become as alien as the people whose lives carry 
on as if nothing had happened. The earth, which as recently as before the war 
had been the tender comforter of these Polish Jewish poets now experiencing 
the bitterness of rejection by the Poles,721 is now revealing its insensitivity, 
even indifference, to the love and most intimate needs of the survivors, such 
as the need for security and belonging. Zhikhlinski, aware that the presence 
of the survivors may be discomforting to some parts of Polish society, ad-
dresses her Polish neighbours with the symbolic but dramatic appeal to buy 
back off her her piece of her native land, of which she will no longer have 
need. Soberly assessing her chances of rebuilding a Jewish life in Poland, she 
comes to the realization that for people like her there is no longer room. So 
she rescinds all her rights to her native region, assuring the Poles, in her work 
‘A shtikl erd’ [A piece of land], that they need have no fear that she will return: 

Buy, buy, dear neighbours, 
Buy this piece of land. 
Cheap, for a song! 
You can build yourselves a house here, 
Sink a well 
And plant a garden 
Outside your window. 
No phantoms will haunt you here.  
My mama will not return from the gas chamber.  
Nor her grandchildren. 
And I too will come here no more  
With my tear.  
(…)  
The place where stood my cradle 
I shall not show my child.722

720 R. Zhikhlinski, ‘Lider fun mayn heym,’ in eadem, Tsu loytere bregn, p. 17.
721 E. Prokop-Janiec, Polish–Jewish Literature in the Interwar Years, p. 149ff.
722 R. Zhikhlinski, ‘A shtikl erd,’ in eadem, Tsu loytere bregn, p. 21.
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The earth — the earth on which seed is sown, on which the house that 
holds the ashes of one’s ancestors stands — is the most permanent element 
of homeland, the part to which everyone is closest.723 Instinctively, everyone 
senses this — including Yitskhok Yanasovitsh in his wartime poem ‘Poyln, 
Poyln,’ in which he appraises his relationship with his homeland, indiffer-
ent to the extermination of the Jews, thus: ‘Alien to me are your fields shim-
mering / in the summer light. / Of all your earth, mine is / only my father’s 
grave.’724 While it is possible to comprehend their need to distance themselves 
from the ‘alien’ (not native) landscapes that had so dispassionately witnessed 
the Jewish tragedy, it is hard to understand how they could turn their backs 
on something so intimately ‘theirs’ as their family history, testified to by signs 
of presence immortalised in their native land (such as graves). The voluntary 
eschewal of the land by the subject in Zhikhlinski’s poetry is highly dramatic, 
and represents the eschewal, on their own behalf and that of future genera-
tions, of their ties with their domestic, and closest — family — homeland, 
with the homeland as place. It means giving up part of the intergenerational 
message about their place of origin, and even consenting to the redefinition 
of their own identity and that of the entire nation. 

The fact that the decision to leave their homeland — their scrap of land — 
was not an easy one is reflected in works including Moyshe Knapheys’ ‘Dos 
klog-lid fun mayn tatn oyfn Gensher bes-oylem,’ in which he lends his voice 
to one of the Jews buried in the Polish earth. The shade of a dead father re-
minds his son, who survived and is thinking of emigration, how important it 
is to look after the graves and preserve the memory of his ancestors:

I need your tears like dew on my grave, 
For you are blood of my blood, flesh of my flesh. 

Where is it you want to go, where are you heading? 
(…)
Tell me, who will your papa be able to count on now?

Of all the family, as huge as a branching tree — 
Only you remain — a root in mourning… 

Who will come to me and say: Peace be with you, father!
Who will fall on this stone and bewail my fate 

723 J. Bartmiński (‘Polskie rozumienie ojczyzny i jego warianty,’ p. 26) believes that traces 
of the narrow concept of homeland as home, one’s ancestral land, one’s native region, etc., 
continue to function in the popular consciousness to this day.

724 Y. Yanasovitsh, ‘Poyln, Poyln,’ p. 49.
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And the fate of the generation that I created,
That it bear my name for centuries (…)725 

The nation is a chain of generations: those who have passed on, those who 
remain, and those yet to come. Each link in this chain has a task ascribed to 
it — and the duties of the living include taking care that future generations 
learn about their roots, that they know who they are, where they have come 
from, and what the purpose of their earthly journey is. Memory of their an-
cestors is an important factor shaping the national identity, hence the great 
importance attached to its cultivation by the Jewish nation. The son is torn, 
not knowing what to do:

Woe is me! How can I leave you all here,
Who will watch over you and take care of your graves (…)[?]

I am a generation at the crossroads of two worlds, 
When one blesses me, the other will curse me.726

It was the graves that kept those who wanted to leave in Poland. Concern 
for the Jewish cemeteries — the testimony to the presence of their nation and 
the centuries it had endured on the Polish land — also tied the hands of others 
laying plans to leave Poland, such as Gute Guterman727 or Avrom Sutskever. 
The latter, thinking of emigrating to Israel, wonders how he might take his 
ancestral graves with him: 

I am sad, God! How to leave
This Vale of Tears, these houses, these graves?  
How to leave to the emptiness some monument or sign
That it might endure for posterity? 
What to do that the past reveal itself
To tomorrow? How to capture the echo of all the
Interrupted prayers? How drink from the pitcher 
From which death has drunk? I roam, 
Attempting to staple the countless graves 
With songs. (…)
Cemeteries, cemeteries, where are the saviours?
Where those titans carved in rock

725 M. Knapheys, ‘Dos klog-lid fun mayn tatn oyfn Gensher bes-oylem,’ p. 74.
726 Ibid., p. 76.
727 See G. Guterman, ‘Ikh volt avek in der vayt,’ in eadem, Der opgrunt roysht, p. 43. 
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Who, on their backs, by night, 
Will take you hence by enchantments
And reroot you where Jewish life
Will be reborn anew?! – –728 

The poet knows full well that he cannot take these traces of Jewish life 
on the Polish earth with him, and that without access to these mementoes 
of the past, the identity of the next generation will be lacking. Nevertheless, 
the decision to go is irreversible. But there were those whom the graves prevent-
ed from leaving. Years later, David Sfard was to return to this subject, admitting, 
in the poem ‘Az ikh vel farlozn di erd’ [When I leave this land],729 that he, too, 
had considered leaving Poland, but had been held back by his sense of an obli-
gation to remain on guard by the graves of his murdered brothers and sisters.

The event that precipitated some survivors’ decision to go was the Kielce 
pogrom. Those who took this decision were above all those who felt like ‘un-
invited guests in a foreign country.’730 Their weakening ties with their state and 
community homeland (due to the new political system, and antisemitism) 
and their pain at the annihilation of their domestic and national homeland 
could not be matched by their emotional ties with their native landscape, 
a land desecrated by death, suddenly perceived as alien, unfeeling, even hos-
tile. For the Jewish Communists, in turn, to whom the system change repre-
sented the chance to put their ideals into practice, not even the tragic after-
math of the Kielce pogrom could destroy the conviction that it was worth 
staying in Poland and working to create a ‘progressive’ Jewish culture. And 
though it was not easy to build on the ruins, they believed in the possibility 
of rebirth and a dignified life. It was on behalf of this group that Heller wrote, 
in the poem ‘Lid vegn glik’ [Song of happiness]: 

If but some trace remains, 
Were it but a branch on a tree — 
Let it attempt once again 
To reach the blue vault of heaven. 

I have grown into this land  
And its juices now flow in me.  
With a rich fertility  
Power surges in my body. 

728 A. Sutskever, ‘Tsu Poyln,’ pp. 163–164.
729 D. Sfard, ‘Az ikh vel farlozn di erd,’ in idem, Lider, p. 32.
730 M. Man, ‘S’hobn zikh baruikt di tsevigte horizontn,’ in idem, Di shtilkeyt mont, p. 34.
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Look, here are other stumps alongside me,   
And my child is a green branch.  
Her figure recalls my mother,   
Who still lives in the melody of the wind.   

And once more rain falls  
Ordering me: Live and blossom!  
And my songs are scented  
With the aroma of the early morning.731

In works by poets in this group, the foremost image is that of the state 
homeland in its socialist form.

My Republic

Jerzy Bartmiński notes that as the new authorities consolidated their power, 
the propaganda machine worked ever more intensively to align the notion 
of homeland with the socialist state, extending the concept of ideological 
homeland that required constant sacrifice from its citizens. Under Stalinism 
(1949–1955) the state homeland was treated as the property of the party,732 
and the mass media portrayed the new Poland as a class-based, internation-
alist homeland, deliberately creating an opposition between the progressive 
homeland (the People’s Poland) and the vision of a backward Poland pre-Sep-
tember 1939 (a Poland of the nobility, the bourgeoisie, of the Sanation system, 
a hotbed of fascism and imperialism). The notion of patriotism was reserved 
solely for advocates of the People’s Poland (for whom ‘patriotic’ meant ‘so-
cialist’), and revolutionaries such as Julian Marchlewski, Rosa Luxemburg, 
Marceli Nowotko, and Paweł Finder were restyled as patriots.733 The opposi-
tion between the bad capitalist yesterday (representing backwardness and so-

731 B. Heller, ‘Lid vegn glik,’ in idem, Durkh shotn un shayn, pp. 223–224.
732 J. Bartmiński, ‘Polskie rozumienie ojczyzny i jego warianty,’ p. 31. 
733 T. Wilkoń, Polska poezja socrealistyczna w latach 1949–1955 (1992), pp. 44–46. Julian 

Marchlewski (1866–1925), Rosa Luxemburg (1871–1919), Marceli Nowotko (1893–1942), and 
Paweł Finder (1904–1944) were Communist activists who due to their internationalist views 
were opposed to ‘nationalism,’ of which a sense of patriotic belonging to a specific country, its 
history and its culture may be considered one variant. For more see https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Julian_Marchlewski; https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rosa_Luxemburg; https://en.wikipe-
dia.org/wiki/Pawe%C5%82_Finder (accessed 16.07.2015). 
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cial repression) and the good socialist today (standing for technological pro-
gress and justice) found its literary explication in warts-and-all realist images 
of the pre-war private homeland. The image of the land of childhood, which 
as a rule evokes positive emotions and is not subject to ‘axiological qualifi-
cation in the categories of good and bad,’734 was in Socialist Realist lite rature 
distorted and subordinated to the service of ideology. Władysław Dynak and 
Mieczysław Inglot note:  

The Arcadian topos of the ‘regions of childhood,’ after a stylistic reinvention from idyllic 
to antiaesthetic realism, assumed an almost redoubled persuasive force, for it called forth 
elemental emotional reactions. One such is the natural, even biological reaction to ‘harm 
to the child,’ which has long been exploited by specialists in all manner of discreditation. 
Poetic images of the misery, oppression, abuse, and glaring social inequalities of the ‘bare-
foot and beaten’ childhood of ‘yesteryear’ will moreover co-exist with the equally ‘power-
ful’ figure of ‘homeland as evil mother.’735

Traces of the way this mechanism worked are to be found in the pre-war 
oeuvre of the politically engaged Communist poet Binem Heller, extensive 
passages from which were revisited in 1956 in the poetry collection Dos ershte 
lid [The first song].736 In texts from the years 1937–1939, which were written 
while he was abroad, the Second Polish Republic is featured as an ideological 
homeland and as a private, family, and domestic homeland. In the former 
dimension it is perceived as a ‘mean land’ that does not guarantee bread, or 
the space for the song of the young revolutionary, while in the latter it is 
a place inhabited by family and friends, and as a landscape close to the heart.737 
The émigré subject misses the positively valuated space of his home, and his 
native Warsaw, and also his loved ones. As his symbol of this positively per-
ceived dimension of homeland he employs the Vistula.738 Even in these early 

734 W. Dynak and M. Inglot, ‘Ojczyzna dla wszystkich — Ojczyzna dla każdego,’ p. 202.
735 Ibid. 
736 The slender volume B. Heller, Dos ershte lid (1956), contains selected poetic works from 

the years 1937–1939. The influence of ideology on the image of the Polish homeland is also 
evident in the preface by D. Sfard, ‘Di friye lider fun Binem Heller,’ in B. Heller, Dos ershte lid, 
pp. V–XV. Sfard also held a materialistic worldview and rejected all religiously motivated con-
ceptions of the diaspora as punishment for sins. Accordingly, he stresses that one of the features 
of Heller’s poetic vision, even before the war, was a sense of rootedness in the Polish land, while 
many poets had succumbed to the ‘fatalism’ of homelessness [emphasis added by M.R.]. Sfard’s 
comment is tendentious, naturally, and unfair, for it was not necessary to be a Communist to 
feel that one had roots in the Polish land, as ‘Tsu Poyln,’ the poetic profession of A. Sutskever, 
who was only slightly their junior, testifies.

737 See B. Heller, ‘Tsurik,’ in idem, Dos ershte lid, p. 85. 
738 See B. Heller, ‘In kholem,’ ibid., p. 90; ‘Ale taykhn faln inem yam,’ ibid., pp. 95–97. 
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poems about home, however, we already find extremely dark images, in which 
the most intimate of spaces is negatively valorised. A marked ambivalence 
is discernible in Heller’s view of his home:739 side by side with his declara-
tion of love for his parents740 there is terse and decisive criticism of their system 
of values,741 and the émigré’s nostalgia for his own, safe, important place742 is 
tempered with tendentious images of the poverty, ugliness and sadness of his 
family home.743 He deliberately refrains from drawing a distinction between 
what is beloved and his own, however poor, from the causes (e.g. political or 
economic) of the poor state of his family and domestic or local homeland. He 
harnesses his view of the intimate sphere of the home in the service of ideol-
ogy,744 and his most personal feelings ‘melt away’ in this propagandistic poem 
designed to convey the emotion of the proletariat collectivity. A similar im-
age of his ‘native region,’ overcrowded and dirty, overpowering with the sad-
ness of those living there, is repeated by Heller in the 1954 volume In undzer 
tsayt, in the poem ‘Yidishe hoyfn’ [Jewish courtyards]:

Jewish courtyards on Miła and Niska745 — 
Dark nests of hunger and misery,  
My impoverished childhood, where are you? — 
Years without joy and without bread.  

Troubles in cottage rooms and dust in windows,  
Doors leading nowhere,  
A poor childhood, without a shadow of hope — 
Years of sadness and terror.  

739 As Sfard notes in the preface ‘Di friye lider fun Binem Heller’ to Dos ershte lid, pp. VI–
VII, in Heller’s early poetry his attitude towards Poland in its family and domestic dimension 
was shaped by two trends — the rebellion born of intergenerational conflict, and the pressure 
to reject the old form of the world inspired by Communist ideology. Heller seems not to have 
differentiated between the two, and distanced himself from all that connected him with the old 
world, even though often this resulted in the negation of all that was nonetheless dear to him 
— hence the ambivalence in his poetry.

740 See B. Heller, ‘Dos lid fun mayn eynzamer mamen,’ in idem, Dos ershte lid, pp. 86–89; 
(‘Oyf eybik farsholtn zol zayn dayn gebeyn…’), ibid., p. 81. 

741 See B. Heller, ‘Skeynim,’ ibid., p. 32; ‘Bay undz in shtub,’ ibid., pp. 11–17. 
742 See B. Heller, ‘Tsurik,’ ibid., p. 85. 
743 See B. Heller, ‘Ikh tsi zikh,’ ibid., pp. 34–35; ‘Bay undz in shtub,’ pp. 11–17. 
744 See B.  Heller, ‘Di heym in kholem: (A kapitl fun der poeme Der veg oyf Varshe),’ 

pp. 113–116.
745 Miła, Niska — streets in the former Jewish district and ghetto in Warsaw.
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People without smiles, with sad eyes,  
People who had never smiled,  
(…).  

Hopeless prayers and songs of sadness,  
A longing accompanied by nothing but a shadow,  
A poor childhood, unhappy, mute —  
Years without bread and without joy.746  

The ugliness and poverty of the Jewish world in interwar Poland, whether 
that of the shtetl or that of the Jewish district, were also noticed by Polish-lan-
guage Jewish poets writing in the 1930s, at the same time as Heller. Eugenia 
Prokop-Janiec, however, notes that these places were perceived not only as locus 
obscurus, but also as locus amoenus, not only as prisons but also as paradise.747 
As such, the aesthetic of ugliness in this poetry is supplemented by the aesthetic 
of charm, and an ugly landscape is shown to be near and dear. Another vari-
ant of the Jewish space — as space filled with the substance of personal experi-
ences and memories — in interwar Polish–Jewish poetry is ‘an affectionate and 
tender place in the memory.’748 Prokop-Janiec concludes that the shtetl of mem-
ories, the shtetl of mother and childhood, always remains light and bright.749 
Childhood, even if poor, hungry and overshadowed by the sadness of parents 
worrying about tomorrow, is always remembered as carefree, and memories 
contain the echoes of parental love and curiosity about the world. Heller’s vision, 
by contrast, is truly morbid; it suggests that the lyric subject of his pre-war and 
post-war Socialist Realist works — a child — assumes an adult viewpoint, living 
adult sorrow, helplessness, and anger, cognisant of all the ugliness in the world 
of his dark and dirty childhood. Interestingly, a vision of a poor family and 
domestic homeland, and images from the life of the incapable, sickly parents 
of the poetic subject also feature in the pre-war extended poem ‘Polesye’750 by 
Leyb Morgentoy, and in the post-war work by Yitskhok Yanasovitsh ‘A Yid fun 
shtetl.’751 Unlike in Heller’s work, however, the lyric subject of these works sur-
veys the world he describes with love and sympathy, not negating for ideological 
reasons his fondness for the domestic space and his loved ones.752 

746 B. Heller, ‘Yidishe hoyfn,’ in idem, In undzer tsayt, p. 113.
747 E. Prokop-Janiec, Polish–Jewish Literature in the Interwar Years, pp. 168–179.
748 Ibid., p. 169.
749 Ibid., p. 173.
750 L. Morgentoy, ‘Polesye,’ in idem, Ruinen in zun, pp. 74–91.
751 I. Yanasovitsh, ‘A Yid fun shtetl,’ in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 1948), pp. 62–66. 
752 Rubin, who like Heller had been an active and ardent member of the Communist party 

since before the war, records in her poems a markedly different view of the traditional world 
of her parents and grandparents than his. I write more on this subject in my article ‘The Earth 
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A highly developed vision of the family and domestic homeland, enriched 
with an image of the land as the place most closely bound up with the in-
timate space of the home, is also contained in the Socialist Realist poetry 
of Kalman Segal. The family home evoked in it is ‘simple, / rustic, as with all 
peasants — / (…) And every corner of that house is familiar, / the great green 
field is also home.’753 Here he exposes the poverty of the Jewish farmers who 
worked poor land in the sweat of their brow, and the world he conjures up is 
sketched in black and white. The land of childhood is a land of social wrongs 
and injustice. This is what the pre-war Jewish farmer thought about his land: 

Good, fat wheat will grow on my land.  
The grain for the merchant, and for me stones. 
Cattle graze by my beautiful cottage,   
The butter for the masters, and for us the whey.  

Flax grows in my field for new coats —  
We shall have to clothe ourselves in old rags from nettles.
The fruits that grow on the trees are under guard —  
Our apple, my child, is maggoty in the middle.754

Both Heller and Segal use hyperbole to disavow the world of Poland be-
tween the wars, but Heller has a purpose that is absent from Segal’s early po-
ems — the need to distance himself from the old world of the religious Jews. 
This is the root of his criticism of his parents’ attitudes, their way of life, and 
their beliefs, which is transposed onto the entire domestic space. Segal finds 
a different solution to the dissonance that emerges between the ideological in-
junction to describe the ‘regions of childhood’ from the period of the Second 
Polish Republic in all their misery, and his authentic bond with his parents 
and love for his family home and the traditional Jewish world. That which is 
his own is removed into the ‘white’ realm and given the ‘thumbs-up.’ Inter-
estingly, this also applies, in a sense, to his parents’ religiosity and their ‘back-
ward’ (in Marxist ideological terms) social views, which he tends to pass over 
in silence. What is more, he ascribes to his parents a virtually revolutionary 
awareness of the need for struggle against the ‘masters’ for social justice and 
rights for the poor. The world of those masters, the rich exploiters, etc., is 
portrayed in black and given a clear mark of disapproval. This enables Segal 
— like Yanasovitsh and Morgentoy — to avoid direct criticism of the simple 

Hurts Me: On the Poetry of Hadase Rubin,’ in Women Writers of Yiddish Literature. Critical 
Essays, edited by R. Horowitz (2015).

753 K. Segal, ‘Friling in der heym,’ in idem, Lider, p. 7.
754 K. Segal, ‘In land fun mayne zeydes,’ in idem, Friling bay mayn tir, pp. 6–8.
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Jews representative of the traditional world. His vision, however, which is 
subordinated to the aesthetic directives of Socialist Realism, is more schemat-
ic than the extended poems of either of these other two. 

As in the Polish literature of this period, in Yiddish literature also there is 
considerable emphasis on the process of rebuilding the homeland from its war-
time destruction, and Poland is compared to a shared home being raised from 
ruins by the combined effort of the whole nation.755 The topos of the shared 
home is also employed in poetry in order to reinforce the rights of the surviv-
ing Jews to live in the People’s homeland — the new Poland is also the home 
of its Jewish inhabitants. Though many survivors wrote openly about the diffi-
culties of living in the Polish land, which in their eyes had been contaminated 
by the violent death of the Jewish nation, there are also works which raise it 
to an apotheosis, a cure for the difficult experiences of the war, the only place 
where those damaged by the Holocaust could find peace and hope. Volf Hersh 
Ivan (1912–1976), in his poem ‘Friling-motiv’ [Spring motif], writes: 

It was hard for me to stay   
In the cemetery, in the ruins of the ghetto,  
But harder still   
To pursue this vagabond fate further. 

So I am no longer seeking ways  
To leave you, my homeland,  
Because for generations I have held dear  
Your forest and your meadow,   

And the splash of the Vistula’s waves  
Soothes my pain.   
(…) 

Poland, Poland — my free home,   
I am part of your history.  
When spring blooms in you,   
My life also is renewed.756   

Poems voicing similar sentiments may have been written in response to di-
rectives imposed from above, but they may equally have been an expression 

755 W. Dynak and M. Inglot, ‘Ojczyzna dla wszystkich — Ojczyzna dla każdego,’ pp. 211, 
212–215.

756 V.H. Ivan, ‘Friling-motiv,’ in idem, Oyf heymisher erd (1950), p. 4.
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of true dilemmas and difficult decisions. Similar tones are struck in the poet-
ry of Segal, who writes of the hope that is born at the sight of a child’s smile, 
trees in blossom, and above all houses being built on ruins.757 The central char-
acter of his extended poem ‘Tsu a nayer heym’ [To a new home] is a repatri-
ate who comes to live on a Jewish collective farm in a village in Lower Silesia, 
where he finds a home, work, and even love among other solitary wanderers 
like himself.758 The poem exudes a message typical for Socialist Realism: that 
life in a collective is easier than alone, and that work can help to forget pain and 
find meaning in life. The motif of rebirth through membership of the group that 
is the community living in the Polish home recurs in many poems by Segal.759 

For those who decided to stay, the fact that the socialist state guaranteed 
them the possibility to study, work and keep a roof over their heads was un-
doubtedly significant. In addition, post-war Yiddish literature shows that 
the promise that in the ‘people’s homeland’ the Jews would be able to live 
in dignity was especially important. One of those who wrote about this was 
Moyshe Zaltsman (1909–?):

Back then I ran through your streets,  
Alien,  
Like a dog,   
another’s field,  
Driven by hunger and cold,  
By evil stares   
That burned:  
‘A Jew, a Jew!’ —  

Today (…)  
Blocks of flats are growing up,  
And I with them.   
I am growing, growing younger,  
And lighter,  
My legs carry me,  
And nobody points   
Their finger at me:  
‘A Jew, a Jew’ —760 

757 See K. Segal, ‘Oyf dos nay,’ in idem, Lider, p. 32; ‘Der otem fun der groyer erd,’ in idem, 
Friling bay mayn tir, pp. 27–28.

758 K. Segal, ‘Tsu a nayer heym,’ in idem, Tsu mayn nayer heym, pp. 5–15.
759 See K. Segal, ‘Shures fun a byografye,’ in idem, Lider, p. 52; ‘Gut morgn, velt,’ in idem, 

Friling bay mayn tir, pp. 16–17.
760 M. Zaltsman, ‘Andersh,’ in idem, Zunike teg, pp. 7–8.
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Thus the socialist homeland is portrayed, in line with the postulate of pro-
letariat internationalism, as the home of Poles and Jews, erected by their 
joint effort, a democratised space, open and welcoming to all, where ‘work 
is a question of honour, / (…) every man has the right to learn — / here all 
are happy, / (…) children know no sadness, / and every wall erected / guards 
the peace of people of work.’761 Only in socialist Poland could the Jewish poet 
experience ‘the taste of fullness, / of bread grown not from blood, / but from 
joyful song.’762 The ‘renewed’ homeland is also a space in which there will be 
room for memory of the Jewish victims of the war. It is important to remem-
ber, however, that the memory cultivated in the official culture is falsified to 
fit in with the heroicising and internationalising ideological discourse, which 
extends primarily to the fallen heroes of the Warsaw ghetto uprising and di-
minishes the significance of the deaths of fighters from other ghettos, pass-
ing over in awkward silence altogether the deaths of those who died without 
a struggle.763 But none of this is reflected in the poetry, which exudes above 
all positive images and emotions, as in Binem Heller’s work ‘Oyf eybikeytn’ 
[For ever], which emanates enthusiasm, joy and pride that the survivors have 
somewhere to live, and that they are free to develop their culture, bring up 
their children, build a peaceful future, and remember their heroic past.764 

In the majority of Socialist Realist poems, Poland loses its individual fea-
tures, becoming an increasingly abstract place, a conventional setting for 
the ideal Communist paradise, an ideological community.765 Linked to this 
conception of a homeland created by the efforts of its workers — builders 
of peace — are a production-based system of symbols and subjects766 and 
a topography typical for the era, with elements of staffage such as new houses 
and factories, schools and clubs, the Palace of Culture and Science in War-
saw, and monuments to Communist heroes — the Red Army, Felix Dzer-
zhinsky, and Marshal Konstantin Rokossovsky (one of the monuments men-
tioned is that to the Heroes of the Warsaw Ghetto — a sign that in the Polish 
home, memory of the Jewish heroes who fell for their homeland is alive and 
well). As in the Polish literature, the state as homeland is depicted by means 

761 M. Shklar, ‘Mayn Republik,’ in idem, Teglekhe mi, pp. 13–14.
762 Ibid.
763 On the subject of the distortion of memory of the Holocaust, see Chapter I, pp. 105–118.
764 B. Heller, ‘Oyf eybikeytn,’ in idem, Heymerd, p. 5.
765 See, for instance, B. Heller, ‘Goldene harbst,’ ibid., p. 152; ‘Oyb mir vet stayen yorn,’ 

ibid., p. 134, the cycle ‘Dos naye hoyz,’ ibid., p. 131. 
766 See, for instance, L. Olitski, ‘Balade vegn rushtovanyes,’ in idem, Mitn ponem tsu der zun, 

pp. 169–171; K. Segal, ‘Bay der boyung,’ in idem, Lider, p. 40, ‘Shlezisher peyzazh,’ ibid., p. 48, 
‘Hute oyfn nomen fun Boleslav Byerut,’ in idem, Tsu mayn nayer heym, pp. 16–21; V.H. Ivan, 
‘Varshe,’ in idem, Oyf heymisher erd, p. 8; P. Binetski, ‘Di moyerer mayn grus,’ in idem, A fentster 
tsu der velt, pp. 24–25ff.
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of the metaphor of a house growing up, which is designed to symbolise 
growth, progress and development. An important role in creating a solemn 
yet optimistic mood in works about socialist Poland is played by the solar 
metaphor — the image of the sun, bright colours, and the motif of the state 
holidays that fall in the spring and summer months: 1 May and 22 July.767 This 
is the landscape of the homeland on the May Day holiday: 

A mother and child walk through the streets.  
The wind at their backs, before them the wind.  
The sky and rays like rungs on a ladder, like steps —
Up they go, to welcome May in.   

‘What is that gleaming, Mum, there on the horizon?’  
‘The most beautiful palace in my country.’768 
‘Who are they building it for?’  
‘There your joy will resound, my child —
We are going to welcome May in.’   
(…)

‘Right here, bright flowers will bloom, 
And this is the threshold of a new house.   
‘Look, over there they are building a factory —
There your labour and your happiness will reside.  
Let us go, my daughter, and welcome May in.’   

The two of them walk through the blossoming [world of] spring.   
It is hard to say which of them is the younger and which the older,
When the light gilds their hair.769

767 W. Dynak and M. Inglot, ‘Ojczyzna dla wszystkich – Ojczyzna dla każdego,’ pp. 221–
222. The first day of May is celebrated as International Labour Day, while 22 July was ob-
served (until 1989) as the National Day of the Rebirth of Poland, the most important state 
holiday in the People’s Poland era, commemorating the announcement in Moscow in 1944 
of the Manifesto of the Polish Committee of National Liberation (PKWN) (following its ap-
proval by Stalin). This is the symbolic date marking the beginning of the Communist era 
in Poland.

768 The reference here is probably to the Palace of Culture and Science, built in the years 
1952–1955 to plans by the Soviet architect Lev Rudniev as a ‘gift of the Soviet nation to 
the Polish nation.’ For more see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Palace_of_Culture_and_Science 
(accessed 16.07.2015). 

769 H. Rubin, ‘Erev may,’ in eadem, Veytik un freyd (1955), pp. 10–11.
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The apotheosis of the workers’ labour and the programmatic requirement 
for joyful optimism combined to produce in the Polish literature the unreal, 
even bizarre figure of the worker singing as he worked.770 Similar effects are 
also to be found in Yiddish poetry, for instance in Elye Rayzman’s poem ‘Azoy 
fil lid’ [So many songs], which shows Poland as a radiant land of eternal en-
thusiasm where everything sings:

So many songs at every step,  
You can gather them by the handful,  
The grain sings in the cereal field,  
The brick in every new wall. 

The sun sings on every rooftop,  
The newly paved road sings,   
Everything here sings  
On these bright, joyful days.771

The visions of the socialist homeland in Polish and Yiddish Socialist Re-
alism are very similar — virtually identical. The only difference is the per-
spective of the Holocaust survivor that is inherent in and ineradicable from 
Yiddish literature. For the Jews, the rebuilding of Poland is not only the re-
building of their destroyed home, but also the rebirth, almost ‘resurrection’ 
of the annihilated Jewish community. As Rayzman writes, in the place where 
‘ruins wept,’ a miracle occurred: ‘Ezekiel — just as once before — / bound 
stone to stone / in the empty valley of bones.’772 This vision of resurrection, 
which references the Bible, nevertheless has little to do with God. The poet’s 
Ezekiel is not a divine prophet but a worker: 

He laboured with hammer in hand,
With a sickle he reaped the field of cereal  
Until villages and cities entire  
Grew up as if enchanted   

And became wreathed in the song 
Of the smoking factory,  

770 See W.  Dynak and M.  Inglot, ‘Ojczyzna dla wszystkich — Ojczyzna dla każdego,’ 
pp. 213, 221–222.

771 E. Rayzman, ‘Azoy fil lid,’ in idem, Kh’hob farflantst a boym, p. 49.
772 Ibid. See also Ez 37:1–5.
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And united with machine  
In humming music.773

One interesting element of the vision of Poland as a socialist homeland is 
the motif of work on the land, which is particularly striking in the early poet-
ry of Elye Rayzman. The hero of his poems is the Jewish farmer, whose strong, 
muscular arms are equal to the heaviest physical labour, while the work it-
self is depicted as ennobling.774 Sowing and reaping the crops from one’s own 
land is cause for pride and joy: ‘The cereal, sprinkled with stars, / ripened with 
my joy — / with my own hands / I had ploughed and sowed the field.’775 This 
motif is unusual inasmuch that farming had never been a typical occupation 
for the Jews in Poland. Towards the end of the nineteenth century, working 
on the land became a mark of rootedness, stability and normality for a nation 
seeking its identity, and it was for this reason that the Zionists attached great 
importance to teaching it to future émigrés to Palestine. In the poetic vision 
of Maurycy Szymel (Moyshe Shimel, 1903–1942), who wrote in both Polish 
and Yiddish between the wars, it was work on one’s own land, with the re-
ward of rejoicing in the fruits of one’s labour, that was employed as the im-
age of belonging to the homeland — the land of Israel.776 In post-war poetry 
by Communist writers, the image of work on the land is used to illustrate 
the dignity regained by the Jews through the nobilitation of physical labour, 
and the trust they are investing in their land in the new Poland, unlike all 
those who, ‘succumbing to the fatalism of homelessness,’ like Reyzl Zhikhlin-
ski, Khayim Grade, and Avrom Sutskever, abandoned it.

Another significant theme in the poetry of Socialist Realist Yiddish writ-
ers is that of being the master in their own house — something that would 
have been unthinkable in the Yiddish literature of the Second Polish Repub-
lic. Rayzman writes metaphorically about this in the poem ‘Kh’hob farflantst 
a boym’ [I planted a tree]:

I planted a branch by my window,  
A tree grew out of it,  
(…)

773 Ibid., p. 50.
774 See, for instance, E. Rayzman, ‘Frimorgendik blendn di felder arum,’ in idem, Felder 

grinen (1950), p. 29.
775 E. Rayzman, ‘Mayn heym,’ ibid., p. 15.
776 See M. Szymel, ‘Przymierze,’ in Międzywojenna poezja polsko-żydowska. Antologia, se-

lected, compiled, annotated and prefaced by E. Prokop-Janiec (1996), p. 250. For more on 
the topos of having roots in one’s homeland in the poetry of Szymel and other writers of his 
time, see E. Prokop-Janiec, Polish–Jewish Literature in the Interwar Years, p. 152.
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But I could not reach it,  
For the earth was hostile to my feet.  
(…)  

I planted a branch by my window,  
It is blossoming, living and growing freely.  
And I am happy, for I know that I am a gardener 
Working on free, blossoming land.777

In the socialist homeland everything has been positively transformed — 
the united effort invested in planting a tree or rebuilding a house pays off, 
because the effects benefit everyone. The Jews living in Poland thus partic-
ipate in the collective work to bring about prosperity and freedom for their 
homeland. And Yiddish poetry brings out this aspect of Jewish bonds with 
Poland also — the tribute of labour, blood and even life that the Jews have 
paid for their right to call her their homeland. 

Poland is portrayed as the shared homeland of both nations — the Polish 
and the Jewish, the latter, as Heller wrote in his extended poem ‘Yidn’ [Jews], 
having ‘arrived a little later.’778 It has for many centuries been their place of res-
idence, the place where their ancestors have been laid to rest, it is the land that 
has fed them and given them a roof over their heads, to which they, in return, 
were faithful, and for which they died. Heller recalls this in his work ‘Hey-
merd’ [Homeland]: 

I have roamed, my Country, your roads,
With your songs and with your gun! 

And but a shallow layer of earth conceals 
The bones of my fathers so densely scattered here.  
(…) 

And in your rivers and streams 
I have mingled my blood with Polish blood,

And on your fields I have died in battle — 
That I might not be erased from your land.779  

777 E. Rayzman, ‘Kh’hob farflantst a boym,’ in idem, Kh’hob farflantst a boym, p. 12.
778 B. Heller, ‘Yidn in Poyln,’ in idem, In undzer tsayt, pp. 55–57.
779 B. Heller, ‘Heymerd,’ in idem, Heymerd, p. 39.
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Other writers, too, among them Moyshe Shklar and Hadase Rubin, express 
the conviction which had accompanied Jewish poetry for decades that faith-
fulness sealed with blood could not be invalidated, that this gives the Jews 
the moral right to consider themselves rightful sons of the Polish homeland.780 

By the banks of the Vistula 

After 1956 the way the picture of the homeland is depicted in both Polish and 
Yiddish literature changes: the repertoire typical of Socialist Realism is played 
down, and the industrial landscape and its attributes disappear. The motif 
of socialist construction is still present, but complemented with more rustic 
staffage.781 Poems continue to feature verses about the homeland as the reality 
of a dream coming true. Sfard’s Warsaw is a space of ‘white palaces hatching,’ 
above which white doves of peace circle by day, and at night the sky shines 
with stars ‘which all truly belong to us.’782 Once a city of poverty, starvation, 
and the angry protest of the impoverished Jewish streets destroyed by the foe, 
today a skyward-bound city ‘of storm and thrust / (…) of bravery and hero-
ism,’783 a city whose walls the sun at its rising paints in purest gold, blessing 
‘the young day in our land, / the new march that awaits it here, / and the crea-
tive effort of humankind.’784 This vision of the dynamically expanding capital, 
in which the memory of its murdered residents lives on, is rounded out by 
Elye Rayzman’s vision of his homeland. He sees Poland as a flourishing coun-
try, unvanquished despite the repeated invasions of the enemy and attempts 
at destruction. The idyllic harmony that reigns in the People’s Republic, where 
after centuries of oppression by overlords and years of German occupation 
Poles and Jews are living in concord, is emphasised by images of flowering 
meadows, fields of wheat rippling in the sunshine, the blue of the Vistula, 
and the sound of a shepherd’s pipe.785 Poland is the work of all those who 
devoted their efforts to its good and fought for its freedom, such as Berek 

780 See M. Shklar, ‘Tsu Mitskievitshn,’ in idem, Bleterfal (1959), pp. 63–64; H. Rubin, ‘Ikh 
bin karg gevorn,’ in eadem, Trit in der nakht, pp. 74–75; ‘Altvarg,’ ibid., p. 66. 

781 W. Dynak and M. Inglot, ‘Ojczyzna dla wszystkich — Ojczyzna dla każdego,’ p. 224. 
782 D. Sfard, ‘Friling in Varshe,’ in idem, Lider, p. 63. 
783 D. Sfard, ‘Beyde Varshes,’ in idem, Borvese trit, p. 154.
784 D. Sfard, ‘In nayem hoyz,’ ibid., pp. 151–152.
785 E. Rayzman, ‘Alte erd fun yungn Vaysl-land,’ in idem, Di shprakh fun dayne oygn (1967), 

pp. 168–172.
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Joselewicz, Shmul Zbytkower, and Mordekhai Anielewicz,786 and also planted 
trees and built houses with future generations in mind. Their efforts produced 
magnificent effects — the trees have taken root in their native land, and se-
cure houses have been built on solid foundations. Now the fate of the ‘family’ 
home depends on future generations, so the father gives his child a lesson: 
‘This house, my child, / [is] the stuff of fairy tales. / But guard it with your 
clear gaze / from the hand of the fire-raiser.’787 

But this was not the dominant type of literary image of the homeland 
in either Polish or Yiddish literature after 1956. The ideologised, black-and-
white vision of the world with its programmatic didacticism and voluntarist 
projection of tomorrow was superseded by an aesthetic of mundanity and pri-
vacy, and the world is portrayed from an internal perspective. Poetry ceases to  
be an instrument of persuasion and no longer demands participation in the ‘col-
lective duty,’ as the state homeland was depicted in Socialist Realism. Instead, 
it expresses personal engagement and the subjective experience of reality.788 
There is more reflective, atmospheric, scenic, intimate lyricism, and above 
all there are more works about the extermination of the Jewish nation. Home-
land is no longer identified exclusively with state — it becomes a space that is 
experienced subjectively and associated with home, with a familiar landscape, 
favourite places, and so on. The spiritual dimension of the concept is empha-
sised, in the form of memory of Jewish cemeteries as places of importance for 
the national identity, and of an awareness of the genesis of the lyric subject, 
whose identity was to a decisive extent shaped by his relationship with specific 
places and people.789 Also of significance is the physical dimension connected 
with both the space of the day-to-day personal and professional life,790 and 
a particular landscape — one that is familiar, safe, beloved, the place in which 

786 Ibid., pp. 171–172. Berek Joselewicz (1764[1765]–1809) — Jewish merchant, colonel 
in the Polish Army, officer in the Polish Legions in Italy. During the Kościuszko insurrec-
tion in 1794 he commanded the Jewish division; he also fought in the Napoleonic Wars. See 
http://www.yivoencyclopedia.org/article.aspx/Joselewicz_Berek (accessed 28.11.2014). Shmul 
Zbytkower (1756–1801) — Jewish merchant and banker, factor and protégé of King Stanisław 
August Poniatowski. According to legend, after the massacre committed by the Russians 
in Praga during the Kościuszko Insurrection in 1794 he gave a silver rouble to everyone who 
buried a body, and a ducat to all who brought in wounded men. He also recovered children 
seized by the Cossacks. See http://www.yivoencyclopedia.org/article.aspx/Zbytkower_Shmul 
(accessed 28.11.2014). For more on Mordekhai Anielewicz, see Chapter I, note 404.

787 E. Rayzman, ‘Dayn tate hot farlflantst a boym,’ in idem, Aleyn mit zikh (1959), p. 36.
788 See W.  Dynak and M.  Inglot, ‘Ojczyzna dla wszystkich — Ojczyzna dla każdego,’ 

pp. 224–225. 
789 See B. Heller, ‘Tsu di poylishe Yidn in Amerike,’ in idem, Klorkeyt, pp. 39–40; ‘Mayn 

ort,’ ibid., p. 97.
790 See B. Heller, ‘Dervartung,’ ibid., p. 130.
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the imagination of the lyric subject has its roots.791 Yiddish literature also 
draws attention to the cultural aspect of the notion of ‘homeland,’ making 
space to explore those of its aspects such as Yiddish culture and language, 
Jewish cultural heritage, and Israel, and also to stress the subject’s bonds 
with the Polish language and Polish culture. Paltiel Tsibulski writes about 
these dual roots in his poem ‘Poylish–yidish’792 [Polish–Jewish]: ‘I planted / 
in the same bed in my garden / Norwid’s black flower793 / and Jewish margue-
rites,794 / and adorned them with Perets’ golden chain.’795 Poland thus remains 
a place where the Jews draw on the local (Polish) tradition, while at the same 
time they develop culture in the language of their forefathers. Significantly, 
however, in place of the socialist paradise, a picture emerges of a Poland from 
which its Jewish sons are constantly having to demand respect for their rights. 
In the poem ‘A tfile tsu der poylisher erd’ [A prayer to the Polish earth] from 
the volume Bleterfal [Falling leaves] of 1959, Moyshe Shklar writes: 

Be good to me, Polish earth, 
In the days of the July flowering.  
You have nourished me all my life long —
(…) 
Be good to your Jewish son, 
Sap not my strength, 
That I might take pleasure from all this: 
Field, forest, mountain, 
Water, bread, and salt. 
(…) 
And when my hour strikes,
I long to be granted the honour

791 See B. Heller, ‘Sosne-reyekh,’ ibid., p. 149.
792 P. Tsibulski, ‘Poylish–yidish,’ in idem, Dermonung, p. 5.
793 ‘Czarne kwiaty’ [Black flowers] is the title of a cycle of prose writings by the Polish Ro-

mantic-era writer Cyprian Kamil Norwid (publ. 1857), in which the black symbolises mourn-
ing. In Tsibulski’s poem, ‘Norwid’s black flower’ symbolises the Romantic traditions in Polish 
literature, and is also a reference to the tradition of the Polish–Jewish fraternity during the Jan-
uary Uprising against tsarist Russia in the struggle for the independence of their homeland 
(1863). The symbol of this spirit of brotherliness in the short story 1863 by Y. Opatoshu is 
Norwid himself. For more on Norwid, see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyprian_Norwid, and 
for information about the January Uprising, see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/January_Upris-
ing (accessed 28.11.2014).

794 Marguerites (Yid. margeritkes) — flowers with white petals that grow wild in meadow-
lands and at the edges of woodlands; they are a popular motif in Jewish folk songs.

795 In Jewish culture the golden chain is a symbol of the endurance of successive gen-
erations of the sons of Israel. Y.L. Perets draws on this symbol in his play ‘Di goldene keyt’ 
[The golden chain], about three generations of a Hasidic tsaddik dynasty.
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That a willow murmur close by 
The mound of ash covering my bones, 
And whomever fate sends to this place,
May he hear in the weeping 
Of its green strings my voice, 
May he hear my song, 
Which you nourished all my life long.796 

This poem was probably written in the 1940s, after Shklar’s repatriation (as 
suggested by the words: ‘Be good to me, Polish earth, / (…) today I return al-
most like a shade’). Nevertheless, its inclusion in a volume published in the peri-
od of the political Thaw updates the currency of its message. Unlike the writers 
who decided to emigrate from Poland, Shklar and other poets writing in Yiddish 
after the war revisit the topos of the good, kind earth of their homeland, which 
was a strong presence even in interwar Polish–Jewish poetry. In it, the good, 
benign Polish earth is an ally of the Jews harmed by Poles.797 In this work Shklar 
defines his homeland as a place where Jewish life has endured for centuries 
and will continue to do so, a place where Jews are equals among equals, and 
their culture is part of Poland’s heritage. But the prayerful formula, the pleading 
tone and the conditional mood — especially compared with the idyllic visions 
in the Socialist Realist extended poems — may suggest the existence of a fis-
sure, a divergence between the expectations of the lyric subject and the status 
quo. The waves of antipathy towards Jews that broke at regular intervals over 
post-war Poland may have been the reason behind the unease that, though 
kept in check at first, eventually forced many to emigrate. In comparison with 
the previous period, after 1956 relatively few texts about Poland are written, and 
a pattern seems to emerge: their numbers rise sharply in periods of growing 
antisemitism, i.e. around 1956 and in the late 1960s. 

Owing to the war, most survivors had lost their private homelands, and as 
mature adults were building links with new places, at the same time rebuild-
ing their own lives from nothing. Thus new place names appear on the literary 
map of Poland to become fresh symbols of local, domestic and family home-
lands, witnesses to everyday life, ordinary human joys and dramas: Wrocław, 
Dzierżoniów, Kotlin, Katowice, Szczecin. It is with the last of these cities that 
the writing of Elye Rayzman is linked. In the beautiful poem ‘A boym baym 
breg fun yam’ [A tree on the seashore] he pays tribute to the Polish Jews 

796 M. Shklar, ‘A tfile tsu der poylisher erd,’ in idem, Bleterfal, p. 86.
797 See, for instance, the extended poem by M. Szymel, ‘Śpiew Żyda polskiego,’ in Między-

wojenna poezja polsko-żydowska, pp. 322–323. For more on the motif of faith in the goodness 
of the Polish land in the work of Polish–Jewish poets between the wars, see E. Prokop-Janiec, 
Polish–Jewish Literature in the Interwar Years, p. 150ff. 
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who, condemned to wandering, loneliness and a life in mourning, torn by fate 
‘from their powerful forest,’ uprooted ‘from their blossoming orchard,’ are like 
trees growing singly, alone, on the Polish coast.798 Their fate, like that of a tree 
‘that bears but the name of tree,’ abounds in dramatic moments: whipped 
by winds, alone, bowed to the ground by the passage of time, the Jewish na-
tion bears ‘leaves that wither in mid-blossom.’ ‘To what might I compare you, 
poor tree?’ the poet asks, before immediately answering his own question: 
‘You are more sacred than the “burning bush” in the desert, / than the tears 
of the willows by the rivers of Babylon…’799 Examination of the traditional 
Jewish symbols recalling the presence of God in the history of the Jewish 
nation and its faithfulness to Jerusalem, the object of the Jews’ longing during 
their Babylonian bondage, reveals the dual message of the work. Downplay-
ing the holiness of the burning bush in which God revealed Himself in order 
to underscore the holiness of the nation as a whole is in line with the train 
of thought that emerged in Holocaust literature, rejecting the idea of a Cre-
ator who remained silent in the face of the death of His Chosen People, and 
proclaiming the sanctification of the innocents who died. At the same time, 
this poem follows the tradition typical for Communist writers of negating 
religion as an illusory crutch that distracts people from action. It also signals 
the protagonist’s detachment from Zionist yearnings, thus affirming the place 
where the ‘tree uprooted from the blossoming orchard’ lives in the present. 
That place is the Baltic coast, Szczecin, Poland. Indeed, this is not the only 
poem in which Rayzman expresses his attachment to his private homeland. 
In the work ‘Baym Oder’ [On the Oder], he writes: 

I stand on your banks, gazing into the distance,
As I once did by the Pripet, the river of my native region. 
The current of its waters draws the sun on a golden chain,
And beyond it a seagull flies far away. 

The sky — a waterfall shaded in green —
falls to your feet with a quiet splash. 
I raise my head from my momentary pensiveness —
And see Szczecin dyed in the blaze of the sunset.

My city like a ship under a many-hued sail, 
A thousand iron anchors binding it to the shore. 

798 E. Rayzman, ‘A boym baym breg fun yam,’ in idem, Di shprakh fun dayne oygn, pp. 64–65.
799 Ibid., p. 65.
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But when the roar of the sirens sounds abroad, 
It seems to sail away into the Baltic.800  

The image of the city that emerges from this excerpt has nothing of the pa-
thos of the socialist paradise about it. The solar imagery typical of Socialist 
Realism is in this poem employed to reinforce the subjective vision: con-
templation of the beauty of this ‘new’ private homeland that is an extension 
of his pre-war ‘native region’ (Rayzman came from Ratno, now Ratne, a small 
Ukrainian town on the Pripet river). The picture is at once a poetic record 
of the actual changes taking place in the marine landscape at sunset and an 
emanation of his private emotions and ‘illuminations’ at the blaze of beauty 
of the city he has come to call his own. 

In both Polish and Yiddish literature the way of looking at the literary land-
scape of childhood regions — in Socialist Realism glaringly one-sided — is also 
transformed. An impressionistic retrospection comes to the fore that draws 
on individual emotions.801 One superb example of departure from the pathos 
of Socialist Realist writing, which spoke in the name of the collective ‘we,’ 
in favour of more intimate confessions, is the work of Binem Heller, which is 
a virtually textbook illustration of this shift. Heller, who for many years was 
scathing in his criticism of the homeland of his childhood years, in the poem 
that begins ‘Un efsher hob ikh ibergetribn…’ [‘Well, perhaps I exaggerated…’] 
from the slim retributive collection Klorkeyt, admits to having created an ex-
cessively tendentious image of his childhood: 

Well, perhaps I exaggerated,  
Adding too much black colour,  
When I wrote  
About the beginnings of my life.  

An excess of sadness  
And fear distort the picture —  
For after all, sadness  
Did not fill my entire youth.802 

He explains the presence of the dark colours in his early images of ‘the be-
ginnings of his life’ by claiming a technical need to create greater clarity, as-
suring his readers that ‘in what I drew / not everything was exaggeration — / 

800 E. Rayzman, ‘Baym Oder,’ in idem, Aleyn mit zikh, p. 6.
801 See W. Dynak and M. Inglot, ‘Ojczyzna dla wszystkich — Ojczyzna dla każdego,’ p. 202.
802 B. Heller, *** (‘Un efsher hob ikh ibergetribn…’), in idem, Klorkeyt, p. 146.
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but to make the picture clear, / I had to add a little.’ The story that he penned, 
while ‘it is not light-hearted, / contains no lies, / I simply did not recount 
all.’803 He adds that in his age he has begun to perceive the brighter sides of his 
childhood: ‘I see — only now, / that there is less and less sadness in it.’804 As 
proof, he includes in the volume a few poems devoted to the Jewish district 
of his childhood years, though these are very sentimental, full of conventional 
clichés, and thus lacking in authenticity,805 as if he had difficulty writing in his 
own name alone. 

We should add at this point that in Yiddish literature the domestic and fam-
ily homeland is viewed through the prism of the Holocaust.806 Descriptions 
of the shtetl — for most Jewish writers were from small towns — are found 
above all in prose, where, aside from the Holocaust itself, it is the salient theme 
in this period (the 1950s and 1960s). Foremost in works about the pre-war 
shtetl is an image formed under the influence of two different, conflicting forces 
— ideology, which until the mid-1950s mandated criticism of the ‘old’ world, 
and mourning, the natural reaction of the survivors to the brutal destruction 
of not only their native regions but the entire civilisation of the Polish Jews. 
The effect is an ambivalent vision which encompasses both love and hate.807 

The story of the murdered shtetl 

At the turn of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries the shtetl evolved 
into one of the major themes in Yiddish literature due to the criticism by 
the maskilim (advocates of reform in Jewish life) of its backwardness and 
isolation from the world of modern European civilisation. The shtetl they 
described was a space inhabited largely by traditional Jews living a religious 
life. This was reflected in the customs, rites and even topography of the shtetl 
— this way of life was a sign to the outside world of God’s covenant with 
the Chosen People. Religious law regulated their life from birth to death, and 

803 Ibid.
804 Ibid.
805 B. Heller, ‘Baginen,’ in idem, Klorkeyt, p. 147; ‘Derwakht,’ ibid., p. 148; ‘Kholem,’ ibid., 

p. 150.
806 See, for instance, D. Sfard, ‘Tsu gast in a shtetl,’ in idem, A zegl in vint, p. 38; E. Rayzman, 

‘Mayn shtetl a matseyve,’ in idem, Kh’hob zikh oysgetroymt a zun, pp. 59–60; ‘Ratne,’ in idem, 
Di shprakh fun dayne oygn, pp. 184–186.

807 For more on the subject of criticism of the traditional Jewish life, see the following 
sections of Chapter 4, pp. 266–278, 281–285.
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the history of the world was also interpreted through the filter of events as they 
related to the biblical story of salvation. Thus events not directly connected 
with the history of the Jews were relegated to insignificance, and consequently 
the shtetl lived at a slow pace, as if time had stopped. The most prestigious 
figures in the community were those learned in the Scriptures, and the central 
points in the shtetl topography were places of cult: the synagogue, the cem-
etery and the mikveh. The maskilim viewed this world as a backward, poor, 
uninhabitable ghetto.808 After 1881, when it became clear that the programme 
of the Haskalah had not produced the desired results in terms of emancipa-
tion of and equal rights for the Jews, the most ardent advocates of reform 
abandoned the path of preaching change and embraced the tradition they had 
scorned. The tones of vicious criticism and satire fell silent and were replaced 
by affirmation of the traditional lifestyle. The literary image of the shtetl 
also changed; it began to be viewed as a place with a cultural vibrancy and 
traditional values that were under threat from the pressure of modernity.809 
The most extreme incarnation of this image is that of the shtetl as an ide-
alised homeland symbolising the most sublime values, an idyllic landscape 
of childhood, a paradise lost outside time.810 After these images come others, 
which evolve under the influence of socio-political changes — the shtetl is 
portrayed as an arena of class struggle,811 as a place of moral and economic 
decline precipitated by World War I,812 and as a petrified relic of a fading 
provincial world that is perceived on the one hand as a Jekyll-and-Hyde to-
pos of bucolic paradise and impoverished, ugly prison, and on the other as 
the ‘dear region of childhood,’ the bright, nostalgic shtetl of memory.813 This 
image changes entirely after World War II, giving way to a shtetl idealised by 
the force of nostalgia as a place of Jewish martyrdom. 

In pre-war Yiddish literature written in the USSR, the shtetl was the object 
of ubiquitous criticism as an anachronistic space from the pre-revolutionary 
world, inhabited by elderly, ideologically ‘unsound’ people. Positive images 
were a rarity; one such was that portrayed in Itsik Fefer’s extended poem 

808 See, for instance, Mendel’s novel Kitser masoes Binyomin haShlishi (1878), or the epic 
poem by Y.L. Perets, ‘Monish,’ in idem Lider un baladn (1927).

809 See the work of Sholem Aleykhem, e.g. the collection of monologues ‘Gants Tevye der 
milkhiker,’ in Ale verk fun Sholem Aleykhem, Vol. 5 (1917–1923). 

810 See the novel by S.  Asch, A shedtel (Mińsk, 1905). For more on this novel see 
K. Więcławska, ‘Obraz sztetł w prozie Szaloma Ascha i Izaaka Singera,’ Obyczaje No. 8 (Win-
ter 2002), pp. 6–9, http://www.tnn.pl/tekst.php?idt=310 (accessed 31.10.2011), and M. Sitarz, 
Literature as a Medium for Memory.

811 See I.M. Vaysenberg, A shtetl (1906). 
812 See, for instance, O. Varshavski, Shmuglares (1920). 
813 See E.  Prokop-Janiec, Polish–Jewish Literature in the Interwar Years, pp. 168–179; 

K. Więcławska, Zmartwychwstałe miasteczko…, pp. 11–35.
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Bliyendike mistn [Blossoming refuse] of 1929, which shows a shtetl ideolog-
ically reborn under Soviet rule, whose residents have become good citizens 
of the new country.814 In prose, the blueprint for Socialist Realist writing 
about the shtetl was the novel by Perets Markish Dor-oys, Dor-ayn [From gen-
eration to generation] from the same year, which also showcased the changes 
taking place in the Jewish world as a result of the revolution. In spite of its 
model status (emphasising the role of the young and showing the withdrawal 
of the old generation), it was strongly criticised for the elegiac and lyrical 
character of its images, its sentimental laments on the war, and its apologia 
for nationalism (the narrator’s exclusive focus on Jewish characters).815 After 
the murder in 1952 — on Stalin’s orders — of the foremost Yiddish writ-
ers, and the forced hiatus in the development of Soviet Yiddish culture until 
the early 1960s, the first work on the Soviet shtetl by a Yiddish writer was not 
published until 1959, and then not in the USSR itself but in the newspaper 
Folks-Shtime, which came out in Poland.816 In the Moscow periodical Soviet-
ish Heymland, no text of this nature was printed until 1962, the second year 
of its existence.817 

From its first issues, Sovietish Heymland focused predominantly on con-
temporary themes, whereas the war and the Holocaust were by then outdat-
ed.818 If anyone did want to write about the shtetl, it was to be depicted as 
the ‘prehistoric’ background to the actual story of the hero, which was to be 
set in the contemporary USSR — and the comparison of the (gloomy) past 
with the (radiant) present was to underscore the assets of the latter. In 1964 
the editor-in-chief of the paper, Aron Vergelis,819 criticised foreign Yiddish 

814 See the remarks on the subject in the article by G. Estraikh, ‘Itzik Fefer,’ in Dictionary 
of Literary Biography, Vol. 333: Writers in Yiddish, p. 40. 

815 See G. Estraikh, ‘Peretz Markish,’ in Dictionary of Literary Biography, Vol. 333: Writers 
in Yiddish, p. 177. 

816 The memoirs of Y. Kipnis, ‘Mayn shtetl Sloweshne.’ For an angle on Folks-Shtime as an 
alternative periodical in which Soviet Yiddish-language writers published in the 1960s and 
1970s, see G. Estraikh, ‘The Warsaw Outlets for Soviet Yiddish Writers,’ in Under the Red Ban-
ner, pp. 217–230. 

817 The short story ‘Mayn yikhes’ by A. Gubnitski. For more on this subject, see G. Estraikh, 
‘The Shtetl Theme in Sovetish Heymland,’ p. 153. 

818 See the extended poem by Y.  Lerner, ‘Her shoyn uf tsu veynen!’ that was pub-
lished in the first issue of Sovietish Heymland (for more on this, see G. Estraikh, ‘The Shtetl 
Theme in Sovetish Heymland’) and the polemic of the Soviet Yiddish-language poet H. Bloshteyn 
with Sfard exchanged in Folks-Shtime in 1956 on the subject of the pessimistic tone that dom-
inated the poetry of the Polish Yiddish-language poetess Hadase Rubin (for more on this sub-
ject, see G. Estraikh, ‘The Warsaw Outlets for Soviet Yiddish Writers,’ p. 226). 

819 Verglis, though controversial, was a figure who contributed greatly to the revival of Yid-
dish-language literary life in the USSR. For more on both him and Yiddish culture in the USSR 
in the second half of the twentieth century, see G. Estraikh, Yiddish in the Cold War.
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literature (e.g. the work of Isaac Bashevis Singer) for its archaic form, content 
restricted to Jewish themes, and conservative ideas. In his view, in the 1960s 
the motif of the shtetl was outdated, irrelevant and reactionary as a theme, 
and the contemporary writer should depict Jews in their contemporary, mul-
tinational environment. In spite of this stance, at the turn of the 1960s and 
1970s a neo-shtetl current emerged in Soviet Yiddish-language literature 
that focused primarily on accounts of life in contemporary Jewish centres 
in the USSR, to which former residents had returned and were leading a life 
virtually unchanged from that before the war.820 The shtetl in its former in-
carnation remained an ambivalent theme, because on the one hand it sym-
bolised the Jewish world annihilated by the Nazis, but on the other, excessive 
apologism of a topos seen as a symbol of the Jewish pre-revolutionary na-
tional past could lay writers open to charges of nationalism. The late 1970s 
brought a change in attitudes surrounding this subject, but young writers 
were no longer interested in it. As Gennady Estraikh notes, they considered 
the shtetl a dirty, backward place inhabited by bumpkins who spoke a comical 
brand of Russian peppered with Yiddishisms, and far less interesting than 
either Israel or America. In the same period, however, Jewish writers outside 
the USSR, including many in Poland, were idealising and mourning it.821 

Indeed, the shtetl in post-war Poland was, alongside the Holocaust, one 
of the leading themes in Yiddish literature. It was, in fact, present essentially 
throughout this period; Leyb Olitski had started writing a novel about his 
home town of Turzysk (now Turiysk, Ukraine) while still in Moscow in 1945,822 
and excerpts from it were published in Poland as early as in 1949.823 The shtetl 
also featured in publications issued by Yidish Bukh in the Socialist Realist 
period: in 1951 a collection of short stories by Olitski was published, Mentshn 
in klem [People in oppression], and in 1955 his three-volume novel Dodye 
Koval came out. The Thaw saw a whole crop of texts on the shtetl appear 
— novels, collections of short stories, and fictionalised memoirs: Mentshn 

820 The pre-eminent proponent of this current was S. Gordon. He describes Jewish centres 
in Podolia that, while small, evince a high standard of culture: many of these Jews read Sovi-
etish Heymland, and even the young people spoke idiomatic Yiddish. These builders of Com-
munism, remarkably reminiscent of characters straight out of novels by Sholem Aleykhem, live 
— in spite of the scars left by the war and the Holocaust — in an idyllic atmosphere, nurturing 
a language and tradition that are still very much alive. See G. Estraikh, ‘The Shtetl Theme 
in Sovetish Heymland,’ pp. 156–160. 

821 Ibid., pp. 164–166.
822 L. Olitski wrote many texts on the shtetl even before the war; see the bibliography of his 

oeuvre in the article by M. Sitarz, ‘The Image of Post-War Poland in the Works of Leyb Olitski,’ 
pp. 196–197.

823 See L. Olitski, ‘Tsvishn hamer un kovadle: Fun Ester Prisek familye-khronik,’ Yidishe 
Shriftn No. 2 (1949). 
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fun mayn shtetl [People from my shtetl] by Leyb Olitski (1958), Getraye libe 
[Faithful love] by Kalman Segal (1960), Di sheydim-ozyere [Lake of Demons] 
by Mendel Tempel (1962), Shloyme Strauss-Marko’s Geven amol a shtetl, and 
Lili Berger’s Fun haynt un nekhtn, as well as Kalman Segal’s A shtetl baym Son 
[Shtetl on the San] in 1965 and Der tayvl in shtetl in 1967. We should add 
that this theme in post-war literature inevitably evoked images of the war, for 
every ‘visit’ in the imagination to those home towns naturally ended in re-
flection on the Holocaust.824 Analysis of the way this theme was presented 
enables the reader to explore the dilemmas of writers who on the one hand 
perceived the shtetl to be a backward entity in cultural and social terms, 
which they had opposed before the war for its social inequalities and reli-
gious fanaticism, and on the other hand were forced by the cruel vicissitudes 
of fate to recognize it as a symbol of their murdered home. Their literary texts 
clearly reveal the dissonance between the Communist vision of the world and 
the style of writing it imposed on them, and their own emotional reaction  
to the Holocaust. This conflict was visible in their undisguisable ambivalence. 

The basic shape of the vision of the shtetl in Olitski’s writing was formed 
in the immediate wake of World War I. He depicted it as a place torn by in-
ternal class and economic conflicts, its residents as people demoralised by 
the war, and its only chance of revival as the Communist revolution. Of the five 
volumes of prose that this writer, well-known even before the World War II, 
published in post-war Poland, the subject of three was the shtetl. In the 1951 
collection Mentshn in klem there are five pre-war stories and one longer piece, 
written in the early Stalinist period, in which Olitski attempts to meet the de-
mands of the dogmatic literary critics. The three-volume family saga Dodye 
Koval was written over the period 1945–1955, and as such constituted his 
direct response to the Holocaust and his first attempt at writing to the rules 
of Socialist Realism. In the volume Mentshn fun mayn shtetl of 1958, in turn, 
he again reprinted some of his pre-war texts — a novel and a few short stories, 
as well as one new story about the wartime vicissitudes of the residents of his 
native Turzysk. 

Olitski produced his most radical, almost caricatural snapshot of the shtetl 
in his only Stalinist-era short story, ‘Oyslendishe valyute.’825 The theme of this 
work is the image of democratic Poland and the positive changes taking place 
in the mentality of its residents; the shtetl is profiled only in the prologue, as 
the protagonist’s place of origin. The image of the shtetl here is simplified and 
exaggerated in the extreme. The character representing it is the main char-

824 See relevant excerpts of Segal’s account of his visit to Sanok in K. Segal, Nad dziwną 
rzeką Sambation. 

825 L. Olitski, ‘Oyslendishe valyute,’ in idem, Mentshn in klem, pp. 5–94.
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acter’s father, a morally bankrupt, exaggeratedly mean rich man whose only 
aim in life is maximising his property and counting the assets he has amassed. 
The plot of the three-volume novel Dodye Koval826 is set in Turzysk, the au-
thor’s home town, and spans the years 1915–1945. In comparison with the pic-
ture of the shtetl portrayed in the works of the modern Yiddish classics, 
the topography of Olitski’s shtetl is fundamentally altered — landmarks that 
traditionally marked the religious sphere (the synagogue, the religious study 
house, and the ritual bath house) are less and less visible.827 Although yidish-
kayt remains valid as an ideal, Olitski attempts to convince his readers that 
the traditional customs are taking their natural course and receding into 
the past. Religious time is ceasing to influence events, and this is causing 
a rupture in communication between the contemporary fates of the shtetl 
and the biblical history that recurs cyclically in rite and ritual. Religion’s main 
area of influence now is the home; interestingly, the narrator values household 
religious observance, as is clear from the description of the death of the main 
character, which is lent solemnity by the festive atmosphere of the Sabbath. 
This is an important point in the novel, as it symbolises the end of the old 
world. At the same time, the ideal of yidishkayt is criticised as a hangover 
from the old world that has to pass on, as it does not serve the people and 
is comical. Life in the shtetl is subordinated to the rhythm not of the liturgi-
cal calendar but of its ‘workers’’ equivalent. A major contribution to positive 
change in the space of the war-weary shtetl is made by workers’ holidays and 
the presence of amicable Soviet soldiers, which actually raises spirits: 

A few fires of dry branches flickered on the market place, and around the fires sat ‘com-
rades’ [from the Red Army] illuminated by a red glow: (…) serving each other supper. 
They looked like one big family.

After the repast, someone struck up a song, and before long all those sat around were 
singing. They sang heartily, with gusto, and the light of their fires seemed to pass in bright 
waves over the faces of the people, accumulating the blaze radiating from their eyes. Here 
and there the high, sharp, resounding voices of women could be made out from among the 
choir. How Esterka longed to sing with them! (…) 

Around the blaze of the fires lay the thick darkness of the evening in which the little 
town was submerged. Itsik and Esterka forgot about home, forgot that it was time to go to 
bed.828

826 L. Olitski, Dodye Koval, Vol. 1–3 (1955). 
827 On the subject of the sacred sphere in the image of the shtetl in Yiddish literature, see, 

for instance, D. Miron, The Image of the Shtetl and Other Studies of Modern Jewish Literary 
Imagination, and D. Roskies, The Jewish Search for a Useable Past. 

828 L. Olitski, Dodye Koval, Vol. 2, p. 35.
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The novel postulates the creation of a new model of working-class culture: 
secular, modern, but no less Jewish. Its medium is the language and the bond 
with people of the same nationality. The passage of time in the work is marked 
by the increasing class consciousness of the workers and the peasants. The bi-
ographies of the main characters show that there is no going back, as the so-
cio-political changes underway are permanent. 

Olitski creates a broad panorama of society, citing dozens of names, demon-
strating a predilection for minutiae in portraying the shtetl’s inhabitants, for 
instance in faithfully proffering the given names and nicknames characteris-
ing degrees of kinship, occupations, or character traits. In terms of ideological 
tenets, the choice of main character is also telling — at the hub of events he 
places a simple Jew, representing the traditional popular character of the Jew-
ish nation. Dodye is a hale and hearty man who does not squander his time on 
unproductive ponderings in the synagogue, but devotes his strength to hard 
work at the forge. In a word, he is the antithesis of the frail, cowardly, sick-
ly, weakling Talmudists, so revered in the traditional Jewish community but 
strongly opposed by the Jewish Communists.829 Another important feature 
of this novel is that as the plot unfolds, the mentality of the protagonist also 
evolves, in the right direction. Dodye is portrayed as an ambivalent character: 
he is a prickly boor, but ambitious at the same time, who in spite of a hard 
childhood has pulled himself up by his bootstraps. He treats his wife badly830 
and is harsh on his children, but works very hard. Over time he changes — 
he mellows, does not begrudge money to those in need, and even comes to 
accept the Communists’ arguments. 

Olitski portrays the shtetl at a watershed moment, the transition from one 
cultural formation to another, as the old is breaking up and the new is still 
being born. It transpires that the shtetl — like Dodye — has the capability 
of being reborn, and can evolve towards the ideal of the renewed shtetl in It-
sik Fefer’s Bliyendike mistn. His immense fondness for certain aspects of his 
culture, above all the language and people — the collectivity of simple Jews 
in their day-to-day existence, their traditions, sayings, folklore, and festive 
and domestic customs — is clearly visible. 

In 1958 Olitski had another book about the shtetl published — his last: 
Mentshn fun mayn shtetl. In it, he reiterates the old diagnosis of the moral 

829 See Slezkine’s comments (The Jewish Century, pp. 105–203) on the subject of the ideal 
of masculinity in the literary output of the first generation of Soviet Communists of Jewish 
descent, e.g. in the prose of I. Babel.

830 On the subject of the creation of male and female characters in this novel and the rela-
tionships between them, see M. Ruta, ‘Żydowskie matki, żony i córki w literaturze jidysz po-
wojennej Polski,’ in Oblicza płci: Literatura, edited by M. Karwatowska and J. Szpyra-Kozłow-
ska (2012). 
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decline of the shtetl, though it does also include two important texts in which 
he looks at it somewhat differently. The first is the essay ‘Trisk’ [Turzysk], 
a historical and topographical piece written in the 1920s. Its author gives a de-
tailed, almost ethnographic description of the town’s location and its culture, 
mores and history. Life in the shtetl goes on according to the traditional 
model of yidishkayt; people know their place, and believe in the divine or-
der of things. The narrator suggests that until the outbreak of World War I 
the world lived in harmony with the natural order, in which there was a place 
for good and evil, and also for reward and punishment. The war and the mod-
ernisation that followed it precipitated changes that propelled the world down 
a path of deterioration. Even the river Turia has been changed for the worse:

From one year to the next the Turia grew smaller and smaller. The young people worried 
that before long it would be reduced to a ‘Procrustean bed’ and not only would there be 
no space to stretch out their arms to swim, but there would not even be anywhere to ford 
it. (…) The nets were only pulled out of the Turia now on high days and holidays. Very 
rarely could half-pound or at most one-pound fish be caught in baskets. With the water, 
they had gone too.831 

The tone of the narration is very measured, the descriptions precise and 
detailed. He makes extensive use of anecdote, and sometimes even personifi-
cation of nature, in the manner of Sholem Asch, lending the content of the sto-
ry poetic colour and sentimental expression. The language of the narration 
is loaded with regionalisms and rare Hebrewisms which the publisher had to 
explain in notes. All these features are a clear indication that the text compris-
es a somewhat idealised description of a world that is disappearing. The other 
important section of this volume is a short story from the late 1940s, ‘A brud-
er-keyver’ [A fraternal grave], in which Olitski gives an example of the spiritual 
greatness, selflessness and nobility of the people of the shtetl. It is a moving 
story about a long friendship between two simple, devout tailors which sur-
vived literally to the grave — during the war the two friends were hounded by 
an SS man to the cemetery, where they were shot and buried in a shared grave. 
The narrator pays tribute to the victims, stressing that they were ‘honest peo-
ple with beautiful Jewish qualities who ended their lives with a single comfort 
in their hearts — that they died martyrs.’832 How, then, in the simplest terms, 
did the image of the shtetl evolve in the prose of Leyb Olitski? His presenta-
tion of the shtetl moves from naturalistic criticism between the wars, through 
artistically rather clumsy attempts at fitting the Socialist Realist mould, to 

831 L. Olitski, ‘Trisk,’ in idem, Mentshn fun mayn shtetl (1958), p. 18.
832 L. Olitski, ‘A bruder-keyver,’ in idem, Mentshn fun mayn shtetl, p. 320.
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a nostalgic, highly detailed account of a world that had irrevocably passed, 
and reminiscences of people ennobled by a tragic death. 

The shtetl as depicted in stories from the collection Di sheydim-ozyere 
un andere dertseylungen833 by Mendel Tempel, the second of the prose writ-
ers cited above, is a hermetic world inhabited only by Jews, and function-
ing outside historical time. Tempel is interested not in ideological conflicts 
but in the spiritual face of the shtetl, whose residents live in accordance with 
the traditional model of yidishkayt, though they are far from moral perfec-
tion. They all observe the Torah commandments, but they are incapable of ac-
cepting an individual who — like Yankiel Vilker, the eponymous hero of one 
short story, for instance — is extraordinary in terms of wisdom, devoutness, 
honesty and even his tidy attire and respectful treatment of his wife. The only 
prosperous people in the shtetl are those who can offer something to the com-
munity. When the cantor in the story ‘Der alter shames’ [The old shammes] 
loses his voice, he also loses his revered position and regular source of in-
come, as well as the respect of the people. The humiliation that he experi-
ences in the function of shammes (community sexton) is contrasted with 
the self-satisfied attitude of the rebe, who sees nothing aberrant in the poor 
man’s harsh fate. The story ends with the death from starvation of the old 
cantor turned shammes, who at night, in the empty synagogue, stretched out 
in the rebe’s comfortable armchair, remembers his glory days. 

The space of the shtetl in Tempel’s short stories connects with the space 
of nature — the bank of the Vistula that constitutes one of the shtetl’s bound-
aries, the lake, and the meadow. Nature competes with the sad urban space, 
and even plays a part in the life of the residents, who, like the community 
in the story Di sheydim-ozyere, from spring until autumn use the river as 
their ritual bath. These baths give everyone pleasure, though they are not 
always safe. Every year the river claims its victims and the people know that 
they must pay it tribute. This elevates nature to a symbol of force majeure 
that has an impact on human life. Lack of control over events, ignorance and 
superstition, and fear of all that is more powerful than man spawn a sym-
bolic space that is charged with causing all that is evil, uncontrollable and 
unexplained. That place is the eponymous Lake of Demons that has formed 
in a bend of the Vistula, and where, local legend has it, the demons from all 
the rivers and bodies of water meet to lead mankind into temptation:

On summer Saturday nights terrible voices carry from there: miaowing, barking, moaning 
wails, wild shrieks, and sometimes soul-binding singing. Woe to him who fails to resist 
temptation and — save God — is lured by those songs, especially if his tsitses [an element 

833 M. Tempel, Di sheydim-ozyere un andere dertseylungen (1962). 
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of the ritual dress] have a flaw of any kind and if he does not know the secret name of 
God… In such cases he can forget about resting in the grave of Israel after death.834

Unchecked nature can turn against even devout Jews. Sacred time and 
natural time complement each other, together influencing human life. Man 
is helpless before the forces of nature, which overcome him precisely when 
he is ardently serving God: it transpires that the river claims most victims at 
Yom Kippur, during the ritual bathing. 

Tempel references the folk stories of Perets, underscoring the Hasidic at-
mosphere of the shtetl and calling forth the spiritual greats from the past. His 
stories talk of man’s loneliness, his impotence in the face of reverses of fate 
(poverty, illnesses, death), and the naïvety of faith in divine providence. 
His protagonists are simple but noble people who are devoted to the cause 
they avow and extremely zealous in discharging the duties they undertake. 
The shtetl itself becomes the backdrop to their struggles with human pet-
tiness, spite, insensitivity to the suffering of others, formalistic religiosity, 
the untamed force of nature, and mere human fate. Thus Tempel’s stories are 
essentially parables of humanity’s helplessness in the face of evil and the forces 
of fate, and its heroic, though doomed struggle against iniquity and destiny. 
In the broader perspective the message of this prose may be interpreted as 
a monument to the Jewish nation, which was defeated in a hopeless battle by 
the evil of the Holocaust. 

The ambivalent attitude of Communist Yiddish writers to the shtetl is 
exhibited most clearly in the literary memoirs of Shloyme Strauss-Marko, 
Geven amol a shtetl,835 in which his declared love for the world of his child-
hood alternates with a very critical tone. He ridicules and stigmatises pro-
ponents of the old order, lays bare the emptiness of the ideology on which 
the whole of the town’s foundation of yidishkayt was based, and exposes mer-
cilessly the duplicity of its religious figures. This corresponds to a considerable 
degree with the postulates of the above-mentioned Soviet critic Aron Vergelis, 
who called for the shtetl to be portrayed as a negative space.836 At the same 
time, however, Strauss-Marko repeatedly underlines the sentiment that remi-
niscences of spaces and people from the ‘regions of childhood’ evoke in him. 
He also attempts to neutralise his acerbic criticism with anecdote and with 
stories from his narrator, the would-be ethnographer, who here and there 
portrays that world as interesting, and not without its values, which were 

834 Ibid., p. 12. 
835 S. Strauss-Marko, Geven amol a shtetl (1965).
836 For more on this subject, see G. Estraikh, ‘The Shtetl Theme in Sovetish Heymland,’ 

pp. 152–168.
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for the part rooted in the colourful, exotic folk tradition. In the preface, he 
explains that the purpose of the book is to recreate his native Waręż (now 
Varyazh, Ukraine), which symbolises the space connected with his parents, 
in particular his mother, with his friends, and with all religious Jews. This 
declaration helps us to understand the excessive sentimentalism, melodrama, 
and tendentiousness of many passages which are designed to kindle the read-
er’s sympathy for the book’s Jewish heroes. The work is full of inconsistencies; 
one such is the solemn image of the Yom Kippur service in the synagogue, 
which is at odds with the overall mocking tone. The evocation of the beauty 
and festive mood of this religious ceremony is not an expression of apologia 
for Judaism but is intended to underscore the drama of the protagonist’s rejec-
tion of religion, which is portrayed as a subjugating and stupefying ideology. 
Testimony to this are the tendentious descriptions of a space that in the classic 
image of the shtetl was sacred: ‘The cheder and all around it truly looked as 
though the sadness and tears of the whole world had found shelter there.’837 
Equally repulsive is the dark, cold space of the kloyz (house of study), where 
boys sat until midnight studying the sacred books by the poor light of can-
dles, which the narrator comments thus: ‘The small flame on the wicks slowly 
sucked the melting fat out of the candles just as the night in the kloyz [con-
sumed] the young, blooming years of the students who sat over the yellowing 
pages of the Gemara…’838

The shtetl community was also described with ambivalence. For how to 
reconcile the narrator’s claim that the protagonist looked with nostalgia on 
the world he was leaving with his presentation of the people who inhabited 
it? Religious individuals are portrayed in such a way as to ensure that they 
compromise themselves in the reader’s eyes. The Hasidim and other devout 
Jews are characterised by passivity, fatalism, an irrational approach to life, 
superstitions, and naïve faith. They are cowardly and conservative, and their 
behaviour is designed to amuse the reader. The antithesis of this group are 
the Communists — these are people of action, bold, decisive, prepared to 
sacrifice their freedom and life in the defence of their beliefs. Their primary 
attributes are solidarity, loyalty, honesty, and an almost religious zeal in con-
fessing their shared ideals. The shtetl in the literary memoirs of Strauss-Marko 
is a closed, restricting space inhabited by backward people fogged by religion. 
As an ‘enlightened’ man, the writer distances himself from both the ideologi-
cal foundations of that reality and the mentality it engendered. Before the war 
his goal as a Communist was to reform that world, which served what he con-
sidered a false ideal. The war — an unexpected cataclysm beyond the control 

837 S. Strauss-Marko, Geven amol a shtetl, p. 15.
838 Ibid., p. 83.
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of reformers like himself — came without warning and swept away the world 
that they had been working to change. Hence the ambivalence: hatred of that 
which was at odds with Communism, and mourning for what had been home.

In the stories from her cycle Mentshn fun mayn shtetl,839 Lili Berger, like 
Tempel, references the oeuvre of Perets. The aspects of these pieces that reflect 
his influence are the psychologically oriented realism, the use of an ironic 
punch line that changes the sense of the entire work, and the ahistorical pres-
entation of the shtetl as a forum for the struggle between good and evil or 
opposing values. Likewise, the heroes of these stories — similarly to Perets’ 
characters — embody high ethical ideals, higher even than those imposed by 
religious commandments. In comparison with other authors’ stories about 
the shtetl, an innovation on Berger’s part is the narration from the perspective 
of a child: a little girl who has a narrow view of the world, focused on detail, on 
a single person, family or event. The stories depict the day-to-day heroism 
of a Jewish community dogged by poverty and illness. Human life is governed 
by a formalistic conception of tradition, which is guarded by the censorious 
public opinion, though there are individuals in the shtetl who are noble and 
bold in their own way and do not allow the doctrinal constraints of religious 
law to dictate in situations of need. There is space for sin in the shtetl space, but 
it is also possible to speak out for justice. The problem that faces its residents is 
not so much contact with outsiders and external threats as misconceived mo-
rality, excessively rigorous treatment of religious laws, and small-mindedness. 
The shtetl is in need of renewal, and the presence of noble individuals is a sign 
of hope that renewal is possible. The actions of people whose goodness goes 
beyond the ordinary — compared with the unrealistic ideals of yidishkayt — 
permit the formulation of a secular ethical ideal to compete with the religious 
benchmark. Since divine commandments are no longer a guarantee of moral 
order, and God’s protection of the shtetl is increasingly dubious, man has to 
face the trials and tragedy of life alone. 

Thus the individual portrayal of the shtetl hinges on the reader’s attention 
being drawn to the moral greatness of certain of its inhabitants, such as the lo-
cal quack Hertske from the story ‘Hertske der royfe’ [Hertske the quack], who 
is prepared to break the Sabbath rules to help a suffering man, even a goy, 
a declared ‘enemy of Israel.’ Hertske knows that even a hooligan, ‘when he is 
suffering, becomes a man…’840 In this text and many others, Berger expressly 
suggests that religious discipline should be tempered with reactions dictated 
by the heart. Another important feature of the portrait of the shtetl in her 

839 L.  Berger, the cycle ‘Mentshn fun mayn shtetl,’ in eadem, Fun haynt un nekhtn, 
pp. 237–300. 

840 L. Berger, ‘Hertske der royfe,’ ibid., p. 259.
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prose is the attention she pays to the harsh fate of women in the traditional 
Jewish community (another reference to Perets’ writing), and her suggestion 
of the role that they could play in the life of the shtetl. The female protago-
nists in her stories are active, capable of dealing with reverses of fate, but not 
rebels, as they operate within the structures ordained by tradition.841 Signif-
icantly, Berger also draws attention to the sensitivity and needs of the child. 
The person closest to the child is the mother, although this relationship can 
at times be toxic, for excessive closeness can lead to excessive control and 
attempts to rule the child’s life, as in the story about Mekhele the dreamer 
in ‘Mekhele wil zen di velt’ [Mekhele wants to see the world]. An alternative 
to the symbiotic relation with the mother figure might be that with the grand-
mother, as in ‘Der bobes Peshi makhshl’ [The temptation of Grandma Peshi]. 
In this work the real, topographical setting of the plot melts into its symbolic 
dimension — the house of the elderly Jewess, full of nooks and crannies, is an 
external expression of what the little girl who is the narrator finds in the soul 
of the friendly old woman. Her memory, like her attic, is a glory-hole of curi-
ous, though apparently useless scraps: folk tales and legends. The little girl is 
fascinated by them, and her childish fascination is tinted also by the interest 
of the adult ethnographic scholar, who knows that it is testimonies of past 
culture that enable people to define their identity. This, too, is one of the mes-
sages of Berger’s prose; after the war she was one of those who threw them-
selves into rebuilding Yiddish culture in Poland, and her works recreated 
the non-extant Jewish world in fully detailed miniature. 

Kalman Segal, by contrast, in his writing captured the influences of many 
traditions; his work draws — as either continuation or polemic — on both 
the classic portrayal of the shtetl, in the texts of Mendel or Sholem Aleykhem, 
and the vision of the Jewish community contained in Polish literature.842 In his 
early short stories in the volume Getraye libe, and in his piece of reportage 
written in Polish, Nad dziwną rzeką Sambation, all of which were significantly 
influenced by Socialist Realism, the shtetl is depicted as an ugly, impoverished 
place inhabited by people befuddled by religion, depressed by poverty, and 

841 For more on the portrait of women in the Yiddish literature of post-war Poland, see 
M.  Ruta, Żydowskie matki, żony i córki w literaturze jidysz powojennej Polski, and eadem, 
‘Przyszłość należy do kobiet?: Obraz kobiet w prozie Lili Berger na tle literatury jidysz w po-
wojennej Polsce,’ in Naruszone granice kulturowe: O kondycji ludzkiej w dwóch przestrzeniach 
polskiej i żydowskiej XX wieku, edited by R. Walęciuk-Dejneka and M. Szabłowska-Zaremba 
(2013), pp. 105–122.

842 See the novel by J.  Stryjkowski, Głosy w ciemności (1993, 1st ed. 1956). J.  Wróbel, 
in the work Tematy żydowskie w prozie polskiej 1939–1987 (1991), p. 25, drew attention to 
the similarities in structure and to some extent also plot between Segal’s novel and that of Stryj-
kowski.
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devoid of energy. The narrator presents this space in the way that it might be 
perceived by a critical external observer — yet he himself is part of the world 
he is describing, and this position renders his stance on the subject of his story 
ambivalent. The effect is schematism and tendentious deformation on the one 
hand, and on the other a certain process of mythologisation of the space 
of the shtetl and its residents. In the late 1950s his perspective on the shtetl 
broadened — the reader no longer sees the unpleasant details of the urban 
space, but has a view of the shtetl as an entity against the backdrop of the Car-
pathian landscape. Significant space is occupied by a minute, self-contained 
description, entirely independent of the plot, of detailed points in that space: 
the suburban landscape and Carpathian flora and fauna, as well as selected 
elements of the urban topography, such as the market place with its hustle and 
bustle, and carnival of colours and aromas. He stresses the exoticism of his 
fictional world, which lends it a sense of the extraordinary. 

The shtetl was the subject of one of Segal’s best novels, Der tayvl in shtetl 
(Kochankowie w Sodomie),843 set on the eve of World War II. Its ideology, 
which may be summarised in the statement that tradition has had its day 
and the only cure for the problems of the modern world is Communism, is 
seemingly reinforced at various levels of the text. Almost all the characters, 
however, even those who are controversial in terms of the work’s ideological 
basis (the Zionist and the merchant), are presented in such a way as to bring 
out their positive qualities. If we treat the novel as an ironic interpretation 
of the myth of the shtetl as the Jerusalem of the diaspora844 awaiting its mes-
siah, the Communist utopia may be seen as one of many promises that may 
not necessarily be fulfilled. Justification for this reading of the work is to be 
found, for instance, in the words of Blimele, the beloved of the noble Commu-
nist Dionizy, who maintains that although his ideas are unwise and unrealis-
tic, what is important is the hope that emanates from them. This puts us on 
the scent of another ambiguity in Segal’s views; on the one hand he wanted to 
be faithful to the ideals of his youth, but on the other, when he wrote his novel 
he had the experiences of the gulag and the Stalinist period behind him, and 
was aware of the tragic fate that in 1952 befell the Yiddish writers in the So-
viet Union — the fatherland of Communism.845 His ambivalence towards 

843 K. Segal, Der tayvl in shtetl (1967); Polish version: Kochankowie w Sodomie (1966). 
844 According to D. Miron (The Image of the Shtetl and Other Studies of Modern Jewish 

Literary Imagination), classic Yiddish literature creates a myth of the shtetl as a mini-replica 
of the Jewish Promised Land in Central and Eastern Europe, a kind of ‘Jerusalem in exile,’ which, 
like its greater predecessor, threatened with catastrophe (fire, or exile) awaits its messiah.

845 For more on the subject of the liquidation of Yiddish culture in the USSR and the murder, 
on Stalin’s orders, of the foremost writers in that language on 12 August 1952, see J. Sherman, 
‘“Seven-fold Betrayal:” The Murder of Soviet Yiddish,’ The Mendele Review: Yiddish Literature 
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the shtetl is such that it is by turns perceived as a bastion of superstition and 
a conservative approach to life, and as an idyllic haven imbued with the at-
mosphere of Sabbath mysticism. What inarguably emanates from the novel is 
the narrator’s helplessness and despair at his knowledge of the cruel fate that 
is to befall the handful of Jews who do trust in divine protection and the world 
order. In an explanation of his reason for writing about the annihilated shtetl 
of his youth, Segal might echo the words spoken by one of his heroes: 

I shall write a novel (…). In it I will describe that pointless and wonderful Shtetl of ours, 
and those people (…). This novel will shake the world’s conscience (…), the world will 
fall to its knees (…) before the whole Shtetl, which everyone had forgotten. I will remind 
them.846

Thus he removes the Jewish world into the realm of myth, and immor-
talises its memory. The literary texts cited in this chapter offer an ambivalent 
image of the shtetl whose structure was conditioned by two opposing per-
spectives: criticism, and a sense of loss. In comparison with classical texts 
there is a fundamental shift: the connection of the life of the shtetl to the his-
torical cycle of the holy Jewish nation is broken, and religion is superseded, at 
least apparently, by the Communist ideology. One of the consequences of this 
approach is the symbolic change in topography: points designating the sphere 
of the sacred lose significance, while reality, perceived according to catego-
ries developed by the secular, atheist ideology, is subjected to assessment. 
The presence of the outside world is less important; the threat from outsiders 
is signalled in the margins, while many writers suggest the possibility of pos-
itive integration as one element of the order proposed by Communism. It is 
more that the shtetl is in a certain crisis within — for economic, political or 
ideological reasons, or due to the weakness of human nature. Writers criti-
cise the traditional lifestyle known as yidishkayt (Olitski, Strauss-Marko, Se-
gal), the related mentality (Tempel, Strauss-Marko, Berger, Segal), and the cri-
sis of moral values (Olitski, Tempel, Berger). In the texts cited here, the image 
of the shtetl is distorted to a greater or lesser degree, depending on the period 
in which they were written (from the 1920s to the end of the 1960s), and 
the views and talent of individual writers. In some cases it is treated natural-
istically, in others forced into the confines of the Socialist Realist mould, or 
lent poetic colour and flavour with lyricism and nostalgia. Some of the texts 
record details from the life of a particular community in real time and space 

and Language (A Companion to MENDELE), Vol. 07.009 [Sequential No. 135] (12.08.2003): 
http://yiddish.haifa.ac.il/tmr/tmr07/tmr07009.htm (accessed 11.01.2010).

846 K. Segal, Kochankowie w Sodomie, p. 47. 
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(Olitski, Strauss-Marko, and Segal to an extent), others contribute ahistorical 
images in which the shtetl functions as the backdrop to struggles between 
opposing forces and values (Tempel, Berger, and again Segal to an extent). 
Not in every case is Communism the cure for the crisis in the Jewish world. 
Positive diagnoses are made by Olitski and Strauss-Marko, for whom the war 
is not only a national tragedy but in a sense also an unexpected hurdle on 
the path of evolution or the repair of the old world. Segal, in his later texts, 
sees things differently; he knows that no ideology can save a reality that is 
in decline in a hostile environment. Tempel and Berger do not occupy a clear 
position on this issue, merely demonstrating the loneliness and helplessness 
of man in a hostile world where traditional religious values have become de-
valued. All these writers are unanimous, however, in stressing those aspects 
of the Jewish world that are deserving of memory: the language, folklore, 
customs and domestic rites, and even certain aspects of the religion as a force 
uniting the nation and granting it comfort. And above all it is people who 
should be remembered — sometimes small-minded, even sinful, but fre-
quently heroic and noble, wise, endearingly naïve or laughable in their foibles; 
all those sanctified by their tragic deaths. 

The farewell

The year 1956 was a watershed year for the Jews, not only because of the Thaw. 
It was at this time, after a few years’ respite, that anti-Jewish moods began to 
resurface both in wider Polish society and within the party. The shock caused 
by both the information about the Stalinist crimes (including the murder 
of the leading Yiddish writers in the USSR) and the atmosphere of antipathy 
among party members prompted some writers to take the decision to em-
igrate. Those who did so at this time were Binem Heller, Leyb Morgentoy, 
Yitskhok Guterman, and Leyb Kupershmidt, and they were followed a few 
years later by Leyb Olitski and Hadase Rubin. Less than a decade later they 
were joined by yet more writers, who were hounded from their homeland by 
the anti-Jewish campaign of 1968: David Sfard, Kalman Segal, Moyshe Shklar, 
Lili Berger, and Shloyme Strauss-Marko. These antisemitic moods, though 
inspired by the state authorities, were also evident in several circles in Polish 
society, which the émigrés saw as proof that the old Polish antipathy towards 
Jews had not yet passed. As at the end of the war and in the initial post-war 
years, the negative atmosphere and bitterness it caused again made their mark 
on the literary picture of Poland. Works devoted to the homeland, regardless 
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of whether they date from the second half of the 1950s or the late 1960s, raise 
the same issues. There are repeated reminders of the hospitality of early Po-
land, which allowed the Jews to believe that in this country they would find 
a permanent home on earth.847 These writers also drew attention to the fact 
that over the centuries of the Jews’ presence in Poland they had contributed to 
building the greatness of the Polish state, often sacrificing their lives in the de-
fence of the land that had become their home. Moyshe Shklar, in the work 
‘Tsu Mitskevitshn’ [To Mickiewicz], writes that in return for the right to be 
a citizen, an ‘equal among equals:’

I paid in pain and tears, 
The earth scarcely kept up with accepting them,
In the rustle of the forest you can still
Hear the echo of my laments.
For all that, I paid with my life, 
I have spilled no little blood here,
But the higher the price of the blood,
The closer everything [Polish] became.848 

The motif of the Jews’ physical and spiritual bond with the Polish earth 
recurs in almost every work of retribution on the theme of the homeland 
rejecting its sons. David Sfard, in the work ‘Di zelbe erd hot undz dertsoygn’ 
[The same earth raised us], reminded his readers that for centuries Poland 
had been a hothouse of Jewish culture, one of a kind, recognized around 
the world, a material and spiritual sign of the Jews’ covenant with their new 
homeland. The decision to leave that homeland, taken by many writers who 
had lost their faith in the potential for a revival of Yiddish culture in so-
cialist Poland, and also for purely personal reasons did not want to suffer 
the humiliation and taunting849 any longer, forced them to come to terms 
with  the awareness that this meant the end of an almost millennial era,850 
and to accept a sense of personal defeat.851 It was a defeat for those who had 
placed their hopes in Communism and believed in the possibility of creating 
a secular Yiddish culture in socialist Poland. Hadase Rubin speaks of it like 
this in her work ‘Vider shoyn…’ [Again…]: 

847 See L. Olitski, ‘Mayn land,’ in idem, Mayn harts-rayze, p. 53. 
848 M. Shklar, ‘Tsu Mitskevitshn,’ in idem, Bleterfal, p. 57.
849 See, for instance, H. Rubin, ‘Oyf di bregn fun Vaysl,’ in eadem, Trit in der nakht, p. 86; 

M. Shklar, ‘Tsu Poyln’ 1, in idem, In dimyen farziglt, pp. 16–17. 
850 See L. Olitski, ‘Mayn gezegn-vort tsu Poyln’ 6, in idem, Mayn harts-rayze, p. 70. 
851 See H. Rubin, ‘Ikh bin karg gevorn,’ in eadem, Trit in der nakht, pp. 74–75; ‘Altvarg,’ 

ibid., p. 66. 
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I thought that the light of the dawn would be good 
For my eyes, as open as wounds. 
I thought there would be sun enough for everyone.
(…) 

Rejected, overnight I became an outsider.
The earth is spitting me out, the sky does not recognize me. 
The earth on which I took my first steps, 
The sky still bright in my eye.852

The sense of bitterness palpable in this work is rooted in the force of the ac-
cusations hurled at the Jews in connection with the revelation of crimes com-
mitted during the Stalinist era. Aside from the author’s intention that it 
should be a testimony to the good faith of the lyric subject, who believed 
in the possibility of a bright future for all under Communism (‘sun enough 
for everybody’), the poem also reveals his/her bewilderment at the violence 
with which the Jews were rejected during the Thaw, so losing everything that 
had been home. The Polish earth and the Polish sky, which had not so long 
previously been elevated by Moyshe Shklar to the rank of ‘ally’ of the Polish 
Jews, are again ominously silent in the face of the Jewish misery, having be-
come alien and distant. This poem is a signal that another group of poets was 
mentally preparing to say goodbye to their Polish homeland.

This time, the main influence on their decision to emigrate was played 
by the political interests of those in power, as the artists who were leaving 
pointed out,853 but the finale that played out at the end of the 1960s was only 
possible due to the atmosphere of antipathy towards the Jews that was prev-
alent among the Poles. Once again, against the will of those affected, some-
one else had decided their fate. Among those who realized this was Sfard, 
who less than twenty years previously had been stressing the difference that 
divided the Communist writers ‘rooted’ in the Polish land from representa-
tives of the ‘decadent bourgeois literature’ who were predicting the fatalism 
of the Jewish destiny. Having taken the decision to emigrate, Sfard now knows 
how naïve those convictions were: 

Country of my birth 
Your beautiful autumns will no longer gild
The mourning thresholds 
Of my razed house —  

852 H. Rubin, ‘Vider shoyn…,’ ibid., p. 83.
853 See M. Shklar, ‘Tsu Poyln’ 1, pp. 16–17; K. Segal, ‘Gezegenung,’ p. 92. 
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For it has been decided 
That my shadow will wander barefoot 
The ruins 
Of your sacred and disgraced land 
In every generation and in every time 
Forever.854

Leaving their homeland meant saying poignant farewells to their friends 
and families, Polish culture, and also the land that was close to their hearts, 
the familiar landscapes, and the graves of their Jewish forebears. Hadase Ru-
bin foresaw, for herself and the others who were leaving, a painful nostalgia, 
from which there would be no escape: 

You take with you in your gaze the sadness of my spaces — 
Which will never leave you now. 
In the biblical landscape your dreams will be visited 
By a naked white birch. 

Who said that one can be liberated from the dead?
You flee, but a shade runs faster. 
And a branch — your betrothed in a deathly shroud of green,
Follows you to be close to your fence.

(…) wherever you go,   
The nostalgia will never leave you. 
And in the mirror of your eye, branches 
Of a naked white birch will bloom.855 

The birch and willow, violets and marguerites, and the names of the great 
fathers of Polish culture — Mickiewicz and Chopin — become shorthand for 
the homeland and the whole life that the émigrés are leaving behind them. 
Also painfully symbolic are geographical names, such as ‘the Warsaw ghet-
to,’ ‘Oświęcim,’ or ‘Kielce,’ which call forth memories of the tragic chapter 
in the history of the Polish Jews. ‘A golem of fire and blood has entered your 
land / and filled it with graves — woe! — from border to border… / Bright 
Poland, today you are the dark cemetery of my nation,’856 Leyb Olitski recalls 
on the eve of his departure. 

854 D. Sfard, ‘Poyln,’ in idem, Brenendike bleter, pp. 50–51.
855 H. Rubin, ‘Gezegenung,’ in eadem, Trit in der nakht, p. 73.
856 L. Olitski, ‘Mayn gezegen-vort tsu Poyln’ 6, in idem, Mayn harts-rayze, p. 70.
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Many different emotions surface during their parting with their home-
land: sadness and regret, disillusionment and dashed hopes, but also anger 
and an apparent sense of relief. It is betrayed love that prompts Moyshe Shklar 
to ‘shout’ bitter words at his homeland: 

Polish earth, so soaked 
In Jewish blood and tears, 
You were as close to me 
As a shirt to a body.  
But now I do not want to belong to you,
For you have forced me 
To feel like a stranger  
In my own home; 
For again you have raised between me and my neighbour 
The old wall of hatred. 
(…) 

I shall banish the nostalgia from my heart, 
And your landscapes from my memory. 
Even the rustle of the forest and the ripple of the river 
That charmed my childhood.  
I shall attempt to forget, 
As one forgets inconsequent things.  
You have already done your best 
For all that to be veiled by the pain 
Of my wounds, 
Which burn with a living fire. 
I give you up.  
I no longer want to be a citizen of this country.857  

The artists are leaving because their dignity has been wounded, what is sa-
cred to them has been disgraced, and it has been proven that they are not need-
ed in Poland. These poems contain a record of their dashed hopes, the pain 
of the antipathy of part of Polish society, and the acute nostalgia for their 
beloved Polish land, their loved ones’ graves, and their friends. 

After leaving Poland, most of the ‘post-Thaw’ and ‘post-March [1968]’ 
émigrés went to Israel. And although in the literature written at this time 
their wonder at their new homeland left a permanent mark alongside that 
of their nostalgia for Poland, it is equally clear that the process of acclimatisation 

857 M. Shklar, ‘Tsu Poyln’ 1, pp. 16–17.
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and integration into the reality of Israeli life was a lengthy one and not al-
ways successful. In this respect, one exception was Leyb Olitski, who from 
the outset treated his arrival in Israel as a homecoming. From the perspective 
of a person who had left Poland as the last of a family that had lived there 
for generations, it becomes clear what a difference there is between being ‘at 
home’ and being ‘amid strangers:’

Home, whatever it is like, is always good and dear, 
And all the paths of the heart lead to it. 

The sweetest milk sours amid strangers, 
The most aromatic honey smells of bees’ corpses there;
When they offer you honours, you taste humiliation,
And hope born far from home melts like snow. 
(…) 

Home is ours: mine, yours and his, 
There, gold is gold, silver silver, and clay clay, 
And love is easy to tell from hate.858

The members of the family living in the house that was their joint prop-
erty were united by special bonds that were indissoluble because they were 
born naturally. And it is these indisputable bonds and indisputable right to 
call one’s home one’s own that make one feel good in it. Segal, too, reaches 
a similar conclusion; for him, the community dimension and interpersonal 
relationships are more important than formal obligations imposed on a so-
ciety in the name of an ideology. Unlike Olitski, he recorded in his Israeli 
prose the spiritual dilemmas that dogged him during his forced emigra-
tion from his homeland. The circumstances of his departure are the subject 
of the short story ‘Yetsiyes Poyln’ from the volume Aleynkeyt, published 
in Israel in 1977. This deeply, bitterly ironic text repeats his fundamental 
sentiments of antipathy towards his ideological homeland and his musings 
on the fate of a man forced to make the impossible choice as to which coun-
try is to be his home: 

For many years I pondered the meaning of the words ‘homeland’, ‘home.’ How does one go 
about getting a new homeland? It’s not the same as getting a new pair of trousers, a new tie, 
or a new rucksack. The thing is even more complicated because I don’t like pathetic words. 
Back there [in Poland] I never used the word ‘homeland.’ In either speaking or writing. 

858 L. Olitski, ‘Aheym,’ in idem, Mayn harts-rayze, p. 61.
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Even today I still feel ill-disposed towards speakers and writers for whom that word is the 
stuff of their day-to-day work. (…) 

For a Jew who decided to emigrate to Israel, it is a problem of a different nature. For  
I was going not to a new homeland, but to the old country (…) where my great-grand-
father — the wanderer, the rural Jew with nomadic customs — roamed the desert like  
a Bedouin, grazing his sheep, and, having made a covenant with the Lord of the Universe, 
kidnapped a beautiful Arab girl and fathered her child. On Temple Mount he was prepared 
to sacrifice his firstborn son, as the locals did in certain places, and in Hebron he became 
embroiled in an affair with his [future] wife, my great-grandmother Sarah. Yet all this is 
ancient history, it’s not nice to gossip about one’s own forefathers; what’s done is done — 
the important thing is that he was my grandfather. And when you go to your grandfather’s, 
you are going home. Are you not?! 859

Segal’s Israeli prose is testimony to his alienation in his new environ-
ment, his immense loneliness and bitterness, and even doubt in the mean-
ing of all he had done previously. The situation of the hero of his late work, 
so different from that of the lyric subject in Olitski’s ‘émigré’ poetry, is su-
perbly defined in the words of the narrator of the novel Na wyspie [On 
the island] of 1961, who constates bitterly that ‘You can have a country but 
not have a home.’860

Undoubtedly, not all writers had to struggle with such hurdles in the pro-
cess of adapting to their new reality, though most of them did find it painful 
to be parted from what had hitherto constituted the substance of their life 
— people, places and culture — and was often conveyed using the Vistula as 
symbol. In 1971, two years after his departure from Poland, this is what Sfard 
had to say on the subject in his work ‘Benkshaft’ [Nostalgia]:

Across all the mysterious borders 
Every night the Vistula flows to me  
With a thousand faces known to me 
In a sky-blue mirror 
With a thousand voices known to me  
But my door is closed by pain. 

It penetrates 
Like moonlight 
My room. 
It glimmers in the window panes. 

859 K. Segal, ‘Yetsiyes Poyln,’ in idem, Aleynkeyt, pp. 92–93. 
860 K. Segal, Na wyspie, p. 40.
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And its waves rush muffled 
In nostalgic songs. 

I sit down sadly beside [it] 
And embrace it with love.861 

Poland, Poland

The Yiddish literature published in post-war Poland features essentially all 
of the visions of homeland identified by Jerzy Bartmiński, and their respective 
proportions are directly dependent on historical events and political circum-
stances. In the immediate post-war period it was primarily poetry written 
during the war that was published, and thus it is no wonder that the dominant 
picture of the homeland is that of the lost Arcadian region of childhood,862 
whereby this loss represents not only the receding of the family home in time 
but above all the physical annihilation of the Jewish geographic, community 
and cultural space. This vision of the murdered Jewish world is supplemented 
by a nostalgic image of Poland as the homeland of the wanderers, which is 
present above all in the poetry of declared Communist writers. At the oth-
er extreme from this vision is the image of a homeland that betrayed them, 
leading to a feeling of homelessness, a burning sense of the lack of a  homeland. 
These visions also have their own topography: the symbols of the home-
land of childhood are the shtetl, the countryside, or the Jewish district in War-
saw, while the homeland of the wanderers is in the first period of the war (un-
til the outbreak of war between the USSR and Germany) recalled by the river 
Bug, the line demarcating the boundary of the German sphere of influence, 
while from the second half of 1941 the Vistula and Warsaw become synecdo-
ches for Poland. Homelessness is symbolised by images of the desert or wil-
derness, burnt-out shtetls, and the Polish landscape contaminated by death. 

In poetry on the theme of the Holocaust written shortly after the war, 
Jewish Poland is intimated by the names of devastated shtetls such as Indura, 
Gąbin or Płońsk, the ghettos of Warsaw, Vilnius or Łódź, the names of places 
where death camps were sited, including Majdanek and Oświęcim, and also 
Kielce, a name identified with a Polish antisemitism that did not stop at crim-
inal acts. The topography of Jewish Poland from the period of the war and 

861 D. Sfard, ‘Benkshaft,’ in idem, Brenendike bleter, p. 58.
862 All emphasis added by M.R.
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the initial years thereafter indicates clearly that the status of the Jews in their 
homeland was different to that of the Poles: in many writers’ works the places 
cited — whether shtetls or places of Jewish martyrdom — are used as short-
hand for the Holocaust, which, while dealt by German hands, was also a sign 
of the irrevocable termination of the Jews’ ‘tenancy’ of their Polish home by 
its ‘rightful’ owners. The picture of the homeland exhibits a marked division 
into two parts: Jewish Poland — the domestic and family homeland, associated 
with nature and the local community, and the Poland of the Jews’ Polish neigh-
bours — who live apart, indifferent to the wounds being inflicted on the Jews. 
This fissured picture is common to the poetry of both writers not connected 
with Communism and those who were Communists. The responses of the two 
groups to it differ, however: the former decide to leave, while the latter attempt 
to change their homeland in line with the ideals of their ideology. 

Dominant in the Socialist Realist period is the vision of the homeland as 
a socialist state. The new Poland is a home built for all workers, Poles and Jews 
alike. Its topography is delineated by the names of cities that are to serve as 
signs of the revival of Jewish life throughout the homeland, though chiefly 
in Warsaw and the Reclaimed Territories:863 Dzierżoniów, Wrocław, Szczecin, 
etc. ‘Life like a flower will open in the rays of the sun, / and Wrocław will blos-
som on the ruins of Breslau,’864 Nakhmen Rapp (1914–1987) wrote with great 
optimism in 1947 in the poem ‘Oyf alter poylisher erd’ [On the old Polish 
earth]. This optimistic vision of Poland as an internationalist homeland for all 
workers, transmitted via productivist topics and symbols, is supplemented by 
a tendentious vision of the homeland of the years of childhood — the ‘home-
land as evil mother,’865 a grim, poor, ugly place contrasting sharply with the new 
era of prosperity and ubiquitous happiness. The year 1956 marked a depar-
ture from Socialist Realist notions of the state as  homeland in favour of an 
image of the private homeland, conceived of as home, the immediate area. 
The vision of the homeland of childhood, which for most of the writers cited 
here was the small pre-war shtetl, also underwent significant transformation. 
The much criticised yet much mourned shtetl becomes a kind of central point 
of memory for all the writers who were active in Poland until the late 1960s. 

863 In the People’s Poland period this was the term used to denote the territory of the for-
mer Free City of Gdańsk and the lands in the western and northwestern regions of present-day 
Poland, which prior to the outbreak of World War II had been part of the German state, and 
after its end were awarded to Poland pursuant to the resolutions of the Potsdam Conference 
as a kind of compensation for the vast swathe of Poland’s Eastern Borderlands annexed by 
the USSR in September 1939.

864 N. Rapp, ‘Oyf alter poylisher erd,’ in idem, Funken in ash, p. 43. 
865 See W. Dynak and M. Inglot, ‘Ojczyzna dla wszystkich — Ojczyzna dla każdego,’ p. 202.
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The years 1956 and 1968 are symbolic dates denoting the culminating 
points in the recurring wave of Polish antisemitism. The response of post-
war Yiddish literature to anti-Jewish statements and acts is a dramatically 
expressive image of a homeland which betrays its children once again, and 
then ‘spits them out’ (in the words of Hadase Rubin). In works of this final 
period the dominant feeling is one of alienation and rejection from their own 
home, and Poland — irrespective of the emotions that accompany the part-
ing — is proved to be no more than another country, one of many on the map 
of the Jewish diaspora.
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THE IDENTITY 
OF THE JEWISH COMMUNIST

(…) my arms
Are steps

For a generation
That is forging upward (…)

Binem Heller, 1956866

Nusekh Poyln and the ‘new Jewish man’ 

The majority of Jewish writers who had seen the war out in the East held 
left-wing sympathies, and a considerable proportion of them had had links 
with Communism even before the war. They represented the generation born 
in the first and second decades of the twentieth century, whose vicissitudes 
and social identity have been profiled by Jaff Schatz in his extensive work 
The Generation. The Rise and Fall of the Jewish Communists of Poland. In his 
answer to the question as to what prompted the members of that generation 
to connect with Communism, Schatz points to a combination of two fac-
tors. The first was the Jewish cultural heritage, in the form of a development 
of the messianic tradition. The second was the social situation of the young 
generation, which rejected the anachronistic heritage of the shtetl in the face 
of modernity and the socio-economic transformations it brought about. To-
gether, these engendered a unique new mode of thinking and perception.867 

866 B. Heller, ‘Iz mir gut,’ in idem, Dos ershte lid, p. 3.
867 The changes taking place in Jewish society in Russia as a result of modernisation at 

the turn of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries are described interestingly by Y. Slezkine 
in his work The Jewish Century.
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Processes at work in Jewish society, such as emancipation, modernisation, 
secularisation and acculturation, led the young generation to question the tra-
ditional model of life, while the harsh economic climate, the lack of prospects 
within the community, and the rise in antisemitism provoked the heightened 
political engagement of this generation. Schatz claims that in the context 
of ‘the social situation and political options open to young, secular Jews in in-
terwar Poland, the messianic heritage rendered them particularly suscepti-
ble to the radical ideas of emancipation.’868 Young people were ‘throwing off 
the customs of the past, increasingly placing their secular dreams of a national 
revival or global emancipation, Yiddishism or Hebrewism, socialism, Zion-
ism, territorialism or cultural autonomy, in new, radical cultural and political 
movements.’869 One of those movements was Communism. 

A detailed overview of the reasons why the Communist movement held 
such attraction for the Jews has been undertaken by Joanna Nalewajko-Ku-
likov, the author of the monograph Obywatel Jidyszlandu. Rzecz o żydow-
skich komunistach w Polsce. Many of the motives on the list she compiled are 
concordant with those mentioned by Schatz: the desire for the eradication 
of all forms of national discrimination, including antisemitism; the struggle 
for the autonomous development of Jewish culture, which at the time only 
the Soviet state seemed to guarantee the Jews; the sense of a threat from fas-
cism; rebellion against tradition; the need to put the world to rights, condi-
tioned by the messianic traditions; the experience of marginalisation within 
society; the intelligentsia’s struggle for the emancipation of a group which 
experienced discrimination owing to its roots; and, last but not least, the need 
to restore order in the world.870 

The findings of these scholars hold true for those Yiddish writers who 
were resolved to remain in socialist Poland and constituted a relatively stable 
core of post-war literary life. Among those were David Sfard, Kalman Segal, 
Yankev Zonshayn, Paltiel Tsibulski, Moyshe Shklar, Shloyme Strauss-Marko, 
Lili Berger, Elye Rayzman, Binem Heller, Simkhe Kants, Yitskhok Guterman, 
Leyb Morgentoy, Leyb Olitski, and Hadase Rubin (the latter six, however, left 
Poland as early as 1957–1960). The vast majority of these writers had been 
born before World War I into traditional, poor Jewish families and had 
grown up under the influence of similar cultural and socio-political forces. 
As young people they had embarked on the path of revolutionary struggle due 
to one — or a combination — of the reasons listed above. These choices, and 

868 J. Schatz, ‘Zagadka pokolenia żydowskich komunistów,’ Jidełe. Żydowskie Pismo Otwarte 
(Spring 2000), special edition: Żydzi i komunizm, edited by M. Bilewicz and B. Pawlisz, p. 21.

869 Ibid., p. 22.
870 For more on the subject of the attractiveness of the Commuist movement to the Jews, 

see J. Nalewajko-Kulikov, Obywatel Jidyszlandu, pp. 68–76.
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the motivation for them, later formed material for their literature. The motifs 
they supplied were present in both their pre-war revolutionary poetry, which 
called on its readers to fight for a new world, and in their post-war work, 
whose hero — the ‘new Jew’ — was an active participant in building the Com-
munist Poland. The system transformation after World War II gave them 
a unique opportunity to create a secular, ‘progressive’ Yiddish literature which 
was to contribute to redefining the Jewish identity and to raising a new type 
of Jew. As their point of reference and blueprint they took the gains in this 
respect made by the Soviet Jews, who after the success of the October Rev-
olution obtained the full gamut of civil rights and the possibility to develop 
their own culture. 

Despite its auspicious beginnings, however, the Soviet experiment was ulti-
mately unsuccessful, because the Communist party’s support for it lasted only 
until the mid-1930s (at which point a gradual battle began to be waged with ‘na-
tionalistic deviations’). Furthermore, detached from its religious roots, Yiddish 
culture was of limited attractiveness to the broad Jewish masses, which chose 
assimilation instead. It was brutally destroyed in the late 1940s, a fact of which 
the Polish Jewish Communists, isolated from their Soviet friends, were unaware 
at the time (though it is highly probable that they suspected something).871 Not 
until the 20th Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union in February 
1956 was any official mention made of those events. Thus, virtually at the same 
time that the Yiddish writers were losing their lives in tragic circumstances 
in the USSR (at the beginning of the 1950s), Jewish cultural activists in Poland, 
entirely oblivious, were embarking on their own project.

Having spent the war in the ‘fatherland of the international proletariat,’ 
the Polish Jewish Communists had had the opportunity to experience at 
first hand the rigours in force there. Many of them lost the illusions they had 
harboured before the war, yet on their return to Poland in the second half 
of the 1940s they nevertheless set to enthusiastically to attempt to build a sec-
ular Yiddish culture within the new system. David Sfard, one of the leading 
architects of this new Jewish life, recalled:

The vast majority of the surviving Jews who returned to Poland had lived through the war 
years in the Soviet Union and had first-hand experience of life there and the authorities 
there. Those people also knew equally well that contemporary Poland was nothing other 

871 For more on the destruction of Yiddish-language culture in the USSR, see G. Estraikh, 
In Harness; J. Sherman, “Seven-fold Betrayal.” On the subject of the liquidation of the Jewish 
Antifascist Committee and the events of the trial of the Jewish writers, see J. Rubenstein, ‘Jew-
ish Anti-Fascist Committee,’ in YIVO Encyclopedia of Jews in Eastern Europe, dated 3.01.2011: 
http://www.yivoencyclopedia.org/article.aspx/Jewish_Anti-Fascist_Committee (accessed: 
17.02.2011), and A. Lustiger, Stalin and the Jews: The Red Book (2003). 
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than a branch of Moscow. And yet many of them tried to convince themselves that perhaps 
Poland would be a different variety of Communism, in which Jews would be able to find 
all-round fulfilment in their own culture and on their own ground.872

Sfard claims that in attempting to further their project the Polish Jews 
hoped to prove to the authorities of the Soviet empire that the development 
of an autonomous Jewish culture within Communism was possible:

(…) [T]he Jewish Communists in Poland cultivated the naïve belief that in their own 
country everything would be different and that this difference would also rub off on the 
Soviet Union. 

This false illusion, dubbed ‘nusekh Poyln,’ was nurtured by the Jewish Communists 
even after 1948, when all the Jewish parties had been wound up and the country had been 
caught in the Soviet vice in every respect.873 

The aim of the Jewish Communists’ actions in Poland was to create a sec-
ular, progressive Yiddish culture, and in effect to develop a new type of Jew-
ish identity. The intention was that these actions were to be accompanied by 
integration with Polish society, which was to endow the Jews with the full 
gamut of civic rights and put an end to their cultural, vocational, organisa-
tional and political isolation.874 The work they put into building an auton-
omous Jewish culture is reminiscent in its essential principles of the Soviet 
intelligentsia’s Yiddish language project just under thirty years previously. 
As in the USSR, in Poland too the focus on creating a culture in the Jews’ 
own language and building their own separate Jewish cultural institutions 
was placed on their separate ethnic identity.875 Their institutional separate-
ness was a technical manoeuvre conditioned by their cultural separateness 
and was not an aim in or of itself; neither was it, as August Grabski, a re-
searcher of the activities of the Jewish Communists in Poland stresses, a na-
tional duty.876 And while national autonomy was to have been only a tem-
porary form of organisation of Jewish life, very decisive action was taken 
to promote separate institutions — just as in the Soviet Union thirty years 
previously.877 But the situation of the Jewish Communists in post-war Poland 
differed from that of the Jewish Communists in the USSR. While in the latter 

872 D. Sfard, Mit zikh un mit andere, p. 180. 
873 Ibid., p. 206.
874 A. Grabski, Działalność komunistów wśród Żydów w Polsce (1944–1949), p. 44.
875 See J. Nalewajko-Kulikov and M. Ruta, ‘Yiddish Culture in Poland after the Holocaust,’ 

pp. 327–351.
876 A. Grabski, Działalność komunistów wśród Żydów w Polsce (1944–1949), pp. 44–45.
877 Ibid.
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the project to develop national cultures extended to all the nations and na-
tionalities living in the Soviet state, in Poland the Jews were singled out for 
privilege over other national minorities; only they were granted cultural au-
tonomy by the Polish authorities.878 

Until 1949 no rigorous postulates were formulated as to what should 
constitute ‘progressive’ Yiddish culture in post-war Poland;879 it was only at 
the congress of the Jewish Culture Society (ŻTK, Żydowskie Towarzystwo 
Kultury) in October 1949 that, as in the USSR, Socialist Realism was pro-
nounced the ‘one true,’ officially binding creative method.880 This Yiddish cul-
ture, as a popular slogan of the period ran, was ‘national in form, socialist 
in content.’ Its Jewishness was determined by selective referencing of the tra-
ditions and history of the Jewish nation. The first indicator of Jewishness 
was — as in the USSR before the war — language. Interestingly, the Polish 
Jewish Communist intellectuals did not go as far as reforming the alpha-
bet, as had been the case in the Soviet Union. Nevertheless, while ‘real sup-
port for the development of culture in the Jewish language was an ongoing 
task for the [Jewish] Fraction [of the Polish Workers’ Party], the ultimate 
fate of the Yiddish language and Jewish culture in socialism was unclear to 
its members.’881 As in the USSR, where in the 1920s history of the Jews had 
been removed from the Yiddish-language school curriculum and subsumed 
into the general history curriculum, in Jewish schooling in Poland, teaching 
of the nation’s history was first scaled down and subjected to an appropriate 
ideological interpretation, and later, in the 1952/1953 school year, abolished 
as a separate subject.882 Moreover, as Grzegorz Berendt writes, ‘in line with 
the general trend in education, festivals derived from the religious tradition 

878 As A. Grabski notes (‘Jews and Political Life in Poland from 1944 to 1949,’ in Jewish 
Presence in Absence, p. 185), the Russian minority gained the right to establish cultural or-
ganisations in 1946, the Czech and Slovak minorities towards the end of the 1940s, and other 
minorities had to wait for this opportunity until the Thaw. 

879 See A. Grabski and M. Rusiniak, ‘Jewish Communists after the Holocaust and the Lan-
guage of Polish Jewry,’ in Under the Red Banner, p. 40.

880 These actions by the Polish authorities in the field of culture and science applied to all 
cultural life in Poland, not just Yiddish culture.

881 A. Grabski and M. Rusiniak, ‘Jewish Communists after the Holocaust and the Language 
of Polish Jewry,’ p. 41. As for the other Jewish language, Hebrew, we should remember that it 
was treated as it had been previously in the USSR — as the language of the culture of the high-
er classes, connected with religion and Zionism. See ibid., p. 39. In the initial post-war years 
Hebrew was taught in schools run by the Central Committee of Jews in Poland; also, until 
1948 there were Zionist schools in Poland which had Hebrew as their language of instruction. 
Not until February 1949, after the resolution unifying the school system was passed, was this 
segment of the education system brought under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Education, 
which struck Hebrew off the curriculum in the 1951/1952 school year. 

882 G. Berendt, Życie żydowskie w Polsce w latach 1950–1956, p. 222.
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ceased to be celebrated.’883 The ceremonies directly connected with the Jewish 
community that were celebrated in schools or propagated in the press were 
the anniversaries of the Jewish uprisings in the ghettos, above all the War-
saw ghetto uprising.884 Those responsible for school curricula and the con-
tent of what was published in the press and in the literature of the first half 
of the 1950s performed a selective cull among the names of Polish–Jewish 
national heroes, removing from among their number many artists, activists 
and scholars.885 Berendt avers that in the Stalinist period ‘on several occasions 
the figure of Col. Berek Joselewicz was recalled in writing on the tradition 
of the shared struggle of the Jews and the Poles for the sovereignty of the Pol-
ish Republic. In descriptions of the reality in the period preceding September 
[1939] the contexts in question were most often referenced with the words 
“poverty,” “discrimination,” “exploitation,” and “fascism.”’886 

Echoes of interpretations of the past through the prism of class struggle 
are to be found in the belles lettres of the period, and prime examples of this are 
texts that depict the pre-war shtetl and its traditional lifestyle in a critical 
light.887 Other indications of the way the vision of the most recent history was 
distorted in both poetry and prose are exaggeration of the significance and 
reach of the impact of the Communist movement in Jewish circles between 
the wars, attribution of a disproportionately large role in organising the resist-
ance movement in the ghettos to Communist activists, the creation of a myth 
about active resistance to the Germans on the part of the Jews in the ghettos, 
the attribution to all the Warsaw ghetto insurrectionists of Communist views, 
and manipulation of the way in which the Holocaust was commemorated — 
its heroisation.888 

Michał Mirski, one of the most zealous ideologists of the new order ‘on 
the Jewish street,’ in his formulation of the ideological foundation of Jewish 
culture in post-war Poland, at the October 1949 ŻTK congress, cited the fol-
lowing words of Jakub Berman:889 ‘At the current stage of the ideological 
struggle both at home and on the international scale, the role of literature and 

883 Ibid.
884 Ibid, p. 244. 
885 Ibid.
886 Ibid. 
887 For more on the subject of the image of the shtetl in post-war Yiddish literature in Po-

land, see Chapter III, p. 230–245.
888 On the subject of the influence of politics and ideology on the shaping of memory 

of the Holocaust, see R. Kobylarz, Walka o pamięć, pp. 20–218.
889 Jakub Berman (1901–1984) was a prominent Communist in pre-war Poland. Towards 

the end of World War II he joined the Politburo of the Polish United Workers’ Party. Be-
tween 1944 and 1953 he was considered Joseph Stalin’s right hand in the People’s Republic 
of Poland — in charge of the Ministry of Public Security, the largest secret police in Polish 
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art as one form of ideological moulding of the new man has grown vastly, im-
measurably. (…) Without the engagement of literature and art in the struggle 
for socialism, it is unlikely that we will be able to alter the human conscious-
ness.’890 In obedience to the directives of the authorities, literary criticism 
on the one hand pressurised writers into producing works that conformed 
to the binding worldview, and on the other developed the literary canon ten-
dentiously. The resolution passed at the congress read:

In our literature there is too little expression of the new reality that present-day Poland 
breathes as it builds socialism. In our literature the figure of the new Polish Jew in the con-
text of the stratification of the Jewish mass in our country has not yet been born, and there 
is too weak a reflection in it of the positive hero from the ghetto and the partisan struggle; 
not all writers have freed themselves from certain misguided old ideological attitudes and 
stylistic distortions. 

The task of Jewish literature in Poland is to switch to the broad track of Socialist Re-
alism.891 

In accentuating the role of literature, Mirski was at once emphasising 
the need for a critical presentation of the accumulated body of literature 
of ‘past generations,’ to stress its ‘progressive values.’ In respect of older Yid-
dish literature,

The progressive elements of the age of the Haskalah should be brought out, and especially 
its radical democratic stage. Particular emphasis should be placed on classical Jewish lit-
erature as a weapon in shaping the consciousness of the Jewish worker against outmoded 
relics of the old-world Jewish life, against ghetto moods and national narrow-mindedness. 
The works of Mendele, Sholem Aleykhem, Perets must be owned by the Jewish worker in 
Poland.892 

In obedience to the postulates formulated in the above statements, Yid-
dish literature was subjected to the critical eye of the party ideologues, pared 
down to meet the needs of the day, and served up to the post-war reader 
in this distorted form.893 From the end of the 1940s, the canon of progressive 

history and one of its most repressive institutions. For more see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Jakub_Berman (accessed 16.11.2015). 

890 See ‘Podstawy ideologiczne naszej twórczości kulturalnej,’ paper by Comrade M. Mir-
ski, editor, in Zjazd Żydowskiego Towarzystwa Kultury w Polsce, p. 86.

891 ‘Rezolucja w sprawie literatury,’ ibid., p. 213.
892 Podstawy ideologiczne naszej twórczości kulturalnej, p. 101.
893 On the subject of the tendentious interpretation of the work of one of the Yiddish clas-

sics, Sholem Aleykhem, and on the effects of the interference of the censor in one of his short 
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authors whose oeuvre was found worthy of popularisation (after suita-
ble censorship, of course) consisted of the three classics: Mendele, Sholem 
Aleykhem, and Yitskhok Leyb Perets; the Jewish-American proletariat poets 
of the turn of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries; left-wing prose writers 
such as Shimen Horontshik, Alter Katsizne, and Itshe Meir Weissenberg, and 
Soviet writers working in Yiddish. However, the work of these latter disap-
peared from the columns of the Polish Yiddish press as soon as in the final 
years of the 1940s, i.e. at the time when the arrests of the Jewish creative 
intelligentsia were taking place in the USSR. On the other hand, the ranks 
of the discredited — for their ideological dissidence — included virtually all 
the Jewish writers of Western Europe and the USA, whose alleged faults were 
formalism, mysticism, abstraction and pessimism.894 This changed in 1956, 
when the Soviet Yiddish-language writers and two others previously deemed 
reactionary, Yosef Opatoshu and Sholem Asch, were reinstated on the list 
of writers published in the Yiddish-language press in Poland. An ideological 
reading of literature dominated in the first half of the 1950s, and even after 
the 1956 Thaw it did not disappear entirely. 

The salient characteristics of the ‘new Jewish man’895 — a product of a broad 
battery of action in the cultural sphere — were to be activeness, a high level of in-
dustrial productivity, work for the community, and teamwork in the cause of  
his class, and only in second place in the cause of his nation. August Grabski 
introduces in this context the concept of party patriotism, which entailed 

stories on the theme of preparations for the celebration of the religious holiday Pesach, see 
M. Ruta, ‘Szolem Alejchem czytany w przedmarcowej Polsce,’ Słowo Żydowskie / Dos Yidishe 
Vort No. 11 (453) (2009), pp. 26–29. The fact that one of the specialities of the censors in the So-
cialist Realist period was ‘correcting’ works by the classics, including even Polish literature 
of the calibre of Mickiewicz and Słowacki, is mentioned by K. Gajda in ‘Cenzura,’ in Słownik 
realizmu socjalistycznego, p. 36. 

894 D. Sfard, ‘Mitn ponem tsu der klasik,’ in idem, Shrayber un bikher, pp. 12–21.
895 M. Brzóstowicz-Klajn (‘Nowego człowieka obraz,’ in Słownik realizmu socjalistycznego, 

pp. 147–152) enumerates the following attributes of the ‘new man’ of Communism: the identity 
of the individual is willingly fused with that of the collectivity, and the collective model of life 
is a source of strength and sense of security for every member of the community, even repre-
senting a chance to achieve a collectively conceived immortality. The conception of the new 
man presupposes the chance to achieve absolute harmony of the individual, to be a person 
of remarkable willpower who can overcome the limitations of the human being (after the ex-
ample of the pre-eminent Communists such as Lenin, Stalin or Dzherzhinsky). The new man 
is the embodiment of all opposites, is a non-conflict, asexual being who loves humanity with 
a non-physical love that is expressed entirely in altruistic work for the collective. His psyche 
and inner life are reduced to the level of physiological processes, and he himself becomes 
deprived of his own will, which may be shaped in any way. As Brzóstowicz-Klajn stresses, 
in the literature, the new man ‘proved to be not an individual but an embodiment of Society 
and the laws of History’ (ibid., p. 152). 
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the subordination of Jewish affairs to the goals of the Communist move-
ment.896 The new Jew was to be valiant enough to fight antisemitism and so-
cial injustice, and was to identify with the international struggle for peace, 
socialism and the liberation of colonial populations.897 More over, as a patriot 
he was to be faithful to the socialist Polish state, should be fluent in the Polish 
language, history and literature, and also be an atheist. This model of Jew-
ishness propagated by the Communists was the antithesis of the traditional 
model that had been dominant in the pre-war shtetl and was consistently 
criticised by them as a relic of the previous period. 

The ideal of the new Jewish man as profiled above was a postulate that was 
to set the course for steps taken, including in the literary sphere. It is worth 
noting that execution of the Communist programme came up against prob-
lems from the outset. In the initial years after the war in particular (though 
also later) a major hurdle was memory of the Jewish national tragedy. As 
Grabski points out, in view of rising nationalist moods, until 1948 the Jewish 
Communists pursued their policies under the banner of national unity, pass-
ing over in silence the Stalinist definition of nationality and nation — pursu-
ant to which the Jews were not an autonomous nation (irrespective of where 
they lived), but merely an ethnic minority with connections to the societies 
of their respective states.898 An echo of this broader angle on Jewish issues 
was captured in internal debates, during which the architects of this pro-
gressive Jewish culture (and Michał Mirski in particular) perceived ‘grounds 
for the constitution of ex-territorial national minorities united in the notion 
of “the Jewish people” (yidish folk) as a modern Jewish nation (yidishe mod-
erne natsye).’899 

This momentary ‘softening’ of the dogmatic position, which on the wave 
of the extreme degree of the nation’s mourning permitted solidarity with all 
victims of the Holocaust, and hence also with those who represented other 
models of Jewishness aside from the Communist, is visible in the literature 
being written above all during and immediately after the war. A prime exam-
ple of this is the evolution of Julian Stryjkowski’s stance. During the war Stryj-
kowski, a writer, had been active in the Communist cause, but on learning 
of the collapse of the uprising in the Warsaw ghetto he was shaken to the core, 
and revised his previous conviction that as a Communist he ceased to be 
a Jew. One outcome of his thought process and the pain he felt at the nation’s 

896 A. Grabski, Działalność komunistów wśród Żydów w Polsce (1944–1949), p. 43.
897 Ibid., p. 46.
898 Ibid., p. 41.
899 The reference here is to M.  Mirski’s ‘Platforma Ideowa Demokracji Żydowskiej 

w Polsce,’ which was, however, not accepted by the Polish Workers’ Party Fraction; see A. Grab-
ski, Działalność komunistów wśród Żydów w Polsce (1944–1949), p. 43.
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tragedy is his novel about the traditional Jewish shtetl, Głosy w ciemności 
[Voices in the dark].900 Similar reactions, in the form of heightened interest 
in the fate of the entire Jewish community, irrespective of the views they held 
and the traditions they represented, may be seen, for instance, in the work 
of the Communist poetess Hadase Rubin and in the poetry of the foremost 
Communist poet in post-war Poland, Binem Heller. 

A marked reining-in of this mood and return to a black-and-white world-
view ensued at the end of the 1940s as the Stalinisation of the country’s so-
cio-political and cultural life intensified. In this period literary criticism re-
doubled its calls for a focus on the new socialist reality and its hero — the new 
man shaped by socialism — above all. And while most writers did their best 
to rise to the challenge, not all proved capable of meeting the ideologues’ 
demands.901 Things changed again with the Thaw of 1956, and above all with 
the release of information on the Stalinist crimes committed against the So-
viet Jews, and in response to the rising tide of Polish antisemitism. At this 
time literature, granted a certain liberty from censorship, began to reach for 
themes that had been hitherto absent or subject to harsh restrictions. 

The subject of the analysis in this chapter is prose and poetry that ad-
dresses the links between literary characters and Communism. I researched 
both heroes who consider themselves Communists or whose goal is to join 
the Communist movement, and whose creation is an expression of their 
authors’ experiences (in the case of poetry I include in this category lyric 
statements in which the subject identifies as a Communist),902 and characters 

900 J. Stryjkowski (‘Zamiast posłowia,’ in Juda Makabi (1986), p. 190) writes on this sub-
ject: ‘I learned that from one day to the next the Jewish nation, which after the Holocaust had 
again become mine, had ceased to exist. A Jewish Communist ceases to be a Jew. I felt myself 
to be a Jew again. (…) I experienced a shock for which I would try in vain to find words. But 
I had to give it expression. (…) But what? Write about the uprising, in which I was not a par-
ticipant? I have to erect a tombstone to the Jewish insurrectionists and the entire nation to 
which my modest powers are equal. I have to salvage what I can from oblivion. And I returned 
to my childhood years, to the years that had been lost beneath the alluvium of oblivion. And 
by a great effort of memory I raised that Atlantis that had seemed lost, sunk for ever. From 
my subliminal memory scenes, details, and people are being resurrected. And this is how my 
first novel, Głosy w ciemności, came into being. And that became the theme of my whole life.’

901 The discussions that were had by members of the TSKŻ about how well writers were 
equipped to create this new literature are reviewed by G. Berendt in his work Życie żydowskie 
w Polsce w latach 1950–1956, pp. 231–238. He cites opinions including that of Sfard, who as-
sessed the political qualifications of his fellow writers thus: ‘We have a small group of writers, 
but ones who are not internally bound to our ideology. Their contact with readers would not 
be advisable.’ See AŻIH, TSKŻ, Vol. 73, record of the ZW [Zarząd Wojewódzki, Voivodship 
Board] TSKŻ conference in Wrocław, 14 December 1952. Cited after: ibid., p. 235.

902 Many of the works discussed here are autobiographical in character or draw on the bi-
ographies of their authors, which is easy to discern with some basic knowledge of their lives.
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created in accordance with Socialist Realist guidelines, and as such intended 
by their originators as exemplifications of the ‘new Jew.’ As this is literature 
of a peculiar type, given its complete subordination to ideology, an important 
caveat is appropriate here. Yiddish literature was the forum for superimposi-
tion of images that were to varying degrees fallacious and illusory in respect 
of the reality they were to reflect. There are at least two relevant divergences 
that must be mentioned here. One lies within the realm of the literature itself: 
between the model character as desired by the critics and the practical exe-
cution of their theoretical directions (reviews and other literary theoretical 
articles suggest that not all writers were equal to the ideological demands; 
the benchmark was the work of Binem Heller). The other is born at the in-
tersection of literature and life, between the literary creations that were more 
or less concordant with the requirements of the period and the real thoughts 
and doubts of their authors, which there was no room to express in the official 
literature. This latter dissonance in particular is far harder to pinpoint, though 
in some works there are a few suggestions hinting that the created image was 
not always a faithful reflection of the author’s actual views. 

Some information on the fissures that appeared in the monolithic world-
view under the influence of various historical events is to be found in the mon-
ograph by Schatz, written as an outcome of the author’s interviews with mem-
bers of the generation to which most of the writers cited here belonged. This 
work indicates that the group in question was not homogeneous and that its 
members demonstrated varying degrees of mental deformation arising from 
their party education. The existence of such differences is also confirmed by 
David Sfard, the architect of Jewish culture in post-war Poland and one of its 
creators, the author of the memoirs Mit zikh un mit andere, published after 
his emigration from Poland. In order to demonstrate their existence, Sfard 
uses in these memoirs the example of the high-ranking party official Szymon 
Zachariasz, whom he offers as an exemplification of a true Communist.903 
He states that Zachariasz was purged by his party education of all  national 
sentiments; national customs were alien to him, and he felt no emotion-
al bond with the Jewish tradition — something from which, Sfard averred, 
the majority of Jewish Communists in Poland were unable to free themselves. 
The degree to which these writers were emotionally in thrall to the Jewish tra-
dition was undoubtedly different for each of them, but there are indications 
in the contemporary literature that it did exist.904 The main objective of this 

903 D. Sfard, Mit zikh un mit andere, p. 151.
904 Writing about the national function of tradition, religion and myth in the Jewish com-

munity of the immediate post-war period, I. Hurwic-Nowakowska (A Social Analysis of Post-
war Polish Jewry, pp. 71–75) notes that even those who have parted ways with Jewishness often 
have a positive emotional attitude to Jews, their religious and national holidays (e.g. anniversa-
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chapter is to reconstruct the literary image of the identity of the Polish Jewish 
Communist and the evolutions of that image under the influence of specif-
ic historical circumstances. Careful observation of the way in which these 
literary characters develop, i.e. observation of writers’ literary responses to 
the various historical experiences that shaped their views and modified their 
attitudes, sometimes enables us to reach deeper and see more. Some texts that 
are spiked with official propaganda can be read differently than the official 
interpretation mandated, so that they reveal to the reader hidden meanings 
testifying to fissures in their authors’ overtly held worldview. The texts se-
lected for analysis are arranged chronologically, in order to facilitate obser-
vation of the evolutions in the literary characters participating in the process 
of furthering the Communist ideal, from the phase of designs and dreams, 
through their ostensibly perfect execution, to the profound disillusionment at 
the falseness and duplicity of the system and those at its helm. 

My blood will not be silent…

The motif of the initiation of the sensitive Jewish boy into Communism 
is the subject of Segal’s first short stories and novels, written in the period 1956–
1957 and set in interwar Poland. The Communist ideology held the promise 
of release from poverty, of access to learning, of revenge on the privileged 
for the hurt and humiliation experienced at their hands, and of assurances 
of the elimination of antisemitism. These slogans must have been highly al-
luring to ambitious idealists such as the heroes of his first texts. The narrator 
of the story ‘Marantsn’ [Oranges]905 is a poor boy who after the death of his 
father is forced to interrupt his studies to go out to work. The wage he earns is 
so meagre that he is still forced to live mainly on potatoes, ironically dubbed 
here ‘oranges.’ Hard work does not dull his thirst for learning, however, and he 
devours eagerly the reading matter proffered to him by older, more politi-
cally savvy colleagues. The Communist ideology resonates with the young 
man, who has experienced poverty, and been wronged and humiliated. His 
involvement in Communism enables him not only to live in hope of a change 

ries of ghetto uprisings), and traditions, which are rich in associations and reinforce the sense 
of a group bond, so being conducive to the formation of a national consciousness. She adds 
that the positive attitude to religion in non-religious people is a result of its being treated as 
national rather than religious tradition. 

905 K.  Segal, ‘Marantsn,’ in idem, Getraye libe, pp. 5–13; Polish version: ‘Pomarańcze,’ 
in idem, Opowiadania z zabitego Miasteczka, pp. 31–63. 
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in the status quo and to feel that he is doing something to that end himself, 
but also to experience benefits in the immediate term; participation in a gen-
eral strike, for instance, gives him a sense of strength from being a member 
of a community. In turn Daniel, the young hero of the novel Ziemia jest dla 
wszystkich, is captivated not only by the noble slogans but also — and perhaps 
above all — by the noble attitudes of the zealous Communist activists. These 
characters not only stand out positively against the rest of their community, 
but also pass the hardest test of their humanity: they extend aid to Jews per-
secuted during the war. Use of the words ‘Communist’ or ‘internationalist’ by 
characters in Segal’s early prose to describe people was a true compliment, as 
it held connotations of nobility of spirit, uprightness, and lack of prejudice.906 

Communism is also a chance for a dignified life for all those Jews who, 
like Michael Huber, the young Jewish repatriate who is the hero of the novel 
Anopheles, return to Poland after the war with the belief that the new system 
will not only eliminate antisemitism on the administrative level but will above 
all educate society to treat each other with respect. The promise of the elimi-
nation of antisemitism and equal treatment of all, with which the Communist 
ideology lured the Jews, is an important one for Segal and his characters.907 
The first prose writings of this author are certainly marked by ideological 
propaganda, but even the façade of Socialist Realist schematism and its 
black-and-white vision of the world cannot overshadow the real drama that 
affected him and other young people of Jewish descent like him, their sense 
of exclusion and inferiority complex, which fuelled their thirst for change.908 
The naïve belief that Communism was the only way to put the world right 
deluded a great many of them.

Binem Heller’s lyric subject likewise seeks in Communism rescue for 
the malaise afflicting the world of Jewish Warsaw.909 His pre-war poems paint 
a gloomy picture — poor alleyways inhabited by sad, hungry children; un-
employed parents mired in hopelessness; young people with no prospects. 

906 K. Segal, Nad dziwną rzeką Sambation, p. 144.
907 As G. Berendt reminds us (‘A New Life: Jewish Institutions and Organizations in Poland 

from 1944 to 1950,’ in Jewish Presence in Absence, pp. 222–223), equal rights for the Jews were 
enshrined even in the PKWN Manifesto. 

908 The ways in which they were affected by the difference and the choices this forced, 
among which was Communism, is addressed by writers including A. Sandauer, On the Situa-
tion of the Polish Writer of Jewish Descent in the Twentieth Century, translated by A. Shenitzer, 
edited by S. Ury (1982) and A. Hertz, The Jews in Polish Culture (Jewish Lives), translated by 
R. Lourie (1988), edited by L. Dobroszycki.

909 My reference here is to the pre-war poems of Heller reprinted in the volume Dos er-
shte lid. Their autobiographical character is mentioned by M. Shulshteyn in the article ‘Binem 
Heller — der yidisher dikhter fun Poyln,’ in idem, Tsvishn ruinen un rushtovanies. (Fun a rayze 
in Poyln) (1949), pp. 70–77. 
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Only a struggle to change this could bring meaning to life, and it was this 
that, despite the threat of arrest, led the lyric subject to be a passionately active 
member of the underground, taking part in illegal city poster campaigns or 
marches. As Jaff Schatz notes, this type of activeness was part of the process 
of maturing into a true Communist. As the movement was illegal, its activities 
were clandestine, and carried the threat of constant repressions. On the other 
hand, membership offered the feeling of participation in a work of global reach 
whose purpose was to effect a complete change in the foundations of the way 
human society was organised. ‘The joint effect of this situation was a specific 
sense of revolutionary loneliness and mission, an intense cohesion, a feeling 
of brotherhood, and a readiness for personal sacrifice on the altar of the strug-
gle.’910 The stage of engagement in Communism had something of the heroic, 
disinterested struggle for the good of all of humanity, including the residents 
of Warsaw’s Jewish streets, Pawia and Miła: 

Call it what you will. 
Call it romanticism. — 
As long as it is 
As 
It is — 
My blood will not fall silent, 
My longing will not be quiet. 
(…) 

Until the day 
When my eyes 
Espy between the barricades 
The doors of Pawia and Miła,911 
Until the day  
When above the rooftops, like a barrage of shot,
The strains of the ‘Internationale’ rain down.912

Heller’s early writing is protest poetry. Its aim is to awaken the will to fight 
in the hearts of all those disadvantaged by the existing social order. It often 
takes the form of an appeal intended to spur those crippled by the unjust 
system to action. The lyric subject in Heller’s poetry speaks out on behalf 
of the masses and his voice is the cry of the collectivity. He is an individual 

910 J. Schatz, The Generation, p. 105.
911 Pawia and Miła — names of streets in the Jewish district of pre-war Warsaw.
912 B. Heller, ‘Romantizm,’ in idem, Dos ershte lid, pp. 38–39.
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acting in the name of the group and for the group, and his life has meaning 
in as far as it serves wider ends:913 

Perhaps 
Death 
Will cast its noose 
Around my throat, 
And yet — 
It feels good, so good 
To march outside the town hall 
And feel 
That my arms 
Are steps 
For a generation 
That is surging upward, 
Up to the tower, 
With a standard  
And with its hair 
Streaming out  
In the storm.914 

The romantic zeal of Heller’s poetry places it squarely in the current of rev-
olutionary art, though this is not its only distinguishing attribute. Anoth-
er important feature is that the subject of Heller’s poetry (like the subjects 
of both the poetry and prose of other left-wing and Communist writers who 
debuted before the war, such as Knapheys, Morgentoy and Olitski, and also 
others whose first works were written after it: Segal, Shklar, Tsibulski, and 
Strauss-Marko) identifies as a Communist with a strong bond with the Jewish 
nation. His progressive, democratic Jewishness is defined in opposition to 
yidishkayt, the traditional concept of Jewishness. A traditional identity com-
prised not only a bond with the nation, but also subordination of one’s life to 
God and religion. As the conviction that the time of religious-based rule was 
past was a fundamental tenet of Communism, proponents of the old world 
are called upon by Communist writers to go, to make way for the young, who 

913 The Communist conception of man assumed that the individual would become part 
of the mass, and the more devoted he was to the collective, by furthering its aims, the more 
deserving he would be of the immortal glory with which the collective would cover him. See 
M. Brzóstowicz-Klajn, ‘Śmierci nie ma (motyw),’ in Słownik realizmu socjalistycznego, pp. 342–
343. This author also claims that in Socialist Realism one does not die, and that ‘immortality 
was possible in view of the extremely abstract treatment of human life’ (ibid., p. 347).

914 B. Heller, ‘Iz mir gut,’ in idem, Dos ershte lid, pp. 5–6.
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want to change the world. And on behalf of the young, as early as in 1932, 
Heller prophesies contemptuously: 

The old people are sailing away to the country of old age — 
On the mouldy, fissured ships of faith; 
All their zeal turned to ash long ago, 
And the love in their hearts has gone cold. 

Like Kiddush cups their eyes full 
Of cloudy tears — raisin wine. 
Their acuity is gone, with their youth,
And the blood has dried in their veins. 

They are preparing for the road to a bright paradise, 
Swallowing the yellowed pages of the psalms in the evenings, 
And it is as easy for them to say farewell to the world 
As the last prayer that leaves their mouths.915 

This work resounds with echoes of the 1924 work ‘Fargeyt ir umetike 
zeydes…’ [Go, you sad forefathers] by the Soviet Yiddish-language poet Izi 
Kharik, whose subject distances himself from the generation representing 
the traditional Jewish world:

Pass on, pass on, you sad grandfathers
With terrified beards all run through with snow!
In the last disaster, in the last wail
You survived, the last witnesses, 
Pass on, pass on, you sad grandfathers! 
(…) 

And now you look terrified and tired,
Your knees are shaking and knocking.
‘Who knows, who knows, if they, 
If our sons will still be Jews?’
Your knees are shaking and knocking.  

And we, the ones who still call you grandfathers, 
We also know that this won’t be needed much longer, 
We rise like the first bell clap, 

915 B. Heller, ‘Skeynim,’ ibid., p. 32.
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Like the first sound of the approaching joy.
We, the ones who still call you grandfathers. 

It’s good to look into sad eyes
When the pain of your beards seems so foreign.
We, this one and that one…
We are destined, 
We are destined never to bow down again.
Pass on, pass on, you sad eyes.916

As David Shneer notes, in this extended poem Kharik emphasises 
the breaking of the cultural bond and the alienation of representatives of suc-
cessive generations of the same family. ‘Essentially the forefathers are no longer 
people. They have been reduced to lonely eyes, (…) a metonym of this dying 
Jewish generation.’917 It is worth noticing, however, that in this period of pro-
gressive secularisation and acculturation, the motif of the passing of the old 
world and its values was present all across the contemporary Jewish literature. 
It is particularly clearly visible in the case of the literary image of the shtetl. 
In order to illustrate a certain similarity between these literary visions, let 
us cite a work from 1929, ‘Żydowscy trubadurzy’ [Jewish troubadours], by 
the Polish- and Yiddish-language writer Maurycy Szymel (Moyshe Shimel), 
in which he wrote of his own generation: ‘Fed with blood and the milk of oth-
ers’ words / we fell — young, green leaves — / they wept in the sad incline 
of their heads, / our forefathers — hoary Talmudists.’918 The specificity of these 
Communist writers’ views lies in the radicalism of their critical judgments 
and their ideologically motivated, categoric breakaway from the old world.919

Criticism of many aspects of traditional Jewish life is present in the work 
of almost all the left-wing and Communist writers, who prophesied the com-
ing of a better world both before and after the war, above all in the Social-
ist Realist period. The old generation is criticised for currying favour with 
stronger groups, passivity and a lack of resourcefulness in life, but above all 
for a brand of religiosity that taught them to accept whatever life brought 
them, and the related fatalism, which interpreted misfortunes as divine 

916 Quoted after: D. Shneer, Yiddish and the Creation of Soviet Jewish Culture, 1918–1930, 
p. 193.

917 Ibid., p. 194.
918 M. Szymel, ‘Żydowscy trubadurzy,’ in Międzywojenna poezja polsko-żydowska, p. 308.
919 On the subject of the radicalisation of attitudes among the young generation of Russian 

Jews rebelling against the traditional world of their parents, which resulted in their access 
to the revolutionary movement towards the end of the nineteenth century, see Y. Slezkine, 
The Jewish Century, pp. 105–203. 
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punishments for sins. Such judgments are present in both the pre-war poetry 
of Heller and the more muted work of Hadase Rubin. In one poem from 1935 
the latter describes as follows the passive, devout life of her grandmother, 
devoid of any strivings above and beyond the ordinary: 

Our grandmother could not write or read; 
She never travelled by rail. 
She measured the years in Pesach feasts, 
And adorned her mornings with sighs to God.
Full of fear and care — 
She guarded zealously the kitchen door and attic…920

The eponymous grandmother, like Perets’ Bontshe Shvayg,921 is reconciled 
with her fate, and would never dream of fighting for her rights or protesting 
against exploitation; it would never occur to her that she has the right to want 
anything more than her meagre life offers her. Her only response to the inhu-
man burdens she bears are tears. Thus it is the young generation that has to 
fight for justice for her. 

The young Jewish Communists are revolutionary not only in their striving 
for radical change in the world but also in their rejection of anything that 
distracted them from that goal. In the work ‘Kh’bin nisht gevoynt’ [I am not 
accustomed] Binem Heller sums up thus the great effort that had to be made 
by the young Jews who devoted their lives to Communism:

I was dogged by the melancholy shades 
Of past generations of God-fearing Jews.
With their lament they tried to force me 
To carry their heritage on.  
(…) 

I tore it all out of myself, 
Inflicting on myself wounds so dear to me. 
And though I bled, with the new generation 
I resolved to bind my life.  

920 H. Rubin, ‘Undzer bobe,’ in eadem, Mayn gas iz in fener, p. 15.
921 Bontshe Shvayg — eponymous hero of the short story by I.L. Perets written in 1894, 

a quiet, humble man who did not seek gain for himself. Perets intended him as a symbol 
of the poor, unenlightened worker exploited by others, unaware of his rights and ways of fight-
ing for them. 
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My body and blood I purged 
Of the prayerful sighs of my forefathers. 
From their tongue I took only the words  
Which in every language express joy.922 

Among the costs that had to be borne by the young Communists who 
embarked on the road of revolutionary radicalism, Jaff Schatz lists increasing 
conflicts with their parents, often even leading to rupture of family ties, and 
progressively weaker relationships with that part of society not connected 
with the movement, i.e. social alienation.923 For these young people in the grip 
of revolutionary fever, their party comrades became their new family. 

Echoes of criticism of the traditional world, in which the binding ideal 
was that of yidishkayt, recur in post-war writings, in particular those influ-
enced by Socialist Realism. One example of this is the actively anti-religious 
early prose of Segal. His short story ‘Yosele’924 of 1956 tells of a young boy, 
the heir to a family of Hasidic tsaddiks, who after the death of his father pass-
es into the care of his elder brother, an unhinged fanatic and ascetic, a mystic 
‘living in a world of unreal and non-existent phenomena.’925 His house is 
an enclosed space with a neglected garden and dark, gloomy rooms peo-
pled with figures dressed in black. Yosele does not fit in with these solemn 
surroundings and austere lifestyle, but he is corralled away from the joyful 
world by the wall of fanaticism erected by his brother.926 To the boy, religion 
is associated with asceticism and sadness, and he treats the Jews’ mission and 
their divine chosen status as a heavy burden that condemns his nation to 
persecution and hatred. His fellow Jews he perceives as people who deny 
themselves joy by refuting the existence of a world full of wonders.927 In his 
Polish-language reportage Nad dziwną rzeką Sambation, published a year 
later, Segal adds to these remarks his conclusion that religion robs the Jews 
of the ability to think clearly. The life of traditional adherents of Judaism 
is divided into the time of festivals and the Sabbath, subordinated to God, 
when their thoughts depart from all that is earthly, and quotidian time, when 
their unmet economic needs are foremost. Instead of actively securing them-
selves a livelihood, the Jews remain passive, defining their attitude as faith 

922 B. Heller, ‘Kh’bin nisht gevoynt,’ in idem, Heymerd, pp. 70–71.
923 See J. Schatz, The Generation, pp. 114–115, 143.
924 K.  Segal, ‘Yosele,’ in idem, Getraye libe, pp. 14–22; Polish version: ‘Josele,’ in idem, 

Opowiadania z zabitego Miasteczka, pp. 5–29. 
925 K. Segal, ‘Josele,’ ibid., p. 12.
926 Ibid., p. 18. 
927 Ibid., p. 25.
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in God.928 Their conviction that He will help drains them of energy and caus-
es them to live from one day to the next, waiting for a chance to earn some 
money as if for a miracle. In his early prose Segal criticised quite sharply 
the negative influence of religion on the Jews — in particular the fact that it 
sanctioned the misfortunes that befell them. Like other Communist writers, 
he saw this as an obstacle on the path to shaping the new type of personality: 
strong, active, valiant, and acquisitive. His attitude towards representatives 
of the traditional Jewish world was never laced with mockery or scorn, how-
ever; moreover, in his mature work, from the 1960s, it was rounded out with 
warmth and a nostalgic idealisation.929 

In comparison with Segal’s later writing, Shloyme Strauss-Marko’s auto-
biographical novel Geven amol a shtetl, which came out right at the mid-
point of the 1960s, is a piece apart. Its purpose, according to its author’s 
own declarations, was to commemorate the murdered Jews from his home 
town. Before long, however, it evolves from a narration about the shtetl into 
something of a Bildungsroman — a story about the birth of a Communist. 
A reading of the text reveals that unlike in the work of Heller, Segal or Rubin, 
the central character’s interest in Communism was not born out of protest 
against poverty and social injustice suffered personally by the author and 
from which he wanted to escape. His path to Communism was the conse-
quence of an intellectual crisis, his loss of faith in God, his quest for truth, and 
his attempt to define his own worldview. The slogans promoting the struggle 
for social equality proclaimed by the Communists he adopted somewhat later, 
after he had accepted the materialistic worldview.930 What is telling, however, 
is that almost immediately he adopted the new ideology, the criticism with 

928 Ibid., p. 95. At first glance the attitudes of the characters in Segal’s early prose are sim-
ilar to those of religious Jews in the prose of writers such as Mendele, Sholem Aleykhem, 
and Perets, whose heroes also live from one day to the next, unmindful of poverty, for they 
trust God will enable them somehow to earn enough to prepare the ceremonial Sabbath meal. 
In the case of the latter, however, faith is treated as a true value, which gives human life meaning 
and helps to survive in objectively difficult conditions. In the work of Segal and other Commu-
nist writers, however, it is treated as a form of bondage reinforcing the passivity of the socially 
handicapped Jews, an obstacle to taking up the fight for their own dignity and to breaking out 
of their humiliating poverty.

929 For more on the evolution of the image of the shtetl in the writing of Kalman Segal, see 
Chapter III, pp. 242–245.

930 J.  Schatz (The Generation, p. 58) notes that there were certain differences between 
the motivations that led young people from rich homes and poor, respectively, to Communism: 
‘Characteristically enough, those coming from homes of the poor differed from those coming 
from better-situated families in having much less general Weltschmerz and much more anger. 
While those from better-off families often reasoned in terms of human conditions and felt 
themselves lost in the cruel, egoistic world, the poorer experienced a concrete anger, one that 
was increasingly focused on social inequality and injustice.’
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which he viewed the entire Jewish community — its customs, way of being, 
style of dress, behaviour, and so on — began to escalate.

Ayzik began to look differently at the people in the kloyz [study and prayer house], at 
the Hasidim, the batlanim,931 and started to feel increasingly uncomfortable in its vicini-
ty… He noticed that the kloyz people were themselves undermining the faith he had once 
had. He perceived hypocrisy and pride… He was outraged at the quarrel between Rabbi 
Note Post and Rabbi Hersh Lipeles that erupted in the prayer house during the afternoon 
and evening minkha-maariv932 service over which of them was to pray at the lectern…933

An illustration of the obstacles that had to be overcome by this young 
man wanting to liberate himself from the influences of his mind-numbing 
religion — the obstacles that Heller mentioned in the poem ‘Kh’bin nisht 
gevoynt’ cited above — is the moving scene of the prayer being said during 
the major Jewish feast of Yom Kippur.934 When the notes of the solemn hymn 
Kol Nidrey rang out in the synagogue, 

(…) the air trembled. The wax candles raised their flames higher, as if in fear. The Jews 
adjusted their tallit, and all eyes were turned on the lectern. The whole prayer house began 
to weep in pain.

Every year Ayzik heard the Kol Nidrey melody. With it flows a sea of cares. The melody 
of the hymn quietly rises higher and higher… (…)

‘Why are you not singing with them as you did until now? That hymn once so sancti-
fied your heart, deadened every pain — and brought you so close to God… Is there really 
no God?…’ [he asked himself].935

The way the magic of that moment is captured is testimony to the author’s 
nostalgia for his childhood years. In this respect, Strauss-Marko’s description 
is reminiscent of another, equally nostalgic and tender description of Yom 
Kippur: that given by Segal in his novel Der tayvl in shtetl [Kochankowie 
w Sodomie].936 While Segal’s image may be interpreted as a reflection of yearn-
ing for a lost state of primal harmony and childlike innocence, however, 
Strauss-Marko’s recreation of the splendid solemnity and inexpressible beauty 
of the holiday prayers is burdened with an additional role — to underscore 
the drama of the young hero’s decision to turn his back on the traditional life. 

931 Batlan (sing.), batlanim (pl.) — colloquially in Yiddish and modern Hebrew, ‘idler’.
932 Mincha-maariv service (Hebrew) — an afternoon and evening service.
933 S. Strauss-Marko, Geven amol a shtetl, p. 95.
934 Ibid., pp. 108–111.
935 Ibid., pp. 109–110.
936 K. Segal, Der tayvl in shtetl, p. 11; Polish version: Kochankowie w Sodomie, p. 8.
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It is hard for the boy to reject all that so many Jewish generations had died 
for, but the doubts that dog him will not permit him to continue any further 
down the old path. A reading of Strauss-Marko’s novel in the context of works 
by other Jewish Communist writers shows that his message to the reader is by 
no means unique: Segal, Heller, and Knapheys all wrote about the high emo-
tional price that had to be paid for the decision to leave the traditional Jewish 
world behind; the last of them even said: ‘Once, long ago, I too walked that 
road / with my father and my grandfather. / From the world of the Sabbath, 
which is now gone, / it is nonetheless as difficult to part as from someone close 
to you.’937 And yet precisely because of its emphasis on the beauty of the mo-
ment, this passage of Strauss-Marko’s novel somehow disquiets the inquisitive 
reader because it does not fit well with the mocking tone that always emerges 
when the subject is people who believe in God. 

The hero of Strauss-Marko’s novel becomes a zealous Communist, but he 
stands apart from the Communist characters in the works of other writers 
by a certain officiousness and dogmatism in his views, and an unthinking, 
mechanical mode of acting. This is probably the effect of the author’s own ten-
dencies. Nowhere does Strauss-Marko speak out about the need to enlighten 
the shtetl community (which in turn is important to Segal, who believed that 
in the modern world it is impossible to live according to the anachronistic 
rules of tradition); instead, he focuses all his efforts on laying bare the false-
ness of religion and of the superstitions that govern shtetl life. Another im-
portant aim is to expose the false, hypocritical attitudes of religious people. 
In this respect the novel is even comparable to the publications of the first 
maskilim, in which their calls for reform were overshadowed by their desire 
to ridicule anything that was inappropriate from the perspective of the new 
ideology. This similarity is reinforced by the particular technique, which one 
might term ‘auto-denigration,’938 employed by the author to demonstrate his 
disapproval of the ‘wrong’ kind of attitudes and behaviours. Strauss-Marko’s 
attention as a writer — like the attention of the maskilim — is focused es-
pecially on the Hasidim. They are characterised in the novel as passive, fa-
talistic, irrational in their approach to life, and reliant on superstitions. It is 
readers themselves who reach this conclusion; the author merely describes 

937 M. Knapheys, ‘Amol iz geven a mayse,’ Part 4, in idem, Megiles Yid, p. 54.
938 The maskilim, among them Yisroel Aksenfeld, used a similar technique, leveraging an 

aesthetic of ugliness and stylistic exaggeration in creating characters that are negative from 
the point of view of the ideology expounded in the text. A surfeit of images lame, comical 
or ugly (whether in speech or behaviour) was intended as a means of eliciting laughter and 
of compromising the bearer of the over-exaggerated attributes in the reader’s eyes. For more on 
this subject, see D. Miron, A Traveler Disguised: The Rise of Modern Yiddish Fiction in the Nine-
teenth Century (1996), pp. 51–58.
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the behaviour and actions of representatives of the group. But how else is an 
enlightened person to evaluate the behaviour of a Hasid who goes to the cem-
etery to spend the night on the grave of a miracle-working tsaddik, and then 
travels to visit another miracle worker to receive his blessing, in the belief that 
all this will assure him numerous and healthy offspring?939 The devout Jews 
portrayed by Strauss-Marko are also shown to be conservative, unwilling to 
take risks, gluttonous, naïve, cowardly and hypocritical. This is illustrated by 
a host of minor incidents, such as the epilogue to the experience of the Jewish 
trader bitten by the Ukrainian peasant’s dog. After this incident, the shtetl 
community gives him advice on what to do. Rather than demanding compen-
sation from the dog’s owner, which, the narrator suggests, would be the log-
ical course of action, the Jews prefer to forget about the whole affair, as life 
in the diaspora is not conducive to exercising their rights. Better to accept 
humiliation and be thankful that God even allows them to observe their Jew-
ish traditions among others — for is not preserving their yidishkayt the most 
important thing for the Jews? As for the victim himself, the kehile resolves to 
alleviate his suffering by offering him financial support.940 

Analysis of the scenes in which devout Jews compromise themselves 
in the reader’s eyes suggests that Strauss-Marko was an attentive student 
of the maskilim, for his group portraits of religious Jews clearly reference im-
ages he knew from texts such as Mendele’s novel Masoes Benyomin Ha-Shlishi 
[The wanderings of Benjamin III]. His critical view of the Hasidim reaches its 
apogee in the chapter describing life at the court of the tsaddik of Bełz (now 
Belz, Ukraine). The believers who visit him are depicted as a noisy, disorderly 
group blindly devoted to a spiritual leader who scarcely pays them any atten-
tion. In order to discredit them further, the narrator concentrates especially 
on the many negative elements of the setting in which the Hasidim meet 
the tsaddik, such as the dirt, stench, chaos, and noise, and includes not a word 
on their mystical spirituality:

Now the Hasidim streamed in crowds from all the bet-midrashim towards the rebbe’s 
court. Most of them were yeshiva students who were dependent on him, and batlanim, 
who would stay in Bełz for weeks at a time… They heeded nature’s call as they went: 
spreading the flaps of their caftans like two wings, and turning towards the wall, each 
of them did what they needed wherever they needed to… They were little interested in  
whether or not anyone saw them. Hands were washed wherever possible: in a bowl  
in the kloyz, in a rainwater barrel beneath the guttering. Wiping of hands was inconse-
quential — for that there were trousers or the capote. Others wiped their hands on the red  

939 S. Strauss-Marko, ‘Geven amol a shtetl,’ p. 116.
940 Ibid., p. 43.
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handkerchiefs protruding from their back pockets, after which, having recited the ash-
er-yotser — the special blessing for the answering of nature’s call — they ran off to find the 
shiraim, the leftovers from the rebbe’s feast.941 

Strauss-Marko’s book seems like an outdated product of a bygone era. It 
is surprisingly acerbic in the judgments that its author passes on traditional 
Jewish society many years after the Holocaust, and after the 1956 Thaw and 
the revelation of the fates of the Jewish writers in the USSR, when the vitriol 
of many once fierce critics of the past such as Segal, Heller and Olitski had 
subsided. In this Socialist Realist novel, Judaism is portrayed literally as ‘an 
opium for the masses’: an ideology that stupefies, robs its adherents of the fac-
ulties of critical thought, and absolves man of responsibility for his actions. 
And while the reader is taken aback by the bite in the caricatures and the pal-
pable antipathy of the author, as if it were a living opponent standing before 
him, it is nevertheless true that criticism of religion was at the foundation 
of the worldview of most, if not all of the writers discussed here. The young 
revolutionaries they portrayed in their literature believed the only answer 
worthy of a true man to the overpowering force of religion to be Communism, 
which promised them a better future, but above all allowed them to take re-
sponsibility for themselves and for the future of their own nation.

With the new generation 

In Strauss-Marko’s novel Geven amol a shtetl it is Communists who are con-
trasted with the representatives of the traditional Jewish community. He 
endows them with features lacking in his devout Jews — solidarity, loyalty, 
honesty, and uprightness. For Ayzik, the young would-be Communist who is 
the novel’s protagonist, overcoming his faults and weaknesses is an important 
task, precisely because it is an element of the revolutionary struggle. Finding 
himself in the same room as a woman changing, 

Ayzik was very tempted to take just a peek at her naked body, at her smooth, rounded 
breasts. The rustle of her clothes gave him no peace… ‘But no,’ he ordered himself, ‘I gave 
her my word, and apart from that it is against our socialist morality… Not so long ago, the 

941 Ibid., p. 138.
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secretary of our unit, Comrade Lonek, told us about the damage that drunkenness and 
prostitution can do.’942

Zeal and ardour in serving the Communist cause are typical for many 
young activists depicted in this literature. They are best characterised by 
Strauss-Marko in his comparison to religious fervour in the atmospheric pris-
on scene where the interned comrades intone a song together: ‘The hymn rose 
higher and higher. The singers were transported into an ecstasy like religious 
people at prayer. They almost forgot that they were locked up in prison (…).’943 

Prison is the subject of many works of literature that describe the forma-
tive years of young Communists bursting with the desire to act and the read-
iness to sacrifice their freedom and their lives in the defence of their ideals. 
Similar motifs appear in both texts referencing events in the lives of the writ-
ers themselves, such as the abovementioned novel by Strauss-Marko and 
the poetry of Rubin or Knapheys, and in works whose connections with their 
authors’ biographies is hard to confirm, e.g. in the prose of Segal or Olitski. 
What is of significance, however, is not the extent to which these texts por-
tray facts, but the importance that their writers attribute to the ‘prison epi-
sode’ in the model biography of the Jewish Communist. As Schatz writes, it 
was time in prison that was the formative factor for this generation of Jewish 
Communists in Poland, the generational experience that lent party activists 
the qualities of heroes. In his view, their time in prison was ‘the crowning 
point of these young Communists’ revolutionary careers and their revolu-
tionary schooling. The years spent in prison strengthened their self-respect, 
confirmed their revolutionary significance, and were of crucial importance 
in the process of their individual and collective becoming.’944 In the novel 
Geven amol a shtetl there is clear evidence of Strauss-Marko’s keenness to 
convince his reader of the heroism underlying the virtues of these young 
Communist adepts, which he attempts to achieve not only by idealiszing their 
strengths but also by showing the drama of their situation. He does this by 
exposing the sordid aspects of the hostile space of the prison in which they 
are incarcerated: 

It was worst at night. The torpid air in the cell… So many people squeezed in together; 
there could be no question of turning over, their sweat, the stench from the slop bucket 
— there was nothing to breathe with. You could forget about sleep. The night stretched on 
interminably. 

942 Ibid., p. 176.
943 Ibid., p. 195. 
944 See J. Schatz, The Generation, p. 128.
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(…) 
Suddenly there was a noise in the corridor, the awful moans of someone being tor-

tured. The chaotic footsteps of policemen running about and the sound of keys being used 
to rain blows on an internee’s head. 

Ayzik listens with all his might. His eyes are wide open. His body is bathed in cold 
sweat… Could one really get used to everything, as Zilberman said?…945

The privations of prison life, the loneliness and missing the loved ones, 
and also the fear amplified by screams from behind the wall are all themes 
taken up by other writers, too. The following image was captured by Moyshe 
Knapheys in a work dating from 1934–1935: 

The black mirror reflects black. 
Forty-eight hours in the cell — 
Night. 
Black hours, black crows. 
Madness spreads its black wings —
Night. 

‘ Help!’ 
Who’s that pulling?… 

Crooked steps… and lashes… lashes… 
Night…946 

In this claustrophobic atmosphere of besiegement and loneliness they 
had to fight their fear and their own weakness. But their great determina-
tion and dedication enabled them to survive and not to succumb to madness. 
The loneliness and sadness of the hours in prison are also a subject of Hadase 
Rubin, who at the same time expresses in her poems her acceptance of her 
state, which is a consequence of decisions taken in full consciousness:

At dawn 
They stand, iron, thin and evil — 
The bars,  
The damned bars, 
The rag of the sky cut up into pieces: 
A piece of blue, 
A piece of wall, 

945 S. Strauss-Marko, ‘Geven amol a shtetl,’ p. 196.
946 M. Knapheys, ‘Nakht,’ in idem, Megiles Yid, p. 65.
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A piece of longing, 
And — do not be ashamed — of sadness.947 

The bars in the poem’s title are a metaphor for a life enslaved, broken in two, 
a metaphor for suffering and loneliness. By concentrating on this one element 
and showing the changes that transform it at different times of the day, the au-
thor gives a subtle but evocative description of the atmosphere in a cramped 
prison cell with a small barred window. The metaphoric title is alive with 
meanings: the woman who is the subject of this poem interprets its content 
one way during the day, when she perceives in the grating nothing but an 
instrument of oppression, but differently at night, when she realizes that she 
is not alone in her harsh fate: 

But at night 
I feel that the bars do not sleep, like me. 
And it seems I see a young girl’s gaze,
Rocking on the curtains before the bars,  
Drawing me towards the blue gleams —
My long-lost, stubborn companions — 
And in such a hard night the bars become 
Close, as close as comrades.948 

The gaze of girls such as the lyric subject, dreaming in prison of freedom, is 
drawn to the bars. And then the bars become messengers of loyal friendship, 
of a community of fate and harsh exprience. This sense of belonging to a vast 
movement and the conviction that one is suffering in a worthy cause are what 
gives both the lyric subjects of Rubin and Knapheys’ poems and the hero 
of Strauss-Marko’s novel strength, and empowers them to survive the cruel 
trial life has given them. 

The idea that a prison term was something of a badge of honour for a true 
Communist is reflected also in one of the pre-war poems of Binem Heller, 
who, facing arrest, emigrated to France for two years. In a piece written after 
his departure from Poland which begins with the words ‘Oyf eybik farsholtn 
zol zayn dayn gebeyn…’ [‘May your bones be cursed for centuries …’], the lyr-
ic subject recalls in a somewhat veiled manner the sense of guilt that haunts 
him for his cowardly flight and for abandoning his comrades in the strug-
gle.949 Although this thought is not expressed overtly, the poem suggests that 

947 H. Rubin, ‘Krates,’ in eadem, Mayn gas iz in fener, p. 6.
948 Ibid.
949 B. Heller (‘Oyf eybik farsholtn zol zayn dayn gebeyn…’), in idem, Dos ershte lid, p. 81. 
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only facing up to one’s fate can bring confirmation of one’s value, while escape 
is cause for shame. 

At this point it would be worth departing somewhat from the main 
path of our discourse to see how different Leyb Olitski’s portrayal of the com-
ing-of-age of a Communist is in his novel Dodye Koval. Olitski was over a dec-
ade older than Heller, Strauss-Marko, and Segal, and he had more extensive 
and varied experience than his younger fellow writers; his was also a slightly 
different path. Before he joined the Communist movement he had for a long 
time had links to Bund institutions.950 Unlike the prose of Strauss-Marko or 
Segal, whose protagonists are their authors’ literary alter egos, the hero of  
Olitski’s novel about the Jewish community’s evolution towards acceptance 
of Communism — for this would be the most succinct way to précis the mes-
sage of the book — is the shtetl itself, and its vicissitudes over a consider-
ably longer period than is covered by the reminiscences and artistic works 
of the younger writers. The novel’s narrator is a witness to the transformation 
undergone by the community as a whole, and the evolution and growth to 
maturity of selected characters, among them the eponymous Dodye Koval 
and his son Itsik, are merely personifications of this transformation.951 During 
the Polish-Soviet War, as a small child, Itsik is a witness to the order brought to 
Turzysk952 by the Soviet authorities after his home town is captured by the Red 
Army from Polish forces. He is greatly impressed by the atmosphere of equal-
ity and fraternity that sweeps the little town at that time. For the young resi-
dents of Turzysk what is at once astonishing and highly attractive is the fact 
that both women and Jews may serve in the Red Army. The soldiers treat 
everyone as equals, and, importantly, implement a raft of reforms for the good 
of the local community — including setting up a public library in an emp-
ty mansion, ensuring that food prices do not rise, and in case of suspicion 
of speculation, raiding the houses of the rich. All this makes a very good 
impression, in particular on the local youth, and swells the numbers of ad-
vocates of Communist ideology. This interlude is shortlived, however, and  
before long the town is retaken by Poland. Itsik is a small boy at the time,  
and his ideological initiation is yet to come, but the narrator prepares the reader  
well in advance. 

950 According to Nathan Cohen in his biography of Leyb Olitski, ‘Olitski Brothers,’ in YIVO 
Encyclopedia of Jews in Eastern Europe of 13.10.2010, http://www.yivoencyclopedia.org/article.
aspx/Olitski_Brothers (accessed 14.11.2011), between the wars Olitski had connections with 
the TSISHO (Tsentrale Yidishe Shul Organizatsye) movement, which operated under the aus-
pices of the Bund. 

951 For more on the evolution of the shtetl and on the transformation of Dodye Koval, see 
passages from Chapter III, pp. 233–238.

952 The Yiddish name of this town is Trisk. Today it is in Ukraine, and is called Turisk.
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One of the more important changes in the life of the town that precede 
the expansion of Communism among the broad masses of the local youth 
is the twilight of traditional Jewishness: ‘The [first] world war has so shaken 
tradition that it cannot come to. The old, devout yidishkayt cannot return 
to its former place, and here — God forbid — a new chapter of yidishkayt is 
beginning, one that the young generation is calling secular.’953 Young people 
are abandoning their studies of the religious books, and services in the syn-
agogue, boys are not wanting to cover their heads, they are meeting girls 
in public and walking out with them, even going to dances. Indeed, even 
people like Dodye, considered guardians of the traditional morality, are con-
tributing with their behaviour to the erosion of religiosity. The narrator por-
trays them as guardians of tradition merely for show: their faith is shallow, 
and their religious practices hurried and superficial, not underpinned by any 
knowledge of the holy books or by deeper reflection. It is in these conditions 
that the young generation is growing up in the town, and thus, the narrator 
suggests, it is only natural that another, more modern ideology must dis-
place the old, which is being ever more blatantly compromised. Before the old 
yidishkayt can be supplanted by modern Communism, however, other move-
ments engaging young people emerge — Yiddishism and Zionism.

When he grew up, Itsik took a job in his father’s forge, and continued his 
education at evening classes. It was most probably then that he first came 
into contact with Communist pamphlets and flyers inciting workers to strike. 
Taken up with the idea of fighting exploitation, he persuades his father to 
shorten his apprentice’s working day to eight hours. And while Itsik is not 
the main character in this novel, Olitski so manipulates the world he creates 
as to convince readers that he is an important figure with whom they can 
identify. One of the devices designed to depict Itsik’s opponents in a nega-
tive light (given that Itsik in this part of the book represents the Communist 
movement) is the tendentious description of a raid by the Polish police on 
Dodye’s house, where they are looking for illegal publications and ephemera. 
The rude, even brutal behaviour of the police officers is designed to arouse 
in the reader hostility towards the entire system of force that exercises control 
over society in the name of the Polish state. Itsik and all those who identify 
with the Communist ideals are elevated to the status of noble heroes fighting 
not only social injustice and exploitation, but also — and perhaps most im-
portantly in the context of the novel as a whole — an unfair political system 
founded on violence, duplicity and mendacity. The reader learns about this 
as the book goes on, in the narrator’s extensive comment on the elections un-
derway to the Polish Sejm, made in the context of his descriptions of Dodye’s 

953 L. Olitski, Dodye Koval, Vol. 2, p. 47. 
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efforts to assure his son a fair trial. He spares no criticism of the electoral 
system in force, and accuses the organisers of the vote of rigging both lists 
of candidates and results in order to benefit a government with fascist tenden-
cies. Likewise, in the scene where the prisoners are led out for interrogation, 
the narrator focuses less on their heroism and more on the police brutality. 
This whole sequence of events makes Dodye (and the reader) realize that 
the right is certainly not on the side of the state, ergo, it must be on the side 
of those who are fighting against the state. 

It is Itsik himself, returning home after serving a five-year sentence, who 
is the source of information on events from his time in prison. This is another 
point which differentiates Olitski’s novel from works recounting the coming-
of-age of Communists from their own perspective: his narrative, written from 
an observer’s position, registers facts from the life of Dodye’s entire family, 
and even the wider local community, and as such Itsik’s experiences in pris-
on are not as highly exposed as in Strauss-Marko’s Communist Bildungs-
roman. We only learn about Itsik’s strength of character, which developed as 
a result of his internment, in the scene of his confrontation with his father, 
when Itsik refuses to join the prayers. In response to his father’s insistence, his 
son shows him the scars from wounds he sustained during the police investi-
gations, and informs him that since he did not cave then in spite of the pain, 
he will certainly not do so now, even though his father wants to take him to 
the synagogue by force. 

The coming of age of a Communist is not the main theme of Olitski’s nov-
el; neither is it the leading strand in those passages where the plot plays out 
during Itsik’s initiation as a Communist. The narrator’s viewpoint inarguably 
runs concurrent to Socialist Realist guidelines on many points, in particular 
in those excerpts that criticise Poland’s Sanation government or traditional 
religious culture and custom. As I mentioned above, the novel contains no 
convincing images of class struggle, and the only setting affected by demands 
for Communist reforms is the forge run by Dodye, whose own son persuades 
him to reduce his apprentice’s working hours. It is important to note that 
in creating his Communist character, Olitski does not reference (or under- 
references) the basic determinants that according to Schatz were of funda-
mental significance in the development of members of this generation and 
that do feature in the work of younger writers. It is interesting that Com-
munism is portrayed as one of many political options with which young Jews 
identify. And although from the outset, when proponents of this ideology 
make their entrance on the pages of this book, the narrator signals that this is 
the best option, he makes no consistent parallel effort to undermine the sig-
nificance of other ideologies. He only does so towards the end of the book, 
when the plot shifts to the Polish borderlands under occupation by the Red 
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Army in the years 1939–1941. In his comments on the positive changes 
wrought under Soviet rule, the narrator, in the same breath, lists criminals 
as well as members of other political options as enemies of the new order:  
‘(…) they jeered amongst themselves at the new order of ardent Bundists 
and Zionists, votaries (frumakes) and members of the demi-monde.’954 Also 
striking is the image of the shtetl, too positive for a novel which, we should 
remember, was written in the same period as Julian Stryjkowski’s Głosy  
w ciemności [Voices in the dark] — on the one hand at the apogee of Social-
ist Realism, and on the other in the difficult immediate post-Holocaust era. 
Behind the Socialist Realist façade there seems to be an ambivalence that 
prevented the author from fully conforming to the doctrinal requirements.

Liberated

When on 17 September 1939 the Soviet Union annexed the eastern territories 
of the Republic of Poland,955 many Communist activists took the decision to 
make their way into the Soviet zone of influence. For the residents of Poland’s 
eastern territories the months between the German invasion of Poland on  
1 September 1939 and Germany’s attack on the Soviet Union on 22 June 1941 
were on the one hand a respite from the cruelty of war but on the other a time 
of painful confrontation with the order imposed by the Soviet authorities. For 
some Jewish writers — in particular those with links to Communism — it was 
nevertheless a time of something akin to mental revival, their first experience 
of civic equality956 and, importantly, a time when they could write and be 
published. Within this group of writers who had fled east there were, however, 
some for whom, as for many Poles, this period was the stuff of nightmares. 
Charged with acting to the detriment of the Soviet Union, they were arrest-
ed and sent to the gulags in the eastern reaches of the empire (a fate that, as 
mentioned, befell, among others, Moyshe Grosman, Avrom Zak, Leyb Olit-
ski, and Kalman Segal). Following the outbreak of the German–Soviet war, 
a further chapter of the Soviet odyssey ensued for these Polish Jewish writers, 
this time across the Asiatic republics of the Soviet Union. Over those years, 
death reaped a plentiful harvest; people died of starvation and disease. Some 

954 Ibid., p. 221. 
955 For more on the subject of the German–Soviet pact known as the Ribbentrop–Molotov 

Pact, which regulated questions including the division of Poland, see http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Molotov%E2%80%93Ribbentrop_Pact (accessed 6.04.2015).

956 J. Schatz writes about this in The Generation, pp. 153–155.
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of the fugitives were sent to the front with the Red Army, others did hard 
labour in paramilitary plants (stroybats). The majority, however, saw out this 
time in a civilian setting.

The poetry and prose of this period — at least that element of it which 
was released to readers in post-war, socialist Poland — registers the hard-
ships of the wanderings that were the lot of both those who had escaped 
from Poland and people in the Soviet Union who had been forced by the ad-
vancing German forces to flee their homes. As Laura Jockusch and Tamar 
Lewinsky noted, in the memoirs and other literary testimonies of Jew-
ish repatriates, published in the second half of the 1940s in Poland and 
in the DP (displaced persons) camps in Germany — i.e. in countries within 
the USSR’s sphere of political influence — there is no criticism whatsoever 
of the Soviet reality: no mention of the mass arrests and exiles, of the inhu-
man conditions in the Soviet gulags, of the forced hard labour in the mines 
or the stroybats, of the antisemitism of Russians and indeed other fugitives        
(often Poles), of the violence, corruption and backwardness of the Soviet 
nations, etc.957 Criticism and even more or less objective description of re-
ality as it was experienced only surfaced in later publications released far 
beyond Europe (e.g. in Argentina, the USA, or Israel), a fact which is illus-
trated by information conveyed to Schatz by members of that ‘generation’ 
in interviews following their emigration from Poland to Western Europe. 
Likewise, Yiddish literature published in post-war Poland records above all 
the positive aspects of 1939–1941 Soviet reality: the experience of freedom 
and the sense of regained dignity. The motif of a new life in a free country 
features in the poetry of Morgentoy, Heller, and Olitski, and in the prose 
of Segal, Y. Guterman, and others. This Communist paradise is familiar to 
us from the propaganda texts of the 1940s and early 1950s, such as Segal’s 
short story ‘Regine’ (published in Polish as ‘Opowiadanie z zabitego Mia-
steczka’ [Story from a murdered town]).958 The narrator, visiting a shtetl 
he had known before the war, notices that under Soviet administration its 
residents have become calmer and begun to trust each other and the au-
thorities, and prosperity and joy have entered their homes. The young peo-
ple have started to get an education, and the most upstanding, respectable 
people have been appointed to the most responsible positions of authority. 
Even the space has undergone an ennobling metamorphosis: the area seems 
cleaner, better lit and altogether nicer.

957 See L. Jockusch and T. Lewinsky, Paradise Lost? 
958 K. Segal, ‘Regine,’ in idem, Getraye libe, pp. 95–125; Polish version (by the author): 

‘Opowiadanie z zabitego Miasteczka,’ in Opowiadania z zabitego Miasteczka, pp. 85–137. 
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In many contemporary texts the annexation of eastern Poland by the Red 
Army is perceived as an act of liberation. Heller goes so far as to call it a new 
era — an era of the freedom he and every Jewish Communist had dreamed of: 

There are no more black teeth 
Of grilles over a dark cell. 
Now my days are mine, 
I shall do with them whatever I please.  

No more the hangman’s rope 
That choked my song. 
My voice will not be throttled, 
The high heavens protect me. 

The wide world is before me, 
Awaiting the sound of my words.  
The Red Army has liberated 
And given into my custody this land.959  

Their time spent in a region controlled by the Soviet authorities was un-
doubtedly a seminal experience for the young Communists who had devoted 
their lives to the services of the ‘red standard.’ As Schatz writes, ‘The first 
meetings with Soviet power were characterised by a sense of almost ecstatic 
happiness and liberation.’960 Binem Heller devotes more space to this period 
than any other writer. His poems from this time are a record of the great 
joy and enthusiasm of a lyric subject who is unstinting in his adoration 
of the Red Army, Lenin, Stalin, and the new order. What fascinates him most 
about the new reality, however, is the freedom and equality. For the lyric sub-
ject of Heller’s poems, who did not accept the world’s disdain for the Jews 
or the humility with which they bore their lot, Communism was the only 
alternative. The spiritual revival that he experiences in the less than two years 
he spent in Białystok, is contrasted with the humiliation he had experienced 
in pre-war Poland: ‘You float along so light in your mass, / my bright earth. / 
And only my Jewish race — / was a burden to you.’961 The Communist world 
inspires him, releasing energy and activeness. The earth, on which there had 
hitherto been no space for the Jews, awaits conquest: ‘You wait for me to 
plough you, / as I walk with joyful step — / O earth, it is with song / that 

959 B. Heller, ‘Bafrayt,’ in idem, Durkh shotn un shayn, pp. 52–53.
960 J. Schatz, The Generation, p. 153.
961 B. Heller, ‘Di erd,’ in idem, Durkh shotn un shayn, pp. 50–51.
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I launch my attack on you!’962 This theme, present in some of Heller’s poems 
in the volume Durkh shotn un shayn, was developed in extensive passages 
of the epic poem Der veg oyf Varshe, about the Jewish refugees in the USSR, 
first published in Moscow in 1948. 

For other writers, too, this first period in the USSR was a time not only 
of ideological coming-of-age, but also of making up for the years lost as 
a result of the discrimination against the Jews in Poland under Sanation. 
The heroes of the prose pieces by Y. Guterman963 and Segal964 enrol in higher 
education, something which had previously been out of their reach both for 
financial reasons and due to the racial discrimination of the latter years before 
the war (the numerus clausus and numerus nullus restrictions). The lyric subject 
of Shklar’s poetry, in turn, remarks in the work ‘Mayn heym’ [My home] that 
when death was raging in his homeland, he found a home in the Urals, and also 
— no less importantly — he was taught to love work there.965 Working together 
was, as the subject of Segal’s text ‘O, stepes…’ [O steppes…] wrote, a school 
of fraternity that brought together ‘the Polish Jew and his Russian brother.’966 
In many writings this motif of the fraternity and friendship shown by the inhab-
itants of the USSR to the fugitives from Poland occupies an important place.967 

The initial delight at the freedom, and subsequently at the sense of relative 
peace and security, was nevertheless undermined by unease at what was hap-
pening to the Jews in Poland. Fear for the fate of loved ones is a theme above 
all in poetry – both that from the early period of life in the sphere of Soviet 
influence, when Germany was an ally of the Soviet Union and criticism of it 
was frowned upon, and that written after the German attack on the USSR, when 
fears and worries for the fates of the Polish Jews could be expressed openly.968 

962 Ibid. 
963 Y. Guterman, ‘Aheym,’ in idem, In a puster shtot, pp. 41–57.
964 K. Segal, ‘Regine,’ in idem, Getraye libe; Polish version (by the author): ‘Opowiadanie 

z zabitego Miasteczka,’ in Opowiadania z zabitego Miasteczka.
965 M.  Shklar, ‘Mayn heym’ (Part I), in idem, Ruinen un rushtovanyes, p. 9. A.  Skibiń-

ska (‘The Return of Jewish Holocaust Survivors and the Reaction of the Polish Population,’ 
pp. 36–37) notes that around 70% of the repatriates returning from the USSR to Poland had 
vocational qualifications (e.g. in mining, metallurgy or other industries) obtained there during 
the war. As those issuing opinion statements for the CKŻP put it, in the USSR they had ‘under-
gone the process of productivisation.’

966 K. Segal, ‘O, stepes…,’ in idem, Tsu mayn nayer heym, pp. 31–32. 
967 See, for instance, Y. Varshavski, ‘Dvoyres foter,’ Yidishe Shriftn No. 7–8 (1947); Y. Okrut-

ny, ‘Dos vunder,’ in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 1946), pp. 96–98; idem, ‘Unter vayse himlen,’ 
Yidishe Shriftn No. 20 (1948); ‘A boym in vint’ and ‘Lebn,’ in idem, A boym in vint (1948), 
pp. 8–28 and 85–96; K. Segal, ‘Di mume Elke,’ in idem, Getraye libe, pp. 36–42. I discuss this 
subject in Chapter I, pp. 52–60.

968 More on the reaction to the Holocaust in Yiddish literature in Chapter I, 
pp. 65–82, 89–100.
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Schatz notes that the German–Soviet pact was extremely confusing for the Pol-
ish Jewish Communists. They wondered: ‘How could the Soviets make deals 
with the Nazis, who, until recently, were regarded as mortal enemies of Com-
munism? For those who regarded themselves as not only internationalists but 
also Polish patriots, there was a painful question to face: was Poland never to be 
again?’969 Nonetheless, there could be no question of free exchange of thoughts: 
the purges that had swept the USSR in the 1930s had taught people to conceal 
their doubts. And indeed, very few of the poems written between the autumn 
of 1939 and June 1941 contain even echoes of fears for loved ones who stayed 
in German territory, and those that do are mostly by Heller.970 The fate of those 
who had remained west of the river Bug is not articulated directly; the word 
‘Germany’ is not mentioned once, as in the work ‘Ikh bin do’ [I am here], writ-
ten in 1939 in Białystok, where Heller stayed after leaving Warsaw under bom-
bardment: 

Now all that [Warsaw] is far away, 
The long kilometres fade in the fog.
A crow flies from there squawking: 
The leaves of yellow patches are falling!

Small Jews bent double 
Are taking them with them. 
Small Jews — in place of eyes  
Deep holes full of fear. – – –971

In these few expressive lines the poet encompasses the meagre informa-
tion that has reached him about the fate of the Jews under the German occu-
pation: his compatriots are forced to wear yellow patches, their lives have been 
turned into a nightmare, and many of them, as might have been expected, 
have been shot. This concealed worry is betrayed by the titles of poems from 
successive years: ‘Mayn mame in geto’ [My mamma in the ghetto] of 1940, 
and ‘Opklang fun duner’ [The sound of thunder] of 1941. In these he reveals 
the sharp contrast between the peaceful life led by the fugitives on the Soviet 

969 J. Schatz, The Generation, p. 154.
970 Among the poems published in post-war Poland, I found only two works (furnished 

with the information that they had been written in 1941) which spoke less legibly still than 
those by Heller of missing loved ones who had remained somewhere far away, and about their 
probable death or danger to their life. These are ‘A briv tsu tatn’ by G. Guterman, from the vol-
ume Der opgrunt roysht, pp. 5–7, and ‘A briv fun mayn mamen’ by V.H. Ivan, from the volume 
Oyf heymisher erd, pp. 21–22.

971 B. Heller, ‘Ikh bin do,’ in idem, Durkh shotn un shayn, p. 42.
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side of the river Bug, and the humiliation, violence, hunger, and rampant 
typhus experienced by the Jews in German-occupied Poland. In one of these 
works he avers that although today he is silent, in the future he will avenge 
the suffering of his mother, who in his war poems is often employed as a fig-
ure representing the entire Jewish nation. The stars shining above the ghetto 
‘know that I can conceal my enmity, / but it is justified. / And though it may 
be tomorrow before I demand my payment, / I shall call in yesterday’s dues 
also…’972 From the second half of 1941 the theme of the Holocaust enters 
the work of all the writers who spent the war in the USSR. Only a small pro-
portion of these texts were actually published during the war. Afterwards, 
however, they accounted for a considerable, if not the predominant, part 
of the literature published in the press (in periodicals such as Dos Naye Lebn, 
Folks-Shtime, or Yidishe Shriftn), in autonomous literary anthologies (Yidishe 
shriftn in 1946 and 1948), and in collections of poetry.973 

Knowledge of the terrible fate that had befallen the Jews in Poland un-
doubtedly helped to strengthen the bonds of those who had survived with 
the wider nation, with all its members, irrespective of their worldviews. 
The central characters/lyric subjects of many literary texts from this period 
are aware that they are some of the last members of the Jewish nation and thus 
have a duty to preserve the memory of the dead and a responsibility to rebuild 
the world that had been destroyed.974 And though, like the subject of Hel-
ler’s poetry, they had only recently distanced themselves from those elements 
of Jewish history that had shaped the face of their nation, in the fact of this 
dreadful national tragedy they accept the destiny that has been assigned them: 
‘it has been adjudged to my blood to be a guardian of the memory / of all — 
tailors, botchers, / beggars, singers, porters, / husbands with hurried gestures, 
— / noble, virtuous wives (…).’975 This and other war poems by Heller convey 
the feelings of many survivors who were aware that they owed their lives 
to the Soviet earth and the ‘red standard.’ It was the Soviet Union that had 
enabled them to transform the Jewish fate and to survive, and the Communist 
ideology of fighting for a new world that had renewed the Jewish mentality 
and even, one might claim, given birth to the active Jewish warrior who was 
willing and capable of fighting for his rights:

972 B. Heller, ‘Mayn mame in geto,’ ibid., p. 87.
973 For more on the subject of the first post-war publications, see M. Ruta, ‘The Principal 

Motifs in Yiddish Literature in Poland (1945–1948): Preliminary Remarks,’ in Under the Red 
Banner, pp. 165–183.

974 See, for instance, the short story by S. Berlinski, ‘Di Yelins,’ in Yidishe shriftn (almanac, 
1946), pp. 35–38, and the poems of B. Heller ‘Glik,’ ‘Ikh, der letster,’ in idem, Durkh shotn un 
shayn, pp. 122 and 125. 

975 B. Heller, ‘Khorev,’ ibid., p. 184.
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Of my whole family only I remain  
On this earth shaken by convulsions. 
And though I have bathed in fire and blood, 
I live the life granted me here.  

Out of the nebula of stars, for thousands of years,  
I have constantly been hounded by turmoil: 
The stick, exile, fire, anger, 
And blindly blundering hatred.  

My brothers exterminated, my mother dead —
Death is part of my life.  
But know — not for nothing has my hand gripped  
The earth and the standard that burn red! 

It is here that I, the last, have been granted a beginning — 
So, faithful to my nation, 
I shall restore light and life 
To all that which is gone in blood.976

It seems that in spite of all the hardships experienced by these Jewish 
writers in the wartime USSR, the flight from the fate that befell those who 
remained in Poland convinced many of them that their faith in the Com-
munist ideals was well-founded. The terrible news from their homeland on 
the one hand awoke despair and guilt, and on the other provoked questions 
about the possibility of active defence against the enemy. We should remem-
ber that the call to arms after centuries of passivity is one of the major recur-
ring themes across the wartime writing of those who survived in the East.977

Literature published in socialist Poland communicates only some of the ex-
periences of the Polish Jews who spent the war in the USSR. This was due to 
censorship (both state and self-imposed censorship) and to the Communists’ 
idiosyncratic way of thinking about their Soviet experiences. The actions 
of the state censors need no explaining; they probably had little to do, given 
that the writers themselves, well aware of the reality of the Communist state, 
exercised self-censorship.978 Testimony to this is later writing published after 

976 B. Heller, ‘Ikh, der letster,’ ibid., p. 125.
977 For more on this subject, see Chapter I, pp. 76–88.
978 J. Nalewajko-Kulikov ends her profile of the publications of the Yidish Bukh publishing 

house from the Socialist Realist period (‘The Last Yiddish Books Printed in Poland: Outline 
of the Activities of Yidish Bukh Publishing House,’ pp. 116–117) as follows: ‘Concluding this 
very general description of that period, it is worth mentioning that according to the remaining 
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their emigration from Poland, which reveals facts previously shrouded in si-
lence (the casus of Segal or Zak), and lay bare the duplicity in which they were 
forced to live (Sfard). 

The thinking that characterised the Jewish Communists in Poland who 
had experienced the Soviet reality from the worst angle, as victims of the sys-
tem of repression, exiled to the gulags, drafted into the Red Army against 
their will, or sent as forced labour to the stroybats, is dubbed by Jaff Schatz 
‘split thinking:’ 

(…) for some this experience [exile] became either the beginning of their ideological re-
orientation or a sharp turning away from communism: after the end of the war, most such 
people left Poland and the path of their generation. For most of the communist deportees, 
however, time would heal wounds, allowing them to combine this experience with their 
basic ideological convictions.979 

This split thinking, which was to reach its apogee in the Stalinist period, 
enabled people, in spite of negative experiences, to remain faithful to the val-
ues of Communism and to their conviction that it was the USSR that was 
the embodiment of those values. Schatz believes there were four reasons for 
this: the impossibility of talking freely about the imperfections of the Com-
munist system in the USSR; difficulties in admitting that these might be evi-
dence of its failure; the belief that the foundation of the system was right and 
only its execution was wrong; and hopes of social advancement (this applied 
above all to members of the Communist elite).980 Schatz notes that the Polish 
Communists who had experienced during the war ‘the might and vastness 
of the Soviet Union and the individual’s insignificance, which bordered on 
emptiness,’ experienced at once terror and a rush of love, and stifled their 
disillusionment with their attachment to the vision of the country as 

the guardian of mankind’s future emancipation. In addition, [it was also important that] 
there was an indiscriminate equality in the burdens that they shared with the Soviets and 
when they learned about the Holocaust, a warm gratitude for having been saved. Thus, 
disappointment, gratitude, fright, love, hope, distaste, cynicism, and devotion melted into 
a solid rock of contradictions that paved the way for the further anomalies to come.981

files of the Main Office for Control of the Press, Publications and Productions (GUKPPiW) 
in the years 1953–1956, the censors did not have particular problems with Yidish Bukh. This 
was partially due to the fact that the authors censored themselves, and also because the Jewish 
Communist management of the publishing house and TSKŻ agreed with party policy.’ 

979 J. Schatz, The Generation, p. 165.
980 Ibid., p. 192.
981 Ibid., p. 193.
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And thus another period is replete with texts that have little in common 
with the reality of post-war Poland. 

Sunny days 

The Polish Jews who had survived the war in the East returned to their home-
land full of fears, but also of hope that they would find their loved ones and 
friends among the living. Sadly, many of them had lost their whole families 
in the Holocaust: parents, siblings, spouses, and often also small children.982 
The shock they experienced was compounded by their traumatic encoun-
ters with antisemitic moods, which were rife at the time and came to a head 
in the Kielce pogrom in July 1946. The panic that gripped the Jews at that 
point triggered mass emigration, which persisted for several years. 

The Jewish Communists attempted to stem this tide, calling on their peo-
ple to remain in a country whose government was guaranteeing Jews equal 
rights and welfare, and was creating opportunities for them to develop their 
own culture.983 And indeed, the policy of the authorities, who saw the Jews 
as potential allies, was a strong factor in favour of the new system, especially 
in comparison with what had been in place before the war. Schatz emphasises 
that prior to the war a majority of Jews had worked in artisan crafts and com-
merce; after the war this majority was in industry or administration. ‘A Jew 
could now become a minister or a general, a company manager or a university 
professor, the only limitation being his or her ideological and personal qualifi-
cations. It seemed that socialism had created conditions that for the first time 
allowed Jews to become fully respected Poles.’984

In contemporary periodicals the ideologists of the new reality called on 
Jewish writers to address not only the Holocaust but also current issues, 
and to showcase the transformations that were taking place in Poland. But 

982 A dramatic testimony to that loss is expressed in the dedications included by virtually 
all these writers in their books published in post-war Poland. In many of them the authors 
name all their loved ones sent to their deaths by the Germans. 

983 For more on this subject, see A. Grabski, Działalność komunistów wśród Żydów w Polsce 
(1944–1949), pp. 182–186.

984 J. Schatz, The Generation, p. 214. I. Hurwic-Nowakowska (A Social Analysis of Postwar 
Polish Jewry, pp. 36–44) also writes of the positive impact on the Jews’ consciousness of the so-
cio-economic changes that put an end to the situation in which Jews were treated differently 
than Poles (one expression of this, for instance, was the admission of Jews to employment 
in state and local administrative structures).
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in the initial post-war years literature rejected the role that the Commu-
nist authorities would have it play. The main reason for this was that Po-
land in this brief period was home to many writers holding various different 
worldviews, but it was also, of course, only natural that the recent Holocaust 
and the negativity of Polish–Jewish relations should dominate writing pub-
lished in the press and literature of the period.985 This interlude rapidly came 
to an end, however, with the departure of most of the writers, including those 
who were pro-Communist (the immediate reasons for their departure are 
not known). The declaration made at the Wrocław congress in the autumn 
of 1949, undertaking to subordinate culture to the tenets of Socialist Realism, 
ushered in a new chapter in the history of post-war Yiddish literature in Po-
land. The Jewish Communists responsible for the shape of Yiddish culture, 
like most representatives of the generation profiled by Schatz, believed that 
they were on the threshold of a new era in which all their dreams would come 
true. As Schatz remarks, the initial period of Stalinism was characterised by 
overoptimism for building the new reality, accompanied by unbounded faith 
in slogans about the intensification of class war and the need for vigilance.986 At 
the beginning of the 1950s fear began to occupy increasing space in the minds 
of the Jewish Communists as a result of a large-scale assault on the ‘enemy’ 
in the Eastern Bloc countries, which claimed many high-ranking Jews (such 
as the 1952 Slánský trial in Czechoslovakia and the Kremlin Doctors’ Plot 
in early 1953).987 Most of the members of this generation believed the charges, 
others kept their doubts to themselves out of fear for their own safety, but no 
one was willing to believe that antisemitism was behind these moves, because 
Communism and antisemitism were considered mutually exclusive. The re-
sponse to this atmosphere of fear was a widespread manifestation of loyalty 
and denial of the existence of a separate Jewish identity.988 The vision of that 
identity, developed in this period by the Jewish Communists, was delineated 
by Schatz as follows:

Shaped by their convictions and past experience, this vision [of their ethno-political identity] 
was characterised by some immanent contradictions. Its essential points were the belief in 
some kind of Jewish collective existence and, at the same time, a rejection of such an ethnic 

985 For more on the subject of Polish–Jewish relations in literature from the immediate 
post-war period, see Chapter II, pp. 147–156. On the subject of voices about antisemitism 
in the Jewish press of that period, see E. Koźmińska-Frejlak, Homeland or Foreign Land? 

986 J. Schatz, The Generation, pp. 219–221.
987 For more on this subject, see G. Berendt, Życie żydowskie w Polsce w latach 1950–1956, 

pp. 19–45; B. Szaynok, ‘Jews in Polish Communist Policy (1949–1953),’ in Under the Red Ban-
ner, pp. 27–36. 

988 J. Schatz, The Generation, p. 258.
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communion, as it was thought incompatible with class divisions and harmful to the general 
political struggle; striving to maintain a specific kind of Jewish culture and, at the same time, 
a view of this as a mere ethnic form of the communist message, instrumental in incorporat-
ing Jews into the Polish Socialist community; and maintaining separate Jewish institutions 
while at the same time desiring to eliminate Jewish separateness as such.989

A consequence of this situation was the creation of a programme for Jew-
ish culture that was to be (and indeed was) based on slogans, unified, cut off 
from traditional values — in a word, was to provide ethnic packaging for ide-
ological content. The Jewish strands were first drastically reduced to the bare 
Communist minimum, and then extensively instrumentalised.

The largest and most diverse group of Socialist Realist writings is that 
comprising works of poetry. This is partly due to the fact that, as throughout 
the entire two decades after the war, poetry dominated over prose in terms 
of quantity. The lyric poetry of that period deals with typical strands and 
themes. The literary output of writers such as Segal, Rubin, Heller, Morgentoy, 
Shklar, and Rayzman includes panegyrics to Stalin, Bierut, the USSR, and 
the Red Army; idylls singing the praises of the new reality, industrialisation, 
production processes, the competitive work ethic, and the civilisational trans-
formations testifying to human genius and might; texts apotheosising youth 
and laying bare the class enemy; and poems about peace or — in and after 
1953 — elegies on the death of the ‘genial leader of the nations.’ The same 
cannot be said of Socialist Realist prose in Yiddish. Not a single ‘productivist’ 
novel was written (which is remarkable compared to the wealth of Social-
ist Realist prose written in Polish), and the only Socialist Realist short story 
written by the nestor of Yiddish literature, Leyb Olitski, in 1951, was heavily 
criticised by a reviewer for the regime. The void that was thus created was 
only filled by the stories and reportage of Simkhe Kants, who was echoed by 
Yisroel Białostocki, Yankev Zonshayn, and Yitskhok Guterman. Today all we 
have are a few short stories and novellas by authors such as Olitski, Guterman, 
and Kants, and six pieces of reportage from the series ‘Bibliotek fun shogler un 
ratsyonalizatorn,’ by Kants, Zonshayn, and Bialostotski; these latter, however, 
can scarcely be treated as works of literature given their saturation with jour-
nalistic content and ‘newspeak.’ This lack of prose writing was compensated 
with translations of works of Soviet and Polish Socialist Realist literature by 
writers such as Boris Polevoy, Vasiliy Azhayev, Igor Newerly, and Julian Stryj-
kowski.990 Within the genre of poetry, propagandistic publications constitute 

989 Ibid., p. 234.
990 Cf. ‘Bibliography of Yidish Bukh Publications’ (Appendix 1 to: ‘The Last Yiddish Books 

Printed in Poland’), compiled by J. Nalewajko-Kulikov, in Under the Red Banner, pp. 121–132.
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a considerable proportion (perhaps slightly over fifty percent) of work from 
the first half of the 1950s, though such poems do not address all the issues 
tackled by poets at this time. In spite of a trend towards unification in an at-
tempt to eliminate the ethnic difference of the Jews, specifically Jewish themes 
are still in evidence — the two prime Jewish threads in the poetry of this 
period are the Holocaust and the portrait of the ‘new Jew’ in post-war Poland. 

The first literary assays at creating a ‘new Jew’ were attempted by Binem 
Heller and Leyb Olitski. The subject of Heller’s poems from the 1951 col-
lection Heymerd was a further incarnation of the Polish Communist Jew, 
familiar to his readers from previous of his works. One aspect, character-
istic for Heller’s entire oeuvre, is his constant emphasis on both dimensions 
of his self-identification — the Jewish and the Communist. One of the works 
in which he gives voice to this is the poem ‘Oyf eybikeytn’ [For ever], one 
of the first poems in this collection. The lyric subject is building a house for 
himself and his family on the ruins of the Jewish world, and by erecting it on 
the solid foundation of Communism he can be certain that the Holocaust will 
never be repeated. This house is designed not only to serve as a safe shelter, 
but also to recall the Jews murdered in the Warsaw ghetto: 

Do you see that house on the firm foundation? 
I erected it on the ruins, 
And here, opposite the burnt-out ghetto, 
I have lit a candle of memory in the windows. 
(…) 
Not for the anniversary of their deaths, but for ever
I have built my house anew here. 
With the ghetto heroes I am starting out 
On the road to a bright future. 

And in the era of Communism and peace, 
When joy shall heal all wounds,
In the Poland of my dreams may 
The candle of memory that I have relit shine bright.991  

This dual, Jewish–Communist identification is also the root of further 
traits of the personality of Heller’s poetic subject, who considers himself a rep-
resentative of the new generation of Polish Jews. As a Communist he is char-
acterised by his activeness and enthusiasm, and the virtue he values above 
all other is labour, particularly physical labour. This latter theme — labour 

991 B. Heller, ‘Oyf eybikeytn,’ in idem, Heymerd, p. 5.
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— might seem an obvious one within the arsenal of themes of Socialist Re-
alist literature. For the Jews it was important inasmuch that one of the es-
sential tenets of the Jewish Communists’ programme was to bring change 
to the structure of employment within the Jewish community, by effecting 
a shift from work in trade and services to industrial or agricultural labour. 
In the press and in literature, then, the propagated vision of the Jew was one 
of a man of labour, in an attempt to alter the stereotype of members of this 
nation as traders and usurers or anaemic students of religious academies. 

Others who take up the theme of physical labour include Segal and Rayz-
man. In the oeuvre of the former, this motif is present in his numerous images 
from the life of rural Jews who have for generations lived off the land, like 
the Polish peasants. His first collection of poems, Lider [Poems], of 1952, 
opens with a cycle of works devoted to the land and to his native village, as 
the titles themselves indicate: ‘Erd’ [Earth], ‘Shvartserd’ [Black earth], ‘Mayn 
shtam’ [My line], ‘Mayn tate der dorfs-Yid’ [My father, a rural Jew]. In writ-
ing: ‘My family are rural Jews as strong as oaks, / who drew their juices from 
the black Polish earth,’992 Segal emphasises his peasant pedigree strongly, so 
offering proof that the efforts of the Jewish Communists will produce the de-
sired effects, as there is a tradition to which they can refer. 

The first slim volumes of poems by Elye Rayzman also include poems that 
feature Jewish farmer figures. The subject of many works from the volume 
Felder grinen [The fields are greening] from 1950 speaks of the joy he gains 
from working physically on the land and gathering the fruits of his own la-
bour. Agricultural work brings fulfilment and a feeling of happiness, and of-
fers the chance for independence. This is work that puts food on the table 
and generates a need to share this plenty with others: ‘My house stands near 
the road, / it has blue windows and a red roof, / and invites every traveller in / 
for milk, cheese and black bread.’993 

Work on the land also requires the skill of operating farm equipment, 
which is often broken, and this is something that the Jews are well capable 
of handling, as exemplified by the locksmith Zisye in Rayzman’s poem ‘A trak-
tor’ [A tractor]: 

The Jew like an oak with a black mane 
Smiles as he surveys the skeleton of the tractor, 
‘It’s nothing, I’ll revive you, 
I’ve dealt with worse wrecks than you.’ 

992 K. Segal, ‘Mayn shtam,’ in idem, Lider, p. 12. 
993 E. Rayzman, ‘Mayn heym,’ in idem, Felder grinen, p. 15. 
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There a thread is gone, here a screw —  
Zisye the locksmith is as busy as a bee, 
Fiddling day and night,  
Until the cadaver is transformed into a machine.994

The lyric subject of Socialist Realist Yiddish poetry delights in the joyful 
atmosphere of the new age, which is characterised by constant bustle and 
construction, and also recognizes and appreciates the changes that have come 
to his homeland. He is grateful to Stalin for — as Heller put it in his poem 
‘A dank’ [Thanks] — keeping watch by night and taking personal charge 
of the world,995 so bringing peace to reign in the Polish lands, where once 
the word ‘Jew’ was spoken with venom. 

But let us return to the vision of the ‘new Jew’ in the poetry of Heller. 
The Communist and Jewish facets of the identity of the lyric subject in this 
poetry are so closely intertwined that they are virtually fused. In the poem 
‘Kh’bin nisht gevoynt’ Heller reiterates his words from before the war that 
he is turning his back on the traditional Jewishness passed down to him by 
the male members of his family and is taking a different path — that of strug-
gle and responsibility for his own fate. The aspects of Jewishness with which 
he does identify may be traced back more to the popular elements of Jew-
ish culture in its secular, domestic, quotidian dimension as represented by 
the woman, the symbol of which is the song of the mother. He expresses this 
in the poem ‘Baym vigl zenen tsigelekh geshprungen’ [Little goats capered by 
the cradle]: 

When I returned from distant countries,  
And saw that on the black stones  
Where once my first path spread before me 
There was no one left but me alone — 
I recalled a beautiful melody of my mother’s,
I recalled the song of my sister besprinkled with tears. 

A quiet wind rocked me,  
The sky shone with stars again.996

994 E. Rayzman, ‘A traktor,’ ibid., pp. 21–22.
995 One work in which Stalin’s night-time work is mentioned is a poem by I. Fefer (1900–

1952), cf. G. Estraikh, In Harness, p. 156.
996 B. Heller, ‘Baym vigl zenen tsigelekh geshprungen,’ in idem, Heymerd, p. 18.
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The poet’s literary alter ego inherits the legacy of the murdered nation and 
it is with him that the responsibility for preserving the memory of the ab-
sent lies. The many poems in which Heller makes reference to the Holocaust 
are not merely a tribute to the dead, but are above all an expression of au-
thentic mourning for his immediate family, especially his mother and sister. 
At the same time, this personal pain gives the lyric subject the right to use 
the theme of the Holocaust for propaganda purposes — and this he does 
in poems with anti-imperialist content, such as ‘Zey darf men vider  bashtrofn’ 
[They should be punished again], in which the poet, as a personal victim 
of the evil of war, calls for the punishment of those attacking Korea.997 Rhetor-
ical use of this motif also reappears in pacifist poems such as ‘Tsu Pol Robson’ 
[To Paul Robson998], whose subject comes out in solidarity with ‘the blacks 
interned in the ghetto of black skin.’ Jews and blacks, united by their shared 
experience of marginalisation and stigmatisation, together sing the hymn 
of the fighting ghetto, which presages the advent of the hour of liberation.999 
Similar poems are also to be found in the oeuvre of other poets, such as Moy-
she Shklar (‘Kozhedo,’ from the volume Teglekhe mi [Daily labour] of 1954) 
and Elye Rayzman (‘Mit ayer parol’ [In your words], from the volume Kh’hob 
farflantst a boym of 1953). Moreover, in obedience to the edicts of the Com-
munist ideologists, Heller portrays in his works a skewed vision of history, 
appropriating the memory of the ghetto uprising for the Communists. In his 
vision, all the insurrectionists were fighting in the name of Communist ideals, 
and those who survived are fulfilling their testament by building a socialist 
Poland.1000 

In his next volume, In undzer tsayt of 1954, Heller reiterates his thoughts 
from the previous volume and fleshes out the portrait of the new Jewish man 
with a few more elements that are probably a response to official directives 
ordering engagement in the struggle against nationalist deviations in favour 
of internationalism,1001 and also to the calls for more writing about contem-
porary developments (referenced in the title itself — ‘In our time’). The lyric 

997 For more on the subject of the 1950–1953 conflict between South Korea, supported by 
the United Nations and the USA, and North Korea, backed by China and the USSR, see https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Korean_War (accessed 6.12.2015).

998 For more on Paul Robson, an American vocalist with Communist sympathies 
and a critic of USA government policy, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Robeson 
(accessed 6.12.2015).

999 B. Heller, ‘Tsu Pol Robson,’ ibid., p. 31. 
1000 I write more on the propagandistic exploitation of the Holocaust motif in Chapter I, 

pp. 105–113.
1001 Regarding the discussions within the TSKŻ aiming to eliminate all forms of ‘nation-

alist deviations’ in literary life, see G. Berendt, Życie żydowskie w Polsce w latach 1950–1956, 
pp. 231–235.
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subject of the poem ‘Yidn in Poyln’ [Jews in Poland] is thus a Polish patri-
ot, a descendant of many generations of Polish Jews who spilled their blood 
for their homeland. In another poem, ‘In undzer groyser tsayt’ [In our great 
time], the poet uses the lyric subject as a mouthpiece through which to declare 
his membership of the great family of strong, valiant people who take posses-
sion of the world and transform it with their creative efforts. At the same time 
he stresses emphatically that although he is a Jewish poet, he has a duty to 
serve first of all humanity, and only then his own nation: ‘I grow out of my na-
tion, / but I am connected with all humanity. / I take delight in its every 
success, / I am pained by its every wound.’1002 Perhaps another expression 
of the fight against nationalist deviations is the call for a curb on mourning 
articulated in the poem ‘Tsum friling iz vider itst ofn mayn harts’ [Now my 
heart is open to the spring again].1003 This ‘opening up to the spring’ is a met-
aphor for enabling the Jews to enjoy a fuller experience of the joy of the pres-
ent. The volume In undzer tsayt also contains a poem entitled ‘A yunger Yid 
mit shvartse oygn’ [A young Jew with black eyes] which demonstrates clearly 
that the concept of Jewishness has been universally redefined. Testimony to 
this is the situation of the young Jewish father who is at a loss for suitable lull-
abies with which to sing his child, born in the new Poland, to sleep. His wife 
has tried to sing the old songs to her son, but every time she did so she cried, 
because they reminded her of her childhood — poor, sad, and even traumatic, 
as described in other poems in the same volume, such as ‘Biz itst nokh’ [Still 
now] and ‘Yidishe hoyfn.’1004 The new father has begun to realize that the old 
melodies are outdated (in the poem the claim is made that they are a lie) 
and that new ones need to be written. Nonetheless, the extremely negative, 
excessively emphasised, tendentious image of a tragic childhood in pre-war 
Poland is, with the Holocaust, part of the painful truth about the Jewish fate 
that the poet believes every Jew should know, even those born after the war 
(‘Ikh red itst shtil’ [Now I speak quietly]). 

The lyric subject of Binem Heller’s Socialist Realist poetry meets all the cri-
teria to which the generation of ‘new Jews’ were to conform; indeed, he is 
the embodiment of the recommendations issued by the party ideologues. 
The same cannot be said of the character created by Leyb Olitski in the novel-
la Oyslendishe valiute discussed above. In this latter case, the choice of hero 
is untypical: Shmuel Kovenski is not representative of either Jewish workers 
or peasants; he works neither in a factory nor on the land, and his ideological 
and moral stance leave much to be desired. Kovenski is a teacher, and as such 

1002 B. Heller, ‘In undzer groyser tsayt,’ in idem, In undzer tsayt, p. 49.
1003 B. Heller, ‘Tsum friling iz vider itst ofn mayn harts,’ ibid., p. 99.
1004 See Chapter III for more, pp. 212–219.
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a member of the Jewish intelligentsia. While he seems to support the trans-
formations taking place in post-war Poland, the temptation to enrich himself 
by speculating on a foreign currency causes us to see in him a representative 
of the old times who thinks only of himself and is unable to be honest for 
the good of the country as a whole. The example of his Communist wife, 
however, or perhaps above all the fear of punishment for concealing illegal 
money, brings about a change within him, and he ultimately abandons his 
shameful plans and confesses his sins to his wife. He receives her forgiveness, 
but the reader begins to wonder how far his metamorphosis is a consequence 
of positive changes to his worldview and to what degree it is precipitated by 
nothing other than fear. 

This inconsistency was noticed by the critic Michał Mirski, who accused 
Olitski of an ideological immaturity that prevented him from writing appro-
priately about the ‘new man.’ Mirski argued that the character in question 
here — a pre-war small-town intellectual racked by constant doubts — can lay 
no claim to being such a figure. He went on to accuse Olitski of demonstrating 
sympathy with his hero, and even uniting his readers in sympathy for him, 
even though Kovenski is an unpleasant man full of negative characteristics 
and dishonourable intentions. Mirski also considered the work to have a fun-
damental structural fault: apparently its author, unable to liberate himself 
from the influence of naturalism, focused excessively on the main character’s 
psychological profile, effectively causing him to operate in isolation from his 
environment, age, and the socio-political transformations in train. He noted 
that nowhere did Kovenski express clearly and decisively his sympathy for 
the new order, or hatred of the enemies of socialism. Moreover, the character 
lived on the fringes of Jewish society and its problems, not engaging with 
the PPR’s post-war battle with the Zionists or even defining his stance on Jew-
ish emigration from Poland. ‘There were such [ideological] draughts around 
at that time, but he never even caught a cold!’ Mirski commented wryly.1005 
It is hard to infer what Olitski’s attitude to Communism in its Polish form 
was, but the literary portrait of the Communist (or rather future Communist) 
that he created seems to suggest a certain ambivalence. Perhaps the author 
himself, like his character, once close to Bundist circles, was unable to find 
his niche in the new reality. In any case, although Kovenski did not negate 
the importance of the changes that were taking place in post-war Poland, his 
ideological maturity is certainly called into question.1006

1005 M. Mirski, ‘Vegn L. Olitskis Mentshn in klem.’
1006 Kovenski’s history (and likewise that of Shimen Adler, the teacher in the novel Dodye 

Koval) is probably based on the history of Olitski himself, for many years a teacher in the Bund’s 
TSISHO schools, who in post-war Poland came out (at least ostensibly) on the side of Com-
munism. In his poem ‘Oytobiografye’ (Yidishe Shriftn No. 9 [1948]), written between 1940 and 
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An attempt to create a model hero for the new times in prose writing 
was made by Simkhe Kants in his 1952 short story ‘In fabrik’ [In the fac-
tory], the second (after Olitski’s work) of three longer literary texts written 
with  the aim of implementing the principles of Socialist Realism. This is 
a story about an emotive labour drive in a Wrocław metalworking factory, 
initiated by the workers, who wanted to contribute to the timely achievement 
of the six-year plan.1007 One of those engaged in the campaign is the narra-
tor of the story, Zygmunt Davidovitsh, a screw machine operator and press 
correspondent. It is he who reports on both the successes of the workers and 
the lack of organisation, which causes downtime and delays in meeting tar-
gets. The roles attributed to particular characters are clearly defined — along-
side positive heroes, including workers diligently discharging their duties, ra-
tionalisers working to develop new solutions, and gang foremen dedicated to 
their work, there are also negative ones, such as Ogórek, wedded to his drink, 
who nevertheless, under the influence of the example of the heroes of socialist 
labour breaks his habit and eventually proves to be a very capable handyman, 
and Engineer Chmielowski, a representative of interwar Poland, who does 
not identify with the new reality and opposes all rationalising ideas. As one 
of the positive heroes says of him: ‘Chmielowski is still living according to 
the old ideas of his class. Of course he does not like the magnitude of our 
race, which is increasing every day.’1008 These two are both probably Poles, 
as their Polish names might suggest, but this is only a supposition. If this 
were the case, it would mean that among the characters with Jewish names 
there are no freeloaders or saboteurs, but among those with Polish names there  
are all manner of types, and that alongside the villain, Chmielowski,  
there is a highly positive figure: Wielichowicz, the party secretary, whose role 
in the story is that of arbitrator safeguarding the interests of the state and 
the factory. 

The representative of the modern Jewish worker community integrated 
with the Poles is Natan Levinger. It is him whom the narrator, who is plan-
ning to write a short story about a hero of the new era, observes constantly. 
Levinger meets virtually all the criteria that might be required of candidates 

1948, the lyric subject confesses to having lived his youth in a feeling of pointlessness and lack 
of values, from time to time distracting himself with love affairs, but his conscience bothered 
him because he knew he was thinking only of himself. It was only when he experienced the de-
sire to fight for the happiness of mankind that joy brightened his eyes. He felt himself to be 
a son of a young nation whose ‘gardens were blooming,’ and he, the poet, was enjoying them. 

1007 The economic plan implemented over the years 1950–1955, approved pursuant to an 
act passed by the Sejm on 21 July 1950, see Dziennik Ustaw [Journal of laws] No. 37, item 344, 
http://isap.sejm.gov.pl/DetailsServlet?id=WDU19500370344 (accessed 2.04.2011).

1008 S. Kants, ‘In fabrik,’ in idem, Naye teg (1952), p. 30.
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for this title: he is a young, industrious man for whom work is a pleasure 
and whose enthusiasm and engagement drive him to smash successive, ever 
higher targets, winning him popularity among his worker colleagues. This is 
not the sum of his interests and activities, however — Levinger is also a ra-
tionaliser, with successful ideas for making the machines more productive 
and faster. At the same time, he is remarkably modest, does not boast, and 
even refuses his bonus. It transpires that he was one of the first workers who 
revived the defunct factory after the war. This is his own account of those 
initial months and years of work in the factory:

Most of the machines stood all rusted up. Work was not getting done, things were all over 
the place. The workers at the machines were constantly complaining that ‘they weren’t 
earning enough.’ Slowly, new people started to come forward. Courses in Marxism–Lenin-
ism were organised. The main party organisation grew stronger with every day. The battle 
to achieve the plan began to gain life, became a collective ambition. We came to love each 
other truly, like a collective, like a family.1009

In love with the machine on which he works, he would most like to spend 
all his free time in his workplace. In a sense, the factory is competition for his 
lady love, and so he arranges their dates away from the factory buildings, as 
‘There Levinger cannot stand and wait. There he would be absorbed at once 
by all the activity, and drawn in. It appears that he is afraid to trust himself.’1010 
His love for the factory and his love for Irka merge into one, and cause him to 
avow: ‘Irka, we will never leave our factory, we… will always be together.’1011 

Levinger’s concern is not reserved for the machines, however, but also 
extends to people. It is he who helps the unreliable Ogórek to understand 
why he should stop drinking. ‘You have two beautiful children, who right 
now are crying at home,’ Natan Levinger explained to his drunken foreman. 
‘They are waiting for you. And what about the plan? You can’t be late to work 
tomorrow…’1012 Unfortunately the story tells us nothing about Levinger’s re-
ligiosity, but since he differs in no way — aside from his remarkable diligence 
— from his fellow workers, we may assume that he has not believed in God 
for a long time, like another positive character, Foreman Kiryluk, who even as 
a child was well known in his home town for not believing in God. 

In line with the programme of the Jewish Communists, it is not the aim 
of Simkhe Kants to emphasise the ethnic differences between Poles and Jews. 

1009 Ibid., p. 34.
1010 Ibid., p. 65.
1011 Ibid., p. 67.
1012 Ibid., p. 40.
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It is important to stress that his Jewish heroes are in no way different to their 
Polish colleagues, which testifies to full integration between the two commu-
nities at every level, even in male–female relationships. One example of this 
latter is the nascent love between the secretary, Irka (whose name might 
suggest that she is Polish), and the hero of labour Natan Levinger. Another 
symbolic aspect in this context is also the narrator’s name — Zygmunt Da-
vidovitsh; we do not know whether he is a Jew with a Polish given name or 
a Pole with a Jewish-sounding surname. It is hard to deduce from the original 
Yiddish text which language the characters speak to each other in, but logic 
suggests that in contexts where representatives of both nations are present, as 
in the factory or in Poles’ homes, for instance, the Polish language is domi-
nant, while in situations taking place in a Jewish environment Yiddish would 
be spoken. The narrator mentions only a few times — perhaps two or three 
in the entire, almost ninety-page story — that the Jewish characters use a dif-
ferent language. One such passage is that below, in which he is looking out 
of the window at the darkening alleyway down below: 

I looked at the illuminated windows. At the bottom they were crowded with flowers, and at 
the top swathed in flowery curtains. In the evenings the sounds of a piano could often be 
heard from that direction. That was the home of Wigdorowicz from the tailor co-operative, 
a hefty man with palish skin. His wife, a blonde with pretty bright eyes, is also plump. They 
walk to the tram together in the early mornings. It is their ten-year-old son who plays the 
piano. The sound of songs being sung in Yiddish can also often be heard. I thought: 

‘This is how beautiful the life of workers living in a socialist country is.’1013

In this brief quotation, probably the only one that makes overt mention 
of the Jews’ cultural difference (‘songs being sung in Yiddish’), there are in-
dications of the integration of the two nations: Mr Wigdorowicz’s wife is 
typically Slavic in appearance, which would suggest that she is a Pole who 
has nothing against the bicultural and bilingual upbringing of her child. It 
is worth emphasising at this point the extent of Simkhe Kants’ unifying efforts 
— Jews are not differentiated from Poles even by their tragic past. There is 
not a single word about the Holocaust in the story, and the war is mentioned 
only once, and then in such an allusive manner that its significance is entirely 
marginalised.

Kants tries to conform to Socialist Realist models by attributing to his 
main character qualities that a member of the working class should demon-
strate irrespective of nationality, while at the same time intimating his Jew-
ish roots very discreetly. His Jewishness seems to be so marginal that one 

1013 Ibid., p. 16.
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wonders whether Levinger is so assimilated a Jew that for his children their 
national and cultural roots will be of no significance at all. 

The question of Jewishness is treated slightly differently by Yankev Zon-
shayn, the author of the reportage Der ratsyonalizator Yitskhok Fetner, which 
came out in 1953 as the third volume in the series ‘Bibliotek fun shogler un 
ratsyonalizatorn.’1014 His hero is a man with a standard biography — from 
a poor home, since early youth fascinated by Communist ideology, called up 
into the Red Army during the War, and subsequently working in a stroybat 
in munitions production for the Soviet army, which he considers his con-
tribution to victory over Hitler. Urged by his comrades to stay in the USSR, 
he nevertheless decides to return to his homeland. On arriving in Poland, he 
takes a job as a mechanic in a tailoring co-operative in Legnica, where  
he maintains very good relations with the Polish workers (one of his fellow work-
ers calls him ‘groovy’1015), and after hours he works for the Jewish community. 

As Joanna Nalewajko-Kulikov notes, his links with Jewish culture and 
the Jewish community are neither concealed nor over-exposed.1016 Even 
in his youth Fetner kept cosmopolitan company, with both Jewish and Polish 
friends, and during the war he worked with ‘Soviet people.’ His comrades 
in the factory in Sverdlovsk know that he is a Jew, which is revealed in their 
compassionate reaction to the news of the Babi Yar crime.1017 This news, 
though a severe shock to the hero, nonetheless does not prevent him from 
carrying out important work on the labour front, because, the narrator ex-
plains, Fetner ‘had learned from the Soviet people an entirely different way 
of liberating his heart, torn apart by pain and suffering. He had learned to 
fight the great battle [against Hitler] through labour.’1018 Both his dedication 
to his work, which in his mind becomes a substitute for the fight against 
the murderer of the Jewish nation, and his painful musings on the fates of his 

1014 For more on Zonshayn’s reportage, see J. Nalewajko-Kulikov, ‘Czy socrealizm miał 
odmianę żydowską?,’ pp. 171–177.

1015 Y. Zonshayn, Der ratsyonalizator Yitskhok Fetner (1953), p. 65. 
1016 J. Nalewajko-Kulikov, ‘Czy socrealizm miał odmianę żydowską?,’ p. 173.
1017 Babi Yar is a ravine in the Ukrainian capital Kiev (now Kyiv) and the site of a series 

of massacres carried out by German forces and their local collaborators during the German 
campaign against the Soviet Union. The most notorious and the best documented of these 
massacres took place on 29–30 September 1941, when 33,771 Jews were killed in a single 
operation. The massacre was the largest single mass killing for which the Nazi regime and its 
collaborators were responsible during its campaign against the Soviet Union and is considered 
to be ‘the largest single massacre in the history of the Holocaust’ to that date, surpassed only 
by Aktion Erntefest (Operation Harvest Festival) of November 1943 in occupied Poland with 
42,000–43,000 victims, and the 1941 Odessa massacre of more than 50,000 Jews in October 
1941, committed by Romanian troops. For more see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Babi_Yar 
(accessed 28.05.2015).

1018 Y. Zonshayn, Der ratsyonalizator Yitskhok Fetner, p. 30. 
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loved ones are testimony to his positive valorisation of his own Jewishness, 
and of his need to maintain his ties to his Jewish environment. After he re-
turns to Poland, Fetner spends his free time working for the Legnica branch 
of the Jewish Social and Cultural Society (TSKŻ), which is itself an expres-
sion of his nostalgia for contact with the culture of his own nation. The hero 
of this piece of reportage is thus a prime example of the new personality type.

The identity of the ‘new Jewish man’ crafted by Yitskhok Guterman 
in the 1954 short story ‘Dos lebn hot im gerufn’1019 [Life called him] is dif-
ferent again. The main character in this work is Meir Mendelevitsh, a weav-
er and pre-war trade union activist who was the only member of his family 
to survive, by fleeing to the Soviet Union. When he learns, on his return to 
Poland, that none of his loved ones are still alive, he retreats in resignation 
to an old people’s home. There he meets a host of elderly Jews in mourning, 
their lonely lives elapsing in sadness and hopelessness. Mendelevitsh himself 
likewise lives through his memories and mourning, most frequently calling 
to mind his eldest son: 

Yosl had become closer to him than any of the others he had lost. All the others had van-
ished, evaporated in the wind, sucked down somewhere, no one knew where, but in Yosl’s 
case, he even knew the address: the Preobrazhensky Cemetery outside Moscow. He even 
knew the number of the avenue and the grave. Yosl was an exception for him, someone 
important among the dead. They had perished as victims, but he as a soldier.1020

Mendelevitsh is a completely different character type to Fetner — he wal-
lows in despair and allows himself to be consumed by mourning. The most 
likely reason for this is that he is an older man, and everything is harder for 
him than for young people. Nevertheless, in spite of his mourning, he and 
the other residents of the old people’s home appreciate what the socialist state 
gives them — a roof over their heads, care, and meals at set times. ‘Mendelev-
itsh pondered what would have become of him if today had been those [pre-
war] times. Mrs Feldbloy, who dressed so neatly, would have been wearing 
rags, old Aron would have long since died in an asylum somewhere, and what 
would have become of himself?’1021 Both he and his fellow residents could 
thus repeat after Moyshe Shklar: 

(…) I, a Jewish poet,  
Who for the first time 

1019 Y. Guterman, ‘Dos lebn hot im gerufn,’ in idem, Banayte teg (1954), pp. 7–63.
1020 Ibid., p. 23. 
1021 Ibid., p. 29.
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In your land 
Have tasted how filling 
Is bread  
Born not of blood, 
But from a merry song, 
I still am seeking 
The word 
The most simple, most beautiful,
To thank you 

For this happiness — 
My Republic!1022

As time goes by, Mendelevitsh starts to feel slightly better, and gains 
strength and vitality. He starts to look around for some work; he wants to do 
something to stop the residents of the home complaining. Awoken from his 
befuddling depression, he starts listening to the radio and reading the press. 
It is then that he realizes that work is in full swing all around him: homes 
and factories are being built, and every pair of hands is vital to the new state. 
When a few residents with whom he is friendly find work, something breaks 
in him too. He decides to pay a visit to his home town, and there to the textile 
factory where he worked before the war. There, he meets trade union activists 
whom he remembers from before the war as young boys. His memories resur-
face, and he is astonished at how vibrantly the factory is working, while before 
the war the machines were often idle and people were out of work. The chang-
es that have been wrought all around him, and the dedication of others are 
such that he can no longer stand around on the sidelines of the life that is 
going on around him. He recalls that his own father at the age of 60 had been 
very strong and still working. He comes to the conclusion that his decision 
to live in an old people’s home had been a mistake that he had made in his 
blind grief at the murder of his family. Now, however, with his restored faith 
in the sense of taking action, he is resolved to go back to the loom. And in-
deed, the energy that he brings to his work impresses his younger colleagues: 

Although the day’s work was hard for him, it gave him relief, he was at peace. For a long 
time he had not had a day when he had felt so important and proud. He did not know how 
much he had earned that day — probably not that much, because it hadn’t gone brilliantly, 

1022 M. Shklar, ‘Mayn Republik,’ pp. 13–14.
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but he had earned himself a mug of milk and a few rolls. Like other people of labour, he 
had done something useful that day.1023

It is worth mentioning as an aside that, invited to work with two different 
groups – Polish workers he knew, and Jewish workers — Mendelevitsh chose 
to start work in the Jewish team.

Although the hero of Guterman’s story is not a young man, and in addi-
tion has traumatic experiences behind him, he regains his equilibrium thanks 
to the socialist state’s provision for his basic needs, and the ubiquitous, pal-
pably enthusiastic atmosphere surrounding work for the common good has 
a stimulating effect on him. The story suggests that it is not only young Jews 
who can benefit from the educational measures of the new authorities de-
signed to transform the Jewish mentality. In any case, Guterman seems to 
intimate there is little need for special measures, as the very transformations 
that have taken place in Poland since the days of the Second Republic are 
sufficiently educational. The visible improvement in the quality of life of every 
citizen as a result of the changes to the country’s social and economic policy, 
and the positive energy with which the Poles have set about rebuilding and 
expanding a democratic (‘their own’) state could not fail to produce at least 
a minimal change for the better even in people as wounded and stunned by 
trauma as the Jews. There is thus hope that all the Poles, in particular those 
who have working-class or peasant roots and are not workshy, will feel called 
by life itself to follow in the footsteps of those who are building the new Po-
land, and in the case of old Jews, the process of positive change is not ham-
pered even by their mourning.

My song has been shamed 

When in 1954 Józef Światło, a former official at the Office of Security, went 
on Radio Free Europe1024 to reveal dramatic details about the criminal meth-
ods used to administer the Polish state, the rank and file of the Polish Unit-

1023 Ibid., p. 56.
1024 Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty (RFE/RL) is a broadcasting organisation that 

provides news, information, and analysis to countries in Eastern Europe, Central Asia, and 
the Middle East where the free flow of information is banned by government authorities. 
RFE was founded as an anti-Communist news source in 1949 by the National Committee for 
a Free Europe, as part of a large-scale psychological operation during the Cold War. RL was 
founded two years later, and the two organisations merged in 1976. RFE/RL received funds 
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ed Workers’ Party (PZPR) was set on fire. In Polish culture one of the sig-
nals of the impending political Thaw was the publication in August 1955 
in Nowa Kultura of a poem by Adam Ważyk, ‘Poemat dla dorosłych’ [An 
epic for adults],1025 while in Yiddish literature it officially began in 1956 after 
the public release of the information about the Stalinist crimes during the 20th 
Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union in the February of that 
year.  However, Khrushchev in his speech made no mention of the repressions 
that had befallen the Soviet–Yiddish intelligentsia in the years 1934–1949 and 
1946–1953. Not until 4 April 1956, in the editorial ‘Undzer veytik un undzer 
treyst’ [Our pain and our comfort] in Folks-Shtime (the PZPR Yiddish-lan-
guage press organ), were such revelations released, among them the previ-
ously concealed truth of the tragic murder on 12 August 1952, on Stalin’s or-
ders, of many Yiddish-language Soviet writers.1026 The criticism of the crimes 
committed, the turn away from existing forms of management in culture, 
the brief period of liberalisation of political life and relative freedom of speech 
— everything that we describe with the term ‘the Thaw’ — provided the mem-
bers of the generation profiled by Schatz, including all the creators of Yiddish 
literature, with a further extremely valuable formative experience. Khrush-
chev’s revelations and the publication in Folks-Shtime came as a real shock to 
them. They forced the Jewish Communists to realize suddenly that their most 
hallowed ideals had been proven false, that they had been duped and deceived 
with premeditation. One of Schatz’s interlocutors summarised this as follows: 
‘It was like an earthquake, like if one went mad. We had trusted in crimi-
nals!’1027 In his overview of the various types of reactions, Schatz says that 
everything was there: ‘(…) the trumped-up excuses and the authentic desire 
for personal repentance; the political opportunism and intensive longing for 
the revival of the vision; the egoistic concern for social position and the un-
selfish enthusiasm.’1028 As well as those who were resigned or who assumed 
an opportunist approach, there were also others who, as the most dedicated 
in the previous period, now felt the hardest hit by the situation. It was this 

from the Central Intelligence Agency until 1972. For more see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Radio_Free_Europe/Radio_Liberty (accessed 29.05.2015).

1025 On the poet Adam Ważyk, see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adam_Wa%C5%BCyk 
(accessed 6.04.2015). On the subject of the Thaw in Polish literature, see the article by J. Smul-
ski, ‘Odwilż,’ in Słownik realizmu socjalistycznego, pp. 163–187. The article also includes a bib-
liography of the subject.

1026 For more on the aftermath of this publication, see G. Berendt, ‘Udział Żydów polskich 
w walce o pamięć i rehabilitację twórców radzieckiej kultury żydowskiej — lata 1955–1956,’ 
pp. 279–305, and J. Nalewajko-Kulikov, ‘Od podejrzanego do oskarżonego: “Fołks-Sztime” 
1956–1967,’ pp. 277–290.

1027 J. Schatz, The Generation, p. 271.
1028 Ibid., p. 277.
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group of those most painfully disillusioned, who had lost all hope, that made 
the decision to emigrate. 

The most frequent reaction, however, was shame, a sense of guilt, con-
demnation of the crimes, and the need for rehabilitation. Among those who 
remained there were many people who authentically desired reform, because 
in spite of their disappointment they had retained their faith in the purity 
of the Communist vision.1029 It was these people who advocated a return 
to the values of Leninism, emphasising the need to observe human rights, 
and  the liberalisation and democratisation of social and political life.1030 
Their convictions found strong support in the rehabilitation of the Commu-
nist Party of Poland (KPP), which took place during that same 20th Con-
gress of the CPSU. It is worth emphasising one more significant issue to 
which Schatz drew attention: namely that there was a fundamental differ-
ence in the way that Polish and Jewish Communists experienced the Thaw; 
in the case of the Jewish Communists, the universal need for retribution for 
the Stalinist crimes and the struggle with the existential crisis that result-
ed from the revelation of the whole truth about them were compounded by 
the shock precipitated by at least three factors: the confrontation with anti-
semitism in the PZPR ranks, the fact that the entire blame for the Communist 
crimes in Poland was laid with the Jewish Communists, and the realization 
that Yiddish culture in the USSR had been annihilated.1031 

During the Thaw, Yiddish culture, like Polish culture, attempted retribu-
tion for the previous period and opened up to all things new.1032 Jewish artists, 
seeking answers to the question of their identity in the new times, returned to  
themes related to their nation, giving fuller and more direct expression  
to their pain at the death of millions (as in the case of Hadase Rubin and 
Moyshe Shklar), or radically changing the way they wrote about the Holo-
caust, moving away from instrumental treatment of it (Binem Heller), and 

1029 See ibid., pp. 280–281.
1030 W. Tomasik (‘Lenina wizerunek,’ in Słownik realizmu socjalistycznego, p. 118) notes 

that the name of Lenin was invoked in the process of deconstructing Socialist Realist literature 
in Polish too: ‘The disgrace of the Stalinist methods of wielding power did not weaken Lenin’s 
position in the pantheon of supreme leaders of the global workers’ movement. On the contra-
ry — it actually strengthened that position. Lenin emerged victorious from the time of “errors 
and distortions”, proving an antidote to the “cult of personality”. The cult surrounding Stalin 
was overcome in the years 1955–1956 in the name of a return to “Leninist values” in party life.’

1031 Ibid., p. 272.
1032 For more on the subject of the new threads that appeared in Yiddish literature after 

the Stalinist period, see B. Mark, ‘Tsvishn lebn un toyt. Dos yidishe lebn un di yidishe literatur 
in Poyln in di yorn 1937–1957,’ in Ykuf-Almanakh (1961), pp. 60–86, and M. Ruta, ‘Preliminary 
Remarks on Yiddish Culture in Poland 1945–1968,’ Scripta Judaica Cracoviensia No. 2 (2004), 
pp. 61–70. 
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expressing an interest in traditional Jewish culture, contemporary Israeli cul-
ture, or the work of Soviet writers. Both in the press and in book publica-
tions, poems of retribution became increasingly numerous; likewise voices 
polemicising with contemporary Polish antisemitism. The retributive cur-
rent was restricted to the poetry of Heller, Shklar, Sfard, Rayzman, and Rubin 
(in prose it tended to be exemplified more by an overall change of theme 
and return to exploration of traditional strands in Jewish literature, such as 
the image of the shtetl). Unlike Polish literature of retribution, in which an 
important function was played by the revelation of the true image of a reality 
that had been distorted by propaganda (cf. Adam Ważyk’s poem ‘Poemat dla 
dorosłych’), the retribution of Yiddish-language writers is more subjective, 
essentially a confrontation with their own ardent, blind faith in the dogmas 
of Communism and with their disillusionment following the collapse of its 
foundations. Another important element of this current is protest against 
the antisemitism in the PZPR and CPSU ranks, and against the antisemitism 
in Polish society.  

In 1957 three collections containing poetry of retribution were published: 
Trit in der nakht [Steps in the night] by Rubin, Klorkeyt by Heller, and Lider 
[Poems] by Sfard. The year 1959 brought two further volumes: Shklar’s Ble-
terfal and Rayzman’s Aleyn mit zikh [Alone].1033 Most of the poems in them 
are relatively similar in terms of their content. Firstly, there are poems written 
in response to the news of the abuses and irregularities that spread among 
the party members from 1954 (Światło’s revelations), i.e. even before the 20th 
Party Congress of the CPSU. Alongside these, writers offered readers poems 
restating the fundamental values of Communism which had once upon a time 
inspired their youthful spirits to fight for a better world, and which were 
symbolised by the red standard and the programme of the KPP, liquidated 
in 1938 on Stalin’s orders. Something symptomatic of this trend is an attempt 
to remind readers of their youthful work by reprinting old poems in vol-
umes of retributive poetry or in separate publications, one example of which 
is the collection Dos ershte lid of 1956, in its entirety comprising revolutionary 
juvenilia by Heller. A separate category again is composed of works writ-
ten under the immediate influence of Khrushchev’s speech revealing the full 

1033 J. Smulski (in ‘Odwilż,’ in Słownik realizmu socjalistycznego, pp. 163–187) reports that 
in April 1958 the Secretariat of the KC PZPR ordered no books of a retributive bent to be 
published, which effectively brought an administratively induced end to this stream in litera-
ture published in Poland. Although the last works of literature of retribution (J. Andrzejewski, 
Bramy raju; J. Stryjkowski, Czarna róża; and J. Bocheński, Boski Juliusz) were published at 
the turn of 1959 and 1960, their message was so ‘camouflaged that it did not provoke the cen-
sor’s reservations’ (ibid., p. 167). 
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enormity of the crimes committed in the period of Stalinist cult. Among these 
are moving works dedicated to the memory of the Soviet Jewish poets.

After a declaration of his faithfulness to the ideals of his youthful years,1034 
as early as in March 1955, the lyric subject of Heller’s poems of retribution 
confesses, in the poem ‘A fremder ton’ [An alien tone], to his irrepressible 
sense of guilt at having turned a blind eye to crime. In the work ‘Un efsher?…’ 
[And maybe?…] of June the same year, he also confesses to being guilty of ly-
ing, because he remained silent out of fear:

Cowardice reigned on the earth 
And one hid from another.  
The cry of a friend often went unheard, 
And more often still one’s own cry was stifled.
Suspicion like the black death 
Killed faith in hearts. 
Valour was termed betrayal 
And slander heroism.  
Sentences were brought to court 
In secret, long since prepared. 
Light burned in shame and anger 
In the expectation that even one would shout out, 
Even one would say boldly: No! 
But that bold one did not come —
His teeth were knocked out, 
The words torn from his throat.1035  

The reader who peruses Heller’s Thaw-era collection today will notice a cer-
tain poetic (self)-presentation strategy designed to show the lyric subject to 
be an upstanding, honest person subjected to manipulation. One indication 
of this is the way that the poems from 1944 and 1954–1955, exposing the lies 
and deceit of the lyric subject’s party comrades, are grouped together: ‘Blind’ 
(1954) with ‘Dayne lider’ [Your poems] (1944), and ‘Durkhfal’ [Failure] (1944) 
and ‘Der frazeolog’ [The phraseologist] (1955), in order to lend credibility to 
their author’s sensitivity and honesty. Towards the end of 1955 Heller uses 
the voice of his lyric subject to attempt a polemic with people who probably 
hold him (or other Jewish Communists like him) jointly liable for the errors 
and depravations of the preceding years, by showing that he has lost and that 
his efforts have been in vain. Refuting the accusations, in the poems ‘A staye 

1034 See B. Heller, ‘Royt un blo,’ in idem, Klorkeyt, p. 18.
1035 B. Heller, ‘Un efsher?…,’ ibid., p. 107.
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hint’ [A pack of dogs] and ‘Tsu fri’ [Too early] he expresses his conviction that 
although now he feels lonely and deceived by people, he still believes in the wor-
thiness of his cause and awaits a time when his songs will be able to ring out 
with new force.1036 The symbol of his hope of renewal is the image of the tree 
being reborn.1037 This message is accompanied by a series of poems in which 
the lyric subject expresses his desire to make good his mistakes1038 and his cer-
tainty that in time his actions, now criticiszed, will be appreciated.1039 In works 
from 1956 he reaches the conclusion that the responsibility for calling evil by 
its name must be shared by everybody,1040 but explains his blind faith and obe-
dience to the criminals in terms of having been manipulated by ‘an enemy that 
was among my friends,’ and who, at the first sign of an opportunity, ‘pointed his 
weapon at me as at a foe.’1041 The volume also contains poems (dated September 
1955 and later) in which the new and immensely important theme of antisemi-
tism under Stalin was raised.1042 At the same time, the poetic subject emphasises 
forcefully that he does not accept the sentence passed on the Jewish poets by 
a criminal who had previously been universally revered like a god.1043

In Hadase Rubin’s poetry of retribution, as in that of Heller, we will find 
poems dated 1955 that are testimony to a profound, personal involvement 
in Communism, which is conceived as an ideology that is still valid for 
the world. In her work ‘Tsu mayn partey-legitimatsye’ [To my party mem-
bership card] she expresses her ethical dedication to the process of settling 
the accounts of ‘errors and depravations.’ The lyric subject of this work wants 
to remain faithful to the party, and to be connected to it ‘like a ray with its 
gleam,’ but she must be sure that the party’s word is true. Testimony to her 
struggles with herself and with the hostile reaction of the world to the ex-
cesses of the Communist authority is another poem, ‘Mayn vort’ [My word], 
in which the subject tackles the words of criticism, heavy as stones. The slogan 
that once gave wings to the party rank and file — the word ‘Communism’ — 
now returns, branded with pain and enmity, and drowned out by the cry of its 
enemies. The lyric subject treats the events surrounding the Thaw as a vast 

1036 B. Heller, ‘A staye hint,’ ibid., p. 113.
1037 B. Heller, ‘Boym in bli,’ ibid., p. 135. Many similar motifs are in evidence in the po-

etry of post-war writers. One is the motif of the tree reawakening after winter, which is pres-
ent in poetry of retribution. See, for instance, poems by M. Shklar from the cycle A naketer 
boym, in particular the poem ‘Azoy vi der naketer boym,’ in Bleterfal, p. 84.

1038 B. Heller, ‘Tsurikblik,’ in idem, Klorkeyt, p. 174. 
1039 B. Heller, ‘Tsu noent,’ ibid., p. 173.
1040 B. Heller, ‘Klorkeyt,’ ibid., p. 106.
1041 See B. Heller, ‘Mir veln vayter lebn,’ ibid., p. 115. See also idem, ‘Bay vemen zol ikh 

monen?,’ ibid., p. 118. 
1042 B. Heller, ‘Der toyt funem zinger,’ ibid., p. 111.
1043 B. Heller, ‘Nisht ontsunemen,’ ibid., p. 120. 
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trial, from which the true Communists will emerge purged, and the slogan 
‘Communism’ will regain its value and once again be a byword for happiness.

Her personal musings are accompanied by criticism of the abuses commit-
ted by others. In the work ‘A geshprekh mit a khaver’ [A conversation with 
a comrade] Rubin avers that Communists should act on their conscience, and 
call evil by name, without the fear that they will be left alone, for the party 
is behind those who seek truth. In poems from the next year she records 
the whole gamut of emotions that welled up in response to the revelation 
of the Stalinist crimes: horror, a sense of disorientation, uncertainty, and 
the need for an honest settling of accounts. In the work ‘A kind mit groye 
hor’ [A child with grey hair] she confesses that, blinded and lost, she has to 
learn to walk again like a child. In the text ‘Vos vestu yarshenen nokh mir, 
mayn tokhter?’ [What will you inherit from me, my daughter?] she writes 
about her lost illusions, constating that she had hitherto put her faith in false 
gods, hoping to see in them shining deities. In her quest for a diamond for her 
daughter she has lost everything and now stands naked: 

Only pain has emerged pure from the flames — 
I did not gamble my heart away to the devil.
Devastated, it shrinks and trembles, 
But it has not burned out, not gone cold.  

And this alone remains me — take it, my daughter.
And do not forgive, if you see in it my sin,
Your truth will be brighter and purer —
For, my child, I have paid for it with my blood.1044

The desire for a return to the noble ideas of Communism is accompa-
nied by a sense of guilt at having unwittingly been complicity in the crime. 
This is only partly mitigated by the conviction of the lyric subject that she 
was manipulated. A painful confession is couched in the work ‘Ikh hob ge-
meynt’ [I thought], in which the lyric subject admits to having uncritically 
believed in the ideals without perceiving the blood hidden beneath them. 
When, on her path, she encountered a darkness she could not understand, 
she convinced herself that it was only a shadow, and thus missed the mo-
ment when evil lodged in her heart — at first as innocent as a ‘lamb, a mild 
dove, but tomorrow — a vampire.’1045 Years of silent obedience deformed her 

1044 H. Rubin, ‘Vos vestu yarshnen nokh mir, mayn tokhter?,’ in eadem, Trit in der nakht, 
p. 76.

1045 H. Rubin, ‘Ikh hob gemeynt,’ ibid., p. 110.
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conscience, and her head grew accustomed to bowing before the stronger. 
Every doubt was pushed to the very bottom of her heart, until her sight grew 
dim and she ceased to distinguish colours, ‘as if I perceived the space around 
me through an alien eye.’1046 The subject thus asks herself: ‘Who am I, who? 
In the hour of autumn where am I to go? / By what name will they call me, by 
what shall I call myself? / The ash of the rubble freezes and burns. What can 
I do / not to stand here like a burnt-out, empty ruin?’1047

In Rubin’s works from 1956 there is no doubt that we can speak of a crisis 
of identity in the lyric subject. The poetess herself writes about this in the poem 
‘Fun a diskusye’ [From a discussion]: ‘It is hard to get out of your skin, / as 
out of a worn-out, torn shirt, / for what had been your daily bread / suddenly 
to become repulsive and alien.’1048 However, she does not lack the will to face 
the truth and take the consequences: ‘I shall drink the cup in a single draught, /  
like a patient his medicine. / But do not try to persuade me eruditely / that 
the bitter [liquid] in the cup is wine.’1049 Another poem, ‘Tsu…’ [To…] is a voice 
in the debate on the limits of responsibility for the evil of Stalinism. The subject 
of this piece claims that her own heart is her severest judge; that despite the evil 
all around, it remained pure and sensitive, and the greatest punishment that 
can befall a person is an honest examination of conscience and the readiness 
to take the consequences for all the mistakes made when acting in good faith: 

Where lies the abyss that prohibits the onward march?
Where is the limit — beyond which evil begins? 
Who will judge me if not my own heart,  
If my conscience cannot be my guard?
(…) 
Rebellious, sick with a proud sadness,
I now mete out my punishment. 
My God, I do not regret a minute of my life —
I gave them up for my truth.1050 

At the same time, in her poem ‘Vider shoyn…,’ Rubin protests against 
the aggression rising in society against those of the Communists who had 
dreamed of a better future for all people. Tellingly, this aggression is direct-
ed above all against the Jews who, ‘pelted with accusations and despised,’ 
are ‘judged for sins not theirs.’ And though the lyric subject is aware that 

1046 Ibid.
1047 Ibid.
1048 H. Rubin, ‘Fun a diskusye,’ in eadem, Trit in der nakht, p. 45.
1049 Ibid. 
1050 H. Rubin, ‘Tsu…,’ ibid., p. 41.
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in conditions of such social volatility ‘every branch could be my gallows,’ she 
declares with pride: ‘my pain, lie down like lead upon my breast / and be 
a sign to me that you are there. / Without joy and without tears, internally 
conflicted, / but unvanquished, unvanquished.’1051

David Sfard couched his poems of retribution in two cycles in the vol-
ume Lider: ‘In gloybn’ [Believing] and ‘Mit zikh aleyn’ [Alone]. The titles 
themselves speak volumes about their content. The first, like those of Rubin 
and Heller, comprises works that testify to his faithfulness to the ideals of his 
youth, such as the opening poem in the cycle, ‘Oktober’ [October]: ‘so many 
years have elapsed — / and you are still my dream, waking and sleeping, / you 
are still my disquiet and quiet — / so when I say: “my life,” I think of you.’1052 
This work, which is even repellent in its programmatic slogan-ness, was most 
likely written in a much earlier period, unlike the uneasy ‘Gloyb nisht’ [Think 
not], which was without doubt a response to the crisis of the Thaw period: 

Think not that the helm has gone, 
That the waves rush uncontrolled in the storm — 
All those of us who have brought forth this storm 
Will make it ashore. 

Think not that the signs have been broken, 
And the letters scattered at random — 
The holy scripture of reason and hope 
Is inscribed forever in our hearts.1053

In this text we see the faith, typical for poetry of retribution, that the true 
values of Communism have not lost their worth, that human error cannot di-
minish their importance, and that anyone capable of critical thinking can rec-
ognize them. The works collected in the second cycle are, as its title suggested, 
a form of frank internal conversation. In the poem ‘Vi azoy iz dos geshen?’ 
[How did it happen?] Sfard attempts to answer the question of how it came 
about that he was unable to distinguish the evil from the good, and that even 
‘the noblest of people / on their knees blessed / crime and deceit.’1054 But there 
is no answer, as indicated by the Hebrew word that ends the piece: ‘Teyku!,’ 
which literally means: ‘The question remains without answer.’1055 Horrified 

1051 H. Rubin, ‘Vider shoyn…,’ ibid., p. 84.
1052 D. Sfard, ‘Oktober,’ in idem, Lider, p. 59. 
1053 D. Sfard, ‘Gloyb nisht,’ ibid., p. 70.
1054 D. Sfard, ‘Vi azoy iz dos geshen?,’ ibid., p. 83. 
1055 See תיקו, in Y. Niborski and S. Noyberg, Verterbukh fun loshn-koydesh-shtamike verter 

in yidish (1999), p. 304. 
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by the news revealing ever wider swathes of evil, the poet admits to his error, 
even debacle, which undermines the meaning of his whole life to date: 

And so my life stands before me 
Like a cleared forest —  
Open to the winds, the sun and the rain. 
(…) 
Drunken, stupefied weeks, 
Like silver cups with frothing wine,
Sit hunched over on felled stumps — 
Elderly men cramped with pain, 
With sad, tearful eyes. 
And the singing birds have flown 
Across all the far-off seas.1056 

As Joanna Nalewajko-Kulikov claims in her monograph Obywatel Jidysz-
landu (and is echoed by Sfard’s son1057), it was likely at this stage that the com-
plex and painful process of his withdrawal from the party and the waning 
of his fascination with Communism began.1058 

In Moyshe Shklar’s small collection Bleterfal there are also pieces indicat-
ing the magnitude of the shock that the revelation of the Communist crimes 
must have been to him. The very title of the cycle in which he includes most 
of his poems of retribution is extremely expressive: A naketer boym [A naked 
tree]. The naked tree image symboliszes a man who has experienced vast dis-
illusionment and lost what had been most important to him — the sense that 
everything he did was true and had meaning. The subject of Shklar’s poem 
is a man who has suddenly lost his sense of where the truth lies. In the work 
‘Tsu vemen betn’ [Whom to pray to?] he speaks about the fact that the old 
system of values has collapsed and no one knows where to seek support to 
salvage one’s humanity: 

Whom to pray to, 
When I have no god, 
Whom to cry to, 
Now that I am 
The object of mockery and jibes? 

1056 D. Sfard, ‘Ot shteyt mayn lebn mir antkegn,’ in idem, Lider, p. 80.
1057 Leon Sfard offers this diagnosis in the documentary film Żydokomuna directed by 

A. Zawadzka (2010). 
1058 J. Nalewajko-Kulikov, Obywatel Jidyszlandu, p. 233.
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(…) 
I pray only to myself: 
Protect my step from the wrong roads,
And let my heart not change — into stone.1059 

In the chaos of values, the lyric subject attempts to salvage his belief that 
his former ideals, though deformed, have not lost their currency. In the im-
portant poem ‘Mit zikh aleyn’ he settles his accounts from years of serving 
Communist ideals. He admits that as a young man from a poor home, lured 
by promises of equality, he was blinded, and shaken awake only by his expe-
riences gained during his time in the USSR during the war, when in distant 
Magnitogorsk he was refused the right to fight for his homeland, and when he 
felt he was being treated like a traitor. Although he had fought all his life not to 
be responsible for the sins of others, to ‘be the servant and master of his own 
desserts,’ he was still held guilty for everything: ‘that my poem [is] too merry, 
that my step [is] too crooked or too straight.’ The feeble flame of belief in these 
ideals that still glows in his heart is in danger again, because the enemies 
of the Jews have once more ‘attacked my heart using a rusty weapon from 
their old arsenal.’1060 That weapon is antisemitism. In the work ‘Nisht dem 
foygl’ [Not to a bird] he says that the hope still lives in him that ‘[t]he dawn 
will yet come! / I will pick myself up again / and catch myself up!’1061 The lyric 
subject seeks the strength for revival within himself, averring in the poem 
‘Azoy vi der naketer boym’ [Like a naked tree]: ‘My dream and will / is, now 
and always — / like a naked tree / to be again resplendent in green.’1062 Like 
a naked tree standing on the edge of an abyss, he wants to stand straight and 
strong in the storm, believing that summer always returns after winter hiber-
nation, and that new order is born from confusion. 

Elye Rayzman’s slim volume Aleyn mit zikh contains relatively few po-
ems of retribution, and makes little direct reference to the events at the root 
of the Thaw. There are nonetheless works in it dated 1955 and 1956 which, 
using symbolic images of losing the way, searching for light, and erring 
in the dark do express the state of uncertainty and limbo in which the lyr-
ic subject finds himself. In the poem ‘Ikh gey durkhn lebn mayn veg’ [I go 
through life along my own path] he says: ‘I lost the path long ago / and I can-
not find it again.’1063 Like other poets in this period, he prays, in the poem 

1059 M. Shklar, ‘Tsu vemen betn,’ in idem, Bleterfal, p. 76.
1060 M. Shklar, ‘Aleyn mit zikh,’ ibid., pp. 87–90.
1061 M. Shklar, ‘Nisht dem foygl,’ ibid., p. 81. 
1062 M. Shklar, ‘Azoy vi der naketer boym,’ ibid., p. 84.
1063 E. Rayzman, ‘Ikh gey durkhn lebn mayn veg,’ in idem, Aleyn mit zikh, p. 21.
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‘A tfile tsum goyrl’ [A prayer to fate], to fate to show him the right path that 
will lead to truth: 

My fate — do not lead me along the path 
On which every step leads to betrayal, 
There even oaks rot, 
And their leaves are devoured by grubs.   
(…) 

My fate — protect me from giants 
That suddenly become as small as dwarves, 
To this day you have not shown me the way, 
I shall have to find it myself,  
(…) 

But do not lead me, fate, along the path 
On which the ‘far-sighted’ lose their sight, 
And the sightless dance 
The way the wind blows them.1064 

In the chaos of values, in the battle between day and night that is constant-
ly raging, the lyric subject loses his identity and no longer knows who — he or 
his shadow — ‘is real and who is merely imagined.’1065 The lost find salvation 
in the blaze of the sun — the light of truth which can enable them to ‘banish 
their shadow.’1066 Like other artists, Rayzman seeks within himself the source 
of strength for revival, and the purpose of this transformation is the good of all 
mankind. This thought is expressed, for instance, in the poem ‘An entfer…’ 
[An answer…]: ‘Though you denigrated my faith / and concealed the truth 
with yourself, / I shall find new strength to return / to man as the centre 
of the universe.’1067 The conviction expressed in this work — that the Stalinist 
crimes did not violate the essence of Communism and that once that which 
was erroneous has been eliminated the project of bringing happiness to hu-
manity will regain its currency — is typical for the whole poetry of retribu-
tion: ‘If a branch starts to shrivel up / on a tree clad in the flower of spring, / 
it must of course be hacked off, / and the tree will survive.’1068

1064 E. Rayzman, ‘A tfile tsum goyrl,’ ibid., p. 41.
1065 E. Rayzman, ‘Ikh un mayn shotn,’ ibid., p. 16. 
1066 E. Rayzman, ‘Ven aropgefaln fun himl volt di zun,’ ibid., p. 17.
1067 E. Rayzman, ‘An entfer…,’ ibid., p. 58.
1068 Ibid.
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The uncertainty and fear surrounding the revolution that followed 
the death of Stalin, and the hopes surrounding it, are conveyed metaphori-
cally in Rayzman’s beautiful poem ‘Vos fiberstu, vald’ [Why do you tremble, 
o forest]: 

Why do you tremble, o forest, 
Cloaked in dark fear.
Night becomes day, 
The clouds float away.
(…) 

Why do you tremble in your murmur, o forest, 
In your floral pink flame,
Buds have appeared
At the foot of your dark trees.1069  

In typical Rayzman style, the poem conveys the emotional state of the lyric 
subject through the medium of an image of the natural world that has taken 
the poet’s fears and hopes upon itself. What is also typical, both for Rayz-
man and for other authors of poetry of retribution, is the use of opposition 
of light and dark, and their mingling, which introduces chaos and disorder, 
triggers fear, and forces a quest for a way out. The image of the unfolding bud 
(or blossoming tree) is also typical for the poety of Rayzman himself and 
for the metaphorics referenced by writers such as Heller and Shklar in their 
works to express hope of rebirth. 

The poet was led out to death 

One particularly emotive issue for Jewish artists was the problem of antisem-
itism and repression of Jews and Yiddish culture,1070 and this must be exam-
ined separately. One of the main objectives of the Communist ideology, which 
had attracted young Jews in their droves, was the fight against antisemitism, 

1069 E. Rayzman, ‘Vos fiberstu, vald,’ ibid., p. 20.
1070 For more on the subject of Polish antisemitism during the Thaw, see P. Machcewicz, 

‘Antisemitism in Poland in 1956,’ pp. 170–183. On the subject of the death of the Soviet Yid-
dish-language writers, see J. Sherman, ‘Seven-fold Betrayal;’ G. Berendt, ‘Udział Żydów pol-
skich w walce o pamięć i rehabilitację twórców radzieckiej kultury żydowskiej — lata 1955–
1956,’ pp. 279–305; G. Estraikh, Yiddish in the Cold War, pp. 9–37. 
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considered a product of the capitalist system. Yet the antisemitic demon-
strations that  occurred as events after Stalin’s death unfolded, the echoes 
of the events that had occurred in the USSR and other countries of Eastern 
Europe (the Kremlin Doctors’ Plot trial, and the trials of Slánský and other 
high-ranking party members in the Eastern bloc), and the news of the execu-
tion of members of the Jewish Antifascist Committee, among whom had been 
some of the most outstanding Yiddish-language writers — all this must have 
come as a shock to people completely devoted to the party and the ideas it rep-
resented. A profile of the reactions of Rubin, Shklar and Sfard (Heller does not 
address this theme) to antisemitism in Polish society is included in the chapter 
on the portrait of the Poles. Suffice it to add that Rubin in particular is sensitive 
to antisemitic behaviours on the part of the Poles, which she connects with their 
reaction to the news of the Stalinist crimes. Like Heller, she considers the ac-
cusations levelled at her person groundless; while she is capable — it seems — 
of understanding the anger at the Communists provoked by Stalin’s ‘sins,’ she 
does not accept the way this is linked to the age-old hatred of the Jews, which 
leaves her feeling humiliated on behalf of her entire nation. She expresses this 
in her poems ‘Oyf di bregn fun Vaysl,’ ‘Dos altvarg,’ ‘Vider shoyn…,’ passages 
from which have been quoted extensively here above and in Chapter II.

A greater impression still than the antisemitic words of their party com-
rades was made by the news of the deaths of their writer friends working 
in Yiddish — Itsik Fefer, Perets Markish, Dovid Hofshteyn, Leyb Kvitko, and 
Dovid Bergelson — which reached the Polish Jews in the spring of 1956. Ha-
dase Rubin’s imagination conjures up terrible images — in the work ‘Azoy zol 
mer nisht zayn’ [It cannot go on like this] she paints visions of her friends being 
dragged ‘along deaf streets to the place of shame. / Alive, with severed heads, / 
strangers in their own country,’ who, when they ‘whispered: Comrades, / were 
answered with: Jew.’1071 The theme of the deaths of the five writers and the trag-
ic fate of others who were sent to the Soviet camps also recurs in the work 
of other poets, among them Shklar and Zonshayn. The latter writes: 

I came to you from afar, 

To see you — 
To hear your song. 

Why does your hand tremble so? 
(…) 
Now I know everything. 

1071 H. Rubin, ‘Azoy zol mer nisht zayn,’ in eadem, Trit in der nakht, p. 65.
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In your silence 
The grass wilts 
And the branches stick out bare. 

And within me — pain and shame.

To my country 
Your song came 
On bloodied feet,

And I thought 
That they were slippers of gold.1072  

But it was Binem Heller who devoted the most space to the memory of his 
murdered fellow poets. This tragedy certainly became another constituent 
element of the Jewish identity of the lyric subject in his poems. Like Rubin, 
Heller draws attention to the antisemitic subtext of this crime, which came so 
unexpectedly and took everyone aback: 

The poet was led out to death, 
His eyes were blindfolded with a rag, 
His hands bound with a cord, 
A volley — and he disappeared into the abyss. 
He wanted to ask about something, 
For there is more bewilderment than fear in death.
But the earth before him was alien
And would not understand his Jewish tongue.1073 

In this chilling poem from 1955 (written almost half a year before the 20th Con-
gress of the CPSU, at which the news of this crime broke) Heller expresses his 
conviction that those murdered left their mark in the form of their song: 

He stood with blindfolded eyes. 
In the distance, as is proper, 
The barrels stretching towards him 
Waited in silence for the order to kill.  
And everything was shot through with a spasm of foreboding, 
When the world around froze in silence, 

1072 J. Zonshayn, ‘Tsum dikhter…,’ in idem, Vort un nign, p. 13.
1073 B. Heller, ‘Der toyt funem zinger,’ in idem, Klorkeyt, p. 7.
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And his song trembled in the air 
Even as the salvo rang out.1074 

With this death, a new task falls to the surviving Jewish poet: to revive 
the interrupted song of his murdered friends.1075 In this context poetry, which 
immortalises the murdered, proves a victory of good over evil.1076 

Memory contrite

In his memoirs Melekh Ravitsh describes a meeting with Heller in Par-
is in 1956.1077 What made the greatest impression on Ravitsh was the sight 
of the poet’s shaking hands. This was the answer to all his unasked questions. 
After his time in Paris, Heller went to Brussels, where towards the end of 1956 
he wrote the controversial poem ‘Akh, hot men mayn lebn mir tsebrokhn’ 
[Ah, my life has been broken], which initiated a lively polemic in the press on 
the subject of contrite Communists. Given Heller’s years of work in the cause 
of building and entrenching the criminal Stalinist system in Poland, it was 
not surprising that the universalist tone of this poem provoked the oppo-
sition of many readers. In it the poet expressed his bitterness at the deba-
cle of the ideals to which he had devoted a considerable portion of his life. 
Presenting himself as a victim of the power struggle, he blamed those who 
waged ‘a war not his’ for his disappointment. The main thrust of his charge 
was aimed at mankind as a whole, whom he accused of antisemitism and 
exploiting the Jews to serve their own ends:

Ah, my life has been broken, 
It has been cut down in the middle of its flowering.  
(…)
Robbed of that which is the most sacred, 
I have been given up to be devoured — 
The fire of battle was to have been quenched by my blood.  

Nothing protects me for I am weak, 
Every curse befits me 

1074 Ibid.
1075 See B. Heller, ‘Nisht ontsunemen,’ in idem, Klorkeyt, p. 120. 
1076 See B. Heller, ‘Gevunen,’ ibid., p. 122. 
1077 M. Ravitsh, ‘Binem Heller,’ in idem, Mayn leksikon, Vol. 3 (1958), pp. 165–168.
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And the nose of every rogue 
Picks up the scent of my Jewish blood.
It is easy to whip [people] up with my appearance: 
The hatred of all is trained on me —
Both of the medieval crusaders 
And of the warring classes.1078  

At the beginning of 1957 Binem Heller left Poland for Israel. A few years 
later Hadase Rubin followed him, but the fate of the others was only decided 
in the later part of the next decade. The project nusekh Poyln finally collapsed 
with the outbreak of the witch hunt against the Jews in the years 1967–1968, 
which led to the emigration of more than 13,000 people, among them David 
Sfard, Kalman Segal, Shloyme Strauss-Marko, and Moyshe Shklar. 

Jaff Schatz’s interviews with March [1968] émigrés reveal that those most 
affected by the events surrounding the Thaw, and in particular those that oc-
curred in the late 1960s, were Jews active on the ‘Jewish street,’ i.e. those ac-
tivists and artists whose objective was to develop a secular Yiddish-language 
culture in socialist Poland. Following their experience of humiliation and 
their recognition of the emptiness of their own hopes, they left their home-
land, often in dramatic circumstances. The emotions that accompanied this 
are reflected masterfully in Sfard’s poem ‘Der letster funk’ [The last spark]: 

You raised  
The parochet of the night 
My faith 
Which guarded the last spark — 
Murdered at the gate. 
(…) 

Like a last great man at prayer 
All that remains is 
My repentant memory 
Which flicking aimlessly through the 
Years granted by prayer 
Through all that has gone 
Cannot even find 
Itself there 
Any more.1079 

1078 B. Heller, ‘Akh, me hot mir mayn lebn tsebrokhn,’ in idem, Baym rand (1957), p. 152.
1079 D. Sfard, ‘Der letster funk,’ in idem, Brenendike bleter, p. 11.
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This intimate conversation between the lyric subject and Fate, or per-
haps even with God, holds an echo of all the emotions and states typical for 
the members of the generation ‘disillusioned and disappointed with Com-
munism’ whose work is analysed in this chapter: the religious, almost mys-
tical fervour of ideological involvement, determination and faith in the im-
portance of the work they were attempting, the sense of an awakening from 
a night  of ignorance, but also of self-denial, dashed hopes, the bitterness 
of failure, a sense of guilt, painful reckoning with the past, and thoughts full of  
shame about what their noble dreams had become. 

After their departure from Poland the émigrés made a final attempt to 
redefine their identity. Schatz writes: ‘Still atheistic and holding their materi-
alistic view of the world, they do not perceive being a Jew in terms of religion 
but rather as sharing a collective memory, a history, and a heritage of ethics 
and culture.’1080 It thus became clear that Jewishness conceived as a communi-
ty of fate and cultural heritage could claim a decisive victory over the unifying 
tendencies of the Communist ideology.

1080 J. Schatz, The Generation, p. 314.





Chapter V

THE SOCIAL AND CULTURAL 
IDENTITY OF THE SURVIVORS

In thee, my nation, I have endured a thousand years (…).
Torn from you I am but a flicker, 

A shadow that will vanish, a mute letter.

David Sfard, 19661081

Being a Jew after the Holocaust

Małgorzata Melchior, the author of the work Społeczna tożsamość jednost-
ki1082 [The social identity of the individual], notes that social identity issues 
are important in contexts such as societies and cultures undergoing rapid 
change, among members of minority groups, among representatives of so-
cial categories that are prey to stigmatisation by society, and among people 
who experience various types of threats to their own identification. ‘For such 
individuals, their own identity may become an object of reflection “forced” 

1081 D. Sfard, ‘In dir, mayn folk,’ in idem, Borvese trit, p. 57. 
1082 Melchior (Społeczna tożsamość jednostki, pp. 26–27) suggests that the sense of social 

identity is ‘designated by the individual’s feeling of belonging to various social groups and cat-
egories,’ unlike the sense of individual identity, which she defines as ‘the awareness of one’s own 
cohesiveness in time and space in various periods of life, social situations and roles played, and 
also the awareness of one’s own separateness, individuality, uniqueness.’ Personal and social 
identity are two interrelated aspects of the individual sense of identity. Moreover, in this schol-
ar’s opinion, the sense of identity is closely linked to the sense of rootedness, i.e. knowledge 
of one’s background, and in this aspect a key role is played by collective memory, which holds 
answers to this question. 
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by the situation, or even the root of mental dilemmas and processes which 
they have to manage, one way or another.’1083 Melchior’s remarks are certainly 
relevant to the Jewish writers who survived the Holocaust. In this attempt 
of mine to describe the literary image of their social and cultural identity, 
I treat her methodological findings as a point of reference by which to system-
atise the material I have amassed. In applying them to the survivors, I take ac-
count of the fact that these were members of a minority society/culture which 
in the immediate aftermath of World War II was undergoing rapid change. 
I also factor in their exposure to stigmatisation within Polish society and 
the consequent threats to their identification. The aim of this chapter is thus 
to attempt to reconstruct the literary image of this dimension of the surviving 
Jewish writers’ social and cultural identity (while recognizing that most had 
links to Communism). This image was partly shaped by external factors such 
as the Holocaust, Polish antisemitism, and a political situation that enforced 
a negative valorisation of Jewishness (the fight against ‘nationalist deviations’ 
in the Stalinist period) or, conversely, favoured a positive assessment of it 
(the marked swerve towards national culture after 1955). 

The community of Polish Jews saw radical and unprecedented change 
after the war — the Holocaust had all but wiped out this group in biological 
terms, its living conditions had deteriorated diametrically, and antisemitism 
caused its members to fear for their physical safety.1084 After the Holocaust, 
everything changed: the centres of traditional Jewish culture had ceased to 
exist; the institutional framework of the Jewish religion had collapsed, forcing 
a change to the model of life (secularisation); the revolution in the politi-
cal system engendered a change in the employment structure (productivisa-
tion); the Holocaust had altered the gender balance (leaving a predominance 
of men) and age spread (a huge majority of people in the 25–39 age range) 
compared to the pre-war period;1085 and the decline in the Yiddish-speaking 
population compounded by the dissemination of survivors among the Pol-
ish-language majority population was intensifying assimilatory tendencies. 
Irena Hurwic-Nowakowska writes:

One cannot describe the postwar Jewish population in Poland as a social group in the 
proper sense of the term. These people are remnants of the exterminated community — 
a fact whose significance cannot be overestimated. Phenomena belonging to the realm of 
social pathology — complexes, traumas, proneness to mass psychosis — are rampant. (…) 

1083 Ibid., p. 70.
1084 See relevant articles from the volume Jewish Presence in Absence. On the image of the life 

of survivors in post-war Poland recorded in the post-war Jewish press, see E. Koźmińska-Frej-
lak, Homeland or Foreign Land?

1085 See I. Hurwic-Nowakowska, A Social Analysis of Postwar Polish Jewry, p. 35.
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A psychological obsession with the dangers of living in Poland is ubiquitous throughout 
the Jewish population.1086

The isolation of the survivors, their perception of the Polish earth as con-
taminated with the deaths of their loved ones (Poland as cemetery), the po-
litical changes (the Communists’ seizure of power), the economic problems, 
the increased intensity of antisemitism (pogroms in cities including Kraków 
and Kielce), and also the creation of an independent Jewish state — all this con-
tributed to a huge wave of emigration that lasted until the very end of the 1940s. 
Those who decided to remain had to develop strategies of behaviour that would 
enable them to return to normal life after the traumatic vicissitudes of the war 
and immediate post-war period. Ewa Koźmińska-Frejlak enumerates four types 
of action that helped survivors to move on from their wartime experiences and 
live on in relative safety. These were: assimilation to Polishness, intermarrying, 
life in a Jewish enclave, and furthering the implementation of the Communist 
utopia. In time, however, it transpired, in the author’s view, that none of these 
gave the Jews a full guarantee that Poland would be a permanent home where 
their presence would not be called into question.1087

In respect of the non-assimilated segment of the survivor population, we 
may assume that there were two fundamental factors defining their national 
identity in post-war Poland — Yiddish, and the memory of the Holocaust as 
one element of memory of the persecutions of the Jewish nation in the dias-
pora (historical memory).1088 The remaining factors of significance to the Jew-
ish cultural identity, such as religion,1089 tradition and culture, also played an 
important role, but their content and scope might vary depending on the na-
ture of a survivor’s community of origin and worldview. As a consequence 
of these various classifications there were a range of different types of Jewish 
cultural identity — among the non-assimilated survivors there were both re-
ligious Jews and Jews from secular homes; some had left-wing sympathies, 
while a considerable group, as we know, had links with Communism.1090 

1086 Ibid., pp. 53–54. 
1087 E. Koźmińska-Frejlak, Polska jako ojczyzna Żydów, pp. 119–141. 
1088 I. Hurwic-Nowakowska (A Social Analysis of Postwar Polish Jewry, p. 51) sees religion 

(in people of faith) and language as the most fundamental factors determining the sense of be-
longing to the Jewish nation. This conviction was supported by statements from her survey 
participants, though the author does point out that the language bond weakens due to rapid 
linguistic assimilation, in particular in children and young people. Discussion of the results 
of her research: ibid., pp. 87–93. 

1089 On the subject of the varied attitudes towards religion and God among survivors see 
Chapter I, pp. 89–100.

1090 J. Schatz (‘Communists in the “Jewish Sector” in Poland: Identity, Ethos and Institu-
tional Power Structure,’ in Under the Red Banner, p. 15) estimates the number of Jewish Com-
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Inspired by Małgorzata Melchior’s research, I shall examine more closely 
the literary representations of the survivors’ social and cultural identity, tak-
ing into account two aspects, one of which she terms ‘negative identification’ 
and the other ‘positive identification.’ My understanding of these terms differs 
fundamentally from the definitions she formulated, however. In Melchior’s 
view, the reaction of Poles of Jewish descent born after the war into assimi-
lated families, removed from Jewish culture and often having learned of their 
Jewish roots by chance and not always in positive circumstances, may take 
the form of negative, barren (neutral) or positive identification. Only the lat-
ter can lead to a positive identity, i.e. to the deliberate choice of Jewishness. 
Negative identification, in her view, is caused by definition of the individual 
from outside, formulated by others, which is a form of stigmatisation for that 
individual, giving rise to ‘emotions such as anxiety, threat, and the humil-
iating sense of being “different” or “worse.”’1091 Melchior speaks of positive 
identification when for the individual identification with their Jewishness ‘is 
a source of values, reasons for pride, an opening for opportunity, or finally 
may simply be down to sentiment for all that is Jewish (e.g. music).’1092 The no-
tion of ‘positive identity’ suggests that

(…) this identity is constituted of specific content, both cognitive and emotional, that it 
possesses a certain reference for the individuals who choose it. In this latter sense there is 
also the aspect of positive valuation connected with identification with Jewishness: nev-
ertheless, the individual does not only attribute a certain positive value to their identifica-
tion, but also, in building their identity, they attempt to fill it with particular content.1093

I lent slightly different meanings to the terms I borrowed from Melchi-
or. Above all the point of departure for my research is different, because 
the group of writers whose work I analyse represents a different generation 
— born and brought up in traditional Jewish homes (many of the people cited 
here even obtained a traditional religious education) — which after the war 
did not depart from its cultural identity as designated by its connection with 
Yiddish. In my interpretation, negative identification designates the experi-
ence of Jewishness in post-war Poland, in particular directly after the war, as 

munists saved in the USSR at around 2,000. There is no way of knowing how many of them 
had links with Yiddish culture. A considerable proportion of those who survived in the East 
were religious Jews who left Poland shortly after repatriation. G. Berendt (‘A New Life,’ p. 229) 
reports that in 1949 half of the Jewish citizens of Poland (around 50,000) took an active part 
in religious life. 

1091 M. Melchior, Społeczna tożsamość jednostki, p. 178.
1092 Ibid., p. 185.
1093 Ibid.
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stigmatisation. The basis for this was antisemitism and the Holocaust. Yiddish 
literature, like Polish Jewish literature, supplies numerous examples of how 
being a Jew (i.e. a member of a nation whose majority had been exterminated 
and the living remnant subjected to brutal antisemitism) meant being brand-
ed by trauma, which had a negative impact on the survivors’ consciousness, 
making their life far harder than that of other citizens of the same country. 
In my interpretation positive identification, in turn, means a positive experience 
of one’s own Jewishness in connection with the Yiddish language, which mani-
fests itself in creative referencing of various elements of the cultural tradition. 
The first section of this chapter includes a description and analysis of the lit-
erary image of negative identification, the sources of which are the ‘historical 
memory’ common to the survivors and their reaction to contemporary an-
tisemitism, while the second part contains an analysis of texts that confirm 
the affirmative attitude of Jewish writers to Yiddish and the cultural heritage 
recorded in that language. 

You were in Russia but I was here

One important issue is the mental impact of the Holocaust.1094 The Yiddish 
literature of this period indicates the existence of two types of trauma.1095 
The experiences of the immediate victims of the German persecution — those 

1094 Among those who write about the impact of the Holocaust on the mental state of its 
survivors are M. Lis-Turlejska, Traumatyczny stres; B. Engelking, Holocaust and Memory; and 
M. Melchior, Zagłada a tożsamość. Polscy Żydzi ocaleni “na aryjskich papierach:” Analiza do-
świadczenia biograficznego (2004). 

1095 The issue of the dissimilarity between the Soviet experience and the experience 
of the German occupation, each of which shaped the survivors differently, has not to date been 
the subject of a dedicated study, though certain scholars have indicated the existence of the is-
sue. Hurwic-Nowakowska (A Social Analysis of Postwar Polish Jewry, p. 54), while she claims 
that examination ‘of the survey material [from the years 1947–1950] provides no grounds for 
establishing a correlation between staying or not staying in Poland during the Nazi occupation 
and psychological attitudes. No correlation emerges from the interview material either,’ else-
where adds: ‘ideology frequently affects psychological attitudes. Very often, persons who feel 
ideologically committed to the new reality are able to free themselves from their “occupation” 
complex, from being “nervously ill,” even though their sensitivity remains’ (ibid., pp. 54–55). 
It is worth stressing that most writers who survived the war in the East harboured left-wing 
convictions. The difference of the experience of those who survived in the East and those who 
survived in Poland is noted also by E. Koźmińska-Frejlak in her article ‘The Adaptation of Sur-
vivors,’ p. 131, etc. See also K. Prot, ‘Późne skutki wczesnej traumy.’ I discuss this subject more 
extensively in the introduction to Chapter I, pp. 33–42.
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who spent the years of the occupation in Poland — were fundamentally dif-
ferent from those of people who only heard about the Holocaust, but them-
selves experienced the tragic effects of the war as fugitives on USSR soil. Their 
knowledge about the Holocaust, then, is a combination of what they learned 
from eye-witnesses and what they saw themselves on their return to Poland 
shortly after the catastrophe. Let us emphasise this: they were witnesses to 
the landscape of death shortly after the catastrophe, not while it was still on-
going. The difference between these experiences is addressed in two texts: 
the extended poem ‘Gezegenung’ [Farewell]1096 by Yeshaye Shpigel, who sur-
vived the war in the Łódź ghetto, and passages written in Polish of the novel 
Anopheles1097 by Kalman Segal, an artist who survived in the East. The fact 
that both writers, who represented the two contrasting types of experience, 
drew attention to this difference, may serve as empirical confirmation of its 
existence. 

Shpigel’s dramatic poem ‘Gezegenung’ dates from 1947 and is a transcrip-
tion of a conversation between two survivors. Their meeting is taking place 
in the late summer of 1946 in a village in Lower Silesia. One of the interloc-
utors survived the ghetto, the other is a repatriate from the USSR. As neither 
character is named, for the purposes of this description we will call them 
the Repatriate and the Ghetto Survivor. The difference between their expe-
riences is so great that they cannot agree on anything. The Repatriate tells 
of his immense grief on hearing of the tragedy of the Polish Jews. Although 
his pain at the loss of his wife and child is still acute, he is starting to try  
to find new meaning in life. He attempts to convince the Ghetto Survivor to 
try and awaken hope within himself also. The latter, however, is too deeply 
wounded by the evil that he has experienced. He reproaches the Repatriate 
that people who survived in the East are incapable of understanding the ex-
periences of those who were in occupied Poland: 

Anyone who never saw a German at that time, 
Did not breathe in the smoke of death in the crematoria,
Anyone whose throat was not choked by the ghetto nights —  
Does not carry in his breast the curse against the world,
Man, God,  
Who bore forth from their loins 
The profoundest demonic hell for mankind.1098 

1096 Y. Shpigel, ‘Gezegenung,’ in idem, Un gevorn iz likht, pp. 161–171.
1097 K. Segal, Anopheles, in idem, Ludzie z Jamy.
1098 Y. Shpigel, ‘Gezegenung,’ pp. 162–163.
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As a result of their differing experiences, each of them perceives the same 
world differently. The reality that is a source of joy for the Repatriate is for 
the Ghetto Survivor nothing but a reminder of the Holocaust:

For me the evening cloud burns 
With the crematorium flame, 
With blood that no heavens can wash away.  
And when, like heralds of good news, arise 
Your stars —  
I in the darkness cannot rid from beneath my eyelids
The millions of our dead;
Dreams full of a thousand spectres 
Lead me to executions and to gallows. 
Every night takes me back to Auschwitz once more (…).1099 

It is thus understandable that he can see no way of living in this landscape 
branded with death:

Can I find a new joy here? 
Can a new sun rise over the tree
That was the gallows for my father’s head? 
Can the stars bring comfort above a wall
Soaked with the soft brain of a child?1100 

Shpigel’s poem contains the suggestion that people such as the  Repatriate 
find it easier to awaken hope and optimism in themselves. The Repatri-
ate even claims that there is no evil on earth that cannot be put right, and no 
wounds that cannot be healed. He also accuses the Jews who were incarcer-
ated in the ghettos of allowing themselves to be disgraced by going to their 
deaths without a struggle.1101 At the same time he stresses that he himself rep-
resents a different type of mentality than the ghetto residents — he is a man 

1099 Ibid., p. 165.
1100 Ibid., p. 166.
1101 This issue is explained by B. Engelking (Holocaust and Memory, p. 236), who reminds 

us that this passivity was due to exhaustion caused by the struggle to survive. The German 
genocidal plan was carried out in stages: after legal discrimination came physical isolation 
in the ghettos, and the finale was extermination. ‘Everyday life in the ghetto, in restricted 
space and time, with all the problems, and the necessity of taking daily risks and making daily 
difficult decisions, absorbed all the energy of its inhabitants. The capacity of being active was 
exhausted in solving ongoing problems.’ Engelking also recalls that for at least a significant 
proportion of Jewish society religious tradition played a major role; death in defence of faith 
was considered the ultimate degree of heroism (ibid., p. 240). 
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of action, who would have chosen death in battle. His words also testify to 
the ideological differences that divide the two interlocutors — the Repatriate 
contests the Ghetto Survivor’s faith in divine providence, protesting that he 
owes his survival not to God but to the heroic army from the East. The accu-
sations that he levels at the Jews incarcerated in the ghettos are for the Ghetto 
Survivor a profanation of the name of the murder victims. He knows that at 
the hour of trial man may fail, and thus his behaviours should not be judged 
according to standard measures. He begs the Repatriate: ‘O desecrate not 
the sacred shade of the nation, / of all simple Jews… (…) / Death alone sanc-
tifies their shade, / which falls on my eyes and yours.’1102 Misunderstood and 
full of pain, the Ghetto Survivor decides to depart, because he cannot find 
peace amid the ruins. The Repatriate, by contrast, finds comfort in his work, 
and awaits the new day with hope. 

This rift in the Jewish community that Shpigel is referencing in many cases 
ran along ideological faultlines. Nonetheless, it is true that even many re-
patriates saw no potential for staying in their homeland permanently. A few 
years after this poem was written, in 1957, Kalman Segal’s novel Anopheles 
was published, charting the vicissitudes of another Jewish repatriate, Mikhael 
Huber. In his quest for his niche in the new reality, Mikhael comes upon 
a Jewish repatriates’ home, where he participates in a lively exchange of opin-
ion with young people preparing to emigrate. One of them, Zusman, attempts 
to convince him that the Jews, rejected by Poland and their Polish neighbours, 
are homeless in their own homeland. The proof of this homelessness, in his 
view, is the Poles’ indifference to the Jewish fate during the war. For this rea-
son, he argues, the most important task now facing the survivors is to build 
a state of their own. And although Mikhael has no ready answers to the ques-
tion of what next, in his conversation with Zusman he takes a stance that is to 
some degree similar to that of the Repatriate in Shpigel’s poem. Having heard 
Zusman’s bitter peroration out, Mikhael remarks: 

‘What you say is terrible. You are steeped in resentment, you are losing your objectivity.’
Zusman brought his fist crashing down on the table, and turned bright red. 
‘The devil take your objectivism! I don’t want to be objective, do you understand? 

I don’t want to. And I won’t get into a discussion with you. We are not an evenly matched 
pair of debaters and we will never reach agreement. You were in Russia, and I was here. 
How can you know what man is when degraded to the role of a hunted animal? (…) And 
you demand objectivity of me? You have the temerity to talk to me of patriotism? People 
in their homeland die differently to how we died.’1103 

1102 Y. Shpigel, ‘Gezegenung.’
1103 K. Segal, Anopheles, pp. 126–128.
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In his conversation with Zusman, Mikhael favours staying in Poland 
in the hope of a positive transformation of his fellow citizens under the influ-
ence of the new political system. In taking this decision he seems to be acting 
just like the Repatriate from Shpigel’s extended poem. But the similarity is 
only superficial. He differs from the Repatriate in his uncertainty and highly 
critical angle on the reality that surrounds him. 

At this point it is worth drawing attention to a significant dissimilari-
ty in the two texts — on the one hand both writers created two very sim-
ilar characters: a repatriate and a Jew who had survived in Poland, but on 
the other they themselves had vastly differing experiences of the war. Shpigel 
was the Jew from the Ghetto, Segal the Repatriate. The Repatriate created by 
Shpigel heals his own wounds with an easy optimism and faith in human 
dignity, which he retained, he claims, thanks to having been in the East. Se-
gal’s repatriate Mikhael, on the other hand, plans his future not so much on 
the basis of naïve optimism as in the fragile hope for positive changes under 
Communism. Zusman’s explanation for his need to remain in Poland is fear 
of loneliness — and the visions of Shpigel and Segal are certainly somewhat 
divergent in this respect. Shpigel’s Repatriate is brimming with excessive op-
timism and does not react at all to what is actually happening in Poland after 
the war — and we should remember that his poem is set in the late sum-
mer of 1946 — a fact that Shpigel stresses clearly — which puts it only just 
after the pogrom in Kielce. 

The construction of this character is certainly somewhat surprising. On 
the one hand he does express certain convictions that were shared by many 
of the left-wing Jews who had survived in the East, such as that of the ‘shame-
ful passivity’ of the Jews often said to have been ‘led to their deaths like 
sheep,’ that of the role played by the USSR in the victory over the Germans, 
and that of the potential for a revival of Jewish life in Poland and of the ex-
istence of the vital forces necessary for that to happen. On the other, how-
ever, the fact that he passes over in complete silence the dramatic situation 
of the Jews in the contemporary Poland and the panic that gripped them 
after the Kielce pogrom is bewildering. Perhaps this is the intended effect 
that Shpigel wished to produce, in a bid to illustrate the dissonance that de-
veloped between the true moods prevailing among the Jews and the propa-
gandistic slogans of the Communist activists, who were trying to dissuade 
people from emigrating despite being aware of the scale of unease that had 
overcome the masses.1104 The fact is that Mikhael — Segal’s repatriate — 
shares some of the convictions and hopes of Shpigel’s Repatriate; he believes 

1104 D.  Sfard, for instance, writes about this in his memoirs, Mit zikh un mit andere, 
pp. 202–203.
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in the benevolent, educative power of Communism, and in the improve-
ment of Polish–Jewish relations, etc. Paradoxically, however, his attitude is 
far from the optimism professed by the character in the epic poem ‘Geze-
genung.’ At the news of the Kielce pogrom, Mikhael from Segal’s novel takes 
the sudden and dramatic decision to emigrate, while Shpigel’s Repatriate has 
not the least intention of leaving. On the contrary, the plot of Shpigel’s poem, 
which is played out as mentioned, just a month after the Kielce pogrom, closes 
with a symbolic scene in which the Repatriate, watching the Ghetto Survi-
vor leaving his homeland, looks with hope on the world bathed in the rays 
of the sun: ‘The Sun! The Sun! / How beautifully it is setting! / But I think that 
tomorrow it will rise over our home!’1105

The constrasting features of these two characters are likely due to the fun-
damental differences in the experiences of the two writers, to the divergenc-
es in the messages they wanted to convey to their readers, but also most 
probably to the differing aims that inspired them as Jews. Shpigel, already 
a poet writing in Yiddish before the war, had no involvement in the activities 
of any left-wing groups and neither had he made any attempt to conform to 
the mainstream of Polish-language literary life. It would thus be fair to pre-
sume that on the one hand his purpose in writing this poem was to draw at-
tention to something that perhaps profoundly disturbed him: the dissonance 
between the propagandistic vision of life in the new Poland as disseminated by 
the Jewish Communists, and the reality. On the other hand, if we assume that 
he considered himself a non-assimilated Jew who was not striving for full in-
tegration with Polish society and, moreover, may already have been weighing 
up emigration (he ultimately left in 1951), we should not be surprised that he 
does not touch on the subject of the complex Polish–Jewish relations, as this 
would require some form of declaration or clear judgment. Had he wanted to 
make an overt statement about this painful subject, he would probably have 
had to use the Ghetto Survivor to condemn the Poles’ behaviour and identify 
this as one of the factors forcing him to emigrate, while the Repatriate would 
have had to deliver an optimistic tirade — which would have sounded false 
— to demonstrate unequivocally the gulf between the propagandistic slogans 
and the reality. He thus opted for the strategy of silence, while over-exagger-
ating certain attributes of one of the characters he had created. 

Segal, by contrast, on his repatriation, was probably already sure that he 
wanted to write in both languages, Polish and Yiddish, and he was most likely 
also keen to promote rapprochement with the Poles and build a dual identi-
ty: that of a Pole and a Jew (this was one of his guiding principles through-
out all the years of his bilingual literary career in post-war Poland). It was 

1105 Y. Shpigel, ‘Gezegenung,’ p. 171.
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perhaps these desires that were the root of the constant attempts to place 
him in the Polish social landscape in spite of all the uncertainty and fear that 
haunt the hero of his novel. These efforts of his in the novel at least appar-
ently end in failure, for Mikhael ultimately takes the decision to flee Poland. 
The novel ends ambiguously — Mikhael the émigré reaches the conclusion 
that he cannot find a place for himself outside his homeland, and moves  
on again, but this time the reader does not know his destination. Perhaps he 
is going back to his homeland? This was the decision taken by Segal himself, 
who returned to Poland after a failed attempt at emigrating to Austria towards 
the end of the 1940s.

The writing of Segal, an author who belonged to two cultures and wrote 
in two languages, offers a superb illustration of the phenomenon of a dual 
identity ‘in terms of its members’ variegated and changeable identifications 
along the axis from Polishness to Jewishness.’1106 In the context of Polish litera-
ture, it has been profiled by Eugenia Prokop-Janiec.1107 In her opinion, a fun-
damental attribute of the identity of Polish–Jewish writers is their voluntary 
choice to embrace their Jewishness, which has all the greater significance that 
it was inevitably linked to the experience of stigmatisation. After the Holo-
caust they construed consent to being Jewish as an act ‘affirming the universal 

1106 E. Prokop-Janiec, ‘Jewish Writers in Polish Literature,’ p. 366.
1107 E. Prokop-Janiec (ibid. and ‘Jew, Pole, Artist: Constructing Identity after the Holo-

caust,’ Teksty Drugie No. 2 (2003), Special Issue — English Edition, pp. 99–112), inspired by 
the research of M. Melchior (Społeczna tożsamość jednostki), has developed the conception 
of a dual Polish–Jewish identity as a process changing over time. She uses this category to 
examine the type of existence in Polish literature of writers such as K. Brandys, A. Rudnicki, 
A. Wat, H. Vogler, and A. Sandauer. Unlike them, Segal left no autobiographical prose on 
the theme of self-identification, i.e. observing the process of building and maintaining a dual, 
Polish–Jewish identity. In his case we have to rely on our observation of such ‘symptoms’ 
of his writing as his literary Polish–Yiddish bilinguality, which spanned his entire writing life, 
his way of writing in each of these languages, and the issues that are constantly recycled in his 
literary fiction. The main artery of his thematic scope is his recording of the experience shared 
by many Polish Jews in the twentieth century, a central element of which was, as remarked by 
J. Błoński (‘Autoportret żydowski, czyli o żydowskiej szkole w literaturze polskiej,’ in idem, 
Kilka myśli co nie nowe, p. 121ff.), the sense of being ‘damaged by difference’ and the resultant 
consequences. In Segal’s case (as in many others), this term represents the humiliation of mar-
ginalisation and the experience of antisemitism in early youth, which, given his sensitivity and 
his intellectual aspirations, pushed him into a fascination with Communism; this movement 
promised a radical change in his situation, both in personal and in national terms. Other ex-
periences common to the Polish Jews of the twentieth century that are present in his writing 
include the trauma of the Holocaust and the problem of identity after it, which is expressed 
in the writer’s ambivalent approach to both his Jewishness and his Polishness. For more on this 
subject see M. Ruta, ‘Tu jest nasza Jerozolima — Jerozolima obłąkanych. O pisarstwie Kalmana 
Segala,’ in Ślady obecności, edited by A. Molisak and S. Buryła (2010), pp. 187–212, and eadem, 
Pomiędzy dwoma światami. 
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values of humanity,’ a protest against what had happened.1108 Segal’s work in-
cludes just such traces of voluntary election, or perhaps rather indications 
of his determined affirmation of this national identity, which before the Hol-
ocaust was perceived as a stigma. 

The central character of those of his works set between the wars — the pe-
riod of his youth — is a boy who wants to leave behind his humiliating life, 
to break out of the restrictive world of the Jewish shtetl. The protagonist 
of the novel Ziemia jest dla wszystkich (1956) is a young Jew sympathetic to 
the ideals of Communism, the author’s literary alter ego. Taking stock of his 
life, he realizes that there are many people around him ‘who met him with 
hate in their hearts and hate on their lips. They hated him for having been 
born, by biological chance, in the home of a Jew — and a poor one at that…’1109 
[emphasis added by M.R.]. It does not take a lot of effort to perceive the am-
bivalence emanating from this sentence. The young man whom we see in Se-
gal’s texts about Poland in the immediate aftermath of the Holocaust, however 
(e.g. in the novel Anopheles of 1957), is hypersensitive, ridden with complexes, 
and overcome by the stigma of Jewishness, but is nonetheless seeking a way 
to reconcile the two opposing tendencies within himself — his faithfulness to 
his Jewish roots and his striving for integration with Polishness. His mental 
state following his repatriation from the Soviet Union to Poland, where anti-
semitism is rife, may be defined as ‘self-hatred,’ something which is charac-
teristic for people struggling with their stigma in confrontation with a world 
of normal people:1110 

Mikhael was very sensitive to the question of tribal honour. He could not stand generaliza-
tion of negative features or the extension of individual cases to apply to the whole nation 
with which he felt connected. (…) If Mikhael had his way, he would force all Jews to become 
angels and they would never give anyone reason for dissatisfaction or jibes1111 [emphasis 
added by M.R.].

From the narratorial comments scattered throughout his Polish-language 
texts we glean a picture of an author who calls himself a ‘Polish writer.’ In that 
body of his texts written in Yiddish and published in Israel in which the theme 
is the bitterness of emigration, however, the narrator presents himself as 
a ‘Yiddish writer,’ and as the primary aim of his oeuvre he cites commemora-
tion of the annihilated world of the Polish Jews. His reflection on his own fate, 

1108 E. Prokop-Janiec, ‘Jew, Pole, Artist: Constructing Identity after the Holocaust,’ p. 106.
1109 K. Segal, Ziemia jest dla wszystkich, pp. 109–110. 
1110 E. Goffman, Stigma: Notes on the management of spoiled identity (1963).
1111 K. Segal, Anopheles, p. 68.
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in the context not only of the events of 1968 but above all of the Holocaust, 
and also in light of the Jewish fate over the previous millennia, leads the ma-
ture Segal’s literary alter ego to observe that as a writer he cannot escape from 
the theme of great import that was the Holocaust:

Many times I have started to write a novel about ovens, chimneys, pieces of soap, about 
the lilies of the valley on that hill – you know which hill I mean; I am constantly writing 
a novel about ovens; that moment when the impotent, dead body in the red blaze of the 
hellish temperature gives the impression that it is moving (…), as if it wanted to get up 
(…), I am constantly writing about that, and I write also about blows to the face, about 
killing with a pistol shot, hanging, extraction of gold teeth, murdering with gas, about love 
for the world and love of death, about fear of death, about the last sunrise [emphasis added 
by M.R.].1112 

Even ten or twelve years after the war, reporting the thoughts of the pro-
tagonist of Anopheles, the narrator of the novel, which was published in 1957, 
stressed that Mikhael ‘considered himself a Pole — why should we not say that 
he was one? (…) He believed in the reliable stabilisation that would enable 
him to build a future [in Poland]’ [emphasis added by M.R.].1113 By the time 
of his text ‘Identifikatsiye’ [Identity], published after his emigration from Po-
land in 1969, he was to write of himself: ‘to a certain degree, after all, I am 
a Pole, a Polish Jew, a Jewish Pole, but in essence I am a Jew — a non-believer, 
with no party affiliation, but circumcised (…)’1114 [emphasis added by M.R.]. 

All this — the metatextual remarks defining the identity of the authorial 
figure in Segal’s works, the reflections invited by analysis of the way he talks 
about the Jewish shtetl and inferences from a reading of the narratorial com-
ments on the identity of the heroes, and the evolution in his literary portraits 
of Poles, confirms that he was a writer with a dual identity which was subject 
to constant fluctuations and shifts depending on how his distance to his own 
Jewishness and Polishness changed over time.1115 The factor that hindered this 
writer’s positive integration of his own Jewishness was undoubtedly Polish 
antisemitism. 

1112 K. Segal, ‘Identifikatsye,’ in idem, Aleynkeyt, pp. 110–111. 
1113 K. Segal, Anopheles, p. 123.
1114 K. Segal, ‘Identifikatsye,’ pp. 105–106.
1115 On the subject of the ambivalent view of the shtetl in Segal’s writing see Chapter III, 

pp. 242–245, and on the evolution of the literary portrait of the Poles in his work, Chapter II, 
pp. 172–182.
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Michał or Mikhael?

One of the effects of the traumatic experiences of the Holocaust and of the hos-
tility that prevailed throughout the war and after its end among some Poles 
towards Jews, including those returning from the Soviet Union, was that sur-
vivors were afraid to reveal their true identity. Many Jews had seen out the war 
on ‘Aryan papers’ and often never returned to their real names.1116 This gave 
rise to the schizophrenic situation in which on the one hand they attempted 
to escape their real identity by trying to fit into their assumed identity — 
which they believed to be the only one possible in the circumstances — but 
on the other could not shed themselves of what had up to a certain point been 
the essence of their self-identification. 

A classic — if this expression is appropriate — case of an attempt to live 
in a new identity is explored in Lili Berger’s short story mentioned previously, 
‘Der farshpetikter Yid’ [The belated Jew].1117 Its hero is an elderly man who 
approaches a Jewish charity with a request for material support, claiming to 
be a Jew. He gives a Polish name and is unwilling to reveal his real name. Af-
ter a protracted discussion with the charity’s officers, he eventually does give 

1116 This issue is discussed by M. Melchior (Zagłada a tożsamość, pp. 331–372), who em-
phasises that there is no simple explanation for why some people returned to their pre-war 
surnames and others decided to keep their ‘Aryan’ identity. She writes: ‘There were very varied 
reasons for keeping an “Aryan” identity after the war: the fact of having become accustomed 
to one’s occupation-era name, a desire to retain what had made survival possible, an unwill-
ingness to return to one’s pre-war identity, the intention to conceal one’s background from 
one’s environment, practical considerations, behaviour in accordance with a wider trend or 
conformation to the demands of superiors, and finally, fear of antisemitism and worry for one’s 
children’ (ibid., p. 356). For those who gave antisemitism as their reason for concealing their 
true identity, their change of name was ‘a way of opposing the external attribution to them 
of that identity rather than any other. It was an expression of protest against the stigmatisation 
that ensued with the acceptance by those around them of the antisemitic stereotype. The name 
change could be a way of reinforcing the hope of change in their life, and above all might offer 
hope for the future of their children’ (ibid., p. 424). The mental aftereffects of the occupa-
tion-era experiences, which sometimes included the desire to erase all traces of the sufferer’s 
Jewish background, e.g. by changing one’s name, are addressed by I. Hurwic-Nowakowska, 
A Social Analysis of Postwar Polish Jewry, pp. 125–143. Her research indicates that those who 
changed their name experienced profoundly negative feelings of guilt for their lack of civic 
courage. Other Jews (including proponents of assimilation) also criticised this step, which 
was considered unethical. Hurwic-Nowakowska also describes another type of situation that 
‘forced’ a name change, and that was work that required ‘concealment’ of one’s Jewish identity. 
Another issue to which she draws attention is the need to ensure the security of one’s family 
in antisemitic Poland, which led some to conceal their Jewish roots from their children. 

1117 L. Berger, ‘Der farshpetikter Yid,’ in eadem, Fun haynt un nekhtn, pp. 171–177.
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his true details, but asks that all correspondence to him be addressed to his 
assumed name, since he fears his neighbours discovering the truth after he 
has played a Pole for so many years: 

‘In the summer of 1942, I ceased to be a Jew, ceased to be Grinshteyn, and for eighteen 
years now I have lived in a certain town, among people, at work, as Henryk Sokołowski, for 
eighteen years with my neighbours as a Catholic Pole — and then suddenly go and change? 
Be someone different to them — and a Jew at that! No, it’s not easy, it’s very difficult, it’s too 
late now. How can I explain it to you? (…) You can see — I’m 65 and all alone, no family, 
no one, and sometimes you have to knock at strangers’ doors, go round to a neighbour’s 
— you can’t live without other people — and there it would be, I’d have to change. I know 
how they’d see me, and I haven’t the strength for it, it’s too late for me…’1118

He entered the false identity game during the war, when it was 
a matter of life and death. It would be fair to say that he won that particu-
lar round of the cruel game: he survived where probably none of his loved 
ones did. And he played on after the war, when being Jewish could also spell 
trouble. He even carried on later, when he would probably have had nothing 
to fear in ceasing to conceal his roots. But the fear that had controlled him 
during and immediately after the war evolved into a kind of phobia of so-
cial ostracism and loneliness, forcing him to accept the alien. The choice he 
faced was dramatic: he could either remain himself, and lay himself open to 
rejection, or seek the acceptance of his social circle at the price of betraying 
himself. Perhaps if he had been younger he would have found it in himself 
to fight more decisively for his own dignity. But age and his entrenched fears 
from his youth had knocked all his defences out of his hand.

A slightly different type of double life was the lot of repatriates from 
the East who decided to change their names only once they had returned to 
Poland, usually in connection with their engagement in building the admin-
istrative structures of the Communist-ruled state. The ease with which Jews 
became natural allies of the Communists, as a group that was not integrated 
with Polish society and was seeking protection and the guarantee of a peace-
ful life, is a phenomenon recognized by historians. One of the reasons why 
this happened was the antipathy of a considerable proportion of Poles to-
wards both the Jews and the authorities themselves, who were perceived as 
occupiers of their country. At the same time, it transpired, in light of the anni-
hilation of the Polish intelligentsia, that the Polish Jews had one more asset for 
the ruling powers: as relatively well-educated people they could be entrusted 

1118 Ibid., pp. 175–177. 
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with managerial roles in the nascent apparatus of power.1119 In order to pre-
vent dissatisfaction and protests from ordinary Poles if the degree of ‘Jewifi-
cation’ of the state administrative bodies became known, however, Jews em-
ployed in senior posts were advised to change their names to Slavic-sounding 
ones.1120 Yiddish literature written in the People’s Poland does not contain any 
instances of survivors changing their names for economic reasons. Interest-
ingly, however, there is one text that tackles the issue from a different angle. 
Like the text by Berger cited above, it is a testimony to behaviours into which 
Jews might feel forced out of fear of the ubiquitous antisemitism. That text is 
Segal’s novel Anopheles, also discussed above. 

This novel is an important voice on the subject of the Jews’ fate in the years 
immediately after the war. Its main character, Mikhael Huber, is a com-
plex-ridden young man, the porte-parole of the writer himself. The narrator 
devotes considerable space to explicating the genesis of the boy’s inferiority 
complex; he is ashamed of his own poverty and extremely sensitive to an-
tisemitic stereotyping. Mikhael is horrified by what he finds on his return 
from the USSR — looting and speculation are rife in Poland, antisemitism 
is ubiquitous, and vigilante raids on trains in search of Jews are an everyday 
occurrence.1121 The degenerate society is giving vent to the trauma of the war 
years by descending into abject drunkenness and profligacy. This is accompa-
nied by such an intense atmosphere of antipathy towards the Jews that Mikhael 
is starting to feel like an intruder in his own country. His fear prompts him to 
acquiesce rapidly to the game of false identity with which he is propositioned 
from the moment he starts looking for work: 

The personnel office manager (…) showed Mikhael a seat.
‘Huber, Huber,’ he repeated slowly. ‘The name is familiar. And your first name…’
‘ …Mikhael.’ He looked at him lengthily, as if considering something on which he had 

already made up his mind. ‘A melodious name. But why Mikhael? Perhaps Michał1122? You 
are…?’ The question hung unasked in the air.

1119 D. Sfard mentions this in Mit zikh un mit andere, p. 165 and passim, as does H. Smolar, 
Oyf der letster pozitsye mit der letster hofenung, pp. 30–31. See also A. Grabski, Działalność 
komunistów wsród Żydów w Polsce (1944–1949), pp. 170–171.

1120 One of those who writes about this is D. Sfard (Mit zikh un mit andere, p. 240 and 
passim), who adds, ironically, that such people were known by the acronym POP — ‘pełniący 
obowiązki Polaka’ [‘acting Pole’]. Sfard considered this a shameful practice that besmirched 
the Jewish honour and compromised the Communist ideology. For more on the subject of ‘Pol-
onisation’ of names, see also J. Nalewajko-Kulikov, Obywatel Jidyszlandu, p. 163, and A. Grab-
ski, Żydzi a polskie życie polityczne (1944–1949).

1121 Among those who recall attacks on Jews in trains and the fears harboured by travellers 
is D. Sfard, Mit zikh un mit andere, pp. 202–203.

1122 The Polonised version of the name Mikhael.
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 ’From Brzesko,’ Mikhael answered.
‘That’s not what I mean.’
‘Ah, yes,’ Mikhael guessed, and answered him, offended: ‘I am a Jew.’
‘Well then… I would like to warn you of certain unpleasantnesses… It’s hard for me 

to talk about it… Anyway, you will see for yourself. And so I will make out your referral 
in the name of Michał Huber. You will get used to Michał, and to many other things.’1123

After that, things move like lightning — Mikhael, thenceforth officially 
functioning as Michał, is given a good position and makes friends with his 
amiable female colleagues, who decide to help him furnish his apartment. He 
is delighted — until the moment he notices a cross hung on the wall of his 
new room. At that point ‘he lost his good humour, and felt himself going red. 
He used to go red in just the same way in his childhood whenever he tried to 
hide some innocent sin from his mother (…).’1124 When his colleague brings 
him a picture of the Virgin Mary to hang alongside the cross, Mikhael feels 
‘that he was floundering in this false situation as if in a vast swamp and he 
couldn’t even see the sides. The benevolence that his office colleagues were 
showering upon him began to seem like a nice parcel sent to him in the post 
by mistake. He realized this bitterly — oh, how unpleasant was that taste!’1125 
The situation begins to spiral out of control: he finds himself unable to admit 
openly to his real identity, but at the same time he cannot pretend that he 
is someone else. Playing this game is ruining his peace and intensifying his 
sense of alienation:

He had succumbed to his new complex — he felt himself to be an intruder. For sever-
al weeks he had been accepting in silence the intimate, genuine, friendly confidences of 
people consumed by an incomprehensible Judeophobia. Suffice it to think of the situation 
he had found himself in. His friends adored Michał Huber but burned with a hatred and 
scorn of Jews.1126 

There is no knowing how this dangerous game might have ended. One 
thing is certain — the protagonist himself is lost for an answer himself for 
a long time. Chance brings a solution — when he falls seriously ill, his worried 
neighbours call a priest so that he can make his last confession: 

1123 K. Segal, Anopheles, pp. 109–110.
1124 Ibid., p. 112.
1125 Ibid., p. 118.
1126 Ibid., pp. 119–120.
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And then something immensely predictable [sic!] happened. Mikhael Huber had reached 
the limit of the lie, and, having stopped just inside it, felt a great relief — so great that he 
felt like giggling and laughing. (…)

‘This is an unfortunate misunderstanding,’ he said to the bemused priest. ‘I never told 
anyone that I felt a need to confess, and no one asked. Those good-hearted women…1127 

Unlike the Jew in Berger’s story, Mikhael finds the strength to halt the game 
that had been the cause of his mental unease. Historical research nevertheless 
shows that what Berger describes, the deliberate maintenance of a false iden-
tity, was not rare in post-war Poland. Many people did what Mr Grinshteyn, 
alias Henryk Sokołowski, did, and their decision was motivated not only by 
their fears for themselves, but above all by their fears for the fate of their chil-
dren. As a consequence of this decision by their parents, the second genera-
tion grew up in ignorance of their own roots, and often discovered the truth 
about themselves entirely by chance in their youth, which in many instances 
gave rise to traumatic experiences.1128 

Set apart from people by graveyards…

The consequences of the Holocaust extend far beyond the time in which it hap-
pened, and encompass not only the void left by those murdered, but also the  
deep mental and spiritual damage to those who survived. Segal writes about  
this in his novel Sheyd-vegn (Na wyspie [On the island])1129 — another impor-
tant book in his oeuvre, passed over, like many others, by the critics. Its narrator 
is a young Jew who has survived the Holocaust, of whom we learn, through 
a minimum of allusions, that he spent the war in a concentration camp. After 
liberation, he emigrated from his homeland and lived for a time in an Austrian 
refugee camp. This is a man profoundly affected by the tragedy he has experi-
enced. As he himself says, for people like him the world underwent a dramatic 
metamorphosis; between him and other people ‘ran barbed wires, the crema-
torium chimneys smoked, and the poisonous odour of burnt gases enveloped 
the ruins of houses and the graveyards of millions.’1130 The only cure for this 

1127 Ibid., p. 159.
1128 Finding out and learning about one’s own Jewish identity in random circumstances, 

often against the will of parents, and the consequences of that fact and those steps are addressed 
by M. Melchior in her work Społeczna tożsamość jednostki. 

1129 K. Segal, ‘Sheyd-vegn,’ in idem, Sheyd-vegn, pp. 70–160, and idem, Na wyspie.
1130 K. Segal, Na wyspie, p. 23.
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sickness of the soul seems to be to forget about what happened.1131 The main 
strand of the plot is set in a small Jewish orphanage, where the protagonist works 
as a teacher. An idyllic rural setting is the backdrop to the drama of the Jewish 
remant gathered there, who are trying to regain some kind of equilibrium after 
the trauma they have been through. In the world portrayed by Segal, every-
one is damaged and wounded, but those who suffer the most are the youngest, 
whom the war has robbed not only of their parents but also of their childhood 
and the chance for a normal upbringing.1132 These children, whose morality has 
been destroyed by the war, respect no one — they greet the narrator, their teach-
er and carer, with laughter and jeering. But he is not daunted, for he sees them 
not as a disobedient rabble but above all as human beings deeply wounded by 
fate. With his respectful approach to their human tragedy he manages to win 
their hearts. He talks to them about their pain and about his sympathy for them. 
He shows them that it is worth being good, and that the world is beautiful, that 
people can be selfless and helpful. Thanks to his hard work, the children open 
up and mellow, gradually evolving into normal, happy people. 

How tragic merely the witness of evil can be is illustrated by the experience 
of another character in this story: Pastor Stolz, who, when also a prisoner 
in the camps, saw at first hand the debasement and bestialisation of the Jewish 
victims of Nazism. One day he saw the face of one of them. It was the face 
of someone who had gone beyond all the limits of suffering, an inhuman, 
terrifying face:

That face terrified me, [it was] a face of a tortured creature no longer human, though of 
course it could not have become an animal. (…) At one point I realized that this terror 
would remain in me for ever, that I would never again see people as they really are. (…) It 
was not only this man who terrified me. I became afraid of myself, of my reaction to the 
sight of him. Of this alienation and repulsion. And of the fact that his persecutor still had 
a pleasant, human face, while his victim provoked fear.1133 

After the war, unable to find peace, he dies mad, having rejected God and 
drunk himself to death out of despair at the tragic knowledge that that face 

1131 Cf. the poem by B. Heller, ‘Fargesn, fargesn,’ in idem, Durkh shotn un shayn, p. 135. 
1132 One article which examines the impact of war on the child’s psyche is H.  Datner, 

‘Children in the Polish–Jewish Community from 1944 to 1968,’ in Jewish Presence in Absence, 
pp. 288–298.

1133 K.  Segal, Na wyspie, pp. 11–12. This passage in Yiddish differs considerably from 
the Polish version: ‘(…) and then I was overcome with fear of the face of the Lord and the fac-
es of all the people around me; I was also afraid of my own face. I, who had always seen an 
atom of the divine in every man (…). But if we were no longer people, what were we? Gods 
or wild animals? (…) That day the illusion of man created in the image of the Almighty was 
destroyed in me.’ (‘Sheyd-vegn,’ pp. 81–82).
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would never regain its dignity. Pastor Stolz’s voice is the voice of a man who has 
seen broken people and been broken by that experience also. His voice adds 
another dimension to the words of such Holocaust victims as Jean Améry,1134 
who paid for the trampling of their dignity with suicide after the war.

One might think that time would heal the wounds left by the experience 
of the Holocaust in its survivors’ psyches. And indeed, the rawness of the pain 
subsided, but it never fully passed. Contemporary psychological research 
confirms what literary fiction had already written about — that the afteref-
fects of trauma, today termed post-traumatic stress disorder, affect the entire 
lives of survivors and even of the people around them.1135 This even extends 
to subsequent generations — to their children and grandchildren. 

Among the prose texts written by Lili Berger there are some that address 
the issue of the long-term effects of trauma. They are peopled by characters 
who many years after the war are still unable to make a life for themselves, 
restlessly seeking out a place on earth where they can be happy. Regina, the fe-
male protagonist of the story ‘Di bagegenish’ [The encounter],1136 for instance, 
after the death of her husband rejects the advances of a close friend and de-
cides to emigate to Australia, where her sister lives, believing that the most 
important thing in the lives of those who lost almost everyone in the Holo-
caust is to cultivate their relationships with the surviving members of their 
families. After a year or so on the other side of the world, however, she reaches 
the conclusion that there is no place for her there, and although everyone was 
very kind to her, she cannot live someone else’s life. She describes the time she 
spent in Melbourne as a period of emptiness and resignation:

(…) from everything, from myself, [a time of] being on the sidelines of life… At our age 
it is hard for us to put down roots elsewhere. I have tried this and that, but I have not been 
able to get used to anything; perhaps I am altogether rootless, unsuited to life anywhere, 
but definitely not there; I found no support, nothing with which to fill my life.1137

In Poland she had left behind friends, in particular the family friend Jonas 
who had supported her after her husband’s death and as the years went on 
had begun to dream of spending the rest of his life with her. Having thought 
everything through, Regina returns to Warsaw and with the help of friends 
finds an apartment and a job. Once she has her new life in order, she pays a vis-
it to Jonas. She finds him literally packing his case. Asked why he is leaving, he 

1134 See J. Améry, Jenseits von Schuld und Sühne: Bewältigungsversuche eines Überwältigten 
(1966). 

1135 For more on post-traumatic stress, see M. Lis-Turlejska, Traumatyczny stres.
1136 L. Berger, ‘Di bagegenish,’ in eadem, Fun haynt un nekhtn, pp. 150–160.
1137 Ibid., p. 157.
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replies: ‘For the same reason as you a year and a half ago, the same sickness, 
I am in a hurry just as you were… (…). You see, after you left… I have no one 
else left here, well, apart from two brothers in Israel, but apart from that…’1138 
This time she, like him two years previously, is taken aback, and attempts to 
deter him from his decision to go. 

A similar kind of uncertainty and difficulty in leading a successful per-
sonal life is illustrated in the story of another couple, from Berger’s story ‘Der 
briv’ [The letter].1139 These are also two older, lonely people, who lost their 
whole families during the war, and have also buried their spouses. In love 
with each other before the war, they later lost touch for several long decades. 
For years they have been living apart, in two different cities — Warsaw and 
Wrocław — and only by chance do they each learn that the other is still alive. 
They start to exchange letters, in which they recount to each other the trage-
dies they have been through. In one of his letters, Shloyme asks Sheyndele to 
be his wife. Once they were in love, and they have retained good memories 
of each other. That has enabled them to rebuild their friendship after so many 
years. Now that they are both alone, they should be together:

The biggest problem is not old age, but loneliness, which turns people into recluses — oy, 
Sheyndele, Sheyndele, when a man is alone in the world it is so hard that it cannot be 
harder, without a wife, without children, without a bit of a family. (…) You have to have 
someone to talk to. In a word, Sheyndele, do I have to persuade you any more? We must, 
we must as soon as possible… I repeat to you again, dear and most revered Sheyndele, put 
aside your feminine hesitations and come, we will talk the thing over in detail.1140

Sheyndele has trouble accepting this plan: ‘(…) at my age, if you’ll excuse 
me… For a man it’s different — and so many years have passed, so many 
years… We’re no longer the same people, people change, we have to think 
it through properly.’1141 It is not an easy decision, but after lengthy consid-
eration, though with much wavering, she accepts the challenge and goes to 
Wrocław to arrange the details of starting this new chapter in her life. 

Another example of someone whose life changed radically under the in-
fluence of the trauma they had experienced is Natan Tsimerman, a painter, 
the brother of Zofia Andrycz, one of the main characters in Lili Berger’s novel 
Nokhn mabl. Natan lost his beautiful wife and little daughter during the war. Al-
though he wanted to do something to oppose the Germans actively even during 
the war, he did not manage to reach any units of the Polish partisan army. He 

1138 Ibid., p. 159.
1139 L. Berger, ‘Der briv,’ ibid., pp. 72–79.
1140 Ibid., p. 76. 
1141 Ibid., p. 77.
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survived the war on ‘Aryan papers,’ hidden by his sister. His pain at losing his 
loved ones and his constant pangs of conscience cast a shadow over his whole 
life: he became a painter with a single theme, in search of the most suitable form 
for expressing the magnitude of the crimes committed by the Germans. He 
became an outsider, a man on the margins of life, scaled down his contacts, and 
led a solitary life. He is not interested in profiting from the sales of his paintings 
or in ‘marketing’ to remind the world of his existence. His sister’s attempts to 
arouse a little energy in him and bring him back to life properly are in vain. His 
fate is sealed: a painful vegetation, merely waiting for death. 

Poetry also testifies to the painful mark left by the Holocaust on its survi-
vors’ psyche. While works written in the immediate aftermath of the war — 
the effect of shock and reflex reaction to the void left by loved ones — express 
raw pain and the need to immortalise their memory, later poems on the Hol-
ocaust give testimony to a dual ensnarement: on the one hand the need to 
mourn the dead and constantly to renew efforts to communicate to the world 
and to successive generations the memory of those who were murdered, and 
on the other the powerlessness of survivors to free themselves of the ballast 
which memory of the Holocaust in time became. This was the ballast of guilt, 
of inability to express the pain, of impotent grief, and even of anger directed 
at God and Christianity, of the inability to enjoy life in a world where almost 
everything recalls the dead — elements of the landscape, former Jewish fur-
niture, and even the ‘shamelessly’ blooming flowers.

The awareness that the survivor’s whole life, regardless of his will, is to cen-
tre on memory of the Holocaust, is articulated by David Sfard in works such 
as ‘Far ayer heylikn zikorn’ [To your sacred memory] from the 1957 volume 
Lider, and ‘Bay di griber’ [By the graves] and ‘Es hot di tsayt zikh opgeshtelt’ 
[Time has stopped] from the volume A zegl in vint of 1961:

Time stopped with you —
(…) 
Since then I no longer count the years, 
Enduring in your sadness, 
And I know that the last page of the calendar 
Shall forever belong to you. 

There will be no more account of time — 
All the years will blunder blindly around,
And every generation shall stand dumbstruck 
In the face of the abyss of your pain.1142

1142 D. Sfard, ‘Es hot di tsayt zikh opgeshtelt,’ in idem, A zegl in vint, p. 29.
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In these works the Holocaust is portrayed as an event unprecedented 
in the history of the Jewish nation, one on which every Jew will have to take 
a stance. This negative experience, Sfard predicts, will become the centre-
point of the Jewish consciousness, influencing the human choices and de-
cisions taken. His diagnosis seems to have been accurate, at least in respect 
of the generation that witnessed the Holocaust. Its traumatising influence em-
braced both the direct effects and consequences more removed in time. Ac-
cording to the research of Irena Hurwic-Nowakowska, responses to the Hol-
ocaust, and more especially to post-war antisemitism, were either an attempt 
to sever ties with the Jewish world and a striving for full assimilation (‘flight 
from the group’), or a rekindling of the sense of one’s own Jewishness as an 
expression of solidarity with the victims.1143 Two literary manifestos of a de-
velopment of this nature — coming to Jewishness as a response to the Hol-
ocaust — are the novel by Stryjkowski Głosy w ciemności, and the extended 
poem by Julian Tuwim1144 ‘My, Żydzi polscy.’ For many Jews, including those 
with a Communist outlook (which downplayed the importance of nation-
al ties in favour of class bonds), kinship with the victims of the Holocaust 
took on the status of kinship ‘through blood,’ but, according to Tuwim, not 
the blood ‘inside of veins,’ but the blood that ‘spurts from them.’ Horrified 
by the innocent death of millions, Tuwim pleaded, in 1944: ‘Take me, my 
brethren, into that gloroius bond of Innocently Shed Blood. (…) Let that high 
rank — the rank of the Jew Doloris Causa — be bestowed upon a Polish poet 
by the nation which produced him.’1145

For those Jews who outlived their loved ones, such as Sfard and other 
writers working in Yiddish in post-war Poland, the Holocaust was more than 
merely an event that shaped their psyche. It also had a ‘bonding’ influence 
in the strictly physical dimension, in the sense of creating an attachment 
with places where Jewish graves were sited. This was an obligation to endure 
in a space from which Hitler wanted to erase all trace of the Jews, an obliga-
tion that eliminated freedom of choice. Sfard asked, not expecting an answer:

And when I depart this land — 
Who in defiance of the murderers 
Will sing in Yiddish 

1143 I. Hurwic-Nowakowska, A Social Analysis of Postwar Polish Jewry, pp. 125–143.
1144 Julian Tuwim (1894–1953) — an outstanding Polish poet of Jewish descent. After 

1919 he co-founded the Skamander group of experimental poets with Antoni Słonimski and 
Jarosław Iwaszkiewicz. He was admired also for his contribution to children’s literature. For 
more see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julian_Tuwim (accessed 13.02.2016). 

1145 J. Tuwim, We, Polish Jews…, edited and with an introduction by C. Shmeruk, translated 
by L. Langer (1993), p. 42. 
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Of the sufferings and joys of generations? 
(…)   

Who will recall the heroes, 
Who fill in the graves, 
Who will guard the sacred tombs —  

And who will continue to mould the golden chain 
Of generations of great and wonderful Jews (…)?1146

This bond with the earth through the death of loved ones was significant 
in both the individual dimension, inasmuch as it made the decision to leave 
much harder for many survivors,1147 and in the collective one, constituting 
an additional impulse encouraging Communist artists to revive cultural life 
in a place which might have seemed cursed. Years later, Sfard was to comment 
on this in his memoirs thus: 

Firstly, [the Communists] said, we had to stay in Poland in defiance of Hitlerism, so that 
what the fascists [wanted] in planning to make Poland ‘Judenrein’ did not happen. Sec-
ondly, we could not abandon the thousands of mass graves of our fathers and mothers, 
brothers and sisters, and the millions of children in which the Polish earth, covered in 
their ashes, abounded. This earth had been sanctified through their blood, and we were to 
become the guardians of all those tortured generations.1148

Sfard’s generation bore the memory of the Holocaust to the end of their 
lives. One poetic testimony to the fact that even years on it evoked a terrible 
disbelief is the work of Elye Rayzman. The subject of the poem ‘Azoy shoyn 
tsit zikh di megile vayter’ [And so history rolls on] has been wondering for 
twenty years about the sense of this vast tragedy, too vast even for an atone-
ment offering for the greatest of human sins: ‘What kind of god wanted to ac-
cept the smoke of my victims — / killed on his altar?’ The memory of his loved 
ones’ death lives on in the survivor, turning his life into a kind of punishment, 
a sentence of eternal remembering, the everlasting torture of memory. To 
the end of his days the survivor will burn like the burning bush, consumed 
by his conscience: 

1146 D. Sfard, ‘Az ikh vel farlozn di erd,’ in idem, Lider, p. 32.
1147 Cf., for instance, the epic poems A. Sutskever, ‘Tsu Poyln,’ and M. Knapheys, ‘Dos klog-

lid fun mayn tatn oyfn Gensher bes-oylem,’ in Yidishe shrift (almanac, 1948), pp. 72–76. I write 
more fully on this subject in Chapter III, pp. 209–211.

1148 D. Sfard, Mit zikh un mit andere, p. 156.
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A funeral conduct of twenty-one years 
With the candles of memory 
Accompanies me on my path through life. 
I — a living splinter of a dead nation, 
A burning bush.1149  

In the work ‘Oyf ale mayne wegn’ [On all my paths] by the same poet, 
the lyric subject confesses to seeing the figure of his dead wife in strangers 
and feeling a desire to call to her by name. Despite the passage of the years, 
he cannot forget her face or shed his guilt at leaving her and their child alone: 
‘They say you have to forget about sadness, / So why can I not forget you?’1150 
A similar tone — one of disbelief at the magnitude of the Holocaust, which 
consumed the entire Jewish world, ‘my mother (…), / father / brothers / and 
three fair sisters – / uncles and aunts (…) without number’ — is audible 
in the poetry of Yankev Zonshayn, in pieces including the one cited below, 
by the ironic title of ‘Der himl iz derbaremdik’ [Heaven is merciful]. This text 
comprises one more strand characteristic of the writing of this generation 
— the unceasing dispute with God, or a bitterly ironic exposure of the emp-
tiness of the religious messages by which the Jews had lived for centuries. For 
irrespective of their merits or sins, all the sons of Israel had met the same fate: 

The young
Railed against God, 
Blasphemed against heaven. 
And the old 
In their desparate need 
Commended themselves to heaven.

O, merciful heaven!
To all of them you gave the grave —
Not a trace of them remains on earth…1151

And even those who survived do not interpret their survival as a gift — 
on the contrary, the poet accuses God of having ‘me alone / as punishment / 
condemned to life —’1152 in a world in which everybody else has been taken 
by death. 

1149 E. Rayzman, ‘Azoy shoyn tsit zikh di megile vayter,’ in idem, Di shprakh fun dayne 
oygn, p. 45.

1150 E. Rayzman, ‘Oyf ale mayne vegn,’ in idem, Aleyn mit zikh, pp. 34–35.
1151 Y. Zonshayn, ‘Der himl iz derbaremdik,’ in idem, Vort un nign, p. 19.
1152 Ibid.
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That punishment is the life of a man who remembers. In the context 
of the Holocaust, memory proves to be at once a curse and a blessing. In the in-
dividual dimension it is a sentence of suffering, born out of the awareness 
of loss, the sense of loneliness, and the fears that the loved ones who died 
suffered fear and pain. It is a blessing in the collective dimension, because 
memory is what allows the image of a world that is gone to live on, and 
textual representations of it sourced from the individual memory become 
part of the collective memory. Post-war poetry offers many testimonies 
that grappling with memory is a very painful process, and that there is no 
form of self-defence against remembering. Anything can trigger a memory: 
a blooming flower may recall the face of a girl one knew, whose only earthly 
remains are her braids, as in ‘Royzn’ [Roses] by Paltyel Tsibulski: 

Opposite the windows of your orphaned house 
They are selling roses again — 
Buds covered in morning dew — 
As if nothing had ever happened, 
As if your fair head 
Were still being reflected in the panes 
And your braids — 
Two suffocated birds — 
Were not lying behind the tear-drenched plate of a glass case  
In Majdanek.1153 

The image of a loved one revives, but memory whispers that she is no 
longer among the living. All that is living are the flowers that the man wishes 
he could give to the woman he loves. This paradox: the fragility of human life 
and the ‘permanence’ of impermanent flowers provokes protest: ‘In the square 
of the flower window / I stand pensively / and between the shameless roses / 
I seek a path / to your blinded window.’1154 

On another occasion some detail of the Warsaw cityscape reminds a sur-
vivor of the disappearance of its Jewish residents, as Moyshe Shklar’s poem 
‘Yeder shteyn’ [Every stone] attests: 

Every stone 
Over which I walk  
Speaks —  
In the tongue  

1153 P. Tsibulski, ‘Royzn,’ in idem, Hemshekh, pp. 13–14.
1154 Ibid.
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Of a nation 
Unfinished, 
In the words  
Of today and tomorrow, 
Which on human lips
Trembled, 
Lived 

And died — 
In the ghetto.1155  

People condemned to remembering have to live in a world of paradoxes — 
objects that are naturally mute, dead, cry out, while they themselves, crushed 
by their sense of guilt, say nothing, attempting to express their pain in silence: 

Everything around me speaks, 
Everything around me shouts,  
Only I — 
Am silent, 
Biting my lips. 
I am silent, 
And my heart 
Is breaking  
With grief.1156 

Even if it is possible by day to forget for a moment about the dead, they 
return by night demanding not to be erased from memory. The motif of the re-
turn of the dead in dreams is present in the poetry not only of the immediate 
post-war period but also of later times. Sometimes these nocturnal encoun-
ters are real nightmares, as in Shklar’s work ‘Kinder kumen mir tsu kholem’ 
[Children come to me in my dreams] from the volume Bleterfal. In it, he de-
scribes how he is visited by Jewish orphans – injured, barefoot, naked and hun-
gry, looking for their mothers. In other instances these visits are from loved 
ones: a sister, mother, or father, as in Sfard’s work ‘Zet oys’ [It seems]1157 or 
Heller’s ‘In zeyer shprakh’ [In their tongue].1158 Visits of this nature always leave 
behind a sense of unease, reopen wounds, and fan the flames of the tortured 

1155 M. Shklar, ‘Yeder shteyn,’ in idem, Poshete verter, pp. 29–30.
1156 Ibid.
1157 D. Sfard, ‘Zet oys,’ in idem, Lider, p. 18.
1158 B. Heller, ‘In zeyer shprakh,’ in idem, Klorkeyt, p. 89.
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conscience. The dreadful sense of guilt that precludes a peaceful life is reiter-
ated in the work of all Yiddish-language writers in post-war Poland. Among 
those who write about it are Heller, Sfard, Segal, Rubin, Rayzman, and Zon-
shayn, to name but those who wrote the most prolifically. Shklar, who hears all 
around him the cry of the stones — the cry of innocently spilt blood calling for 
justice — speaks of it thus: ‘I hear a murmur as I wander through Muranów / 
among the bright new houses / and I can never free myself of the thought / that 
this is a punishment for / having remained alive – – –.’1159

Because it is impossible to live in a state of constant tension caused by 
pangs of conscience, it is no wonder that the survivors develop a natural de-
sire to escape from the obsessive thoughts circling around death and long 
for a return to normality, which is also reflected in this poetry. One example 
of this is another work by Shklar, ‘Kh’vil fun dem umet antloyfn’ [I want to 
escape from sadness]: 

I want to escape from sadness,  
But can one escape from oneself?
Perhaps I should buy  
Seven-league boots? 

But what if they take me back  
To Treblinka, 
And I, tired out, 
Drown there in the clay-clogged earth?1160 

Sadness has become a permanent element of the survivor’s consciousness, 
and is such a burden that there is no way of escaping it. All the thoughts 
of those affected by the enormity of the Nazis’ crime lead to Treblinka, 
and the painful memory, like a stone, drags them down to the very bottom 
of the hell of guilt and despair.

The lyric subject of Yiddish-language Communist poetry in post-war Po-
land faces the boundless tragedy of the Jewish nation alone, knowing that 
‘religion’ and ‘God’ are empty concepts which will ‘dupe’ only the naïve. And 
although God is in many cases the addressee of this work, he features in lyr-
ic poetry only as a rhetorical figure, as an outlet for the pain and despair 
of the survivors. The protagonist, though afflicted by tragedy, undertakes 
the effort of seeking meaning in a world full of paradoxes. This is the case, 

1159 M.  Shklar, ‘Muranov,’ from the cycle Farshvundene gasn, in idem, Poshete verter, 
pp. 59–60.

1160 M. Shklar, ‘Ikh vil fun dem umet antloyfn,’ in idem, Farshpetikter friling (1966), p. 71.
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for instance, in Elye Rayzman’s work ‘Der shotn fun mayn zeyde’ [The shade 
of my grandfather], whose subject (like the subject of Heller’s wartime poetry 
and the narrator of Segal’s post-war stories) knows that God could not have 
heard the prayers of his people because he does not exist. In his dialogue 
with the shade of his grandfather, who ‘through the ashes of time’ comes to 
him in a dream to ‘test me on the holy books,’ he confirms on behalf of many 
of the survivors that even if he had not rejected religion previously for rea-
sons of rationality or ideology, his faith ultimately expired under the influence 
of the tragedy that his nation experienced:

I have exhausted all faiths,  
I myself have become a deceived faith; 
I have shattered my tablets on your grave, 

And you come to me in my dreams, 
To gather up the shards.1161

Anyone who, like the subject of Rayzman’s poems ‘Ver bin ikh’ [Who 
am I] and ‘A tfile’ [A prayer] (from the volume Kh’hob zikh oysgetroymt a zun 
of 1963) or ‘Toyznter farvos’ [A thousand whys] (from the volume Di shprakh 
fun dayne oygn of 1967), has experienced the cruelties of the twentieth cen-
tury knows that man has reserves of both kindness and cruelty within him, 
and his fate is full of paradoxes, for what seems good and right to one person 
may spell tragedy to another: 

Whom am I replacing? 
Who will replace me? 
From all sides
Cain and Abel fused into one:

From the distant past
They both live in me. 
The right hand
Dig’s someone’s grave,
The left lays upon it
A bouquet of roses.1162

1161 E.  Rayzman, ‘Der shotn fun mayn zeyde,’ in idem, Di shprakh fun dayne oygn, 
pp. 101–102.

1162 E. Rayzman, ‘Toyznter farvos,’ ibid., p. 112.
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And although the man in whose name the lyric subject of this work is 
speaking has ‘overcome all boundaries’ and been through so much, he has 
not succeeded in breaking down the ‘fence to himself ’ — he has not learned 
who he is. The life spared him has become a constant quest for an answer to 
the question of the meaning of what was and what is. In the untitled poem 
that begins ‘Ikh shtam fun der oysdervelter ume…’ [I come from the chosen 
nation], from the volume Di shprakh fun dayne oygn, the lyric subject speaks 
as a Jew, a member of the people chosen by God as ‘redemption’ for the world, 
to ‘sing a hymn of praise’ on behalf of ‘everything that lives in it.’ This people, 
exiled from Eden, burdened with the guilt of its forefathers, has for centuries 
been journeying towards a paradise that lowers like a dark shadow on the ho-
rizon, but cannot reach it. But in spite of its failures and the harsh trials it has 
faced (‘angels and demons / throw shards of deities at my feet’), the subject 
knows the spiritual strength of the Jewish nation, which has never given up. 
Though harshly tested: ‘(…) I shall not let down from my face my human 
side — / I still have not donned / my mourning weeds for myself.’1163 Yet again, 
the answer to the tragedy of the fate of the Jewish nation is incessantly to seek 
hope, and the effort of building. 

Yankev Zonshayn, the author of the poem ‘Volt ikh gekent’ [I could have] 
(from the 1964 volume Yunger vinter), likewise notes that man may be a per-
secutor and a victim in one, meting out to himself the ‘severest punishment,’ 
not knowing why he does so. And although the world in which it is his lot to 
live was created by a crazed God ‘in a moment of oblivion,’1164 and human life 
abounds with paradoxes, the appropriate response to evil is hope, not despair: 

The tree
Beneath my window
Does not sleep at night
It whispers long and furiously about something.

Frequently
Out of despair
It sheds its leaves. 

But dawn
Clads it in them again.1165 

1163 E. Rayzman, *** (‘Ich shtam fun der oysdervelter ume…’), ibid., p. 154. 
1164 See Y. Zonshayn, *** (‘O, Got…’), in idem, Yunger vinter (1964), p. 80. 
1165 Y. Zonshayn, ‘Der boym hinter mayn fentster,’ in idem, Vort un nign, p. 25.
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The life of the survivors is thus a constant balancing act between grief 
for the exterminated Jewish world, the duty to preserve memory and pass it 
on to the world, an attempt to escape from the pangs of conscience that dog 
them, and the art of refinding hope in a flawed world created by a crazed God 
who burdened man with the consequences of his error.

Who is Amnestis?

The war took people’s loved ones or prevented contact with them, even if they 
had survived. Those who lived came out of the war orphaned and mentally 
scarred. In many cases they did not know what had become of their miss-
ing spouses, parents or children. Sometimes children did not even remember 
their parents, who had perished when they were still small. All those affected 
by grief for their loved ones and attempting to rebuild their lives after the ex-
termination of their nation were also seeking answers to the fundamental 
question of who they were. 

In Lili Berger’s novel Nokhn mabl virtually all the characters are grappling 
with the problem of an ‘incomplete’ personal identity — both those who 
survived the Holocaust as adults and those who were children at the time. 
The fates of the ‘children of the Holocaust’ are best illustrated by the obstacles 
they had to overcome on their journey as people bereft of their own identity. 
This novel tells the story of a Polish–Jewish couple who are bringing up a Jew-
ish child they adopted just after the war. The plot begins when Adam, as his 
adoptive parents named him, is an adult and is nearing the end of his med-
icine degree and preparing to start work in the clinic run by his father. His 
fiancée is Eva Shtern, his friend and companion since childhood, which they 
both spent in an orphanage. She, too, is a Jew who likewise remembers noth-
ing of her early childhood and does not know what her parents looked like. 
The apparently invisible consequences of her painful experiences at a young 
age are explicated to the reader by the narrator, who often relays the girl’s 
thoughts and deliberations. These indicate that those of Adam’s character 
traits that an outsider might take as a symptom of superiority, boorishness or 
scorn are a direct consequence of his traumatic childhood. Handed over by 
his mother to a Polish family who was to save him from death during the war, 
he ended up as a small boy in a Jewish orphanage. There he became introvert-
ed, silent and apathetic. It was Eva, merry and resolute, despite nights spent 
crying into her pillow out of longing for her own mother, who was able to 
reach him and coax him into activity. Their friendship endured, and in time 
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developed into an engagement. Eva is deeply in love with Adam, but some-
times she is irritated by his reserve, his apparent indifference to what is going 
on around him, his control over his emotions, and his excessive caution and 
intellectual consideration of every issue. Nonetheless, she does not blame him 
for this behaviour, but knows that it is the terrible wartime experiences, and 
the fear, loneliness and longing that have so affected his character. 

Adam and Eva’s closest friends, also from the orphanage, have also evidently 
suffered certain effects on their character, a form of pathology ranging from 
excessive withdrawal, seriousness or sadness, to precisely the opposite: giddi-
ness and excessive talkativeness. One more trait is common to all of them: they 
have all chosen extremely ambitious professions demanding intellectual disci-
pline and promising prestigious careers: some are doctors, others mathemati-
cians, physicists, painters, and philosophers, as if they wanted to prove to them-
selves and the world that they have worth, that they can be better than others. Or 
perhaps the trauma of their childhood gave rise to a certain reflective tendency 
in them, an introspection and need to have control of the world around them, 
which later stood them in excellent stead for a scientific or academic career. 

But character is not the only aspect of life marred by long-term damage 
from the Holocaust. Adam, though he found a loving family, still does not 
know who he is. One trace of this is his reticence, in particular towards his 
adoptive mother, Zofia Andrycz — from her inner monologues we learn that 
not once in the time he has been living with his adoptive parents has he called 
her ‘Mama,’ which upsets her greatly. With his father he has managed to forge 
better contact, possibly because Professor Andrycz gives the boy more freedom 
than his wife, does not pressurise him for mutual feelings, is patient, and above 
all impresses him as a scientist who knows a lot about life and human nature. 
Adam has followed in his father’s footsteps and is studying to be a psychiatrist. 

Professor Andrycz, knowing how important childhood memories are to 
a person’s life, resolves to give his son a surprise when he returns home after 
several years studying abroad. On the sideboard in the living room he places 
on display the only surviving photograph from Adam’s early childhood, be-
lieing that this will help to restore part of his lost identity. That photograph 
does indeed prove to be the ‘missing piece’ of his lost past that prompts his 
memory and enables him to discover his true identity. It helps Adam to dis-
cover who he is and who he wants to be, though in an entirely different way 
than Professor Andrycz imagined. 

One character who will not have the opportunity to find out who she is is 
the heroine of Segal’s short story ‘Di tokhter’ [The daughter].1166 The theme 

1166 K. Segal, ‘Di tokhter,’ in idem, Getraye libe, pp. 69–75; Polish version (by the author): 
‘Córka,’ in Ulepiony z gliny, pp. 104–113. 
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of this work is the musings of a nameless girl who had been brought up by an 
adoptive Polish family. She knows that she is not her parents’ real daughter 
and that she was given over to their care by a woman whose name nobody 
knows. She knows one more thing: that her mother had light-coloured hair, 
like a typical Pole, while she herself has black hair and Semitic features, which 
make her the frequent butt of coarse jokes and catcalls as people presume her 
to be a Jew. But she cannot even be sure whether or not she is Jewish. The pain 
of this incomplete identity is compounded by the uncertainty as to whether 
these accusations of Jewishness are true or not. Her lack of knowledge robs 
her of any means of defence, whether denial of false accusations or proud 
identification with the persecuted nation. The story is a call for delicacy and 
respect for the right to privacy of people whose appearance may suggest that 
they are of Jewish descent. The first-person protagonist directs this request 
overtly at the reader: 

Do not ask who I am. Neither me nor anybody else. And if you meet a girl like me, respect 
her orphan status and her suffering. And the suffering of her mother. If you can, extend 
your hand to her. And if that seems too difficult, at least don’t inflict pain on her…1167

The mystery shrouding this most fundamental of a person’s knowledge 
about herself is hard enough to bear, and the antisemitic comments only in-
tensify their traumatic experiences. Interestingly, while the heroine herself 
will have to carry the burden of not knowing who she is until the end of her 
days, Segal reveals what she does not know to the reader, recounting in his 
next work, ‘Matka’ [Mother], the story of a Polish woman who, during the war, 
resolves to accompany her Jewish husband into the ghetto.1168 There, she gives 
birth to a daughter, whom, in an immensely painful decision, she hands over 
to a Catholic family to bring up, in order to save the child’s life. 

Each of these stories is dramatic, but the most shocking and chilling is that 
told by Berger in Nokhn mabl of a woman called Amnestis, a patient in the psy-
chiatric hospital run by Dr Andrycz, a Pole. Her story is that of a woman who 
during the war was subjected to medical experiments in one of the German 
extermination camps. Found there by Andrycz, who shortly after the war 
was a member of the Commission for Research into War Crimes, she was 
snatched from death and then placed in a clinic under his care. In time she 
recovered physically, but mentally never became her old self again. As a result 
of her trauma she suffers from total amnesia, although she is conscious and 
has good contact with her environment. Her more than seventeen-year stay 

1167 K. Segal, ‘Córka,’ p. 113; ‘Di tokhter,’ p. 75.
1168 K. Segal, ‘Matka,’ in idem, Ulepiony z gliny, pp. 114–122. 
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in the clinic brings an improvement in her overall condition, but the symp-
toms of her amnesia never abate. Hence the name that the clinic staff bestow 
on her: Amnestis. Nobody knows anything about her; she herself remembers 
not a single detail that might have offered a point of departure for a search. 
The only document that throws a glimmer of light on the fate of those like 
her is a few scraps of handwritten paper found by Andrycz in the camp build-
ing where the medical experiments were conducted. They are jottings by one 
of the prisoners, who describes in detail the types of experiments and their ef-
fects, and the suffering they caused to her and her companions in misfortune. 

Amnestis is sufficiently intelligent and critical of her own position that she 
is profoundly upset at the lack of information on her background. She begins 
to feel significantly better under the care of the young doctor Eva Shtern, 
Adam Andrycz’s fiancée, who is doing an internship at her future father-in-
law’s clinic. Eva spends lots of time with Amnestis, talks to her at length, and 
suggests that she be given some form of activity to help her to return to nor-
mal life. The professor agrees to her tidying the books in his study at home. On 
arriving at the Andrycz home, Amnestis notices the photograph of the young 
Adam in the living room. That moment is a turning-point for her — suddenly 
her memories of the occupation period come flooding back with great clarity 
and she recognizes Adam as her little son Daniel, whom she had given over to 
the care of a Polish friend. She also remembers who she was — Rebeka Zak-
shteyn, a beautiful young woman, energetic mother, passionate scholar and 
respected professor of logic. With that recognition comes another, this time 
traumatic — in a mirror she catches sight of her reflection: the face of an ugly 
old woman completely alien to her. This second revelation is a greater shock 
to her than the joy of discovering who she is. Just as previously she had been 
unable to live not knowing who she was, now she cannot accept herself and 
the way she differs from the image of herself she remembers from years ago: 

What have they done to me? When I was there, I did not see my own face; I saw the faces 
of others and I did not think that mine might also look like that now. No, there nobody 
took any thought for faces — nobody thought at all. There, we were all young… Now, at the 
age of 48 — an old woman; in place of death, old age. How many times was I killed? How 
many times did I die? But yet I did not die, I did not allow them to kill me, but I let myself 
be… What have they done to me? A damaged leg and face, they cut off my face. Professor 
Friedrich Siegfried cut off my face, like he cut out all the other parts of my body, and he 
grafted on a disgusting mask.1169 

1169 L. Berger, Nokhn mabl, p. 215.
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So she asks herself: ‘How to live now? I have woken up a stranger to myself, 
in a strange, unfamiliar world.’1170

Her words seem to suggest that the repair of her face disfigured by the vio-
lence dealt it by the Holocaust is, since the restoration of her memory, the last 
condition necessary for the restoration of her dignity, for the positive integra-
tion of her reclaimed identity. With Andrycz’s assistance, Rebeka goes abroad 
for treatment, and cosmetic surgery gives her back her former appearance. 
But the wound in her soul will not heal; she cannot regain her hope, peace 
and faith in people. She is tortured by nightmarish memories, and cannot 
comprehend that her persecutors live on unhindered amid other people. 
In a lengthy conversation with Andrycz, Amnestis-Rebeka expresses her hor-
ror at the contemporary situation in the world, where, years on from the war, 
violence and armed conflict still have not been eradicated. 

Her bitterness is magnified by her lack of fulfilment as a mother. She sees 
that her son, in this new and unexpected situation, is clearly on the side of his 
adoptive parents, while towards her, though he treats her correctly and calls 
her ‘Mama,’ he feels no great affection. Their tragic separation during the war 
and the passage of time have estranged them from each other, and their love, 
subjected to a cruel trial, never returned. Professor Andrycz, the embodiment 
of wisdom and nobility, offers the scarred heroine rational and convincing 
arguments as to why she should appreciate her life in spite of her tragedy. But 
the last word belongs to her, this broken woman, who questions the justifica-
tion for any logical arguments. And though the reader is given no clear indi-
cation by the author as to whose line of reasoning should be more convincing, 
the ending of the book brings no resolution of the unease, for while the story 
outwardly ends well, there is no happy ending… The war turned the lives 
of many people inside out, and its consequences prove irreversible even years 
on, in the lives of not only Rebeka Zakshteyn but also Professor Andrycz 
and his wife, to whom this unexpected turn of events also comes as a huge 
(and, in particular in the case of Zofia, Adam-Daniel’s adoptive mother, un-
pleasant) surprise.

When tackling the war, Berger is most interested in the fates of the Jews, 
especially Jewish women and children. But war is an evil that affects every-
one, irrespective of nationality or sex. Its impacts continue to affect people 
for the rest of their lives, causing mental instability, an inability to fit in, and 
even the destruction of loving families. Interestingly, she does not confine 
her analysis of the psychological aftereffects of the Holocaust to the lives 
of the surviving Jews but is also interested in the consequences of the Hol-
ocaust for the Poles connected with them. She describes one such situation 

1170 Ibid., p. 216.
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in the short story ‘In tog fun der heyliker Katerine.’ Her heroine here is a fif-
teen-year-old girl, born during the war into a Jewish family but brought up 
in a Polish home, who unexpectedly learns the truth of her Jewish roots, which 
she finds painful. The woman who took the child in during the war came to 
love her as her own, and changed her name from Miriam to Katarzyna, decid-
ing not to reveal the secret of her background. But her untypical appearance, 
in particular her beautiful black hair and darker skin (the colour of milky 
coffee, as  the narrator comments) provoke comments among her friends, 
which gives the girl no peace. She spends hours in front of the mirror won-
dering what makes her different from her peers, and pondering the answer to 
the question of who she is — until one day one of her friends spitefully tells 
her she cannot go with the other girls in her class to visit a nun friend who 
is celebrating her saint’s day (Saint Catherine). When she asks why, the girl 
answers: ‘Because… because you are a Jew!’1171 Her words are echoed by her 
friends’ mocking laugh. The whole situation comes as a shock to Katarzyna. 
Suddenly, she recalls with absolute clarity all the situations when her mother 
avoided conversations about Jews, forbade her to read books about their fate 
during the war, refused to answer her questions. Now the moment that her 
mother has been putting off for years has come. The memory of the wartime 
nightmare, terror, despair, protest, and anger has come back to haunt her, 
too — a Polish woman who came to love and brought up a little Jewish girl: 

‘I want to know… I want to know… who I am. I have been told that… that I’m a Jew. Every-
one, everyone knows, they look at me…’

Magdalena Wróblewska paled and grasped the bedrail with both hands as if she were 
suddenly having trouble staying upright, then slowly lowered herself until she was sitting 
beside her daughter. She sat in silence, as if struck dumb, but then calmly said:

 ’You listen to all the rumours and make a great fuss over them, you worry about every 
little thing…’

‘I want to know who I am (…), I want to know the truth!’ [Katarzyna] was shouting 
now. (…) She burst into tears, hid her face in her hands, and cried at the top of her voice. 
Magdalena moved closer to her, put her arms around her and drew her into an embrace 
(…). Mother and daughter sat hugging each other, Katarzyna wiped her eyes and sobbed 
quietly, and Magdalena Wróblewska remained silent for a while. Her biggest fear of recent 
times had come to pass.1172 

This time the story ends happily — this mother is able to talk to her rebel-
lious teenaged daughter, and explains the whole story to her in as much detail 

1171 L. Berger, ‘In tog fun der heyliker Katerine,’ in eadem, Fun haynt un nekhtn, p. 9.
1172 Ibid., pp. 11–12.
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as she can, even telling her the names of her parents. This is a lot in compar-
ison with those who were unable to find out anything about themselves, not 
even their real name. Katarzyna’s adopted mother finds the strength to sup-
port her, even to the extent of helping her to write a letter to the Red Cross 
with the note: ‘Miriam Zak, daughter of Leyzer and Rivke Zak from the town 
of T., seeks relatives who, wherever they may be, in Poland or abroad, are 
requested to contact her.’1173 And even if no relations come forward, Katarzy-
na will cope in life, because she has found out some of the most fundamen-
tal information about herself, her name and the names of her parents, and 
she has a woman caring for her whose love for her is no less than the love 
of the mother who gave birth to her. With the support of her present family 
and the knowledge of her Jewish roots, she will be able to make her own de-
cisions about her identity, and perhaps even find cause for pride in who she is 
and who her ancestors were.

In Thee, my Nation

The Socialist Realist period (ca. 1949–1955), with its slogans of unification, 
typicality and tendentiousness, was not a fruitful era for Yiddish literature. 
The writing produced at that time was for the most part devoid of especial lit-
erary value, and very limited in theme. This was also a time when efforts were 
being made to expunge from Yiddish culture many of its elements that were an 
expression of the distinct identity (cultural, national, societal) of the Polish 
Jews. One symptom of this was the attempts undertaken by the regime’s lit-
erary critics to deny in literature the exceptionality of the Jewish fate during 
the war and exert their influence on the duration and intensity of mourning 
after the Holocaust; another was the strategy adopted in some literary works 
of that period of passing over in silence antisemitism as an external differenti-
ator of the Jews against a unified background; yet another the tactic of conceal-
ing ethnic (linguistic) differences, as seen in the short story that most typifies 
the period, Simkhe Kants’s ‘In fabrik.’ A return to some degree of freedom came 
with the Thaw. With the departure from the canons of Socialist Realism in its 
most orthodox form, the ‘new Jewish man’ so forcibly promoted in the first 
half of the 1950s disappeared from the literature, and the identity of the Jewish 
lyric subject in poetry or protagonist in prose was modified. Important ele-
ments of it that remained were a left-wing orientation, atheism, and the bond 

1173 Ibid., p. 16.
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with the Yiddish language and with Poland, while a new facet was a stronger 
exposure of bonds with the broadly conceived culture and history of the Jew-
ish nation than in the previous period. In her exploration of the factors that 
influence the shape of the Jewish identity, Małgorzata Melchior echoes Startre 
in averring that antisemitism is not the only factor constituting Jewish identity. 
Jews themselves, seeking their roots, tend to intensify their positive identifica-
tion with their Jewishness founded, for instance, on the awareness of a com-
mon fate or of the fact that a Jewish culture existed.1174 

In her study Melchior writes of people brought up outside Jewishness search-
ing for their roots, beginning to identify with that Jewishness as adults, and 
choosing Jewishness as their own identity.1175 Given the identity of the pro-Com-
munist Yiddish-language writers in post-war Poland, I treat their symbolic ‘re-
turn to their roots’ as their positive confirmation of their Jewishness. The lit-
erature they created affirms its national character in its references to tradition 
and folklore, to the oeuvre of Jewish writers (above all the three classic figures 
of  Yiddish literature and the Soviet Jewish writers), in its return to the largely 
abandoned theme of the Holocaust, and in its resurrection of the theme of the in-
dependent Jewish state, which had been absent since the end of the 1940s. Any 
overview of the strands that re-emerged strongly in Yiddish literature after 1955 
and redefined it may usefully begin with a fundamental element of the identity 
of the East European Jews and their cultural identity:1176 the Yiddish language. 
This language was at once a material and an element of the structure of Jewish 
culture, and this did not change in the People’s Poland era. 

An understated language

Yiddish — alongside religion and birthplace one of the fundamental markers 
of identity of the Ashkenazi Jews — is the language of an almost millennial cul-
ture which with the extermination of its users during World War II was all but 
annihilated.1177 Prior to the outbreak of the war it was spoken by some eleven 

1174 M. Melchior, Społeczna tożsamość jednostki, p. 96.
1175 Ibid., pp. 274–279.
1176 Acording to T. Paleczny (Socjologia tożsamości [2008], pp. 94–96), the basic factors 

shaping individual identity are: ‘Place of birth and the territorial bond shaped on this base, 
racial and ethnic background, religion and language. (…) Their mutual configuration, mutual 
connection delineate particular variants of individuals’ cultural identity.’

1177 For more on the subject of Yiddish language, literature and culture see, for instance, 
D. Katz, ‘Language Yiddish,’ in The YIVO Encyclopedia of Jews in Eastern Europe, dated 31.10.2011, 
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million Jews the world over, over three million of them within the borders 
of the Second Polish Republic. This language, known as the mame-loshn, or 
the ‘mother tongue,’ became the subject of poetic reflection among the writers 
discussed here even before the end of the war, when the thought of the deaths 
of millions of readers of Jewish literature and indeed the end of a civilisa-
tion, was still a premonition. Among those who survived in the East, Binem 
Heller was one of the first to devote a beautiful poem to it: ‘Yidish, mayn 
tayere shprakh,’ which was published with other texts about the Holocaust 
in the volume Durkh shotn un shayn of 1948:  

(…) 
O, Yiddish — beloved tongue! 
From the Germans I took you, 
On the Polish roads you became covered in dust, 
You endured, and still endure! 

With you I begin again: 
Again I learn to sing, 
With me you will be free 
Of humiliations, fear and the stigma of jargon… 

No no, there is still a long way to the end —
Now you are worth so much, 
Now that my nation, like dust,  
Has fallen into an eternal slumber in the Polish land.

Now I carry you on my lips, 
You live, your blood still hot, 
You are enough for me to write songs
About the days of madness and terror.1178

In this poem the fate of the language becomes a symbol of the Jewish fate, 
of the persecutions that have befallen the Jews in the diaspora. Heller names 
two of the countries with which the history of a significant part of his nation 

http://www.yivoencyclopedia.org/article.aspx/Language/Yiddish (accessed 19.11.2011); C. Tur-
niansky, ‘Yiddish Literature: Yiddish Literature before 1800,’ ibid., dated 14.03.2011, http://
www.yivoencyclopedia.org/article.aspx/Yiddish_Literature/Yiddish_Literature_before_1800 
(accessed 19.11.2011); M. Krutikov, ‘Yiddish Literature: Yiddish Literature after 1800,’ ibid., 
dated 14.03.2011, http://www.yivoencyclopedia.org/article.aspx/Yiddish_Literature/Yiddish_
Literature_after_1800 (accessed 19.11.2011).

1178 B. Heller, ‘Yidish, mayn tayere shprakh,’ pp. 202–203.
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has been bound up over the past thousand years: Germany, where the Yiddish 
language was born, and Poland, where it took on its final form. The final link 
in the long chain of misfortunes that have befallen the Jews was the Holo-
caust, which, pursuant to the Germans’ plans, was to have been the ‘final 
solution to the Jewish question.’ But not all of them perished, and those who 
survived still speak the language of their Jewish mothers. This work expresses 
the faith that through the survivors the culture has a chance of revival. Owing 
to the Holocaust Yiddish has become something far more important than it 
was before — a tool for rebuilding the culture of the exterminated nation and 
at once an instrument of revenge and of testimony to that crime. For moral 
reasons the need to cultivate the language of the dead nation has to the poet’s 
mind become one of the most important tasks of those who survived. 

In the Socialist Realist period, when Jewish culture was reduced to 
the function of ‘conveyor belt’ for ideological content, there was little pro-
found poetic reflection on language. In one of the few poems devoted to 
the Jewish tongue, ‘Dakht zikh, di eygene yidishe shprakh…’ [One might have 
thought it the same Yiddish…], Elye Rayzman, in a manner typical for the pe-
riod, praises the new times in which Jews can practise professions hitherto 
closed to them. This is bringing new words into their language: ‘the same line, 
the same word as before, / now rhymes with [the word for] casting operator 
(‘di eygene shure, dos vort fun amol / itst gramt zikh aleyn mit a giser fun 
shtol’).1179 This work records a vision of the Jews as a nation that is starting to 
resemble other nations in every respect, and not seeking any reinforcement 
of its difference beyond its language. Thus the role of the language has been 
reduced to its function as descriptor of the world, and the language itself has 
ceased to be a material from which a distinct national culture is created. By 
the mid-1950s, however, it is seeing a rehabilitation of its own – it is liberated 
from the role imposed on it as the ‘national form’ for expressing ‘socialist 
content’ and reassigned to its true task by literature. Once again it becomes 
a cognitive tool shaping the awareness of the individual and facilitating his 
expression, his communication with the rest of the world, and his articulation 
of membership of the community of its users and their culture. 

Irrespective of all the functions with which it was burdened in the after-
math of the Holocaust, Yiddish has its purely subjective dimension as the ma-
me-loshn — the language of the mother, the home, and childhood. The mother 
is the first person who plays an important role in the life of the child, meeting 
his need for security and closeness. She plays the role of guide in childhood, 
when the structure of the human identity is being formed and the self-centred 

1179 E.  Rayzman, ‘Dakht zikh, di eygene yidishe shprakh…,’ in idem, Kh’hob farflantst 
a boym, p. 13.
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childish ego begins to move beyond itself, open up to the world, and enter into 
relationships with others. For this reason the language that one’s mother used is 
usually important to everyone, and evokes positive emotions. It is this univer-
sal aspect that is emphasised in Rayzman’s poem from the 1960s, ‘Mayn yidish 
loshn’ [My Yiddish tongue],1180 in which he stresses that Yiddish ‘has been in-
separable from me from the cradle,’ that it was in this tongue that the ‘first syl-
lables’ of the childish language were spoken, and likewise the ‘mother’s tear and 
paternal nigun (melody) [were expressed].’ This positive emotional valorisation 
is also the source of its aesthetic values: ‘I write in a language that caresses my 
ear / with sounds of the most delicate music; / it is a joy to me and a comfort 
in sadness, / the air that I breathe, the light for my eyes.’1181

Tadeusz Paleczny notes that language ‘incorporates both cognitive struc-
tures (language) and expressive, emotional and valorative forms (parole). (…) 
Participation in a culture is impossible without knowledge of the language 
and the skill of communicating in it with members of one’s own ethnic, ra-
cial, national or religious group.’1182 Like any other language, then, Yiddish is 
something doubly important to the subject of Rayzman’s work — as a factor 
in the formation of the identity, sensitivity and perception of reality, and as 
an instrument for exploring the world: ‘Thanks to [language] I am the person 
I was destined to become.’ Above all, however, as Rayzman stresses in par-
ticular, language defines the identity of the lyric subject as that of creator, be-
coming the tool of poetic communication, ‘the mirror of my world.’ Yiddish 
‘fills the lines of my poetry with hot blood,’ so enabling him to ‘record in lan-
guage [the emotions] that are within me, / a curse on my enemies, a blessing 
on friends.’1183 

It is these functions of language — the formation of identity by entering 
into a certain cultural community, exploration of reality, active  shaping of it 
oneself in linguistic acts, expression of one’s own states related to the experi-
ence of the Holocaust, and construction of ‘verbal representations’ of the mur-
dered Jewish world in order to preserve the memory of it — to which David 
Sfard refers in his work ‘Yidish’ [Yiddish],1184 which is a form of poetic ret-
ribution. This poem tells us that the childhood consciousness of the poetic 
subject was defined by the language spoken by the community of the de-
vout, rooted in their Judaism, and that language imposed a clearly defined set 
of norms and worldview:

1180 E. Rayzman, ‘Mayn yidish loshn,’ in idem, Di shprakh fun dayne oygn, p. 11.
1181 Ibid.
1182 T. Paleczny, Socjologia tożsamości, p. 94.
1183 E. Rayzman, ‘Mayn yidish loshn,’ p. 11. 
1184 D. Sfard, ‘Yidish,’ in idem, Brenendike bleter, p. 77.
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In my childhood my Yiddish 
Rhymed with the word ‘khsidish’ [devoutness]
With the God of Abraham 
With all that was good and devout 
And obediently
Subordinated to the divine will.1185

Further, the lyric subject observes that as he grew up and gained increas-
ing independence of thought and autonomy in formulating his judgments, he 
began to seek other messages as the subject of his linguistic actions. At that 
point his Yiddish began to ‘rhyme:’

(…) with the life of simple Volhynian carpenters 
With the nostalgia of Ukrainian nights 
With a first, clandestine love 
In the shade of trees in a small town 
During pale moonlit evenings.1186

And then, as the language of a mature man who had taken the decision to 
dedicate his life to the Communist revolution, it harmonised:

With the ‘exchanges’ on Warsaw’s streets — 
On Dzika, Gęsia and Freta 
With songs of pain and anger 
With dignified and brilliant arguments 
For all the years of humiliation 
For all the times of depression.1187

While up to a certain point the lyric subject largely took his own deci-
sions as to the objects of his linguistic acts — expressing in language what he 
thought about and what he devoted himself to — the Holocaust assailed that 
freedom, forcing his consciousness, as expressed in his language, to focus on 
something entirely different. His language began to ‘rhyme:’

With German pyres stained with blood 
With the fear of crime and terror 
In the cities and towns of Poland

1185 Ibid.
1186 Ibid.
1187 Ibid.
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With sisters fathers mothers 
With all that is near and dear.1188

This poem shows the reader the extent to which who we are depends on us 
ourselves and how far it hinges on forces that are beyond us, such as History. 
At the same time, we can construe it as the manifesto of a writer who wants to 
tackle the challenge before him — to create poetry in the post-Holocaust trans-
formed language that was ‘my Yiddish / purged in the conflagration and fire.’1189 
Thus after the Socialist Realist period, when the Jewish tragedy was consigned 
to oblivion, the task entrusted to language by writers in the immediate after-
math of the war — mourning and commemorating the dead — is restored to it. 

Other writers also reference this task, among them Moyshe Shklar, who 
in the poem ‘Poshete verter’ [Simple words] (from the 1962 volume Poshete 
verter) avers candidly that the language which had ‘perished on the pyres’ 
with the Jewish mothers and fathers had become ‘ten times dearer’ to him. 
As the language of those exterminated, it activates the survivor, even forcing 
him to bear witness and create culture in it: ‘With them I will go through life / 
until the end of the years assigned me / and I shall transform into songs / 
those simple Jewish words.’1190 Similar conclusions are reached by Binem Hel-
ler in his work titled ‘In zeyer shprakh’ (from the 1957 volume Klorkeyt). He 
is a depositary of the ‘language of those exterminated’ who has been salvaged 
from the Holocaust; this language not only weighs like a reminder of the deaths 
of his loved ones, but is transformed into a kind of clumsy communication 
tool, as if the Jewish tragedy had significantly altered its properties. Since its 
current user, the subject of the work, survived death by a miracle, and in so 
doing tore from its claws something else which was to have been annihilated 
— the nation’s language — he has to accept its imperfection. Every day, then, 
he uses a crippled tongue, ‘words not spoken in full,’ which cannot be used to 
explain the vastness of the Jewish tragedy. The subject of the work is in a dou-
bly difficult situation — he has to listen to what the language has to say and 
offer an answer to it. The language forces him to listen to what has remained 
unsaid. Its oppressive power is such that ‘in the very middle of the night, / 
when the dead come to wake him from sleep,’ the survivor ‘hears the whispers 
of lovers, / the words of children and the elderly. / He hears cries of pain and 
anger, / the buzz of bravery and joy.’1191 This state of limbo between yesterday 
and today forces him to spend every night reliving his encounter with his own 

1188 Ibid.
1189 Ibid.
1190 M. Shklar, ‘Poshete verter,’ in idem, Poshete verter, p. 7. 
1191 B. Heller, ‘In zeyer shprakh,’ p. 89.
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death, which he managed to evade, in the full knowledge that the gift of life 
means a debt of memory to those who were exterminated. It is language that 
links the survivor with the dead: crippled, stained with blood, a burden, yet 
dear nonetheless — ‘a treasure entrusted by the nation.’ As a poet he thus ac-
cepts ‘this burden dear to him,’ from which he cannot escape, and restores it 
to life in his extended poems. It is thanks to his activeness that ‘again radiant 
with all the brilliances / of life and the buzzing day — / [this] language can 
sing and cry, / this unfinished language.’1192 

While Heller finds a way for the ‘unfinished language’ of the victims to 
‘speak out in full,’ Paltyel Tsibulski does not. According to Leksikon fun der nay-
er yidisher literatur,1193 Tsibulski for many years worked closely with the Polish 
Ministry of Education and later the Ministry for Higher Education. Unlike 
writers such as Rayzman, Sfard, Heller or Zonshayn, he had professional ties 
with the Polish language. His made his debut as a poet in Yiddish at a relative-
ly late age; his first volume of poems was not published until 1964, when he 
was 61.1194 The subject of the poem that begins ‘Vi Motke oder Urke…’ [‘Like 
Motke or Urke…’] confesses: ‘the closed tin with the treasury of Jewish words’ 
I concealed ‘beneath the stone of my yesterday.’1195 Perhaps this was due to 
a wish to shy away from the duty of constant memory of the Holocaust. Yet 
in spite of his attempt to ‘kill’ his mother’s language within him, it remains 
alive, and embodies a remarkable strength that can force remembrance of it 
and of what it has to say. This strength empowers the lyric subject — like 
the famous Jewish thieves Motke and Urke1196 — to steal unnoticed out of his 
‘today’ to find the right words to describe the suffering and death of his na-
tion and his own grief at his loss. But the decision to return to his language 
is only the start of a difficult path. The obligation to remember, constant-
ly to face a tragedy beyond human understanding, is a source of suffering, 
and the moral necessity of speaking out about the Holocaust in the language 
of those murdered is an extremely difficult task, not only for Heller. Tsibulski 
also confesses to this in his question about how to express the inexpressible:

1192 Ibid., p. 89.
1193 Kh.L. Fuks, ‘Tsibulski Paltyel,’ in Leksikon fun der nayer yidisher literatur, edited by 

E. Oyerbakh et al., Vol. 7 (1968), pp. 565–566. 
1194 Tsibulski made his debut as a writer in the 1920s, as evidenced by the dates beneath 

some of the texts from the collections Hemshekh and Dermonung.
1195 P. Tsibulski (‘Vi Motke…’), in idem, Dermonung, p. 67.
1196 Motke — the name of the thief (Yid. ganev) who is the protagonist of the novel by 

Sholem Asch, Motke Ganev (1917), about the life of the Jewish demi-monde. Urke Nakhalnik 
was the pseudonym of Itsik Farbarovitsh (1897–? / during the Holocaust), a petty criminal 
who began to record his adventures while in prison, and later became the author of tales from 
the life of the underworld published in both Polish and Yiddish. For more on Nakhalnik’s life, 
see http://www.yivoencyclopedia.org/article.aspx/Nakhalnik_Urke (accessed 6.06.2015).
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Where am I to seek you, 
My words, 
In the confusion of everyday life hidden 
Like plants under mossy stones.
My hands bleed 
From digging in filled-in wells, 
But I still cannot reach 
The tortured tongue of my mother 
Which seeks salvation 
In the breath of every word.1197 

The subject of his poetry, recognizing the impossibility of the task before 
him, seeks models for speaking about the catastrophe in the rich treasury 
of Jewish literature. Having studied the way in which Jeremiah in his biblical 
threnodies1198 and Khayim Nakhman Bialik in his famous poems ‘Al hashek-
hita’ [Upon the slaughter] and ‘Beir haharega’ [In the city of the Slaughter]1199 
(written after the pogrom in Chişinău in 1903) mourned their people, he 
finds that their words make a powerful impression on the reader, choking 
him with tears and ‘stabbing [him] with the knives of verses.’ But the power 
of their poetry does not help him to find the answer to the question of how he 
is to mourn not one city, not one generation, but millions. The vastness and 
uniqueness of the Holocaust forces him to confess his impotence: ‘I stand, 
then, / like a split tree, / which can barely issue forth a leaf / for a wreath 
for the murdered millions.’1200

Diminishing numbers of active Yiddish speakers as a result of the suc-
cessive waves of emigration (in 1949 there were some 100,000 Jews living 
in Poland, but by 1961 only 37,0001201), the progressive assimilation of those 
who did remain in Poland (a global phenomenon1202), the aging and dying 
of the survivor generation, and the coming-of-age of a second generation 
which did not understand the language of their parents — this was the land-
scape of the Polish Yiddishland of the second half of the 1950s. The publishing 

1197 P. Tsibulski, ‘Verter,’ in idem, Hemshekh, p. 7.
1198 See the biblical Book of Jeremiah.
1199 See Kh.N.  Bialik, ‘Upon the Slaughter’ and ‘In the City of Slaughter,’ translated by 

D.G. Roskies, in The Literature of Destruction, pp. 159–168.
1200 P. Tsibulski (‘Tsuzamen mit dir…’), in idem, Dermonung, p. 59.
1201 A. Stankowski, ‘Nowe spojrzenie na statystyki dotyczące emigracji Żydów z Polski po 

roku 1944,’ pp. 114 and 132.
1202 See, for instance, information about the decline in numbers of readers of the Yiddish 

press in the USSR in the 1960s and 1970s as cited by G. Estraikh in Yiddish in the Cold War, 
pp. 124–132.
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house Yidish Bukh experienced a serious crisis in this period, caused by 
the decline in the number of regular clients, many of whom, like some of its 
own employees and editors of the monthly periodical Yidishe Shriftn, were 
taking the decision to emigrate.1203 The Jewish press was not immune to these 
problems either. In mid-1957 the editorial board of Folks-Shtime decided to 
add a Polish-language supplement to the paper in order to render information 
about Jewish culture accessible to those who ‘share an interest in Jewish af-
fairs but do not know the Jewish language.’1204 In view of the dramatic decline 
in the sizes of Jewish audiences for the repertoire staged by the E.R. Kamiń-
ska State Jewish Theatre, about 1960 the decision was taken to introduce 
earphones to enable audiences not familiar with Yiddish to watch its plays. 
The architects of the nusekh Poyln project began to realize that it had failed. 
Echoes of these doubts were also expressed in poetry. 

Binem Heller, who in the early 1950s had heralded a time of ‘opening 
up hearts to the spring’ and ending mourning, by the middle of the same 
decade had been forced to recognize that he was perhaps ‘the last singer’ at-
tempting to keep the language of the murdered Jews alive over their graves. 
The linguistic assimilation of the children of Polish Jewish Communists was 
something he considered doubly dramatic. In the immediate perspective he 
cast doubt on the sense of the efforts expended in building Yiddish culture 
in post-war Poland, and proclaimed the ultimate debacle of their attempts. 
‘Will the generation that has come after me / forget about what I was pro-
tecting?’ the poet asks in the poem ‘Mayn ort’ [My place].1205 The sociologist 
Tadeusz Paleczny, deliberating on the links between culture and language, 
comes to the conclusion that ‘Every culture “encloses” its participants in “it-
self ”, making its symbolic mark, chiefly in words, on the material and spiritual 
world around it’1206 [emphasis added by M.R.]. Thus language is the key to 
culture and the symbols connected with it, and abandoning the language 
means losing that key. Heller was aware that in the longer-term perspective, 
the departure of the young generation of Polish Jews from Yiddish carried 
with it a danger far greater than that inherent in the failure of the nusekh 
Poyln project — the danger of the irrevocable death of the language, and with 
it the ultimate loss of the culture built up over generations. He asks, therefore, 
‘must the testament / salvaged with such difficulty for the child be lost? / 
Does death threaten not only the body, / but will the soul also fly away with 

1203 For more on this subject, see J. Nalewajko-Kulikov, ‘The Last Yiddish Books Printed 
in Poland,’ pp. 117–118. 

1204 J. Sobelman, ‘“Nasz Głos” (Our Voice), 1957–1968, the Polish Language Supplement to 
the “Folks-Shtime” (People’s Voice),’ p. 147. 

1205 B. Heller, ‘Mayn ort,’ in idem, Klorkeyt, p. 97.
1206 T. Paleczny, Socjologia tożsamości, p. 95.
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the wind?’ The work ends with a desperate denial which holds both despair 
and hope: ‘No, no! The earth will not leave so many generations without my 
song and my words. / I still await with hope an heir / who will take my place 
here.’1207 There is despair because the thought that a culture with a bond of so 
many centuries with the Polish earth could disappear is tragic. There is hope 
against hope because otherwise everything that has gone before would lose 
its meaning. 

But the work of people such as Shklar and Sfard from the 1960s leaves 
no illusions. In the poem beginning ‘Du veyst’ [You know], Moyshe Shklar 
confesses that the world in which it is his lot to live many years after the Hol-
ocaust is alien to him because of the language, which is not his. His mother 
taught him different words, words that no one uses any longer. Robbed of his 
own language, he has become a very lonely man whose longing nothing can 
heal.1208 The most dramatic confessions, however, are those of David Sfard 
in the work ‘Tsu mayn zun’ [To my son], published in 1961 in the volume 
A zegl in vint [A sail in the wind]. In it, he registers the existence of a bond 
between parents and children in all forms of natural life. This bond is based 
on the possession of a common language understood by both generations. 
This observation provokes in him the sad realization that this bond is absent 
between him and his son. And although they can communicate in Polish, his 
son will not be able to explore what his father has created as a poet: 

I have brought you a marvellous present, my son:
All the beauty of our country — 
Mountains which teach us to think in silence, 
Rivers which, flowing to a distant destination,
Do not fail along the way,  
The dignified silence of trees on the eve of the autumn twilight – 
All this I have recorded in my Jewish poem — 
But will you understand it? 
(…) 
What should I do 
For you, too, my son, 
To be able to understand my Jewish poem?1209 

The next poem by Sfard that I cite is titled ‘Tsu zikh aleyn’ [To myself]. It 
was published eleven years after the above lyric conversation with his son, and 

1207 B. Heller, ‘Mayn ort,’ p. 97.
1208 See M. Shklar (‘Du veyst’), in idem, Poshete verter, pp. 15–16.
1209 D. Sfard, ‘Tsu mayn zun,’ in idem, A zegl in vint, pp. 69–70. 
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three years after his emigration from Poland to Israel, a country where as a re-
sult of the deliberate policy of the state authorities Yiddish had for many years 
been consigned to extinction.1210 Sfard, who had devoted his creative years to 
building a Yiddish culture in Poland, experienced this as a double blow — 
his plans had failed, and, worse, he was witnessing the death of his ‘mother 
tongue’ in both his homelands: 

I know a Jewish poet 
Who spends days on end talking 
To himself. 
(…) 
And only  
The shadow that accompanies all his steps
Silently absorbs the words 
And in the ubiquitous silence 
Immortalises them in stone. 

(…) 
And as if in a dream 
He goes higher and higher 
Until longing like a viper 
Lying in wait in every crack 
Poisons his poem 
With the great sadness 
Of infinity.1211 

1210 Prior to the creation of the independent Jewish state, Yiddish, a language with an al-
most millennial tradition, known virtually all over the world, and with a burgeoning modern 
culture, was perceived by some factions of the Zionist movement as a threat to modern Hebrew, 
a language which after centuries of absence from everyday domestic use (it had been the lan-
guage of liturgy and religious literature) at the turn of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries 
was artificially ‘revived’ and in 1922 elevated to the status of one of the three official languages  
in Palestine. In the interwar period terrorist attacks on Yiddish writers and cultural activists 
were legion in the British mandate, and after the proclamation of independence in 1948, Israel 
declared Hebrew the state language and took administrative steps to hamper the development 
of cultural life in Yiddish. Yiddish was ubiquitously associated with the alleged weakness and 
effeminacy of the diaspora Jews, who were subjected to acerbic criticism for their ‘passive’ 
stance during the Holocaust. For more on the subject of the fate of Yiddish in Israel see, for 
instance, R. Rojanski, ‘The Status of Yiddish in Israel, 1948–1958: An Overview,’ in Yiddish 
after the Holocaust, pp. 46–59; M. Weinstein, Yiddish: a Nation of Words (2001), pp. 229–238; 
D. Katz, Words on Fire, pp. 310–323; Y. Chaver, What Must Be Forgotten: The Survival of Yid-
dish in Zionist Palestine (2004); Cwiszn / Pomiędzy / צווישן No. 4 (2011). 

1211 D. Sfard, ‘Tsu zikh aleyn,’ in idem Brenendike bleter, p. 93.
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The beginning of this poem is reminiscent of Yankev Zonshayn’s work 
‘Der boym bay mayn fentster,’ about a tree which whispers and whispers to 
itself in despair every evening. But this is as far as their similarity goes, be-
cause though the tree, in its desperation, sheds its leaves, ‘the dawn attaches 
them again.’ In Sfard’s poem, however, the sorrow of the Yiddish-language 
poet is not resolved with a chord bringing hope of change. On the contrary, 
captured in the stones of the street paving and the houses around the lonely 
man, written into the very space, into the entire Israeli reality, it evokes his 
loneliness and endless nostalgia for a world that is gone. 

You invented us, Sholem Aleykhem

The political changes that took place in post-war Poland are clearly reflect-
ed in the evolving canon of Jewish literature, both that published in Jewish 
periodicals and books, and that referenced by the writers of that period. 
In the brief period of post-war freedom, in addition to works by all the writ-
ers still in Poland at the time, other writing also published included works by 
the classics of Yiddish literature, by Soviet Yiddish-language writers (e.g. Itsik 
Fefer, Perets Markish, Leyb Kvitko, and Shmuel Halkin), and by ‘progressive’ 
writers from Poland and America (e.g. Itsik Manger, Hersh Dovid Nomberg, 
and Yosef Opatoshu) and Israel (Avraham Boydes, Avraham Shlonski, and 
Dov Khotomski).1212 Sadly, even before the 1940s were out, many of these 
names had been blacklisted. Among them were those of outstanding writers 
who had emigrated from Poland (such as Khayim Grade and Avrom Sut-
skever), the foremost proponents of Yiddish literature in Western Europe 
and the USA (e.g. H. Leyvik, Yosef Opatoshu, and Sholem Asch), but also 
 Israeli writers working in Hebrew, and Yiddish writers from the Soviet Union, 
who on Stalin’s orders were imprisoned from the end of 1948. In this period 
the publishing house Yidish Bukh launched its edition of an extensive selec-
tion of censored classics, and in 1951 published its three-volume Oysgevelte 
verk [Selected works] by Perets. This was an important undertaking for the le-
gitimisation of socialist Yiddish literature in post-war Poland, which saw its 
literary roots in the work of the progressive writers of the Jewish enlighten-
ment and the classics of the turn of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 

1212 See the list of books in Yiddish published in post-war Poland in Bibliography of Hebrew 
and Yiddish Publications in Poland since 1944 and J. Nalewajko-Kulikov, ‘Appendix 1: Bibliog-
raphy of Yidish Bukh publications,’ pp. 121–134.
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The regime-backed critics considered that maskilic (enlightenment) litera-
ture used satire to ridicule the medieval Jewish mentality by offering the pros-
pect of a new, free world, while the classics made the effort to familiarise the Jews 
with the ‘new’ by citing specific examples.1213 Shloyme Lastik sought to prove 
that contemporary writers could learn several things from the classics: effica-
cy in pursuing a chosen aim, humanism, creating character types typical for 
a given time, drawing on folk motifs, and making literature relevant to the life 
and issues of a given period.1214 David Sfard, too, compiled a catalogue of in-
spirations drawn from the classics. These were as follows: the satirical venom 
of Mendele and the currency of the political and social content of his writings; 
the humour of Sholem Aleykhem, who pokes fun at Jewish idlers, speculants 
and small-time crooks, but at the same time expresses tenderness and love for 
the honest worker and folk artist; and the profound thought of Perets, which 
‘with a furious wisdom lashes out at the world of darkness and bondage,’ yet 
at the same time tenderly draws forth the hidden ethical values and beauty 
of the simple man of the people. Moreover, the classics, he said, taught human-
itarianism, a nostalgia for happiness and the enlightened life, the obligation to 
speak out for justice (the novels of Mendele), and also how to portray the new 
world in a particular form (the example of heroes from the work of Sholem 
Aleykhem and Perets). The presence of positive literary figures in their work 
‘is an expression of the fundamental optimism of the classics, their love for 
their people, and their faith in its victory over their oppressors. This should 
also be a model for contemporary writers.’1215 In publishing texts by writers such 
as Mendele, Sholem Aleykhem, and Perets, Yidish Bukh could be confident 
of its success because they were extremely popular despite the manipulations of  
the censor, of which Jewish readers were indeed doubtless ignorant.1216 

The Thaw that followed Stalin’s death brought the ‘rehabilitation’ and reap-
pearance of many writers, a process begun with the publication in the eleventh 

1213 D. Sfard, ‘Di yidishe klasik un ir emeser yoyresh,’ in idem, Shtudyes un skitsn (1955), 
pp. 7–11.

1214 S. Lastik, ‘Literatur-problemen in der yidisher svive,’ in idem, Mitn ponem tsum morgn 
(1952), pp. 18–29. The changes in Yiddish culture after the Stalinist period are also visible 
in the evolution of the language and manner of writing about literature. One prime example 
of this is the historical and literary critical work of S. Lastik, who after a period of writing 
tendentious texts steeped in Communist propaganda published (as Salomon Łastik) an inter-
esting, factographically rich work in Polish, Z dziejów Oświecenia żydowskiego. Ludzie i fakty 
(1961), in which the sociological reading, typical of dialectical materialism, does not over-
shadow its considerable cognitive values. 

1215 D. Sfard, ‘Di yidishe klasik un ir emeser yoyresh,’ pp. 7–11. 
1216 On the subject of the interference of the censor in the literary texts of the classics, 

using the example of the short story by Sholem Aleykhem ‘A farshterter Peysakh,’ see M. Ruta, 
‘Szolem Alejchem czytany w przedmarcowej Polsce,’ pp. 26–29.
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issue of the literary monthly Yidishe Shriftn in November 1955 of a review 
of the play by the Soviet Yiddish-language writer Dovid Bergelson Di broyt-
mil [The mill], which was performed in the State Jewish Theatre in Warsaw.1217 
In subsequent years the Yiddish press in Poland published works by both 
Soviet writers who, like Bergelson, had been murdered on Stalin’s orders — 
Moyshe Kulbak, Dovid Hofshteyn, Itsik Fefer, Leyb Kvitko, and Perets Mark-
ish — and those who, having survived their period of exile, regained their 
freedom during the period of the Soviet Thaw: Shmuel Halkin, Yisroel Emyot, 
Yosef Kerler, Naftali-Herts Kon, Yitskhok Kipnis, Zalmen Vendrof,1218 and 
many others. Yidish Bukh also published selected works by some writers 
from the USSR.1219 In the year of the Thaw translations of Hebrew literature, 
chiefly by Leyb Olitski, also began to appear in the press. Moreover, in 1956 
Olitski had a volume called Zogt di velt a moshl [The world tells a tale] pub-
lished, in which he included a selection of fairytales by the ancient fathers 
of Judaism and by nineteenth-century Hebrew-language poets. The follow-
ing year he produced another collection, Folkstimlekhe baladn [Folk ballads], 
half of which were translations of works by outstanding Hebrew poets from 
the Middle Ages to contemporary times. Confirmation of the fact that the So-
cialist Realist period had been a lean time for the development of Yiddish-lan-
guage writers’ creativity is the information on the dates when Olitski’s various 
translations had been made. Most of the works in the two volumes cited above 
are dated to the end of 1955 and 1956–1957, a few come from the period 
1946–1948, but neither volume contains a single translation made during 
the Stalinist years. By way of further information it would be appropriate 
to add that in the years 1950–1954 Olitski’s only works published in Yidishe 
Shriftn were translations of fairytales by (non-Jewish) Soviet writers. 

The watershed that was seen in literature after the period of productivity 
and panegyric writing was visible not only in the change in thematic scope 
but also in the unprecedented outpouring of works in which now writers, 
rather than critics issuing instructions on how to write, referenced drawing 
on the Jewish tradition and the oeuvre of the classics. This development was 
reinforced by the series of major anniversaries connected with the life and 
work of those writers that came around after the war: the centenary of Perets’ 

1217 See S. Kants, ‘Dovid Bergelsons “Di broyt-mil” in Yidishn Melukhe Teater,’ Yidishe 
Shriftn No. 11 (1955), p. 6.

1218 The co-operation established between Soviet Yiddish-language writers and the Yid-
dish-language press in Poland in the second half of the 1950s and sustained for the subsequent 
decades is addressed by G. Estraikh in his article ‘The Warsaw Outlets for Soviet Yiddish Writ-
ers,’ pp. 217–230. 

1219 1959 saw the publication of Bergelson’s collection of short stories, Noveln, and in 1964–
1965 the two-volume novel by Markish, Dor-oys, dor-ayn, came out. 
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birth in 1951, and that of Sholem Aleykhem’s in 1959. 1964 saw the hundredth 
anniversary of the publication of the first book in Yiddish, by Mendele, while 
the years 1965–1967 brought the fiftieth anniversaries of the deaths of Perets, 
Sholem Aleykhem, and Mendele. This stimulated the production of celebra-
tory and commemorative writing, but also provided a superb opportunity for 
reflection and a new look at familiar motifs and themes. 

The reading of the works of the classics imposed under Socialist Realism 
was tendentious and over-simplified, but the services of Abramovitch, Rabi-
novitch, and Perets in the formation of a supradialectal literary language and 
in the development of a modern secular literature in a language considered 
even in their own times a ‘jargon,’ the language of the lower ranks of socie-
ty, should not be undervalued. It was their efforts that began to transform 
Yiddish from a medium of quotidian literary communication and a tool for 
popular literature into a highly developed instrument for literary and intellec-
tual creativity,1220 and led readers to hone their literary tastes. It was thanks to 
them that literature written in the ‘jargon’ was elevated to the status of ‘high’ 
literature which before long began to equal the literatures of other European 
nations. Their work was extremely popular with readers of all generations, 
partly because it used gentle humour to criticise the Jewish vices and did not 
shy away from the painful social problems that dogged the simple residents 
of the shtetl, but at once revered their spiritual beauty and wisdom. 

One characteristic feature of the majority of references to the classics, in de-
fiance of the recommendations of Socialist Realist interpreters of literature, 
and especially in post-Thaw literature, is the fact that they are filtered through 
the lens of the Holocaust. For instance, Yankev Zonshayn, in his work ‘Dos 
farkishefte shnayderl’ [The enchanted tailor], references the humorous short 
story by Sholem Aleykhem1221 of the same title, which followed the vicissitudes 
of a naïve, slightly self-satisfied tailor called Shimen-Ele, who at his wife’s be-
hest bought a goat to feed his starving children.1222 An innkeeper played a trick 
on Shimen-Ele, swapping his nanny-goat for a billy, which naturally terrified 
the tailor, causing him to fall seriously ill. Zonshayn in the figure of the duped 

1220 Cf. C. Shmeruk, ‘Yiddish Literature,’ in Encyclopedia Judaica (2000, CD-ROM edition).
1221 Sholem Aleykhem, real name Sholem Rabinovitch (1859–1916) — Jewish prose writer, 

humourist, dramatist and columnist writing in Yiddish, Hebrew and Russian, one of the three 
great writers of modern Yiddish literature. His work paints a colourful picture of East European 
Jewish society in the context of the social and cultural shifts in Europe and America at the turn 
of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. For more see D. Miron, ‘Sholem Aleichem,’ in YIVO 
Encyclopedia of Jews in Eastern Europe, dated 15.10.2010, http://www.yivoencyclopedia.org/
article.aspx/Sholem_Aleichem (accessed 28.04.2011). 

1222 Cf. Sholem Aleykhem, ‘Der farkishefter shnayder,’ in idem, Mayses un monologn 
(1922), pp. 1–51.
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simpleton perceives a metaphor for the entire Jewish nation, and his fate is an 
illustration of what has been happening to all the Jews for thousands of years: 
‘The plaything of mockery / we are, Shimen-Ele, / the world around us / a band 
of taunters.’1223 The humorous, though sad story of Shimen-Ele the tailor 
takes on new meaning in the eyes of the survivors — it becomes something 
of a recapitulation of the fate that befell the Jews in the twentieth century, when 
the whole nation became the butt of the world’s cruel jokes. 

Zonshayn again makes reference to the humour of Sholem Aleykhem 
in his poem ‘Stempenyu,’ recalling the protagonist of the novel of the same 
title. In the very first lines of the poem he stresses the symbolic significance 
of the names he cites — the fiddler Stempenyu, who ‘will play no more’ and 
his beloved Rachela, who ‘will cry no more.’ Both become figures of the ex-
terminated nation, and the subject of the poem — ‘the fruit of their love’ — 
speaks in the name of the Holocaust survivors, ‘conducting a ceaseless dispute 
with the world.’ The poem ends with an invocation to Sholem Aleykhem, 
who, guided by his great love and sympathy for the suffering of his nation, 
extolled the beauty of Jewish life and taught his readers how to survive, by dis-
tancing himself through laughter from all misfortunes: ‘Sholem Aleykhem! / 
You who invented us, / give me strength / that I might be able to laugh / 
over the grave of your people.’1224 In these short poems, Zonshayn on the one 
hand pays tribute to the great writer, drawing attention to the therapeutic 
role that classic writing has played in the history of the Jewish nation and to 
his services in the creation of a modern Jewish culture and literature, and on 
the other pursues his dispute — very delicately but no less determinedly — 
with the world which did not prevent the cruellest Jewish tragedy in history.

The idiosyncratic humour of Sholem Aleykhem’s prose,1225 often termed 
‘laughter through tears,’ and his therapeutic role are also referenced by Moyshe 
Shklar, in his work ‘Mir iz gut, ikh bin a yosem’ [I’m fine, I’m an orphan]. The po-
em’s title is a quotation from one of the works of this classic — words spoken 

1223 Y. Zonshayn, ‘Dos farkishefte shnayderl,’ in idem, Yunger vinter, p. 12. 
1224 Y. Zonshayn, ‘Stempenyu,’ p. 11.
1225 According to B. Kirshenblatt-Gimblett and M. Wex, ‘Humor: Oral Tradition,’ in YIVO 

Encyclopedia of Jews in Eastern Europe, dated 23.08.2010, http://www.yivoencyclopedia.org/
article.aspx/Humor/Oral_Tradition (accessed 28.04.2011), the work of Sholem Aleykhem 
represents three main interpretations of humour: the ‘transcendental,’ the ‘defensive,’ and 
the ‘pathological.’ In their interpretation, ‘transcendental’ humour is a response to the poor 
living conditions of the Jews in Eastern Europe, and its aim was to alleviate the burdens forced 
on the Jews and to comfort them in their suffering with ‘laughter through tears.’ ‘Defensive’ 
humour is perceived as a preventative social strategy. This type of humour devotes considerable 
attention to Jewish self-criticism, and also to criticism of the non-Jewish world. Their interpre-
tation of the ‘pathological’ brand of humour references Freudian theory, which held hostility 
and aggression to be the source of all humour.
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by eleven-year-old Motl, the protagonist of the short story collection Motl Peysi 
dem khazns [Motl, son of Peysi the cantor]. Motl’s story offers a child’s perspec-
tive on the world of the East European Jews, which at the turn of the nineteenth 
and twentieth centuries was in flux: the small, local, traditional community 
unit of the East European shtetl was breaking up, but at the same time the huge 
wave of emigration to the USA was a source of hope for rebirth across the water. 
The story as told by Sholem Aleykhem starts with the death of Motl’s father, 
which casts the whole faily into poverty. They sell some of their belongings and 
take the decision to emigrate to America. The words: ‘I’m fine, I’m an orphan!’ 
are the boy’s reaction to the news of his father’s death. Although he is sad, he 
tries to seek comfort in the fact that as an orphan he will be exempt from school 
for a time, his brother will not hit him for the duration of the mourning peri-
od, and the neighbours will start to feel sorry for him and might even bring 
him gifts for comfort. In this naïve exclamation, Sholem Aleykhem expresses 
the properties of the child’s psyche, which blocks out the vastness of the trauma 
engendered by death, so enabling him to maintain an equilibrium in his inner 
world. This is not all, however — while his father’s death symbolises the end 
of the old world, Motl’s character, who is able to see the positive side and the po-
tential in everything, is a symbol of the vitality in the Jewish nation and its 
ability to reinvent itself. It is people like him, who have not become fused with 
the old world, who will put down roots across the water, sowing the seeds for 
a new start. This exclamation, in the context of the twentieth-century history 
of the European Jews — for it is in this context that Shklar cites it — gains 
a new, entirely different meaning, filled with bitter irony: ‘I’m fine, / I’m an 
orphan — / I’m fine and dandy… // My nation lies / in its grave, shot dead, / 
and its blood is seeping.’1226 Among those who lie in that grave are the heroes 
of Sholem Aleykhem’s works: little Motl and his brother, Tevye the Dairyman 
and Menakhem-Mendel, Tevye’s wife, and his beautiful daughters. 

The extermination of the nation has not bypassed its writers or their read-
ers, and therefore also represents, nigh-on literally, the death of its literature, 
which, even if it endures physically, in the form of books, will never evolve 
and grow in the imagination of a competent reader. In Shklar’s work the lyric 
subject reiterates the words once spoken by Motl: 

One day 
I came to this huge grave 
And once again drank in 
The voice of Motl, which reached me from afar. 
And his words still resonate 

1226 M. Shklar, ‘Mir iz gut, ikh bin a yosem,’ in idem, Bleterfal, pp. 59–60. 
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Today in my blood: 
I’m fine,  
I’m an orphan — 
O woe, I’m fine – – –1227

The minor change that the poet makes in the repetition of the phrase, with 
the addition of the exclamation ‘O woe,’ signals a fundamental shift in the sit-
uation of the issuer — not only is it someone else who is saying the sentence, 
but the context of the utterance is also entirely different from the original. 
These words, spoken by a man who has lived through the death of his entire 
nation, not only take on an ominous literality, but also express the despair 
of the survivor, which contrasts so sharply with the state of Motl himself and 
the optimistic prospects that Sholem Aleykhem created for him.

A reading of another classic text through the prism of the Holocaust is 
also present in a second poem by Shklar, ‘Baym Miropoler tsitern di hent’ 
[The tsaddik of Miropol’s hands are trembling]. This time he references 
the drama faced by An-ski’s1228 character Shimen, in Tsvishn tsvey veltn: Der 
dibek (The Dybbuk or Between Two Worlds), the story of the fates of a boy 
and a girl matchmade by their fathers even before they were born. Lea and 
Khanan grew up knowing nothing of the ties that bound them. When Khanan 
arrives in Brinitz as a poor yeshiva student, and becomes a frequent guest at 
the house of Lea’s father, the rich man Sender, the girl falls in love with her 
intended; he, too, feels drawn to be with her. As Sender, who does not realize 
that Khanan is his friend’s son, desires a rich match for his only daughter, 
the youth decides to resort to kabala to harness impure forces in order to 
amass sufficient wealth to be able to marry Lea. In the course of these mag-
ical practices he dies, whereupon he enters the girl’s body as an evil spirit, 
a dybbuk. The only person who can drive the spirit out is the eminent tsaddik 
of Miropol. He succeeds, but only after lengthy persuasion and by threatening 
the spirit with a curse. And although the dybbuk leaves Lea’s body, short-
ly after the exorcism she dies, in order to join her beloved in death forever. 

1227 Ibid., p. 60 [emphasis added by M.R.].
1228 S. An-ski, real name Rapoport Shloyme Zaynvil (1863–1920) — Jewish prose writer, 

dramatist writing in Russian and Yiddish, and ethnographer. He was the author of extended 
poems, plays and short stories, in many of which he references Jewish folklore — one such 
is his best-known play Tsvishn tsvey veltn. Der Dibek (The Dybbuk or Between Two Worlds, 
1919). He was the author of the Bund anthem ‘Di shvue’ (1905) and of memoirs on the life 
of Galicia’s Jews before World War I and during the occupation, Khurbn Galitsye (1921). For 
more, see G.  Safran, ‘Rapoport, Shloyme Zaynvl,’ in YIVO Encyclopedia of Jews in Eastern 
Europe, dated 16.11.2010, www.yivoencyclopedia.org/article.aspx/Rapoport_Shloyme_Zaynvl 
(accessed 2.06.2011).
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In his work, Shklar references the production of The Dybbuk staged in 1957 
by the State Jewish Theatre. The tsaddik of Miropol was played by the aging 
well-known actor Avrom Morevski (1886–1964), who had also been the first 
to play the role in the premiere of the play in December 1920 in Warsaw, and 
had subsequently been cast in the same role again in the famous 1937 film 
Der Dibek directed by Michał Waszyński.1229 The tsaddik in Shklar’s poem, 
gazing ‘with tear-filled eyes into the distance,’ watches Lea and her beloved 
‘ascend with the smoke’ of the crematoria, and only their shades appear on 
the stage. But as long as the play endures, the tsaddik of Miropol must con-
tinue to play his assigned role, freeing the girl from the evil spirit: 

The tsaddik of Miropol’s hands are trembling,  
The grey old man 
Raises his voice 
And it seems that 
The walls 
Which keep 
Good and evil,
Darkness and light
Apart
Must fall at any moment. 
His head 
Blazed with a bright flash, 
It is not Lea now whom he is about to save —
But the world, 
The whole world! 

The tsaddik of Miropol’s hands are trembling…1230

This time, the tsaddik has a much greater responsibility, and its burden 
is crushing him — he wants to liberate the whole world from evil. We know, 
however, that the poem is nothing but an artifice between Morevski the actor 
and his audience, between Shklar the poet and his readers. The situation is be-
ing played out in the theatre, and as such has nothing in common with reality. 
The convention of the theatrical artifice that the poet employs illustrates to 
the reader of the text that the Miropol tsaddik’s dream of redeeming the world 
from evil is as old as humanity, and that it cannot come true through any one 

1229 For more on the pre-war theatre production, and in particular the film itself, see 
D. Mazur, Dybuk (2007). 

1230 M. Shklar, ‘Baym Miropoler tsitern di hent,’ in idem, Poshete verter, pp. 91–92.
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man’s act of will. The act of redeeming the world from evil must be repeat-
ed by each one of us, incessantly, to the best of our abilities, just as Avrom 
Morevski played his part every evening, stepping into the role of the saviour 
of the beautiful Lea on the stage, just as the tsaddik of Miropol repeats it every 
time Shklar’s poem comes alive again in a reader’s imagination. 

Elye Rayzman also draws on the work of the classics and cites well-known 
figures from their prose. One of these figures is the mare from Mendele’s1231 
novel Di klyatshe [The mare] — an allegory of the Jewish nation, once a rich 
prince, turned into a horse by a wicked sorceror, and thenceforth subjected 
to violence and exploitation by the non-Jewish world. This novel was written 
in 1873, at a time when the Jewish reform movement known as the Haskalah 
was sweeping Central and Eastern Europe. The aim of Mendele’s enlighten-
ment novel was to show the Jews where the root cause of their harsh fate 
lay, and to mobilise them to reform — this, the maskilim believed, would 
modernise the backward Jewish society, which was isolated from European 
culture, and render it more similar to that of other modern nations. Their 
desired result was that the Jews should become ‘Jews only at home, but on 
the street Europeans.’ In his poem of the same title, Rayzman references the  
novel’s theme, subversively accusing his readers of not having learned any-
thing in the intervening hundred years: 

You should be ashamed [, mare] — 
The centennial eye of your grandfather is watching, 
His ear is listening. 
O, mare, mare,  
How long, 
How much longer 
Will you be a horse?!… 

For a whole century  
Your grandfather has been going through this with you, 
But you, 
On your emaciated back

1231 Mendele Moykher Sforim, real name Sholem Yankev Abramovitch (1835–1917) — 
writer in Hebrew and Yiddish, one of the three great writers of modern Yiddish literature. He 
depicted the life of Jewish society through satire and propagated Jewish enlightenment ideas, but 
in time the ferocity of his criticism mellowed and sympathetic, understanding tones emerged: 
this development was reflected in his work from the 1890s, when he returned to some of his 
Yiddish novels and wrote new versions of them in Hebrew. For more, see D. Miron, ‘Abram-
ovitsh, Sholem Yankev,’ in YIVO Encyclopedia of Jews in Eastern Europe, dated 19.08.2010,  
www.yivoencyclopedia.org/article.aspx/Abramovitsh_Sholem_Yankev (accessed 2.06.2011).
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Still haul 
The whole world.1232

Although an entire century had elapsed from the time when Mendele’s 
novel was written until the point at which Rayzman produced his poem, 
the situation of the Jews in the first half of the twentieth century had not 
improved to the extent that the maskilim had dreamed of when they were 
propagating their reforms in Russia under Tsar Alexander II. The Holo-
caust and the waves of post-war antisemitism in the Polish lands had prov-
en once again that the Jews’ fate is ‘exceptional’ in a negative sense, just like 
that of the prince changed into the miserable horse. But the accusation that 
the poet levels at the mare in the poem is false: the Jews have grown wise, and 
in rebuilding their independent state two thousand years on, they have over-
come the curse and regained their princely dignity. It is the world that does 
not perceive this change, treating those who decided to remain in the diaspo-
ra as before. Having once assigned the role of scapegoat to the Jews, the world 
does not want to change its mind. 

In another poem, “Oyb nisht nokh hekher” [‘If not higher still’],1233 Rayz-
man references the short story of the same title by Yitskhok Leyb Perets,1234 
whose message is to praise and elevate good deeds done in secret above the val-
ue of prayer, which does not bring tangible effects in human life. In citing this 
story, he is at once reviving Perets’s programme of secular ethics, of which it 
is an expression. He reminded his contemporaries of the mission with which 
God had entrusted the Jews, reviving their faith in such fundamental of its 
values as goodness, charity, honesty, love, humility and the optimism born 

1232 E. Rayzman, ‘Di klyatshe,’ in idem, Di shprakh fun dayne oygn, p. 28.
1233 E. Rayzman, ‘Oyb nisht nokh hekher,’ pp. 39–40.
1234 Yitskhok Leyb Perets (1852–1915) — Jewish novelist, poet, dramatist and journalist 

writing in Hebrew and Yiddish, one of the three greats of modern Yiddish literature. Around 
1890 he participated in a research expedition documenting the life of the Jewish population 
of the Tomaszów Lubelski region, which he described in Bilder fun a provints-rayze (1891). 
From around 1891 he worked as a clerk for the Warsaw Jewish community board, and at that 
time he wrote a lot and supported young Jewish writers embarking on their writing careers. 
In the 1890s he published literary and social periodicals (one of his interests was socialism). He 
was one of the organisers of the 1908 conference in Czerniowce (now Chernivtsi, Ukraine) at 
which Yiddish was elevated to the status of national language. His early work shows influences 
of Polish Positivism, and echoes of neo-Romanticism and his interest in Jewish folklore and 
Hasidism are discernible in the short stories from the volumes Khsidish (1908) and Folkstim-
lekhe geshikhtn (1909). Perets reworked his plays written in the symbolist style many times. 
For more see R.R. Wisse, ‘Peretz, Yitskhok Leybush,’ in YIVO Encyclopedia of Jews in Eastern 
Europe, dated 15.12.2010, www.yivoencyclopedia.org/article.aspx/Peretz_Yitskhok_Leybush 
(accessed 2.06.2011). See also Y.L. Perets, ‘Oyb nisht nokh hekher,’ in Y.L. Perets, Di verk fun 
Yitskhok Leybush Perets, Vol. 6: Dertseylungen (1920), pp. 78–83.
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of faith. To this end, in a series of modern-day folk tales, Folkstimlekhe ge-
shikhtn, he conjured up a vision of a world in which there was immutable 
moral order reinforced by the actions of righteous people. In them, he seems 
to suggest that while religious imperatives are a guarantee only of stand-
ards of justice, secular Jews aspire to the higher standards of mercy, so tri-
umphing over their foes.1235 This type of programme that stressed the ethical 
wealth of the Jewish culture was naturally close to the hearts of people from 
Rayzman’s generation, anti-clerical left-wingers sensitive to social injustice. 

At this point we might recall one more text by Rayzman, ‘Dayn Monish’ 
[Your Monish], in which the poet, referencing Perets’s ballad ‘Monish,’1236 con-
tinues his polemic with God. Perets’s extended poem tells the story of the vi-
cissitudes of a young Talmudic student who has fallen in love with a beautiful 
woman and has betrayed his nation’s ideals — the holy books and the Cre-
ator himself — for her. The woman is revealed to be none other than Lilith 
herself, wife of Asmodeus, and she has seduced Monish to ensnare his soul. 
And, sure enough, the youth is condemned to eternal infernal tortures for 
betraying his faith. In this poem Rayzman makes reference to one more poem 
by Perets, ‘Dray matones’ [Three gifts],1237 which tells of the heroic stance 
of three Jews who prefer to die rather than commit blasphemy. The nobility of  
their behaviour is so great that it also helps the cause of a certain sinner who 
was sent back down to earth after his death in order to collect three gifts 
with which he might redeem his miserable life: the testimonies to the mar-
tyrs’ deaths of the trio. Rayzman connects these two stories by incorporat-
ing two images into the finale of his work: that of the sinner’s soul, which 
at the behest of ‘the dead righteous ones in heaven’ errs ‘behind the barbed 
wires’ (of the death camps, we infer) in search of the gifts, and that of the same 
soul ascending ‘on the wings of the smoke’ to a heaven ‘without sun, without 
moon’ (i.e. empty), in order to throw at the feet of the Great Judge his gift — 
the ‘ash’ of Monish’s great heart [emphasis added by M.R.].1238 The literary 
images engraved in the Jewish imagination serve the poet as evidence to sup-
port the accusation he levels at heaven concerning its silence and indifference 
during the Holocaust, or perhaps rather as further confirmation of the opin-
ion of those who claim that heaven is empty and that God’s silence during 
the Holocaust was ample proof of that fact. 

1235 R.R. Wisse, I.L. Peretz and the Making of Modern Jewish Culture, pp. 71–109.
1236 See Y.L. Perets, ‘Monish,’ pp. 35–50.
1237 See Y.L. Perets, ‘Dray matones,’ in idem, Fun kval (1946), pp. 71–84.
1238 E. Rayzman, ‘Dayn Monish,’ in idem, Di shprakh fun dayne oygn, pp. 41–42. 
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On the market square in Berdychiv

A sharp contrast to the main body of colourless Yiddish Socialist Realist lit-
erature, devoid of national features, is presented in texts that manifest their 
Jewishess by referencing strands and figures from folklore, the Bible, or Tal-
mudic and Midrashic literature. Although the theme of dialogue with religious 
literature warrants separate examination, however, the nature of the literary 
environment in post-war Poland, composed as it was predominantly of writers 
with left-wing views, did leave a certain mark on their work, which only to 
a limited extent drew its inspiration from the sacred books of Judaism.1239 Lit-
erary references to the Bible or the Talmud are for the most part explorations 
of the best-known legends derived from these sources and present in the pop-
ular imagination. Their role as the objects of literary references is not only that 
of religious texts but also that of texts operating within the realm of folklore. 
Examples of this are literary interpretations of the stories of Samson, King 
Solomon, and the golem. A separate category of references to the Bible are to 
be found in Holocaust literature — these are references in both the genre and 
stylistic layer (threnodies, laments) and the sphere of motifs and topoi (the fig-
ure of Job, say, or the motif of the Akedah, the sacrifice of Isaac). These are 
present in the work of writers from a range of political options, and their aim 
is to supply models for talking about the catastrophe and to ease the way into 
expressing the inexpressible. This is not a category which we shall be examin-
ing here; I have devoted a modicum of attention to it elsewhere in this work.1240 

The most frequent type of references to folklore access the huge reservoir 
of Jewish humour, sayings and anecdotes, and also cite their heroes, such 
as the fools of Chełm1241 or Hershele Ostropoler. This type of reference to 
folk output has a range of aims. Often, as in the case of reference to the lan-
guage and to biblical topoi, its purpose is to ease articulation of the experience 

1239 In this respect the poetic output of D. Sfard is probably an exception.
1240 For more on this subject see Chapter I.
1241 Chełm became labelled as the proverbial town of fools, home to naïve, gossip-mon-

gering, rather simple Jews. B. Kirshenblatt-Gimblett and M. Wex, ‘Humor: Oral Tradition,’ 
in YIVO Encyclopedia of Jews in Eastern Europe, dated 23.08.2010, http://www.yivoencyclo-
pedia.org/article.aspx/Humor/Oral_Tradition (accessed 28.04.2011), note that ‘The obverse 
of such cleverness is found in the town of Chelm (Yid., Khelem; Pol. Chełm), a real place that 
folklore turned into a city of fools. The typical Chelm story is characterized by the relentless 
misapplication of the type of logic found in the Talmud and rabbinic literature; the inevitably 
faulty premise or flaw in the chain of reasoning — as, for instance, when the Sages of Chelm 
decide that the moon is more important than the sun because the latter shines only in the day-
time, when it is already light — is never remarked upon.’ 
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of the Holocaust. Its fundamental objective, however, in particular after 
the Socialist Realist period, is to provide confirmation of the identity of post-
war Yiddish literature, rooted in centuries-old Jewish popular literature. 
Of the many literary traditions (the folk, the religious, the enlightenment 
satire, the proletariat, the revolutionary, the avant-garde) on which Yid-
dish literature in post-war Poland could draw, one popular current, aside 
from the works of the classics and proletariat/revolutionary literature, was 
the folkloric tradition, which was seen as the vanguard of ‘progressive’ lit-
erature, using humour and satire to battle social injustice.1242 We might well 
note at this point that by placing folk writing at the centre of the accepted 
literary tradition, the theoreticians and writers of Communist Yiddish lit-
erature in the People’s Poland were in fact furthering the culture promotion 
programme of Jewish nationalism (Yiddishism), which had a tradition dating 
back to the turn of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.1243 In this, they 

1242 The particular meaning of the term ‘folk’ that was activated in Socialist Realist literature 
(first in the USSR and later also in the People’s Poland) is stressed by W. Tomasik (‘Ludowość,’ 
in Słownik realizmu socjalistycznego, pp. 130–135), who emphasises the following elements of its 
definition: a democratic creative process (lack of a single author, collective executors), the class-
based nature of the collective creative process (the collective subject of folk art are the oppressed 
‘working masses’), the form of works of folklore as a reflection of the aesthetic needs of the col-
lective, and the aim of folk works — to generate mobilisation to struggle and the awakening 
of the need to topple the old order (elements of social revolt). ‘Folk’ in this sense means revolu-
tionary and progressive, and the folk hero, endowed with fantastical qualities, was to be a model 
for the reader. A fundamental attribute of folk literature in this sense was optimism — a belief 
in the victory of ‘the forces of progress’ — and its message was the primacy of collective aims 
over the interests of the individual. This definition of folklore, once the concept of oral medium 
and the religious context had been eliminated and it had been extended to include urban-based 
writing, was the root of the Socialist Realist tradition. The art and literature of the People’s 
Poland (including Yiddish literature) thus became, in a positive sense, indebted to folk culture, 
which for centuries had incorporated progressive and revolutionary content.

1243 After the pogroms of 1881–1882 in the Russian Empire, when it was clear that 
the Haskalah programme had failed, nationalistic moods gained sway in Jewish society. 
The erstwhile maskilim ceased to criticise the faults of the Jewish nation, and began to focus 
instead on its moral and cultural values and its language. One telltale sign of that positive 
shift in perspective with respect to the language was the change in terminology used to de-
fine it — in the 1890s writers began to refer to the Jewish language as ‘Yiddish’ rather than 
the derisive ‘jargon.’ The beginning of the twentieth century brought an explosion of literary 
creativity in this language. Among Polish and Russian Jews it began to compete with Hebrew 
and Russian, and gradually superseded them in culture and literature. This went hand in hand 
with the birth of the ideology of Yiddishism, which held this language to be the chief nation-
al value. Yiddishism, which was the brainchild of people including Y.L. Perets, was focused 
on the development of national life in the diaspora, and it was characterised by populism. 
The common people (folk) began to be seen as the repository of wisdom, strength and humour, 
while the latter-day Jewish bourgeoisie was considered tainted with moral decadentism, and 
its culture superficial. The language of the common people was also re-evaluated, thenceforth 
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were also continuing the policy of their predecessors, the Jewish Communist 
writers in the USSR.1244 

It is important to point out that works of literature which drew on the folk 
tradition (like certain works by the classics) were published in every period 
of the two post-war decades, including the Socialist Realist time:1245 in 1952, 
for instance, Olitski’s collection Mitn ponem tsu der zun included the folk tale 
‘Di Khelemer un der barg’ [The good people of Chełm and the mountain], 
about the proverbial fools of Chełm; in the same period Zonshayn wrote 
the play Hershele Ostropolyer (based on the play by Mikhail Gershenzon 

defined as the quintessence of the popular genius. The intelligentsia was tasked with raising its 
status, and with making it not only a means of communication with the masses but also a vehi-
cle for artistic, literary and scientific expression, and a tool facilitating the creation of a modern, 
secular culture. This populism also brought a revision of the literary canon, and folklore came 
to be seen as the most precious of the nation’s treasures. Hence the popularity of initiatives 
focusing on amassing and analysing popular (folk) creativity, which came to be seen as an im-
portant element of the history of the Jews and their national identity. On the subject of the de-
velopment of a modern Yiddish culture, see D.E. Fishman, The Rise of Modern Yiddish Culture 
(2005). On the subject of research into folklore with the intention of ‘defining’ the Jewish na-
tion, see I.N. Gottesman, Defining the Yiddish Nation. The Jewish Folklorists of Poland (2003). 
Gottesman claimed that folklorists of various political persuasions were united by their love 
of the languge and the belief that it expressed the ethos of the Jewish nation.

1244 D. Shneer (Yiddish and the Creation of Soviet Jewish Culture (1918–1930), p. 8) stresses 
that ‘[representatives of the] Soviet Yiddish intelligentsia were a product of all of those move-
ments — the Jewish enlightenment, Jewish socialism, and Jewish nationalism. As enlighteners, 
they believed Jews needed to become part of Soviet society. As socialists, they believed in ele-
vating the (Jewish) working classes to positions of power and in working towards the creation 
of a classless society. And as nationalists, they believed that the use of Yiddish and the devel-
opment of Yiddish culture made Jews a nation different from all other nations. If Jews were 
no longer defined by religious practice and separate communities, then language could serve 
as a substitute.’ 

1245 J. Veidlinger, in his foreword to a book on Jewish theatre in the Soviet Union in the years 
1919–1949 (The Moscow State Yiddish Theater, pp. 1–18), argues that its artists succeeded 
in striking a balance between art that conformed to the ideological principles of Communism 
and promoting their national culture within the Soviet policy on ethnicity. ‘Bolshevik propa-
gandists failed to realize that national forms — languages, myths, archetypes, and symbols — 
were semiotic systems that aroused pre-existing emotions and expectations among audiences 
familiar with the codes. Despite all attempts to divorce the signifier from the signified — to 
assign the contemporary meaning to ancient myths — residues of the original sign remainded 
intact within the understandings of the interpreters. (…) National discourses cannot be made 
incidental to the nation from which they emerged’ (ibid., p. 3). Veidlinger goes on: ‘Under 
the guise of conventional socialist realism the Yiddish theater brought to life shtetl fables, bib-
lical heroes, Israelite lore, exilic laments and contemporary conundrums’ (ibid., p. 4), engaging 
in dialogue with its audiences over the heads of the uninitiated censors. Similar comments are 
probably applicable to all of Yiddish culture (including theatre) in post-war Poland, though this 
aspect of it requires further study. See also M.M. Bułat, ‘Polish Press and the Yiddish Theater 
in Poland (1947–1956): Screens of a Dialogue,’ pp. 59–76. 
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of the same title), which at the beginning of 1953 was produced at the State 
Jewish theatre.1246 It is worth stressing, however, that the number of works ref-
erencing folklore, like the number of texts inspired by the classics, increased 
markedly after 1955.1247 In 1960 the publishing house Yidish Bukh released 
the collection Mayses, witsn un shpitslekh fun Hershl Ostropolyer [Tales, 
jokes and anecdotes of Hershl Ostropoler], compiled and edited by Oyzer 
Holdes, and in 1966 the anthology of anecdotes Di khakhomim fun Khelem 
[The wise men of Chełm], compiled and edited by Fayvl Frid. 

In the same year, 1966, Horacy Safrin (1899–1980), a bilingual (Yid-
dish-Polish) poet, prose writer and satirist, had his volume of poems Oyfn 
berditshever mark [On the market square in Berdyczów/Berdychiv] pub-
lished, dedicated almost in its entirety to the persona of Hershl Ostropoler. 
That famous Jewish comic and at once Robin Hood figure, who defended 
the poor and the weak against the wealthy, was a hero of both folk and more 
sophisticated literature for more than two hundred years, and his humour 
and ironic wisdom inspired writers such as Itsik Manger, Isaac Babel and 
Yekhiel Yeshaye Trunk. According to popular tradition he lived at the turn 
of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and owed his name to the Polish 
shtetl of Ostropol (now Ostropil, Ukraine), where he worked as a shokhet 
(ritual butcher). He was said to have lost his position due to his constant quip-
ping, which offended the elders of the local Jewish community. After years 
of wandering he came to the court of Tsaddik Barukh of Mezhbizh, whom he 
cured, by means of his jokes, of depression. And because in his jokes he did 
not spare the tsaddik himself and his entourage, he won the ordinary peo-
ple’s hearts.1248 The folk tradition affords particular prominence to those of his 
jokes in which he defended the weak and the poor, and ridiculed religious 
hypocrites, rich misers, and those with too high an opinion of themselves. 

One of the productions examined by Jeffrey Veidlinger in The Moscow 
State Yiddish Theater is Gershenzon’s 1937 Hershele Ostropoler. This brings 
out the ‘Robin Hood’ qualities of the main character, who always works to 
mete out punishment to the rich in line with the popular sense of justice.1249 

1246 Interestingly, D. Sfard (‘Hershele Ostropolyer als stsenishe geshtalt,’ in idem, Shtudyes 
un skitsn, pp. 176–179) criticised Zonshayn’s play, complaining that he had recast a wise folk 
hero with a perceptive worldview as a common buffoon and con-man rather than applying 
good Socialist Realist practice and individualising the character so that it could, on this indi-
vidual scale, express features typical for his time and class (i.e. hardworking Jews). 

1247 One of the signs of the impending changes was the publication in a double issue 
of Yidishe Shriftn (9/10, 1955) of a column entitled Folklor vinkele (p. 7).

1248 See M. Waldoks, ‘Ostropolyer, Hershele,’ in YIVO Encyclopedia of Jews in Eastern Eu-
rope, dated 14.09.2010, http://www.yivoencyclopedia.org/article.aspx/Ostropolyer_Hershele 
(accessed 27.04.2011). 

1249 J. Veidlinger, The Moscow State Yiddish Theater, pp. 158–159. 
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Veidlinger notes that the heroicisation and romanticisation of figures of folk 
‘bandits’ such as Hershele enlivened the romantic vision of the shtetl, trans-
forming its residents into burly heroes whose righteous vigilante action 
bore the hallmarks of anarchy, something which was naturally at odds with 
the politics of the Soviet authorities. In Safrin’s interpretation the leitmotif 
is not so much Ostropoler’s chutzpah as his pragmatic wisdom, his ironic 
self-deprecating attitude, his mocking of religious pseudo-authorities, and his 
misogynistic attitude towards women,1250 which is no different from the tradi-
tional image conveyed by the folk tradition. This is how Safrin’s Hershl reacts 
to the didacticism of the devout Hasidim who try to persuade him to pray 
like their pious tsaddik: 

A Hasid lectures Hershl in Mezhbizh: 
‘You don’t think of today, you forget about tomorrow! 
Do you want to lose both worlds, you fool?!
Why do you come to synagogue so infrequently?… 
You see our tsaddik? — he sits, bowed  
And does not tear his eyes from the Book!’ 

‘But the tsaddik, God be with him,’ Hershl wrinkles his brow — 
‘Constantly has so many cares
And has to remember his court in prayer, 
His horses, his livestock, and the Jewish community… 
But I, Hershl, today have 
Only a wife and a tom cat. 
So I stand, and I cry out: “Good Father! 
Lord of the world! Wife — tomcat! Tomcat — wife!” 
And my prayer is done…’1251 

With the use of mockery and irony, then, Hershl claims subversively that 
the tsaddik of Mezhbizh is not a good example of devoutness for such pau-
pers as he, for their prayers, which focus only on the few things that make up 
their worldly wealth, will always be shorter than that of the rich man. He thus 
casts doubt on the purity of the pious man’s intentions, poking fun at both his 
interest in wealth and his religious hypocrisy. 

1250 Misogynistic attitudes towards women in Jewish humour are the subject of A. Żół-
kiewska’s article ‘Marszas: Mizoginistyczny stereotyp w humorze jidyszowym,’ in Nieme dusze?, 
pp. 451–463.

1251 H. Safrin, ‘Hershls tfile,’ in idem, Oyfn berditshever mark (1966), p. 23.
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One attribute of the humour present in Safrin’s poetic anecdotes is 
the situational irony and searing self-criticism of the subject, while the mode 
of thought and logic of deduction so typical for Jewish humour are based in  
the Bible and the Talmud. This Talmudic train of thought consists in casting 
doubt on all statements (and often taking them to the absurd), so that, as 
Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett and Michael Wex note:

the humor of East European Jews [is] a humor of consequences: actions, situations, and in-
tentions are followed to their logical, if often unexpectedly illogical, conclusions. Such re-
versal of expectation and consequent underscoring of incongruity are particularly marked 
in the vast range of Yiddish material associated with tricksters and fools. In the antics of 
such leytsim  (wits, waggish tricksters) as  Hershele Ostropolyer, Motke Khabad, Shayke 
Fayfer, and Froyke Greydinger, apparent folly turns out to be not only logical but also 
astute, a sign of superior intelligence.1252

Examples are legion, but let us look more closely at just one more, which 
illustrates superbly this situational irony, the ability not to take oneself too se-
riously, and the habit of drawing absurd conclusions from apparently logical 
thought processes: 

Hershl goes about with his shirt unbuttoned, 
His beard dishevelled, his mop of hair unkempt. 

People stare at him, mocking: ‘Have you, God forbid, 
Left your comb in the tavern?’ 
‘I have so many debts that even my hair
Is not mine…’ Hershl explains to them. 

‘So I think to myself: You fool! If that is so,
Why should you comb someone else’s hair!?’1253

We might note that the lack of any kind of commentary to Safrin’s collec-
tion of rhyming anecdotes featuring Ostropoler in the leading role is telling. 
Perhaps the author had no intention of imposing any ideologically motivat-
ed reading of his text, leaving the reader the freedom to delect the wise fool’s 
choice sense of humour. At this point we should recall something that with the  

1252 B. Kirshenblatt-Gimblett and M. Wex, ‘Humor: Oral Tradition,’ in YIVO Encyclopedia 
of Jews in Eastern Europe, dated 23.08.2010, http://www.yivoencyclopedia.org/article.aspx/Hu-
mor/Oral_Tradition (accessed 28.04.2011).

1253 H. Safrin, ‘Der baal-khoyv,’ in idem, Oyfn berditshever mark, p. 19.
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benefit of hindsight may be considered the mission of this writer: Safrin was 
the author of eight collections of Jewish-themed anecdotes and humoresques 
on Jewish themes in Polish, which enabled Polish readers to enjoy them too.1254 

There are also numerous references to folk lore — in particular proverbs, 
anecdotes and legends — to be found in the works of Leyb Olitski. This inter-
est in folk productivity is one aspect of the coherent whole of Olitski’s work; 
he spent a considerable part of his life bringing tales from Russian, Polish, 
French, Hebrew, Latin and other cultures into theYiddish canon, and was 
himself also a prolific writer of folk tales. Moreover, in the collection Folk-
stimlekhe baladn of 1957, in addition to an anthology of Hebrew tales, he 
also included twelve ‘folk ballads’ (folkstimlekhe baladn) of his own invention, 
writing of them thus in his foreword: 

Folk here does not mean folkishness in terms of style or emulation of the folk manner of 
telling or rhyming. Not that. There is no primitivism, rawness of language or roughness 
of form in these ballads. (…) Here, folkish refers to folkish only in terms of the material, 
which is loaned from a folk canon as old as the world itself, and poetically reworked and 
honed with the craft of the Jewish poet. In this way I have in these ballads esteemed collab-
orators — the anonymous folk artists whose merits may it please to support me.1255 

His novel Dodye Koval, devoted to the life of the traditional shtetl, is also 
a veritable treasury of folk sayings and wisdoms, rites and customs, and 
even a particular brand of Yiddish, shot through with dialectal expressions and 
phrases. Olitski’s interests in Jewish folklore and the Jewish and world tradi-
tions of folk-tale writing are worthy of a separate discussion; in view of the na-
ture and wealth of material I must restrict myself here to acknowledgement 
of the issue. 

Another writer who drew extensively on the wealth of Jewish folk culture 
is Kalman Segal. His references to his cultural heritage in his bilingual output, 
like Olitski’s, include material from the Bible and folklore, and also recogni-
tion of the very nature of Yiddish itself as a spoken language with a charac-
teristic style of discourse and colourful idiomatics. References to biblical and 
Talmudic motifs serve Segal as vehicles for reflection on the condition of man 
in the contemporary world, afflicted by two totalitarianisms. Among the most 
fascinating are his interpretations of two legends with Talmudic roots: that 
of the golem, the clay man brought to life by the power of the divine name, 

1254 See the following collections of anecdotes and humoresques: Ośla szczęka (1957), Mu-
cha na cokole (1959), Głupcy z Głupska (1962), Kain i Hewel (1963), Przy szabasowych świecach. 
Humor żydowski (1963), Bez figowego listka (1972), W arce Noego. Bajki oraz facecje żydowskie 
(1979), Przy szabasowych świecach. Wieczór drugi (1981).

1255 L. Olitski, ‘Forvort,’ in idem, Folkstimlekhe baladn (1957), p. 7.
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and that of the Sambation river,1256 whose waters are constantly boiling, pre-
venting passage to the other bank, where some of the Ten Lost Tribes of Israel 
(known in Yiddish as the Royte Yidelekh — Red Jews) reside. This latter leg-
end was referenced by Segal in his 1957 Polish-language collection of report-
age Nad dziwną rzeką Sambation. In his interpretation, the name of the river 
is used as a symbol of prejudice, antisemitism, and class and economic divi-
sion — i.e. everything that drives wedges between people and causes rejec-
tion. His reworking of the golem myth is the leitmotif of his Polish-language 
short story ‘Ulepiony z gliny’ [Made of clay] from the volume of the same title. 
This is the story of an accursed artist who, out of fear of loneliness, decided to 
create a living, perfect work of art that would guarantee him immortality and 
be of help to people in their careworn lives. In this story, Segal explores many 
motifs, among them that of the loneliness of every true artist and also that 
of the striving to attain true knowledge, which is the unfulfillable condition 
for creation of the ideal work of art. True beauty is proven to be inaccessible 
by man, and anyone who dares to seek it is usurping divine authority and 
in doing so brings down vast peril upon himself and others. In the univer-
sal dimension this is another story about loneliness, the world awaiting its 
saviour, and human attempts at salvation. The eponymous golem may be in-
terpreted as a symbol of utopian ideas intended to bring mankind happiness 
(Communism?) but which always backfire. Man is tainted with evil; everyone 
may be a victim but equally, everyone may be a perpetrator, and the sources 
of evil seem to be human weakness and faith in our own infallibility. 

It is not the religious tradition that is Segal’s most important source, howev-
er, but folklore and the language itself. This is most clearly visible in his stories 
from the Jewish tradition, whose characters cite countless Jewish anecdotes, 
sayings, jokes and proverbs.1257 In the Polish-language versions of these stories, 
the link with Jewish culture is underscored by a slight stylisation of the language 
used by the shtetl residents. Even Segal’s ideas for many of his cameos were 
drawn from Jewish anecdotes or folk sayings. The world described by the nar-
rator of his works is thus recreated also at the level of the language, which is 
revealed most fully in that part of his literary oeuvre that was written in Yid-
dish. This subject was partly addressed in my book Pomiędzy dwoma światami. 
O Kalmanie Segalu, and I will therefore not develop it any further here.1258 

1256 The Sambation was a legendary river that flowed out of Eden, tossing waters full 
of rocks and stones turbulently along its course six days a week and calming on Saturdays. 
Its name comes from the Greek form of the word ‘Sabbath.’ It is said to be in Ethiopia, India, 
China, Arabia or somewhere near the Caspian Sea. 

1257 For more on Jewish proverbs, see M. Sitarz, Yiddish and Polish Proverbs — Linguistic 
and Cultural Contacts (2000). 

1258 On Segal’s bilingual literary output and its roots in the popular imagination, see 
M. Ruta, Pomiędzy dwoma światami.
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The journey of my heart

One important theme of Yiddish poetry in post-war Poland is Israel as the in-
dependent Jewish state. This is a theme that is present on a natural level in par-
ticular in the poetry of the immediate post-war period, which asks questions 
about the destination of the Jewish survivors of the war who are considering 
leaving Poland. Work from this period also incorporates expressions of un-
inhibited joy and sympathy at the rebirth of the Jewish state after so many 
centuries.1259 As long as the Soviet Union continued to support the battle for 
Israeli independence, in the hope that it would become another state under 
Communist authority, it was also supported by the Polish Jewish Communists 
(in spite of their anti-Zionist programme).1260 This positive attitude found ex-
pression in press publications, including Yidishe Shriftn, where even in March 
1948 David Sfard in his leader called the Jews’ battle for Israel just and ho-
ly.1261 In May of the same year the paper printed the appeal ‘Ruf fun di yidishe 
shrayber in Poyln tsu di yidishe shrayber fun der melukhe Yisroel’ [Appeal 
of the Jewish writers in Poland to the Jewish writers in the state of Israel], 
signed by 46 members of the Union of Jewish Journalists and Writers in Po-
land, who expressed their joy at the creation of the independent Israel and 
‘blessed’ the hands of the workers and farmers who had struggled for the free-
dom of the Jewish homeland.1262 The next, June issue is devoted to the young 
state almost in its entirety, with an array of articles and poems expressing 
profound satisfaction at the way events had unfolded. In his leader, Sfard 
called the creation of Israel an act of historic justice,1263 while Yekhyel Hofer 
recalled the role played by religion, the ancient Jewish heroes and the dias-
poric tradition in the cultivation of the Jewish identity.1264 Yisroel Ashendorf, 
in turn, pointed out the role of early religious education (study of the Tanakh) 

1259 I. Hurwic-Nowakowska (A Social Analysis of Postwar Polish Jewry, pp. 52–80) notes 
that the establishment of the state of Israel was a major factor in the intensification of national 
awareness among the Polish Jews — including Jewish Communists — in the years immediately 
after the war. 

1260 For more on post-war Polish-Israeli relations, see B. Szaynok, Z historią i Moskwą 
w tle. Polska a Izrael 1944–1968 (2007); on the subject of the first post-war years see especially 
pp. 17–149).

1261 D. Sfard, ‘In payn fun vidergeburt (tsum kamf fun yishev in Erets Yisroel),’ Yidishe 
Shriftn No. 3 (1948), p. 1.

1262 ‘Ruf fun di yidishe shrayber in Poyln tsu di yidishe shrayber fun der melukhe Yisroel,’ 
Yidishe Shriftn No. 5 (1948), p. 1.

1263 D. Sfard, ‘Di legende vos iz gevorn vor,’ Yidishe Shriftn No. 6 (1948), p. 1.
1264 Y. Hofer, ‘Bafrayung,’ ibid., p. 2.
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in creating an idealistic vision of the homeland and firing up a longing for 
it.1265 The same issue also included a short story by Khaim Leyb Fuks on 
the history of ancient Jerusalem,1266 several poems, among them one by Av-
rom Zak about the soldiers of Haganah,1267 the final link in the chain of Jewish 
fighters begun by the valiant Bar Kokhba;1268 one by Leyb Kupershmidt about 
the struggle of Haganah as the fulfilment of the dreams of all the generations 
of Jews in the diaspora (including those who perished in the Holocaust);1269 
another by Moyshe Knapheys about how important it is for the Jews to learn 
to fight like other nations;1270 and one by Peysakh Binetski about the Jews’ 
longing for a normal country and a normal, quiet life.1271 

The attitude of the Soviet Union to the young state soon changed when 
it transpired that its authorities had allied themselves with the USA. This 
volte-face was echoed in the fierce antisemitic campaign in Poland,1272 which 
found expression through channels such as vicious publications in the press 
and in the Yidish Bukh publishing house.1273 One consequence of the change 
in political course was the elimination of Israel as a theme in literature for 
several years. One of the first poets who took it up as a theme again was Sfard. 
In his ‘Thaw’ volume Lider of 1957 he included a number of poems which 
suggest that even in his childhood Israel had been the object of his dreams 
and great love. Sfard’s poems are not dated, but it is quite possible that they 
were written ca. 1948 in response to the birth of the independent state built 
by the hands of Jewish émigrés, including many from Poland. In the poem 
‘Kh’gris mayn kholem fun der vayt’ [I greet my dream from afar], the lyric 

1265 Y. Ashendorf, ‘Yisroel,’ ibid., p. 2.
1266 Kh.L. Fuks, ‘In der nakht arayn,’ ibid., p. 3.
1267 Haganah was a Jewish paramilitary organisation operating in the years 1920–1948 

in the then Palestinian Mandate. It used terrorist methods in its operations. After the creation 
of the independent state of Israel it formed the core of the Israeli Defence Forces. For more, see 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Haganah (accessed 7.06.2015).

1268 A. Zak, ‘Malkhes Yisroel,’ Yidishe Shriftn No. 6 (1948), p. 2. Shimen Bar Kokhba was 
the leader of the revolt of the Palestinian Jews against the Romans in the years 132–135 c.e. 
In spite of a number of significant victories (including the capture of Jerusalem) and the dedi-
cation of Bar Kokhba’s soldiers (each one of them cut off one of his own fingers to demonstrate 
his bravery), the uprising failed.

1269 L. Kupershmidt, ‘Malkhes geto,’ ibid., p. 2.
1270 M. Knapheys, ‘Mayn kholem,’ ibid., p. 4.
1271 P. Binetski, ‘Zol es zayn undzer land,’ ibid., p. 4. 
1272 For more on this subject, see B. Szaynok, Z historią i Moskwą w tle, pp. 150–262. 
1273 In addition to numerous press publications, the Yidish Bukh publishing house also 

issued two works condemning Zionism in the years 1953–1954: Der tsiyonizm — an agentur 
funem amerikaner imperyalizm. Zamlung fun artiklen un dokumentn and Unter der tsiyonistish-
er hershaft, by I. Lekhter. See J. Nalewajko-Kulikov, ‘Appendix 1: Bibliography of Yidish Bukh 
publications,’ pp. 125–126.
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subject subtly expresses his bond with his Jewish homeland despite the fact 
that he himself has decided to remain elsewhere:1274 

I do not call this country by name, 
I do not swear allegiance to its earth —

True longing is mute, 
True love wants to be free.  
(…) 

Every childhood lasts for ever, 
And its melody goes with us — 
I tell no one that this is my sadness,
I tell no one that this is my joy. 

How many nights in sweet roaming, 
How many nights in silent suffering — 
Someone else puts in at its shore, 
And I greet my dream from afar.1275

The political programme to which Sfard had devoted his life precluded 
connections with the Zionist movement, and the directives issuing from Mos-
cow in the Stalinist period rendered any kind of relations with Israel impos-
sible. In this context, it would seem that his next poem, ‘S’iz nisht keyn zind’ 
[It’s not a sin], was a response to the internal conflict that arose in his heart 
between his love for his ancient Jewish homeland and his loyalty to the ‘red 
standard:’ 

It’s not a sin, 
When the young spring wind 
Brings me a greeting, 
Words of peace 
From mountains and valleys 
For which I have pined, 
Of which I dreamed 
In my childhood years. 

1274 I. Hurwic-Nowakowska (A Social Analysis of Postwar Polish Jewry, p. 63) claims, on 
the basis of research conducted immediately after the war, that there was even sympathy for 
Zionism among members of the Polish Workers’ Party (PPR) who considered Poland their 
homeland. 

1275 D. Sfard, ‘Kh’gris mayn kholem fun der vayt,’ in idem, Lider, p. 44.
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It’s not a sin, 
It’s not a contradiction  
Of what has been 
Or of my future: 
As up to now  
I shall be loyal to the same standard —  
It’s not a sin, when during a painful trek 
The young spring wind brings me 
A joyful greeting — and I accept it.1276 

When the restrictions on contacts with the world beyond the iron curtain 
were relaxed after Stalin’s death, Polish Jews were able to travel to the Jewish 
state. Sfard himself went there from November 1959 until January 1960, as 
the literary director of the State Jewish Theatre.1277 His time in Israel made an 
immense impression on him. In his memoirs, he describes his encounter with 
the country thus: 

Even the very encounter with the land of Israel, which had been the object of all my child-
hood and youthful dreams, and which had never left my thoughts, was a most profound 
experience for me. (…) at every turn I would pinch myself to convince myself that it was 
all true. (…) It was a mild, sunny Israeli winter morning, which was like one of the most 
beautiful spring days in Poland. It seemed to me that something mysterious, endlessly 
good and comforting filled the air. A noble beauty and a quiet, heavenly melody was every-
where around. Feeling my cheeks grow wet, I said to myself: A man! And a Communist 
to boot!1278

And adds: ‘I was filled with the feeling that this was my country and my na-
tion (…).’1279

Echoes of his visit to Israel survive in his poetry, for instance in his poem 
‘In a kishef-land’ [In a magical land] from the volume Borvese trit of 1966, 
which offers a vision of the new state as a vital response to the extermina-
tion of Europe’s Jews. For the lyric subject, Israel marks the end of the his-
tory of the exterminated Jews and the beginning of a history of victorious 
Jews, a reminder of the tragedy and the hope that it will never be repeated. 
He writes thus of his time in a place where his tortured nation can live freely 

1276 D. Sfard, ‘S’iz nisht keyn zind,’ ibid., p. 42.
1277 For more on Sfard’s time in Israel, see J. Nalewajko-Kulikov, Obywatel Jidyszlandu, 

pp. 241–245.
1278 D. Sfard, Mit zikh un mit andere, pp. 211–212. 
1279 Ibid., p. 266.
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and develop its own culture: ‘I sat there by the road / which leads to Babi Yar, / 
to the victory monument, / and I wept with despair, / and I wept with joy.’1280

As Sfard’s monographer Joanna Nalewajko-Kulikov notes, Israel was 
the writer’s great love, even later, when in the years 1967–1968 the Com-
munist authorities unleashed an anti-Zionist witch hunt in connection with 
the Israeli victory in June 1967 over the USSR’s protégé, Egypt. On 19 June 
that year, Władysław Gomułka, First Secretary of Poland’s ruling Commu-
nist party, the PZPR, in his criticism of Israeli politics, accused Poland’s pro- 
Zionist Jews of treason. Diplomatic ties between Poland and Israel were cut. 
The Central Board of the TSKŻ, of which Sfard was secretary-general at that 
time, was given to understand that an official condemnation of the Jewish 
state was expected of it. Sfard was opposed to this, and won other board mem-
bers over to his view.1281 When in January 1969 he ultimately decided to leave 
Poland as a result of anti-Jewish harrassment, it was Erets Yisroel that he 
chose as his final destination.

Another poet who visited the Jewish state after the Thaw was Yankev Zon-
shayn, who in his poetry left a trace of his fascination with the country’s exotic 
charm and its people. Visits to places such as Mount Hermon cannot fail to 
have reminded him of his childhood Bible study, and his imagination was 
sparked by the remarkable stories it held. He was most struck, however, by 
a ‘little shepherdess near Genezaret,’ who was ‘more beautiful than the Shu-
lamite / from the Song of Solomon.’1282 Her existence, her material reality, is 
for the poet palpable proof that the multi-millennial Jewish desire has been 
fulfilled. Another sign of dreams come true and hope of continuity is the chil-
dren speaking Hebrew whom he observed at play at a funfair: 

Little saints 
King David’s grandchildren, 
While
There is a lira in our pockets
And the merry-go-round is turning,
We shall whirl merrily with it!1283 

Zonshayn was also greatly moved by his meeting with residents of an ortho-
dox Jewish quarter, which reminded him, as it did other writers, such as Segal1284 

1280 D. Sfard, ‘In a kishef-land,’ in idem, Borvese trit, p. 50. 
1281 For more on the circumstances surrounding the issue of the declaration condemning 

Israel, see J. Nalewajko-Kulikov, Obywatel Jidyszlandu, pp. 264–275. 
1282 Y. Zonshayn, ‘Der Hermon-barg,’ in idem, Yunger vinter, p. 131.
1283 Y. Zonshayn, ‘Lebn luna-park,’ ibid., p. 139.
1284 See K. Segal, ‘Dos gesl,’ in idem, Vu shmeterlingn shvebn, pp. 250–254.
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and Shklar,1285 of the annihilated world of Poland’s Jews. He describes this ex-
traordinary experience of being transported in time and space in the beautiful 
poem ‘In Tverye’ [In Tiberias]. The smells, sounds and images he experiences 
in this unfamiliar space mingle with images from his childhood:

[…] You are just seven.

Międzyrzecka Street
Runs up to the market place,
There are Jews all around — Jews, Jews,
Colourful,
As if cut out of a rainbow.

Saturday celebrations —
Mother carries fish across the market place,
By the fabric shop father counts 
In chalk on the wall,
Mopping the sweat from his brow with his sleeve.

The day was scorching,
The night will be airless,
Swallows call,
As they fly from roof to roof.1286 

In the poet’s imagination the idealised past and the present, the world 
of the Israeli Jews and the annihilated world of the Jews in pre-war Poland, 
day and night, the existent and the non-existent all become superimposed 
on one another on different planes. Suddenly, everything becomes unreal, 
‘waking and dreaming are fiction,’ and the sense of unreality is heightened by 
the swallows, which ‘between day and night / (…) glide from roof to roof / 
calling,’ the same ‘in Tiberias / [as they were] on Międzyrzecka [Street].’ It is 
they that are the bridge between the past and the present. And it might seem 
as though the Polish Jews had never been visited by the misery of the Hol-
ocaust, that ‘it had all / been just bad dreams.’ But it is precisely the uncom-
fortable reality of the swallows, the fact that they had been there and they are 
here, like a tangible relic of the past, that forces the helpless man to realize 
the cruel truth of the fragility of human life, of passing, of the world’s indif-
ference to the greatest degree of human injustice, and of the fact that there is 

1285 See M. Shklar, ‘Sholem aleykhem, dir, Tevye,’ in idem, Farshpetikter friling, p. 93.
1286 Y. Zonshayn, ‘In Tverye,’ in idem, Yunger vinter, pp. 129–130.
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no going back to what has gone. And ‘only the swallows really are / the calling 
swallows / flying from roof to roof.’1287 

Zonshayn’s impressions of his trip are brought together in his final poem 
from his Israel cycle (Yisroel-lider), entitled simply ‘In mayn heym’ [In my 
home]. In it, he makes a confession of his love for and attachment to Israel, 
but at the same time is firm that his place is in Poland, with his beloved girl-
friend. And though it is cold there, ‘see / how my feet dance / when the road 
home / draws / near.’1288

A similar impression is reported by Moyshe Shklar in ‘Fun yisroeldikn blo-
knot’ [A Notebook from Israel],1289 a cycle of poems inspired by his visits to 
the Holy Land. The conclusions he reaches in them may be summarised in a few 
sentences: this old-new, stunningly beautiful country is a space where the world 
of the biblical patriarchs has met the world of the Jews from Kasrylevka1290 
and Jewish history can go on. Israel is the reparation for and commemoration 
of those who dreamed of its revival but did not live to see it.1291 Nonetheless, 
the lyric subject of the poem ‘Azoy un nisht azoy’ [So and not so]1292 says, those 
who were born and grew up in Poland will always miss the Polish sky. 

In the spring of 1959 Leyb Olitski also visited Israel, and devoted an entire 
collection of poems to his experiences: Mayn harts-rayze [The journey of my 
heart]. The title itself reveals that this is an account of a journey to a place 
close to his heart, which soon proved to be a true home: ‘A home, whatever 
it is like, is always good and close, / and all roads of the heart lead to it.’1293 
The poems in this volume are a paean to his Jewish homeland, where to their 
lyric subject everything seems familiar, close, in the right place, and designed 
to meet the important needs of security and belonging.1294 The poet — for 
there is no doubt that the subject of these Israeli sonnets speaks in Olitski’s 
own voice — expresses his love for his ancient Jewish homeland thus: ‘I desire 
to extol your every backwater / like a child who, touching his mother’s body 
with his hand, / ecstatic at its soft warmth, / trembles all over with joy.’1295 Is-
rael charms him with its exotic beauty, but also with its civilisational flair and 

1287 Ibid., p. 130. 
1288 Y. Zonshayn, ‘In mayn heym,’ ibid., p. 144. 
1289 See the following poems by Shklar from the cycle Fun yisroeldikn bloknot: ‘Sholem,’ 

‘Azoy un nisht azoy,’ ‘Farnakht in Negev,’ ‘Sdom,’ ‘Sholem aleykhem dir, Tevye,’ ‘Dos fayer brent 
nokh,’ ‘Shagals vitrazhn,’ and ‘Beys-oylem shtilkeyt,’ in idem, Farshpetikter friling, pp. 89–99. 

1290 See Y. Zonshayn, ‘Sholem aleykhem, dir, Tevye,’ ibid., p. 93. 
1291 See Y. Zonshayn, ‘Dos fayer brent nokh,’ ibid., p. 94, ‘Shagals vitrazhn,’ ibid., pp. 95–97, 

‘Beys-oylem shtilkeyt,’ ibid., pp. 98–99.
1292 Y. Zonshayn, ‘Azoy un nisht azoy,’ ibid., p. 90. 
1293 L. Olitski, ‘Aheym’, in idem, Mayn harts-rayze, p. 61.
1294 See ibid.
1295 L. Olitski, ‘Mayn land!,’ ibid., p. 53.
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the determination with which its inhabitants claw back land from the desert to 
build their towns. His time in Jerusalem fills him with great joy and delight, but 
he is also immensely moved and proud to visit Tel Aviv, the first city built only 
by Jews and inhabited by Jews. One of its residents speaks thus of his pride, 
which Olitski shares: ‘In place of “Jude rein” it is / “the city of pure Jews”; for 
that reason alone I am happy, / it is like balsam to my tired heart…’1296 

The months he spent in Israel triggered a revolution in the life of this 
already mature writer. In the spring of 1959, while still in Tel Aviv, he noted, 
in the poem ‘Mayn land!’ [My country]: ‘O chain which binds me, I long to 
melt into your links, / you are always me and I am always you. / Where, if 
not within myself, am I to seek peace?!,’1297 and by that autumn he had taken 
the decision to emigrate. Unfortunately this did not meet with the approval 
of Warsaw’s Jewish community: 

They have cast me out, because 
I have been struck in the middle of my heart 
By a sacred arrow of blessed maternal love
And I can no longer sleep within the four walls of the ghetto.
(…) 

Though without black candles, without the wail of shofars,
They have hung a black bolt on my lips: 
The irreverence! He dared to fall in love with his home!…  

I am not Samson,1298 like him, anger is not good for me…
But the verdict issued on me I bear with scorn, pride and hatred,
And by night, in my dreams, I am comforted by — Spinoza.1299 

Towards the end of that same year, having bidden farewell to his Polish 
homeland, where he had felt cramped as if within ‘the four walls of the ghetto,’ 
with the exquisite cycle of poems Mayn gezegen-vort tsu Poyln [My farewell 
to Poland],1300 Olitski and his family set off for Israel, the land he had longed 
for since his childhood. It was there that his volume Mayn harts-rayze, which 

1296 L. Olitski, ‘In Tel-Aviv,’ ibid., p. 22.
1297 L. Olitski, ‘Mayn land!,’ ibid., p. 53.
1298 A reference to the biblical figure of Samson.
1299 L. Olitski, ‘In kherem,’ in idem, Mayn harts-rayze, p. 60. Baruch Spinoza (1632–1677) 

— a Jewish rationalist philosopher, precursor of the Enlightenment and Bible critic who lived 
in the Netherlands. The Jewish religious authorities placed a curse on him for his views, which 
were at odds with orthodox Judaism.

1300 See L. Olitski, ‘Mayn gezegen-vort tsu Poyln’ 1–6, ibid., pp. 65–70.
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includes the poems quoted above, was published. I cite them because they 
were written in Poland and are a moving documentation of the last months 
he spent here. 

One link will unite the centuries 

The Holocaust cast a long shadow over the life of the survivors, hindering 
their return to normality after the terrible war. For Communist writers, who 
before 1939 had fought the traditional Jewish world with the sword of prop-
aganda, the deaths of millions came as an unexpected, yet extremely painful 
surprise. After liberation they returned to empty shtetls, where there were no 
more Talmudic scholars, yeshiva students, pious wives and daughters — all 
those to whom they had prophesied the end of their world. Their mourning 
following the real, yet cruel extermination of that world found its place in  
the poetry and prose of Communist writers even before the end of the war, 
but also later, as long as a Yiddish literature existed in post-war Poland, i.e. 
until 1968. The dark period of Stalinism prevented them from speaking out 
clearly and unequivocally about this mourning, and even about their own 
Jewishness. Only with the Thaw could there come a return to tones and 
themes that testified to both their emotional ties with the annihilated Jewish 
world and the survivors’ strong roots in its culture and literature. Communist 
writers once again began to address themes eliminated by Socialist Realism — 
they wrote about Jewish fears of revealing their true identity in the post-war 
world, about their sense of exclusion and stigmatisation, about their difficul-
ties adapting to reality, about the burden of memory of the dead and the sense 
of guilt at their own survival, and about their problems with self-identifica-
tion damaged by the trauma of war. They also reference the traditional sourc-
es of inspiration supplied for centuries by the Yiddish language, the work 
of the classics, folklore, and the longing for a Jewish national home in Israel. 

To end this chapter I quote a beautiful poem by David Sfard, ‘Biblish’ [Bib-
lical], which expresses faith in permanence and the cohesive power of tradi-
tion, which bind together, like a golden chain, distant generations of the Jew-
ish nation: 

If of fifty only half survive, 
The half that kept the faith —
When day chases the shadows away,
That half will endure. 
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If, gnawed by pain and doubt,
Of the handful saved from death,
Only a third part survives —
Then that third part will remain.

And if — I think not to conceal my worry — 
Of the chain of distant generations
Only one link endures,
Then that link will unite all the centuries.1301  

Faithfulness to tradition in its broadest sense proves stronger than the at-
tempt to alter or, more accurately, destroy the national culture as the Commu-
nist ideological programme would have had it. To Sfard’s mind, the handful 
that was miraculously saved from the turmoil of war and in whose hearts 
memories of the richness of that former life live on have a vital role to play — 
as guardians of all that is most important for sustaining the Jewish identity: 
the language and culture, but also the memory of those who died a premature, 
violent death.

1301 D. Sfard, ‘Biblish,’ in idem, A zegl in vint, p. 51.
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We had dandled a dead baby.

Anonymous, 19911302

The historian Yuri Slezkine notes that the European Jews on the threshold 
of the twentieth century were seeing great successes as entrepreneurs and 
members of liberal professions, i.e. in areas which were the pillars of modern 
states. Yet they were not linked to any country that could represent them. 
In a nationalist world they were ‘defenceless, like a phantom tribe of power-
ful aliens.’1303 Paradoxically, however, this exclusion opened them the door to 
a form of liberation:

For most European Jews, this meant three pilgrimages to three ideological destinations. 
Freudianism became associated with a nonethnic (or multiethnic) liberalism in the United 
States; Zionism represented a secular Jewish nationalism in Palestine; and Communism 
stood for the creation of a nation-free world centered in Moscow.1304

One of the three Promised Lands of which Slezkine speaks was the Soviet 
Union, a state which lured people with its promise of universal fraternity. 
For many Jews who succumbed to the attraction of the Communist ideology, 
what was important above all else was the promise of the possibility to devel-
op their national culture in its secular, democratic dimension. 

1302 These were the words used by one of Schatz’s respondents to describe the effects 
of the efforts to build a Jewish Promised Land in the Polish People’s Republic. See J. Schatz, 
The Generation, p. 312. 

1303 Y. Slezkine, The Jewish Century, p. 104. 
1304 Ibid.
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Socialist Jewish culture in the USSR was to be an intermediate state on 
the road to full assimilation. It was assigned the role of a conveyor belt, to be 
used to infiltrate the world of Jews who did not speak Russian with Commu-
nist values. In spite of these principles, which were obvious from the outset, 
Soviet Jewish intellectuals set about developing the new culture in Yiddish 
with great enthusiasm. Before long, a dense network of state-subsidised cul-
tural and educational institutions, unlike any other in the world, had grown 
up. In the 1920s three main centres emerged on the cultural map of Soviet 
Yiddishland: Kiev (Kyiv), Moscow and Minsk. Alongside outstanding writers 
of the older generation, younger ones were making their debut, and the liberal 
cultural policy was fostering a flourishing literary life. Poetry was the context 
for aesthetic and ideological experimentation, and writers had the freedom to 
align themselves in rival groups and publish literary papers that defined their 
aesthetics and ideology. This diversity disappeared when in 1932 the authori-
ties decided to establish the Union of Soviet Writers, as the only official writ-
ers’ organisation in the USSR, and two years later instated Socialist Realism 
as the officially mandatory creative method. In the mid-1930s Communist 
party support for the project to develop national cultures evaporated, and 
at that time many Jewish schools, periodicals and most cultural institutions 
were closed down. During this intensification of the battle with ‘national-
ist deviations,’ many Jewish intellectuals fell victim to purges. Moreover, 
the Soviet brand of Yiddish culture had not proved attractive to the masses.1305 
The impressive network of secular schools had not superseded traditional 
institutions; older people had remained faithful to their pre-revolutionary 
values, while only certain categories of young people had shown any interest 
in the new model of culture.1306 In the modern age (which brought with it 
more intense migration, urbanisation and industrialisation) there was a great-
er striving for acculturation. Summarising the efforts of Jewish intellectuals 
in the cause of promoting Yiddish culture, David Shneer writes:

The project to create a secular Yiddish culture and a people who identified with that culture 
succeeded in the 1920s. Secular Yiddish writers penned poetry, school children studied 
Sholem Aleikhem from a Marxist perspective, and Soviet judges conducted trials in Yid-
dish. But ultimately the project to make Yiddish the marker of Jewish ethnic difference in 
the Soviet Union did not succeed. By the late 1930s, Jewish children no longer went to Yid-
dish schools. Birobidzhan did not become the homeland of Soviet Jewry. And, after World 

1305 See Z. Gitelman, ‘The Evolution of Jewish Culture and Identity in the Soviet Union,’ 
pp. 11–13.

1306 See Z. Gitelman, ‘Reaching for Utopia: Building Socialism and New Jewish Culture,’ 
ibid., A Century of Ambivalence: The Jews of Russia and the Soviet Union, 1881 to the Present 
(2001), pp. 107–108.
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War II, Russian replaced Yiddish as the dominant language of the Soviet Jews. The overall 
project did not succeed, because the majority of Soviet Jews did not necessarily support it, 
and because Stalin had other ideas about the future of Soviet Jewry and the future of ethnic 
minorities in the Soviet Union. It seems everyone was ambivalent about this project.1307 

In the 1920s and 1930s the Communist ideology won many supporters 
both within and beyond the Soviet state. A considerable body of intellec-
tuals and artists from Poland were among those who were charmed by its 
promises.1308 The Jewish Communists, in thrall to what seemed to be the un-
trammelled burgeoning of Yiddish culture in the USSR, dreamed of victory 
for the proletariat revolution on the Vistula too. While history seemed to be 
favouring the first generation of Jewish Soviet revolutionaries, however, unex-
pected obstacles appeared on the path of the Jews to a Communist Promised 
Land in Poland. Those who in the 1920s and 1930s had been writing with 
a view to criticising the old world and agitating for a new one were forced, 
by a tragic twist of fate, to face the unexpected challenge of the Holocaust. 
World War II cast the shadow of a double death over their lives: the death 
of individuals and of an entire civilisation, which, as active revolutionaries, 
they themselves had so recently condemned.1309 The fact that both Russian 
and Polish Jews gravitated towards the Communist movement was, as Slez-
kine put it, the consequence of children rebelling against their parents. This, 
in turn, was the product of modernising changes which led to the revision 
of traditional Jewish values rooted in the religious worldview. As the liter-
ary oeuvre of those who survived in the East shows, the Holocaust changed 
the ideologically conditioned negative attitude of many towards the tradition-
al Jewish community.1310 It also made an impact on their personal lives, which 

1307 D. Shneer, Yiddish and the Creation of Soviet Jewish Culture 1918–1930, p. 219.
1308 For more on the fate of the Polish intellectuals in thrall to Communism, see M. Shore, 

Caviar and Ashes: A Warsaw Generation’s Life and Death in Marxism, 1918–1968 (2006).
1309 For more on the effects of this essentially ontological change in the situation of the Jewish 

Communists in Poland after the Holocaust, see Schatz, ‘Communists in the “Jewish Sector,”’ p. 21. 
1310 Testimony to this are the many examples I cite throughout this work. A superb illustra-

tion of the delicacy of the issue that was the attitude of survivors to the entire murdered nation 
is the response of the poet Kupershmidt to a vicious review of a volume of his poetry in 1949:

In his review of my collection of poems Flemlekh in der nakht from the seventh issue 
of Yidishe Shriftn the critic S. Vilner attacks me for daring to mourn the cheder students 
and devout Jews of Biała Rawska.

‘Who is he writing for  — Jewish rabbis or workers?’ S. Vilner asks. (…).
Have no fear, Comrade Vilner, the Jewish worker is quite capable of helping to create 

and build a new order founded on justice, fraternity and freedom, and if he has a spark 
of nobility in him, to the end of his days he will carry in his heart the memory of the devout 
Jews. (…) If mourning for the devout pupils of the Beys Yakov school who poisoned them-
selves in order to avoid disgrace at the hands of the German perverts, weeping for the de-
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were overtaken by the hard graft of rebuilding their identity, damaged by their 
loss and pangs of conscience.

Their faith in the possibility of rebuilding the world and the human men-
tality was strong enough in most cases to withstand the painful experience 
of exile in the vast expanses of the Soviet Union during World War II. Af-
ter liberation the Polish Jewish Communists returned to their homeland to 
build Communism, which was to bring ‘the liberation of all humanity, in-
cluding our Jewish nation.’1311 We do not know whether they had any idea 
that the price for striving towards this goal might be the rapid liquidation 
of the autonomous Yiddish culture on whose construction and development 
they had expended as much energy in the second half of the 1940s as their 
Soviet brethren a quarter-century previously. The process of eradicating any-
thing specifically national began in the late 1940s (the first steps towards abol-
ishing Yiddish culture in the USSR were taken at the turn of 1948/1949). Had 
it not been for Stalin’s death, the full cultural assimilation of the Polish Jews 
would have come much sooner than they had imagined. Some of the literary 
texts from that period illustrate perfectly how such a homogeneous world 
in which there were no Jews or non-Jews, only ‘humanity,’ might have been. 

The wake-up call that was the Thaw also brought a certain freedom of ex-
pression and thought, which is abundantly clear from the literature, which exer-
cises retribution for the Stalinist period, returns to stifled discussions, and starts 
to tackle themes that had hitherto been absent or marginalised. The years 1956–
1957 were a time of acute ideological crisis for writers but at once a stage further 
in the process (begun at the turn of 1952/1953) of departing from the blind faith 
that Communism could solve all mankind’s problems, including that of the ex-
clusion of the Jews. In addition to the Stalinist crimes, the Thaw also laid bare 
the conflicts that were rife in the PZPR ranks. The opposing parties attempted 
to settle scores by employing the nationalist rhetoric, with slogans that fell on 
the fertile ground of the antisemitic sentiments in some segments of Polish soci-
ety. In 1956, and again in 1967–1968, this third formidable force to have a huge 
impact on the life and work of Yiddish-language Jewish writers in Poland who 
had survived in the East, after Communism and the Holocaust, came into play. It 
was largely this antisemitism that influenced their decision to leave their native 
country: in the second half of the 1940s in fear of a hostility that did not baulk 
at crime, in the mid-1950s due to disillusionment at anti-Jewish resentment 

stroyed synagogues and orphaned shtetls, lamenting for the desecrated Jewish bedding all 
sold off, and the sobs evoked by [the memory of] my mother’s hands extended in a gesture 
of despair towards the Yom Kippur candles is to you an expression of ignorance and a me-
dieval mindset, then all discussion is pointless to me (L. Kupershmidt, ‘A briv in redaktsye,’ 
Yidishe Shriftn No. 28–29 (1949), p. 10). 
1311 D. Sfard, Mit zikh un mit andere, p. 291.
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in the Communist party rank and file, and towards the end of the 1960s out 
of frustration at the Polish authorities’ humiliating undermining of the rights 
of Jewish citizens to live in their homeland. 

As in the USSR, the Polish Jews’ ‘fling’ with Communism did not have 
a happy ending. In spite of the apparent initial success (the Jews were the only 
national minority to enjoy cultural autonomy in Poland from the beginning), 
the ambitious project to build a new model of secular progressive Yiddish cul-
ture, launched and pursued with great energy and determination by a handful 
of Polish Jewish Communists, failed to bring the expected results. The debacle 
in the historic dimension was accompanied by a sense of failure in the indi-
vidual dimension: many writers had to face the harsh truth that what they 
had been cultivating the whole time was nothing but an illusion. For those 
survivors who had left Poland shortly after the war, contact with Communism 
was but an episodic memory. But the activists who followed them twenty 
years later, having reached the conclusion that ‘we should not stay here a day 
longer,’1312 were left with nothing but the bitterness of defeat and a feeling 
of profound disappointment.

In spite of concerted attempts to meet the unrealistic demands of Socialist 
Realism, it soon transpired that Yiddish literature, though founded on dialec-
tical materialism and optimistic in principle, in the Polish People’s Republic, 
given the task of describing the ideal reality of the socialist state and shap-
ing the mentality of the new Jewish man, was nonetheless unable to deal with 
the lack of space afforded by Communism for mourning its murdered nation or 
with the spasms of unease that were the reaction to the periodic antisemitism 
in the non-Jewish environment. On the other hand, in spite of the attempts to 
reduce its Jewishness and curtail its national character to a few formal elements, 
the Communist powers failed to transform it beyond recognition. Of the sev-
en thematic areas enumerated by Monika Adamczyk-Garbowska that bond 
Jewish literature in all languages,1313 at least six are to be found (in more or 
less modified form) in the Yiddish literature of the People’s Poland. On clos-
er observation, in spite of all its idiosyncrasies and limitations, it has much 
in common with post-war Jewish writing in Yiddish, Hebrew and Polish, not 
only in Poland and the USSR but also in Israel and the USA. With West Euro-
pean, Israeli and American Yiddish literature it is connected by a rich current 
devoted to the Holocaust, which often references traditional literary models 
of responses to the catastrophe rooted in the religious discourse,1314 and also 

1312 L. Berger, ‘Di papirene oytsres,’ in eadem, Ekhos fun vaytn nekhtn (1993), p. 46.
1313 These are: immersion in the Judaic tradition, bilingualism/multilingualism, the shtetl, 

the schlemiel figure (the naïve klutz, the ‘wise’ fool), the travel motif, the peculiar sense of hu-
mour, and the Holocaust theme. See M. Adamczyk-Garbowska, Odcienie tożsamości, pp. 7–25.

1314 See D.G. Roskies, Against the Apocalypse and Literature of Destruction. 
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by a new, nostalgic vision of the tortured Jewish shtetl.1315 The threads that link 
it to Soviet Yiddish literature are the meaning bestowed on memory, mourn-
ing and testimony to the Holocaust, and also attachment to certain aspects 
of traditional Jewish culture (the folklore, elements of the customs, and folk 
songs).1316 With Polish-language Jewish literature in Poland it shares its reaction 
to the (direct and indirect) experience of the Shoah, the imperative of com-
memorating the exotically colourful world of the Jewish shetls, discussions on 
antisemitism and the attitudes of Poles during the war, and struggles surround-
ing identity and the experience of emigration.1317 Common to Polish literature 
in Israel is the survivor complex, the experience of the diaspora — of being ex-
iled from an old homeland (Poland) and the process of growing into a new one 
(which for many would be Israel) — and dealing with the religious dimension 
of Jewish culture as a consequence of the modernising developments and disil-
lusionment with God’s silence during the Holocaust.1318 With Hebrew literature 
it shares its response to the Holocaust, its passionate dialogue with an unre-
sponsive God, its accusation of indifference directed at the world, and the sense 
of guilt experienced by those who had to live with the death of their nation.1319 

This book is not a full monograph of Yiddish literature in post-war Po-
land.1320 The task I set myself was to furnish a description of those of its as-
pects which constituted a response to three historical determinants of spe-
cial significance to the Polish Jews in the twentieth century: the Holocaust, 

1315 See D.G. Roskies, The Jewish Shtetl in Jewish Collective Memory, p. 67; K. Więcławska, 
Zmartwychwstałe miasteczko, pp. 27–33. 

1316 For more on the subject of Soviet Jewish literature in Yiddish and Russian, see H. Mu-
rav, Music from a Speeding Train. Among the qualities that in this author’s opinion distinguish 
post-war Soviet Yiddish literature from the Yiddish literature of the Western world are sti-
fled mourning for the nation, whose extermination was a forbidden subject in the specifically 
Jewish context (because the war had brought death to many of the Soviet nations, not only 
the Jews), the dual perspective of victim and at once victor (many Jews had served in the Red 
Army, and thus fairly considered themselves members of the community of Soviet nations 
celebrating victory), and also the optimistic worldview typical for Communism.

1317 See M. Adamczyk-Garbowska and M. Ruta, ‘Responses to the Holocaust in Polish and 
Yiddish Literature,’ pp. 353–394.

1318 See K. Famulska-Ciesielska, Polacy, Żydzi, Izraelczycy. 
1319 See M.J. Kohn, The Voice of My Blood Cries Out. 
1320 I restricted the analyses conducted in this study to thematic areas connected with the Hol-

ocaust, Polish–Jewish relations, and Communism, but this is of course not the sum of the motifs 
and issues present in the literature published in post-war Poland. Moreover, the work of many 
of these highly diverse writers individually is worthy of separate study — Hadase Rubin and Bi-
nem Heller, Leyb Olitski and David Sfard, Elye Rayzman and Yankev (Jakub) Zonshayn, Moyshe 
Shklar and Paltyel Tsibulski. It is also worth remembering that the work of many of the writers 
mentioned here from the period of the Polish People’s Republic is only part of their literary 
oeuvre, which in many cases had had its beginning before World War II, and was continued 
in Israel, Argentina or the USA, where they had settled on emigration from post-war Poland. 
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 Polish–Jewish relations, and Communism. My analyses reveal a portrait of an 
internally heterogeneous collectivity whose composition may be variously de-
fined depending on the criteria adopted. The clearest division is that between 
the few who survived in Poland and the far greater group of those who were 
saved in the East. A distinction by political views gives us a handful of peo-
ple representing Bundism or Zionism on the one hand and the vast major-
ity of those who held to or sympathised with the Communist ideology on 
the other. If we take into account time spent in post-war Poland, this commu-
nity again falls into two groups — the large group of writers who emigrated 
shortly after the war, and the far smaller group of those whose mission was to 
build a secular, democratic Yiddish culture in their homeland, ‘at the last post 
with the last hope.’1321 Those who had the strongest influence on the character 
of the literature being written in the People’s Republic of Poland for almost 
a quarter of a century were those writers who had seen the war out in the East 
and were connected with the new political order. This was the first and at once 
the last generation which, encouraged by the achievements of their peers be-
yond Poland’s eastern border, but also critical of their mistakes, undertook 
the experiment they called nusekh Poyln, in the conviction that they could do 
it better.1322 Like their Soviet predecessors, they were not to see their work fin-
ished. Nevertheless, we may suspect that even if the social and political atmos-
phere in Poland had been favourable towards the Jews, there would not have 
been any writers to take their place. The reason for this is obvious: the children 
of those who survived the war in the East, educated in Polish schools and 
deprived of contact with the living Yiddish language in their families, spoke 
only (or chiefly) Polish. Doubtless by the late 1970s, or perhaps 1980s, Yiddish 
literature in Poland would have passed naturally into history. The prophetic 
words of the poet, recorded in the letters of the Hebrew alphabet —

נָאך אונדז וועלן אייביק פַארבלייבן אין פוילן,
זכרונות ווי ווָארצלען פון ביימער ווָאס פוילן. 1323

 — would in any case have become an illegible sign, accessible only to those 
who took the active decision to respond to its call. 

1321 Cf. the memoirs of one of the leading architects of the new order, H. Smolar, Oyf der 
letster pozitsye mit der letster hofenung.

1322 This was addressed at the conference Polscy Żydzi we Francji i w Izraelu. Biografie, 
reprezentacje, pamięć (Warsaw, 21–22 February 2011) by G. Estraikh in his speech ‘In Poland, 
after the war, we laid the foundation for “being different:” Soviet aspects of Jewish communist 
veterans’ grievances.’

1323 B. Heller, ‘Nokh undz,’ p. 215: ‘Nokh undz veln eybik farblaybn in Poyln / zikhroynes 
vi vortslen fun beymer vos foyln’ (Of us there will always remain in Poland / memories like 
the roots of rotting trees). 
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Weinstein Miriam 374, 438
Weiss Shewakh 21, 439
Weissenberg Meir 262
Wex Michael 379, 386, 391, 424
Więcławska Katarzyna 27, 231, 410, 438
Wiliński Stanisław Wit 430
Wilkoń Teresa 212, 432, 438
Wiścicki Tomasz 138, 435
Wisse Ruth R. 25, 104, 124, 190, 384, 385, 

414, 423, 438, 439
Wiszniewicz Joanna 14, 26, 418, 439
Witt Hubert 20, 420
Wojdowski Bogdan 65, 439
Wojterzanka Agata 47
Wolitz Seth 146, 439
Wołowiec Grzegorz 425
Wróbel Józef 41, 242, 439
Wróblewski Andrzej 13, 439
Wyszyński Stefan 180, 181

Yakov Beys 407
Yanasovitsh Yitskhok 9–11, 14, 42, 104, 108, 

124, 128, 185, 201, 202, 205, 209, 215, 
216, 416

Yasni Avrom Volf (Jasny Abraham Wolf) 14
Young Gloria 439



Index of people 449

Zachariasz Szymon 265
Zak Avrom 9–11, 14, 37, 42, 44, 45, 47, 50, 

53–56, 58, 59, 72, 75, 81–85, 90–93, 
103–105, 107, 108, 116, 150, 195–197, 
200–203, 205–207, 285, 292, 395, 416, 
425, 439

Zalewska Gabriela 419
Zaltsman Moyshe 9, 14, 205, 218, 416
Zaremba Małgorzata 21, 439
Zasacka Zofia 439
Zawadzka Anna 317
Zbytkower Shmul 225
Zeichner Dvora 16, 418
Zeltser Arkadi 439

Zhikhlinski Reyzl 9, 14, 18, 55, 57, 58, 69, 
72, 81, 91, 95, 96, 108, 148, 149, 183, 184, 
195, 197, 200, 205–209, 222, 416

Zhirman Sholem 10
Ziębiński-Witek Anna 439
Zonshayn Yankev (Jakub) 9, 14, 29, 68, 69, 

156, 163, 164, 256, 295, 305, 321, 322, 
351, 354, 356, 370, 375, 378, 379, 398–
400, 410, 416, 439

Zuckerman Yitshak “Antek” 109

Żbikowski Andrzej 12, 126, 423, 437, 439
Żebrowski Rafał 12, 14, 17, 419, 440
Żółkiewska Agnieszka 390, 440
Żukowski Tomasz 420, 422, 428
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